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CAUSE, the Professional Association for the Management of Information
Technology in Higher Education, helps colleges and universities strengthen
and improve their computing, communications, and information services,
both acpdemic and administrative. The association also helps individual
members develop as professionals in the field of higher education computing
and information technology.

CAUSE was organized as a volunteer association in 1962 and incorporated in
1971 with twenty-five charter member institutions. In the same year the
CAUSE National Office opened in Boulder, Colorado, with a professional staff
to serve the membership. Today the association serves more than 2,650
member representatives from over 900 campuses representing nearly 700
colleges and universities, and 49 corporate members.

CAUSE provides member institutions with many services to increase the
effectiveness of their computing environments, including:

the CAUSE Exchange Library, a clearinghouse for documents and
systems descriptions made available by members through CAUSE;
the Institution Database (ID) Service, which provides to members
information about ;typical computing practices among peer institu-
tions from a database of member institution profiles;
association public k. tions, including a bi-monthly newsletter,
CAUSE Information; a quarterly newsletter, Manage IT; the profes-
sional magazine, CAUSE /EFFECT; and monograph and professional
papers series;
workshops, seminars, and institutes; and
the CAUSE National Conference.

We encourage you to use CAUSE to support your own efforts to strengthen
your institution's management and educational capabilities through the
effective use of computing and information technology.

iii
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INTRODUCTION
1991 marked the twentieth anniversary of CAUSE, the association for the management of information in
higher education. Thus, Twenty Years of Change: Visions of the Futurethe CAUSE91 themeemphasized the
significant role this professional organization has played in colleges and universi ties for thepa st two decades,
and will continue to play as this decade unfolds into a new century. Accordingly, concurrent track
presentations highlighted such subjects as change, transformation, organizational culture, quality, client/
servers, TQM, measurement, values and ethics. imaging electronic forms, a paradigm shift, networked
resources, and reorganizationall pertinent topics and issues of today and the future.

A record 146 concurrent track proposals were submitted this year, from which the 48 presentations were
selected. Twenty corporate presentations were delivered at CAUSE91, along with corporate workshops,
round table discussions, Ask the Expert sessions, and, for the first time, Poster Sessions.

We're grateful to a number of corporate sponsors for making possible some very high quality
communications, entertainment, and educational components of CAUSE91. Communications Central, the
daily conference newsletter, the conference wessaging system, a new service providing long distance
telephone calls, the golf tournament, a fun run, a special twentieth anniversary booklet, a Best of CAUSE/
EFFECT publication, refreshment breaks, hospitality suites, and the demonstration areaall were made
possible by corporate sponsors. The facilities of the Disneyland Hotel, the services of the hotel staff, and the
support provided by Conferon's conference consultants were outstanding.

The CAUSE91 Program Committee, Current Issues Committee, and the IN? tiona l Office were joined this
year by a 20-Year Anniversary Ad Hoc Committee in planning the conference and twenty-year anniversary
celebration. Sixteen pre-conference seminars, including nine co-sponsored by EDUCOM, were offered on
'fuesday. The Registration Reception sponsored by Digital Equipment Corporation was a "CAUSE 20th
Anniversary Fair" with carnival booths and visits from Mickey, Minnie, and Goofy. "More Bells and
Whistles," a complex data-driven computerized animation with an original music score greeted attendees on
Wednesday morning. James S. Rosser, president of California State University/Los Angeles, provided the
welcome to CA USE91, followed by F.G. "Buck" Rodgers' opening keynote address, "Riding the Winds of
Change." Brian L. Hawkins, vice president of computing and information services at Brown University
received the second annual CAUSE ELITE Award, sponsored by Information Associates. Thursday morning,
the first CAUSE Board President, Mike Roberts, presented a multimedia anniversary perspective, "CAUSE
in 2011: Helping to Realize the Global Village." Grey Freeman, program director of IT management at the
Gartner Group and Jerry York, associate vice president of information services and technology at the
University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey, received the 1991 CAUSEIEFFECT Contributor of the
Year Award, sponsored by Systemsand Computer Technology Corporation. IBMsp, msored the Anniversary
Banquet, "Yesterday and Today," which concluded with a lively concert by the rock bro up Three Dog Night.
Dr. Gene Stanaland ga ve the Friday keynote address, "The Current Economy: How We Got Here, WhereWe
are Going," which proved to be educational and very humorous. Higher education CEOs Stephen Mitchell,
Robert C. Shirley, and Barbara S. Uehling participated in the Current Issues Forum, giving their perspectives
on "Transforming Higher Education in the Information Age." The customary closing social provided a fitting
conclusion to the conference and anniversary recognition.

These proceedings offer an opportunity for the 1,271 attendees and those who were unable to come to
Anaheim to take an in-depth look at the excellent conference presentations. Also, note that recordings of the
presentations are available on cassette tape (see order form on last page of the Proceedings). CAUSE91 and the
20th Anniversary Celebration were very special for me and, as the conference evaluations indicate, for many
CAUSE members and guests. If you are not already a member, join us as we look to continued leadership,
service, and truly excellent conferences from CAUSE in the exciting and challenging years ahead.

James Penrod
CAUSE91 Chair
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The success of th e CAUSE National Conference is due to the contributions ofmanypeople and supporting
organizations, several of whom deserve special attention:

The CAUSE911 Program Committee
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enthusiasm, time, and efforts, and the generous support of their institutions.
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Conference Vice Chair
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SUNY/Binghamton U Maryland/College Park U North Carolina/Charlotte

Integrating Telecommunications Managing Information
Technology for Academics Technolo or Academics
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Left to right, front row: Vice Chair A. Jerome York, Univursityof Medicine and Dentistry of NewJersey; Chair
Carole Barone, University of California/Davis; Secretary/Treasurer Kenneth C. Blythe, Pennsylvania State
University. Sewnd row: Joanne R. Euster, Rutgers University; Arthur J. Krumrey, Loyola University of
Chicago; Diane J. Kent, University of British Columbia Third row: Leslie Maltz, Stevens Institute of
Technology; ex officio past Chair, Robert C. Heterick, Jr., Virginia Tech; CAUSE President Jane N. Flyland;
Ronald Bleed, Maricopa Community College. Fourth row: Lee R. Alley, Arizona State University.

The generous contributions of time, insight, and creative energy of the CAUSE Board of Directors are
gratefully acknowledged and appreciated.

Retiring from the CAUSE Board during this conference were: past Board chair Robert C. Heterick
of Virginia Tech, Arthur J. Krumrey of Loyola University of Chicago, and A. Jerome York of the
University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey. Carole Barone of the University of California at
Davis, whose term ended in 1991, will remain on the Board for another year in an ex officio capacity as
immediate past chair.

1991 Board Chair Carole Barone presents
out-going past chair Robert Heterick with a
Mickey Mouse "wizard" to recognize the
unique quality of his leadership of CAUSE.

1992 Board Chair Ron Bleed presents 1991 Chair Carole
Barone with a monogrammed briefcase as he assumes office
during the CAUSE Annual Business Meeting.

BEST COPY AVAILABLF
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A CAUSE Member Committees
Neither the conference nor the other association activities could continue without the contributions of
the seven creative and active CAUSE Member Committees. In 1991 two ad hoc committees developed
activities to mark the 20th anniversary of the association. CAUSE appreciates the time and energy
contributed by the volunteers who carry out the duties of these committees.

The many people who supported the association in 1991 through participation on association
committees were acknowledged during various occassions throughout CAUSE91. Plaques containing
certificates of appreciation were given to the following retiring committee members:

'Best of CAUSE/EFFECT' Ad Hoc Committee
Robert R. Blackmun, University of North Carclina/

Charlotte
Sandra Dennhardt, Northwestern University
Patricia S. Ernest, University of Montevallo
Richard D. Howard, University of Arizona
Kenneth J. Klingenstein, University of Colorado/

Boulder
Albert L. LeDuc, Miami-Dade Community College
Gerald W. McLaughlin, Virginia Tech
Ronald L. Moore, University of Louisville
Mark A. Olson, Columbia University
Richard S. Perry, Oregon State System of Higher

Education (now retired)
Emidio R. Santderi, Villanova University
Deborah J. Teeter, University of Kansas

Current Issues Committee
J. Patrick Casey, Indiana University
Michael B. Jennings, University System of New

Hampshire
Kenneth G. Pollock, Wright State University

Editorial Committee
Jan A. Baltzer, Maricopa Community Colleges
Antony S. Halaris, Iona College
Karen Miselis, University of Pennsylvania
William J. Moressi, Winthrop College
Carole Warren, SUNY/Albany

Election Committee
Jacqueline Brown, Princeton University
Roger Haigh, Vermont State Colleges
Dorothy J. Hopkin, Oakland Community College
David L. Smallen, Hamilton College

Information Exchange Committee
Penny A. Gresham, Winona State University
Susan Kliavkoff, Baruch College
Renee Woodten Frost, University of Michigan/Ann

Arbor

Member Liaison Committee
Gary Mackmon, Baylor University
Wayne A. Brown, Vanderbilt University
Ruben Lopez, University of Miami
Joseph A. Middleton, Herbert H. Lehmann College/

CUNY
Frank B. Thomas, University of Akron

CAUSE91 Program Committee
Marion J. Ball, University of Maryland/Baltimore
John A. Bielic, University of Maryland/College Park
Robert R. Blackmun, University of North Carolina/

Charlotte
Terry L. Bratton, Southwestern Baptist Theological

Seminary
Corinne V. Fields, Rice University
Steven W. Gilbert, EDUCOM

Geraldine MacDonald, SUNY at Binghamton
James I. Penrod, California State University/Los

Angeles
James Scanlon, California State University/San

Bernardino
Paul E. Shumaker, Cuyahoga Community College

Recognition Committee
Jerome P. Desanto, University of Scranton
Samuel J. Rice, University of Michigan/Ann Arbor

20-Year Anniversary Ad Hoc Committee
John F. Chaney, Sigma Systems
A. Wayne Donald, Virginia Tech
Ernest L. Jones, Appalachian State University
Richard C. Kreutzberg, IBM Corporation
Jeff Malley, IBM Corporation
Richard L. Mann, University of Kansas
James L. Morgan, Pepperdine University
Wayne Ostendorf, Iowa State University
James I. Penrod, California State University/Los

Angeles
Charles R. Thomas, NCHEMS
William Mack Usher, Oklahoma State University



Corporate Contributions
CAUSE thanks all those corporations who set up exhibits, gave .;arporate presentations, and provided
evenings of hospitality. Their contributions add an enormously valuable dimension to the conference
experience. Special thanks go to

Appk Computer, Inc. for co-sponsorship of the daily conference newspaper, Currents , sponsorship of
the conference inform ,ion and messaging system, speaker support, providing hardware which
makes these projects and on-site conference nametag production possible, and for contributions to
CAUSE Communications Central.

California State University System for support of CAUSENet links to e-mail and the Internet,
assistance with the video magnification of general sessions, and the videotaping of Mike Roberts'
general session presentation.

Digital Equipment Corporation for sponsorship of the CAUSE91 Fun Run and for sponsorship of the
registration reception, "CAUSE 20th Anniversary Fair."

Education Communications Consortia, Inc. (ECCD for providing conferees with telephones with
free long-distance access.

Hewlett-Packard Company for contributions to CAUSE Communications Central.

Hitachi Data Systems for providing pencils for registration packets.

IBM Corporation for sponsorship of the CAUSE91 anniversary banquet, "Yesterday' and Today," for
production and publication of the CAUSE 20th anniversary commemorative booklet, development
of a CAUSE 20th anniversary video, multimedia support for Mike Roberts' general session
presentation, speaker support, and for contributions to CAUSE Communications Central.

Information Associates for sponsorship of the CAUSE Exemplary Leadership and Information
Technology Excellence (ELITE) Award.

Pacific Bell for co-sponsorship of CAUSENet T1 line.

Periphonics for providing tablets for registration packets.

Spalding Corporation for providing a sleeve of golf balls for each participant in the golf tournament.

Systems and Computer Technology Corporation for sponsorship of the CAUSE91 golf tournament,
sponsorship of the CAUSE 1 EFFECT Contributor of the Year Award program, and sponsorship of
the publication of The Best of CAUSE I EFFECT.

Xerox Corporation for co-sponsorship ofthe daily conference newspaper, Currents, and for contributions
to CAUSE Communications Central.
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GENERAL SESSIONS

CAUSE91 general session presentations covered a gamut of issues, from the
future of information technology to the history of economics.

On Wednesday morning, former IBM Vice President F. G. "Buck" Rodgers
offered conferees management ideas for keeping up with the inevitable
changes the 90s will bring.

On Thursday, EDUCOM vice president Mike Roberts presented his vision
of possibilities for the future ofinformation technology in a networked "global
village."

Economist Gene Stanaland on Friday gave humorous and trenchant
overviews of U.S. economic theory and suggested some approaches higher
education may have to adopt to survive and thrive.

Friday's closing session, the Current Issues Forum, brought together three
campus CEOs who discussed "Transforw.ing Higher Education in the
Information Age." Stephen Mitchell, presieent of St. Philip's College, Robert
Shirley, president of the University of Southern Colorado, and Barbara
Uehling, chancellor of the Universityof California/Santa Barbara participated.

Other sessions included a luncheon presentation of the ELITE Award on
Wednesday, the CAUSE 1 EFFECT Contributor of the Year award ceremony
at Thursday's luncheon, and the annual business meeting on Friday morning.

1 7
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WIENESDAY MORNING KEYNOTE ADDRESS

"Riding the Wind of Change"

F. G. Rodgers
Author, Lecturer, Retired IBM Vice President

In his Wednesday morning general session address,
F. G. "Buck" Rodgers shot dozens of one-line man-
agement tips at his audience of 1,000 conferees. The
popular writer/lecturer, who spent his last ten years
at IBM as vice president of worldwide marketing,
focused on the importance of managers keeping up
with an ever-evolving field in a talk entitled "Riding
the Winds of Change."

Referring to the conference theme, "Twenty
Years of Managing Change: Visions of the Future,"
Rodgers suggested that in formulating our visions,
we must consider change, which is the only constant
in today's changing world. He described some of the
changes he sees coming in the 90s and the ways they
will affect us, such as the increasing importance of
quality of life over jobs that promise only high pay.
Some of his management shots included "Keep a
positive attitude: it's contagious," "There is no sub-
stitute for good human relations," and "Never
change your guiding principles."

18

if

California State University/Los An-
geles President James Rosser wel-
comed conferees to California and
CAUSE91 during the opening activi-
ties of the general session.
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ELITE AWARD LUNCHEON
Brian Hawkins, vice president of
computing and information ser-
vices at Brown University was
awarded the second annual
CAUSE ELITE Award for Exem-

-
plary Leadership and Information
Technology Excellence at a
Wednesday luncheon.

The ceremony included a video
presentation that featured an
overview of the profession, the con-
cept behind the award, and corn-
ments from Hawkins' colleagues.
In his acceptance remarks,

Hawkins demonstrated the wide-ranging scope of his interests and his committment to a
cooperative spirit within the IT field and between IT and other areas ofhigher education and
society.

Pictured are 1991 CAUSE Board Chair Carole Barone, Elliott Haugen, Brian Hawkins,
and John Geraci, president of award sponsor Information Associates.

THURSDAY GENERAL SESSION

"CAUSE in 2011: Helping to
Realize the Global Village"
Michael M. Roberts
Vice President
EDUCOM

First CAUSE President

In Thursday morning's general ses-
sion, Mike Roberts EDUCOM's vice
president the first president of
CAUSEoffered conferees a compel-
ling vision of possibilities for the fu-
ture of information technology in a
networked "global village." His pre-
sentation interwove his observations

, .from years of involvement with
higher education, government, and
network issues with dramatic multi-

v.. 4

media illustrations of the potential of
technology.

He depicted education as part of a true partnership with government and business. The
overwhelming success of NSFNet was the first fruit of such a coalition, he said, and recent
passage of legislation authorizing development of a National Research and Education
Network (NREN) was in large part the result of the effectiveness of the alliance.

A historical video which preceded Roberts' presentation was developed in honor of the
CAUSE 20th anniversary celebration. The videoa collage of comments of current and ptist
CAUSE leaders and film clips of technology through the yearsgave the audience graphic
evidence of how far this profession has moved in 20 years.
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THURSDAY LUNCHEON

The winners of the 1991 CAUSE 1 EFFECT Contributor of the Year AwardJerry York and Grey

Freemanwere introduced at a Th ursdayluncheon. In addition, a special anniversary booklet, The

Best of CAUSE/EFFECT, was distributed to conferees at the luncheon. The 50-page publication
includes reviews and excerpts from over 150 of the more than 450 articles that have appeared in

the magazine since its inception in 1978. Mark Olsen, co-chair of the ad hoc Best of CAUSE1

EFFECT Committee, made a surprise presentation from committee members to Julia Rudy, editor

of CAUSE I EFFECT, for being "truly the best of CAUSE I EFFECT."

1

2 19

CAUSE/EFFECT
Contributor of the Year
Jerry York, associate vice president of
information services and technology
at the University of Medicine and Den-
tistry of New Jersey, and Grey Free-
man, program director of information
technology management at the
Gartner Group, penned the winning
CAUSE 1 EFFECT article for 1991,
"Client/Server Architecture Promises
Radical Changes." It focuses on the
latest approach to delivering com-
puter applications. Client/server ar-
chitecture has emerged in response to
the proliferation of microcomputers
and LANs, and will have far-reaching
implications throughout higher edu-
cation and the private sector. The ar-
ticle appeared in the Spring 1991 issue
of CAUSE 1 EFFECT magazine. The
Contributor of the Year Award has
been sponsored since 1982 by Systems
and Computer Technology Corpora-
tion.
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THURSDAY LUNCHEON
INTRODUCTION OF 1992 CAUSE BOARD

Oft

Front tow, left to right: Vice Chair Kenneth C. Blythe, Pennsylvania State University; Secretary/Treasurer Diane Kent,
University of British Columbia; Chair Ron Bleed, Maricopa Community College. Second row: Joanne Euster, Rutgers
University Central Office; Carole Barone, University of California/Davis. Third row: Thomas F Moberg, Kenyon College;
Geraldinl MacDonald, SUNY at Binghamton; Gene T. Sheiron, Florida State University. Back sow: Leslie Maltz, Stevens
Institute of Technology; Jane N. Ryland, CAUSE President; Lee R. Alley, Arizona State University; James I. Penrod,
California State University/Los Angeles.
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FRIDAY MORNING GENERAL SESSION

"THE CURRENT ECONOMY: How WE GOT
HEREWHERE WE ARE GOING"

Gene Stanaland
President
GSE, Inc.

In the Friday morning general session Gene Stanaland,
"the Will Rogers of Economics," sketched the economic
theories used by political leadership in Washington and
discussed how the interplay of such theories affect fiscal
policy, and, therefore, the economic climate of coming
years. In coming years higher education will have to
respond to major social and economic changes,
Stanaland said, and it will have to market itself to new
constituencies: immigrants, displaced workers needing
retraining, retired people wanting new, marketable
skills or intellectual stimulation. Such changes will
likely require a change in business orientation for most
colleges and universities.

CURRENT ISSUES FORUM

"TRANSFORMING

HIGHER EDUCATION IN

THE INFORMATION AGE"

The Current Issues Forum,
the closing forum of CAUSE91,
brought together three cam-
pus CEOs. Stephen Mitchell,
Robert Shirley, and Barbara
Uehling discussed the changes
that are necessary in higher
education to respond to new
social and workforce demographics and highly competitive markets for higher education
institutions, including the role of information technology in these changes.

Mitchell, as president of two-year St. Philip's College, said information technology is so
pervasive in our society and in all processes of college and university life that even the most
resolute and reactionary institution cannot avoid some accommodation to it.

Shirley, president of the University of Southern Colorado, based his remarks on his
experiences with an all' ance between the University of Southern Colorado and the local public
school district.

Uehling, chancellor of the University of California/Santa Barbara, focused on the impor-
tance of information to the effective management of in stitutions, and of technology as it makes
information more available.

The forum was moderated by 1991 CAUSE Board Chair Carole Barone of the University
of California/Davis and coordinated by 1991 Current Issues Committee Chair Fred H. Harris
of the University of Tennessee/Knoxville.

-
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Stephen Mitchell
Prcsidem

St. Philip's Collage

Robert Shirley
President

University of Southern Colorado
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Chancellor

University of California
Santa Barbara
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AMMO

PROFESSIONAL PROGRAM
CAUSE91 brought together over 1,200 conferees from around the world fer
nearly 50 professional presentations in eight tracks at the Disneyland Hotel
in Anaheim, California. Aside from these trackpresentations, conferees could
choose from Ask the Experts sessions, Current Issues discussion groups,
Constituent Group meetings, Round Table meetings, and a new conference
offering, Poster Sessions.

This section includes summaries of many of these sessions, followed by the
text of papers presented, organized by track.

CAUSE thanks all those who organized and led sessions, especially those on
"standby" status who agreed to present their papers if a presenter had to
cancel. One standby paper which was not presented at CAUSE91 is included
here.
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Current Issues Sessions
Eight Current Issues Sessions provided informal opportunities for conferees to meet and
exchange ideas on topics of special interest or concern. The topics were chosen from issues
which have been of interest to the profession in the past year.

Holistic Networking: Building Infrastructures in the '90s
Discussion Leader: Gene Sherron, Florida State University

Computers and Health
Discussion Leader: Daniel A. Updegrove, University of Pennsylvania

Client/Server Architecture and Distributed Computing
Discussion Leader: Robert Little, Lock Haven State University

Campus Computing: Organizing for Service
Discussion Leader: Betty le Cornpagnon, University of New Hampshire

Consolidating, Outsourcing, and Downsizing
Discussion Leader: Richard Mann, University of Kansas

Image Processing Applications
Discussion Leaders: Roger Printup, University of Virginia

Deborah Mills, University of Virginia

Disaster Recovery
Discussion Leaders: Roy Gruver, Lehigh University

Peter Rittner, University of Miami

The Virtual Library
Discussion Leaders: Maurice Mitchell, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

laverna Saunders, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

"1
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Holistic Networking: Building Infrastructures in the '90s

Discussion Leader:
Gene Sherron, Florida State University

For a late af ternoon session, this one seemed to be fairly well attended with about 25 institutions

represented and 30 people present. After a brief introduction, a dozen or so spoke up to give campus

answers to tough networking issues. The following notes highlight the discussions and offer institu-

tional identity, in the event follow-up is desired.
What does a network have to look like to allow everybody to talk to anybody, over whatever

technology?
Even though there are many network architectures available, it was generally conceded that its

hard to go wrong with accepting Ethernet and Token Ring as campus standards. If other architec-

tures are present on campus, gateway them into the mainstream. In short, don't fight diversity,

"buy" them into the campus "backbone."
On the subject of LAN protocols, again the campus should support a "standard" such as Novell

(80 percent of the market) and bridge in the "others."
An interesting security idea was offered by Penn State's Hershey Medical Center as a means of

placing responsibility on the user's shoulders. The concept calls for each department to be connected

to the backbone through a port on a router. In a reasonably configured router, the cost per port Ls

about $3K. Each department is then in compliance with security procedures and connected to the

backboi e. The importance of each department being connected is to ensure that local networks are

in compliance and security risks are isolated. LANs in violation of security procedures are tempo-

rarily disconnected until the problems are corrected. It takes the network manager out of the polic-

ing business and reduces vague finger pointing.
All networks are facing the directory issue differently. Northwestern's Internet directory software

is freeware and regarded by many as a very effective directory system that responds to internal and

external needs. Case Western has taken this another step by integrating all faculty, staff, and students

into an electronic telephone directory and E-mail directory. The University of Maryland at College

Park also has an electronic directory for faculty and staff.
How to get everybody connected to the network led to a discussion about minimum connectivity

to each office. BYU uses a cost sharing approach of 80 percent/20 percent with the departments

coming up with a $50 one time, "capital" charge to the unit for an Internet connection and a $501

year maintenance charge. Along this train of thought, the networkers suggested that users should

make their own case for technology enhancements/upgrades with the networker going along for

moral and technical support.
Then there was the issue of organizing for networking. Clearly, there were as many approaches as

institutions present. Yet, there is a discernible movement toward an identifiable networking unit. In

some cases, there are separate units under a CIO; in others the home was within Telecom.

In closing, we recognized that "we had come a long ways, baby!" But, the goal of a consistent

user-interface for all of us to a multi-vendor network so that all could "talk" to any was still a few

years away.
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Computers and Health

Discussion leader:
Daniel A. Updegrove, University of Pennsylvania

Computing professionals have been at the forefront of campaigns to make colleges and universi-
ties into computer-intensive environments. Computers can now be found in faculty offices and
homes, student residence halls and apartments, staff offices and homes, computer labs, libraries, and
student unions. And, as more scholarly and administrative data are made available in on-line
databases, and as more word processing, spreadsheet, electronic mail, and calendaring programs
proliferate, we find people spending more and more time sitting at computers.

Unfortunately, our investment in computers and networks has not been matched by investment in
either appropriae furnishings or research into the health effects of long-term, intensive computer
use. Renewed concerns about radiation, combined with reports of newly-recognized "repetitive
stress injuries" such as carpal tunnel syndrome, have led some to call for regulation in the workplace
and others to rearrange their offices and computer labs, lf, as is widely suspected, health effects are
cumulative, then many of us are at risk. Unfortunately, many years will be required before epide-
miological studies can provide definitive guidelines for computer users, managers, furniture suppli-
ers, and office designers. In the interim, computer users and institutional decision makers must
educate themselves about these issues and appropriate remedies.

Those interested in more information on this topic are referred to: "Computers and Health:
Individual and Institutional Protective Measures," by Daniel A. Updegrove and Kimberly H.
Updegrove, CAUSE/EFFECT 14, Fall 1991 (reprints are available from the address above); and the
listserv-discussion group, C+HEALTH, which is open for subscription to anyone with access to
BITNET or Internet. To subscribe, send electronic mail to LISTSERV@IUBVM.BITNET or
LISTSERV@IUBVM.UCS.INDIANA.EDU with any subject and this text in the first line: subscribe
c+health firstname lastname.
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Client/Server Architecture and Distributed Computing

Discussion Leader:
Robert Little, Lock Haven State University

There were 26 persons who signed the attendance sheet for this session. Even though the session

was held late in the day, enthusiasm for this topic was keen. The moderator opened the discussion

with an overview of the three compelling forces driving us towards the client/server model: technol-
ogy, economics, and organization. A brief overview of the client/server implementation at Lock

Haven University followed.
Subsequently, representatives from the University of Quebec, the University of Miami, Baylor

University, West Chester University and American Management Systems each commented on their
widely divergent experiences in implementing the client/server model. In the flow of the discus-
sions, several major contemporary issues were identified:

Distributed inquiries are fine, but how do you do urdates? We have SQL as an enabling
tool for merging data from different servers at the client. But the current tools leave us
without a means of controlling distributed updates.

Data dictio:ary for distributed database. How do we know what data is used where? How
do we know where data is stored?

Software version control. Faulty version control for client or server software can produce
catastrophic failure for the application.

Standards for the clirmi ?dace. Even though the same tools may be used to construct
client interfaces, differt. ystems designers often create a completely different "look and
feel."

Performance problems with database 110. When an application, such as a financial transac-
tion, must complete numerous database I/0s, the performance of the network (and the
transaction) can be degraded severely. This, of course, depends on the distributed applica-
tion design and the location of the client and server on the network.

Database synchronization. All standard concerns regarding data integrity, rollback and
recovery take on new meaning in a distributed database implementation.

Finding, training and retaining qualified staff. The new technology requires new skills,
which are at a premium in the marketplace.

Network bandwidth limitations. The capacity of the network to handle data, can be a
severe constraint, and is an important design consideration. A term, Network, I/Os Per
Second (NIPS), was introduced to define this constraint.

Many of these issues directly relate to the relative immaturity of distributed database technology.
Other concerns, such as capacity monitoring and personnel retention are perennial management
issues, but assume an important new perspective. It is clear that on the client/server frontier, there
are few current standards, so we must forge these standards now to avoid chaos and rework.

27
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Campus Computing: Organizing for Service

Discussion Leader:
Betty Le Compagnon, University of New Hampshire

Institutional computing is becoming increasingly decentralized, yet, with the expansion of campus
networks, incereasingly interdependent. Faculty, staff, and students with the access to specialized
hardware, software, and data bases are asking for help with installation of software, connections to
the campus network, backups, maintenance, and trouble-shooting. As users change, so too must the
support services provided by campus computing organizations.

This session began with a review of those factors which must be taken into account by informa-
tion technology (IT) managers as they organize user support: 1) Severely limited budgets are restrict-
ing the flexibility of IT managers to provide adequate support, often forcing a consolidation of
support functions and a reduction in staff; 2) A broadening range of hardware and software has
made it increasingly difficult for IT support staff to remain "experts" in their field; 3) Distributed
computing and local area networks have created isolated pockts of users with unique survort
needs; 4) The need for connectivity and integration to support executive decision-making has
created a computing environment that is, at the same time, centralized and decentralized; 5) The
lines between academic and administrative computing are becoming blurred as the use of technol-
ogy expands into all aspects of campus life (i.e., electronic mail and conferences, campus-wide
information systems, online transfer of documents, etc.).

It was generally agreed that there is no single, "best" way to provide user support, but that the
key to successful support services is to find a way to combine the benefit, of both central and distrib-
uted support. Most institutions represented had a central user support staff; however, they felt they
were no longer able to provide adequa i. user support through these centralized services alone. For
this reason, most institutions either hau, or were considering, some sort of department "liaison"
function. In some institutions, this person was part of the computer services organization, while in
others the person was a member of the user department itself. In either case, the role of the liaison
was to provide local computer expertise and support, to coordinate the communication between
users and the computer services department, and to report and track user problems requiring
technical assistance from the central computer services organization. In those institutions that had
department liaisons, the computer services organization generally held monthly meetings for
liaisons to discuss common user problems and solutions, distribute information, and provide train-
ing on new hardware and software.

Participants agreed that the department liaison function worked well since users liked
having a single point of contact for computer support. Generally, however, computer services
departments in smaller institutions found that the economics of scale made it impossible to place
support staff in user departments. They also found it impossible for staff members to become experts
or specialists in a wide variety of hardware or software and were sometimes called upon by the
computer services department to provide support to other users or to teach seminars or short
courses in their areas of expertise.

A number of institutions maintained central "help desks" where "one call does it all." In some
cases, these help desks were staffed by students, with a computer services staff member serving as
coordinator of the group. Some institutions indicated, however, that it was difficult to coordinate
student coverage of the help desk given the changing nature of student schedules.

Participants generally agreed that limiting the number of products supported by the computer
services organization would improve their ability to provide support. Some institutions had com-
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piled a "supported products" list and were encouraging users to buy only from that list. Others

indicated thai, although it might be desirable to limit the number of products supported, it was

impossible to enforce standards on users, especially faculty. It was also generally agreed that it was

difficult to refuse support to users regardless of the product they were using.

In conclusion, it was agreed that providing satisfactory user support is an increasingly challeng-

ing task for computer services departments and that the model that works best in one institution will

not necessarily work in another. The key to providing successful user support is to work closely with

users to identify needs and to encourage communication and cooperation between users and the

central computer services support staff.

Consolidation, Outsourcing, and Downsizing

Discussion Leader:
Richard L. Mann, University of Kansas

Thirty people attended this session and there was vigorous discussion. There appeared to be

agreement that some actionselective consolidation, outsourcing, downsizingwill need to be

taken by many institutions to address the continued tightening of budgets in computing facilities.

It was determined, however, that outsourcing means different things to different people. Many

institutions today are outsourcing some aspects of their operation, such as application development,

by buying a software package; or project management in the form of consulting services. What is

new is the availability of hardware and software services from remote sites such as that being

offered by IBM and other companies in the private sector. Higher education is one of the last indus-

tries to see a vigorous effort by commercial outsourcing providers. It is unclear how successful this

effort will be.
A major concern that a commercial provider would have, cited during the discussion, is whether

there are sufficient margins in university budgets to allow a commercial outsourcing provider to

make a profit. Many institutional computing budgets are already tight and it would take the aggre-

gation of many institutions' computing loads to yield a viable profit for a commercial outsource

company. An alternative to this would be a consolidated computing facility operated on a non-profit

basis by a group of institutions.
There was Etgreement that a regular session on this topic should be included in the 1992 CAUSE

conference. It would be interesting to hear from vendors as to their success to date, as well as those

universities which are evaluating or committing to consolidations projects or outsourcing services.

0
t
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Image Processing Applications

Discussion Leaders:
Roger 0. Printup and Deborah Mills, University of Virginia

The University of Virginia is a beta-test site for IBM's OS/2 version of Image Plus image
processing system. The system has been installed in the Graduate Arts and Sciences Admissions
Office. Approximately 5,000 applications are received annually. Initially, only the applications
for the English Department (approximately 1,000 applications) will be scanned into the system.
The original documents will be sent to the department and the Graduate Admissions Office will
rely solely on the scanned image. The next phase of the project will be to scan all applications
for admissions with the originals going to the departments. When fully implemented, the
departments will also have workstations connected to the image processing hardware, and they
will be able to access the applications directly.

As an emerging technology, image processing offers a number of potential benefits to offices
which handle large volumes of paper. Among those benefits are: immediate access to docu-
ments without having to move away from a work location; faster retrieval of documents than
conventional filing methods; access to the same document by multiple users at the same time;
dramatic reductions in storage space and costs.

As with any new technology, however, the cost at this early stage of release is quite high. A
price tag of $10,000 per workstation is not unusual. Substantial savings need to be demonstrated
in order to cost-justify image processing at the current price levels.

Through the pilot project, we've learned that scanning and indexing need to be well devel-
oped procedures. The documents being scanned need to be reviewed prior to system implemen-
tation. Things to look for on the documents are the quantity of data per document and the
placement of key information used for indexing on the document. With image, as with any new
technology, there is a learning curve for the technical people who set up the equipment, the
managers of the offices using the equipment, and the operators of the equipment who use it on
a day-to-day basis.

Areas of the university which have a high number of documents which need to be accessed
frequently are the most logical applications for image processing. Functions suchas admissions,
financial aid, purchasing, accounting operations, and personnel, were mentioned frequently by
persons who attended the session as those under consideration by their institutions. Functions
which have large quantities of paper which are not accessed frequently are better suited to more
traditional types of storage such as microfilm or microfiche.
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Disaster Recovery

Discussion Leaders:
Roy Gruver, Lehigh University, and Peter Rittner, University of Miami

The discussion leaders began by contrasting disaster recovery planning at their respective institu-
tions. Lehigh University is in the process of developing a business continuity plan intended to do
only what is necessary to ensure survival of the institution. Two objectives have been established: (1)

to provide essential services to customers and (2) to maintain cash flow. The University of Miami has
developed separate disaster recovery plans for computer and network services. They address those
central computer and network resources and services critical to the support of essential business
functions. Continuation of operations dependent upon central computer and associated network
services while disaster recovery planning is being implemented is the responsibility of individual

business units.

Several themes emerged in the discussion which followed:

While the need for disaster recovery planning is generally conceded, its real value in cost/
benefit terms is often questioned. Therefore, the impetus for disaster recovery planning is
frequently external, such as pressure from auditors or an actual occurrence of a disastrous event.

Risk analysis is a likely and usually fruitful starting point in disaster recovery planning. Whether
absolute costs or weighted values are assigned as part of the risk analysis, the relative priority of
critical business functions usually emerges in the process of identifying exposures and their
potential impact.

The criticality of some business functions, such as registration, is time dependent. Their inclu-
sion in disaster recovery planning should be qualified by that time dependence.

Two measures of time are fundamental to disaster recovery planning.
What estimated period of outage initiates implementation of the disaster recovery plan? Once
the plan is initiated, for how long will business be conducted in post-disaster mode?

Consultants can be of value in disaster recovery planning if their task is well defined and closely
controlled. Representatives of the institution must assume leadership roles and actively partici-
pate in plan development because they will "own" the plan and be responsible for it. Those who
will implement the plan must subscribe to it and feel they have a vested interest in its success.

Once developed, a disaster recovery plan must not be treated as a static document if it is to
retain value. Environments, personnel and other pertinent circumstances change, sometimes
constantly and/or dramatically. The plan, therefore, should be reviewed, revised and tested
regularly and fairly frequently. The medium in which the plan is maintained and the way it is
distributed can have a significant impact on the effort required.
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The Virtual Library

Discussion Leaders:
Maurice Mitchell and Laverna Saunders, University of Nevada

During this current issues session, library and computer center administrators met to discuss
virtual library issues. Participants voiced numerous questions, but in the time allowed arrived at few
answers. The questions indicated, however, that librarians and their computer center counterparts
share a common vision and are partners in working through the following issues.

For the purpose of discussion, the virtual library was defined as a system by which a user may
connect transparently to remote libraries and databases using the local library's online catalog or a
university or network computer as a gateway. Eventually the necessary information that a user
might needbibliographic, journal citation, or full textwill be stored in a computer somewhere in
digital format. Assuming an increasing reliance on technology for access, how do we budget for
ongoing upgrades for computer hardware and new releases of software? How do we budget for
collections? At what rate will collections grow? What mixture of paper and electronic sources is
appropriate? What should we purchase and retain on site, and what should we purchase access to?
What criteria should be developed and used for evaluating collections and access? How do we
ensure that information stored electronically will be preserved?

Two critical keys to providing access to sources not owned will be cooperative collection develop-
ment and networking. If remote users can view bibliographic records and journal citations, they will
want to obtain the physical item. Until the evolution to full-text retrieval is complete, some version
of interlibrary loan seems necessary. How will libraries bear the cost of increased interlibrary loan
and document delivery? Who gets priority accesslocal or remote users? Who really owns materials
and information? Do they belong to the library or institution that made the original purchase or do
they belong to the network if cooperative collection development governed selection? How can we
live within or overcome the provinciality of state and local funding agencies? What new relation-
ships should be created between libraries within a community (academic, public, special, K-12) to
best use resources? What security is appropriate for copyrighted databases and locally created data
files?

Library organizations will change as the virtual library evolves. The diversity of user needs and
skills will continue to challenge public services. Training naive users to become competent in access-
ing and understanding various types of electronic services will become another facet of library
instruction. Likewise helping users develop critical thinking or filtering skills to cope with the
abundance of information will be part of our mission. Computing center staff have an overlapping
concern with user training and can be partners in the process. The relationships of libraries and
computer centers to each other will change in subtle and dynamic ways as libraries depend more on
computer access. Library staffs will need more technical skills and ongoing training. Technical
services will be challenged to evaluate the functionality of MARC records in relation to a greater
need for contents and full-text indexing. Electronic transmission of orders and financial data is
already happening as vendors work out networking standards and protocols.

The answers to the above questions will influence the design of library facilities. What amount
and forms of storage space will be needed? What functions should the physical library offer? To
what extent can we plan flexible facilities which can be modifies as technologies change? How
should facilities promote human needs to gather together and to work in ergonomically designed
comfort?

Obviously, librarians and computer center administrators will be challenged to work through
these issues together as the virtual library evolves.
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Round Tab:e Discussions
These working round tables are small interactive "brainstorming" meetings to allow
colleagues to share experiences and ideas. Participation is limited to 25 peopk, on a first-
come basis.

Managing with Budget Cuts and Shrinking Resources
Discussion leader:
Tom Warger, Bryn Mawr College

External Partnerships
Discussion leader:
Roger V. Bruszewski, Frostburg State College
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Managing with Budget Cuts and Shrinking Resources

Discussion Leader:
Tom Warger, Bryn Mawr College

There was general agreement that we are now facing a very different situation in funding. Reduc-
tions have been made at many institutions, and prospects are that more are in the offing. But expec-
tations for computing capabilities and support services are not declining. Speakers at the round table
agreed on the general problem but reported differing responses on their campuses.

The focus in computing at Arizona State University, which is facing across-the-board cuts of
approximately five percent, is to reduce the heavy cost obligations in mainframe computers. Planned
acquisitions may be frozen. Options to buy used equipment or to reduce replacement cycles in the
future are being weighed. Cuts in support of research computing are also under consideration.

Larger concerns loom for the years ahead. How can agreement be obtained to make the cuts? Who
will decide? Technological solutions, such as downsizing computing platforms, require lead-time
and substantial investment before they can bring cost reductions.

Catholic University has seen flat budgets for several years now. In computing, reductions were
made in operating costs: backup operations have been automated; central computing hardware
maintenance costs have been reduced through replacement of older equipment by newer. The
University hopes to raise funds for continued development of campus networking through construc-
tion bonds. Training in computer literacy has been consolidated and reduced. Campus site licenses
for software will also help to lower costs.

The University of Michigan Consulting and Support Services office believe they can continue to
make efficiency improvements that will reduce costs. Cuts in staff travel funding and in outside
training services will be made. An effort to deliver more assistance in the form of printed informa-
tion is in progress. The general striltegy is to give the same functionality as before, but in other
forms. There will be less hands-on training in favor of a tutorial approach. Software will no longer be
upgraded automatically. Limits on products supported will be articulated.

An important challenge will be to re-define user services through discussion involving the users
themselves. Central services and local departments will need to cooperate in new ways.

The University of California faces a prolonged downturn in available funding. There is concern
for the eventual impact of decisions being faced now; more budget cuts are virtually certain for the
future, given the condition of the state's economy. Is there adequate time now to plan a better long-
range strategy for computing with reduced resources? While the trend in cost/performance ratios is
favorable, are there enough time and resources available now to implement them?

The imperative to raise outside revenues is posing politically difficult issues for computing
support organizations in the California university system. Training, network support, and system
management are under consideration as services to be offered for chargeback. Subsidy of central
staff through assessments against the budgets of departments served is proposed. Yet thisapproach
accentuates the differences in treatment extended to departments with varying abilities to pay for
service. Wider questions can be asked about the fate of expectations that havebeen raised in recent
years by the impressive advances in technology.

Bryn Mawr College proceeded with development of its computing capacity in recent years within
the context of a campus plan to maintain financial equilibrium. The pace and priority of projects are
subject to the year to year availability of funding. All capital projects in computing are scrutinized
for their value relative to current institutional priorities. The prospect of even tighter constraints on
funding for computing places a premium on the partnerships developed between the central com-
puting services organizations and their departmental clients, as strong support from constituencies
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may be essential to success in obtaining funding.
Increased self-sufficiency in computing support is College policy for administrative departments

(who are encouraged to build computing expertise into their own job descriptions) and academic
departmentswhere gran. funding is essential for the expansion of facilities and the base of equip-
ment. The contention for funding between network extension projects and equipment replacement
needs are a source of concern.

Participants in the Eound table agreed that there are sobering precedents in the deferral of replace-
ment costs in physical plant that was common among higher education institutions in the past two
decades. The pace of advancement in technology compounds the difficulties of tight financing:
obsolescence and increased cost of operation for older equipment relative to new argue for shorter
replacement cycles but sometimes cannot achieved without other increased capital outlays.

External Partnerships

Coordinator:
Roger V Bruszewski, Frostburg State College

Due to low participant turnout, the internal and external partnerships roundtables were merged
into one roundtable on partnerships. The major focus of the roundtable was to discuss the various
benefits generated from building both internal and external partnerships.

The external facilitators shared their experiences and interests in establishing partnerships. The
emphasis was placed upon building a relationship between the university and the external entity.
Discussions centered around how to get started, different kinds of partnerships, and the various
advantages and disadvantages of such agreements. Some participants were concerned about the
balancing of resources between internal demands and external relationships.

Next, the roundtable discussion turned towards internal partnerships and each facilitator defined
the various strengths and weaknesses of their experiences. A good deal of dialogue developed on
how to sell these internal partnerships to the administration of the institutions, and the various areas
where internal partnerships can be developed were explored.

Everyone seemed concerned with how to maximize these relationships at a time when resources
are declining. The facilitators pointed out that these partnerships can bring new resources to the
table.
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Ask the Experts Sessions
Experts from education and industry this year shared information on a specific topic, and
answered questions from conrorees.

Technophobk. It Does Affect Everyone,
from Students to College Presidents

Moderator:
Michael Dolence, California State University/Los Angeles

Experts:
Larry D. Rosen, Chair and Professor of Psychology,
California State University/Dominguez Hills
Michelle M. Well, Psychologist and Adjunct Professor,
Chapman University

Electronic Publishing

Moderator:
David Koehler, Cornell University

Expert:

Robert Benjamin, Robert Benjamin Consultants

Total Quality Management: A Campus/Corporate Experience

Moderator:
Constance Tow ler, Harvard University

Experts:
Stephen Hall, Harvard University;
Frank Steenburgh, Xerox Corporation
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Electronic Publishing

Moderator: David Koehler, Cornell University
fNpert: Robert Benjamin, Robert Benjamin Consultants

The session on Electronic Publishing wasenhanced by the presence of Robert Benjamin, President of

Robert Benjamin Consultants. Robert has a consulting practice in strategic management of information

technology. He is a Visiting Scientist at the MIT Sloan School of Management, and is engaged in research

activities at MIT's Center for Information Systems Research, and Management in the 90's Program. Mt

Benjamin previously worked for Xerox for seventeen years and was manager of Strategic Planning for

Information Systems before his retirement.
Mr. Benjamin's presentation focused on the opportunities now upon us in electronic publishing. He

made a distinction between the management of image transactions (like we have all heard about with

American Express), and the management of "Distributed Print" documents. An example would be the

creation, storage, and distributed printing of class notes.
He spoke about the types of equipment available today (e.g. Xerox Docutech and Kodak Lionheart)

and tried to forecast what would soon be available. For example, the ranges of available options in

distributed digital print are in quality (300 dpi to 600 dpi), speed (6 ppm to 135 ppm), and in networking

availability.
The key values that promote the use of distributed digital printing capabilities are:

Access, Capture, and Reproduction - in many campuses we have built multi-million

dollar networking infrastructures and nowhave the ability to really use them to change

the way we do business. For example, class notes, research reports, and access to library

materials.

Just in Time - to allow on demand printing at remote sites thus eliminating waste and

inventory carrying costs.

Quality - comparable to offset presses with commensurate cost savings.

Finishing - with a wide range of options available today.

During the discussion with the attendees, some of whom had already embraced digital print
technology, three main recommendations came forth:

The technology is available now and the institution's IT management should be aware

and be proactive in investigating its uses.

The main selling points today are quality and service. These are further described as
print quality, finishing, and turnaround time.

There will be an inevitable merger between campus print shops and IT organizations.
It has already happened on some campuses using this new technology.
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Technophobia: It Does Affect Everyone,
from Students to College Presidents

Moderator:
Michael Dolence, California State University/Los Angeles

Experts:
Larry D. Rosen, Chair and Professor of Psychology,

California State University/Dominguez Hills
Michelle M. Weil, Psychologist and Adjunct Professor, Chapman University

This Ask the Experts talk began with a twenty-minute summary of the pioneering research done
by Dr. Rosen and Dr. Weil and was followed by a lively discussion. Technophobia is a serious prob-
lem that afflicts 30 to 40 percent of all students, faculty, staff, housewives, corporate managers,
school teachers and even school children. Technophobia has been shown to be a multidimensional
combination of one or more of the following: a) anxiety about present or future computer or technol-
ogy experiences, b) negative global attitudes about computers, computer-related technology or their
societal impact and c) negative cognitions of self-critical internal dialogues during computer interac-
tion or when contemplating future computer interaction. The "technophobic" can exhibit character-
istics that range from mild distress in any of these areas to severe discomfort in one or more areas.

Over the past ten years, Drs. Weil and Rosen have studied nearly 10,000 students in 23 countries, a
thousand elementary and secondary school teachers and hundreds of elementary and secondary
school students. The results of these studies have shown that there is no "technophobic" profile.
Technophobics are equally likely to be men or women, older or younger and from any ethnic back-
ground. Further, there is no strong support for the belief that technophobics are simply more anxious
in general or are more anxious about mathematics.

Under a grant from the U.S. Department of Education, Drs. Weil and Rosen developed and tested
the Model Computerphobia Re-education Program. This three-year grant demonstrated that
technophobia was eliminated in nearly 200 students, faculty, and staff (a 92 percent success rate) in
only five hours! A massive study of nearly 2,000 students showed that the program also increased
retei tion and improved course performance. Long-term follow-up studies indicated that even six
months after this brief psychologically-based intervention program, all participants maintained their
comfort level, gained computer competency and showed strong interest in future computer interac-
tions.

Through their eighteen studies, Drs. Rosen and Weil have proposed a model for what makes
someone technophobic and what maintains that technophobia. The model stresses the importance of
the "introducers" of technology (most often teachers or parents) and their comfort level with tech-
nology. The model also suggests that technophobia is maintained by providing computer/technol-
ogy experiences in high-intensity environments that allow limited "free play" with the technology
and are evaluative in nature.

Ensuing discussions focused on the application of this research paradigm to the university com-
puting environment. Dr. Weil and Dr. Rosen indicated that they have a series of measurement
instruments that have been shown to be valid, reliabl and have strong clinical applications.
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Total Quality Management: A Campus/Corporate Experience

Moderator: Constance Tow ler, Harvard University
Experts: Stephen Hall, Harvard University; Frank Steenburgh, Xerox Corporation

Frank Steenburgh described how Xerox has applied quality improvement principles in their
Leadership Through Quality Program over the past dozen years, and how Xerox is modifying these
techniques for the future.

Steve Hall talked about the Harvard Quality Process, which has been developed over the past two

years at Harvard, and described plans for distributing this process to other parts of the university.
The experts spent one half hour e:.ch on their presentations, which left one half hour for ques-

tions. The session was attended by over 40 individuals and the question period was lively. The
questions ranged from: "what is included in your training program" to "how do I convince my
management, and particularly the faculty, that this is a good idea." Gaining commitment from the
top of the organization was an important question for many participants. The point was made that
the principles of Total Quality Management must be applied to an organization depending on the
needs and desires of that organization, and therefore, there is no textbook answer to this question.
Since this is the case, participants wanted to hear about applications success stories from the experts,
and wanted to share some of their experiences. Unfortunately, there was minimal time for this
activity. The one and one half hours went by very quickly and it is my impression that everyone felt
rushed. Many participants stayed on to ask additional questions after the formal close of the session.

Some material was distributed and the experts took business cards to send additional information
following the conference.
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Constituent Group Meetings
A number of subgroups of CAUSE members and conferees met at CAUSE91 to focus on issues
unique to their shared work environments. These Constituent Groups are organized to
encourage communication among professionals who share specific problems and functions.
The groups meet during the National Conference, and occasionally at other times during the
year. The number and focus of the groups change according to members' needs.

Administrative Systems Management
Coordinator: A. Wayne Donald, Virginia Tech

Chief Information Officers
Coordinator: Kenneth G. Pollock, Wright State University

Coalition for Networked Information
Coordinator: Leslie Maltz, Stevens Institute of Technology

Community and Two-Year Colleges
Coordinator: Gordon Mathezer, Mount Royal College

Data Administration
Coordinator: Richard D. Sheeder, Pennsylvania State University

Executive Information Systems in Higher Education
Coordinator: Robert H. Glover, University of Hartford

Four-Year Colleges and Universities
Coordinator: John W. Eoff, New Mexico State University

IBM Higher Education Software Consortium
Coordinator: Douglas E. Hurleg, University of Kentucky

Institutional Researchers and Planners
Coordinator: Richard Howard, University of Arizona

Internet
Coordinator: Mike Staman, CICNet, Inc.

Medical/Health Science Schools
Coordinator: Carla T. Garnham, Medical College of Wisconsin

Multicampus/State Systems
Coordinator: Robert R. Blackmun, University of North Carolina

Small Institutions
Coordinator: Clyde R. Wolford, Le Moyne College

User Services
Coordinator: Claire Gorman, Tufts University
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Administrative Systems Management

Coordinator: A. Wayne Donald

The Administrative Systems Management constituent group (CAUSEASM) met at CAUSE91 on
December 4, 1991, at 4:30 pm in the Santa Rosa Room (Bonito Center) at the Disneyland Hotel. The
second annual meeting for CAUSEASM had 49 conference attendees sign the attendance sheet.
Wayne Donald, Manager of Administrative Systems Planning at Virginia Tech, opened the meeting
with a report on activities during 1991.

Progress report: Interest in the Administrative Systems Managemet. constituent group continues
to grow. A list server was set up after the 1990 meeting with approximately 40 initial subscribers. As
of November, 1991, the list server had over 150 subscribers, a substantial growth for 1991. ACwity
on the list server has been above average for a new server, and it appears quality information ex-
changes have been the norm. Subscribers were encouraged to continue using the list server for
information exchanges and general discussions relating to management issues for administrative
systems. Wayne Donald announced that Jerry Hoover, Franklin and Marshall College, will assist
with constituent group activities during 1992, and that David McGuire, University of New Mexico,
agreed to keep notes during the 1991 meeting.

Main Discussion: Mark Olson, Columbia University, led a discussion on distributed compu ting
a topic that was frequently discussed on the list server during 1991. Mark described the environment
at Columbia one where the end users responsible for a function is responsible for all tools/
resources supporting that function, including computing. Concerns were expressed about the
Columbia model: it's expensive to hire and/or develop people with such a broad skill set; and, large
projects still require central resources. To summarize other comments: without central coordination
distributed computing can lead to "disintegrated systems"; small schools cannot follow the Colum-
bia model but can cultivate "expert users" or computer coordinators in key departments; people
with special skill sets will be required and that may be a problem for many institutions; and finally,
building partnerships (working as a team) is critical to the success of distributed computing. It soon
became obvious the discussion could go on beyond the allocated time. Mark indicated he will
review the information and hopes to incorporate it with other information to write a paper that can
be shared with the constituent group.

Open discussion: An open discussion revealed interest in some other areas relating to the man-
agement of administrative systems. These areas may certainly be candidates for future discussion on
the list server.

Academic demands for service
Reporting structure for merger Information Systems structure
Planning for client/server architecture
Extract files: how to coordinate file refresh/insuring reporting integrity
Liability for external systems

There was not much time for discussion on these issues but more information will be distributed
to CAUSEASM subscriber in early 1992.

Adjournment: Prior to adjournment, Wayne Donald suggested the constituent group attempt to
have a "Topic of the Month" on the list server as a new activity for 1992. This can stimulate some
discussions and provide subscribers with an open forum for each month. Anyone willing to "admin-
ister" a specific topic can summarize the comments and publish a short conclusion for distribution
on the list server. Everyone was encouraged to send potential topics to Wayne Donald
(AWDCMS@VTVMLBITNET), and agree to serve as a administrator for one month. The first topic
will be scheduled for February, 1992.

Some attendees expressed an interest in moving the CAUSEASM meeting in 1992 so it will not
conflict with the Data Administration group. Wayne Donald agreed to pass this information on the
Debbie Smith at CAUSE. The meeting was adjourned at approximatel r,:00 pm.

4 I
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Chief Information Officers

Coordinator:
Ken Pollock, Wright State University

Approximately 40 people met at CAUSE91 in Anaheim to discuss issues related to the role of
Chief Information Officers (CIOs) in higher education. The major agenda for the meeting this year
was to:

identify critical issues that merit further discussion by this group and identify which of those
issues should be considered and/or supported by CAUSE;

discuss future plans for the ClO constituent group; and

discuss the possibility and logistics of holding the next constituent group meeting in April of
1992

The meeting began with two presentations designed to stimulate discussion and assist with the
task of issue identification. ThQ presentation was by Mike Zastrocky and Lew Temares who dis-
cussed results of the recent CAUSE postcard survey. The survey asked CAUSE members to rank
information technology issues in order of importance for the 1990s. The results will be published at a
later date. The second presentation was given by Chuck Thomas who surveyed campuses across the
country to compare the characteristics and profiles of CI Os today versus five years ago. There were
no major surprises in Thomas' data except that the number of "CIO positions" has increased signifi-
cantly in the past five years.

The group had a difficult time distilling the variety of issues facing CI Os into a concise list which
should be considered by CAUSE as a part of the strategic planning effort. However, a few of the
most important issues that were agreed to are:

educating presidents/boards/senior administration on the value of information technology;

establishing measurement techniques (which includes an assessment of productivity and
quality) to assess the effectiveness of information technology;

calculating the value of information technology as a return on investment rather than a cost;

re-engineering and/or changing the culture of the university in general;

changing the reward structures to encourage the use and development of information technol-
ogy;

changing the reward structures to encourage the use and development of information technol-
ogy.

Other issues were also identified for further discussion by the CIOs at their next meeting. That list
and the list which developed at the CAUSE%) meeting are available from CAUSE or Ken Pollock at
Wright State University.

The group agreed that the best time to hold the next CIO meeting would be the last week in April.
Several locations were discussed with the most probable being either Chicago or Atlanta because of
the strategic location with respect to airlines. The suggestion was made that the meeting be held for
approximately one and one-half to two days at a hotel located close to the airport. Ken Pollock will
set up the logistics for the next meeting and solicit topics for the agenda in February 1992.

Individuals interested in participating in a meeting tentatively set for April 27-28 an contact Ken
Pollock via e-mail (kpollock@desire.wright.edu) with suggestions for topics.
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Coalition for Networked Information

Coordinator:
Leslie Maltz, Stevens Institute of Technology

"The mission of the Coalition for Networked Information is to promote the creation of and access to

information resources in networked environments in order to enrich scholarship and to enhance intellectual

productivity.
The Coalition pursues its mission by seeking to realize the information distribution and access potential of

existing and proposed high performance computers and networks that support the research and education

activities of a wide variety of institutions and organizations.

The Coalition accomplishes this realization by undertaking activities, on its own and in partnership with

others, that formulate, promulgate, evaluate, and promote policies and protocols that enable powerful, flexible,

and universal access to networked information resources.
The Coalition directs the combined intellectual, technological, professional, and financial resources of its

members according to the shared vision of how the nature of information management is changing and will

continue to change through the end of the 20th Century and into the beginning of the 21st."

The mission and goals of CNI were briefly described along with the fact that participation ir projects is

open to everyone. Participation is not limited to the institutions who have generously decided to provide

financial support for CNI through their membership. Individuals and institutions who wish to participate in

projects sponsored by CNI are strongly encouraged.
Three specific projects were described. In each case, individuals with an interest in participating as well as

relevant experience were encouraged to contact the CNI staff. Each project was described in a "Call for

Statement of Interest and Experience' publication whichcontained the project description, requirements, and

the CNI staff contact.
The projects were:
"Development of a packet of information for use in formulating and addressing institutional and organiza-

tional issues arising from the emergence of a national networked information infrastructure and environment."

This will include summary documents on topics of institutional importance that will be needed in a nationally

networked environment.
"The Top Node for Networked Information Resources, Services, and Tools." This could be considered a

directory of directories with navigational aids.
"The Rights of Electronic Access to and Delivery of Information (READI) Program." The READI Program

is investigating and documenting issues related to licenses, agreements, copyright law, and contract law in

networked environments with emphasis on managing relationships and managing inteectual property.

4 3
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Community and Two-year Colleges

Coordinator:
Gordon Mathezer, Mount Royal College

Approximately 25 people met for two hours to exchange information on significant current
projects, issues and challenges. The discussion was lively, and as usual, most people picked up
contacts and ideas that will be useful to them in the future.

The one common theme that emerged was that of severe financial constraints. Much of the discus-
sion had to do with different responses to this problem. Some of the more significant issues consid-
ered were:

Downsizing/Client/Server/Open Systems:
Several institutions reported that they were looking at these approaches in an attempt to "do more
with less." Although the direction was deemed very promising, the consensus was that the
movement would be very slow and gradual. People were concerned about the technical expertise
needed, the training required and the significant front-end investment that was likely in moving
critical applications to such a distributed architecture.

Nevertheless, all expressed a desire to move in this direction and several reported having taken
concrete steps, such as moving to Unix.

Networking:
A logical consequence of the above and of the current industry trends is that most institutions are
working hard to put together the network management expertise that is required to operate
successfully in the distributed environments that are emerging. Sharing of ideas and experience in
this area was consk.ered very important.

Integrated Systems:
Many institutions reported an increasing demand for "good information" as opposed to lots of
data. Given that most have a patchwork of difficult-to-relate systems, ways and means of linking
or integrating (while renewing) these systems received a lot of attention. Some institutions re-
sponded to the challenge by acquiring all their administrative systems from a single vendor. This
had the obvious advantages and disadvantages.

Other items reported included the installation of Touch Tone Registration Systems by several, the
increasing use of campus-wide student information dissemination and work towards a policy to
recycle used PCs consistent with changing institutional needs.

The group also considered how members could keep in touch between conferences and how the
CAUSE office could assist this group of institutions. The consensus was that the CAUSE office
should set up a "reflector list" for participants. Denny Farnsworth undertook to arrange this and
will inform attendees once the service is ..ailable.

The first suggested use for the reflector list was to refine the mission statement characterized by a
heavier emphasis on teaching and advising. They were felt to be more "student centered."

The effectiveness of communication and sharing ideas via the reflector list will be assessed at
CAUSE92.
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Data Administration

Coordinator:
Richard D. Sheeder, Pennsylvania State University

Fifty-two people attended the meeting of the Constituent Group, and the discussion was excel-
lent. The following five items were discussed:

1. Membership and use of DASIG. DASIG is the electronic mail distribution list resident on the
Syracuse SUVM node to which higher education professionals interested in data administration
subscribe. There are 143 institutions represented on DASIG, and 239 members from those institu-
tions. Members are from the United States (216), Canada (16), Germany (2), Puerto Rico (1), Saudi
Arabia (2), Singapore (1) and Taiwan (1). Those attending the meeting encouraged the expanded use
of the list by everyone. A suggestion was made that a "current, meaningful question a month" be
entered onto the list, and answers summarized to send back to the list, as a way of maintaining
interest in furthering its use.

2. Review nf the Standards Manual from the Data Administration Management Association. The
table of contents was reviewed, as were the definitions of data administrator, and data administra-
tion and database administration. The Manual is in draft form, and comments from reviewers are
being solicited. It was suggested that comments be sent to Leonard M. Brush, Director of Adminis-
trative Systems at Carnegie-Mellon University. Copies were offered to attendees.

3. The methodology for defining a strategic data architecture for the entire institution. A DASIG
subscriber had offered the following six-phase approach: planning initiation, business modeling,
current systems and technology, data architecture, applications architecture, and migration plans.
Attendees at the Constituent Group meeting agreed in principle that the approach was sound but,
with one exception, indicated that the time and resources to take this approach were generally not
available (there was mi.ch agreement about the ultimate objective of "draining the swamp," but also
a realization of the number of "alligators" complicating the task). Most institutions take a
"chunking" approach, where a major function or functions of the University were defined in this
manner, and then carried through to implementation. By taking the c. inking approach it was
understood that the resulting database design could be suboptimal.

4. CAUSE Strategic Planning suggestions. The group was asked for suggestions regarding issues
for the CAUSE Strategic Plan, and several were offered which were passed on to CAUSE Staff.

5. A question and answer/discussion period completed the meeting.
At the end of the meeting Richard Sheeder, the convener, stated that he was changing positions

within Penn State University and asked if there were any volunteers to assume the responsibilities of
overseeing the group. Dan Updegrove from the University of Pennsylvania agreed to do so. Ron
Spangler from the University of Kansas Medical Center agreed to assist Dan by working with the
Special Interest Group on Data Administration that meets at the Association for Institutional Re-
search Forum each year. Sue Borel at Syracuse University will continue to oversee the DASIG which
is resident on the Syracuse VM computer.
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Executive Information Systems in Higher Education

Coordinator:
Robert H. Glover, University of Hartford

About twenty-five participants attended the EIS Special Interest Group at CAUSE91. Executive Information
Systems (EIS) and Decision Support Systems (DSS) were defined to establish a common frame of reference
for discussion.

EIS is a presentation system designed to provide decision makers with convenient and timely access to
shared sununary information on demand in the form of text, tables, and graphs through user-friendly menus
and screens and a desktop computer or terminal.

DSS is an analytical system used by analysts or end-users which applies relational database and statistical
analysis software on management databases to convert data into summary information using user-friendly
menus and screens or a query command language to control the processing.

Interest in development of EIS/DSS applications is high based on a recent CAUSE survey of chief informa-
tion officers, and decision makers recognize that in this current era of resource constraints and increased
competition in higher education that strategic planning, effective management, and better information arc more
critical than ever.

Each year advancing technology creates new tools for building more flexible and responsible EIS/DSS
applications in a more cost-effective way. If the need for EIS/DSS applications is recognized, and cost-
effective tools are now widely available to developers, why do so few colleges and universities have EIS/DSS
systems in place to inform strategic decisions and to monitor institutional performance?

Much of the discussion of the group focused on barriers and incentives to EIS/DSS development and
implementation strategies designed to increase chances of success.

Executives in higher education are not getting the message about the potential value of EIS/DSS and what
support is required to provide more timely access to quality information for strategic management.

Many colleges lack the organization and infrastructure necessary to build an integrated management
database from operational databases and external data files. The microcomputing revolution has created user-
friendly tools for information processing, but largely for stand-alone environments thatencourage shadow
record-keeping rather than information sharing. With more and more campuses investing heavily in campus-
wide and local-arca networks and high powered database/file servers and work-stations with graphical user
interfaces, the necessary infrastructure for EIS/DSS implementation and information sharing will become more
widely accessible on college campuses in the near future.

Mainframe vendors of EIS/DSS turnkey software arc still high priced; and few administrative computing
software vendors in higher education have expressed any interest in EIS/DSS development.

EIS/DSS development requires leadership and resource support from an executive sponsor, clearly defined
responsibilities for EIS/DSS support staff (e.g., institutional researcher, database administrator, computer staff,
end user), and professional development conferences and hands-on training for both users and developers.

Presentations of EIS/DSS applications at CAUSE and interests of participiwts in the session were discussed
including: the U of Hartford demonstrations, the IBM/Missouri project, the IBM/Cal State Los Angeles
project, the Georgia Tech presentation, the TRG/Maricopa Community College exhibit, and alternative vendor
approaches to database access through SQL front-end products.

Access to the EISSIG bulletin board is obtained through ASUACAD SUBSCRIBE LIST EISSIG; contact
Hans Ladanyi (ladanyi@maine) for further information information on access and information submission.

i;
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Four-year Colleges and Universities

Coordinator:
John W. Eoff, New Mexico State University

The Four-year College and University constituent group was very lively and informative. The
purpose of this group is to share experiences in the three functional areas of student, human re-

sources, and financial accounting and in fourth generation software languages and database sys-
tems. Of special interest were comments from John Walsh, Indiana University, about their using a

fourth generation language.
In response to CAUSE's request for recommendations concerning future directions that CAUSE

should consider, the group suggested that CAUSE sponsor resource sharing groups via electronic
mail facilities. Most vendors have "user groups" which meet annually; these groups could share
more information through out the entire year if an "information system" was available. CUMREC

offers the service on a university-wide basis. It was suggested that the service be categorized on a

system/vendor basis.

IBM Higher Education Software Consortium

Coordinator:
Douglas E. Hurley, University of Kentucky

For the past several years, there has been a Higher Education Software Consortium (HESC)
Constituent Group at the annual CAUSE conference. This year's constituent group meeting was
again a useful opportunity for participants to learn more about the HESC and to dialogue directly
with IBM ACIS regarding this program. This year's meeting was well attended with over 20 partici-

pants along with several IBM representatives.
The session focused on IBM product announcements in 1991, in particular the Fall announce-

ments. Several questions were raised regarding product availability, and timing. Fred Dwyer, IBM
AC1S, discussed HESC product and pricing strategies, in particular alternate pricing strategies being
considered for the future. A potential MVS software group was discussed, along with pricing and

usage restrictions.
Doug Hurley and Ron Wills (Chair, HESC Steering Committee) discussed the role of the steering

committee. A general discussion followed on products that attendees would like to have added to

the HESC.
The meeting concluded with a reminder to all HESC institutions todiscontinue any HESC soft-

ware not actually installed and utilized.
This CG continues to be a useful forum ior providing information about HESC offerings and

future directions, and provides an opportunity for CAUSE conferees who are also HESC members to

voice concerns and needs directly with IBM-ACIS personnel.

Institutional Researchers and Planners

Coordinator:
Richard Howard, University of Arizona

The Institutional Research Constituent Group met on Tuesday afternoon and and discussed Data
Administration for the entire time period. It seemed that organizational location of the function is
institutional specific, and may in fact be as much a function of institutional personalities and history
than logic. It was obvious however that data administration and institutional research functions
work closely at most institutions to provide the infrastructure necessary for effective decentralized
data access and use.
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Internet

,ordinator:
E Michae_ ..)taman, CICNet, Inc.

The purpose of this SIG is to provide senior administrative computing executives with both an
electronic forum and a specific time during CAUSE meetings devoted to learning about and discuss-
ing Internet related activities.

During the first meeting there was a discussion of the kinds of questions and issues which might
be addressed by an Internet SIG. Below is a partial list of the results:

Acceptable use policies
Examples of research and education applications
Establishing end-end connectivity
Description of Network Information Center Services
K-12, rural health, outreach applications
Bitnet, file transfer and electronic mail questions
Getting software updates from vendors
Converting from Bitnet to the Internet
Obtaining funding for Internet access
Applications involving the use of full text
Security issues
Transit traffic measurements
Access to large archives, such as at Washington University
Library applications
Contracts with information providers
Maintenance of directories, lists, etc.
Use of information and network navigation tools
Commercialization for the Internet
Developing cost and charging algorithms
Campus-wide information systems (CWIS)
Access to federal information repositories
Municipal and state government agency connections
Reaching colleges and secondary schools abroad
Foreign technology-transfer (USSR e-mail)
Internet study locationsmanaging budgets, currency transfers, etc.
Video applications
Sharing of institutional research databases
Cross-references to other relevant list-servers or netnews groups
Document exchange (transcripts)

A mail reflector has been established and interested individuals, whether they be CAUSE mem-
bers or not, are invited to join the discussion. About thirty individuals attended the initial meeting
and are now members of the discussion group. To join the discussion group, send mail to cause-
interest-info-request@cic.net and ask to be added.

The SIG has also established an archive to hold a complete history of correspondence on the
reflector and a directory for documents that the members might want to produce or share. Both of
these services are available via anonymous FTP. To add documents to the directory send the material
to staman@cic.net.
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Medical/Health Science Schools

Coordinator:
Carla T. Garnham, Medical College of Wisconsin

Sixteen conferees from eleven states and South Africa held a lively discussion at the CAUSE '91
Medical and Health Science Schools Constituent Group meeting. To encourage continued discussicn,
Dr. Alton Brantley of Pennsylvania State's Hershey Medical Center established a new listserv called
CAUSEMED. To subscribe, send a bitnet or internet message to listserv@psuhmc.bitnet or
listserv@psuhmc.hmc.psu.edu with the one line message:

Subscribe CAUSEMED Your Name
Several themes emerged from the group's discussion. Recurrent questions asked "Why is there so

little organized and effective academic computing services within medical schools?" and "Why is
information technology', especially networking, so neglected within hospitals?" Wefocused on how
to stimulate information technology transfers between medical centers and hospitals. Hospitals rely
too much on vendors to provide technology solutions. They are largely uninformed about applicable
and less costly developments in university computing. We discussed ways to bring CAUSE's re-
sources to medical schools, e.g., by elevating AAMC's (Association of American Medical Colleges)
awareness of information technology. A second theme concerned access to databases and informa-
tion exchanges. High quality health care requires access to timely data, and medical centers willbe
legally accountable if they fail to provide an adequate level of care.

Standards was the third theme. We need a forum to evolve standards for storing patient informa-
tion. We agreed that an essential first step was to connect major medical schools and health sciences
universities through the internet to dialogue on key topics such as the federal Health Care Financing
Administration (HCFA) regulations ar i the National Library of Medicine (NLM) initiatives.

Multicampus/State Systems

Convenor: Robert R. Blackmun, University of North Carolina at Charlotte

The Constituent Group met at 4 p.m. on Tuesday, December 3, 1991. Approximately twenty
representatives from nine states participated in the meeting.

The meeting opened with Jane Ryland, CAUSE President, describing the strategic planning efforts
of the CAUSE board and their desire for input from a broad range of CAUSE members, including
both individuals and institutions. A lively and productive discussion of a variety of issues on which
CAUSE can help followed. Among the issues discussed were:

The need for a central repository of job descriptions for information technology positions in
higher education; a particular need for job descriptions for people who provide multi-campus
and state-wide service and support was noted.

The desirabilility of sharing information on state-wide contracts for software, equipment and
services, including contract terms and vendor evaluations.

The need for information on state-wide standards, particularly as they may related to interest
in decentralizing and downsizing and/or consolidating services.

The desire for information on telecommunications services, particularly in the emerging part-
nership between higher education and K-12 education.

The need for comparable cost information so that relevant measurement and decisions can be
accomplished.

The group also discussed trends and directions in centralization vs. decentralization that are
continuing as a result of budgetary and political pressures in several states.
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Small Institutions

Coordinator:
Clyde R. Wolford, Le Moyne College

This year's Small Institutions Constituent Group meeting was well attended as in past confer-
ences. As a change of pace, attendees were encouraged to share successes they had experienced in
their endeavors during the past year. This led, as expected, to some rather lively discussion and
exchange of ideas.

With the group now involved in considering how they might be able to help each other, attention
turned to a discussion of current issues among small institutions and how CAUSE as an organiza-
tion might assist members in addressing them. Issues most strongly identified included those
pertaining to local and wide area networking, distributed (multi-platform) processing, and training
for both IT personnel and end users. It became clear that these issues were not unique to small
institutions but the resources required to pursue them may be more difficult to obtain.

In discussing ways in which CAUSE might help small institutions, several key suggestions
surfaced. First, and foremost, was the suggestion that CAUSE provide assistance with the advocacy
of technology demands on local campuses. Second, making materials available whichprovide
information on opportunities for obtaining resources (such as grant programs) was seen as a key
service. Finally, and probably most unique to small institutions, was the suggestion that CAUSE
provide materials or other resources which would describe specific "how to" informationon under-
standing and implementing these technologies. For example, many small institutions would benefit
from CAUSE working with larger institutions, having proven expertise, in a program which made
that expertise available to nearby smaller institutions, assisting them in getting started in these and
other areas.

The session ended well beyond the scheduled time with many attendees continuing their discus-
sion. It was clear a beneficial exchange of information occurred while many new friends were made.
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User Services

Coordinator:
Claire Gorman, Tufts University

The topics proposed for discussion and 3ome of the items covered were:

training
internal:

dedicated person
how to evaluate the effectiveness of the training (follow up with the trainees'

supervisor?)
coordinator

make training available, not necessarily in-house

help desk
focal point for support

communicating sources of support
to make users aware that they exist

information, documentation, quick notes

planning

standards
setting
enforcing

user groups
formal
informal

software
sharing code
support

hardware

consulting (highest level of user support)
focus on functions
playscript documentPtion technique

site licenses
administration

In what appeared to be a natural migration, the discussion that followed centered more on user

support in a distributed processing environment rather than PC hardware and software support (as
in prior years). Concerns were expressed about:

allowing users to update the database
when users access the database...

are they getting the information they think they are?
do they understand the data well enough to ask for what they
really want?
how do you teach people data instead of tool sets?
should users be provided with menus to control access?

data security in a distributed environment

5 1.
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"Writing for CAUSE/EFFECT"

Jan Baltzer, 1991 Editorial Committee chair; Julia Rudy, CAUSE director of publications
and CAUSE/EFFECT editor; and members of the 1991 CAUSE Editorial Committee hosted a
round-table workshop for conferees interested in learning more about writing for CAUSE/
EFFECT magazine. Participants informally discussed ideas for publication with committee
members, who shared their experiences ond answered questions about what they are
looking for when they review articles submitted for publication.



TRACK I

STRATEGIC PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

Coordinator: John Wasileski

1

Technology has changed our world of today in ways never envisioned twenty years ago. Trends
indicate that these changes will continue at an accelerated pace and, perhaps, in ways just as unpre-
dictable as those of the past. If we are to prepare students for the society of tomorrow and position our
institutions to take advantage of future opportunities, then we must begin today to plan and develop
strategies which will embed technology within the curriculum as well as in offices, and adopt a policy
of strategic management in addition to building the technological infrastructure. Papers in this track
address these issues.
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Improving Productivity in Higher Education:
The Need for a Paradigm Shift

Dr. Carol A. Twigg
Associate Vice President

Academic Programs and Information Technology

SUNY Empire State College
Saratoga Springs, New York 12866

ABSTRACT

In 1984, IBM discovered that it was spending $900 million a year on
employee education without an overall management system. Costs were
going up, and quality was going unmeasured. That discovery led to a major
restructuring that streamlined delivery using advanced technology. IBM
developed a new paradigm for lowering costs and improving quality in its
educational program.

In Discovering the Future: The Business of Paradigms, Joel Arthur Baker
says that the key component of strategic planning is the ability to
understand how one's perceptions are influenced. From the Greek word
"paradeigma" meaning model or pattern, a paradigm is a shared set of
assumptions. When a paradigm shifts, the rules for success change. Those
who have been using the existing set of rules may be resistant to change
and less likely to look for creative, innovation solutions to problems.

Is American higher education undergoing a paradigm shift? To what extent
do our perceptions of how colleges and universities "work" prevent us
from finding new solutions to the problems that confront us? Using
analogies from the business world, this paper discusses how the
predominant paradigm in higher education creates obstacles to the
effective application of new technologies.

5 .1
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INTRODUCTION

There is universal agreement among all sectors of American society that improving
educatici and training is essential if the United States is to remain competitive in the
1990s and beyond. Yet, as William C. Norris, founder of Control Data Corporation, has
recently said, "There is little doubt that progress toward that national objective is

discouragingly slow."

There is also general agreement that one of the most serious problems facing the U.S.

is the seemingly inexorable rise in the cost of education with no apparent increase in
education's benefits--i.e., students are paying more for less. As James Wetherbe, speaking

at CAUSE90, observed, "There is a feeling that American higher education costs too much

and does not deliver," and that, as Norris says, "Increased spending has not been matched

by productivity improvements."

A May 1991 Jriicie in Forbes magazine, "College Education Without the Frills," sums

up the public's attitude: "Can nothing stop this relentless inflation in college costs?"

Forbes' answer: "Nothing but innovative thinking and a serious restructuring in the
universities." Or, in words familiar to those of us in the information technology
profession, nothing but a paradigm shift.

While there is a general sense among us that the application of information
technology to higher education can somehow solve these tiroblemscan, in fact, contribute

to increased productivity--there is little consensus about how this can be done. Many in

higher education, like Milton Glick, argue that "increased productivity in higher
education is hard to define, let alone quantify or measure." Despite the frequent and

urgent calls for restructuring education, equal numbers of articles appear bemoaning "the

failed revolution," the numerous failures of technology to transform training and
education and training. As Brian Hawkins expresses it: "Computing has not lived up to its

promise of bringing truly revolutionary improvement in the quality of our core education

programs. In retrospect, we were naive in expecting dramatic change, given the numerous

structural problems affecting higher education, which technology itself cannot address."

The premise of my presentation is that as long as technology is applied to the

current model, or paradigm, of higher education, the result will be merely added costs

rather than increased productivity. What does it mean to increase productivity in higher
education? Simply defined, it means either increasing output at same cost and/or reducing

costs while producing the same output. Currently, higher education places its emphasis on
increasing inputs in order to produce the same or lesser outputs. We need to develop

meaningful, sophisticated measures of what students need to know and be able to do as a

touchstone for more productive education policies. Our goal should be a vast increase in

productivity: more learning for more people at less cost.

Whv is a paradigm shift necessary in order to increase productivity in higher
education? As James Wetherbe puts it, "The biggest obstacle to innovation is thinking it

can be dont.) the old way." Familiar examples of how, in Wetherbe's words, "technique lags

behind technology" come to mind:

1
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o During the American Revolutionary War, the British soldiers, dressed in bright red
uniforms, clustered together in a style that had made sense doing battle with swords
and shields but made them vulnerable to the Americans' new style of fighting. Feelings
of superiority prevented them from seeing why they were losing the war.

o The first ATM was located inside a bank and was available only during banking hours.
Real innovation occurred when it was placed outside the bank, available 24 hours a day.

o Faced with the invention of the telegraph, the first reaction of the Pony Express was
to buy faster horses. When that failed, they tried to hire better riders. They did not
realize that the world had changed, and they went out of business.

As Lewis J. Perlman points out in a recent Business Week article: "Without critical,
structural changes in the system, placing more computers, videodiscs, and other gadgets
into conventional classrooms will do nothing to reverse the failure of the education
economy; it may actually make things worse. For one thing, we know from the extensive
experience of office and factory automation that roughly 80% of the productivity gains
from technology innovation come not from new hardware or software but from fundamental
changes in management, organization, and human resources."

Much of the discussion of applying information technology to education treats it as
an input, or an add-on. As Kenneth M. King, President of EDUCOM has noted, "The corporate
sector has used information technology to reduce unit costs while information technology
is widely regarded as an add-on cost for higher education." Yet when thinking about its
application to higher education, the most King can suggest as an example of re-thinking
instructional delivery systems is to use projectors and computers in the classroom. When
King talks about "wiring the classroom" or Ball State's Ray Steele talks about "wiring the
campus," I believe exemplify the principle of "technique lags behind technology." They
advocate automating the existing process, And the result is ineffectiveness.

Bob Heterick has eloquently written that "microprocessor technology has clearly
demonstrated that it is the idea, not the physical embodiment in artifact, that has
enduring economic value. The surrogate of the library as a physical place, the computing
center as a collection of machines, and the network as an assemblage of wires are weak
concepts in the age of the microcosm." If Heterick is right, if the image or paradigm of
networking mchnology is "anyplace, anytime, anyway," why would we want to confine its
application the classroom or the campus?

THE PARADIGM EFFECT

The word "paradigm" comes from the Greek word "paradeigma," meaning model or pattern.
A paradigm represents a way of looking at the world, a shared set of assumptions which
enables one to understand or predict behavior.

In his book Discovering the Future: The Business of Paradigms, Joel Arthur Baker
describes what he calls the "paradigm effect." Paradigms have a powerful impact on
individuals and on society because one's view of the world is determined by his or her set
of assumptions. To put it another way, a person's vision is often affected by what he or
she believes about the world; one's beliefs often determine the information one "sees."

2
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To apply this concept to the application of technology, the paradigm effect may cause

people to be "blind" to what is happening around them such that they may fail to "see" the

potential in a new application of technology. A familiar example is that of the quartz
watch revolution. The Swiss Watch Federation Research Center at Neuchatel created the

first prototype of the quartz watch in 1967, but the watch manufacturers' rules about
mechanical watches blinded them to the potential of the new technology. Market share
dropped from the 1970 level of 60 percent to 10 percent during the 1980's.

A more recent example of the paradigm effect is described in Fumbling the Future: How

Xerox Invented, and Ignored, the First Personal Computer. The authors recount how Xerox

executives refused to market the Alto, the first personal computer which was developed at

the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, because they never fully realized the implications of

personal computing. They were victims of the paradigm effect.

If a belief in an existing paradigm is unrelenting, it can lead to what Barker calls
"paradigm paralysis," a terminal disease of certainty. Leaders of the old paradigm
community, who have a tremendous amount of time and energy invested in using the old

rules, are often resistant to change and less likely to look for creative, innovative
solutions to problems. In much the same way as Thomas Kuhn, who first called our attention

to the idea of paradigm shifts, observed scientists trying to "save the theory," so too do

victims of paradigm paralysis focus their efforts in defending old solutions to new

problems.

All paradigms give practitioners a view of the world that enables them to solve
specific problems. The problem arises when the old paradigm cannot solve new problems.
When change is slow, dogmatic beliefs are not as damaging. However, in periods when the

ability to react and change quickly is crucial, unswerving commitment to the old paradigm

can be fatal, as the British Army discovered in the American Revolution.

According to Barker, a paradigm provides both boundaries for behavior, or guides to

action, and direction for success within those boundaries. When a paradigm shifts, the

rules for success change. A crucial managerial tool during times of dramatic change is the

skill of anticipation, the ability to foresee, to realize beforehand, the consequences of

changes that are occurring in society. By anticipating major changes, rather than reacting

to those changes, managers can leverage their competitive advantage during times of

turbulence. Bob Heterick puts it another way: "Struggling against inevitable change leaves

us the object rather than the agent of change."

Barker's view is that most of the turbulence in society today is caused by two
contrasting situations: 1) the failures of existing paradigms and an unwillingness to
change the current rules, and 2) the creation and development of new rules in times of
crisis. Those who create the new rules, the "paradigm shifters," are almost always
outsiders to the paradigm community. Since they lack investment in the prevailing
paradigm, they cen look for innovative ways to solve new problems.

Finally, Barker emphasizes that the key component in what he calls strategic
exploration is "the ability to understand how your perceptions are influenced." Without
this understanding, all else is rendered ineffective.



MAJOR CHANGES AFFECTING HIGHER EDUCATION

If Barker is correct in saying that the ability to foresee the consequences of
changes that are occurring in society is a crucial managerial tool, it is incumbent upon
us to begin our discussion of a paradigm shift by considering the changes that are
affecting American higher education.

The 1980's were supposed to be a time of decline in postsecondary enrollments.
Instead we leave the 80s with record numbers of applicants and stable to increased
enrollments. What happened? While the traditional sources of college students, 17 to 19
year-old high school graduates, declined, new sources of students have emerged that have
"masked" the effects of the decline.

According to the Pew Higher Education Research Program, by the middle of the 1990's,
traditional college students--those who proceed directly from high school to enroll
full-time in an undergraduate programwill be a clear minority of all students in
collegiate programs. Non-traditional students will constitute what is being called "the
New Majority" in American higher education. In 1976, traditional students comprised 60
percent of students; in 1986, 52 percent; and by 1999, traditional students will
constitute only 40 percent. The Pew Trust calls this "a fundamental transformation of the
student market for higher education."

What characterizes the students of New Majority? First, they are primarily working
adults who come "in and out" of higher education. Second, they are placebound. Due to work
and/or family obligations, these students are almost entirely placebound in their
communities. It is no wonder that, in a 1986 College Board study of adult learners,
location was listed as their number one consideration when choosing a college or
university. Third, college students are increasingly part-time. According to a 1989 report
of the National Center for Education Statistics, part-time students represent the fastest
growing population in higher education. Between 1965 and 1989, part-time enrollment
increased by 109 percent compared to a 32 percent increase for full-time enrollment.
Nearly half of all students enrolled at all levels of higher education attend part-time.
During 1989, there were 13.5 million students enrolled in higher education; 5.8
million--or more than 43 percent-were part-time.

Even now, the paradigm of the residential four-year university does not fit the
majority of higher education's students. 37 percent of the nation's students are enrolled
in public two-year institutions. While 57 percent of students currently enrolled are
full-time, only 44 percent, a minority of all student enrollments, are enrolled full-time
at a four-year institution. In my own university system, the State University of New York
with some 64 member institutions, only 20 to 25 percent of its more than 200,000 students
are residential.

Another significant societal trend affecting higher education is the growing
importance of lifelong learning. Education no longer ends at graduation; retraining the
work force is the next big task for education and training. According to the College
Board's Office of Adult Learning Services, Americans work at ten different jobs during
their lifetimes, each possibly requiring new skills, new knowledge, new attitudes and
values. Adults will enter and re-enter higher education continuously throughout their
lives to acquire these needed competencies.
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A 1987 report of the National Governors' Association, "Making America Work," points

out that three-fourths of the citizens who will be working in the year 2,000 are already
in the labor force. Others estimate that the number is closer to 90 percent. Thus, the
education and training of the current labor force is the key to increasing productivity

over the next two decades. The American Society for Training and Development estimates
that, by the year 2000, more than 75 percent of the nation's workforce will need

re-training.

THE HIGHER EDUCATION PARADIGM

Despite these dramatic changes occurring in society, most discussions of the
application of technology to higher education take place within what I will call the
Higher Education Paradigm. What characterizes the Higher Education Paradigm?

o It is a university. Allan Hershfield: "There is a single more or less pervasive model
of excellence in higher education--the prestigious research university."

o Specifically, it is a residential university. Milton D. Glick refers to Iowa State, the
University of Missouri-Columbia and Wayne State University, as the "great heartland
universities . . where most college students in this country are educated."

o Fully elaborated, it is a "complete lifestyle bundle." Milton Friedman: "The current
American idea of higher education encompasses a complete lifestyle bundle, including
fancy buildings, research teams and athletic opportunities."

o Its students are young people. They are 18 to 22 years of age, recently graduated from
high school; they attend full-time and live on campus.

o It is sequential. Degrees are pursued during a four-year time period via courses that
meet three times a week, four or five courses per semester, sixteen weeks per semester,

two semesters per year.

o Its instruction takes place in the classroom, face to face, primarily via lectures.
Bob Heterick: "The classroom lecture has been the primary means through which
institutional faculty deliver instruction since the time of the founding of Harvard in
1636. In the late 1800s, the laboratory was added as a supplement to the lecture."
Since the 1950's, radio, television, film and computing have been used as marginal aids

to the instructional process. "Yet, none of these techniques has radically altered the
paradigm of the faculty member standing in front of a group of students, transmitting
information by way of a lecture."

The problem with this paradigm is not that such institutions do not exist but rather
that discussions about applications of technology take place within this rather specific
context, leading to the "paradigm effect." For example, Allan Hershfield notes that
television was used by 71 percent of all American colleges and universities in 1978-79,
but continues, "Only a few universities and colleges have television as part of a
carefully planned package of instructional materials used in their regular academic
programs, and those institutions using television in this way tend not to have on-campus
students." The implication: Real students live on campus.

5
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The Joe Wyatt Challenge, an effort to identify success stories of technology
application in higher education, included a selection committee made up of 29 members. Of
the 25 members from higher education, 21 were from large universities; two were from
four-year colleges and two were from community colleges. It is not surprising that of the
101 projects cited, tha majority were from large universities. The implication: Success is
defined within a university context.

Milton Glick says that the impact of computers on the educational process is
"marginal at best." Commenting on the situation at Iowa State and other like institutions,
Glick concludes, "I am a serious skeptic about our ability to integrate computing into
most of our curriculum in the near future in a substantive way. This is not due to any
lack of technological capacity. Even on star wars campuses, the culture changes slowly."
The implication: Real change occurs at the "heartland universities."

I suggest that these conclusions are examples of Barker's paradigm effect. The
assumptions of traditional academics blind them to the changes occurring around them and
to finding creative solutions to the problems that confront them. The Higher Education
Paradigm is time and place specific. In this context, it is little wonder that discussions
of applications of technology consist largely of wiring the classroom or wiring the
campus. Contrast these ideas to the paradigm of the "ubiquitous digital network."
Something is amiss here.

WE NEED A PARADIGM SHIFT, BUT WHAT KIND?

It is not sufficient to call for a paradigm shift in higher education as so many are
fond of doing; instead, we need to analyze more deeply the assumptions that dominate the
Higher Education Paradigm. I have shown how changes in society are forcing a shift in the
paradigm in regard to the make-up of the student body and the predominance of the
residential university. Let us now turn our attention to another piece of the paradigm:
instructional delivery. I believe that we will be unable to realize gains in productivity
through the application of technology to higher education as long as the labor-intensive,
classroom-based instructional model dominates our thinking.

The Paradigm of Quality

Higher education has created its own paradigm of quality that stands in the way of
increased productivity. The conventional wisdom says that high priced, well endowed,
prestigious universities can provide a better education than colleges of more moderate
means and lower admissions standards. This is a variation of the old saw, "You get what
you pay for." But is "quality" a by-product of cost? Increasingly, the evidence says no.
See, for example, How College Affects Students, by Patrick J. Terenzini and Ernest
Pascarella, which synthesizes 2600 studies in which researchers examined colleges' impact
on students. The conclusion: Students can get just as good an education at state colleges
as at the nation's more elite, private universities.

Quality in higher e ation is primarily defined as the amount of "inputs"--the
number of Ph.D.s or the number of recognized scholars on the faculty, the number of books
in the library, the number of students in a class, the amount of contact between students
and faculty, both in and out of class. A low student/faculty ratio is good; a high
student/faculty ratio is bad. The more time faculty spend face-to-face with students, the
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better the educational process. Ideas about increased time on task as a measure of
quality, I believe, grow out of the paradigm of the residential campus.

Increased Quality Equals Increased Inputs

The consequence of this definition of quality is that it forms the Context for the
national discussion of the need to increase productivity, a discussion initiated largely
by higher education's critics. Calls to increase input measures such as how many students
and how many hours the faculty teach predominate. Higher education is, in a sense, being

"hoisted on its own petard."

The business world has seized the theme of increased inputs. Forbes magazine cites

the following as examples of declining productivity: "Since the 1920s, time spent in the
classroom has shrunk in universities by as much as two-thirds. Since 1970 U.S. colleges
have reduced each semester by an average of two to three weeks . . . . Between 1977 and

1987 arts and science faculties grew by 16.3% while student enrollment in arts and
sciences decreased by 14.2%." Forbes goes on to compare two liberal arts colleges, one
with tuition, room and board charges of about $20,000 per year, the other with charges of
$7,000. At the latter institution, the student/faculty ratio is 21:1, and full-time
faculty spend 12 hours a week in the classroom. The former has a student/faculty ratio of
9.5-to-1, and, Forbes concludes, "the resulting productivity problem is visible."

Politicians and auditors have jumped on this bandwagon. The August 7, 1 991 issue of
The Chronicle of Higher Education reports that the states of Mississippi, New York,
Virginia, Arizona, and North Carolina are engaged in studying faculty workload. Workload

is defined as how much time faculty spend working with undergraduate students. A recent
New York State audit criticized the faculty at the State University of New York at Albany
by noting that 51 percent spent fewer than nine hours a week in the classroom. The stated
goal of Virginia's workload study, like those of other states, is "to develop incentives
to encourage faculty members to focus on teaching and advising." Because the accepted
definition of educational quality revolves around time on task, the demand for increased
productivity--from higher education's criticsleads to a call for greater labor
intensity. Yet, is there any evidence that an increase in contact hours will improve the
quality of education? Is there any evidence tat time spent in the classroom is a true

measure of productivity and quality? And, how do we apply information technology to
increase productivity in this context?

A Plethora of Confusion

If we accept the premise that more time in the classroom is good and fewer
student/faculty contact hours is bad, the discussion becomes even more convoluted when we

attempt to apply technology and. I hplieve, produces the widely varying, and
contradictory, approaches to what is needed. Some say we should use technology to increase
student/faculty contact. For example, a 1988 report produced by the National Institute of
Education, Involvement in Learning: Realizing the Potential of American Higher Education,

says, "Learning technologies should be designed to increase and not reduce the amount of

personal contact between faculty and students on intellectual issues." The report condemns

the current uses of educational technology which "isolate the learner from the teacher and
the teacher from the assessment process."
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Others advance the idea of the "whole course concept," what I call the all or nothing
argument. Glick says, "If you have a complete course for me, great, but it has to be all
or nothing, or I don't want it." After setting up the straw man of the "whole course
replacement," he then goes on to tell us why it won't work due to the enormous investment
of time and effort tequired to produce a very small piece of courseware. (Glick cites the
popular, though somewhat inexact, figures of "100 to 1,000 hours to develop 1 hour of
courseware.") Similarly, Hershfield calculates that the cost of developing and deliverying
whole courses is "five times that of instruction in the traditional mode" and that "the
full scale use of technology cannot result in the more efficient delivery of educational
services unless technology is used to displace faculty members."

A third approach is to leave the decision to use a particular method of instructional
technology to each individual faculty member in each individual course at each individual
institution. As Hershfield says, "Getting a new method of instruction adopted widely
requires thousand of faculty members to make individual decisions to use the new method."
Michael Stamen, asking why after several years of significant investments in 'echnology,
so little has changed in the classroom, points to the same phenomenon. This idea also
leads to predictions of failure since, as Stamen observes, the momentum of using
technology in this way is "excruciatingly slow."

Another outcome of leaving the decision to individual faculty members is the the
creation of "precious jewels" of experimentation. Two examples from a NeXT brochure citing
examples of effective classroom technology applications will suffice to make the point.
One professor created a multi-media module to be used in his class: "I specialize in
African aesthetic traditions, and I've studied brass casting technologies and the contexts
in which brass is used in Africa. . . . The finished module will present the different
contexts in which brass functions in West Afi Ica." A second project, called "Bringing a
Dead Language Back to Life," helped the professor overcome one of his greatest
instructional challenges: teaching students how to handwrite in Classical Greek and to
master the language's "odd sounds which one will tend to ignore later on, because, after
all, it's a dead language." While these experiments may have sume value, they are hardly
designed to lead to an improvement in productivity.

Only by breaking free of the paradigm of classroom instruction and the tyranny of
labor intensive student/faculty contact can we begin to improve productivity through the
application of technology to higher education. To do this, we need to develop new
definitions of quality based on measuring outputs like student learning. Can we measure
faculty productivity, or faculty achievement, by measuring student learning achievement?
After all, it is not what teacher does but what he or she gets the student to
do that results in learning. Why should we care if students and faculty are never in the
classroom or always in the classroom if student learning results? Why should we care if
faculty meet students face-to-face or never meet students face-to-face if the learning
results are the same?

For those of you suffering from "paradigm paralysis"--i.e., you are convinced that
higher education cannot or will not change its classroom mode--I'd like to turn to
business and industry to see if we can discover models that suggest an alternate vision of
the future organization of higher education.
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A CASE STUDY: IBM SHIFTS THE PARADIGM

In a January 1989 article in ASTD's Training and Development Journal, Patricia A.
Galagan describes how IBM restructured its entire education function and streamlined
delivery by heading "rapidly out of the classroom into the world of advanced technology."
Many of the problems faced by IBM when it began this process will sound familiar to
observers of American higher education.

In 1984 IBM discovered it was spending $900 million a year, or 4 percent of its total
operating budget, on employee education with no central planning or management system.
Jack Bowsher, a 32-year veteran of IBM who came to education via accounting, marketing and
personnel, spent the next two years examining IBM education. He discovered the following:

o No central direction, no central focus, no plan. "People were trying out every kind of
delivery system and measurement system. The result was lots of duplication a id yet also

voids."

o A cafeteria curriculum of thousands of courses. "We put a rich smor gasbord on the table
and left the choice of courses up to managers aria their workers, who were often
overwhelmed."

o High costs. "Costs were going up without control and quality was going unmeasured."

At the completion of the study, Bowsher assembled a group to re-design employee
education and to create a new delivery system.

The first step was a re-definition of the purposes of education at IBM to relate it
more clearly to the company's business requirements. Curricula would exist only to train
people for jobs they have today or to train people for jobs of greater responsibility.
That meant no more "nice-to-have" courses.

The next step was a re-design of course content with a heavy reliance on
instructional design. "Instructional designers can build high-quality, efficient,
motivating courses; they can reduce the length of a course by about 25 percent." The
re-design put more measurement of outcomes into training by systematically testing how
much knowledge and skill passes to the student in each course and measuring the course in
terms of business results--i.e., how the course content applies to the job.

Finally, IBM incorporated technology into the delivery of education, reducing costs
and improving quality in the process after its cost study revealed the following:

o A central classroom. It costs an average of $350 a day to train each student.

o On site classrooms. Training at IBM plant sites around the world costs an average of
$150 a day.

o Satellite delivery. Courses carried by satellite from a central classroom to distant
sites cost $125 a day.

o Self study. Whether by computer, video or print-based, independent study costs $75 per

day.

9 ,
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Since the 1970's, education at IBM has been moving steadily out of the classroom into
the circuits and airwaves of increasingly sophisticated delivery systems. In the early
1980s, no more than 5 percent of the company's education was delivered using technology;
today that figure stands at about 30 percent. In 1989, about half its courses were
classroom-based and half were self-paced, but Bowsher predicts that by the end of 1990's,
only 25 percent will take place in the classroom. "That's a revolution," he says.

And I say, that's a paradigm shift.

Other Examples from the World of Training

In a Training magazine article titled, "Good Bye Classrooms (Redux)," Beverly Geber
points to other corporate leaders who expect that significant portions of their training
will be delivered outside the classroom by the turn of the century. Ford Motor Company
estimates that by the end of the 1990's as much as 50 percent of its training will be out
of the classroom. For example, Ford Motor Credit Company, the second largest finance
company in the world, has replaced most of its classroom training with an interactive
video system. Ford currently delivers all training to mechanics at its 1,500 dealerships
through interactive video. Motorola estimates that between 25 and 50% of the training it
will design in the next two years will be delivered via technological systems. Other
companies, in an effort to reduce classroom time as much as possible, are requiring
trainees to complete work on their own in conjunction with classroom work. Aetna's
management training courses typically include a self-study portion that is usually
delivered by computer.

Why this accelerated move out of the classroom to technology-based delivery systems?
Geber cites the convergence of several factors:

o Competition and time. In these days of shortened product development cycles, training
must become more efficient and effective just to keep up. Corporate trainers are
asking, how long would it take to train everybody in a classroom? And who has time to
sit in class, anyway?

o Greater demand for training. According to many training directors, the skills of entry
level employees are horrendous; technology offers an efficient means of imparting basic
information. Technology is also a cost-effective way to distribute information to
current employees in a fast-changing workplace.

o Evidence of cost-effectiveness. Overwhelming evidence shows that these forms of
delivery are considerably more cost effective than classroom training and produce
learning at least equal to what can be achieved in a classroom.

o Better technology. The increasing power of personal computers, innovations such as
hypermedia and CD-ROM, the pervasiveness of electronic communications systems have
combined to produce a conceptual shift in training philosophy from a model with the
teacher at the center to one that has the learner at the center.

Gloria Gery, a longtime expert in computer-based training, believes that these
nascent developments will usher in a fundamental change--a new paradigm--in the way
training will be delivered by the end of the decade. "We worked hard to automate the old

10
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model, says Gery. "We made it prettier, more interactive and faster. We automated it. But,
fundamentally, the model was wrong." What was needed, Gery concludes, was a paradigm
shift: the ability to stop seeing training as an classroom "event" and begin to see it as
a workplace tool that can be delivered in a variety of ways.

CONCLUSION

When we return our attention to higher education, it is not surprising to find that
new models of educational delivery are emerging from those institutions who are responding
to the New Majority. Examples at all levels of collegiate instruction include the
Community College of Maine, the Extended Learning Institute at Northern Virginia Community
College, SUNY Empire State Co liege in New York, Thomas Edison College in New Jersey, and
the National Technological University. These institutions are Barker's "paradigm
shifters," outsiders to the traditional paradigm community who are finding innovative ways
to meet new challenges. These institutions see information technology as essential to
their efforts, and they are all, in one way or another, developing alternatives to the
Higher Education Paradigm.

Greg Kearsley, a well-known writer and speaker on the topic of information
technology, is conducting a study for the federal Office of Technology Assessment on the
current status and future directicn of training technology in the workplace. In the
future, Kearsley suggests, trainers will have to justify a decision to hold a class rather
than delivering the information through some technological means. As higher education
increasingly experiences the same factors affecting training's move out of the classroom,
will we too someday have to justify a decision to hold a class?

Some say that day has arrived.
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Managing Strategic Information Needs in a Changing Environment

The strategic information needs of many colleges and universities are growing due to demographic
changes and factors such as state mandates for assessment and strategic planning. Meeting these
needs in a changing information systems environment is a challenging task requiring access to data
maintained throughout multiple offices and computer systems across campus. This presentation
describes a procedural routine established to create and deliver strategic information to key
administrators. Past methods required manual input from various printed reports into a
spreadsheet. This paper describes the consolidation of existing non-integrated administrative data
into a single relational data base. This relational data base then serves as the source for Structured
Query Language (SQL) queries and provides input to spreadsheet programs for reporting executive
information systems (EIS) "benchmark data". This strategy allows an effective transition to a
future integrated administrative and EIS system which is in ongoing development at Georgia Tech.
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Managing Strategic Information Needs in a
Changing Environment

Georgia Tech, an institution known for its achievements in engineering and applied

technology, relied until recently upon some information systems that were less primitive

than smoke signals, but were nonetheless primitive by the standards expected of a

technologically-oriented institution. This paper will present the evolution of an Executive

Information System (EIS) at Georgia Tech requested by the Institute's president, It is an

example of how the Institute is managing the transition to the more sophisticated

information systems required to become the premier technological university of the 21st

century, a stated goal of the president.

The president's initial request was for a set of "Benchmark Data" which would

provide summary information on the Institute's four colleges and their constituent

schools.1 Individual school data are summed to the college level, and the colleges in turn

are summed to a set of Institute-level benchmarks.

The intent was to provide Institute management with information on which to base

resource allocations and to provide information of a strategic nature which could be used in

determining the future direction of the Institute. Presently, the benchmark data are

published annually as a paper report and are distributed to the president, vice presidents,

deans, school directors, and the director of budgets. Wider distribution of the data is under

consideration.

The data set was developed from the President's initial request, and refined by the

Office of Institutional Research and Planning to include the following information:

1 Georgia Tech underwent an azademic and administrative restructuring in 1990 which resulted in academic

programs being offered in five colleges: Architecture, Computing, Engineering, Sciences and the Ivan Allen
College of Management, Policy and International Affairs. Prior to this time the four colleges were
Architecture, Engineering, Sciences and Liberal Studies and the Ivan Allen College of Management.
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Student Information

Enrollment by level - headcount and equivalent full-time (EFT)

'Number of credit hours generated

'Number of degrees awarded

Personnel Information

'Academic and Non-Academic EFT personnel counts for staff and faculty

Financial information

Information on various categories of expenditures, divided into general operations

and sponsored operations

These data were then used to derive "benchmark ratios" , or productivity measures

for the academic units. These ratios are used to evaluate the relative contributions of

programs to the Institute's mission. The data definitions must be and are consistent across

units and over time so that the data will have value for comparative analysis and decision-

making. The profile of each element , e.g. , school or college, is primarily intended for use

in comparing the element to itself over time. However, cross-comparisons are inevitable.

One school has successfully used the information in the benchmark EIS to support its case

for additional resources. Color graphics tracing the benchmark ratios over time are also

included. See attachment for an example of the benchmark data.

Additionally, the onset of a funding crisis in the state University System has

necessitated deep cuts in the Institute's budget. The benchmark data have proven useful in

making the painful decisions on the allocation or reallocation of scarce resources.

Intelligent choices based on sound information are more important than ever in an

environment of reduced funding if the Institute is to be able to achieve its goals. As better
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information becomes available more quickly we expect management to be more proactive,

as well as make better decisions, or at least make the same decisions more quickly.

The improvements in strategic and operational planning which could result from the

benchmark EIS are numerous. There will be a common data set upon which strategic and

operational planning will be based that will be available to planners, administrators and the

staff who will ultimately put plans into practice. Insofar as these plans are implemented,

the EIS data will be available as justification for decisions to take particular actions. Thus,

enhanced communication, elimination of time spent in resolving differences in

contradictory data, and the resultant improved quality of discussion between decision-

makers who are better informed are benefits of the EIS.

In its first incarnation, the five years of benchmark data had to be manually input

from various printed reports into a spreadsheet, from which the benchmark ratios and

various levels of summary could be calculated. This method was slow, tedious and,

because of the potential for data-entry error, necessitated extensive proofreading, which

consumed even more time and effort that could have been better spent on analysis.

A second set of the benchmark data, delivered in September 1991, included seven

years of data and reflected the restructuring of the Institute's academic programs completed

during the preceding year. The addition of new academic programs and two more years of

data made the old method even less practical. Thus, a new procedure developed over the

year was implemented, in which the computer some files for the printed reports used to

assemble the data were accessed directly by programmers and new files generated which

were in turn downloaded to the Office of Institutional Research and Planning for

incorporation into the spreadsheet format, where again summaries to the college and

institute level were calculated and color graphics generated.

This procedure is still difficult and complicated due to the residence of the source

files on different computer systems maintained by different offices throughout the campus,

however. While the need for extensive proofreading has been diminished and the time
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required to input the data cut dramatically, there is still considerable delay in coordinating

the acquisition of the data from various source files, and the reliance of the Office of

Institutional Research and Planning on outside offices for technical assistance.

Management will be relieved of some duplication of effort in reproducing reports

which answer substantially similar information requests on an ad hoc basis due to the

accessibility of information through this system, that is, the information will be available on

uemand. Routine paper reporting could eventually be eliminated (though in practice, is

unlikely to be), and replaced with on-line information updated on a more frequent basis.

Relational data base technology can easily provide access to more information and

greater flexibility in reporting. But, the quantity of idormation which can be made directly

available to executives is likely to exceed their time to 0;gest it, and will therefore probably

be made available to them primarily in summary form. Theoretically, a user may be able to

access the entire universe of information in the data base, but more likely will work through

"views" which provide a constrained menu of information pertinent to his or her needs.

The relational data base portion of the ELS is to be normalized to eliminate storage

redundancy of data in the EIS from the raw data file from which it is drawn. This will also

eliminate anomalies in data resulting from failure to update information in all places in

which it resides and will ensure data integrity. The use of non-proprietary protocols and

the distributed nature of the system will ensure system accessibility to end-users with a

wide variety of computing platforms and operating systems. These improvements could

have been realized without them being incorporated into the EIS, but are more valuable for

their inclusion. Furthermore, they are consistent with the President's four directives for

data base integration:

'Must be relational (A relational data base performs the operations necessary to

retrieve data at the time the request is made, making it more more flexible than

other data base systems in which data is available only in predetermined formats)

7
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Must have an standard query language (SQL) interface, which is a non-proprietary

data base access language and is standard across industry

Must be distributed, that is client-server not tied to a single machine or host for

hardware or software

Must be based on non-proprietary protocols

Technical Implementation of the Transition

The Source Data

The following sections describe the technical details of implementing a relational

database to store executive information data which has been derived fiom multiple,

diffetent sources. The goals are as follows: to automate the process of collecting data,

with varying record structures, from different source programs; to maintain an archive of

successive years of data; and to simplify access to the data by EIS end users.

The required data have been generated by four separate report programs which were

part of the COBOL-based registration and budget application systems, which were running

on a CDC 990 mainframe under NOS. These applications were developed over a 13- year

period, and while each has been adequate for its original intent, the data were not readily

available for EIS reporting. In particular, it was difficult to respond quickly to ad hoc

report requirements. Rather, the process was a relatively arduous one of manually

scanning the four printed reports for bits of data, then inputting these data into a

spreadsheet. Not only was the process laborious, but also it required building up a single

record of data from files with different record structures, different reporting periods, and

different summaries and breaks.

A key part of the process was to automate the collection and coordination of the data

and to devise a means of providing this data with a high degree of transparency to the EIS

end user. The EIS users want to use and analyze information, not to have responsibility

for finding and collating data from varying sources. Using a relational database allowed

72
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the data to be stored separately - as entities from separate originating programs - and then

SQL was used to relate the entities in a correct and logical manner required for EIS

reporting. The relational database provided the common, dynamic SQL interface that was

missing when the data was stored in separate COBOL-generated flat files.

Four separate data files were the sources of the data. A budget fik, r.ovided master

details for Georgia Tech's budget, including salary and fringe benefits data for faculty,

staff and miscellaneous personnel, budgets for materials and supplies, travel, equipment,

and other categories. Three files provided data related to credit hours, degrees awarded,

and enrollment. These data were identified by college, school, and major. Student

enrollment and degrees data are reported by level (undergraduate lower and upper

divisions, master's and doctoral), gender and ethnic group.

These files provided detail data for specific needs, but logically provided a means

for answering many information requests beyond the original intent. Additionally, when

the data for past years were stored with data elements coded for year and quarter, the

information was not only a resource for reporting current activity, but also provided

historical comparisons for trend analysis.

The four existing programs were used as templates to create new programs which

would output an ASCII file of the relevant data. The programs wrote the data to four flat

files, including some formatting processing such as edit masks and writing fixed length

fields so that Oracle's SQL*Loader product could load the data into a database. Finally,

procedure files were created which automated the job steps required to accomplish the

conversion of the data files to the ASCII output format. These procedure files will be set

up so that they are automatically invoked by the original administrative programs during the

normal business operations - such as budget closeout cycle or the quarter end credit hours

reporting.
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The Data Base Seller

An IBM RISC 6000/320 was identified as a data base server on which Oracle's

Relational Database was to be installed. The machine was connected to the Georgia Tech

network using Ether Net running Transmission Control Protocol/InterNet Protocol

(TCP/IP) The TCP/IP protocol provides a non-proprietary connectivity standard which

allows for communications and also file transfer between computers. The ASCII data files

generated on the CYBER 990 were transferred across the network to the IBM 6000/320

using File Transfer Protocol (ftp). The ftp process was manually initiated, but is planned

to be automated as the last step in writing out the flat flies of data on the CYBER 990.

Ideally, the process of sending the files to the database server for loading will be

accompanied with an e-mail notification to appropriate operational personnel to load the

data to the database.

In setting up the Oracle data base which would store the data, a single user account

was defined which would "own" all the data which had been derived from multiple

application "owners" on the CYBER 990. A set of entities and their relations was designed

which provided for normalized data, with redundancy reduced, appropriate primary and

foreign keys defined to correlate the data, and with data stored at a detail level. The goal

was to achieve an integrated set of data which could easily use common criteria in reporting

summary data across Institute units.

Having defined an owner account, designed the tables, their relationships, and

nettled indexes, scripts were developed to create and load the Oracle data base objects from

the ASCII data files. While the original source programs on the CYBER presented data

for a quarter or fiscal year, with prior years archived, the Oracle data base was loaded with

the last six years of budget data and the last three years of registration data, all available to

the users through SQL.

It is intended that the data base will become a repository of historical data, enabling

comparison to and analysis of prior years data. In setting up the tables, a year column and
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a quarter column were stored (except for budget data which was fiscal year-based). This

allowed the data to be maintained at a detail level even though the immediate need was for

summary data. The summary roll-ups were provided through coding SQL scripts, but the

data remained at a detail level that can easily be aggregated for ad hoc reports and

unanticipated needs.

The Data Base Access

Having created and loaded the data base with detail level data, several SQL scripts were

defined which were executed by the end user to create appropriate data sets. These data

sets were then transferred to the user's Macintosh and loaded to a WINGZ spreadsheet for

further analysis. These scripts were designed to output the data in summary form, and

sorted so that the spreadsheet could directly reference the resulting cells for generating

graphs, and reports which had been in use in prior years. The script was parameter-driven

so that the user could run the report for selected periods.

SQL provided access to and reporting of the data and was used to address a specific

need, i.e., that of updating a spreadsheet from data derived from four separate source files.

However, the relational data base implementation using Oracle and structured query

language provides access beyond that initially required.

SQL is the ANSI standard for database access and it allows the "owner" of the data

to permit levels of select, write and update access to users. Views can be defined which

limit the data access to certain columns and/or rows, and which can even provide for

automatic summing of data presented in the view. Such views can be used to give

appropriate levels of access to various groups. Because the data base server is connected to

the network, it is readily available to users with workstation access. The data must be

stored centrally only once and are available to multiple, concurrent users.

Another option that might be utilized is Oracle's SQL*Net product. SQL*Net

allows Oracle to run as client/server architecture, so that the application resides on a

workstation, with the data base on a server node. Running client/server architecture
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allows the processing load to be shared between the workstation and the data base server,

and the client workstation to be dedicated to processing the users applicrAion with the server

handling the data base access.

SQL*Net allows other advantages beyond the scope of this paper, but one is

noteworthy for this application. Oracle can utilize the SQL*Net implementation to allow a

user's spreadsheet application to directly access datR in a remote Oracle data base, e.g.,

Lotus 123 has such an option. The user thsn is insulated from the details of running a

script to output data, transferring the data to the workstation, and loading the spreadsheet:

this step is handled through the SQL*Net connection with the application always

referencing the current data base. The user's accs is transparent.

There is improvement in the quality of the information to the extent that users will

be motivated to ensure that the definitions for the authoritative "benchmark data" are

sensible, and because the existence of a commonly accessible data set can help to eliminate

the use of data that are not current or are defined irregularly. Circulation of analyses based

on data that are unusually defined or not current can be compounded as readers in turn

draw conclusions and base decisions on secondhand information.

There will be new information sources in the sense that many users will have

expanded access to data, and in that relational data base technology has greater flexibility

for using data in new ways.

No immediate changes in the structure of the organization are anticipated as a

consequence of this EIS system. With the ease of use of the system, some executives may

elect not to delegate some of their requests for information which they had in the past. The

responsibilities of staff who provide information may grow to include more analysis.

Presently, the office is developing plans which will decrease the time required to

publish the benchmark data further, as well as ease access to the data. The primary goal for

achievement of this is the consolidation of all source files into a single relational data base.

All administrative computing at the Institute will eventually be based on relational data base

7 6
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technology residing on UNIX systems and utilizing TCP/IP protocols, which will give the

Insdtute a single information standard compatible with the widest range of institutions

outside the campus.

This data base will integrate the distributed files and be directly available to

Institutional Research and Planning through SQL queries for the generation of routine

reports such as the benchmark data, as well as for ad hoc queries with a much shorter

turnaround time. In addition, the use of the spreadsheet to sum data and provide graphical

displays could be eliminated altogether with the full use of SQL* Reports and relational

data base graphics packages. Publication of the data in electronic format may also be done,

as a supplement rather than a substitute for the paper report, however.

The establishment of an EIS system which delivers accurate, timely and useful

information can be a difficult process. A fully integrated EIS system in which all data

reside in a single relational data base accessible through SQL and capable of producing

standard and ad hoc reports and summaries, as well as generating graphical displays is the

ultimate goal for the benchmark data EIS at Georgia Tech.

Over a longer term, an automatic tie to the Administrative Information Management

System (AIMS) project which is currently under way at Georgia Tech will be developed.

The AIMS project will encompass financial transaction processing as well as student

accounting for the campus and integrate them using relational data base technology.

A final goal is to use the new, flexible system to anticipate needs and establish

proactive responses to a changing environment. Information technology continues to

advance at a rapid pace, and with it the demands and sophistication of users. The lessons

learned in moving from the "smoke signal" information system of old to the integrated

relational data base will enable EIS designers to fulfill end users' information needs while

the information is still useful.
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Changing the Culture
Implementing TQM in an Information Technology Organization

Samuel J. Plice
The University of Michigan

Ann Arbor
Michigan

Total Quality Management (TQM) is a structural system for creating
organization-wide participation in planning and implementing a continuous
improvement process for more effectively meeting the needs of the customer.
It is increasingly being used in the industrial sector to improve product
quality and is beginning to be used in the service enterprises. Several
institutions of higher education are now beginning to implement TQM
programs. At the University of Michigan, the Information Technology
Division (ITD) has taken the lead in pursuing TQM. This paper will describe
some of the basic premises of TQM, how TQM is being implemented within
ITD, aad what has been achieved to date.

I. Introduction IV. What Is the Progress to Date?

-- W. Edwards Deming
- - Why TQM?

- Process Improvements
- Cultural Change
- - Staff Reactions

II. What Is Total Quality
Management? V. What Is the Expected Result?

- - Definition Paradigm Shift
- What Skills are Needed -- Cultural Change

-- How Quality Saves -- New Way of Doing Business
Resources

VI. What Has Been the Most
III. How Did We Go About It? Difficult Aspect of TQM?

- - Management Structure
-- Training
-- Quality Improvement

Teams
- - Getting Started
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Changing the Culture

Implementing TQM in an Information Technology Organization

Introduction

Within the last year, a great deal of interest has been generated within the higher
education community in Total Quality Management or TQM. Several Colleges and
Universities are now putting TQM programs in place. NCUBO, CAUSE, and
EDUCOM are offering seminars in TQM. This focus on quality is borrowed from the
industrial sector, where product quality is mandatory if companies are going to meet the
challenges of increasing competition. As we all know, TQM concepts have been one of
the factors that has led to the success of the Japanese in establishing a lead role in the
international economy. These TQM concepts were brought to the Japanese by W.
Edwards Deming, who at the age of 91, continues to carry his message to managers both
in the U.S. and abroad.

A TQM program was first instituted at the University of Michigan by the
University Hospitals about three years ago. Hospitals have been faced with increasing
costs, rising at about 6% per year, while revenues have been 'increasing only about 3% per
year. This, coupled with increasingly tz.strictive reimbursement regulations and greater
competition meant that costs had to be driven out of the system. Whereas it is not easy
to motivate staff to cut costs and increase productivity, it is relatively easy to motivate
them to a positive vision of increased quality. Early results were encouraging. Using a
quality improvement process developed by Qualtec, a subsidiary of Florida Power and
Light, real improvements and savings were made. The time to admit patients was
reduced from 120 minutes to 20 minutes with a resultant savings of $250,000 annually.
The number of care givers in ICU's were increased and the cost was reduced by $150,000
per year. Operating Room throughput was increased by 33%. Delays until discharge
after patients were medically ready to leave thc. Hospital were reduced by 0.7 days. As
the program continued, there were more equally impressive results. Currently the
Hospital can demonstrate $14 million in savings resulting from TQM efforts.

The Information Technology Division (ITD) at the University of Michigan wanted
to improve its ability to meet user needs, to free up resources for new initiatives, and to
be viewed more positively by the University community. Early in 1990, University
Information Systems (U1S), a component of ITD, began looking at TQM as a way to
improve its service to its client base. This approach caught the interest of the rest of
ITD and in the Fall of 1990 a formal planning effort began. A great deal of assistance in
understanding how TQM could be implemented was received from the University
Hospitals. We were also fortunate in having available to us Dr. Ed Rothman, Professor of
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Statistics and co-presenter with Dr. Deming at many TQM seminars. With help from
these two sources, a plan was prepared and TQM activities began in earnest late in 1990.
We are now one year into our TQM program.

What is Total Quality Management?

Total Quality Management is based on systems thinking. A system is a group of
components within an organization that work together for the aim of the organization.
For an organization to achieve its aim it must be managed. Management's responsibility
is to strive to optimize a system and to keep it optimized. A key element of optimization
is to assure that the output of the system meets the requirements of the customer.
Quality, then, is defined as meeting valid customer requirements. A system must have an
aim and everyone involved with the system must understand and share this common aim.
Every process within an organization must be optimized to achieve the aim of the system
and to satisfy valid customer requirements. Thus, Total Quality Management is an
all-encompassing approach of managing an organization in an optimal way so that the
goods or services it produces meet the needs of the organization's customers. These are
all elements of the Deming approach to TQM and it is upon these concepts that ITD's
TQM program is based.

What Skills Are Needed in the Quality Improvement Process?

The focus of the quality improvement process is external---upon the custom:.
As the people within an organization try to continually improve their service to the
customer, it will need to employ people skills and analytical skills. People skills include
team-building techniques, brainstorming, nominal group technique, focus groups,
coaching, and mentoring. Analytical skills include flowcharting, checklists, histograms,
pareto analyses, fishbone diagrams, run charts, scatter diagrams, and so forth. The
process of migrating from the current management culture to the new management
culture will rest upon these tools.

How Does Quality Save Resources?

TQM tries to take work out of the system by eliminating complexity, rework,
duplication and waste. TQM does not rely upon inspection after the fact but tries to
"move quality upstream". If defects can be found early in a process, then rework or
waste can be avoided. If the plan or design can be improved, then duplication of effort
can be avoided. If there are steps in a process for which there are no customers, then
these steps can be eliminated. Resources released by process improvement can be
reinvested in new activities and innovation. While this is an ;mportant outcome of TQM
programs, it is not the primary reason that ITD began its TQ14 program. The single most
important aim was to better serve our customers and the institution. Customer focus has
become a key ITD value.

-2-
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How Did We Go About It?

ITD is made up of six line units reporting to the Vice Provost for Information
Technology. The Directors of each of the six units, plus the Vice Provost and Deputy
Vice Provost, comprise the Senior Management of ITD. ITD Senior Management
appointed a planning committee to recommend how ITD should approach TQM. The
planning committee, consisting of one member from each line organization within ITD
plus Dr. Rothman, recommended the formation of an ITD TQM Council to oversee the
process, a Steering Committee to support the Council, an educational program, and a
structure for organizing Quality Improvement Teams (QIT's) and Task Forces. The
planning committee became the steering committee; the steering committee and senior
management together form the TQM Council.

The Council meets one hour each week. Its purpose is:

To set the direction and demonstrate the commitment to TQM.
To appoint the steering committee.
To pick QIT pilot projects and receive recommendations from them.
To agree to support time lines.
To sanction, attend, and support training sessions.
To define target customers.
To refine the operational definitions of TQM within ITD.
To manage the overall scope of the TQM activities.
To tie TQM to ITD's strategic plan.

The steering committee meets each week for two hours and provides staff support
for the Council, prepares Council agendas, monitors progress, makes recommendations to
the Council for Council action, and generally facilitates the work of the Council.

Task Forces are groups charged with investigating and recommending
improvements in organization-wide policies and/or processes. Task Forces are appointed
by the Council for specific purposes and disband when the purpose has been achieved.
So far, three task forces have been appointed:

Purpose and Values - To develop a statement of values to be used in guiding all
ITD activities. Subsequently, to develop a statement of purpose of ITD that will
ciefine a common direction.

Management Expectations - To Provide ITD with a description of what is
expected from managers.

Personal Work Planning - To develop an approach to employee performance
planning and to specify ways that employees may expect to increase their
compensation.

-3-
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Quality Improvement Teams (QITs) are formed to bring about improvement in a
process that the team has identified as needing improvement. A specific seven step
process, developed by Qua !tee, is followed to select a theme, determine causes, select and
implement countermeasures, measure performance improvement, and operationalize the
changes. Six QITs are now in place within ITD.

All Task Forces and QITs are led by a trained team leader assisted by a trained
facilitator.

How Did We Begin?

A one day introduction to TQM concepts, called TQM 101, was put together by
the Steering Committee. The curriculum for this course consisted of the following:

Welcome and Introduction by an ITD Senior Manager
What Does Quality Mean to You - Group Exercise
Why Change? Why Quality? - presented by an ITD Senior Manager
What is Total Quality? - presented by Dr. Rothman
Red Bead Experiment - conducted by Dr. Rothman
Deming's System of Profound Knowledge - presented by Dr. Rothman
Customer/Supplier Group Exercise
Introduction to Deming's 14 Points - presented by Dr. Rothman
Implementation of the Total Quality Improvement Process (TQIP) within ITD -
presented by an ITD Senior Manager
Summary Exercise
Questions and Answers - All presenters

Up to 100 persons could attend a TQM 101 session. It was presented first to ITD top
management, then to middle management, and finally to the rest of the staff. The reason
for rolling it out in this fashion is so the manager would be informed of the TQM
program before his or her subordinates did and would be in a better position to answer
questions. Not only ITD staff, but many persons outside of ITD attended one of the 13
sessions given.

A second one-day course, TQM 102, providing elaboration of TQM concepts was
given for about half of the ITD staff. The curriculum for this course consisted of the
following:

Welcome and Introduction by an ITD Senior Manager
Learning Cycle - presented by Dr. Rothman
Sense Deception - presented by Dr. Rothman
Plan-Do Check-Act (PDCA) Experiment
Tampering - presented by Dr. Rothman

-4-
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Measurement - presented by Dr. Rothman
Systems Thinking - presented by Dr. Rothman
Quality Improvement Process - ITD facilitator
Questions and Answers - All presenters

A five day team leader training course was designed based on Qualtec materials.
This has been presented twice, so far, with a group of 20 in each session. An additional
training course for team facilitators is being designed. An ITD staff member attended
the Qualtec Team Leader anu Facilitator Training for Trainers and each Task Force and
QIT is led by a trained team leader assisted by a trained facilitator.

What is the Expected Result?

TQM is not a short term project that will end at some given date in the future.
TQM is a will engender a complete change in the management style and culture of the
organization. We expect that ITD's way of doing business will change; there will be a
management paradigm shift:

From Managing to Leading. Instead of supervising every aspect of an
operation, we must lead the organization by setting the aims, allocating
resources, and defining the expectations of each component of the system.

From Control to Coaching. Instead of retaining total control of the operation
of a system in management, we must coach our staff in operating the system to
best achieve the aim of the system.

From Quantity to Quality. Instead of focusing on the quantity of output, we
must focus on the extent to which the output meets the needs of the customer.

From Opinion to Data. Instead of making system changes on the basis of
opinion or anecdote, we must make changes based on facts that demonstrate
change is needed.

From Resistance to Change to Open to Change. Instead of imposing change
upon the staff, we must allow them to participate in the process by which
change is instituted.

From People as Commodities to People as Resources. Instead of treating people
as unknowledgeable interchangeable components, recognize that they comprise
the knowledge base necessary to operate the system.

From Suspicion to Trust. Instead of being suspicious of each other, we must
learn to trust each other as cooperating members of a team.

-5-
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From Compliance to Commitment. Instead of behaving in a certain way
because we're required to, we must move to behavior resulting from an internal
commitment to the team.

From Internal Focus to Customer Focus. Instead of making the aim of the
system internal convenience, the aim of the system must be on meeting the
needs of the customer.

From Individual to Team. Instead of individuals competing with each other
for extrinsic rewards, we must function together as a team for a common
purpose.

From Detection to Prevention. Instead of after the fact inspection of the
output of a system, we mu- 'wild quality into the system so that errors are
prevented from occurring.

What is the Progress to Date?

Although none of our QIT's have completed their work, nevertheless change is
evident. The term "customer" is now heard regularly. Customers, both internal and
external, are involved in the "?,"cion making processes; customer needs and quality
indicators are common concJiuts. Meetings are conducted in accordance with TQM
concepts, that PAL (Purpose, Agenda, Limits). Customers are beginning to comment on
instances where service levels exceered expectations. ITD TQM training has served as a
model for the campus wide training program, just now beginning.

Whereas the bulk of the activity to date has been part of the "roll-out" of TQM,
ITD is now beginning the effort to employ TQM concepts in its everyday activities.
Each unit within ITD is identifying key processes, identifying the customers of those
processes, determining the valid customer needs and quality indicators, and establishing
run charts. These run charts can be used to track the customer reception to ITD
activities and to measure the success or efforts to improve the quality of service.

The ITD staff have reacted very positively to the TQM effort. Evaluations from
TQM 101 and 102 have been very favorable. Many persons who were originally critical
have become supporters. And while we still have critics, they are not impeding our
efforts. The negative comment that we have received most often is a skepticism that the
top management of iTD is serious and will follow through. There are many who wonder
if TQM isn't just another fad that will pass and be forgotten.

What has been the most difficult aspect of the TQM effort?

As mentioned above, TQM is based on systems theory. Every system must have
an aim and all functions within that system must be focused on achieving that aim. This
means, for example, that the staff must be focused on valid customer needs. This throws

-6-
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into question many of t - current management practices such as performance reviews,
merit pay, and managemc by objectives. These practices create competition among the
staff rather than cooperation. Staff members compete with each other for the better
performance review and for the better pay increase. The focus becomes how to please
the boss, with all the positive liTd negative connotations that implies.

As Dr. Joseph Juran pointed out years ago, the problems with achieving customer
satisfaction lie with the process itself and not with the workers. There is a rule of thumb
that 85% of problems are with the system and only 15% with the people. Individual
performance is impossible to evaluate objectivel!' because performance is so much
controlled by the system. Yet we continue to do employee evaluations and base pay
increases upon them. We do this despite the fact that almost no one is happy with this
way of compensating people. University staff find that reconciling new TQM based
ideas with long held managerial concepts to be very difficult. In facing these issues, one
finally begins to understand the profound effect TQM concepts will have on the way we
do busiress.
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DO YOU HAVE YOUR BACK TO THE FUTURE!

Dorothy H. Hess

Scripps College
Claremont
California

Administrators and managers of information systems, or directors of computer
operations and data processing centers -- what is our role in the structure of
campus administration?

Technology, and the knowledge to use it, has spread to every desktop. Jot,
descriptions and roles are changivg. Directors and other office managers are
needing to adapt to these changes. The role of the computing center director is
evolving from one of data processing to one of providing information services.

The success, not only of the director of computing, but also of the institution
itself, can be measured by the ability to become an agent of change. This paper
examines the factors and skills needed to facilitate the process.
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CHAlsiaE

Information technology is all about change, and the director of technology becomes an
agent for change-- change concepts and approaches that are no longer optimal. Most of
us don't get the chance to start with a clean slate.

Change of any kind causes discomfort because it disrupts people's assumptions about
the world they inhabit. It becomes acceptable only if it's less troublesome than the
Status Quo. So we have to figure out how to take the Status out of Status Quo, In
fact, I think God was able to create the world in only six days because there was
nothing to change.

The most important quality needed to expedite change is to be able to shake off the fear
of doing something different, because to make it all work, gigantic changes need to
happen.

Campus exectith s are looking at the changes in technology, but they don't realize they
need to change the organizations and processes that go along with it. See Figure 1.

Let's look at where we've come from the system and the people involved - and see
where we're going.

In the computing center, there was a zoology professor or an accounting professor,
someone who was reatly great with spreadsheets. Whoever the source, it was more
than likely an introspective individual with a solitary nature. The staff was writing
code that provided entry, processing and output for the operator. Stacks of data arrived
regularly, reams of greenbar were delivered to the office on somewhat of a regular
basis in the form of lists.

Office staff personnel were treated like customers, they were not users at the time.
They were told what they could have and when. In the computing center, we did
things FOR and TO them, Even when data entry had begun to spread to the offices,
the control was still maintained in the computing center.

The office director was in control of her staff. Each one had a role to fill. For
example in the Admissions office, letters of inquiry were opened, sorted an ntered by
entry clerks with some sort of title. Letters were generated by another person or
persons. High School recuruiting and fairs were accomplished by someone else. The
director had control over who did what and when. The data in the computer was
controlled by those with that role. No one else had access. Certain data arrived on
their desks in a designated form.

Each office had to be directed and administered similarly, since the information, being
on paper or in the computer was not easily accessible. Even when they decided to
bring in some PC's, there was still a feeling of control. Everyone had her own pocket
of technology and couli provide herself data when and how she needed it.

One day, it was decided that the data needed to be easier to be access by more people.
See Figure 2.
This is the first major development since the invention of the printing press. The
printing press was developed so that everyone could have a copy. Now all we need is
access to the screen copy.
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DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING

With data access on every desk, things can change fast. When twenty five checks arive
in the mail from major donors, or twenty letters of application, several can input the
data, manipulate it and get results. Inquiry can occur on every desk. No one is
waiting for lists from the computing center when each one has a screen copy.

With information created in the office environment instead of the computer center,
what are the job roles of office personnel? What is the role of the director? She no
longer has control of who does what or sees what data. Hcw do people decide what
their roles are.

It now appears that skills become more important than roles and not only professional
skills - but also problem solving skills and leadership skills. Ability to lead, to initiate
new procedures, to share knowledge; these are the skills that will take people to new
leadership roles. Staff learn that it's not so important to move up as it is to do a good
job where they are and get paid in accordance with how well they perform in the new
environment. See Figure 3.

Information, now readily available, begins to flow where it's needed. This flow
dictatea responsibility and eventually becomes the Gesign for a new decentralized
system. The system, the way they do their job, changes, -7HO they are changes to
WHAT needs to be done.

Requests for information begin to proliferate. Not only from the office responsible for
the data but from other related, and sometimes, non-related offices. How does the
information get from one office to another, who's responsible for its reliability and
security? Barriers between directors and staff break down or are built up as the case
may be.

Teams begin to develop between offices as the 'job' of getting a good student bill in the
mail continues to grow. When is the housing office going to enter the dorm data, how
come the meal plan has not been entered? Nobody told me not to charge tuition, when
did he drop out.

Teams of players across many offices begin to work together. Jobs need to be done
that never needed to be done before. Will the director give me time to enter the data
before the first of the month. The director begins to wonder "who is telling whom
what to do anyway".

There is now a distinctive loss of control. The computing center is completely lost.
What is it's role in all of this? Titles of programmer and programmer/analyst become
obsolete. The code that's already written is probably causing job rigidity instead of
creating opportunities for users.

Office personnel are no longer customers, we're having to work WITH them;
sometimes it seems they're even doing thim for themselves without our input. Whose
computer is it anyway! Are we like Gandhi who once said "There go my people, I am
their leader, I must follow them"
See Figure 4.

4
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Figure 4

- There is a general resistence to change

- So we keep changes to a minimum

- Because of inadequate people skills

- There is a failure to train people properly

- All must learn that technology doesn't solve problems,
people solve problems.

- Success rests with OUR ability to be effective, as much as
with the hardware and software.

- Programmers need to learn the users language, the
language of business.

- Develop mutual respect with office personnel

EVERYONE NEEDS TO REALIZE THAT OFFICE
AUTOMATION REDESIGNS BUSINESS PROCESSES

Figure 5

WE MUST CONVINCE OFFICE DIRECTORS THAT

- The integrity of their data is assured
- Data is secure from all intruders
- The purpose of jobs won't change, only how they are done.
- There is prompt availablility of information
- Users are integrated
- Data is portable

FOR THAT TO HAPPEN SHE MUST

- Be willing to take risks knowing she will get what she
needs.

- Learn how to diagnose and resolve problems
- Think about problems from the computer perspective
- Be willing to develop local expertise
- Read manuals

6
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CHANGE TO WHAT

As you can see, Information Technology doesn't just automate clerical processes, but is
beginning to change the way people think about their work. It becomes more
integrated with the entire processes of the institution.

Providing an accurate bill becomes the responsibility of many people in various offices.
It becomes an ACTIVITY or function of the college. Technology is sed to help
people co-ordinate these activities. It looks at:

how important is that activity
how important is the system that supports that activity
how effective is the system that supports it.

In other words the computing system must meet the goals of the institution. It is
designed to help people achieve their jobs, and should be defined in terms of WHAT it
does not in terms of WHO uses it.

Systems will be created with centralized architecture, but the access to the information
wil be decentralized. LAN's will replace the one-vendor, one-operating system
approach. Network management will be the crucial operational role of the 90's.

If a link can be created between the Arctic and the Anarctica, we certainly should be
able to connect effectively between two offices on our campus. Maybe we need to
move one to the north pole.

In order to keep the system in line with the institutional goals, we need to look at how
to design it. For it to be successful, we need to get involved in its design from the
beginning. We can't let it become a truckload of garbage.

Islands of technology or data are the greatest challenge to good design. MY data,
YOUR data, and MY printer need to become outdated concepts. Data should be
available to everyone who needs it and, of course, ONLY to those who need it. Access
is defined by need, not by title.

Networks used to be designed in order to share computer resources, now they're
needed to share the results. They need 'to be designed with flexibility since needs
change. Ken Olson, president of Digital Equipment says that computers are
peripherals. You start with the network and hang the computers on later.

LANs are designed like sidewalks, they are placed so as to integrate what needs to be
integrated. However, it must be done carefully. If one is not careful when installing
plumbing, not only the hot and cold water can mix; the sewer can be combined too.

I E PEOPLE WHO MANAQE.

Failure or success of the system rests with the people who are asked to change - to
change attitudes and work habits. Throwing a piece of hardware at a mess doesn't
solve it, it only creates an automated mess.

7
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Computers no longer just perform basic administrative operations, but have become
systems that can improve management decisions and techniques creating a competitive
edge in the field of education. The old infrastructures will not hold up to the pressure
of expanding information. The institution must view its current structures and use
personnel in new ways. Policies must be changed.

Top executives, howev lidn't include in their resumes their knowledge of
information technology, so it becomes our responsibility to be the thought leader. But
they can not be spectators. They need to work with us to promote responsible end-user
computing. We neea to help guide the institution efficiently and intelligently through
the transition from the machine-centered age into the user-centered desk4op
environment. See Figure 5.

Without trust and teamwork, there can be no joint planning to find out what it is they
need to do their jobs and how to design the system to achieve that goal.

This type of design demands an inter-dependent infrastructure. The teams will often be
inter-departmental, flattening the organization, as strategic systems of institutionalized
information develop. There will be less hierarchy and less paper. There will be no
directors or secretaries, no white or pick collar workers -- only knowledge workers.
American industry is calling it Participatory Management.

Those selected for the team will be those who have the most adaptability and problem-
solving ability, not those who hold titles or who have technical skills. The wisest
decision maker will become the leader. See Figure 6.

INFORMATION SYSTEMS PERSONNEL

A poll taken in June 1989 stated that IS positions are being filled with people who have
knowledge of the industry. For us that means knowledge of higher education. It also
stated that the skills most important to success in the position are

1. management skills
2. inter-personal skills

Technical skills were far down the list. There is an obvious need for technicians and
for the director to have technical skills but without the other two, failure is certain.
Desktop computing requires management of technology, people and processes. See
Figure 7.

Technology has always stayed somewhat ahead of our ability to manage it. The
majority of the tasks completed by a director of information are no longer technical in
nature. Our academic backgrounds in mathematics and computing science and
programming don't play the key role they once did. There is a much greater emphasis
on business and interpersonal skills. Management skills that are necessary are

planning
budgeting
supervisory

Flexibility, an inquisitive nature and creative problem solving can not be measured but
are necessary personality traits. The ability to prevent situations from developing into
problems is all-impertant.
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WE ARE THE THOUGHT LEADERS BECAUSE WE

- Keep abreast of new technology developments
- Have the responsibility to encourage its use
- Understand the flow of information through the organization

THERE ARE OBSTACLES TO OUR SUCCESS AS THAT LEADER IF WE

Refuse to admit the power and capacity of end-users
Can't talk their language
Are unwilling to give up our power
Have inadequate people skills

WE WILL FAIL IF WE

- Resist change and do not prepare for it
- Don't adapt - just wait it out
- Continue to function on outdated objectives as the institution

changes.

Figure 7

STANDARDS FOR MEASURING $UCCESS:

THE SYSTEM MUST
- Be cost efficient
- Conform to institutional need
- Provide services
- Give value to information.

Technology Was always st. wed ahead of our ability to manage it.
Do the following duties we perform lead to a successful system.

- Developing proposals and analyzing bids
- Planning technological growth and educating users
- Justifying upgrades and defending response time
- Co-ordinating the work of others
- Managing contracts and other vendor relationships
- Training, documenting, consulting, selecting software
- Hardware operations and software maintenance
- Insuring integrity and security of data
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Success is not a function of technology, but a function of vision, using the information
network to array the world and define its possibilities. "It's not the machine, but the
curiosity and the courage that counts," says Paul Soldener, world renown ceramist.
That holds true in computing as well.

We must be able to project technological developments, with a need to be visionary,
keeping in synch wih developments on campus and the direction they take.

We need to have skin as thick as a tank so that we can deal with high-strung egotistical
tech staff. We need to be able to communicate with people who know nothing about
computing and those who are proficient users, and some users who think they know
everything. We must deal with directors who don't like what they are using and have
been to a conference where they've seen a system with bells and whistles and will do
everything they ever wanted and more; except of course to integrate with the rest of the
office.

We need to influence users without making their decisions for them. We need to have
patience and be prepared for lots of disappointments. We need to have a certain
presence, exuding confidence but without arrogance. We need to be flexible yet make
good decisions.

Last of all, we need to be able to solve problems we know nothing at all about. And
come up with a solution that will make everyone happy.
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Abstract

What is the role of strategic planning in guiding a university computing organization through the next
decade? An environmental scan can provide a general description of the computing organization of
today -- its organization, the environment in which it operates, and the services it provides. Similarly, a
review of the literature can provide a picture of the computing organization of tomorrow. From this
environmental scan some trends and issues emerge -- decentralization, autonomy vs. standards,
technology-based planning vs. application-based planning, the rapidly expanding user base for traditional
information systems and services, and the re-emphasis of the academic mission. How does a
computing organization -- one in an institution having a relatively mature set of information systems and
a sophisticated set of traditional information system users -- orient itself toward meeting the challenges of
the future? Strategic planning -- building on the foundation of the university's academic mission,
drawing on strong usx Input, clearly focused on a manageable set of future-directed goals, and
translated into specific and measurable objectives and initiatives -- provides the struct ire to move a
computing organization forward. This paper describes a strategic planning process developed in this
context of future-oriented trends and issues, presents the specific goals developed in this strategic
planning process, and discusses some of the activities and initiatives which have been generated from
this planning process.
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Strategic Planning
Guiding the Computing Organization Toward the Future

Indiana University's University Computing Services is using a process for strategic planning which has
served the organization extremely well. A discussion of computing at IU today, as well as trends and
issues shaping the computing environment of tomorrow will help to present the planning process and Its
resultant strategic plan in proper context.

The Computing Organization Today

The senior management of University Computing Services reports to the Associate Vice President for
Information Resources. The Associate Vice President for Information Resources is the chief information
officer for the University and reports jointly to the Vice President for Bloomington (who chairs the
university's academic cabinet) and the Vice President for Indianapolis (who chairs the university's
operations cabinet). The Office of Information Resources provides leadership on Issues relating to
information technology and resources for the university. The Office has operational responsibility for
University Computing Services, University Printing Services and University Telecommunications and also
has coordination responsibilities through plans, standards and polices for campus level computing,
video, voice technologies, networks, learning technologies and other information resource functions.

Since January of 1989, University Computing Services (UCS) has encompassed both academic and
administrative computing. The merger of these two groups has resulted in an organization that can
function well under the common mission of providing an excellent computing and electronic information
environment for scholarship and the service functions that support it. There are six operational divisions;
Computing Services, Information Systems, Network Systems, Support Systems, Workstation Systems,
and Management and Administration reporting to the Associate VP of information Resources. The model
for the UCS Organization Is a matrix consisting of technology and services axes. Computing Systems,
information Systems, Network Systems and Workstation Systems are the four technology units. Each of
these technology units has a technology, standards and planning; an applications; and a service delivery
component. The Support Systems organization acts as a front door to and involves the entire
oiganization. Management and Administration serves the organization in its business, publications and
training functions. There are also individual centers or programs within the organization, providing
focused effort in the areas of distributed computing, math/stats and innovative computing applications.
Cross-divisional coordination is vital within such a structure.

The Computing Environment Today

Our hardware systems at IU consists of central mainframes, departmental systems, local area networks
and workstations. A 3090 IBM system houses mostly administrative systems and its corresponding
Institutional data. A multi-node VAX Cluster is the main resource for research, student and Instructional
computing on the Bloomington campus. LANs and PCs, Macintoshes and UNIX workstations are found
in the public facility dusters as well as campus departmental offices. T(.,P/IP is the standard for the high-
speed university-wide network and is being installed globally on the Bloomington campus and to the
doorsteps of all other campuses. Current plans are to facilitate network connections to faculty and staff
on all campuses by July of 1993.

University Computing Services looks carefully at the types of services offered to insure that they are in
keeping with user needs. Information Systems (IS) offers systems development services, either In
turnkey mode or in partnership with end users doing any or all of the traditional systems development
tasks. IS also offers information access, data administration, and database administration services. In

addition, IS offers technical consultation on technology infrastructure standards and recommendations.
Support Services includes documentation, publications, general consulting, departmental planning,
contract and specialized consulting, workstation installs and maintenance, education arid training.
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Student computing is serviced by public cluster facilities and the VAX Cluster mainframes which house a
user-friendly Academic Information Environment.

Faculty and research computing is serviced by UNIX and VMS mainframe resources as well as
departmental systems. A goal of UCS to have a networked workstation on the desk of every faculty
member has been largely realized. The math/stats lab, the scientific visualization and graphics facility,
textual databases, and instructional aids are all part of faculty and research computing.

Network Services consists of the installation of TCP/IP at the Bloomington campus and inter-campuses,
network management, maintenance and consulting, LAN installation, management and consultation.

The Computing Organization Tomorrow

What's changing about the computing organization?

The organization itself is becoming more networked, building on the current matrix structure. We are
seeing an increasing number of dynamic work groups and teams springing up as needed to address
specific projects. Peer to peer relationships are becoming more Important than hierarchical ones. Each
indMdual's experience and knowledge are valued and all levels are becoming empowered to make
decisions. The organization is not growing, but existing staff are being reallocated to address the most
important strategic goals of the organization. Change is becoming the norm, not the exception. As
some traditional functions are phased out, staff will be retrained to work on higher priority tasks.
Outsourcing will be used where appropriate. A distributed support model is evolving, and computing
staff functions are being leveraged by user/computing center teams and increasing expertise in the user
departments.

Trends and Issues Affecting Computing

An environmental scan identifies several trends and issues which are affecting the computing
environment of the future. The workstation is now central from the users' perspective. Distributed
computing with transparent access to services and user-friendly GUIs are teaming up with mainframe
systems. Networks are already moving away from proprietary solutions to open solutions: TCP/IP in the
near term, OSI later. Relational database and easy to access data is becoming a reality, with open
access to data being the default. Client/server applications are looking attractive as an alternative to
logon terminal mode access.

A look at IU's hardware/network environment shows some changes. Now being installed and planned
are additional central platforms to support the distributed environment. VMS, UNIX and Novell servers
will be used to house systems that will be accessible from client applications on the workstation and will
facilitate access to Institutional data. These new servers will interoperate with other resources on the
network. The application development process will have cllent/server among its options and in general
will make applications easier to build and maintain and easier to use. The network will continue to grow
until all university faculty, staff and students can access network services, both local and over the
Internet. A multi-campus technology project currently underway will help to Insure this goal.

In a paper entitled *Data Administration and Distributed Data Processing," (scheduled to appear in the
Winter 1991 issue of CAUSE/EFFECT) three D's are discussed. These are:

decentralization - the movement of business functions out to the operational units to foster
independence,

downsizing - moving mainframe applications to workstations and LANs, and

distribution - physically distributing applications or data while maintaining logical integrity.
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These three D's are trends that are generating issues such as responsibilities for systems administration,
change management, security, increased end user involvement In systems development, support,
training and funding.

As distributed computing increases in scope, the role of the central organization becomes more clear.
Goals and objectives revolving around wide area network installation and management, new
technologies planning, recommended standards, polices, procedures, data administration activities,
database administration activities, security, data center management of shared servers, the support of
legacy applications and the building of integrated core systems will dominate the central environment.

The issue of institution-wide standards vs solutions that the end-user needs or wants will need to be
addressed in our planning. Are application needs driving the technology or is it the other way around?
Should we be concentrating on the functionality of systems and not on the technology reeded to run
them? Or, does technology need to be introduced first to stimulate productivity? A blend of these two
approaches may be reality.

An expanding user-base of faculty, students, and academic staff for administration systems is requiring
some restructuring of traditional applications and raises questions of access, security, and training.
University Computing Services has currently made available for this new group of users, systems in
schedule of classes, student advising, personalized class scheduling, statement of accounts, purchasing
and the administrative information center. This one is piece of the overall strategic initiative to make
Institutional data easier to access.

An issue for us all that seems to be here to stay is doing more with less. In order to use our limited
resources well, strategic planning Is even more crucial. We must focus our energy and resources on
those activities, services and technologies which are among the highest priorities of user needs. We
must look to techniques such as total quality management to help us offer high quality services while
containing costs.

At IU, our president has reemphasized the importance of the academic agenda, in support of this effort
he has resolved to put more resources into strengthening the academic enterprise while making the
administration leaner and more efficient.

Within such an environment of today - having a relatively mature set of academic and administrative
information systems, and a sophisticated set of users - and moving toward a computing environment of
tomorrow where these types of trends and issues need to be addressed, University Computing Services
has put together a process for strategic planning resulting in a strategic plan that addresses the future of
computing and information technology at Indiana.

Why a Strategic Plan?

The strategic plan can be an effective tool for leading a computing organization into the future. The
experiences of the past three years at Indiana University indicate that the strategic plan and the strategic
planning process serve four important purposes.

The first Is communication. The planning process and the resulting plan are a vehicle for beginning to
translate ideas into realities. Specifying directional goals and measurable objectives to be achieved, then
committing these goals and objectives to writing, provides the computing organization and its many
users with a concrete understanding of what will happen (the objectives) and the reasons why (the
goals).

A second value of the planning process is that it puts the computing organization in the mode of
listening to its users and advisory groups. Attending to and understanding the needs of users is an on-
going process in any service organization. The strategic plan, however, provides a formal opportunity to
seek out User input and incorporate tt into the proposed activities of the computing organization.
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Third, the strategic plan establishes a formal decision process for the computing organization. There are
always more good ideas than there are resources to elaborate on and implement them. Establishing
goals and objectives, and specifying a time-line for their completion, helps the computing organization
set priorities for the use of its resources.

Finally, the strategic plan is a vehicle to focus attention and resources on achievement of the computing
organization's highest priority objectiver A well-designed planning process will identify a small number
of strategic initiatives which are central to the long-term direction of the entire computing organization. It
can also have a direct effect on the more specific operational objectives of units and sub-units within the
computing organization and on the individual performance objectives of staff members in that
organization.

User Input to the Planning Process

One of the key success factors to an effective strategic planning process for the computing organization
is user input.

Planning for Academic Computing: User Advisory Groups

User-driven planning for computing has become well-established at Indiana University. In the realm of
academic computing, there is a substantial history of user-directed planning efforts. The chief planning
body for these efforts is the Academic Computing Policy Committee (ACPC), a group made up of faculty
members and chaired by a member of the faculty. With some adjustments and refinements, this group
has employed R consistent planning model for academic computing since the early 1980s. The long-
range component of the ACPC planning process is a set of five-year plans in the areas of: 1) Humanities,
2) Physical, Biological, Medical Sciences, 3) Social Sciences, 4) Instructional Computing, and 5)
Academic Information Systems.

To supplement these long-range plans, the ACPC produces short-range (one-year) plans in six specific
application areas: 1) Database and Spreadsheet, 2) Programming Languages and Operating Systems, 3)
Graphics, 4) Mathematics and Statistics, 5) Textual Processing (including wordprocessing and desktop
publishing), and 6) Networks.

Both long-range and short-range plans are reviewed and updated annually. The long-range plans lead to
strategic objectives for academic computing at Indiana University. The short-range plans produce
tactical objectives that guide the operational and unit-level activities of the computing organization.

Planning for Administrative Computing: Ad Hoc Planning Groups

Formal planning for administrative computing does not have as long a history at Indiana University. The
creation of University Computing Services in 1989, through the merger of academic and administrative
computing, provided the impetus for a more structured planning process. During the 1989-90 year three
ad hoc planning processes were undertaken by the administrative computing user community at the
request of University Computing Services. Each of these planning groups was made up predominantly
of end users and was chaired by a member of the user community.

In spring of 1989 the Administrative Computing Nee& Committee issued its report. This group gave
significant guidance in establishing strategic goals r.nd objectives for the newly-formed computing
organization. Among its priorities and recommdations were:
o To make administrative, Institutional information more available to all users.
o To provide a network infrastructure to better connect people, computers and information.
o To maintain the high quality of current administrative Information systems and services.
o To promote the exploration and implementation of new technology.
o To give users a voice In the planning process for administrative computing.
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In fall of 1989 a second group, the Access to University Information Task Force, issued its
recommendations to University Computing Services. Among them were:
o To "unlock" data and make it more accessible to users.
o To develop access services targeted specifically to the novice user.
o To enhance the computing environment available to the "power user."

Finally, in spring of 1990 a third planning group, the End User Computing Task Force, issued its report
and recommendations. Among them:
o To establish a formai structure for shared responsibility between end users and University

Computing Services for the development of information systems.
o To leverage the technical expertise available, In user departments.
o To recognize systems development "partnerships" between users and the computing

organization.

The recommendations of these three groups am well-represented in the goals and objectives of thu
University Computing Services strategic plan.

Planning for Administrative Computing: User Advisory Groups

In order to formalize the user planning process for administrative computing, and to address the
recommendation that users be given a voice in this process, the Administrative Computing Advisory
Committee (ACAC) was formed in the fall of 1989. The 1989-90 year was primarily one of organizational
development for the ACAC. During 1990-91, this group undertook its first formal planning effort, focusing
attention on a set of plans for distributed computing at Indiana University. The resur. 3 of this effort were
three planning documents addressing: 1) Data Administration Issues of Distributed Computing; 2)
Management Issues of Distributed Computing; and 3) Technology Issues of Distributed Computing.

in 1991-92, the advisory group undertook a more formal planning process. This effort, which is still in
progress, is to establish long-range (five-year) information resource plans in four areas of administrative
computing: 1) Student Information, 2) Financial Information, 3) Human Resource Information, and 4)
Physical Facility Information. Each planning group is chaired by an end user and users make up the
membership of these groups almost exclusively. The roles played by University Computing Services in
this effort are: 1) to provide organizational guidance to the planning groups; 2) to provide a staff member
who serves as a group process planning facilitator; and 3) to provide technical support for the data
modeling component of the planning effort. The results of these plans will be a set of goals, objectives,
and priorities for the development and delivery of administrative information systems and services over
the next five years. An additional outcome of this planning process is development of a univerRity-wide
institutional data model that will be used by Data Administration and the university's data stcwards in
Implementation of Indiana University's Information access policy.

Strategic Planning in University Computing Services

University Computing Services has completed three years of formal strategic planning. What follows is a
brief description of the general planning model and process employed, a history of the computing plans
developed over the past three years, and a summary of the strategic goals that have emerged from this
planning process.

The Planning Process

There are four chief inputs to the strategic planning process: user plans and recommendations,
evaluation of the organizational and technological environment, prior year performance of the computing
organization, and the participation and input of the organization's entire management team in
establishing the final plan. The formal planning efforts of the academic and administrative computing
advisory groups provide a structured and reliable means for gathering user Input. In addition, the
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reports and recommendations of ad hoc user committees and task forces can provide valuable insight
into the computing needs of the user community. Finally, an annual survey of user satisfaction is
conducted by University Computing Services which can help identify areas of needed improvement or
emerging interest and importance.

It is also important, on an annual basis, to re-evaluate the organizational and technological environment
in which the computing organization operates. In our most recent strategic planning update, this
environmental analysis focused on six topics:
o Changes to the organizational structure and mandate of Indiana University.
o Changes to the organizational structure and mandate of University Computing Services.
o Changes or trends of change In user needs.
o Changes or trends of change in technology: products, services, standards, etc.
o The effects of resource constraints on the ability to meet increasing demand.
o The experience of other university computing centers in meeting increasing demand during a

time of resource constraints.

Prior year performance of the computing organization and its staff is an additional input to the planning
process. Regular reporting of progress against objectives is always a good management practice.
These periodic reports, plus an annual summary at an organization-wide level of total performance
against strategic objectives, provides an additional source of material for revisions to the strategic plan:
What objectives need to be emphasized (or de-emphasized)? Which objectives have been completed
and can be "retired" from the plan? What new objectives might be identified based on activities in the
prior year? And so on.

Finally, the entire management group of University Computing Services is given the opportunity to
provide input to the overall strategic plan: at the time goals and objectives are initially established or
reviewed, during the process of making the objectives operational and measurable, and as a final review
group for then finished plan.

The University Computing Strategic Plan

The strategic plan itself is composed of three parts: a Mission statement, a series of Goal statements,
and for each Goal a series of Objectives. The Mission statement is the most stable component of the
plan. It should be reviewed each year, but unless there is significant change in the organizational
structure or mandate will be modified only slightly. The Goal statements, if done well, will be relatively
stable over a number of years. With each annual update there may be some revision, fine-tuning,
adjustment of emphasis, or the addition of one or two new Goal statements -- but typically the Goals of
an organization represent long-term intentions that persist from one year to the next. The Objectives are
the most volatile elements in a strategic plan. They are sensitive to changes in the environment: new
opportunities created by a technology breakthrough, new obstacles presented by a change in resource
availabiay, etc. (Note: Indiana University's strategic plan is available through the CAUSE Exchange
Library.)

By reviewing and updating the strategic plan on an annual basis, it serVes as the point of reference and
origin fcr: unit operating plans, base budget requests, strategic initiatives, and budget requests for
strategic initieves. Unit operating plans represent the annual work plan for a division or work-group
within University Computing Services. These plans consist of one-year, operational objectives each of
which either represents a greater specification of one of the objectives from the strategic plan or
describes an on-goIng, operational responsibility of tne division or work-group. Unit operating plans also
form the basis for the annual base budget requests prepared by each of the divisions.

The first strategic plan of University Computing Services was published in the fail/winter of 1989,
approximately eight months after the formation of this new organization. The scope of this plan was a
five-year vision and a one-year focus on specific activities. The plan also Included a presentation of the
service, systems, and network architectures for the University Computing Services and a definition of the
new organization structure.
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Following the first strategic plan, later In the winter of IP% an Operating Plan/Budget Request was
produced. This budget request had a three-year focus (1990-93) and was a means for University

Computing to identify its strategic initiatives for this time period.

In the fall/winter of 1990 the first annual update to the strategic plan was published. This updated plan
moved the focus of the Operating Plan/Budget Request forward one year, covering the three-year period

1991-94.

Currently, during the fall/winter of 1991, the second annual update to the strategic plan is in process.
Using last year's three-year (1991-94) plan a.. its basis, this update is gMng particular focus to the goals
and objectives for the upcoming fiscal year of 1992-93. It is also the intent of the group working on thi:,
effort to produce a plan that is briefer, is more focused in its objectives, and communicates more clearly
and directly within the computing organization and with our users.

Strategic Goals

The core of a strategic plan are its long-term goals. These are the intentions and directions toward
which the organization will exercise a sustained effort, and around which the more detailed objectives
and activities of the organization wiii be clustered. The eight strategic goals of the University Computing

Services strategic plan are:

1. Develop distributed computing services and applications.
2. Develop a high-speed network.
3. Provide sufficient and cost-effective shared computing resources.
4. Develop a workstation-based computing environment.
5. Expand and improve access to institutional data.
6. Enhance the student computing environment.
7. Support effective use of computing and network technologies by students, faculty and staff.

8. Enhance quality and contain cost.

In these goals can be seen the direct influence of user input (e.g. Improve access to Institutional data;
develop a high-speed network), the environmental assessment of technological opportunity (e.r,.,
develop distributed computing services and applications; develop workstation-based computing),
response to the organizational environment (e.g., enhance quality and contain cost), and recognition of

the basic missions and functions of a university computing organization (e.g., provide shared computing
resources; enhance student computing; support effective use of technology by students, faculty, staff).

Taken together they provide a coherent foundation for the role and function of the computing
organization of today. They also identify and focus attention on important trends that will help chart a

course toward the computing organization of tomorrow.

The Effects of Strategic Planning

The value of a strategic plan to an organization is directly related to the success of the plan In directing
and influencing the behavior and performance of the organization. The experience of University
Computing Services has identified two key factors to this success: the development of strategic
initiatives, and the relation of strategic planning to objectives and performance measures.

Strategic Initiatives

An outcome of the first strategic plan developed by University Computing Services and its associated

three-year budget request was the identification of three strategic initiatives for the organization:
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1. Workstations and Distributed Computing.
2. Network Expansion.
3. Making Data A Resource.

Each of these initiatives was represented by a cluster of objectives contained in the strategic plan. Each
also had associated with it a specific commitment of resources by the organization to further its
achievement. And each initiative has effected a real change in the way the computing organization is
structured, in the services it delivers, and in the focus of its attention since the winter of 1989.

The initiative related to Workstations and Distributed Computing is reflected in the organizational
structure of University Computing Services whith now includes an operating division focused on the
support of workstation technology and the deployment and management of public workstation clusters
on the Bloomington campus. There was also created a cross-divisional unit (the Program for Distributed
Computing) charged specifically with evaluating and selecting distributed computing technologies and
developing distributed computing applications.

The initiative related to Network Expansion has resulted in the rapid deployment over the past two years
of a high-speed, multi-protocol network on the Bloomington campus with connections already in place to
most of the campus buildings. It has also resulted in expansion of the high-speed inter-campus network
that provides data services among all eight campuses of Indiana University.

The initiative related to Making Data A Resource has resulted In the establishment of a Data
Administration function within the computing organization, the selection and implementation of a
relational database management system as a standard for information access, and the introduction of
data modeling as a standard component of the systems development methodology.

The focus provided by these Initiatives continues to propel the computing organization toward its desired
future. Within the context of these initiatives is found the germ of Ideas for additional organizational
objectives. The focus on distributed computing has dovetailed with development of a distributed support
model: a program of shared resource commitment by the computing organization and end users to
provide on-site computing support personnel in user departments. The network expansion initiative nas
led to a consideration of network services and networked information as a means of adding value to the
physical network infrastructure already in place. The data resource initiative has helped give momentum
to the formai adoption of a university data access policy and guidelines for data management.

Objectives and Performance Measures

Strategic initiatives function at a macro level within the computing organization, providing focal points for
the commitment of organizational and budgetary resources. At the individual staff person's level, the
influence of the strategic plan is best achieved by a direct relationship between strategic goals and
objectives and individual performance objectives. The following example illustrates the chain of events
that connects the strategic plan with the performance of a staff member at University Computing
Services.:

User Input (Access to University Information Task Force): "Information is a valuable institutional
resource to which faculty, staff and students need access...A relational database is important to
the long-term development of the institution's access efforts."

Strategic Goal (UCS Strategic Plan): "Expand and improve access to institutional data."

Strategic Objective (UCS Strategic Plan): "Implement relatilnal databaLe for administrative data."

Unit Objective (Information Systems - Data Administration): "Establish relational database
technology and data modeling methodology as the foundation for information systems design
and information access."
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Staff Performance Objective (Database Administrator): Implement standards and procedures for
design and development of DB2 databases and mainframe HDBMS applications."

Performance Outcome (Database Administrator): "Coordinated development of 'Database
Administration Standards and Procedures.' This first draft is complete and is being used in the
initial G92 development projects."

Using this model to relate performance objectives to the strategic plan gives each staff member the
opportunity to see his or her activities in the context of the goals of the entire organization. Moreover,
the individual staff member will have many performance objectives. Each may be derived from a
different unit objective, which in turn may be related to a different strategic objective and strategic goal.
Thus, the collection of any individual's performance objectives may show a connection to many facets of
the organization's strategic plan. This context for personal planning and for appraisal of performance
gives each staff member a sense of participation in the direction of theorganization and can give the
entire organization a greater coherence in its direction and activities.

Observations and Conclusions

There are a handful of lessons that we have learned through the use o f a strategic planning methodology
in University Computing Services at Indiana University.

Listen and Learn. User input is essential to the strategic planning process. An established planning
structure in the user community is quite valuable, and worth the effort of the computing organization to
encourage and support. Established channels of input may be successfully supplemented by ad hoc
user input, especially when issues or events brings together a new constellation of users.

Less is More. A strategic plan that people read is infinitely better than one that no one reads. Fewer
words, fewer pages, and language that is clear and direct all add to the quality of a finished planning
document. Fewer objectives, too, add to readability -- they also help the organization focus on the
highest priority objectives.

Establish Ownership (and Co-ownership) for Objectives. Many objectives defined at the organization-
wide level will require the cooperation of more than one unit or sub-unit within the organization. The
single-owner objectives are simple, and are usually successful. Cross-unit objectives take planning,
commitment, and early identification of the stake-holders. Follow-through to the unit planning level (and
communication of unit plans throughout the organization) can help assure that the commitment is made.
Widespread management participation in the planning effort helps, too, in establishing ownership of

objectives.

The Importance of Strategic Initiatives. The selection of a small number of initiatives -- especially those
that provide a unifying theme to many of the organization's activities -- can help the organization focus
attention on Its highest priority goals and apply the organizational and budgetary resources needed to
achieve those goals.

Stick to It And Follow Through. The place for a strategic plan is not on the shelf (or on the file

server!). It needs to be incorporated into the regular management activities of the organization, most
especially in the development of unit plans and individual staff performance objectives. Each of us
needs to be able to see how our performance is contributing to the goals of the organization.

In summary, the strategic plan Is one of the most important communication vehicles an organization can
develop. It provides the organization a means of communicating -- internally as well as externally --
about its intentions, expectations, directions, and actions. Taking the computing organization from the
present to the future requires a shared vision of where we're headed and a shared understanding of
what we're doing to get there. The strategic plan should help describe that vision and build that
understanding.

9
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A Reverse Engineering Approach to
Information Technology Planning

Ronald K. Spangler
Director, Institutional Research and Plannirg

University of Kansas Medical Center
Kansas City, KS

Abstract

The University of Kansas successfully developed a planning process for
information technology through an approach which is not consistent with those
used recently at other universities around the country. It is characterized as
a reverse engineering approach to planning because it began with existing
plans, separated them into elemental components, and then reassembled them
to produce a new, improved plan. Rather than starting to write a new plan
from the beginning, this process was developed to build upon existing plans.
It proved to be very effective in the development of a strategic information
technology plan for this multi-campus university.
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Introduction

The University of Kansas is a single university with two primary campuses, the main campus
in Lawrence, Kam, Is, and the Medical Center campus 40 miles east in Kansas City, Kansps.
In September 1990, the sepa:ate mainframe computers at each iocation were consolidated
into a single set located on the Lawrence campus to support academic and administrative
computing. This new arrangement brought about a significant change in the operations of
the computing staff. At the same time, it left faculty and staff with many questions about
the direction of computing. These events offered an excellent opportunity to review, update,
and expand comprehensive plans for information technology at the University of Kansas.

Each campus, however, had previously developed its own plans for its own set of mainframe
computer systems to service the specific needs of its own activities. The new configuration
forced the coordination of those plans and needs, but also offered opportunities to provide
integrated service to the entire University. It was decided to dedicate a significant effort
to development of a comprehensive information technology plan for the University. It was
understood that new directions should be explored and that new faculty and staff needs
should be incorporated, but the intent was to build upon the existing plans rather than to
start over from the beginning. These efforts are described in the following sections: Campus
Differences and the Previous Planning Process, Development of a New Planning Strategy,
and Development of a Strategic Plan.

Campus Differences and the Previous Planning Process

The two primary campuses differ significantly in three areas: their basic demographics, their
computing facilities, and their advisory committees. The Lawrence campus is typical of a
large full-service doctoral granting research university. The Medical Center educates health
professions students, conducts health related research, and opf;rates a large teaching
hospital. These differences are further illustrated by the following data:

Descriptor Larrence campus Medical Center

Students 26,661 2,489

Faculty 1,257 621

Schools 12 4

Staff 2,723 4,868

Hospital None 464 beds

Operating Budget $235 million $228 million, including
$107 million for hospital

2
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The computing facilities under the new consolidated configuration are also quite different.
The mainframe computers on the Lawrence campus now support the academic and
administrative computing needs of both campuses. The only other mainframe isone located
at the Medical Center and dedicated to the hospital operation, including patient care and
billing.

Function Lawrence campus Medical Center

Administrative Amdahl 5890-300E shared

Academic IBM 3081KX shared

VAX 9000-210 shared

Hospital IBM 3081K

Advisory Committees and Planning

Finally, the routine involvement of faculty and staff in the oversight of the computing
operations differed greatly. The advisory groups for each campus we! e:

Lawrence campus

Information Systems Advisory Committee
Academic Computing Advisory Committee
Faculty Senate Computing Committee

These groups are very active, meeting
regularly to provide direction and sugges-
tions for academic and administrative
computing. Members reflect a typical
large university environment.

Medical Center

Information Resources Committee
Administrative Advisory Committee on

Information Technology
Faculty Assembly Informatics Committee

With the focus of the Medical Center on
patient care, many faculty simply don't
take time for active participation in these
committees. Consequently, little direction
is provided to on-campus computing ser-
vices.

Planning for computing and telecommunications on both campuses has originated in the
departments with the operational responsibilities. The advisory committees provided regular
mechanisms on the Lawrence campus for review and feedback. There were, however, no
similar opportunities for input at the Medical Center the committees were less active and
lacked the information to fulfill an advisory role. In fact, the second committee at the
Medical Center was created as an outgrowth of the first with the intent to provide greater
input on information technology issues.

3
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Deveopment of a New Planning Strategy

Setting the Stage

The lack of information among Medical Center advisory committees, combined with the
consolidation of the mainframe sites, provided the primary stimulus for development of a
new planning strategy for the University. It was also expected that the Kansas Board of
Regents would soon be interested in developing a comprehensive information technology
plan for the whole group of six state universities in Kansas. As a result, the University
administrator in charge of these technology areas initiated a new planning process as soon
as the new mainframe configuration became operational.

Since the previous planning process had not fulfilled the necessary advisory role throughout
the University, it was decided that a new approach was needed. There was intcrest among
some advisory committee members in taking a more traditional approach of simply asking
faculty and staff to list their needs. Often however, the problem with the lack of
information left many faculty and statf unable to fully state their needs for information
technology. This traditional approach also ignored the fact that many plans already exist
in inf.( rmation technology departments because of the long-term lease arrangements in place
and because of the advance preparations necessary to make certain changes.

This analysis led to the decision to apply a reverse engineering approach to the planning
process. The existing plans in information technology were the product we wished to
improve. The strategy was to split the existing product the plans into the component
parts for review and enhancement, with the intent of putting the components back together
as a new and improved information technology plan. The effort was facilitated by the fact
that computing and telecommunication departments on both campuses report to a single
administrator at the vice chancellor level, the University Director of Information Resources.

Information Technology Providers Status Report

The first step in this approach was the development of an Information Technology Providers
Status Report in the spring of 1991. The purpose of this report was to provide an overview
of the status of current activities and plans from those departments responsible for making
information technology services available. These departments were referred to as
information technology (IT) providers throughout the document and planning process. They
included the computing and telecommunications departments plus the libraries on both
campuses, and media services on the Lawrence campus. :n addition, Institutional Research
and Planning at the Medical Center, also reporting to the University Director for
Information Resources, became involved to coordinate the planning process. The IT
Providers Status Report was organized in three sections:



Current Campus Plan Priorities Related to Information Technology
This section identified the subset of overall campus planning priorities for each campus
which involved information technology to provide a frame of reference for the campus'
direction for information technology initiatives.

Information Technology Provider Activities, Current Priorities, and Strategic Directions
Current activities and immediate plans were summarized for each IT provider and cross-
referenced to pertinent campus planning priorities. Strategic directions were indicated
from the IT provider's point of view.

Information Technology Issues and Needs
This section presented the perspectives of the information technology providers on
significant IT issues that would affect the campuses for the next three to five years.

Encouraging Broad Based Input

Since lack of information and input were key obstacles which this process was trying ,
overcome, several different efforts were made to encourage broad based input from adv: .y
committees and faculty and staff. The IT Providers Siatus Report was circulated to the
following groups:

Lawrence campus

Information Systems Advisory Committee
Academic Computi ng Advisory Committee
Faculty Senate Computing Committee
Vice Chancellors
Deans

Medical Center

Information Resources Committee
Administrative Advisory Committee on

Information Technology
Faculty Assembly Informatics Committee
Hospital Administrative Staff
Wichita Campus Administration
Vice Chancellors
Deans

Recipients were asked to review the IT Provider Status Report, identify additional needs or
issues, determine appropriate directions for information technology, and develop priorities
for all of the needs identified. It was emphasized that the report was to serve as a starting
point for the development of a plan for information technology for the next three to five
years. The report was characterized as groundwork to enable the advisory committees and
other recipients to spend more time identifying needs which had not yet been addressed,
evaluating current activities, and making suggestions about the directions in which the
campus should be headed.

he University Director and the Director of Institutional Research and Planning at the
Medical Center met with each of the advisory committees on both campuses to promote the
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process and answer any questions. At least four weeks after distribution of the report, an
open meeting was held on each campus for review of the IT Providers Status Report and
discussion of information technology needs. The meeting on the Lawrence campus was weli
attended and provided extremely valuable discussion of the IT issues. The meeting at the
Medical Center had fewer faculty in attendance, but was very helpful in formulating
directions for fu ture efforts. Separate review meetings were held with the Hospital
administrative group and the administrators and faculty at the second campus of the School
of Medicine in Wichita, Kansas.

This review process accomplished the designated tasks of soliciting input from a slightly
broader base of faculty and staff than those involved on the advisory committees and
providing more in-depth consideration of information technology issues facing the
University. This improvement is considered an incremental step in a long term plan to
increase awareness and involvement in the information technology planning process.

Development of a Strategic Plan

Incorporating Input

The primary source of new 'nformation was the input from the various review meetings.. In
addition, detailed comments were received from several of the other vice chancellors and
deans, confirming a high degree of interest in information technology planning as a
University priority. Another unexpected source of information was the group of information
technology providers. The focused activities promoting the information technology planning
process caused them to take even further in-depth looks at their own immediate plans and
the issues which were being discussed with advisory committees. Possible adjustments and
new approaches were already being considered before the information gathering process was
complete.

Finally, other input considered was the interest of the Kansas Board of Regents in reducing
duplication and increasing cooperation among state universities. During this process, each
state university was required to provide a report on its computing and telecommunications
activities and plans. Even though the planning process was still under way, the University
of Kansas was able to incorporate several of the results in its report.

Focusing the Plan on Strategic Direction

As work began to incorporate the information into a comprehensive information technology
plan, the IT providers were encouraged to focus on the strategic direction for the major
issues. The direction was distinguished as that which was necessary to support or advance
the missions of the University and the Medical Center, and to take advantage of
developments in information technology. Much of the previous plans were long-range plans
scheduling improvements which require significant lead time.
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Each campus is presently concluding discussions among the information technology providers
and the University Director to finalize priorities for the plan based upon the input from
faculty and staff. The plan will have sections which are focused upon the unique aspects of
each campus, such as the University Hospital at the Medical Center or the microcomputer
laboratories for students at the Lawrence campus. It will also have a section for the whole
University which will address the services which are available university-wide through the
consolidated computer configuration.

Planning an Ongoing Process

It was acknowledged from the outset that this plan would need to be dynamic in order to
keep pace with the rapid advances in information technology. This planning effort was
intended to be the beginning of an ongoing process. The cycle will be repeated on a smaller
scale this next year. It will still consist of the three basic steps.

Organization of information about functional areas into the planning components:
campus plans, IT provider activities, current priorities, strategic directions, including
recent technology developments, and IT issues and needs.

Distribution of the planning information components to faculty and staff for review, al,d
conducting open meetings for discussion, input, and setting priorities.

Reassembly of the improved components in an up-to-date information technology plan.

Advisory committees and other faculty and staff will be asked to review both the current IT
plan plus the updated .IiYroviders Status Rept. Open meetings will again be held to
solicit input and set priorities. It is possible that extra meetings will be scheduled to
encourage the greatest participation possible. In addition, the IT providers at the Medical
Center expect to be able to include information from a survey and interviews conducted by
one of its advisory committees.

Strategy for Implementation

As soon as the first version is complete, the University's Information Technology Plan will
be distributed to all of the groups who received the IT Providers Status Report. It will also
be provided to all institutional governance groups and made available to all faculty, students,
and staff. It will be clearly identified as the first step in the new information technolog
planning process. Provisions will be made for collecting comments from these groups on an
ongoing basis so that input is not limited exclusively to one time each year.

As noted earlier, departments which provide information technology sc vices have already
begun to utilize input from the planning process before the final dowment is published.
The completed IT plan will be used to guide all information technology activities and input
to all related planning documents such as campus plans and reports to the Kansas Board
of Regents.

7 --
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Summary

As a new effort in IT planning, this approach was very successful in bringing together new

input and focusing thinking on information technology issues. It has enabled the University

to develop its first comprehensive IT plan across both campuses. As a result of the first

time through this process, several observations were made which will be enhanced or
implemented in subsequent cycles. These observations may also be interpreted as key

success factors for any other institution considering use of this or a similar process.

Keep the IT Providers Status Report as concise as possible but still cover all major

functional areas and important issues.

Circulate the IT Providers Status Report as widely as possible, being sure to include all

faculty and staff active in the use of information technology.

Promote input and discussion among all personsreceiving the IT Providers Status Report
schedule as many meetings as necessary to cover all areas, but include a final review

with a representative cross section of the campus or institution.

Contact key administrators to solicit input necessary to integrate the IT plans with the

campus or institution plans.

Implementation of this very different approach to IT planning seemed particularly timely

given the significant change in the configuration of the mainframe computers at the

University of Kansas. Applicability in other university settings may be affected by the state

of the information technology environment. It may be best that any approach radically

different from the current planning process coincide, or follow, a significant change in the

IT environment. Even if there has not been a significant change, an organization may wish

to renew and refresh its planning efforts by utilizing a different approach. This second

objective was also an influential factor in the decision to undertake this project at the

University of Kansas.

Although the concept of reverse engineering is usually applied to manufactured products,

it is becoming more frequently used in regard to information systems and computing

environments. In these efforts at the University of Kansas, it has also proven to be very

effective in the planning process as well.
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TRACK II
MANAGING AND LEVERAGING

THE TECHNOLOGY INVESTMENT

Coordinator: Geraldine MacDonald

During the last twenty years the presence of information technology on campus has made funda-
mental changes in higher education. Expenditures have been justified by improvements to the
instruction and research environments for our students and faculty. In light of the current economic
climate in higher education, calling for tighter budget controls and greater accountability, continued
investments in information technology will require even greater focus on cost benefits or cost avoid-
ance. Papers in this track offer some strategic solutions to such problems.
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ELECTRONIC APPROVAL:
Not just another electronic mail system.

by Kenneth C. Blythe
Dennis L. Morrison

The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania

Electronic approval is like electronic mail only its different. Electronic approval requires controlled
routing of documents: authorized approval: proxy designation: data verification at the source: rerouting
of disapprovals or major changes: and many other functions that are unique to the internal operations of
an institution. Electronic approval, if it is to be effective, must span the complete administrative
operations of an institution because users don't distinguish between a personnel action, purchase order,
general stores requisition, request for check or any other administrative action. All forms must be
converted to the system if it is to be effective. This paper presents the electronic approval system (known
as EASY) that has been in operation at Penn State University for more than 18 months. EASY currently
handles more than 14,500 electronic actions per month at a considerable reduction in paper consumption
and handling. The system was awarded NACUBO's top prize this year for cost reduction and avoidance.
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ELECTRONIC APPROVAL:
Not just another electronic mail system.

by Kenneth C. Blythe
Dennis L. Morrison

Gene Roddenberry's STAR TREK described a world (or at least a Starship) without paper. Never, in
the STAR TREK episodes, did you see Captain Kirk operate a pen or approve actions on paper forms.

Imagine that; the day may come when we too may conduct our daily affairs without pen, paper or manual

typewriters. This paper describes a method of doing business electronically which may replace paper

forms altogether. It is a method which compliments other electronic activities, such as electronic mail.

In particular, the paper will describe an electronic approval system that has been successfully
implemented at the Pennsylvania State University; an implementation known as EASY (Electronic
Approval SYstem). With EASY, paper is reduced and delays associated with paper are eliminated.

If you use electronic mail, it is not hard to imagine how EASY works. Instead of documents of text,

as with electronic mail, EASY handles documents of data known as electronic forms. EASY forms are
created at the source, then forwarded to all individuals on a path that are required to approve the form in

order for it to be effective. In contrast to electronic mail, electronic approval is distinguished by these

other features: (1) data recorded using EASY forms are validated and corrected at the source, (2) EASY
forms have mandatory/predetermined recipients for approval, (3) the mandatory recipients are defined in

approval grids which are maintained apart from the form and (4) database interface.

BACKGROUND

Electronic approval is a part of Penn State's Integrated Business Information System (IBIS) which is
transforming the business activities of the University. IBIS was conceived in 1981 by a group of
University officers who developed a plan for an altogether new Administrative Infonnatioa System,

known generically as AIS. It was a comprehensive plan to re-engineer all of the University's
administrative systems to bring them in line with modern, fourth generation computing technolugy. The

AIS plan, as it came to be known, was to re-engineer the student systems first and business systems
afterward. By 1984, the first parts of the Integrated Student Information Systems (ISIS) were brought on-

line and by 1987 most of the student system re-engineering had been completed.

In 1987, with the increasing complexity of business activities, attention shifted to the Integrated
Business lnfonnation Systems (IBIS). Some of the existing business systems at the time were more than
twenty years old and had to be replaced. With IBIS, the University was able to start fresh on new
business systems that were viewed not as a collection of subsystems but as an integrated whole.
Electronic approval (EASY) was the first part of IBIS. EASY operates on a comm6n data base and
serves all business activities equally. A single EASY form can affect multiple subsystems
simultaneously (for example, one form can and does affect budgeting, accounting, personnel and
payroll). Users view IBIS through the electronic forms that they submit and approve. The University
operates more efficiently with a common database that provides consistent information for decision

making.

Electronic forms originate at the source and, as such, bring the entire University community into the
information age. People who have avoided computing otherwise have now joined in. From electronic
approval they are branching out to electronic mail other computer applications. As such, and electronic
approval has ushered in a whole new era of computing at Penn State with a large community of people
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joining the network. EASY is the "glue" that brings all parties to the network. Whereas electronic mail
is optional, EASY is mandatory throughout the University for anyone who wants to authorize
employment, issue purchase orders, reserve fleet vehicles, etc.

GLOSSARY

Since electronic approval is a relatively new concept, it might be helpful to define a
few of the terms:

Electronic approval - The process of approving administrative actions electronically,
using computer workstations or terminals, in lieu of the traditional paper forms with
manual signatures. Electronic approval is a "paperless" method of doing business.

Electronic forms - In many cases electronic forms are identical to paper forms that
are used to process vehicle reservations, budget amendments, personnel actions, etc.
Electronic forms are a computer metaphor for paper forms. The computer forms are
routed through electronic approval paths.

Approval path - A "path" or "table" which indicates the order of designated approvals
for each electronic form. Generally, electronic approval paths are the same as paper
paths for traditional paper forms.

Phase 1 approvers - Local approvers of electronic forms who are below the College
or Administrative Office level.

Phase 2 approvers - College or fr lministrative Office approvals required by Penn
State's Signature Policy (AD-17).

Central action cycle The path that is followed after a form has passed through the
Phase 2 approval cycle. This cycle includes all central offices who must approve each
particular type of form. All forms have a Central Action Cycle which can only be
modified by the central administrative computing office.

Mnemonic - A meaningful word or abbreviation representing a long suing of numeric
values which make up the organizational access code. A mnemonic consists of one to
many budget numbers within an administrative unit. Electronic forms are routed
according to the budget that is specified within them which is associated with
organizational access codes, hence with mnemonics. Forms are said to route
according to mnemonic, which means that they will route only within their
organizational area.

Electronic approval is the foundation of IBIS. Electronic approval replaces paper procedures with
electronic procedures. People use Money Access Machines (MACs) to withdraw, deposit or transfer
funds through electronic terminals, instructing their financial institution to debit or credit accounts.
People use electronic mail to exchange routine and confidential business correspondence electronically.
Now people can use electronic approval to exchange standard business documents, such as purchase
orders, invoices, and personnel actions. When they are approved, EASY t'orms update the IBIS database
directly as shown in Figure I ,

-3-
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Figure 1 - IBIS Big Picture

EASY Benefits

Why would people want to use an electronic approval system? First and foremost EASY
streamlines the flow of forms. Because the system is electronic, there is no distance between approvers.
There is no lag-time with mail. Remote campuses process forms as quickly as the central campus;
turnaround time is reduced significantly. In these days of increasing demand for service, EASY is timely
and responsive.

With EASY users can reduce the amount of paper that they handle and file. EASY forms are
retained in electronic "file cabinets" and easily retrieved with a lot less effort. Data entry at the source is
combined with data editing at the source to insure that forms are created and submitted as error free as
possib!e. Forms that reach approval levels are assured of being logically correct. Approval, therefore. is
simplified.

EASY also allows users to track forms after they have been submitted for approval. EASY lets users
look at the form's history, to see if it has been processed or is still waiting for someone's approval. The
form's history is also an audit trail which simplifies auditing.

Electronic forms reduce redundancy. Forms on file can be called up again and reproduced
automatically so that an old form can be used as a template for a new one, saving time in the preparation
of the new form. EASY also helps the person preparing the form by displaying messages if data has been
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eni,ered incorrectly, catching mistakes at the beginning. EASY simplifies the dam entry process by
retrieving data from the data base whenever possible to save key strokes. EASY eliminates redundant
data entry to multiple subsystems because one form updates all subsystems. Funds availability can be
checked early in the approval cycle before monies are encumbered.

All of these factors contribute to the greater accuracy of the system as a whole.

EASY Security

With the ultimate outcome of electronic approval being expenditure of University funds, Penn State
auditors (both internal and external) had to be assured that electronic methods were at least as secure as
the paper method that they were replacing. This assurance was achieved by a "security matrix" which
surrounds the electronic approval process (see Figure I ). The matrix involves access control, functional
authorization, approval authorization, data authorization and form processing logic. As long as the user
does the right thing, and operates within the limits of his/her authority, the system operates efficiently. If
attempts are made to commit fraud, the security matrix frustrates those attempts and retains a complete
audit trail for review.

The security matrix is an electronic metaphor for organizational placement and functional
responsibility. Although we are not generally aware of it, our minds are continually scanning for the
fainiliar. We know that Sam, as a hypothetical example, works down the hall and is responsible for
purchases below $50,000. When Sam operates within his range of responsibility, he operates within a
context that is familiar. Security alerts are not activated. If Sam acts outside his range of responsibility,
however, he quickly draws attention to the act and human security alerts are activated. This is the
traditional context of security. People are placed in an organizational and functional context in which
they operate with a low level of review.

Access control is important. Penn State is adding SMART card security tokens to its traditional
userid and password. Logging on to EASY requires a combination of "something you know" (userid and
password) and "something you have" (the randomly generated six digit numeric value displayed by the
SMART card). This combination reduces the probability of penetrating security to less than one chance
in a billion.

The SMART card frustrates hackers but it does not prevent users from intentionally or inadvertently
exposing passwords and tokens. Access control, as always, is only as good as the user's attention to
security. If users tape passwords to SMART cards and leave SMART cards lying around, access control
is compromised. For this reason, there is renewed attention to security, security policies and security
training.

Consider the alternative, however. With paper forms and manual signatures it is infinitely more easy
to commit fraud than with electronic forms. Anyone can type a form. Anyone can forge signatures. The
interesting thing is that people do not often forge signatures because they know that it is against the law.
With electronic approval, there is a new set of computer laws which supplement the traditional laws of
white collar crime. People are no more encouraged to commit crimes electronically than they are with
paper forms.

Even if access control is compromised, the security matrix prevents the perpetrator from operating
with impunity. The security matrix places the "forged" user in an organizational and functional context.
The userid that is being used illegally is limited in its functional breadth and organizational breadth. The
userid "lives" in a specific organizational context, controlling specific budgets, involving specific
employees and authorized to take only specific types of actions. If it happens that the criminal stumbles
on a lucrative userid, the security matrix requires the collaboration of other organizational partners who
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operate in their own security matrix. The likelihood of violating the events required in a complete
approval path are slim indeed. The perpetrator is required to steal the userid, password and, at times, the
SMART cards of three to ten or more individuals. The chances of doing this are much smaller than the
chances of forging signatures on traditional paper forms.

Finally, there is a complete audit trail for every EASY action including date, time, location,
sequence, invalid signon attempts, form content and much more. When a fraudulent action is attempted,
it is preserved indefinitely in an electronic audit trail even if the attempt is abandoned.

The internal and external auditors of Penn State have been assured that EASY's security matrix and
audit trail are as secure, if not more secure, than the traditional paper forms and manual signatures. This
assurance was essential to progress with EASY.

EASY Auditing

As explained above, documents produced in EASY provide a complete audit trail. Each document
has its own unique history, listing the person who began the form, who changed it, who approved it, etc.
University auditors can periodically check that the proper approvals are being given.

Once a form has been added and submitted, and even after it has been processed, it cannot be
removed from the system. Documents remain available on-line for a minimum of seven years after they

have been processed, and are archived forever on magnetic tape and microfiche. Auditors have access to

all documents of the University. Thus EASY provides the auditors with an accessible on-line audit trail

that can be reviewed at their discretion without advance notice.

HOW EASY WORKS

The first step for an organizational unit to start using EASY, is to authorize three or fewer
individuals to establish and maintain Approval Designation Tables. This authorization is accomplished
with a paper form (oh my gosh!) manually signed by the unit head (Dean, Vice President, etc). In other
words, it takes a traditional paper form to start the electronic forms process. This contradiction is

explained by the fact that organizations can not submit electronic authorizations until the Approval
Designation Table is in place.

Approval Designation Table Creation and Maintenance

The Approval Designation Table is part of the security matrix that surrounds the EASY system. A
sample table is shown in Figure 2. It indicates, by userid, the individuals in the organization that may
submit, add and approve electronic forms. At Penn State, the responsibility for establishing the approval
tables (paths) for phase 2 of the administrative approval cycle is that of the Financial Officer (or their
designate). The Financial Officer may also be involved in establishing approval tables for phase 1 of the
administrative approval cycle, although this is not required; the Financial Officer may delegate this
responsibility.

The Financial Officer establishes phase 2 of the approval table because Penn State Signature
Authorization Policy, AD-17 requires it. This policy requires approval at, and above, the level of Budget
Administrator. Phase 2 may also contain approvers below the Budget Administrator, given that they are
followed by the Budget Administrator at some point. Also, this policy requires that the Financial Officer
be the final default approver on the Phase 2 administrative approval cycle.
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Financial Officers are able to create separate approval paths for each form, if they like, or they may
consolidate many forms or all forms into one path. However, each form can only appear on one path for
each mnemonic within that area. If a form is not specified on a path, it will automatically default to a
standard path within the organization. The standard path allows forms to be added to EASY without the
Financial Officer having to add these forms to existing approval paths (these forms will be routed in the
manner prescribed by the standard path). Using the standard paih reduces the number of paths that must
be created and maintained.

APPROVAL DESI ;NATION TABLE

LEVEL I

DEFAULT

2 3 4

Optional

5 6 7 8 9

I RTH3 RTH3/ MLW2

COT I

2 COT I R1V2 COT I/

BYR2

3 JTC4 AGK2 SILI

$500

4 AC,K2 ORN I

5 TOR I ERN3 PNN4

6

7

8

9 M1B3 ANk 2 kTS

Figure 2 EASY Approval Designation Table

Figure 2 is a sample Approval Designation Table. The table illustrates that there may be as many as
nine levels of approval designated, with the capacity of nine individuals across at each level designated
as valid approvers. Most offices, however, will use onl, two or three levels.

Users on Level 9 have a different status from those on levels 1 through 8. Users on levels 1 through
8 can generally perform any action on the form. Level 9 people can only add, submit, change and print
forms; they cannot approve or reject them. The table also depicts several characteristics of the approval
cycle discussed briefly above. First, the entries in the table are userids. Before a user can be designated
to approve actions, they must have requested and received a userid and access to FORM from the
Security Office.

Second, the entries in the table proceed from left to right. The first person at the left is called the
default approver. Forms will automatically route to the default approver unless the previous user has
designated another valid userid at the same level as the next approver.

-7-
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Third, the table shows the use of delegated approval designation, or proxy. Any authorized approver
on the table may have proxy delegated to another user within their administrative area, but a person
delegated as a proxy cannot delegate that proxy to another proxy. A proxy appears on the approval table
as RTH3/COT1, where COT1 is the proxy for RTH3. This use of proxy corrsponds to Penn State's
Signature Authorization Policy (AD-17) and can be used by the proxy at any time, though it should be
limited and used only in the absence of the responsible individual.

Finally, the table includes the use of dollar limitation on approvers. Figure 2 shows an individual
who has a dollar limitation on the actions they can approve (JTC4 at level 3 can only approve items
under $500). If an approver on Level 2 attempts to forward a form in excess of $500 to JTC4, the system
will notify them that JTC4 is not authorized to approve the form.

How Paths are Created and Maintained

There are several methods for creating and maintaining approval paths.

1. On-line Updating

The first method is on-line updating. Financial Officers can use on-line functions within EASY
which allow them to create approval paths, add approvers, designate default and non-default approvers,
assign dollar limits, update approver information, and add or delete forms from the paths. These changes
are made directly to the EASY approval tables.

To simplify on-line updating, the Financial Officer can use higher level mnemonics. Each
administrative area has one mnemonic which includes all lower-level mnemonics in that area. This is
called the highest level mnemonic. Creating one path associated with the highest level mnemonic allows
one type of form from many different units to route on the same Phase 2 path. The higher level
mnemonics option is helpful in many ways, hut its greatest benefit is for campuses or colleges which
process actions centrally (i.e., the same central people approve paperwork for all organizations within the
college or campus). While higher level mnemonics can drastically reduce the number of approval paths
it makes the jobs of central officers much more intense because they have to originate and approve all
forms. This is the trade-off. For smaller colleges and campuses, where the volume of documents are
small, it may make sense.

1 PC Path Maintenance Program

The other way to simplify the task of creating and maintaining paths for all the units within an
administrative area is to use the pc Path Maintenance program, This is a program which runs on a
personal computer linked to the University's mainframe computer for uploading and downloading of
paths. The PC Path Maintenance program can he used for approval path maintenance, mnemonic
maintenance, user maintenance, document maintenance, and for uploading and downloading.

The approval path maintenance function allows the user to add, delete and modify paths. The user
specifies mnemonic, path id (path name), phase number, the forms to be routed on that path and indicates
the encumbrance level. The mnemonic maintenance function allows users to add, delete or modify
mnemonics or organizational access codes. The user maintenance function allows users to add, delete
and modify information about approvers. The document maintenance function will add, delete or modify
forms and attach a description to each. The EASY approval path data base is updated from the PC files.
Individuals with the proper access can start by downloading their paths from the EASY data base for
approval path maintenance.
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EASY Higher Level Mnemonics

Organizational Access Code 1 Mnemonic Listing for
Financial Offic Doug B. Reidder

Administrative Area: 007
January 5, 1990

Organizational
Unit

Science
Dean's Office
Allocation Fund
Claring Account
Biology

Biology
Chemistry

Chemistry
Statistics

Mnemonic

SC
02-011-00 UP
02-012-00 UI'
02-013-00 UP

BIOL
00-01400 UP

CHEM
00-166-00 UP
STAT

Statistics 02-012,00 UP

Stat Consult Cntr
Physics

Physics
Physics Elec Shop

Elec. Shop

02-013-01 UP
PHYS
03-011-01 UP
I'HYSELC

01-022-00 UP

TABLE - PREC

1 ABC1 DFC1

2 DEF2

3 GH13 XZ1'2

9 XYZ1

NO

APPROVAL

TABLE

Personnel Recommendathn

Form Action: ith Form #12345

SSno: 234-32-4322 Effective Date:
List Name: Firstt:

High Degr: Date Earned:_ Per Rep: /V
Title:Mac Professional Payroll Class:

rki.;me Budget /MVP] Type Pay: Monthly

Standing Appt: New Position Replace

Hourly Amount _ Annual Salary:_ Job Desc:

Figure 3 - EASY Higher Level Mnemonics

Forms Flow and the Approval Cycle

EASY forms may flow through up to three approval phases before they are completely processed.
These approval phases are set up in advance and the forms follow them automatically to their conclusion.
Each organization may have separate approval paths for each form type. The approval paths for a budget
form, purchasing request, personnel requisition, or payroll change could be different.

There are two separate cycles involved in form approval: the administrative approval cycles (phases
I and 2) and the Central Action Cycle, as illustrated in Figure 4 below.

:9-
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IBIS APPROVAL CYCLE

AUMINIERAILYEAPERSIVALLYCLES

rEASE ONE (OPTIONAL),

Level 2

PHASE TWO

Level 1

Budget
Executive

Level 1

1=1111110.
Level

Budget
Administration

401-- Source

'1/4111=a160.

Level 3

Financial
Officer

CENTRAL ACTION CYCLE

C :) f "N C

IBIS
Data
Base

..e._ Central
Administrative
Office

Central
Administrative
Office

.40____.

4111110

111.

Figure 4 - EASY Approval Path

I. Administrative Approval Cycles

Forms are created by a user at the "source" who adds it to the system. When it is added, the
electronic form is stored in the IBIS data base. The user can then make changes and/or submit the form
to the area's phase 1 approval cycle. The fonn name and budget number enable the system to decide
which approval path is used.

When the fonn is submitted, the system will automatically route to level 1 of the phase 1 approval
cycle, if it exists (phase 1 approval is optional.) As the form continues to be approved it will pass
automatically from phase 1 approval cycle to phase 2. A form is processed forward through each
approval level in the path and cannot be forced past a level. The form can be changed, approved or
rejected by each approver.

If a change is made or the form is rejected, a "notepad" area can be used to describe the change or
explain why the form was rejected. If the fonn has had a major change, it will be automatically rerouted
to the first approver. If the form is rejected, a copy of the rejected form will be sent to all approvers who
have acted upon it for information purposes.
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At the phase 2 approval cycle, the form is routed to the Budget Administrator, who may change,
approve or reject it. Next it is generally routed to the Budget Executive for the same actions. The
Financial Officer is the last approver in phase 2. Encumbrance occurs at the approval level specified by
the Financial Officer.

2 Central Action Cyck

Once processed through the administrative approval cycles, the form automatically routes to the
Central Action Cycle, where it passes through the necessary central offices. Individuals in the central
action cycle cannot change data (with the exception of certain form-specific items) as could be done in
the administrative approval cycle. The form is either processed or rejected. If the form is rejected, the
encumbrance is removed and a message is put in the notepad. A copy of the form is icturned to the
source and to ail the form's approvers to notify them that the form has been rejected.

Once a form has passed the Central Action Cycle it is processed and the information from the form
updates the IBIS data base. Once in the data base, the action is considered to be approved.

OTHER FEATURES OF EASY

Path Entry

One of the goals of the EASY is to make data entry easier for the end-user. One way this is
accomplished is by enabling the user to use old forms as templates for new ones, thus having the needed
information already in the form, and making only small changes necessary.

Another way EASY simplifies data entry is by its use of the capabilities of the data base. In many
personnel forms, for example, a user will type in the employee's social security number, press the enter
key, and all of the associated information about the employee will be pulled up into the form. Thus the
user does not have to type information which is already on the data base.

A third way EASY assists data entry is the availability of help screens. Help screens exist for nearly
every field on every screen in the forms. Help screens often list the valid codes for the particular field, or
give sample formats for data entry.

Encumbrance

Financial Officers can designate a level in the phase 2 approval path at which funds can be
encumbered. The point of encumbrance is specified by each area and need not be consistent across the
University.

When a transaction is approved at th ; specified level, the system will automatically check to insure
that funds are available. If funds are not available, the transaction cannot be processed. If funds are
available, an encumbrance is recorded, fund availability is reduced and the transaction is sent to the next
approval level. If the transaction is rejected at any higher approval level, the funds will be automatically
disencumbered. The history of the form will show whether or not the encumbrance was successful.

Access

Once a transaction is entered for a form in EASY, it becomes part of die permanent record of the
"forms file". To "access a form" refers to bringing a particular form onto a user's terminal so that it can
be viewed or processed. If there are forms awaiting a user's approval the user can call up a browse screen

k %)
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to show all the forms awaiting action by that user. The forms to be processed will appear numbered on
the screen, displaying the form mune, the form number, the form status, the form date, and a brief
description of the form. The user can then display the form by selecting it. A user can also browse forms
file by budget, by mnemonic or by employee's name.

.C9nfithnliality

A form may be marked "confidential" at the option of either the source or the approvers. The
confidential designation may be changed at any level in the phase 1 or 2 approval cycles. Some forms,
e.g., Human Resource forms, will be marked confidential automatically with no option to change to non-
confidential. A form which has been marked confidential may be viewed only by the form's source and
by the other individuals listed in the approval path.

IN CONCLUSION, NOT A MAIL SYSTEM

Although it uses many of the techniques of electronic mail, electronic funds transfer (EFT) and
electronic data interchange (EDI), electronic approval is different. Electronic approval is a business
management system that facilitates day-to-day flow of internal business documents. With electronic
approval, internal business data is recorded directly on electronic forms at the source. This provides all
of the known benefits of source data automation and validation. Furthermore, it provides the ability to
set up self-sufficient business units (campuses, offices or departments) removed in distance and
geography fi.om the Dean's office or President. As long as there is an electronic link, remote offices with
electronic approval have the same logical proximity as that enjoyed by the office next door.

Electronic approval is also different in that it has mandatory/predefined recipients of each electronic
form that will approve it. It is not enough to create electronic forms at the source; they must also flow
through an authorized approval path similar to the paths that were used with traditional paper forms.
Only a few individuals, in a College or University, have the authority to approve paper forms and those
same individuals have to approve electronic forms. It is for this reason that electronic forms has the
capacity for converting the entire institution to electronic methods of communication. Once a senior
officer has learned electronic approval, it is natural for them to extend this learning to include electronic
mail and other computer applications. Since electronic approval is required to be used university-wide, it
is used by University officers across the board; all colleges, departments and campuses use it. At Penn
State there are as many as 14,500 electronic forms being processed monthly.

Although Captain Kirk did not reveal his methods for conducting business on the Starship Enterprise,
it is probable that electronic approval was an inferior predecessor to the method he used! Electronic
approval, and the benefits it brings, are likely to grow in popularity in the next few years.
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QUALITY OF SERVICE
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This paper discusses the concept of Total Quality management (TQM) and its
application to college and university computing services. Under TQM, customers and
their expectations become the base for defining quality and quality service. This and
other key components of TQM including mission, quality standards, systems and
procedures, measurement, and management style are discussed.

TQM suggests managers should lead rather than direct employees. S.\ (cific behavior
changes required of managers to become leaders are outliner a focus on
problemsolving through teamwork and employee participation

Obstacles to implementing TQM including perceived cost, resi.,tanct to change, and
time are addressed.

;
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QUALITY OF SERVICE

Introduction
A major national movement to introduce Total Quality Management has begun.
Businesses were the first to embrace Total Quality Management as they rediscovered
that quality of service and products translate into survival at the bast, and more often
than not, into more customers, increased revenue, and reduced costs. In the last few
years, several universities have also embraced Total Quality Management (TQM).
However, the profit motive so basic to business is missing or at least substantially
altered in the university environment. Therefore, it seems reasonable to ask: What is
Quality and what is TQM? What can TQM do for universities and for their computing
and information technology operations? Can TQM work in the university,
notforprofit environment?

What is Quality?
Quality, according to Webster's dictionary, is the "degree of excellence of a thing" or
"that which makes something what it is." Something is not what it is supposed to be if
it does not work or does not meet expectations. However, different people expect
different things from a product or service. Therefore, they define quality differently.
To some, higher cost may mean better quality. To others, quality may be related to
performance. For example, the more efficient a sort program works, the better the
program and the higher the quality. And to another group, quality may be related to
ease of me.

If a person expects a computer program that is easy to use, but instead receives a highly
efficient but difficult to use program, that person will judge quality as low. Quality,
therefore, is in the eye of the beholder.

Total Quality Management
What, then is Total Quality Management? It is a philosophy, a way of life for
successful organizations under which the customer is the beholder of importance, the
true and correct judge of quality. This belief in the importance of the customer is more
than just a slogan. It is a primary principle which, once adopted, often requires major
changes in the operations and management style of the organization. The following are
key elements of TQM:

Customer expectations define quality.
Quality must be managed.
Systems and procedures, not employees, are the primary cause of poor quality.
Teamwork is essential.
Managers must be leaders, not directors.
Employees are an organization's largest and most important investment.
The organization's mission must be clear and embraced by everyone.



Customers
The focus on customers seems natural because businesses do not exist without
customers. And yet, businesses repeatedly make the mistake of determining for
themselves what quality is rather than looking to their customers to define quality. As a
result, many companies invest heavily in what they think are high quality products and
services, only to be rejected in the marketplace.
When the customer is ignored, a service that is judged as high quality by rhe company
may be seen as poor quality by the customer. For example, if customers expect superb
color from the local photography shop but do not get it, they wiii judge the quality of
service as poor even if their pictures are delivered to their door free of charge within
one hour. If customers expect superb color and friendly service, they will judge the
quality of service as poor when a counter attendant treats them rudely, even if the color
is perfect.

Smart companies ask their customers: "What are your expectations and are we meeting
them?" The only way to know is to ask your customers.

Managing Quality
Quality does not just happen. It must be managed. Performance standards, based upon
customer expectations, need to be established and actual performance must be measured
against those standards. Under TQM, the goal is to meet or exceed standards 100
percent of the time. The goal may not be reached, but the point is to continue to try to
improve even when 90 percent or 99 percent or 99.4 percent performance is obtained.
If you are not at 100 percent, there are still customers who are not getting the service
they expect.

Quality Standuds
It is important that the quality siandards chosen are measurable and reflect customer
expectations. If a customer sees "Prescription glasses made in one day," he or she
might reasonably expect to return within 24 hours to pick up glasses. However, if the
offsite lab is making glasses in 24 hour. but the glasses do not reach the customer for
another 6 hours because of the delivery route, the wrong measure is being used. Total
time is the relevant measure from the customer's viewpoint. Time to submit an order to
the lab, make the glasses, and deliver them back to the customer fitting area are relevant
to the company because they help pinpoint problem areas.

Besides working with customers to pick the right measures, it is important to regularly
check with your customers to be sure their expectations haven't changed. If your
quality standard is providing glasses in less than 24 hours, but one hour service has
become the norm, you may need to change your standard. On the other hand, if you
change it without checking with your customers, you may be taking on added expense
needlessly and perhaps lowering your customers' perception of the quality of your
product.
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The only way to know is to keep asking your customers.

Solving Problemsihrow_h Good Procedures
After customer expectations are determined and quality standards chosen, procedures
are developed to deliver the required products and services. According to 3M, 85
percent of the time faulty procedures are the root cause of failure to meet standards. In
the above example, the driver who picks up orders and delivers finished eyeglasses to
the company's sales offices might be an excellent, hardworking driver. However, if
orders are being delivered late, it might be because the delivery route or schedule
established by the company managers is inefficient. Instead of reprimanding the driver,
ask the driver how to get orders back to the stores more quickly!

If good procedures are not established, employees may create their own with varying
degrees of success. Some will select a procedure that is reasonable and errorfree;
however, it is best to get the consensus of all the employees involved, set a common
procedure, and measure its effectiveness.

Teamwork
Teamwork is a product of good management, and good managers involve their people
in the decisionmaking process. They share company problems and information with
the people, seek their input, and advise and act accordingly. Involving the customers,
managers, and employees to build effective procedures is the process of teamwork.

Frontline people are especially important because they work with the customers
directly and are more knowledgeable about a customer's needs, desires, and complaints.
It makes sense to involve frontline employees in the decisionmaking process.

The answer to reducing turnaround time may come from a combination of changes in
procedures but only after we listen to our employees. They may recommend if we
make eyeglasses in one central site with 10 people grinding lenses, building a lab in
each store, distributing the staff, and using a delivery truck to deliver the necessary
inventory. A solution such as this may only come about through the collective
knowledge and insights of a group of people.

Managers as Leaders
Management has been defined as a process of setting and achieving goals through the
five func1ions: Planning, organizing, directing, controlling, and communicating. Under
TQM, the employees are explicitly included as part of the planning, organizing, and
communicating functions, and directing and controlling give way to leading and
guid'ing. Participatory management is not a passing fad, but a natural shift in

management style brought about by the shift from an industrial society to an
information society.



The old military management model is not as effective as it once was because the
nature of work has changed and the workforce along with it. John Naisbitt and Patricia
Aburdene note in Megatrends 2000 that "mental tasks have replaced mechanical ones"
and "it is almost impossible to 'supervise' work that is . . going on inside people's
heads."'

The dominant principle of organization has shifted from management in order
to control an enterprise to leadership in order to bring out the best in people
and to respond quickly to change. .

This is perhaps the toughest part of implementing TQM, partly because this is the area
that requires the most change and partly because this is the area most resistant t.
change.

The 3M Corporation, in their TQM Instruction Program, provides an excellent list of
behavior changes that are required of management:

From

Managing
Directing
Competing
Relying on Rules
Using Organization Hierarchy
Consistency/Sameness
Secrecy
Passive
Isolated Decisions
People Costs

To

Leading
Guiding
Collaborating
Focus on the Process
Using a Network
Diversity/Flexibility
Openness/Sharing
Risk Taking
Involvement of Others
People Assets

This is a tough order for most. However, if managers can move away from directive
behavior and instead seek out and value their employees ideas and input, they will be
able to forge strong teams of loyal and motivated employees. It is these teams who will
be best able to meet the challenges of an information society.

The word "value" is extremely important here. If a manager seeks out an employee's
ideas and then ridicules or dismisses the input, few ideas will be offered in the future.
The same is apt to occur if ideas are taken but credit is not afforded the employee.
Value must be recognized.

Leading employees, rather than controlling them, requires a more positive management
style, one in which managers look for good performance rather than for mistakes. This
is a principle espoused by Kenneth Blanchard in The One Minute Manager and it is a
good one. Under TQM, it is very important to use performance measures as a guide
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rather than as a club. If standards are not met, the manager and employees must look at
the data they have and determine how to improve quality. On the other hand, if
standards have been met or exceeded, it is imperative that the team be rewarded.
Rewards do not need to be large to be effective. In fact, it is best to let the employees
themselves establish recognition awards programs ahead of time. This way they will

know what is expected of them and what they can expect in return. Who can decide

better what they would value?

Participation, openness, delegation of responsibility and authority, empowerment of
employees, and a positive work environment all lead to better service to the customer
and to happier employees and managers, too. This management style is a highly
important aspect of current quality management thought that differentiates it from
earlier quality programs.

Organization's Mission and the Emplovee Job Function
When the mission of a company, organization, or department is clearly stated, managers
and employees alike have an overriding guiding principle to follow. They are better
able to move together as a team. The importance of issues and problems can be judged
and decisions can be tested against the mission statement. Blind procedures that might

hinder quality of service can be more easily removed and replaced by understanding.
Thus, employees are enabled to make decisions when a situation arises for which a
policy or procedure is unclear, counterproductive or nonexistent.

Distributed responsibility, distributed authority, diversity, and minimal organization
hierarchy can be frightening (if not disastrous) when the mission is unknown or unclear.
Without a clear, common mission statement embraced by every employee, chaos can
erupt. This is why one of the first exercises of a company or organization
.nplementing TQM is the generation of a mission statement. This is not a simple
exercise. It often takes several hours to several days to complete, but it is an essential
starting point.

Total Quality Managerntat in the University/Computing Environment

What is Your Mission?
Most people think they know their mission. It is basic and understood, isn't it? Why
then is it so difficult to write a coherent, concise mission statement? It is important to
get a statement in writing, and the statement must be something that can be supported.
At the university level, a statement of "Education, Research, and Community Service"
describes what a university does, but it has little sense of mission. "To become one of
the top ten undergraduate engineering schools in the country" reflects a concrete goal
that can be pursued.
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Likewise, within the computing environment, "to support academic, research and
administrative computing" carries less of a sense of mission than "to provide a
leadingedge computing infrastructure to best support the university's goal of being one
of the top ten undergraduate engineering schools." It is certainly easier to state the
mission of a computing center if the mission of the university is known. If the
computing center's mission is clear, it is also easier for its departments to develop more
refined mission statements pertinent to their particular service areas and customers.

There are several different models and processes for developing mission statements, but
one key element to keep in mind is that the mission statement should contain an
outward component. If it focuses internally, there is a danger that the customer will be
forgotten as the organization focuses on itself. The President of an east coast university
made the point very clear during a keynote address to a group of computing center
directors in 1984 when he stated that he was tired of computing center directors asking
him for mote money to solve their problems. He wanted the computing center director
to help him solve his problems.

Who are my customers?
The concept of customer seems outright foreign to many people in the college and
university environment. Some people do not believe colleges and universities have
customers. Students are somehow not customers, but just students in these peoples'
minds, and yet they are certainly paying handsomely for an education. Under TQM,
students are definitel7, customers and schools are not just "doing students a favor" by
imparting knowledge to them.

You may or may not serve students directly in your particular area, but in computing as
in any other area, you must know who your customers are and what they expect of you.
This is crucial to TQM. So just as it is important to go through the exercise of
developing a written mission statement, it is important to seriously answer the question:
"Who are my customers?"

Students, parents of students, faculty, administrators, and perhaps external clients come
to mind first. However, your boss, the board of trustees, alumni, development team
members, your employees, or your coworkers can also be your customers. The test is
this: Do you serve any of their needs or desires? Are you supposed to be serving
them? If so, they are your customers.

An example might be helpful. Who are the customers for an application programmer
working on a student financial aid system? Students (and their parents) are the end
recipients, but the programmer may never see them. In fact, the programmer may
seldom see the employees in the financial aid office who use the system. The people
the programmer interacts with may be other programmers, a systems analyst and a
supervisor. Thus, these may be the only customers the applications programmer ever
interacts with and they may be the most demanding.

7
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It is not possible to meet the expectations of all customers all of the time. Sometimes
the desires of one customer are directly opposed to the desires of the other. One

customer, a user department, may want the computing center to make costly changes to

an administrative system to allow them to serve students better. Another customer, the
budget office, may demand that the computing center cut costs by 10 percent during the
fiscal year. The student customer may be ignored if the budget office is the most
demanding customer and decisions are made without teamwork and without the
university mission in mind. In the end, the organization's customers must be served in
line with the organization's mission.

anaging and Measuring Quality
We in the computing and information technology arena are as guilty as any when it
comes to failing to manage quality. We do have many standards and many measures of
performance, but often these are not measures of importance to our customers. What

measures do you use and report in your organization now?

Number of workstations added to network
Percent uptime on mainframe
Gigabytes of disk storage used
Number of pages of output printed
CPU cycles used
System implemented on time

All of these are measurable, but do they measure quality of service from the customer
point of view? Does CPU uptime measure availability at the desk of the end users? Is
response time so slow in some areas that people won't even use the system even though
it is up? Does disk storage increase because customers are frustrated with the lack of

access to tape drives; hence they move everything online even though it's used only
once a month? Are users printing more paper because they cannot wait for a screen to
refresh? Are they printing less paper, not because you've implemented a "paperless
office" but because it takes three days to get printed output? Was the system you're so

proud of brought up on time? Was it brought up without the utility the customer
wanted? Was it brought up according to your timetable or according to theirs?

The point of all these examples is that customer expectations are what is important and

your measures of quality must reflect the degree to which you are meeting customer
expectations.

Sometimes expectations are beyond your ability to meet because of insufficient staff,
time, expertise, or funding. You can either work with the customer to obtain the
necessary resources or work with them to alter expectations. Either way, you must
work with them. Proceeding as if you can deliver when you know you cannot is not
good for your customers or for you.
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Written statements are once again helpful in this regard. Quality statements which
outline standard levels of service that customers can expect are extremely helpful.
Statements explaining what your organization can do to meet special needs and the
appropriate are also good people to control. On a larger scale, written agreements
between the computing center and campus departments are often very useful, not so
much to fall back on when an argument erupts, but more as a working tool to defme
expectations on both sides at the very beginning of a service arrangement.

Procedures
Most computing centers have policies and procedures. How many of these have been
set by the cumputing center management without input from customers or from
employees? How many have been set with quality of service in mind? How many
were created with the computing center's needs in mind to "protect it from the
customerT'

Procedures should be created with a clear understanding of the mission of the
organization and the expectations of customers. Since procedures are most often the
source of quality of service problems, they should be the first place to look for ways to
prevent problems from recurring.

Frontline employees and customers themselves can often provide the best suggestions
for changes in procedures. However, they will not normally provide them unless they
are asked. Employees may complain to each other and customers will do likewise.
Even if the computing center holds a monopoly on service, the customer may try to
find a way around policies and procedures and get help elsewhere rather than
communicate with the computing organization.

This behavior is not atypical. Customers generally do not complain. They just go
away. So, lack of complaints does not mean that the computing center is doing well.
Just as in the commercial world, it is important that computing centers actively poll
their customers. Surveys, focus groups, and independent consulting groups can all play
a key role in helping a computing center examine its service quality.

Through the use of these techniques, problems may come to light as well as some
suggestions for change. Teams organized within the computing center with appropriate
managers, frontline employees, and customers can then take this information and
develop solutions. The team approach provides a broad spectrum of information and
ideas, and also provides a certain ownership on the part of employees. Anyone is less
resistant to change if they have had a hand in creating that change.

Quality of service depends upon solving problems, problems generally centered in
procedures. The teamwork approach is the best approach to improving procedures,
teamwork which combines guidance and leadership from management with input from
employees and customers.
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Will Total Quality Management Work in the University Environment?

Total Quality Management has been apAied in the university environment only
recently. Since it takes two to three year J really permeate an organization, it is too
early to tell how well it will work here. Certainly a number of major corporations can
attest to its usefulness in their environments.

The hurdles to making TQM work in the college and university environments do not
appear to be all that different than in business and industry. Costs, resistance to change
and the underlying fears that lead to the resistance seem to be the biggest obstacles.
Colleges and universities may have - cost burdens because they cannot necessarily
assume increased revenues to offset their investment in TQM training. However, not
all businesses seek increased revenues. Retention of current market share combined
with profitability through reduction in operating costs, may be their goal.

Resistance to Change
Those of us who work in computing/information technology often refer to ourselves as
agents of change. However, we are probably not that much different than all of those
other people who keep resisting our efforts to change them. TQM calls for us to stop
trying to change others to fit us, and instead, to listen to others and see how we might

change to better serve them.

Should user departments need to deal with data flow diagrams, learn our methodology,
fit into our patterns of work, meet our deadlines? How much computing do they need
to understand? How much should we be learning about accounting, purchasing,
financial aid, government reporting regulations, student registration, and all the

problems of running a college or university? How can we change to better support
these other departments, our internal customers?

We need to ask these questions and more, and be very aware that our old habits and old
attitudes are difficult and sometimes impossible to change. For example, someone in
the computing environment may feel that he or she is the local expert and the author
and owner of the administrative accounting system. As a result, they may react very
negatively where the accounting department states they own the system and they want
to fix some of its inadequacies. The reaction can be very strong when this expert, the
selfappointed source of wisdom in computing matters, is treated as if he or she is an
advisor or consultant whose role is to serve the ignorant user group.
Should users own administrative systems or should the computing center? The right
answer depends upon what is best for meeting the college or university mission, and it
also depends upon what the customer expects. If a survey of our customers indicates
that we are in the wrong place, changing ourselves and moving to the right place with
the right attitudes will take quite some time and energy. Given the depth and breadth of
the change that may be required, it is no wonder that two to three years may be required
to effect a cultural change of this magnitude.

10
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Most computing centers have held a monopoly for many years. Academic and
administrative users did not have many choices when it came to computing, even with
minicomputers, because of the costs involved. Academic computing was the first to
break away with the advent of microcomputers, but much of administrative computing
is still tied to the central machines. Nonetheless, it behooves cumputing centers to
behave as if they do not have a monopoly, and as if they must work to retain their
customer base.

Some managers and employees embrace the concepts readily and see TQM as a
workable means for making things better. It becomes almost a religion to them. Others
are equally polarized, but in the vposite direction, and converting them is not an easy
task.

Managers
Upper management, preferably throughout the college or university, must be sold on
TQM. Most of the change that is required by TQM is at the management level, so
TQM has little hope of succeeding without executive commitment. This commitment
may be very difficult to obtain because of fear. Empowering employees, delegating
authority, allowing employees to take risks without upper level approval of every
decision is risky and sometimes outright frightening to managers.

Transition from a directive style to a leading style is also difficult. It is very easy to
slip back to directing when things get tough. Trust and confidence in staff must be built
up over time, and managers must see this as good for their own welfare before they are
comfortable in a guiding role. When a deadline is missed on a development project, it
is very easy to jump in with "the solution" rather than listen to the employees involved
and work with them to develop a solution.

Employees
Some employees seem more ready to adopt TQM than are their managers. Perhaps this
is because the employees are anxious to have their voice heard, to play a role in making
things better. Other employees seem eager to adopt TQM, but their eagerness stems
from a misunderstanding of what TQM is about. They mistakenly think it is "their turn
to get back at management." Still others want nothing to do with TQM, again because
of misunderstanding. TQM, rather than being something that will empower them,
appears to be just another way for management to monitor their work and punish them
if performance is not up to par. After years of feeling ignored by management, they are
not about to believe that managers want their input.

Customers
Some customers do not see themselves as such and they, too, can be distrustful or
skeptical of a computing center that is suddenly seeking their input. It is a challenge to
establish credibility. It is a challenge to convince customers that you care about what
they say. It may be even more of a challenge to get any response if the customer
believes the computing center will not get the resources to implement meaningful
changes anyway.

11
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cola
A considerable investment is required to communicate the goals of the TQM process
and its implementation within a college or university. Some elect to hire TQM
pioneers such as Xerox or 3M to assist. Others elect to conduct their own process.
Either way, the investment of time is considerable to teach each and every manager and
employee what TQM is about, and then to put TQM into practice.

The need for initial investment to implement the TQM process is another reason why
executive level commitment is essential. Based upon the experiences of forprofit and
notforprofit companies, the investment should pay off in the university environment.
However, executives must be convinced before they will fund it.

Other costs arise because solutions are not necessarily free. However, clear mission

statements and a teamwork approach provide guidelines and processes for choosing
priorities and investing in them accordingly. If we do a good job of working with our
customers, we will have valuable allies when we ask for funding for their projects.

Results
A noticeable return on the investment in TQM may take some time. This is why 3M
recommends that demonstration projects be undertaken which are narrow in focus and
short term in duration. These projects can be used to show tangible improvements in
service quality, and they also serve as models of the team building process and problem
solving approach. Demonstration projects may be especially important in the

computing environment because so many of the tasks in computing are large and long
term. The first project to be addressed under TQM should be relatively easy to do, not
the implementation of a major system. Early successes help reinforce attitudes and
behaviors which may be very new to many of the participants, but which will be
invaluable later on as tasks are engaged.

Summary
Hopefully, you now have an understanding of Total Quality Management. First you
have to understand what quality is and how you measure it before you can manage it.

Essential to TQM is the customer and customer expectations. Everyone you service is
your customer, and quality service requires participative management to establish
common procedures based on well defined goals for your organization.

Listening to your employees, creating and encouraging teamwork, and allowing your
employees to participate in the decisionmaking process are necessary ingredients for
TQM.

Does TQM work? We believe it does, and that it will work for you. Its success
depends upon your ability to change yourself, your management style, and your
organization.

Remember, quality is not by accident. It is the result of listening to customers,
exercising good management, encouraging employee participation, and maintaining
total commitment to quality.
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ABSTRACT

There is a recognized need to demonstrate the concrete benefits of
Information Technology, and to measure the productivity and cost-
effectiveness of our operations.

This paper describes the metrics that can be used to quantify
workload, spare capacity, service levels, staff productivity, resource
distribution etc. It also presents ways of measuring aggregate costs and
return-on-investment in Information Technology.
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1. INTRODUCTION

"Measures of Performance" in any enterprise are necessary to demonstrate to
senior management, users and to functional managers that a given function is
managed effectively for the benefit of the entire enterprise. These measures,
once compiled, become a "report card" on the "health" of the organizational unit.
Equally important, they also allow functional management to continuously improve
their operation and productivity. Given the increasing cost, the growing strategic
impact of Information Technology (IT), and the rapidly diminishing timeframes for
taking action, the collection and analysis of "Key Performance Indicators" is
critical.

The proposition in this paper is that for IT, "Measures of Performance" means
collecting and analyzing indicators in the following three categories:

VALUE Designed to assess and quantify IT's contribution to the
achievement of the institutional objectives.

RESOURCES Designed to assess and quantify how, where and how much
is spent on IT.

PERFORMANCE Designed to assess and quantify how efficiently and how

well IT operates.

None of the functions within a typical IT operation can be called a precise science

or even engineering. Thus some of the measures are difficult to obtain, others
are less than 100% accurate. However, if consistency is maintained trend-lines
of the indicators should be meaningful and useful (absolute values may not).
Change and/or improvement should become visible. There really is not a perfect
measurement program. One has to start with what is possible and make gradual

improvements.

Since, typically, our institutions do not have extra resources that can be assigned
to this task, the data must be easy to collect and must be seen to be useful by
those who have to collect it. This, we have learned, is the most important
prerequisite for success. Graphs of the indicators, forms for recording data and
sample reports are available from the author. The remainder of this paper
outlines the indicators Mount Royal College is or will be collecting.

1



2. INDICATORS OF VALUE

2.1) ME BUSINESS CASE APPROACH

Identifying and monitoring the benefits of IT is much more difficult than is
the tracking of costs. One of the better approaches is to measure the
results evident in operating departments before and after the
implementation of IT projects.

This approach relies on formal project proposals, with clearly identified
costs and benefits. The institution's Financial System should be used to
track these, and the project's sponsor(s) should be held accountable for
them. The logic is deceptively simple. With every new application of IT
the overall cost/benefit picture of the department or institution should show
a change. i.e.

Rzop.benefits-Eop.costs)after - (sop.benefits-Eop.costs)before]>>

This assumes that all other variables are constant when a significant
change in the use of IT is made. It also assumes that this type of macro-
analysis done year after year will tend to make the unavoidable
inaccuracies in measuring the variables involved rather insignificant.

Finally, it is very important to have the operating departments and the IT
units evaluate the above inequality JOINTLY. That will lead to unusually
productive partnerships capable of identifying business opportunities,
minimizing costs, and exhibiting real synergy.

2.2) THE OPINION SURVEY APPROACH

Using this approach, users are questioned regularly and formally in order
to obtain their opinion on the importance of and satisfaction with IT. The
surveys might ask:

How important is IT to you in doing your job?
How satisfied are you with IT services?
Could additional IT improve your productivity?
Could you du your present job, equally well, without IT?

Scale of 1 - 5 is used, and the total number of responses of each score
is tallied.

2
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This is somewhat subjective, but will indicate changes over time and is
least expensive to implement.

2.3) THE SERVICE AGREEMENT APPROACH

A Service Agreement is a signed contract between a user department and
Information Systems (IS), defining precisely the user's expectations of IS.

Users define the services they require, along with the quality, benefit and
cost measures that are meaningful to them in their own business situation.
For example, for our LIBRARY, the benefits may be expressed in terms

of:
The size of the collection being managed
Number of loans processed
Number of volumes purchased
Fees collected (in do!lars)
Client delays (due to system problems).

Users also define their satisfaction indicators which might include:

Terminal response time (in seconds)
System availability (in %)
Number of "bugs" encountered
Response to calls for assistance (in minutes).

Annually, or once each semester, a joint report is produced indicating
whether the terms of the Service Agreement have been met, and if so to

what extent. Tying all IS services to such agreements allows
quantification of the value and the quality of service delivered.
Specifically, the number of Service Agreement targets met should be

reported.

Service Agreements also have the virtue of building bridges of

understanding, and are valuable for that reason alone. They fall between
the Opinion Survey and Business Gase approaches in terms of cost,
complexity and effectiveness.

This is the approach we are now introducing at Mount Royal College.

L 3. INDICATORS OF RESOURCES]

Value contributed to the success of the institution is hard to quantify. The

3



associated costs are much easier to define, and are equally important. The
prerequisite is a well designed Financial System. The source for cost data are
the actual and budgeted expenses by project, function, organizational unit,
external supplier etc. These cost figures can be combined with other data (such
as FTE) to derive key ratios designed to put the costs into perspective.

Measurement of costs allows management to remain "in-control", by
understanding where the IT dollars go, how much is spent, by indicating what
part of the organization could benefit from the use of IT, and by showing how
effectively resources are being used..

The following highlights the most important measures of cost:

3.1) AGGREGATE MEASURES

The following should be quantified annually:

Total operating budget for the IS department
Total IT capital budget and lease costs for the institution
Total user-related IT costs

where

USER 1T" 1 No. of users t:ve. user No. of hrs. spent usingl
XCOSTS I involved with IT

)

alary/hr. ) X (IT per year per user

Total spent on new IT projects, indicating breakdown between
hardware, software and people costs
Total spent supporting IT applications already in place (as per 3.2
below).

It should be noted, however, that every new IT project increases the cost
of on-going IT operations. Therefore, if "$" is the money an institution has
available for IT in any one year, and "in" is the annual operating cost of the
"nth" project, then all that remains for new undertakings is

Discretionary Funds Available.

Management must clearly understand that $ - in must be substantially
larger than zero, if the institution is to continue to introduce new uses of
IT. This is why IT budgets keep growing year-after-year.

4
)
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3.2) ON-GOING COST BY APPLICATION

To gain an understanding of how the IT dollars are spread out within the
organization and to identify new opportunities, the cost of applications by
organizational unit and functional area should be compiled annually.

If you list all organizational units and all business functions comprising
your enterprise, you will have an excellent overview of what parts of the
organization are served by IT and at what cost. Clusters and holes in the
matrices indicate which areas you need to look into. Directing new IT
investment should be much easier with these data in front of you.

3.3) COST OF MAJOR FUNCTIONS WITHIN 'IS'

The expenditures on the main functions within IS should be recorded
annually to demonstrate, where within the IS department, the operating
budget is applied. The impact of changing workloads, new technologies
and of efforts made to improve productivity may be observed. It should
help to make more effective use of the IS resources.

3.4) COST OF NEW PROJECTS

Any significant new activity (over 30 m-days) should be defined as a
project and its costs monitored using the Financial System.

This will allow management to understand the cost of implementing new
projects, relying on data from Time Reporting, Job Accounting and the

Purchasing Systems.

As an aid to monitoring on-going costs, and to show the impact of each
new project, its expected operating costs should also be estimated and
recorded.

4. INDICATORS OF PERFORMANCE

Measures of workload, productivity, utilization etc. are the ones most frequently
collected by heath; of IS departments. They require this type of information to
discharge their responsibilities and to support their requests for resources.

At Mount Royal College we collect performance data :)y functional areas within
Information Systems as follows:

5



4.1) COMPUTER OPERATIONS

- MEASURES OF AGGREGATE WORKLOAD

lbl

These monthly averages provide an indication of the work done by our
VAX-cluster.

Process count (no. of concurrent VAX-cluster processes)
Connect time (in hours)
CPU time (in hours)
No. of direct I/0's
On-line storage (in M bytes)
No. of active VAX accounts
No. of pages printed.

These figures are obtained from the VAX Job Accounting utility,
averaged monthly, and used to show trends of the most recent 2 -3
years. Thus changes in load are highlighted (daily, monthly and
annually) and are explained by variations in user-workload presented
to the VAX.

- MEASURES OF SPARE CAPACITY

This is a critical group of indicators for planning and managing service
levels. Maximums during prime time are recorded in order to ensure
that we can handle peak loads. The source for this data is the VAX
System Performance Monitor.

[100 - % CPU use]
[100 % Memory in use]
[100 - % Disk space in use]
1100 - Actual # Direct I/0's

x 1001
1 Max. Direct I/0's

We try to leave 10 - 15% spare capacity, based on the load forecast for
the next 12 months.

- MEASURES OF UTILIZATION

These monthly totals answer the question "which organizational units
and which applications are using the system". The absolute value and
% of total use for each organizational unit reporting to a Vice-President,
and for each application image (e.g. Library System) of the following is
reported:

6
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CPU hours used
Direct I/0's performed
Disk space used
Connect time utilized
Processes initiated on the VAX.

These are obtained from the VAX Job Accounting and the VAX
Performance Analyzer utility. Historical trends by organizational unit
show changes in utilization by that group. The results of optimizing
applications, as well as of changes in workload presented by
applications, are summarized.

SERVICE LEVEL INDICATORS

Response time being experienced by users is estimated by running

a predefined "benchmark process" at fixed intervals and measuring
the time it takes to complete. This allows us to predict the
response times users are seeing with reasonable accuracy.

No. of users unable to LOG-ON is monitored at frequent intervals.
For a properly managed system this should always be zero.

Cost of hardware unavailability is estimated as:

COST OF 1% Cost of
) X 0.01

CPU Hrs.

UNAVAILABILITY I 1 hr. Downtime I possible

Where

COST OF 1 HR ( Ave. hourly ( Ave. no. of
DOWNTIME 1 salary + benefits

X people affected I.

4.2) SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT AND SUPPORT

This is the group that delivers new applications, supports existing ones
and assists end-users. The key indicators here have to do with
productivity, workload, quality, and ability to meet targets as follows:

- PRODUCTIVTY/WORKLOAD MEASURES

Support Productivity

where LOC # Lines of Code

Support LOC
Support Staff FTE

7



Development Productivity = Development LOC
Development Staff FTE

Number of LOC supported and new LOC delivered
Number of packages/systems supported
Number of enhancement requests
% FTE deployed for each major organizational unit.

- QUALITY MEASURES

Support quality
No. of Error Reports
No. of LOC in Production

No. of Error Reports
Development Quality = No. of LOC developed

Total time spent correcting problems.

- MEASURES OF ESTIMATING ACCURACY

Schedule estimate

Budget estimate

Proiects on or Ahead of Schedule
Total Projects

Proiects on or Under Budget
Total Projects

153

At Mount Royal College, we use non-comment LOC, and assume that
when applied consistently, LOC will yield meaningful results. As an
alternative, and because it is easy to record, we are experimenting with
"number of modules/programs" in place of LOC.

5. THE REPORT CARD

Every institution needs .h small number of key indicators at the summary level.
The following may be reviewed on a regular basis:

8
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STAFF & BUDGET

'IT' budW
Institution budget

'IT' FTE
Institution FTE

CAPITAL COSTS

'IT' Ca ital Assets
Institution Capital Assets

'IT' Capital Expenditures
Institution Capital Expenditures

'IT' budget
Student FTE

'IT' Capital Assets
Student FTE

'IT' Capital Expenditures
Student FTE

Purchase cost of CPUs managed centrally
Total MIPS under central management

COST & VALUE OF SYSTEMS

Total spent on new IT projects

Total spent on supporting existing applications

Net benefit realized

% of users reporting that IT is important

% of Service Agreement targets met

System support costs System development costs
No. of LOC supported No. of LOC developed

User-related IT costs

9



AVAILABILITY OF COMPUTING

No. of workstations
Employee FTE

Total VAX-MIPS
Employee FTE

No. of student workstations
Student FTE

Total VAX-MIPS
Student FTE

6. CONCLUSIONS

155

Performance measures such as the preceding, are not revolutionary. In fact,
they are all based on common sense. Nevertheless, collecting them consistently,
analyzing them regularly, and producing meaningful reports from them is not
easy. Sometimes the desired indicators are not readily available (we even had
to struggle with the collection of VAX performance indicators), and then people
resist making the effort to collect the necessary data.

There is substantial work involved (made easier by automation), but there really
is not another way to create a sound basis for the effective management of IT on
campus. What specific indicators are used depends on the institution's needs
and management philosophy.

The foregoing indicators are still rough and are not perfect. Much more work
remains ahead, but just thinking about "Measures of Performance" as a package
has been a useful exercise. These measures have provided us at Mount Royal
College with many useful insights into our resource utilization, improving
productivity, the costs and benefits of IT, etc. Treating new projects as "business
cases" with firmly committed costs and benefits has been particularly difficult, but
we are moving in that direction.

We are proceeding with the refinement of this package of measures, in the hope
that we will be able to define what is easiest to collect, is most meaningful and
what contributes most to the effective use of IT on campus.

10



Measurement of the Business Value of IT
in Higher Education Administration

John L. Swearing?nl
Lynn A. DeNoia

ABSTRACT

In an era of rapid change, increasing costs and decreasing enrollments, the
effective and efficient performance of academic administration becomes
increasingly important. Information Technology (IT) may be, because of the
myriad goals toward which it can be employed, an especially valuable resource.
Because of its typically high cost, and the difficulty in measuring its
business value, however, the actual utility of IT is being questioned. In
addition, most "valuing" techniques seek only to look at the costs and
benefits of Etovdienylovirgl information, while neglecting to assess
the contribution of that information to the management process oE to an
ultimate organizational outcome. The Return-on-Management3 (ROMT") metric
proposed by Paul Strassmann attempts to assess both the cost of providing the
information and the contribution of this information to the overall management
process. This paper argues the needjor new methods of valuing informat,.on
systems; demonstrates the use of ROM as a tool to compare the administrative
and information technology performance in selected four-year academic
institutions in the northeastern U.S.; assesses the contribution of this tool;
and characterizes its place within the overall justification/evaluation
process.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper is intended to serve multiple purposes. First, we wish to suggest
that traditional methodologies are no longer appropriate for justifying
investments in information technology (IT) probably not a very

controversial claim. We suggest instead the use of productivity-based
measures and evApate the performance of one such measure: Returron-
Management (ROM ). We propose a procedure for employing the ROM measure

and then examine some possible uses. For example, is it better used for
internal evaluations or for comparison with others? Does it help us decide
"how to" implement an IT investment (what hardware/software to use) or does it
provide insight on "whether to" make the investment at all? Finally, we

assess the fit of ROM114 in the context of a larger collection of

evaluation/justification methodologies.

THE PROBLEM

Colleges and universities face a growing need for more effective and efficient
administration in the face of:

- population-based decreases in the pool of traditional applicants
- greater competition for resources coupled with decreasing enrollments
- escalating costs and a resistance to continually raising tuition at

current rates
- the need for increasing investment in information technology to

support academic activities.

While IT has the potential to improve administrative efficiency, its effective

application is often frustrated by four factors. First, examples of
successful applications usually carry high dollar costs. (We hasten to add,
however, that high cost is not a prerequisite for success!) Second, it is
seldom obvious which one(s) of several applications, all competing for limited
and scarce resources, will contribute most to achieving organizational
objectives. Third, the actual "value" of an application is difficult to
measure. Finally, we have come to recognize, as demonstrated by Cron and
Sobol (1983), that the level of spending on IT is not necessarily related

directly to administrative productivity. These factors suggest that careful
and complete justification of IT applications is especially important if we
are to allocate our scarce resources in the most effective manner.

In addition to these rather daunting factors, we need to recognize that the
nature of information systems is changing. Traditional systems have been used
primarily to enhance operations and process transactions (Lederer & Putnam,

1986). Penrod & Dolence (1990) suggested that systems are changing from
promotion of transition or innovation to promotion of transformation, while
Anthony's framework (1965) would suggest change is from operational/tactical
to strategic applications. In either view, the nature of the systems is
changing: complexity is increasing; support is required for multiple linkages
within the organization and between the organization and its environment;
secondary or indirect impacts are becoming more significant (the direct effect
of a new financial aid systm may be to improve financial control; the
indirect effect, to improve competitive position by improving timeliness of

response to applicants); we are looking toward the management of
"relationships" rather than of "things"; and the most important impacts of
systems ate often indirect and intangible. Benefits stem not from the nature
of the technology itself, but rather from our ability to utilize the
technology so as to achieve significant benefits from other, existing
resources (Clemons, 1991A). In addition, systems which would in the past have
enabled strateuic advantage are now becoming strategic necessities. As a

consequence of so much change, measuring the "value" of information technology
is becoming more necessary and increasingly difficult.
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TRADITIONAL METHODS OF JUSTIFYING THE USE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Traditional methods of justifying information technology:

"9 Use the same procedures as in buying machine tools;
Focus on high volume, homogenous transactions;
Concern themselves with operational applications;
Employ a bottoms-up approach and a technique based on unit costs;
Emphasize cost reductions;
Adopt a short-term and payback orientation;
Emphasize justification by the analyst;
Rely on proposals by providers of the tools;
Apply to routine clerical work."

(Strassmann, 1988)

The following examples suggest some of the problems and limitations in
traditional justification methodologies.

a. Cost/Benefit Analysis - a pragmatic approach

One of the more popular ways of justifying investments in IT is cost/benefit
analysis. The procedure typically consists of the following five steps (Lay,
1985):

1) Define the scope of the project
2) Evaluate the direct and secondary costs and benefits of the

project
3) Define the life of the project
4) Discount the dollar values
5) Perform sensitivity analysis

There are a number of problems with this approach. Step 2, for example,
requires an attempt to identify in detail all tangible and intangible, direct
and indirect, costs and benefits. Tangible costs and benefits are often easy
-- costs for staff and purchases from vendors, benefits such as reductions in
staff or delivery time. The intangible, indirect costs and benefits (e.g.,
the impact of user sophistication, increased customer satisfaction, or client
confidence) are often far more important, and are not easily defined or
measured for inclusion in the analysis.

In step 3, the lifetime chosen for a project is often arbitrary. Benefits
that continue to accrue throughout the expected life automatically make longer
projects look better. However, lifetimes chosen on the basis of "investment"
criteria mry bear no relation to what's appropriate for strategic necessity.
Furthermore, the very concept of "lifetime" implies a point in time where
project or system utility ends -- a concept irrelevant to systems that
provide strategic infrastructure for an organizational future.

In step 4, we have found that an arbitrary choice for discount rate can mask
the effect of errors made in predicting costs and benefits. In particular,
prediction errors have less effect on resulte for higher discount rates.

The traditional cost/benefit approach may be extended in various ways by using
techniques such as: Incremental Analysis (predicting expected work load and
considering alternate ways of meeting this load), Expected Value (estimating
costs or benefits and assigning probabilities in order to compute "expected"
costs or benefits), Value Analysis (developing and testing a prototype, then
extrapolating costs and benefits from prototype results), Benefit Profile
(developing an extensive list of benefits, noting degree of improvement or
potential improvement) (Smith, 1983), or sensitivity analysis to include the
effects of uncertainty. There is, however, no inherent structure for
including "risk" in a cost/benefits analysis -- a major shortcoming for
strategic systems. As an aside, sometimes assessing the risk of not doing a
project can be the most important aspect of a strategic systems investment
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decision.

Finally, cost/benefit analysis emphasizes the "cost" basis, relying on the
fundamental notion that benefits must "outweigh" coots in order for an
investment to be worthwhile. We suggest that this aspect makes cost/benefit
analysis most useful in deciding in which of several ways something should be
done, rather than whether it should be done at all.

Other types of pragmatic approach, euch as the grid-based impact/value
framework of Hammer & Mangurian (1977), provide guidance with respect to
general investment strategies but are lees useful for evaluating a specific
investment decision. Critical Success Factors (Rockart, 1979) has the
potential for developing unified priorities for investment decisions, but
tends to fail when most sorely needed, i.e., at times when members of a
management team cannot agree on a single set of appropriate objectives or
goals.

b. Utility Analysis - a theoretical approach

Ahituv (1980) suggests establishing the value of an information system used
for reporting from a multi-attribute utility function that puts values on
"Timeliness" (how soon and how often the report is ava3.1able), "Contents"
(whether the report contains what you need to see), and °Format" (the nature
and manner of ite presentation). Given that such a function can be developed,
Ahituv suggeets means to identify the information system providing the
greatest utility.

This methodology has several problems. First, a working knowled of the
concept is needed to develop individual utility functions for ea_. attribute,
codify the tradeoffs between attributes, and express all of this in the form
of a mathematical function. We expect few users may be familiar with the
mathematical concept of utility theory, so many may be uncomfortable with this
methodology.

Second, it is difficult to get all members of a group to accept a tangle
utility function. Individuals may differ on the choice of eppropriate
attributes, and may argue about weighting factors for similar attributes.
Without agreement on a single function, the group will not effeytively
champion any specific alternative.

Third, Ahituv suggests that utility functions containing parameters describing
eystem performance (such as response time or error rates) can be "solved" for
optimal values of the parameter, and then a system for which the paramete:
values are similar can be sought. If no such system exists, the utility
function could be used to evaluate and rank order existing systems.
Attributes for evaluating operational/tactical systems (e.g., transaction
processing or reporting systems) can often be tied to system performance
parameters for fruitful application of the utility function approach. For
strategic systems, however, we may find that we cannot identify the critical
attributes to develop the utility function, or that the utility function we
can develop does not contain system performance characteristics. In either
case, how to adapt Ahituv's process for identifying the "best" system becomes
unclear.

Other theoretical approaches for valuing information systems (see for example
Hilton, 1981) are based upon uncertainty reduction as originally suggested by
Shannon (1948). In these, value is assigned to the contribution of specific
pieces of information in a particular decision, as opposed to the system as a
whole. Such methods are more suited to helping decide which of several pieces
of information to acquire, rather than to choosing the information system with
which to acquire the pieces.

In summary, while traditional methodologies may be satisfactory for the
evaluation or justification of operational and tactical systems, they have
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several major limitations. They:

are cost (input) rather than benefit (output) based;
fail to adequately include intangible or secondary impacts, or the
effects of risk;
place value on the technology or the acquisition of information,
rather than on the derived outcome;
are more suited to evaluating the merit of alternative
implementations than to deciding whether an implementation should
take place at all;
may require a level of mathematical knowledge and a degree of
sophistication not widely available.

In short, traditional methodologies are inappropriate for evaluating strateoic
or transformation-oriented information technology investments.

ROMTm

looking to improve the performance of administration and management, a
measure of managemInt performance that can be tied to a measure of information
technology perfgrmance should be particularly useful. Strassmann's Return-on-
Management (ROM ) is such a measure.

For our present purpose, we will consider Rale to be a management
productivity measure founded upon three basic concepts:

value added by management is any value of a product over and above
the cost of raw materials, operations involved in, and services
required for its production;

the fundamental purpose and effect of IT investments are to
improve the performance of management; and

the value of information comes only from use, not simply from
acquisition.

In the most simplistic view, we would first calculate "management value added"
by subtractinglall non-management costs from total revenues. We would then
calculate ROM by dividing this management value added by the cost of
management. The resulting ratio corresponds to the overall "productivity of
management." A similar figure i!or "IT productivity" is computed from the
management value added divided by the cost of information technology.

Calculation of Management Value Added

The calculation of management value added is not a straightforward process of
simply totaling a set of numbers representing management's contribution in
some sector of an organization. Rather, we must start with the total revenues
of the organization, subtract the value added from capital, costs incurred to
all suppliers, and all non-management operational costs, leaving what we
actually define to be management value added.

Note: In the following discussion, we use the term "management" to include
both the traditional management and administrative functions.

An Illustration

We have found that schools use rather different accounting systems and charts
of accounts. To compare institutions, we chose data from the Integrated Post-
Secondary Education Data System (IPEDS) Financial Survey for the years 1988,
1989, and 1990. While these data do not provide the detail we would have
liked, they do allow a reasonable first approximation. Our calculation of
management value added proceeds as follows.
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Total revenue is taken directly from Part A: CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES BY SOURCE,
line 16 (Total Current Funds Revenues). This includes tuition and fees,
federal, state, and local government monies, private gifts, endowment income,
and monies from other.sales and service activities.

Value added due to capital is given by Part J, PHYSICAL PLANT ASSETS, lines 01
(Land), 02 (Building), and 03 (Equipment) summed and discounted at the
estimated cost of capital for that year. In each case, we estimated the
average cost of capital from the experience of our own institution, by
dividing the total interest paid during that year by the total value of bonds
outstanding.

Non-management overational expenses: A first approximation to the total of
supplier and non-management operational expenses is given by Part B, CURRENT
FUNDS EXPENDITURES AND TRANSFERS, line 22 (Total Current Funds Expenditures
and Transfers). This figure, however, includes both the non-management
operational expenses we want and the management costs. Management costs in
this instance include all salaries, wages and bonuses, office space, and costs
for technology directly supporting management activities. Institutional
support, Part B, line 07, includes expenses for general management services,
executive direction and planning, legal and fiscal operations, public
relations, and development. We chose Institutional support to approximate
adminstrative costs. Non-management operational expenses then becomes Part B,
line 22, CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES AND TRANSFERS minus Part Bo line 07,
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT.

Table 1, below, illustrates the calculation for a sample school.4

Table 1

Total revenue {A.16.3}: $37,200 +

Capital:
Land {(J.01.1 + J.01.4)/2}:
Buildings {(J.(J2.1 + J.02.4)/21:
Equipment {(J.03.1 + J.03.4)/2}:

Value added due to capital: (@ 9.72%)

$2,499
$47,002
$10,518

Total non-management operational expenses:
Total current funds expenditures

and transfers {B.22.3} $34,308
Institutional support {B.07.3} $5,731

Total non-management operational expensefi:

Management value added:

$5,834 -

$28,577 -

$2,789

Management value added
Management productivity 0.49

Institutional support

(All dollars in thousands)

RESULTS

Comparison Across Schools

Figure 1 displays administrator productivity for a sample of 23 New England
colleges and universities during 1988-90. One need not pour over this figure

4 The notation {A.16.3} in the figure expandu to:
Part A, line 16, column 3
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to see that administrator productivity varies widely. We may, however, make
several additional observations.

First, our definition of the productivity index as:

Productivity Management value added (Includes Cost of Management)
Cost of Management

leads us to expect a ratio greater than one. 3ut it seldom is! This suggests
there may be considerable room for improvement in administrator productivity.
Remember, however, that we used an aggregate measure based on approximations
made with survey data. While the approximations were made consistently within
that data set, individual schools may have responded differently to the
survey. It is therefore inappropriate to place too much confidence in the
specific values of the productivity index.

Second, choice of a set of schools for schools needs to be done with care to
provide any validity. Even within the loosely defined "groups" of schools,
wide variation still exists. Comparison with overall or group averages may
seem to be a good thing if the productivity of your school lies "above" the
average, but it fails to tell you whether you are obtaining the most from your
resources. A productivity index falling much below the average, however,
could suggest that the situation warrants further investigation.

Third, comparison across schools may suggest that your school is experiencing
unique difficulties. For example, the data presented in Figure 1 suggest that
the middle year (1989) was a "good" year for most schools -- administrator

L I )
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productivity either rose from 1988 or stayed approximately the same, and

productivity in 1990 tended to decrease somewhat. Schools #1 and #10,

however, showed a decrease in productivity in both 1989 and 1990, while school

#21 tended to show a consistent neaative productivity. If any of these were

our school, we would want to seek further explanation.

Finally, administrator productivity, as measured by Return on Management, is a

function of many parameters. We must recognize that a significant financial

investment will louer this measure of productivity if the benefits are not

immediately realized. That does not make the investment unwise. In addition,

the calculation is relatively sensitive to "cost of capital." We assumed in

Figure 1 that the cost of capital is constant across schools, in fact equal to

the average cost of capital experienced by our home institution for the

particular year. .We realize, however, that the cost of capital changes as the

financial position of an institution changes. Let us suggest, therefore, that

the really interesting comparison is not the year-to-year absolute value of

administrator produc'Avity, nor a comparison across schools, but rather the

manner and degree of change over time.

Comparison Within a Single Institution Over Time

Figure 2 portrays administrator and IT productivity at a single institution

over time. Notice that the IT productivity index is roughly an order of

magnitude greater than the index for overall administrator productivity. This

difference is to be expected because information technology costs are only a

portion of total "management costs."

Figure 2
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Figure 3 also portrays administrator and IT productivity over time, but now

the data are plotted on different scales to make visual comparison easier.

Notice that the two productivities appear to track fairly well, and from 1983

on, that both have a slightly downward trend. It would also appear that

changes in IT productivity (increases or decreases) tend to lead those in

administrator productivity. We have not yet, however, answered a question of

fundamental Lnterest: "Do our investments in Information Technology

contribute to improved productivity?"

From the year-to-year changes shown in Figure 4, we see several important

features in both administrator and IT productivity. First, from 1984 on, most
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Figure 4

% Change in Productivity Indices
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changes appear to be negative. This observation confirms the impression
obtained from Figure 2 that productivity is decreasin_. Second, in 1986 the
change in IT productivity is more negative than that in general
administration. This could suggest that the IT decrease contributed
significantly to, or was even the predominant cause of, the general decrease
in administrator productivity for that year. Third, during 1987-91, the
change in IT productivity is more positive than that for general
administration. This might suggest that, at the very worst, IT was not the
entire cause of any decrease in administrator productivity, and at best,
improvements in IT productivity kept overall administrator productivity from
decreasing still further.

At this point, we must turn to other tools if we wish to identify specific
causes of productivity changes. Standard ratio analysis, for example, might
be used in the present example to suggEst whether the observed decreases in
productivity were due to increases in the number of personnel or to changes in
the work process. As an aggregate measure, ROMT" cannot provide such detail.

Justification of Specific Investments

Return on Management analysis may also be useful to justify individual
investments in infbrmation technology. Consider for example, a financial-aid
management package costing $40,000 that is expected to increase enrollment by
ten students. If we assume a resultant increase of $160,000 in total revenues
(total tuition, room, board, and fees, net of financial aid), Table 2 shows
the calculations that might be used to evaluate such an investment. Note that
Total Revenues are increased by the $160,000 amount of the net revenue gain
from increased enrollment, and Total current funds expenditures and transfers,
Institutional support, and IT costs are increased by the estimated IT system
cost of $40,000. Administrator productivity increases from 0.81 to 0.83 (a
2.07% increase); and IT productivity decreases from 10.86 to 10.41 (a 0.42%
decrease). This suggests that either (a) the project is relatively low payoff
with respect to customary IT investments, or (b) costs have been
inappropriately allocated to IT.
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Table 2

Without
Project

With
Project

Total revenues: $52,065 $52,225

Capital:
Land: $3,158 $3,158
Buildings: $61,092 $61,092
Equipment: $9,461 $9,461

Value added due to capital: (@7.78%) $E,736 $5,736

Total non-management operational expenses:
Total current funds expenditures
and transfers: $47,739 $47,779

Institutional support: $7,530 $7,570
Total non-management expenses: $40,209 $40,209

Management value added: $6,120 $6,280
Management productivity: 0.81 0.83
Change in management productivity: 2.07%

IT costs: $563 $603

IT productivity: 10.86 10.41
Change in IT productivity -0.42%

(All dollars in thousands)

CONCLUSION

nogROM provides an aggregate measure of both Administrator and Information
Technology productivity. Using ROMm in a comparison across schools may
provide evidence that Administrator productivity at a particular school is

high or low in comparison to its competitors; or may suggest that a school

suffers from unique problems. Careful choice of the set of institutions used
for comparison and recognition of the impact of cost-of-capital estimates are
both important in generating absolute measures of productivity.

Application of ROMT" can be used within an organization to track Administrator

and Information Technology productivity over time, AV to evaluate specific
investment decisions. As an aggregate measure, ROM is better suited to
evaluating "whether" to make an IT investment than to "how" it should be
implemented (i.e., what technology to use). In addition, we must recognize
the gereral limits of all aggregate measures with respect to providing
detailed infurmation (in this case suchjesired information as specific
problem identification) and utilize ROM in conjunction with other, more

traditional methodologies.

Finally, application of ROMmq both within and across organizations would be
greatly enhanced if a comprehensive database such as that described in Buzzel
& Gale (1987) were available for academic institutions. We look forward to
working with the CAUSE ID group on defining appropriate information.
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SECURING TCP/IP AND DIAL-UP ACCESS
TO ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

L. DEAN CONRAD
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ABSTRACT;
Open systems are the rule in most institutions these days and it's only natural that
administrative systems shouid participate. However, the kind of general access
available to academic systems via TCP/IP can easily expose an institution's
administrative data to unauthorized access or modification. Connection to the Internet
substantially increases the risks. This paper discusses the exposures, enumerates
several potential solutions, and discusses the solution implemented at Arizona State
University. It turns out that this same solution -- authentication -- can also be used to
secure general dial-up access to administrative systems.
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Rasksitgand
Arizona State University (ASU) is the fifth largest single campus university in the nation. It

has recently expanded to a multi-campus university with the addition of the ASU West campus
on the west side of Phoenix. (The main campus is located in Tempe which is in the southeast
portion of the Phoenix area.) There are -43,000 students between the two campuses.

The University is blessed with a substantial communications capacity: three separate CATV
cables (only one of which is presently activated), 18,000 twisted pair of copper, and 12
strands of fiber in each campus' tunnel infrastructure. A broadband-based Ethernet backbone
network, as described by [Bowker], is run on the one activated CATV cable.

Academic Affairs has sponsored a "microcomputer infusion" funding program for several years;
the consequence of which is that literally every faculty member that desired a microcomputer
now has one. The emphasis is now shifting to networking all this compute power together. At
present, roughly 50% of the buildings on the main campus and 100% of the buildings on the
West campus are connected to the campus backbone Ethernet. Our campus inter-system
networking standard is the TCP/IP suite of protocols (as described by [Bowker]), running on
Ethernet, with plans to exploit OSI in the future (as also described by [Bowker]) as the result
of recommendations by a campus task force [Brink and Felder].

Infr;rmation Resources Management (IRM) is responsible for operating and supporting the
University's administrative applications as well as the campus network. The administrative
systems are fairly mature and run on an IBM 3090-500E running MVS/XA for the traditional
set of applications, e.g., student information system, financial aid, alumni, purchasing, A/R,
NP, G/L. We have a significant (-2500 connections) SNA coax network connecting
administrators and staff in addition to a rapidly growing (1000+ connections) Ethernet
connecting primarily the faculty. Historically, there was little pressure for faculty access to
administrative systems; however, that has changed. A new financial system was installed a few
years ago and a new Human Resources system is being implemented at the end of this calendar
year. Both require direct data entry by the using department/Principle Investigator. Plus a
new Mandatory Advising system is available which also requires faculty/academic department
access to the Student Information System. This trend towards direct access to administrative
systems will only accelerate, so the pressure mounted to provide TCP/IP access to the
administrative systems. .

What is TCP/IP?
TCP/IP is a fundamentally different way for devices and systems to communicate than has been
available before on IRM systems. In the past, we have implemented mostly proprietary
communications mechanisms (protocols) such as SNA on the I BM systems and DECNET on the
DEC systems. This was fine as long as customers with one vendor's equipment had no need to
communicate with another vendor's system. This was not supported because each vendor
utilized proprietary protocols that other vendors would not necessarily support. TCP/IP, on
the other hand, is a non-proprietary protocol -- developed by the U.S. Government -- that
most computer and communications equipment vendors dg. support. Using TCP/IP, it is possible

to communicate freely between different vendors' systems and equipment. This capability
provides a tremendous degree of freedom and flexibility to the campus community and has
allowed us to achieve one of our key strategic goals: "any-to-any connectivity"; that is, the
ability to connect between any workstation and any system anywhere on campus.

What is the exposure'?
The campus backbone Ethernet is the vehicle for transporting TCP/IP traffic. When TCP/IP

was selected as the protocol standard for inter-system networking at ASU, it was recognized
there is an increased security exposure inherent in the use of Ethernet and IRM was urged by
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another campus task force to take the amp: opriate steps in ensuring administrative data is
adequately secured [Askins, et al].

Per [Voydock and Kent], potential security violations can be divided into three d!stinct
categories:

unauthorized release of information;
unauthorized modification of information; and
unauthorized denial of resource use.

We felt the potential for unauthorized release or modification of information were of most
concern and that the most likely way this could occur would be by compromising logon password
security. Once an individual's logon id and password have been obtained, all of his/her access
privileges are available. Information about logon ID's is ge ,ally available on campus, so
securing the passwords became our primary goal.

The following were identified as potential abuses if logon password security was compromised:
checks could be illegally "authorized";
grade point averages could be "improved";
salary increases could be illegally "granted";
any receivable could be "forgiven" (parking/librr , fines, tuition, housing, etc.);
academic credits -- indeed entire degrees -- could be fabricated;
students could be illegally admitted/registered; and
financial Aid could be illegally "granted".

These were identified as some of the polen_a_ii I abuses. It was recognized the responsible units
may have other procedures or mechanisms in place to audit and catch such violations, thereby
reducing the risks. However, we felt considerable mischief could be done in the interim even if
these abuses could be detected and recovered from at a later date. It should also be noted that the
above abuses are just as possible on any kind of network if logon passwords are not properly
managed and protected.

[Voydock and Kent] describe two types of attacks that can occur during logon and that must be
addressed by any proposed solution:

attempting to logon under a false identity, and
playing back a recording of a previous legitimate logon sequence (also mentioned by
[Cole)).

There is nothing inherently more or less secure about the Ethernet media (coax, twisted pair)
or piotocols (TCP/IP, DECNET) compared to the prior administrative communications
environment (coax, twisted pair, 20ma current loop, dial-up SNA, Ascii). However, the
fact that Ethernet is a "bus" architecture as compared to a "star" architecture, as described by
[Bowker] (see Figure 1) does introduce a new significant security exposure . In a bus
architecture, all information destined for workstations sharing the same "bus" (or subnet) are
transmitted along the same wire as opposed to the point-to-point "star" connections where each
workstation has a dedicated wire that only carries information destined for that workstation. In
Figure 1, data destined for Workstation #3 from Host A will also pass through Workstations
#1, #2, #4 and #5 with a bus (e.g., Ethernet) connection. Whereas with a star (e.g., SNA)
connection, data destined for Workstation #3 from Host A would nsg pass through any other
workstation. This is the inherent security exposure of the Ethernet bus architecture referred
to by [Kirkpatrick].

Moving from the generic Ethernet exposure to what the ASU exposure is, please refer to Figure
2 for a representation of the Ethernet wiring configuration at ASU. In this configuration, we
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have isolated Ethernet traffic as much as possible in building "subnets" via connections we at
ASU have called an EPOP's (Ethernet Point-Of-Presence) using routers (see [Bowker]). This

improves network management, maximizes the performance of the network and helps to
minimize the security exposure. How that exposure is minimized is illustrated in the following
examples: In Figure 2, I have added some letters -- A, B, C and D. When passing data from A to
B, the EPOP keeps that traffic localized on Building #1's subnet; that is, no workstation outside
of those connected to the Building #1 subnet can see the traffic. When passing info from A in
Building #1 to C in Building #2, an workstations in both buildings can see the traffic,
however, no other workstation in any other building can see it. When communicating between A
and Host D, only other workstations in Building #1 can see the traffic. As [Voydock and Kent]
recommend, we ensured the gateways between subnets -- routers in our case -- were
adequately secured to prevent a hacker from reconfiguring our network.

The above scheme significantly reduces the security exposure. However, we were concerned it
did not gc far enough to provide adequate security for administrative data. Protocol analyzer
programs have been written -- and are readily available -- that can allow someone at an
Ethernet workstation to capture information not intended for his/her workstation, but which is
"available" because of the Ethernet bus architecture. No additional hardware or network "taps"
are required. All that is needed is for that workstation to run a readily available program.
Many vendors distribute this kind of program as an aid to network management (see [Barker)).

Now, a university thrives on diverse opinions and several key individuals on our campus
discounted this exposure. We had a number of spirited debates over just how easily this could
be done. After one particularly heated discussion, one of the Computer Center staff members
logged on to a new Sun workstation that had just been delivered, fired up the protocol analyzer
program that was delivered along with the system, and in less than 90 minutes had captured a
viable logon id and password from someone else in the department. End of debate.

What could we do?
We identified five potential solutions to handling the risk of these two types of attacks:

0) Accept the risk (do nothing different).
1) Enhanc9 existing security measures.
2) Place workstations needing access to administrative systems on separate building

subnets from those not needing this access.
3) Secure some or all administrative data by using encryption.
4) Use logon "authentication" devices to secure administrative

logon passwords.

Options #0 and #1 do nothing to reduce the exposure, but rather rely on the present set of
security measures. Options #2, #3, and #4 offered additional measures to be taken to reduce
the risk. Each of these options have advantages and disadvantages which are outlined below. It

should be noted that we did Doi consider a "trusted server" or "Trusted Network Base" solution
[see Ward] because the TCP/IP product for M VS did not support it.

0) Accept the Risk
Description:
Do noth:ng beyond existing security mechanisms. The following summarizes these mechanisms:

a terminating employee's management must request deletion of his/her logon ids;
90 day enforced password changes;
min!mum passwords of 6 characters;
generic user ids allowed;
no limit on the number of times a logon can be attempted with the same id; and
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limited audit trail logging for transactions.

Advantages:
No cost;
no delay in providing TCP/IP xess to administrative data;
no additional mainframe or workstation overhead;
no modifications required to mainframe applications; and
would not increase the complexity of network management/support.

Disadvantages:
Administrative logon passwords and data would not be secure -- unauthorized access to
data and use of logons/passwords could occur; and
no protection against someone recording and playing back a logon sequence.

1) Enhance Existing_thamilga
Description:
Tighten present security measures which could include:

implement automatic revocation of all of a terminating employee's logon ids;
enforce more frequent password changes -- perhaps every 60 days instead of 90;
require longer passwords -- perhaps 8 characters minimum instead of 6;
eliminate generic user ids;
limit the number of times a logon can be attempted before disabling the logon id
altogether perhaps 5 logon attempts; and
full detailed logging of all transactions which would provide a detailed audit trail.

Advantages:
No cost;
little or no increased delay in providing TCP/IP access to administrative data;
no additional mainframe or workstation overhead;
no modifications required to mainframe applications;
would not increase the complexity of network management/support;
would tighten control and management of logon passwords; and
no new measures or expense would be introduced to impede access.

Disadvantages:
Administrative logon passwords and data would not be secure -- unauthorized access to
data and use of logons/passwords could occur;
some flexit ility would be exchanged for improved password management;
no protection against someone recording and playing back a logon sequence; and
increased system overhead due to full detailed logging.

alagimaig_autasdai
Description:
Establish separate Ethernet subnets in each building for customers needing access to
administrative applications and those that do not.

Advantages:
Would reduce the exposure in that we could separate student access from staff/faculty
access (or further breakdowns as needed);
no additional mainframe or workstation overhead;
no modifications required to mainframe applications;
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no increased delay i providing TCP/IP access to administrative data; and
would be a general solution -- that is, this approach would provide improved security
with any workstation: IBM PC, Macintosh, Sun/SGI, etc. -- would also work for
"dumb" terminals.

Disadvantages:
Would increase the cost cf Ethernet building connections by roughly 25% and hence
increase the Ethernet flat rate charges for connections;
improved security would be location specific -- that is, access from some
workstations would be more secure than others;
administrative logon passwords and data would still not be secure -- unauthorized
access to data and use of logons/passwords could occur;
would make management/support of the network more difficult; and
would reduce -- but not eliminate the threat of someone recording and playing back

a logon sequence.

n

Description:
Install data encryption hardware (outboard) on both the mainframe and workstation ends.

Advantages:
Fast -- no additional mainframe or workstation overhead;
no i odifications required to mainframe applications;
would secure administrative logon passwords and data; and
would be a general solution -- that is, this approach would provide improved security
with any workstation: IBM PC, Macintosh, Sun/SGI, etc. -- would also work for
"dumb" terminals.

Disadvantages:
Expense -- Ballpark cost of $1000/workstation;
improved security would be location specific -- that is, access from some
workstations would be encrypted (and hence more secure) than from others;
may delay providing TCP/IP access to administrative data;
would make management/support of the network more difficult; and

would do nothing to protect against someone recording and playing back a logon
sequence -- however, little couid be accomplished once a connection was established.

;lb) Software Encryption
Description:
Install data encryption software (inboard) on both the mainframe and workstation ends.

Advantages:
Would secure administrative logon passwords and data; and
would be a general solution -- that is, this approach would provide improved security
with any workstation: IBM PC, Macintosh, Sun/SGI, etc. but would not work for
"dumb" terminals.

Disadvantages:
Expense -- we found surprisingly few products available on the market which means
this option might have required us to write or contract out the required software --
costs could exceed those for hardware encryption;
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slow -- added overhead on both the mainframe and the workstation-- could
significantly reduce available Administrative MVS capacity;
modifications required to the mainframe applications -- ongoing maintenance
workload;
may delay providing TCP/IP access to administrative data;
would make management/support of the network more difficult;
would be platform specific solutions -- that is, different solutions would be required
for each type of workstation: IBM PC, Macintosh, Sun/SGI, etc. requiring additional
support would not work for "dumb" terminals; and
would do nothing to protect against someone recording and playing back a logon
sequence -- however, little could be accomplished once a connection was established.

4) Logon Authentication
Description:
[Gasser] and [Voydock and Kent] identify authentication as an effective technique to ensure
connections are made only for authorized users. We chose to look at a "challenge and response"
authentication approach as recommended by [Voydock and Kent]. Logon password generating
software is installed on the mainframe end with a separate "key" for each logon-id. Each
Administrative MVS customer requesting TCP/IP access is equipped with a hand-held
"authenticator" device that has the same password generating algorithm and key as the
mainframe software. Every time a TCP/IP customer logs on, he/she is prompted for a new one-
time password that is simultaneously generated by the mainframe and the authenticator card. A
different password is generated each time the customer logs on. With this approach, even if
someone is monitoring Ethernet traffic, any logon pasclwords they might get would be worthless
as a different password would be required for a subsequent logon.

Advantages:
Relatively low cost $30K on the mainframe end plus $40/userid;
would secure administrative logon passwords -- but not the data;
fast no additional workstation and very little mainframe overhead;
improved security would not be location specific -- customer could use authenticator
device anywhere;
would be a general solution -- that is, this approach would provide improved security
with any workstation: IBM PC, Macintosh, Sun/SGI, etc. -- would also work for
"dumb" terminals;
can be administered at a logon-id level;
would protect against someone recording and playing back a logon sequence.

Disadvantages:
Would not secure administrative data but would secure logon passwords;
modifications required to the mainframe applications -- ongoing maintenance
workload;
delay in providing TCP/IP access to administrative data;
would make management/support of the network more difficult;
must have authenticator device to gain access; and
customers with authenticators would not be able to work on the system if they

inadvertently left the device at home -- analogous to needing your key to get into your
office -- (although we have implemented a scheme to temporarily allow access in case
of hardship)
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Selected Option:
After presentation of this material to various customer advisory groups, we selected Option #4

logon authentication as the best compromise for our environment. This approach secures
logon passwords and ensures there is no increased exposure to the unauthorized modification of
administrative data. Although it is still possible for someone to monitor Ethernet traffic with
this approach, they will only be able to see what someone else chooses to look at and then only
someone else on their (building's) subnet. Our Community felt this was a very slight exposure,
particularly rince much of our data is of public record anyway. We felt authentication coupled
with the subnet per building aspect of our wiring topology would reduce our exposure to an
acceptable level.

Dial-up
For many years, ASU has been using a call-back system as the mechanism for providing secure
dial-up access to administralve systems. This is the technique where you call the system,
enter an identifier, hang up, and the system calls you back at the phone number on record with
the system (see [Cold. This is an effective method, however, it has a number of disadvantages.
Chief among them is a lack of flexibility. Since the number used to call you back must be
recorded in the system, this approach cannot be used easily while traveling. Secondly, the
process is a bit convoluted and hence error-prone. Our customers have been quite vocal in
their dislike of this approach

After we selected logon authentication as the solution for TCP/IP security, we realized that the
same approach could be used to secure dial-in access in a much more effective manner than the
call back approach. It is flexible, since it can be used via a connection from any location, and it
is much simpler to use, thus less error-prone. Virtually no additional work was required to
implement authentication for dial-up after the TCP/IP logon authentication was in place.

Side-Effects
There were some further side-effects of our efforts to educate our ..`omers about the
exposures associated with TCP/IP:

We agreed to review and tighten the present security mechaiissms in addition to
implementing authentication in effect, also implementing Option #1.

We agreed on the need to initiate an increased security education and-awareness
program for all administrative MVS customers.
The EPOP's are loaded/managed using Simple Network Mail Protocol (SNMP) this
process has been secured to avoid someone altering the type of traffic allowed into and
out of a particular building subnet.
Generic logon-ids are an additional security exposure in an Ethernet-TCP/IP
environment given the ability to access our systems from the Internet -- we need to
look at requiring authenticators for all generic logon-ids.

The first two items are presently being worked on, the third has been addressed, and the last
item will be looked at in '92.

Current Status and Summary
We began an authentication pilot in July of '91 with full implementation for TCP/IP and dial-up
in November. The implementation went very smoothly. Existing dial-up users will be
converted to authentication over the next six months or so. We are presently charging
$40/authenticator and guaranteeing the device for one year. We also offer a $20 refund to
encourage departments to turn in authenticators when an employee terminates or if a device
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just isn't being used anymore. The device is easy to use and requires very little training.
However, we have had some quality control problems with the cards that we are addressing with
the vendor.

Some work is required on each application to be supported. We initially are supporting access
to production our CICS/DB2 and IDMS data base applications. TSO access and FTP support are
not yet available, but are being worked on.

Authentication only will not be an adequate solution for installations whose general security
requirements are more stringent than ours. However, we believe this approach addresses the
majority of the problem at a reasonable cost without introducing onerous restrictions on our
customers. All in all, we feel authentication is a good choice for ASU.
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Abstract

Financial planning models are central to the planning efforts of many colleges
and universities. In the information services area the use of such models to
study the impact of decisions over a multi-year time-frame has become routine.
However the fiscal crises facing many institutions are forcing information
services managers to focus on current budgets rather than long range plans. As
many are putting aside their planning models others are asking if such tools can
be used to help manage the current crisis. This paper explores one way a
traditional planning tool could be modified to include current year activity and
hopefully assist the information services manager in his or her current crisis
while at the same time allowing them to keep open their options for the future.
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A Call For Action

In the Summer 1991 issue of Chief Information Officer Joseph P. Castellano, Vice
President for Information Services at Citibank, wrote about a new approach to managing
inforr iation system expenditures. The need for a new approach was brought about by the
view many senior managers currently have of their computer center operations. Unchecked
growth in recent years along with questions about the value of information services to end
users, as well as the lack of financial accountability in some IS organizations, will mean that
some IS managers will have to do business in a very different way in the coming days.

Mr. Castellano's prescription for IS organizations was straightforward, they must start
to practice basic business disciplines that will help them to become cost effective. Such
disciplines as proper budget preparation and tracking, organized procurement of equipment and
services and hiring of personnel may seem overly simple to many business units, but such
disciplines have been sadly lacking in many IS organizations. The idea of having a 'chief
finance officer" of the IS organization who is abl, to not only oversee basic accounting activity
but also to advise on the financing of major equipment purchases or develop strategies for a
multi-year financial plan is another idea whose time may have come. With many IS
organizations having multi-million dollar budgets and senior management demanding
accountability in all expense areas this prescription may be right on target.

Although the CIO article was written to IS organizations in the corporate sector the
idea of managing IS expenditures applies equally as well to colleges and universities. After
unprecedented growth in computer system expenses in the 1980's many senior administrators
are questioning the amount of institutional funds that are spent each year for new equipment
and software, or to support a growing computer center staff. Recent budget cuts in both the
public and private sectors have shown that although many campuses wish to continue providing
quality computer services to their user community, they are being asked to do so with stable or
reduced financial support. The result is that for the first time many IS organizations are not
only being expected to provide more with the same resources but more with fewer resources.
Certainly the strategy of having more business discipline in the IS organization applies just as
much to higher education as to the corporate word.

Focus on Financial Planning

Although a discussion on proper business practices could take many avenues, in this
paper we shall be concentrating on the use of financial planning models for budget preparation
and tr, king. Financial planning models have been around in the business world, and in
higher education, for many years. Early models built in FORTRAN by operations research
specialists were large, cumbersome, and often failed to have much of an impact on institutional
management. Their "black box" image along with a popular 1970's misconception that
camputers could resolve most of our management problems doomed such efforts failures. In
the late 1970's and early 80's model building programs like EDUCOM's Financial Planning
Modeling System and EXECUCOM's Interactive Financial Planning System allowed those
without expertise in programming or operations research to design, build, and run simple yet
powerful models. Still such systems seemed too esoteric to many middle managers who
desired something that required little if any training to use. The answer was of course the
spreadsheet.

With the development of early spreadsheets and the proliferation of microcomputers in
the mid 1980's many managers had for the first time a computer tool that they could tailor to
meet their information needs. The growth curve of the spreadsheet allowed novice users to
benefit from the technology without having to learn all of its functions or capabilities. As their
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knowledge and usage of the tool grew new commands and functions could be utilized and the
sophistication and hopefully the benefits of their activity also increased. Some even predicted
in the mid 1980's that after a time those who were doing long range planning on spreadsheets
would soon outgrow such programs and seek to use a "real" modeling program which would
allow for goal seeking with multiple independent variables, tradeoff analysis, feasibility
searches within predefined constraints, and even optimization modeling using linear
programming techniques. Yet despite the increased sophistication of spreadsheet software and
modeling programs and the availability of powerful desktop machines to perform these tasks,
most spreadsheet users continue to perform very elementary spreadsheet operations.
Operations thzt hardly reflect the sophistication of their IS organizations or the importance of
their multi-million dollar budgets.

From Spreadsheets To Models

Most IS managers who use their microcomputer to build and manipulate financial plans
and budgets do so using what we may term "flat spreadsheets". Budget categories are often
represented as rows in the spreadsheet and time is represented in columns. Often the numbers
which are placed in the cells are aggregate values which represent not only many component
parts of the budget category but also the dynamics of how that category works from a financial
perspective. Unfortunately these component parts and the financial dynamics are not part of
the spreadsheet and thus not available to the person who wishes to consider various budget
scenarios. Spreadsheets that are built in this way then force the user to conduct much of his
or her analysis outside the interaction with the software. In this approach the possibility for
errors increases as everything including the logic of the model is left to one person. And the
likelihood that others will work with and trust model results is decreased.

One improvement from the flat spreadsheet concept is where the individual cells of the
spreadsheet contain not aggregate values but formulas. Although these formulas may be rather
simple such as adding the numbers used to represent a particular category (e.g., such as the
employees salaries in a particular department), this method at least gives some degree of detail
to the budget and planning process. As the user begins to work with the spreadsheet he is
able to edit particular parts of a budget category without changing other components of the
same category. Thus for example we might increase maintenance on an older mainframe while
at the same time eliminating maintenance on a mini-computer that we are taking out of service.
In such a way the user begins to bring all calculations to the spreadsheet that he or she may
have done on paper separate from the worksheet. But this method is still a very simple way
of working with the software and as such it has some drawbacks. First, it does not give
definition to the various component parts of the formulas being used. And second, it depends
upon the user to be able to edit formulas and work "within the cells" of the spreadsheet. In
both of these cases the likelihood of error in editing is high and non-spreadsheet users who
don't feel comfortable editing long formulas are left out of the process of working with the
spreadsheet.

A better method of using spreadsheets to perform financial planning is that of the
spreadsheet model. Like flat spreadsheets, models seek to represent common financial budget
categories that the user is already familiar with. Like expanded spreadsheets, models seek to
show the detail of factors that make up a budget category. But models also seek to define the
dynamics that determine those values, and at the same time allow the user to work with those
factors so that different scenarios can be explored and strategies for financial planning and
budgeting can be made. Example A shows how a self-generated revenue area of one IS
organization could be modeled. Here we see that the final number for self-generated revenue
is made up of component parts representing usage of the machine, programming resources,
and other charges. These component parts could even be broken down further by having
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computer time shown with different rates or the other category defined into its component
parts. In fact an actual model for the total organization could include many sub-models such as
this which may interact with each other as financial plans are developed.

The advantages to this type of spreadsheet modeling are many. First, such mo'
allow the model developer and user to clearly see all of the values and formulas that are u.,
in the model. By just looking at the spreadsheet one can usually understand the flow of the
model and the dynamics that have been incorporated into the model to calculate certain budget
areas. If this is not obvious a quick look at a particular spreadsheet cell can usually reveal
what the user needs to know. This was a significant improvement over early modeling
languages which often had separate files for variables and calculations, thus supporting the
"black box" image many managers had of modeling activity.

Another major advantage a model offers is that it allows the financial dynamics of the
organization to be defined and taken into consideration when financial plans are made. Unlike
many parts of the college or university budget which don't show much dynamic change from
year to year the IS budget is a constantly changing area. As technology changes from year to
year and prices for this technology and the human resources to support it change, the IS
manager must be able to deal adequately with the financial implications of these changes. The
spreadsheet model provides a flexible framework to define and work with the dynamics of any
budget area. Thus should the rules change for how users are charged for computer resources
the spreadsheet model could easily be re-configured to accurately reflect these new rules. One
could even have two different models reflecting two methods for charging users for services
and test different financial scenarios using two very different models. Only a few brave souls
attempted this level of usage with FORTRAN models or model building software, but with
spreadsheets it is commonplace.

Although there are other advantages to using spreadsheet models one that stands out is
the ease of using the models and of communicating results to middle and senior managers.
Input screens for primary planning variables and summary reports allow the manager to work
with a powerful model without being overwhelmed with detail. A few simple graphs can also
be incorporated to allow the manager to quickly change assumptions and see the results in the
long term. As the manager works with the model they are able to gain insights as to how the
organization functions from a financial perspective. These insights might prove just as
beneficial as any numbers the model may generate.

Budget Tracking Activity

The task of keeping track of expenses has been an especially difficult one for many IS
managers in recent years. Changing products and pricing has meant that one can not often
predict very far in advance what will be available and how much it will cost. Added to this
problem has been the practice of some computer centers t, manage their finances in a less than
disciplined way. Low level managers or account clerks may keep the books but the decisions
about financial allocations are made by those with expertise in other fields. Is it any wonder
that the practice of identifying the same dollar to pay for several different pieces of equipment,
finding out there are not adequate funds to cover the total cost of a new employee, or being
surprised by how much (or little) there is left in the budget at the end of the year are common
problems in many IS organizations?

The most effective way to deal with budget tracking may well be the use of some
common microcomputer programs. Certainly the task of logging transactions with codes to
represent account numbers, vendors, amounts, dates, and projects can be done through a
simple database application. The ability to extract totals from these records to produce reports
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for management can also be done with a database package or an advanced spreadsheet
program. Since we are interested in eventually merging our tracking database with the
planning model we will need to either set up the tracking database in a package which is
accessible by our spreadsheet (e.g., dBase ILI Plus with Lotus 1-2-3 r.3), or incorporate the
tracking system right within the spreadsheet package itself.

The structure of the database which has been identified above could be modified to
include any fields which may prove useful in reporting to management. For example, records
may not necessarily mean that expenditures have been made. Like most good finance systems
we may be able to identify funds that have been encumbered for a particular project either
because a purchase order has gone out but the goods have not yet been received or because
funds have been targeted for a future project. Codes in this special field could be changed as
progress toward spending the funds are made. Another special field might identify what
particular project the funds are being used for. For example, a manager may be given funds
to set up a special computer lab for one department on campus. By giving that project a
special identifying code the manager can track expenditures as they are made or identify funds
for certain purchases before they are actually made. The manager can then check to make sure
that progress is being made on a particular project without exceeding the budgeted amount.

On the spreadsheet side of the application many software features could be utilized in
reporting results to managers. Like the database software most spreadsheets have some type
of a data query capability. This mean .. the manager can quickly bring up all of the records
in the database that match a particular criteria. So the manager concerned about spending in a
specific project could use codes in these fiel is to identify and examine all expenditures and
planned expenditures in this area. What is nice about these software features of course is that
someone with only intermediate level skills in the software package could develop an easy to
use menu driven system that would allow the manager to enter in the criteria they wish to
search for and let the software do the rest. Even if they are only novices in working with
spreadsheets they could then take the results of this type of query and examine it further with
some simple calculations or with a graph.

Another powerful yet easy to use spreadsheet feature is the use of database functions
such as the @D functions in the Lotus 1-2-3 package. These functions allow the user to get
quick summary information on records within a database, again with the power to select which
records to have in the calculation by setting a criteria for the query. (Lotus 1-2-3 r3 even
allows you to do this with an external database such as a dBase III file.) Thus if we wished to
know the total amount expended by a manager during a given time period on a certain project,
we could set the criteria for these parameters and quickly see the results in the cell with the
@D formula. What is particularly nice about these functions is that they are "live" and can be
set up so that they always reflect the records in the database even though changes have been
made or records have been added. While the use of methods like these are nothing new to
finance professionals they are rarely used in IS organizations. Hopefully the use of such
methods would allow IS managers to better track their finances and thus make better decisions
with the funds they have available as they seek to address campus needs.

Merging Tracking And Planning

If financial planning and budget tracking are such important tasks; and if both are able
to be done on microcomputer software; perhaps they should be done as part of the same
application. The benefits for this approach are many. First, such an approach would take the
planning process out of the realm of "blue sky" activity and link it with budget reality as plans
are forced to work from the current operating year activity. Second, it would allow IS
managers to possibly gain something very useful from their budgeting and tracking activity, the
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ability to see how current year decisions might play out on a multi-year time frame. Managers
might at last be able to make the lnsition from thinking of budgets on a year to year basis to
strategists able to "budget" wham a 3 or 4 year time frame. The benefits to an IS
organization in the long term from the decisions that might come from this perspective can not
be underestimated. But even if one is convinced of the merging of these activities how can this
be done?

The trick in merging tracking and planning will be to retain the best of what both do
yet still keep the applications simple enough that it will not be seen as a "black box" by IS
managers or even those outside the organization. The best thing the tracking program does is
to allow us to quickly see summary information on what has been spent or encumbered in a
current time period and how much is left for the remainder of the time period. The best thing
the planning model does is to take summary numbers and work them back into the component
parts that we often use when we plan for the future (e.g., revenue = rate X usage). Thus a
good tracking system might allow us to quickly see how much revenue has come in from year
to date or how much we have spent on equipment for project Y, and also how much we are
above or below revenue for the year or for spending on this particular project. A planning
model might go further than this however in taking the summary number and working it back
into its component parts. Thus we can perhaps see why we are above or below our budgeted
amount and whether this represents a trend that we will have to take into account in future
planning.

Let's stick with the revenue example to see how this might actually work in a
spreadsheet that seeks to merge tracking and planning. (Please see Exhibit A.) In our
example the financial officer in the IS organization enters in monthly summary information
from a separate billing system into the tracking database. Since we wish to use this
information in different parts of our model separate records are input for CPU charges,
programming work, and other charges which might include disk storage and printing charges.
Because we have included fields in the database that will allow us to identify this revenue by
type and date we will be able to draw it from the database and use it in our fivancial modeling
work later.

Meanwhile in the modeling part of the worksheet major budget categories have been set
up along with the variables that make up these categories and the formulas that link them
together. In the self-generated revenue area we have CPU charges that are made up by
multiplying usage by the rate per hour. A similar formula is used to determine the total
programming charges. And for the sake of illustration we have left other charges as a
"plugged" number although it could also be broken down into component parts. In a typical
financial planning application we would use these independent variables such as usage of the
CPU or our programming resources along with the rates we charge for each to drive the
model into the future. For example, we could determine that the usagt of the CPU by our
"paying" customers is decreasing by 5% per year. By assigning a "growth" function to that
variable we are able to quickly see what such a trend would mean in terms of CPU charges as
well as total self-generated revenue.

Again for illustration purposes we have chosen to work only with a simple way of
looking at self-generated revenue. Fully detailed models would have all budget categories
represented and perhaps much more detail to account for the way the dynamics of the budget
actually works. For example, our revenue model might be developed further to allow for
different CPU rates based on discounts for evening or late night work. And programming
charges could be expanded to include other service areas like installation, user training, or
maintenance work Further detail would allow us to tie our self-generated revenue number to
another part of our r odel like an equipment replacement fund. As the self-generated revenue
numbers change we could also see what impact this might have on our plans to upgrade or
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replace our equipment. This is the type of activity which helps IS managers to get into the
habit of thinking, planning, and budgeting in a multi-year time frame.

The merging of tracking into the planning model will take place in the second column L f
numbers as we move from the budget amount to the tracking of actual activity. Here we will
want to draw from the values in the database which will be the amount received in a particular
budget category in determining the independent variables such as CPU time and proLramming
hours. Given stable rates for these activities this will be a shnple task as we identify in our
budget tracking database occurrences for CPU charges for the particular period (in the
example we look at quarters) and then using database functions place that amount in the CPU
charges cell. The CPU hours value is then an easy calculation as the spreadsheet divides the
charges by the hourly rate. To avoid misinformation or confusion we might have a check in
the function that draws from the database so that if no records are found that meet the criteria
a zero appears in the charges cell and the usage cell for the quarter.

Advanced Tracking And Planning

For those who wish to get past the basics in this activity some additional features may
be added to the application. First, a section could be added to compare quarterly activity with
the budgeted amount. In the self-generated sub-model an expecte4 activity category has been
added which breaks down the budget amount into quarters. In the case of the CPU charges
this calculation has been kept simple as the budget amount is divided by four thus assuming
even usage throughout the year. But in the programming area the assumption has been made
that more activity will take place in the second and third quarter than in the first and fourth and
thus the expected charges have been weighted according to this assumption. A status per
quarter section allows us to see how each area is doing on a quarter by quarter period well
as the cumulative status in a year to date line.

A second section that could be added to the model appears in the columns after the
fourth quarter. This area allows the model user to see the status of a particular line in the
model whether it be an independent variable such as CPU usage in hours or dependent variable
such as CPU charges. Again it is important to include checks so that quarters that have not
yet been entered do not produce mis-leading information. Cam would also have to be taken
when interpreting this section while working with the model in the middle of a budget quarter.
An additional column in this section estimates the yearly actual for each line by adding the
status value to the budgeted amount. In the case of the CPU area in the self-generated revenue
area we see that this brings the.actual to below the budgetxl amount since the status for CPU
hours and thus CPU charges is below expected amounts. When these techniques are used for
all areas of the IS budget a manager can quickly see where the total budget stands as values for
sub-models in both the revenue and expense areas are brought together in a summary report.

But the value of this activity can go far past the tracking of the current year. As
estimated actual values are projected for the current year these values can then serve as a base
for future planning activity. The projected value for CPU usage for example can be adjusted
either using a growth variable or by specific manipulation to provide a value for the next
budget cycle. And this method can then project the value out for the third and fourth years.
On the expense side one can even incorporate a zero-based planning methodology by the
creation of a database for each of the budget years. Expense areas such as new equipment
purchases can draw from this database and insert the summary number from the database. As
items are adjusted in the database either through adding or subtracting records or changing
values in existing records the expense area in the plan which draws from the database for that
particular area is automatically adjusted. If the database is sorted on project code within budget
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category adjustment would be a rdatively easy task as various planning scenarios are
considered.

By using the methodology of combining tracking and planning IS managers begin to see
planning as a natural extension of carrying out their normal management of financial resources
in thz current budget cycle. Certainly they will need to take into account anomalies that will
occur during the current year that may throw off the forecast such as extensive work on a one
time project, or setting up a lab with special grant funds. But so long as the model allows for
adjustments and the user is careful to make these adjustments the modeling activity can be very
beneficia I .

Leveraging The Investment

Although better financial management is a worthy goal for IS managers the use of
spreadsheets for tracking and planning can yield other benefits. One such benefit is the ability
to include values in the model which will allow IS management to show meaningful ratio values
to senior administration. vOr example, one technique many IS managers are using is to keep
track of how computing facilities such as microcomputer labs are being used by students. This
can be done by actually counting students using lab facilities, hours being used per machine, or
the number of students who are in classes which have a lab assignment. These numbers can
be placed in the model for the. budget year and can be adjusted in the planning years to be in
line with academic plans for microcomputer usage as expressed by the teaching faculty. If the
model can be built in such a way to identify expenses associated for the lab a ratio can also be
made which shows the cost of the lab per student. What will prove important in this ratio is
not necessarily the value of the ratio itself but the trend that will most certainly be shown as
more students from outside traditional computing areas make use of lab facilities. More than
one IS manager has used this technique to justify more equipment or labs for their schools.

Another way to leverage the investment in computing resources is to show the possible
cost of not providing service to the campus community. For example, in the administrative
computing area some offices such as admissions or financial aid have been able to increase the
quantity and quality of their work in recent years due to the usage of computer technology.
Prospective student tracking programs, mailing list generation, and even searches of external
databases (e.g., from testing agencies) have all helped to get more work done with fewer
people on staff. While it is hard to honestly quantify the benefit to the institutic if these
activities few administrators would want to attempt to work in the 1990's without them. Using
computer based information systems, whether it be in the admissions office to gain a
competitive edge or in the finance office to make more informed strategic decisions, is very
much a part of higher education administration not only now but for years to come. Managers
of IS organizations should not only realize this but use it as a method of gaining increased
support for their activity from senior administration.

Using Computer Information

Chief financial officer; w'io have been involved in building and working with computer
models point out that there sa m to be three key factors necessary to the successful use of this
activity. First, the manager inust have a good grasp of the technology they will use in building
the model. Fortunatela spreadsheet packages are easy to learn and finding support on one's
campus is usually not h problem. Second, managers must have a good understanding of how
to build and use financial models. This is perhaps the weakest link in the chain at this time as
those who are in charge of IS organizations may be very skilled in information systems but
have limited skills in financial management. Taking Joseph Castellano's advice in establishing a
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business office in the IS organization with talented management level professionals may be one
way to deal with this problem.

The third factor in successful use of modeling activity is perhaps the most important. It
involves how the model or information from the model is used in the decision making process.
Successful chief financial officers have foun that the openness of the spreadsheet has allowed
them to get rid of the "black box" syndrome modeling activity has often carried with it in the
past. Such CFOs have invited interaction on their modeling work by inviting those from
outside the IS organization to examine their model, put in their own assumptions, and seek to
find better ways to "leverage the investment". They have seen their modeling work then not
so much as a way to generate a set of numbers as much as a tool to educate policy makers.
And such education may lead to valuable support not only when funding is sought for next
year's budget but when new systems are installed in the administrative area or resources are
made available for student use. By involving decision makers from throughout the campus IS
managers also make sure that their work is focused on providing for the goals of the entire
organization.



Exhibit A

.a.

2

A
BUDGET

Self-Generated
QRT 1 QRT 2 QRT 3 QRT 4 STATUS PROJECTED YEAR 2

-5.00%
YEAR 3

5.00%
3 CPU Usage Hrs. 1,600 350 325 300 0 (225) 1,375 1,306 1,372
4 Rate Per Hour 135 135 135 135 135 135 130
5 CPU Charges 216,000 47,250 43,875 40,500 0 (30,375) 185,625 176,344 178,303
6

7 Programming Hr 400 120 135 80 0 15 415 420 400
8 Programming RT 55 55 55 55 55 55 60
9 Programming eg 22,000 6,600 7,425 4,400 0 825 22,825 23,100 24,000
10

11 Other Charges 40,000 10,000 7,500 12,000 0 (500) 39,500 40,000 42,000
12

13 Self-Generated 278,000 63,850 58,800 56,900 0 (30,050) 247,950 239,444 244,303
14

15 Self-Generated Expected Activity
16 CPU Charges 54,000 54,000 54,000
17 Programming Cg 4,400 6,600 6,600
18 Other Charges 10,000 10,000 10,000
19 Self-Generated Activity Status
20 CPU Charges (6,750) (10,125) (13,500) 0 (30,375)
21 Programming Cg 2,200 825 (2,200) 0 82522 Other Charges 0 (2,500) 2,000 0 (500)23 ============= ===== == ================== =======
24 Year To Date (4,550) (16,J50) (30,050) (30,050)25

26

27

28

29

30
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A
BUDGET QRT 1 STATUS PROJECTED YEAR 2

2 Self-Generated -0.05

3 CPU Usage Hrs. 1600 +C5/C4 +G5/G4 +133+G3 +H3*(1+I2)

4 Rate Per Hour 135 135 135 135

5 CPU Charges +83*B4 @DSUM(DATABASE,2,Q1..R2) 4-G20 +135+G5 +13*I4

6

7 Programming Hr 400 +C9/C8 +G9/G8 +87-1-G7 420

8 Programming RT 55 55 55 55

9 Programming Cg +137*B8 @DSUM(DATABASE,2,Q4..R5) +G21 +89+G9 +17*I8

10

11 Other Charges 40000 @DSUM(DATABASE,2,Q7..R8) -1-1G22 +811+G11 40000

12

13 Self-Generated +135+89+1311 +C5+C9+C11 +G5+G9+G11 +H5+H9+H11 +15+19+111

14

15 Self-Generated Expected Activity
16 CPU Charges @IF(C3-0,048$5/4)
17 Programming Cg @IF(C9=0,0,$B$9*0.2)
18 Other Charges @IF(C11=0,0,$B$11/4)

19 Self-Generated Activity Status
20 CPU Charges +C5-C16 @SUM(C20..F20)

21 Programming Cg +C9-C17 @SUM(C21..F21)
22 Other Charges +C11-C18 @SUM(C22..F22)
23 ============== ======== = =====
24 Year To Date @IF(C16=0," ",@SUM(C20..C22) @SUM(G20..G22)
25

26

27

28

29

30

1 I .
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ANAHEIM A
ALIFORNI

TRACK III

ORGANIZING FOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Coordinator: John Bielec

As the use of information technology has changed over the years, organizations have h.ld to make
corresponding changes in the structure for managing information technology as well as for managing
personnel impacted by technological change. Papers in this track provide an opportunity to see howothers are preparing organizationally for the challenges and opportunities of managing information
technology in the 1990s.
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Drucker's Right: Let Your People Grow
by

Cedric S. Bennett
Director, Applications Support Centei; Stanford University

and

M. Lewis Temares
Vice President and CIO, Information Resources; University of Miami

Introduction
Growing your staff implies trusting your staff. When you trust your staff, it is not just

that you expect that they will do their jobs to the best of their abilities given reasonable direction
and guidance. It is also that you trust them to accept and absorb information about themselves,
about the jobs they do, about the group they are in, about the institution in which they work, no
matter whether the information is pleasant or unpleasant. You trust them to absorb this
information and continue to function.

Trusting your staff requires communication channels to be open, clear of barriers, and
used often. It is not usually enough to just tell the staff what is happening. They may need to
be taught what it means (e.g., how many members of our staff really understand the complexities
of a major departmental budget within the context of the institution's accounting system?).
Coaching and teaching are a part of effective communications. And even more important than
providing information to your staff, is obtaining information from them. Listening is the most
critically important communication skill a manager can have.

Two different universities, on opposite ends of the country, have made progress using
quite different approaches by following these principles.

The Manager's Universe of Knowledge
An effective manager needs to know, and often does know, a great deal about a great

many things that are necessary in order to carry out the duties and responsibilities of the job.
This will often include general knowledge about management, technology, politics, budgeting,
personnel, problems, issues, organization, and so on. It will also
include specific knowledge about individuals on the staff, particular
technologies of interest, understanding of institutional plans, etc.
For illustration purposes, we'll let the shape drawn in Figure I
represent everything the manager knows that is relevant to his or her
job.

But effective managers know more than just the things they
know. They also know that they don't (and shouldn't) know
everything. In fact, in most situations, managers know that the
members of their staff know much more about the jobs they are doing than the managers do.

What
Managers

Know

Figure 1

1;4
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Most of us aren't aware of all the details of TCP/IP, the precise forms to fill out when making

sure that sick leave is properly accounted for tax purposes and for employee reimbursement, how
to restart a mainframe, where the conference room
is in that new building, how to write a daemon
process for a Uiix ser 'er, etc. Knowing that they
can't know everything, i lost managers put processes
in place to make sure they have access to the
knowledge or the people who have that knowledge.
For example, many of us will setup regular meet-
ings with other key staff members in order to obtain
the latest information about the status of an impor-

tant project. And we may have other processes
designed to just keep us generally informed about
all the activities in our organizations. Again, for
illustration purposes, we can let Figure 2 represent
the relationship between what the manager knows

they know and what the manager knows they do not know. Although the drawing is not to scale,
the idea that there is much, much more that managers know they don't know than they do
know, is very probably correct.

Figure 2

But the big shock to most managers is the volume of knowledge or information that they
don't know they don't know. And it is often this very information that could make a positive
difference to an operation if only the manager were aware of it. Staff members have knowledge
about which processes in their areas work well
and which processes don't work well. In most
cases, they have learned to live with the situa-
tion the way it is and make the best of it. But,
if they were asked, they could very likely
provide some insight into how to make the
process function better. These are the situa- v.. What Manafant

61"00' Know Thep Da

tions where a staff member knows that if only Not Know

they had a telephone in a certain location, they
could service their clients better. But no one
else has thought of it, and the staff member
believes that there is no point in asking (proba-
bly feels that it is a df3mb idea for reasons that
she or he doesn't understand). Let Figure 3 Figure 3
represent the relationship between what the
managers know, what managers know they don't know, and what managers don't know they
don't know. Again we get a good idea of the relative volumes of each.

And this illustrates just one of the reasons it is so important to maintain open communica-
tions. Regular channels must be opened up and maintained so that managers can make more of
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the "what they don't know they don't know" into things "they know" (or at least into "things they
know they don't know"). Processes should be setup which are designed to share information and
to receive information feedback. If information is provided to staff members they will respond
by trying to understand. And they will actually work more effectively if they are bettcr informed
(among other things, it wal cut down the amount of time spent passing on rumors and worrying
about them). Listen . ...di' members, and act on what is heard, and they will respond by
teaching you what you don't know you don't know. An outcome of this process is that staff will
grow (and it is likely that the manager will grow also).

Using Teams
Communications are important not only vertically, up and down the organizational chain,

but also horizontally, between groups of peers. It is often the case that work groups within
organizations become so focused on their particular projects and responsibilities that they are
unaware of what may be going on in other parts of the organization. This lack of awareness may
mean that they miss out on important ideas or other information that could help them solve
problems or improve the performance of their jobs. One method which has been used to good
advantage to improve communication in any direction is the use of teams. There is a great deal
of material already written about teams of various kinds; here we will look at just one example
of an ad hoc team that was setup to accomplish a particular task.

During a relatively recent re-formation of the information technology organizational entity
at Stanford (actually, this took place in the middle of 1987) the new management felt that
communications within the organization had not been all that it could have been. Rather than
just designing some solutions designed tofu the problem, or even just assuming that there was
a problem, a Co:nmunications Task Force team was established to examine the issue and to
recommend solutions. This team was made up of volunteers (that is, staff members who
indicated a desire to work on the problem) from various parts of the organization. The team
formed its own internal organization, met openly over a few months, conducted individual
interviews and surveys, and produced the following set of recommendations:

Make the recommendations public.
Establish an ongoing communica-

tions advisory group.
Add communications to performance

appraisals.
Circulate minutes from Director's

meetings.
Provide quarterly reports and round-

table meetings.

Install a sugge.sdon box.
Establish organization information elec-

tronic bulletin boards.
Setup a process of orientation within

the organization.
Setup open office hours for staff to see

managers.
Encourage staff interaction through

professional/social events.

195
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The management team had already decided that it had to do its utmost to accept
each and every recommendation or provide a substitute suggestion back to the team to replace
any suggestions it felt it could not implement as recommended. In nearly every case, the
recommendations were accepted and implemented (in several cases, the managers believed the
recommendations might not work, but implemented them anyway). In one case (minutes from
Director's meetings) it would have cost too much to implement the suggestion since minutes
were not already being prepared. The substitute recommendation was that agendas for the
meetings be circulated ahead of time and that each director report back w his or her staff on the
outcome of the meeting. The task force accepted the recommended changes.

Today, the ongoing communications advisory group is still in place and is still
functioning. Most of the original recommendations are still being followed; a few didn't work
particularly well and have been dropped or modified by the group. Membership on the group
is still voluntary and changes from time to time. The group continues to provide excellent and
necessary feedback on various management proposals and continues to make suggestions for
change and improvement on its own.

More importantly, a clear signal was sent to the staff that communications were going to
be upen. Since that time, even during the several budget crises that Stanford has been through
(and is still going through), information has been shared with the staff continuously. The result
has been a staff that trusts that they are getting the best information that can be provided and a
willingness to communicate issues and problems back.

Jump Level Leadership
In 1986, with the integration of the Telecommunications Department, Information

Resources at the University of Miami was reorganized into a taller hierarchical structure by
adding an additional operational level in order to integrate computing and telecommunications.

This new organizational structure was designed to allow the Director for Computer and
Network Services the ability to increase his participation in the strategic processes and lessen his
involvement in the daily crises of the unit. It was also intended that he participate, evaluate, and
recommend new state-of-the-art I .,chnology for the University by heading a study for information
technology in the 1990's. In fact, the Vice President had hoped a benefit from this organization
would be for the Director to also serve as his Chief Technology Officer. Unfortunately, the
organization was unable to harvest the fruits of these changes.

There is no best way to manage an organization. The new span of control, authority, and
responsibility relationships instituted in Information Resources was often violateo in the everyday
practice of management. The effective open door policy of jump level leadership brought to our
attention the unwillingness of our staff to accept the rigid autocratic system implemented in some
of the operational areas and its side effect of illegitimate power equalization.
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Jump level leadership was and is implemented by involving all levels in the organization.
The Vice President for Information Resources meets with his senior staff to schedule the first
meeting with the senior staff's direct reports. These next-level meetings are conducted with no
senior staff present. The middle managers were instructed to schedule meetings with their
subordinates. While the Vice President was conducting his jump level leadership meetings with
all the units reporting in his organization in an organized matter from top to bottom, the senior
staff started their jump level leadership within their units. At the same time, the lower levels
were also (middle management and supervisory levels, instructed to commence their jump level
leadership process.

The Vice President begins every one of his meetings by describing the reason for the
meeting, information giving and gathering, and ended each meeting with "what can I do to help
you do your job better?" His first meeting with the second-shift computer operations included his
being given a list of 27 items he could "do to make their job better" from the operations
perspective. The first item on the list was rechargeable batteries for the computer room to use
when blackouts occur and they have to rapidly power down. Apparently, the request was
previously made of "management" and nothing ever happened. By 11:00 am the next morning
a chgrger with batteries was made available through the manager of operations. Some of the
other 26 items were as easily solved, some took longer and some were refused. But the staff saw
results and were kept informed of the status by the manager and became better served by
management.

The re:;ults of these meetings were categorized as: critical, common sense inputs, and
improvement suggestions. These results showed a rigid bureaucratic structure, poor customer
service results internally and externally, and the need for this process to be recursive.

The first round of interviews showed incredible apprehension and insecurity at all levels.
Without a doubt, one of the major problems in implementing a jump level leadership program
is insecurity. The line management feels it needs to have control. Its leadership is questioned.
No one said, however, getting people to do things would be easy. Often, the staff does exactly
what they are told whether it makes sense or not. Doing the right things right was emphasized.
Therefore, additional jump level meetings were scheduled at all levels of the organization. This
time, the meetings were scheduled at random, rippling throughout the organization. Currently
the process has been institutionalized and occurs three times a year.

All levels of the organization benefitted as well as our customers; the department started
working as a team by treating each other as allies, not subordinates. The entire organization's
support has been enlisted to implement suggestions and provide career paths. Whether dealing
with peers or subordinates, sooner or later you will need help. If you have a large number of
allies throughout the organization, you will have a good internal network willing to put out the
extra effort to help you and the organization reach for those tough and hard goals. When you
accomplish this, even those that are nut your allies pitch in because they want to be a put of the
winning team.
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The most important step was to shift control downward, giving those who do the work
more say about how much they do and how they do it. Each member of the staff has been
placed in a more instrumental position. By transferring more responsibility for the unit's success
or failure onto their shoulders, the staff is becoming more actively involved. The tasks and
objectives of the units are well understood and established by the employees. This allows free
discussion of the objectives and goals in such a way that the employees can commit themselves
to them. We are not overselling participative management. The staff is free to communicate
their feelings and ideas both on the problems and on the operation of the units. In fact, the
leadership shifts from time to time, depending on the circumstances.

A key factor in implementing jump level leadership is to gain the support of the staff at
all levels. Understanding jump level leadership, and the reasons behind it, is not easy. The staff
cannot thoroughly support what they do not understand. Therefore, the more we communicate
with them about goals, constraints, and department needs, the better they can understand and
support the process.

Conclusion
The fundamental take-home lesson for the authors is that we can never stop looking for

ways to improve communications and we can never stop looking for ways to grow the staff. No
matter how well we think we are doing, it can always get better. It is best not to wait until a
problem is at hand before beginning to establish processes which will inform managers about the
things they don't know they don't know. In the words of John F. Kennedy,

"The time to repair the roof is when the sun is shining."
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ABSTRACT:

There is an on-going, dynamic relationship among the
design of software, the utilization of that software,
and organizational structure. A case study of the
implementation of an integrated, rules-based, 4GL Student
Information System at the University cf New Hampshire is
presented in this paper. It describes the organizational
changes which occurred at the "start-up" of the project,
those effected during the implementation phase and
resulting structure left after implementation. Future
organizational directions are explored in the conclusion.
The overall focus of the case analysis is on the role the
applications software played in altering management
style.
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Implementing new software systems in any organization means
change will result within the organization: some managed
instances will occur, others will simply happen. Whether the
change factors which resulted in th need for new software were
purposefully introduced within an organization, or imposed from
the outside, the best way to deal with any change is to take part
in creating it, and to be in charge of it. One way to manage
this change is to introduce supportive structures within the
overall organization which will guide the change factors. This
will create an environment that is more receptive to adapting
current management practices to suit the new influences of the
software, not only during its implementation but, also for its

long-term use. Willing and open resnonsiveness is especially
critical when introducing an integrated software package where
the involvement of disparate offices is made implicit through the
very design of the package. Effective organizational changes
which support the integrated nature of the software can then
enhance the success of a complex software systems implementation.
A successful implementation will in turn lead the way to an even
more responsive, and effective organizational structure that will
support a unit's objectives and make the best use of the new
software's potential. The new software and the new management
structure thus create a truly symbiotic relationship that frees
an organization to maximize its resources, eliminate duplication,
and streamline the layers of administration. This forged
relationship then has the potential to realize financial savings
and better service to affected constituencies.

This paper discusses the implementation of an integrated
software package, the impact its implementation had on interim
management structures and styles, and the resulting long-term
organizational impact. In essence, does the implementation of a
integrated software package create an integrated management
environment? To answer this question a case study of the
implementation of the integrated, rules-based, student services
software package, BANNER, from Systems and Computer Technology
Corporation, at the University of New Hampshire from 1988 through
1991 is depicted and examined.

In this case study, the organizational changes made to
support the implementation, and the management structure left
behind to cope with the routine oversight of the system and its
user offices are analyzed. The paper then explores the change
factors, both technological and organizational, that heightened
the need for new software, and thus influenced management
organization and style. It describes the actual implementation
process and how it evolved, and details the resulting organiza-
tional structure and its implications.

1
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Technological: As early as 1985, the University had
developed a long-range plan to move toward the new Digital
Equipment Corporation's VAX/VMS technology. In this plan, the
older generation Digital Equipment Corporation hardware, model
10, dedicated to student services and related functions, was
scheduled for phase-out in early 1990. In accordance with this
plan, by 1987 the institution's student service offices had to
prepare for the demise of this outdated computer hardware and
consider the related implications it had for their software and
internal procedures, and prepare a plan in conjunction with the
overall upgrade scheme.

Corresponding application software utilized by student
services related offices, (the Registrar's Office, the Financial
Aid Office, the Admissions Office, the Business Office, the
Graduate School, and the Division of Continuing Education), was a
mismatched series of outdated systems utlizing primarily batch
methods of operation, and comprised of in-house developed
subsystems or purchased software that had been redesigned,
modified, and patched through a ten year period. There were
related feeds to a variety of subsystems, but there was little
consistency with regard to data elements, reporting, file
structure, documentation, and updating. Data entry was
duplicated by offices, updates often required outmoded keypunch
operations, and changes in the various systems required the
services of computer programmers to make even the most routine of
rule changes i.e. tuition rates, report format alterations, and
so forth. Student service with regard to timely admissions
application and financial aid processing, registration, and
transcript generation needed to be upgraded to meet the needs of
an expanding and more sophisticated student population. The
impact of this environment went well beyond the internal
difficulties experienced within each student services office in
its daily operations and yielded significant operational
difficulties for the University. As examples:

---it was nearly impossible to provide executive management
with the information needed to plan strategically, or assist
in tactically managing resources;

---ad hoc reporting across departmental lines, critical to the
budgeting and related legislative hearing process was nearly
impossible to accomplish;

---and, the institution felt in jeopardy of losing a
competitive edge in retaining students and attracting applicants
when the University's student services were examined against
those of comparable schools.

Acknowledging the situation, several University committees
had over time explored the need to migrate to a more efficient
computing environment including hardware, fourth generation
language, and applications software that would meet the needs of

2
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various University units. Urged on by the hardware plan to
upgrade, these committees found a new purpose for their work. By

late in 1987, a preliminary decision was made by one of these
bodies to formally evaluate new student service related packages
that would compliment the new VAX cluster, VMS environment being
planned.

Organizational: The University was also entering an era
where staff resources were being reduced as the organization
faced a ne9d to downsize adminstrative staff and redirect
resources in support of academic support. The institution began
to explore the enrollment management concept of operation and
decision making in conjunction with national trends. Addition-
ally, the institution's computer services operation which
supported administrative offices was experiencing change as it
moved away from a highly centralized approach. A movement was
underway to put more computing power into the hands of the user
offices making them less dependent on a staff of programmers.
This direction however required a software system that could be
managed by users and was another factor that led to the purchase
of a new student services software package.

This environment was also influenced by the recent experi-
ence of a poorly planned implementation of a financial/purchasing
package on the campus that made users wary of planned implementa-
tions, their impact on user offices' operations, and the possible
harm resulting from superimposed change not carefully planned.
As per the case of numerous institutions, the University found
its way through this situation with the assistance of outside
consultants. These were other relevant considerations that would
play a role in the future both in terms of product selection and
the actual implementation.

Given the combination of both technological and organiza-
tional factors the University, after study and consideration,
eventually decided to purchase and implement the Oracle based, 4-
GL, rules-based package called BANNER, from the SCT Corporation,
Malvern, Pennsylvania. It was well suited to meet the require-
ments of the institution as defined by the various change factors
at work, both technological and organizational. Containing the
needed functionalities of admissions, catalog/scheduling,
registration, academic history, billing and more, it pointed the
way to a new approach to systems management for student services
on the campus both for the implementation and long term and
created an environment for menagement reporting which up to this
time had been impossible to produce.

THE IMPLEMENTATION PHASE, THE EVOLUTION OF THE MANAGEMENT
STRUCTURE, AND THE PROCESS OF INTEGRATION

The memory of a painful system implementation process can
provide an extremely potent learning experience. It was from

3
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such an experience that the University was emerging when it came
time to implement BANNER. This memory, combined with the work
of an effective Selection Team which was used to initially
evaluate software packages and related alternative solutions for
the institution, led to a series of recommendations. These
stipulated how the new system should be implemented. Chief among
the items was the insistence that a designated project leader
devoted to directing the project 100% was required.

Secondly, the committed participation of core user offices,
(the Registrar's, the Business Office, the Graduate School,
Continuing Education, Financial Aid, Administrative Computing,
etc.), needed to be insured through appointment of specific
individuals charged with the actual implementation work in each
unit, including coordination with the other offices involved. If
necessary these individuals were to be released from other duties
in order to direct their attention to the implementation. The
fundamental nature, i.e. integrated functions, of the various
packages reviewed demanded a new attention to inter-office
cooperation and decision-making never before seen. No single
office could completely dictat the usage of a table, field or
form. It had to be created and defined in cooperation with all
the relevant users, both those doing the data entry and those
reporting from it as a source.

Finally, the third recommendation dealt with the issue of
communication and support from the higher administrative levels.
The Selection Team knew both from experience, and through
consultation that the installation of the new software would
require not just the financial support of the institution, but
also senior level support in order to coordinate offices and deal
with the possible policy and procedural issues involved. Most
importantly, senior levels had to set priorities, and deal with
expected inter-office conflict. Additionally in matters where
the software and specific institutional policies or procedures,
were in conflict, some authority was needed to determine which
was to be modified: the policy, the procedure, or the software.
(Indeed the installation of the software presented an unforeseen
opportunity to examine many administrative practices that had
grown out of mythology, rather than actual instituti)nal policy.)

Given these recommendations, requirements, and scenarios,
the following structures were created to oversee the implementa-
tion process of BANNER formally to be known on campus as the
Student Information Systems Project (SIS):

1. An Executive Committee was assembled to establish institu-
tional policy for student record keeping. Comprised of the
principal vice presidental staff in the division of academic
affairs with such representatives as the directors of academic
computing and administrative computing, two deans, a representa-
tive from the faculty senate, and the vice president of financial
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affairs, this senior level body also had final authority on all
project issues including those of a fiscal nature, and served as
the ultimate review level insuring that the implementation pro-
ject proceeded as scheduled. It was proposed to meet quarterly
or as needed.

2. The next level of authority and decision making for the
implementation project was represented in the Steering Committee.
Department heads of the units principally involved in the instal-
lation of the package with related office representatives such as
the registrar, the director of admissions, the dean of continuing
education, the director of institutional research, assistant dean
of the graduate school, were brought together to meet monthly and
charged with:

---establishing rules to govern the access to student data and
resolving inter-office issues;

- --reviewing and approving all requests to modify the baseline
product in some fashion;

- --monitoring the progress of the implementation, and approving
any alterations to the proposed implementation plan and time-
table, as well as prioritizing the implementation tasks required;

---coordinating inter-office policy issues.

3. The final level of formalized organization was the actual
Project Implementation Team. Drawn together from the primary
user offices and the administrative computer services' units,
this Team was actually two committees in one. The actual user
members and the resource group from computer services formed an
entity that was actually the heart and "work horse" of the
implementation project. Given the intense nature of the product
implementation, financial and organizational arrangements were
made so that those assigned or recruited were able to dedicate a
significant part of their time to the project. As an entity the
group was formally charged with:

---making the final selection of the package, thus solidifying
the groundwork of the Selection Team, and presenting it as part
of a formal proposal for approval by the Executive and Steering
Committees;

- --preparing and then executing a plan for the actual
implementation including timetables, testing, etc.;
- --identifying all modifications to the product that might be

justified, and submitting them for approval to the Steering
Committee;

---altering and testing all subsequent modifications and SCT
product releases;

- -preparing all user do(mmentation materials and instructional
guides for in-house use;

- -establishing and executing a training plan;
---and successfully initiating the new system.

The Team was headed by a project director and an assistant
project director. Harkening back to the two issues raised by the

5.
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Selection Team, that of having a full-time project director and
the need for outside help after the earlier implementation
project, the Executive Committee decision was to avail itself of
an outside consultant to be the project leader. The associate
registrar became the assistant project leader.

Such was the planned organizational structure that began the
implementation phase. But the actual dynamics of the project and
the work of the Project Team, proved to be change factors in
themselves that contributed to the life of the project,
significantly enhanced tha integrated nature of tile product, and
subsequently impacted on institutional management styles. During
the course of the implementation the role of the Executive and
Steering committees would wane somewhat, as many management
issues relating to the system were left to the Project Team.

As cited earlier, the University offices brought together
for the implementation of BANNER had previously worked in an
environment that in terms of software and hardware was frag-
mented, but held together by a myriad of interfaces. Addi-
tionally, various offices reported to different vice presidents,
or to deans. While these offices cooperated to accomplis' the
primary institutional mission, that of servicing and educating
students, and on specific short-term ventures, ie. freshman
orientations etc., these offices had never been placed in a
position where long-term, inter-related management and decision
making was required. The role played by the rules-based nature
of the BANNER software in this emerging environment has to be
emphasized. Being a rules-based system, where key aspects that
characterize how an institution creates and enforces its poli-
cies (therefore its operational procedures) must be quantified
and inserted into the system to drive all aspects of the system's
transactions, it forced new methodologies of cooperation to
emerge to define the roles. In many cases this led to the
examination of institutional policies and office procedures and
produced conflicts and problems that had to be negotiated and
resolved by the team. These rules once inserted into specific
tables and forms underlying the system's functions would be
changed dynamically over and over again by the team, and related
end users, in response to changes in institutional policy and
procedure.

Thus given the integrated, rules-base nature of the BANNER
product, the units brought together on the Project Team not only
faced the challenge of implementing a new software package and
all the offline, and computing procedures that accompanied it,
but also faced the challenge of finding new channels of
communication in order to properly install and then manage the
system. New means of consensus building had to be sought and
implemented as well given the diversity of offices and their
varied reporting lines.
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In order to tackle this undertaking, the Project Team
proceeded to meet and interact as a unit on a regular basis and
assign tasks based on a unit's needs and objectives. For
example, general "ownership" of BANNER's underlying rules tables

was assigned to specific units such as the Registrar's Office,
Admissions, or the Business Office--key components of the Team.
These units' appointed members on the Project Team would then
work with relevant users on the Team such as the Graduate School,
Continuing Education, Financial Aid, and the branch campus of the
University etc. to insure that rules were defined in the product
so that all affected users could use the related forms tied to
the rules. This was also done for specific data elements and

forms. To illustrate, several offices register and fee assess
students using the same forms and rules behind the forms. The
Business Office was responsible for the overall integrity of the
components of student billing. Recognizing that other units
accomplish similar objectives, this office sought consensus on
how data elements would be defined and used and how rules tables
would be keyed. At times the decision was to have the Business
Office maintain data, and in other cases, it made more sense to
have another office maintain their own rules such as tuition

rates.

This process occurred over and over again with various
offices coordinating the effort to define the use of elements and
forms, but with very few instances of strict dictation on how
such items were to be used. There was always a sensitivity to
the fact that information was entered into BANNER by many
offices, maintained by many, and reported on by many. In adei-
tioh the fact that information was also entered into the system
in an assembly line-like method played a key role. Students were
entered initially into the system through undergraduate or
graduate admissions, and continuing education. Then other

offices: the registrar's office, the business office, student
affairs, credit and collections, and even the honors program,
added data into essentially the same student record. Suddenly
the computer record of a student became one main chain-like
formation with many linkages. Of course some offices created or
accessed only one link in that chain, and other offices many
links, but some elements like a student's name, identification
number, and address would be shared and updated by several units.

Key activities such as admitting a student and defining
their characteristics as a student in BANNER, i.e., college
attending, residency, major, etc., or registering them, drove
related functions throughout the system automatically especially
student billing. The whole system was not only integrated in
functions but was truly a mass of co-de2endent transactional
areas, each highly impacted by the actions of each other. This
further accentuated the need for complete managerial cooperation
among the student service offices.

7
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The Project Team that started this pro7.ess gradually altered
in attitude, and in individual objectives for being on the team.
Members began to strongly identify with the core group mission,
and a unique group persona developed. The members found they
could defend Project Team decisions to their own units, sometimes
even those decisions that were best for the institution and the
success of the prodLJt's installation, but perhaps ones not so
popular with the team members° home departments. Project members
became champions of the project itself and a cooperative, more
integrated style of decision making developed.

Another layer of management was thus created at the institu-
tion in a rather unintentional way. The Project Team went on
through the various stages of implementation to emerge as a true
management team dealing with routine, daily issues. The Team
gradually increased in size and scope as new units began to use
BANNER and over time a distinct group was recognized that would
actually manage a layer of activity in the heart of the
institution. The Team became as the filling of a peanut butter
sandwich ccnnecting the upper management structure with the
various units and their internal office users of BANNER. This
evolved operational "Management Team" sought to maintain the
integrity of data in the system, to train new users, attempted to
recruit other operational units to utilize BANNER, and continu-
ally tried to educate the users in their own offices on the
sensitivity of a integrated data base system. The Project Team
worked with the upper layers of administration to point out new
ways to use the system to provide better student services, save
resources, and in general enter the age of integrated computing
and management reporting. The Project Team clearly began to act
more like a management team in these later stages of
implementation.

As also noted earlier, the Team sought to examine those
policies or procedures that were obscure in their origin, or
perhaps were illogical and impeded the installation. In some
cases, simple procedures were now required to replace outmoded,
intricate ones, others could simply be eliminated after certain
concerns were addressed. Initially this seemed outside the range
of the Project Team's mission but working with the other layers
of committees involved in the process made the task more relevant
and manageable.

In sum, during the heady days of implementation and shortly
after, a new style of management appeared to erupt on the campus,
at least where the management of student systems was concerned.
It was cooperative, distributed, and integrated. It met the
challenge posed by the characteristics of the new student
information package.
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CONCLUSIONS

Before the j.nstallation of BANNER at the University the
situation relative to the student information systems management
was one of variety, and fragmentation. After the installation
disparate offices had to come together routinely first to
install, and then to manage the system. Characterisitics of a
truly integrated management approach began to emerge and take on
new life forms. Does this mean then, to harken back to the
question in this paper's title, that the installation of
integrated software creates and integrated management
environment?

In truth, the answer to that question really has to be
"yes", "no", and "maybe".

"Yes" because in actuality during the key phases of
implementation the Project Team in conjunction with the other two
layers of SIS Commmittees was able to effect change at the
institution in a coordinated and thus integrated manner. The
Team managed to continue that pattern during the post-
implementation phases, and onward through subsequent product
upgrades when SCT Coporation released new versions requiring
installation and retraining within user offices. Currently the
Project Team (now in the routine course of things renamed
unofficially the SIS Management Team) continues to meet on a
regular basis to decide the general course of use including who
has access to the system and its data. In part thanks to the
wonders of electronic and voice mail the members of the Team keep
in contact regarding matters of system usage such as changes in
record coding, problems with data originating from a specific
unit, the need for reports and so forth. This Team has contir
to function as an entity capable of making decisions that cros
the boundaries constructed by normal channels, and it is done
with the sanction of other administrators...[perhaps because no
one else wants the task, or completely understands ti I or
perhaps because the system has proven itself successful].

"No" because even though BANNER possesses the capability to
do more for the institution some offices are not willing to
change any business procedures in order to use the software.
Others may find it threatening to work in an integrated computing
environment. For example, housing and conferencing, and
commercial accounts receivable components are currently available
in BANNER. However, rather than use these capabilities separate
systems might be purchased or developed in-house. Perhaps the
exhibited capabilities are not perfect in every way for these
administrative units. Nevertheless, using a system that is
already integrated into student functions rather than re-
inventing the capability has a lot of merit especially in terms
of economic savings, and eliminating the need to develop inter-
face pathways from the existing system to new and unrelated ones.

2
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Overcoming a unit's anxiety regarding implementation,
resolving organizational conflicts, and emphasizing the positive
aspects of this integrated system and management style have been
part of the Project Team's role almost from the beginning of the
project. Unless the campus political and organizational
realities that often allow units to function and make systems
decisions in isolation are resolved, the future ability of the
Team to spread this integrated style of Aanagement and type of
student system is jeopardized.

"No" also has to be the answer because the Project/Manage-
ment Team must constantly re-educate in-house users as to the
nature of an integrated system and what it means in everyone's
day to day work. Preventing offices from falling back to old
methods of operation that showed a lack of understanding of rela-
ted offices and their functions remains an objective of the team.

Thankfully, the answer can also be, "maybe" because there is
a bright spot on the horizon indicating that all the education on
campus regarding the nature of the system is beginning to bear
fruit. Talk is currently underway regarding the possibility of
re-designing offices and functions to take advantage of the
integrated nature of BANNER. Campus administrators have realized
that the assistance they need to meet the challenges posed by
state funding reductions inflicted every year may exist in some
small way in BANNER. Offices doing registration, advising, and
billing may have the capacity to be consolidated and still
perform a vast variety of functions for a diverse student body.
In addition, the system might be made more available to users
across campus such as granting increased on-line access to the
various deans' offices, thereby cutting down the need for the
usual paper flow, and the ever ceaseless stream of paper across
campus for transcripts, progress reports, grades, address
changes, student lists and so forth.

At one time the campus possessed a student information
system that was falling behind in its ability not only to service
students but also was inable to keep pace with changes in the
organization, and its style of management. With the imple-
mentation of BANNER and the changing styles of management that
resulted, namely one of integration and decision by consensus,
especially at the middle management level of the Project Team,
the institution finds itself in the unique situation of
possessing technology which has become not only a potent
computing tool, but a valued catalyst for organizational cnange.
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ABSTRACT

In April 1991, MIT merged its central computing organizations: Project
Athena and Information Systcms. The process, designed by MIT
managers assisted by consultants, brought together people with
different organization cultures, missions, and constituencies who face
demands for service synergies, minimal disruptions, and substantial
funding reductions. The paper describes the process and its outcome.

Project Athena began in 1983 as a grant-funded experiment, ending in
1991. With corporate partners, the project developed a state-of-the-art
educational computing environment of distributed workstations and
servers. By 1990 Athena staff delivered computing services for over 100
subjects each term and to nearly 4,000 individuals logged in every day.
The Information Systems group of central departmcnts supports M1T's
overall information technology infrastructure. Information Systems
staff have served administrative and academic users of phones, cable
TV, computer networks, mainframes, and personal computers. The
reshaped Information Systems aims to deliver computing services at
MIT that facilitate universal access and exchange by building upon the
best of what once seemed separate worlds.
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Merging Academic and Administrative Computing at MIT

This is the story of how Project Athena, an eight-year long externally funded
educational computing program, was brought to a successful conclusion, becoming
an integral part of the information infrastructure at MIT, through merging its
service functions into Information Systems. The story has evolved over the last nine
ycars. This paper focuses on the most recent year of the story.

We'll tell you a bit about MIT and provide some background information about the
two organizations that have been merged: Information Systems and Project Athena.
We'll walk through how MIT decided to merge the two organizations and present the
two key issues we faced; money and culture. Finally we'll describe the merger
process itself, closing with where we stand, now that the merger has been completed.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MIT is a relatively young institution by many standards. We came into existence in
the mid 1800s, right around the time of the Civil War. We were founded to be a new
kind of independent educational institution, one that was relevant to an increasingly
industrialized America and that stressed the pragmatic and the practicable.

Today MIT is organized around five schools: enginceling; science; management;
architecture and planning; humanities, arts and social sciences. In the schools are
22 academic departments; we also have a college of health science and technology.
Some 100 interdepartmental programs, laboratories, and centers have research and
instruction activities extending beyond traditional departmental boundaries. MIT
has five administrative service groups: finance, information systems, resource
development, operations, and human resources. There are roughly 1,000 faculty;
4,400 undergraduates and 4,800 graduate students; 8,000 academic, administrative and
research staff. The Institute's annual operating budget is approximately $1.1 billion.

Information Systems
Information Systems at MIT is organized into six departments. We often talk about
what we do in terms of nine business areas. Somc businesses cross departmental
boundaries; some departments operate more than one business. Today, following the
merger, our businesses are:

Information Systems Businesses
Academic Computing 43 staff
Administrative Applications 37

Computer Sales and Service 20

End-user Computing 24

Networks 21

Mainframe Computing 66

Facilities Management 7

Voice Communications 25

Transmission Facilities 6

Page 1
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These activities are supported by the Office of the Vice President for Information
Systems, with 7 staff, including a number of functions which support all of
Information Systems planning, finance, personnel, information security -- as well
as the . intellectual property counsel for the Institute.

Project Athena
Project Athena was organized in 1983 as an experimental educational program,
reporting to M1T's chief academic officer, the Provost, through a steering committee
chaired by the Dean of Engineering. Athena was conceived to seize a unique window
in time defined by three factors; Digital and IBM were willing to make large
investments in universities to explore workstation computing in education; the
advent of the microcomputer chip put significant computing power on a desktop in a
single-user platform; and large displays became available.

The project had two fundamental goals: to develop, implement, and operate a
distributed, ubiquitous computing system by networking advanced workstations; and
to explore the use of such a computing environment in MIT's educational programs.
Project Athena was a very large educational experiment, funded by some $100 million
over its eight-year lifetime. The funding included the Digital and IBM contributions,
valuing hardware, software and maintenance support at list prices, plus the moneys
that MIT put into the effort. Project Athena's life included notable milestones.

Project Athena Milestones
1983 Digital, IBM, and MIT announce Project Athena.
1984 Deploy VAX 11/750s, terminals, and PCs; begin client/server design
1985 All undergraduates have accounts; debut the X Window System.
1987 Large scale deployment of workstations.
1988 Digital and IBM sponsorship extended for three additional years
1989 External sites begin to install Athena.

1990 OSF/DCE selects Kerberos authentication system.
1991 Merger of Project Athena and Information Systems

Use of the Athena Computing Environment
Project Athena produced a large distributed computing environment at MIT. In 1989
about 500 workstations were deployed around the campus in both public and
departmental clusters. Figure 1 shows how MIT's use of academic computing has
grown in terms of the number of unique individuals logged into the Athena
Computing Environment on each Friday of the academic year. The first bar is the
first Friday in September of each of the three academic years: 1989-90, 1990-91, and
1991-92. The stackcd sections of each bar show the increase in succeeding years.

Page 2
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In 1989 the fall term began with 1,500 unique individuals using the environment
cach day. Nearly 3,000 people logged in on the last Friday of the spring. In 1990 thc
number of workstations available grew from 500 to some 700. Almost 2,500 people
used the environment on the first Friday, and on the last Friday nearly 4,200 logged
in. This Scptember, the first Friday opened with 3,500. Before classes began we had
exceeded the maximum of the previous spring. We now have 4,500 unique logins
each day, and we expect to reach 5,500 by the end of this academic year. Today one
out of every four members of the entire MIT community use the Athena computing
environment every day, a number we did not anticipate a few years ago.
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Figure 1

Some metrics illusti ate the scale of the Athena Computing Environment at MIT today:

Current Activity in MIT's Athena Computing Environment

1,000 workstations and 200 servers arc deployed, with 400 workstations in public
clusters, and the remainder in departmental clusters and faculty and staff offices.

Over 100 GB disk space on servers is consumed.

About 100 of 1,000 subjects use the environment every semester.
On Line MIT Staff and Student Directory gets over 10,000 requests per week.

Athena On Line Help with 2,600 documents gets 500 queries every day.

Tech Info gets 150 queries daily with 450 documents referenced.

Electronic Library Catalogue gets 60 network queries daily; many more by dialup.
70,000 email messages go to 170,000 recipients each week, 50% above last year.

Page 3
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Committee on Academic Computing for the 1990s and Beyond
In the spring of 1989 MIT began to anticipate the cnd of Project Athena. Thc
project's external grants had already been renewed after five years and would not be
renewed again. What would MIT do for academic computing?

To examine that question, the Provost appointed the Committee on Academic
Computing for the 1990s and Beyond (CAC90), chaired by the Dean for Undergraduate
Education. Thc committee included the key leaders in computing on the campus, as
well as a numbcr of faculty drawn broadly from across thc Institute. It spent a year
investigating the experiences and possibilities at MIT and elsewhere. CAC90 reported
its results in the middle of calendar year 1990, with four key findings:

Computing has become an essential part of the MIT educational process. Wc
would not have said that in 1983, when there was relatively little organized
educational computing at MIT. As Figure 1 clearly shows, that has changed.
Platforms -- both hardware and software must be broadened beyond the UNIX
engineering workstation on which Athena was based to include a small set of
low-end platforms: DOS machines and Macintoshes running Mac OS.
Merge operation of Athena production environment into Information Systems
to exploit synergies where both organizations offer similar services.
Continue research efforts underway in Athena, such as investigating
multimedia authoring environments, in the "traditional researk-k mode."

In the traditional research mode, a faculty member writes a proposal, submits it to an
external funding agency for funding, and, hopefully, thc propcsal is funded. The
research project involves faculty and students in exploratory work, not the operation
of production services. Research results may move into the production environment
over time, typically after further work VJ turn out a bulletproof product.

To move forward, MIT had to facc two facts implied by the CAC%) findings.
Continuing the Athena environment for academic computing would:

Cost MIT real moncy

Require merging two existing organizations with two distinct cultures.

While the CAC% recommendations were under consideration, MIT was also going
through an administrative transition. Both the Institute's outgoing and incoming
presidents and provosts, as well as the faculty, endorsed the direction that CAC90
proposed. In the fall of 1990 the Vice President for Information Systems was handed
the opportunity to make it happen. At that time wc began the process described here
to implement their recommendations.

Academic Computing Costs Real Money
In FY1991, thc last year of Project Athena as a separate organi; ,tion, its real cost was
approximately $7.5 million. This figure has three elements:

An estimate of costs MIT would have incurred had it competitively bid the
hardware, software, and hardware maintenance services from the grants.
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An estimate of the costs of the 15 vendor staff who worked at the project.

$2.4 million from Institute funds plus financial contributions from sponsors to

support the 62 Institute staff and 50 part-time stuticnt employees at the project
and their operating expenditures.

In the Institute's deliberations about how to go from a sponsored activity to an
Institute funded service, we negotiated a budget for academic computing in FY1992 of
$3.8 million in Institute funds. This funding level covers expense items such as
hardware maintenance, software licenses, and supplies for printing. Though it

retains the 50 or so part-time students, it funds only 43 staff. We also reached an
understanding that there would be no equipment renewal in FY1992. At the close of
the project in June 1991, however, we were able to use some remaining grant funds
for equipment, replacing the oldest machines.

In the discussions there was recognition that a hardware renewal program was
required. At deeply discounted vendor prices, the value of the imbedded hardware
base of workstations and servers was estimated at $8 million. It was agreed that,
beginning in FY1993, we will have to begin an ongoing program to replace the oldest
machines. Assuming a four ycar renewal cycle, this program requires $2.0 million a

year in addition to the $3.8 million for operating costs.

In steady state., then, we will have a $6 million budget for academic computing. It is

safe to say, however, that steady state is elusive. Every year Information Systems'
budget requirements must be defended in the face of other priorities. Typical is the
outcry, "This much for academic computing? MIT could run the entire [supply your
favorite example] program, which all agree we must have, for only a fraction of it!"

We also have identified new needs for academic computing that were not previously
stated. For example, we are exploring extending high speed network connectivity for

the Athena Computing Environment into the dormitories and independent living
groups, a possibility that was not factored into the budget negotiations a year ago. We

are also considering putting workstation clusters in the dorms.

Two Cultures
Early on, Project Athena was primarily a software development activity. It focused
on defining and developing a large scale, heterogeneous distributed computing
environment. No one who has looked at Athena can deny that they did a remarkable
piece of work. Project Athena's work has literally impacted the concept of how
distributed computing environments are evolving worldwide. They worked on such
issues as reliability, scalability, security, and heterogeneity, while offering some
computing services. As the effort matured, the project continucd to develop software,
but there was greater emphasis on the service environment and on service delivery.

While this was going on, Information Systcms' focus was and still is on mature,
production services. Since 1986 we've had formal processes that focus on customer
service, performance measurement, and team work. A good way to illustrate the
differences between these two cultures is to examine the stereotypical ways people in

each organization characterized each other.
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Project Athena
Themselves as

Academic,
Innovative,
Creative,
Diverse,
Fun.

staff perceived:
Information Systems staff as

Administrative,
Pedantic,
Procedural,
Predictable,
Dull.

Information
Themselves as

Responsive to clients,
Fiscally responsible,
Practical,
Focused,
Team-oriented.

Systems staff perceived:
Project Athena staff as

Self absorbed,
Unconcerned with financial reality,
In an ivory tower,
Distracted by bells and whistles,
Prima donnas.

Many of these characterizations arc, of course, exaggerated. Prior to 1991 there had
not been a lot of contact between staff in the two organizations. Some of the contact
that had occurred had not been very productive. In addition Information Systems
was the much larger organization, with about 250 people and an annual operating
budget of $40 million. There was a prevalent suspicion that Information Systems was
empire building. David and Goliath stories could be heard in the corridors.

The challenge in merging the two organizations was to overcome the stereotypes and
anxieties and, instead, to maintain a focus on the current situation and the current
facts. It was important to dispel the David and Goliath myth, so that change was not
seen as takeover by big Information Systems gobbling little Athena. The entire
Institute, especially the staff immediately involved, needed to see the merger as a
process that valued and preserved thc special and unique contributions that all of the
parties involved could bring to MIT. In this context wc set out to develop a process to
bring these two organizations together.

Leadership
Our goal was an open process, one in which we openly sought the best organizational
fit. A major factor in designing and carrying out the process was the approach to its
leadership that Jim Bruce took. This approach was informed by his participation
about a year earlier in the Leadership Challenge Workshop sponsored by The Torn
Peters Group. Workshop participants explore five principles of leadership. The
merger process was guided by these principles.

Inspiring a shared vision.
Challenging the process.
Modeling the way.
Enabling others to act.

Encouraging the heart.
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Jim had been involved in Information Systcms and Project Athena for years. Hc was
a member of the planning team that conceived Project Athena. He served on its
executive and operating committees throughout the project. During the same period,
he was MIT's chief information officer. He was a member of CAC9O and served in thc
group that negotiated the funding and staffing levels available for continuing
academic computing after June 1991. He had one of the most complete pictures of
where academic computing at MIT had come from and where it must go. He had a
clear idea of what the merger result mu3t look like in order to be successful.
However, at the outsct of the proccss, it was only his vision. It had to become shared.

This design team had to find a way to challenge how we normally do things at MIT.
For starters, we were letting a group from within the organizations decide what the
new one would look like. People had to think out of the box. We had to ignore the
stereotypes about one another that the members of the design team brought to thc
table. To be successful in creating a new organization that functioned as a single
unit, we had to get the staff on both sides to see one another as real people.

Whenever someone starts a process like this, the leader models the way. Jim could
have made a unilateral decision outlining thc result of the merger. However, we
believed that a more successful result would come from a team working together. Thc
members of that team had to be willing to be vulnerable to each other. Jim began by
announcing that he did not have all the answers to questions that would arise. The
team was going to have to find them together. He said he hoped that this way MIT
would have a stronger, more lasting, and more functional result than wc'd have if hc
or any one else declared an answer. Discussions we.e long and often heated, but
throughout the process we insisted upon civility and decency. It was hard sometimes,
but we did learn to listen to one anothcr. We became willing to say, "Hey, that's a
good point. I didn't think of it thataway." or "What was it that you said?"

Wc probably could not have done it had we viol been willing to obtain outside help. A
member of an organizational development consulting firm attended every meeting of
the design team. Deborah Heller was the principal participant from that firm.
Deborah did an extraordinary job of keeping us on track and making sure that we did
listen to one another. She insisted we ask questions. Not bcing a computer scicntist,
she was very willing to say, "I don't understand what you're saying. Is it germane?"

It wasn't enough that Jim was able to act, and it wasn't enough that the people on thc
design tcam were able to act. We had to enable all of the members of the staff to feel
empowered to act in this process. So, when we reached the point of deciding how to
staff the new organization, we literally created a "Rush Week." Existing membcrs of
the staff applied for openings in the new organization. Managers, who for the most
part had not served on the design team, decided who was going to work for them. Wc
enabled the managers to make decisions and thc staff to look for opportunitics.

Our goal was for everyone to feel good about their personal and collective
accomplishments in Project Athena. We wanted people to feel good about the merger,
even though we bcgan with sixty people and were going to end up with forty-three.
This meant finding ways to encourage the heart. We closed Project Athena in June
1991 with a picnic and a conference, inviting all the people who had ever worked at
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Project Athena back to MIT to participatc in that celcbration. About a wcek latcr wc
inauguratcd the ncw Information Systcms at thc annual lunchcon for all of thc staff
of all the Information Systems departmcnts. One of the things wc've learned is
important about occasions like thesc is symbols. We've traditionfonly presented gifts
to all of the staff at the annual Information Systcms luncheon. This year's gift was a
zippered portfolio cmbossed with both thc Information Systems logo and the Project
Athena logo, a sign of bringing thc two organizations togcthcr.

The Design Team
The dcsign team consisted of eight scnior managcrs whosc functions would be
directly involved in the mcrger proccss. Four were from Projcct Athcna, and four,
including Jim, wcrc from Information Systcms. Five of thc eight arc still in thc
mcrged organization. The work of thc dcsign tcam involvcd approximately 20% of
cach mcmber's timc for three to four months. We spcnt workdays, holidays, and
cvenings mceting togcthcr. Thc intcnsity was valuable, bccausc wc built a

functioning tcam. Mcctings focused on defining the objectives of thc mcrgcd
organization, on staffing, on staff morale. Wc tricd to determine what thc Institute
wantcd out of this merged organization. Wc wondcrcd if wc would gct thc necessary
resources. Some convcrsations wcre productive; othcrs were not.

The team came up with nine objcctivcs for thc mergcd organization. Jim sharcd this
list with the staff from both organizations whcn hc announced that thcrc would bc a
mcrgcr and dcscribcd thc rcsults of thc dcsign tcam's work.

Objectives of the Merged Organization

Kccp scrvicc levels as high as possible, given rcduced resources.

Minimize disruptions in on-going scrviccs.

Maintain critical mass in thosc functions which will continue.

Providc a focal point for acaJemic computing.
Achieve synergy and economies of scale by combining overlapping functions.

Continue creative cnvironment.
Extcnd thc Athcna Computing Environment throughout MIT.
Simplify scrvice acccss for thc uscr.
Operatc within budgct limitations.

Though the items can be organizcd in several ways, therc arc thrcc ccntral thcmcs:
Thcrc is a focus on scrvicc delivery. We wantcd thc merged organization to
dclivcr high quality computing scrviccs to our studcnts and faculty.

We wantcd the merged organization to continuc to bc visible as the academic
computing agency of MIT.
We did not want to be seen as simply maintaining thc status quo, but rather as
an organization activcly looking to thc future.
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The design team had a number of issues that we worked through. How many staff
will stay? How will they be organized? What process will be followed in deciding
who stays? How do we merge two very different organizational cultures? How do v,
minimize impact on the work in particular, the production environment while the
merger process is unfolding? How do we maintain staff morale?

These took hours to talk about. It's safe now to admit that when we started this
process, Jim was not entirely convinced that so much participation and deliberation
was the way to go. In fact, it was the organization consultant who persuaded him to
do business this way. He expected to have to spend some time talking, but not to work
through all the details in the team. He is now certain that every hour the design
team spent talking about details probably saved many hours of his own time dealing
with people on the fallout after the merger plan went into effect.

The Decisions
Three fundamental decisions came out of the design team:

The organization structure.
The staffing process.

The transition plan.

The guiding principle we had as we began to think about organizational structure
was synergy. We wanted to bring the two organizations together in such a way as to
maximize the delivery of services. We wanted to extend the behefits of the Athena
Computing Environment to the rest of the MIT community. We wanted it to become
our campus-wide distributed computing architecture. We wanted at the same time to
extend the service delivery concepts and focus of Information Systems into the
academic computing area. We wanted to do it as inexpensively as we possibly could.
Based on what had happened to the budget in the transition, we had to do it cheap.

Using those principles, the design team very early in our discussions eliminated the
possibility of simply downsizing the Project Athena organization, leavilg its
structure intact and attaching it as another leg in the Information Systems structure.
That alternative provided no synergy. Instead the design team started to analyze the
functions in Project Athena's organization. We asked, "What's it made of?" and
concluded that there were really three sets of functions in Project Athena:

Production and service delivery, with three broad categories:
Outreach to the faculty,

- Operating the environment of servers and workstations and porting
the Athena Computing Environment to new platforms,

- User service functions.

Research, which would move into a new Institute interdepartmental research
organization called the Center for Educational Computing Initiatives.
Outreach, which includes moving the products of Project Athena out into
standards organizations, such as the Open Software Foundation, and into other
universities and into the corporate world. We realized we needed to provide for
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outreach. That's the one piece of the grand plan that we have not yet
addressed. Within the next couple of months, we expect to announce the
Athena Consortium, which will be a mechanism for exporting components of
the Athena Computing Environment outside the walls of MIT.

As we considered the production and service delivery pieces that would move into the
ix .4, organization, we looked for the synergies that would let us pair comparable
functions from Project Athena with similar activities in our existing organization.
Figure 2 shows the resulting organization structure.

The Merged Organizathn
Office of the
Vice President for
Information Systems

Academic
Computing
Services

Computing
Support
Services
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Educational
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and Support
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and Network
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Systems
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munications
Systems

Distributed
Applications

Distributed
Systems

dNetwork
Operations

Network
Support

Figure 2

merged organization

not affected by merger

Three Information Systems departments experienced essentially no change from the
merger: Administrative Systems Development; Operations and Systems, our
mainframe data center; and Telecommunications Systems, our telephone business.

We created a new department, called Academic Computing Services, a small group
with two basic responsibilties:

To interact with faculty so that we can learn what their academic computing
needs are and help them find out about academic computing possibilities;
To provide the oversight and coordination of academic computing functions
performed in other Information Systems departments.

Page 10
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Computing Support Services combines end user support functions that had been in

Information Systems consulting, training, and publications for users of personal
computers with their counterpart activities from Project Athena. Distributed
Computing and Network Services brings together Information Systems functions
associated with operating the campus network and developing network applications,
such as Tech Mail and Tech Info, with functions for operating Athena workstation
clusters and servers and maintaining and developing Athena software.

The Staffing Process
In February 1990 we convened a general meeting to announce the merged
organization and describe its functions to all the staff from the affected Information
Systems departments and from Project Athena. We declared all positions in all the
merged functions to be open. If an employee's job in Information Systems was now
part of that merged organization, such as th , consulting and the training groups,
then the employee needed to apply for a position in the new organization. We urged
employees from both organizations to seek out managers in the merged groups and
learn about open positions. We encouraged them to talk to all the managers they
might like to work for. It was "Rush Week."

The managers made hiring decisions based upon interests of employees and needs of
organization. Once the hiring dccisions were finalized, the layoff decisions werc
made. The design team reviewed the results of the hiring decisions. Then we notified
individuals, with either an appointment letter or a layoff noticc. Staff who decided to
accept appointment offers were responsible for responding to Jim in writing by a
designated date. The people whom we had to lay off received at least three months'
notice, in conformance with Institute policy. We also provided them with special
outplacement support, including career counseling. It took about three weeks from
the day that we announced the merger plan to the point that we 1...new who would be
staying and who would leave.

The Transition
Early on we decided that we did not want to walk the existing Athena organization up
to June 30, thcn jumped people off the cliff, with some dropping out before others got
across the chasm into Information Systems on July 1. Instead, we began the
transition process shortly after the staffing process ended. The concept was to have
a phased merger, making the transition for each part of the Athena organization at
an appropriate point in time for its functions. The goal was to complete the
transition before the end of the 1991 fiscal year on June 30.

We celebrated the conclusion of the design team's work and created the Academic
Computing Management Group (ACMG), chaired by Jim. ACMG brought together thc
senior managers from all parts of both organizations involved in academic
computing, about twenty people altogether. ACMG met on a weekly basis to
coordinate the normal activities of all the groups involved as well as the transition
from the old organization structures into the new one.

The transition took us about a month and a half. We looked for a convenient point in
the Project Athena annual cycle for a particular activity to make the transition of
the staff from their former management structure to the new one. For example, our
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academic computing usage has a normal peak at the end of the spring term, in the
first wxks of May. After that, usage drops rapidly. All the parts of Athena having to
do witn end user support and operations support made their transition as the term
ended. The system development people had a natural break much earlier in the
spring, so we made their transition earlier.

The Result
On July 1 when Project Athena officially ended, we already had a working
organization. It was well on the way to developing the new release that we deployed
in late August. The proof of the pudding is that this past fall startup was the most
successful one ever. None of this could have happened without strong, flexible
leadership throughout the organization or the willingness of the staff to accept
change and adopt new ways of working.

We're not all the way there. Some future issues include:
Greater availability of the environment in living groups.
Continual renewal of workstations and servers, some of which date from 1986
Evolving toward Basic Educational Services and Tools (BEST), a set of common
applications on our UNIX workstations, on DOS machines, and on Macintoshes.
Ergonomics. Our public clusters have not a single workstation in the correct
ergonomic configuration.

The transition has been completed, and its outcome has been effective. We
successfully tackled this opportunity for leadership in a style that shared the vision,
challenged the process, and enabled all those affected to take an active part. In doing
so, we modeled the way for everyone in the new Information Systems organization to
approach thorny issues and accomplish further change in the years ahead. We
encouraged the confidence of everyone in our organization that it is possible andcan even be fun to succeed at breaking out of boxes and dispelling stereotypes.
Institute faculty, students, and senior officers seem quite satisfied with the results of
a process which took a lot of energy but was well worth the work.
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ABSTRACT

Designing a strategic role for information technology organizations is a critical
step in the health and welfare of higher education. The academe is at a critical
crossroads. A crossroads that demands from our institutions increases in
productivity, efficiency, effectiveness, service quality, and impact on societal
woes. We are challenged to provide more access with relatively fewer dollars.

We must understand the magnitude of change needed. We must create and
understand the vision of future. We need to understand the external conditions
that work against the status quo. We must identify and secure support of key
players and find the necessary resources (at all levels of the organization). We
must understand that this change will not come quickly, we can expect resistance,
but must respond with a commitment to educate and continually improve
information flow. To guide us on the journey we need a strategic plan as a map.
But we must remember that the map is not the journey!! But on any journey a
map is very important. We cannot predict change and so the process is always
more important than the plan. We must strive to take advantage of opportunities
and minimize the impact of wrong turns
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Transition

Over the past two decades a rather rapid transition from an industrial to an information

economy has begun to take place in the U.S. and around the globe. This shift in
economic paradigms has significant implications for both higher education and

information technology organizations. The last major economic shift, of this

magnitude, was from an agrarian to an industrial economy. This new shift to an
information economy will bring about as many, if not more, changes than the last.

The advent of the information age is concomitant with other significant forces at work

reshaping higher education. Strong economic forces such as severe shortfalls in state

appropriations for higher education, and growing consumer uneasiness over the cost,
price and value of a college education have caused institutions around the country to

begin to retrench. Colleges and universities everywhere are beginning to feel the
pressure to deliver more service and higher quality with fewer resources.

The information age is an era where information is a prime source of both value and

competitive advantage. It is an era where organizations that flourish will be
characterized, in part, by their information strategy. The information strategy, rather

than being ancillary to the core function of their organization, will be integral with the

strategic intent of the enterprise. For this reason the executive team and the operating

or governing board of the institution must come to understand the importance of an
information strategy to the success of the organizations mission, goals, and objectives.

No longer are IT organizations expected to simply automate existing processes and be
supportive of other "more legitimate" organizational functions. This is true in business,
industry and higher education. Colleges and Universities of today are expected to

provide the same quality and convenience of service that busines; ' vides.
Consumers, students, faculty, and staff have grown to expect, even take k , anted,

highly accurate and responsive service from the organizations and institutions that
serve them.

In todays modern information environment individuals have developed some rather
profound and unyielding expectations. They expect to be able to have access to their
money through automated (24 hour) tellers. They expect to be able to manipulate their

funds via full service touch-tone information systems. They expect monthly statements
to be accurate, easy to get, read and understand. They expect to be able to order (toll

free) a wide variety of products via telephone, often without human intervention. They
have become rather intolerant of errors in data, records, processing, or reports. They
expect information when they want it, at their convenience, in a way that makes sense
to them.

These are the characteristics of service in the information age and the future of higher
education depends upon the development and implementation of successful IT
strategies to meet or exceed these expectations. The strategic role IT plays will
necessarily be unique to the institution. To play a strategic role the IT organization
must: improve the competitiveness of the institution, be more responsive to
educational and service challenges, and help make the institution more effective and
more efficient.

1
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The Vision

The design of a strategic role for an IT organization must be guided by a vision that
sets the service agenda. The vision should fuse the IT strategy with the institutional
mission. It should describe a culture for the technology organization that is synergistic
with the institutional culture, and it should facilitate the systematic reengineering of
core campus functions to achieve magnitudes of improvement in effectiveness,
efficiency and service.

Fusing the IT vision with that of the institution's mission means that IT must be
designed into the core functions of the institution. The IT strategy and organization
must have as its primary function the achievement of the institutional mission. IT
perspectives must be represented and understood at the executive level of the
institution and IT performance must be evaluated on how well it helps the institution
achieve its mission.

The IT culture must be synergistic with the institutional culture. This means that IT
organization members must identify with the institutional mission. This requires that
they not only know what the mission is, but they must come to know how they can
contribute to its achievement. Much of this synergy is derived from IT organization
members sharing the values of the institution. IT organizational members must
understand and communicate a concern for solving institution-wide problems. and
must help others understand and use IT to advance the institution.

The IT organization must facilitate the systematic reengineering of core campus
functions. Reengineering is: (1) the process of reexamining all basic assumptions
about the way we do things and rejecting those that fail to capitalize on the
technological capabilities of today; (2) redesigning work processes based upon new
assumptions; and (3) "thinking out of the box," that is, refusing to be limited by
traditions of the past. Technology is the enabling force behind reengineering.
Technology organizations must help bring this to bear on improving institutional
operations. Profound change is possible given the information systems infrastructure
now emerging if these concepts are put into practice. 1

Technology played an enabling role in the transformation of the agrarian economy into
the industrial economy. The change occurs in three general stages. During the first
stage, the new technology does what the technology it has replaced does but faster
(transition). In the second stage, the new technology begins to initiate modifications to
old processes, resulting in greater efficiencies and enhanced effectiveness
(innovation). Finally, during the third stage, new ideas and concepts which were
previously impossible are made possible by new technology resulting in major
breakthroughs and significantly increased effectiveness and productivity
(transformation or reengineering). This general pattern is also being seen in the
transformation to the information economy, and we observe that the majority of
changes to date, brought about by computing and communication, have resulted from
stages one and two of this paradigm. 2

Another view of the transition breaks the process into five more specific evolutionary
stages. They are proposed by Michael S. Scott Morton in the seminal book on
transformation that culminated from the collaborative "Management in the 1f)90s"
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research project conducted by the Sloane Management School at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. The five evolutionary stages are; active facilitation of localized
exploitation of information technology, internal integration, business process redesign,
business network redesign, and business scope redefinition. 3 IT organizations play a
strategic role by helping their institutions move along this evolutionary path.

Stage one of the evolutionary path is the localized exploitation of informrtion
technology. The benefits derived for the institution during this stage are primarily the
result of automating existing processes. Existing processes are identified and then
computerized, creating islands of automation. Since the key concept is "automating
existing processes," policies and procedures remain largely unchanged. This process
is often referred to as brute force automation and the benefits accrue as marginal
improvements in efficiency and effectiveness.

The second stage in the evolutionary path is achieving some internal integration. The
benefits derived here are primarily the result of tying islands of automation together
with an organization wide information infrastructure. Institutional leaders begin to
recognize that synergies can be achieved from getting the automated systems to work
together. During this stage hardware and software standards begin to emerge and
data begins to be seen as an organization-wide asset regardless of where it exists or
who owns it. While benefits during this stage accrue as further marginal improvements
in efficiency and effectiveness, this stage is key in preparing the way for
transformation.

The third stage along the evolutionary path is called process redesign and represents
the firfit step in reengineering. During this phase there is recognition that simply
automating isn't enough. Processes are redesigned to fit the IT capabilities and
benefits can accrue in magnitudes of improvements in efficiency and effectiveness by
fully capitalizing on information system potential. This stage requires that hardware,
software, data, and communications standards be in place. During this stage
transformation leaders have recognized that in order for existing capabilities to be fully
utilized job descriptions must begin to be recast and organized around outcomes
instead of traditional task lists. This coupling of technology capability with behavioral
transition is a primary engine for the transformational process.

The fourth stage along the evolutionary path is network redesign. IT benefits are
primarily the result of fusing organizational form and function with IT capabilities and
futures. IT facilitates new working relationships between organizational members
forming new human networks. A network culture begins to emerge, characterized by
open communications, ad-hoc work groups, and connected and empowered
individuals. Benefits that accrue during this phase achieve further magnitudes of
improvements in efficiency and effectiveness

The fifth stage in evolutionary development is the ability to redefine organizational
scope and mission. As a function of creating an organization that can learn through
the first four stages, new niches and competitive positions emerge. As a result
organizations have the capacity to realign themselves with the environment in order to
capitalize on new strategic opportunities. Benefits accrue from these new activities,
roles and functions of the organization and from further magnitudes of improvements
in efficiency and effectiveness.
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Information technology is the primary enabling force in this evolutionary institutional
change process. But while absolutely necessary, alone it is still insufficient to facilitate
progress along the evolutionary path described here. In order for the evolution to
occur there needs to be an organization wide focus on information technology by the
people cf virtually every unit. This focus must be nurtured. All must come to
understand that fusion of IT with the organizational mission means everyone will have
IT responsibilities. Therefore, managing IT resources will be a function shared by
everyone and maximizing IT resources will result from an institution wide intolerance
of wasted potential and functionality. This transformational consciousness begins the
emergence of a new type of organizational member--the knowledge worker. We
anticipate that the knowledge worker will exhibit a rather distinct set of characteristics
and behaviors.

The Knowledge Worker

Perhaps the most important factor that will distinguish the knowleoge worker is
attitude. Knowledge workers as a rule will like what they are doing and project this
through favorable attitudes toward clients and colleagues. They will exhibit
enthusiasm about their fields of interest and expertise and will be eager to share.
They will be fair to their colleagues and clients and feel empowered to help solve the
enterprises problems.

The primary challenge in developing this attitude during a period of transformation is
to overcome bureaucratic conditioning and defensive reasoning. These conditions
are characterized by blaming the system or others for past decisions, arguing "If it ain't
broke don't fix it," prolonging organizational inertia by sticking to the old way, fear of
negative reactions fostering blockage of upward communications for difficult issues,
playing budget games and perpetuating a myth of teamwork.4

Empowerment of the individual is one of the first acts in breaking these bureaucratic
barriers It is largely a personal process but must be supported by management. An
empowered persons authority to act comes from within the person. This is derived
from a trust in ones own instincts. An empowered person assumes responsibility and
judges success by their contribution to the strategic goals of the organization such as
service, productivity, reputation, and competitiveness. Rewards for such a person
come from doing meaningful work, learning, creating, and having the opportunity to
grow. A culture to nourish such workers is one where individuals are honest, share
information, share control, and take reasonable risk. This requires individual courage
supportive management and a commitment to fairness. 5

Another set of characteristics and behaviors that will distinguish knowledge workers
revolve around their knowledge base. The foundation of the knowledge base is
information technology literacy or ITL. ITL is the knowledge which allows a person to
function efficiently and effectively in whatever role the individual has in an
information/service economy. While a critical level of ITL in the organization is one of
the perquisites for institutional transformation the knowledge base cannot end with ITL.
Individuals must be literate about the goals, objectives, and real work of the
organization. This means that the real work of the organization must be both well
defined and understood. This is often not the case and not always obvious!
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A knowledge workEr must also be an excellent network navigator. A network is
defined here in a broad formal sense as a recognized group of individuals assembled
by executives to work across functional areas, sharing information, and using IT
infrastructures, where appropriate, to facilitate good decision making. This not only
requires the know how to effectively use the electronic infrastructure but means
individuals must have social interaction skills, teamwork skills and leadership skills. 6

Acquiring and maintaining the skills required to engage in real knowledge work
means that individuals must learn constantly. Some estimates are as high as 30
percent of a knowledge workers time should be devoted to learning. It is this
commitment to education and learning that constitutes the basis of being able to
continually grow and become more effective. This means that on-going professional
development is essential. But it also means that individuals need to experiment with
new techniques and methodologies. They need to "network" with other knowledge
seekers, read pertinent j3urnals and magazines on a regular and ongoing basis, and
be empowered to pursue learning as a natural course of their work lives. The more
each organizational member learns the more strategic their role in the organization.

The knowledge workers culture will be a somewhat unique one. The environment will
be one for the intellectually excited and curious, experimenters, communicators, highly
self motivated people possessing high but reasonable standards. To create this
culture we must remember that people need to feel challenged by their work, they
must be given the opportunity to grow, and they need feedback In the absence of
positive feedback, many give themselves negative feedback. Because individual
innovation will lead to productivity breakthroughs people must be encouraged to take
reasonable risks. It is a culture where individuals must get used to the idea of
continuously raising standards and improving quality. To encourage this culture
organizations need to seek ways to couple rewards with performance, give
recognition, show appreciation and help build individual self esteem.

The Information Technology Organization

Either address change and take advantage of the unique opportunity it
offers for you to successfully serve your enterprise, or face consequences
that can range from the loss of your organization's important role in the
enterprise to the loss of your job...Of course, other challenges face you
and your enterprise,...But in light of the current acceleration of
change...and its potential impact on IS careers, this particular challenge
must take priority.

Mario M. Morino 7

If IT organizations are to play a strategic role they must assume the role of rudder in
the change process. Remember the rudder is directed by the person at the helm (not
in the engine or machine room) and is a mechanism for steering the ship (or
enterprise) in a new direction. While a relatively small part of the whole ship or
organization, even a turn of a few degrees has a major impact over the course of the
journey. How then does an IT organization begin the journey of evolutionary change?

Because information technology organizations have leadership responsibilities in this

5
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evolutionary institutional change process they must learn to manage change then
teach others. They must create a change culture in their own ranks. They must
manage expectations by setting realistic high goals and standards then achieving
them. They must play an essential role in coordinating critical components of the
change process.

To do this requires credibility. The only real way to acquire credibility of this nature is
to provide solutions to institutional problems within current people, budget, and system
capabilities. Cast in another way--dleivering solutions with what you have is the single
best way to be allocated new resources, new confidence of decision makers, new
leadership position within the organization. With this strategic delivery process
underway, it is time then to look at the future.

In order to lead the way, IT organizations must dedicate themselves to the design and
implementation of systems that serve not only primary clients but executives and the
ultimate clients of our institutions--the faculty, students, and staff. The IT organization
should be significantly involved in the redesign of institutional processes, procedures
and in some case restructuring organizations. IT should help functional mid-managers
across the campus move rapidly towards coordinated management of IT resources.
This all requires ongoing interchange with the client community and the skilful use of
committees, task forces, and formal, as well as internal, networks.

Information technology leaders must learn to translate the IT vision to the broader
institution. One of the best ways is through strategic planning. The optimum
development of a strategic plan is guided by a vision and institutional information
strategy that is derived from or completely embraced by the executive officers of the
institution.

The plan should set forth a strategic direction for IT including voice, data, image
transmission, the nature and architecture of enterprises database, and scholarly
access. The plan should define IT support mechanisms, and policy with respect to
standards, privacy, security, and intellectual property rights. The plan should also
begin to redefine roles and responsibilities for institut'onal entities such as the division,
school, department, and individual and set forth strategies for information access for
executives, knowledge workers, and front line workers.

Strategic planning of this focus is best guided by a formal model to frame decisions.
The model should be designed to expand strategic planning to a strategic
management process thereby linking planning and management.(including
budgeting). To be effective the process must embrace the values of the organization
and be cognizant of both internal and external strengths, weaknesses, challenges and
opportunities. The process needs to be iterative, cycling decisions through a process
of mixing and matching the variables with institutional capabilities and tweaking the
information strategies.

The information strategy must be articulated in a succinct mission statement. This
mission statement should answer such questions as; What is our purpose? Who do
we serve? How do we provide and maintain services? etc. Then it must be translated
into action through goals and objectives. To be effective there needs to be a linkage
between the Strategic Plan, Urit Plans, and each individuals Work Plan. The
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effectiveness and efficiency of these plans need to be affirmed and modified based
upon meaningful evaluation. This is a strategic management process that drives the
strategic action of individuals toward a common goal.

In order to maintain credibility and keep a keen eye on reality the client community
should be involved in specifying evaluation criteria. Evaluations should include a
periodic survey of client perspectives of service (and these need to be compared
against standards), a quarterly evaluation of progress toward annual objectives, an
annual strengths/weaknesses analysis, a periodic review by external evaluators and
an annual report of achievements and disappointments.

The information technology organization must pay meticulous attention to designing
and maintaining the IT infrastructure. The infrastructure is a means to achieve
institutional objectives and must serve to integrate information resources. The
ends/means question is an importantone that must be better understood throughout
the IT enterprise. The infrastructure itself must accommodate growth and change.
This emphasizes the importance of an information strategy and good architecture. The
integration and use of information resources (the means) must be designed to improve
communication, decision making, innovation, and accomplish the mission of the
institution--this is the And to which we must strive.

The infrastructure must connect virtually everyone. This will require us to pay more
attention to social interaction, managerial coordination, and the change management
process. We must recognize that linking basic elements already in place may
problematic to some.individuals. We must also address th' ..-,ues of navigating
through the information system.. The technical aspects of th; .%tructure should be
transparent. While we have recognized this for some tir .aality is they are not!
There are growing problems related to connectin aryone including rapid
obsolescence (of hardware, software and skills), increasing demand for education and
training, maintenance, and dealing with growing expectations. Dealing with these
problems in an era of limited resources represents a major challenge.

The ultimate success of the information technology organization will depend more
upon people more than on technology. They must be able to overcome the alienation
common now with the technocracy. They must be as connected with the core mission
and functions of the institution as they are with technology. They must be empowered
to play a critical role outside the IT organization. The role will require more IT staff to
have leadership characteristics. They will need to play a role as consultants,
coordinators, facilitators, coaches and team builders. They must be nurtured
(encouraged, trained, supported, evaluated, and rewarded) along these critical paths.
Achieving these will require managerial initiatives including an increased willingness
to share information, an entrepreneurial perspective, and the empowerment of the
individual.
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Closing Observations

All successful organizations in the 1990s will have to pass through
[transformation], a stage characterized by leadership, vision and a
sustained process of organization empowerment so basic as to be
exceptionally hard to accomplish ... the concept of transformation
includes the broad view of quality but goes beyond this to address the
unique opportunities presented by the environment and enabled by it.

Michael S. Scott Morton 8

Constructing a strategic vision for information technology at your institution is a most
critical step. Vision here has two meanings in Strategic Planning Terminology: What
are the significant values that will be emphasized in the organization?; and What
scenario do we aspire to in the next 3-5 years? Both of these must be derived and
understood by executive leadership of the institution. Input from clients and
constituents is important in determining appropriate values ansi the strategic scenario
that follows. Unless this was done recently, "what is" may not address "what needs to
be."

Progress depends upon getting buy-in to the vision. To get buy in the vision must be
clearly articulated in terms the broader institution can understand. Even the most
rational approach will not get 100% agreement but will garner understanding and
support. The key is that it must fit the institutional decision making structure, it must
reflect the institutional value system, and it must establish values for the proposed
future. To maintain buy-in it must be supported by a process beginning with formal
strategic planning model, and the recognition that it is not a one time event, it is on
going, never ending, constantly improving.

Creating a strategic plan to translate the vision into reality is critical. The strategic plan
defines the process for input,.defines how decisions are made, helps establish and
clarify expectations, defines accountability, provides an important communication
mechanism, and over time establishes credibility.

Designing an infrastructure to support the vision must be a prime focus. Most
institutions do not have the option to look at the ideal. The infrastructure is shaped by:
what exists, available and potential resources, what is desired by the institution. It is
important to make known both the givens and the essentials. Executive decision
makers need a basic understanding of what the standards are and what is needed.

Developing the organization and management structure to implement the vision must
be done at the same time. The number of CIO positions has doubled in 3 years. If the
IT leader is not at the executive officer/President's policy committee level then IT needs
an executive officer champion. Organizational structures in IT units are likely to
change significantly over the next 5-10 years

Success will depend to a large degree upon acquiring and developing the human
resources needed to implement the vision. The journey that we have described will
clearly need more leaders and fewer managers. These leaders need different skills
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than in the past. They need to build shared vision, balance inquiry and advocacy
skills, discern between what people say/believe and their actions, be able to focus on
inter-relationships not detail, move beyond blame, and avoid symptomatic solutions.
There will be a far greater need for teamwork, group interaction, on-going education,
and a different reward structure

Creating a culture where change can thrive is a major challenge. In order to create a
culture where change can thrive we must break down the bureaucracy, empower
people, challenge them and hold them responsible. We must also encourage
innovation and reasonable risk taking. Change is NOT OPTIONAL!!! Will it be a
positive or negative force?

Creating meaningful evaluation mechanisms is essential. In the process of creating
meaningful evaluation mechanisms we must reexamine most of our measurement
criteria, accepted standards are woefully outdated, comparisons to "like institutions"
are useful only to judge progress not to measure absolutes, accounting framework
based on industrial model, does not lend itself to value added or distinguishing
between creative versus routine tasks with respect to investments. As the nature of
jobs shifts from task to outcome orientation and individual performance relates more to
team or group activities, individual assessment mechanisms need to be changed.
There are no easy answers--and this very important to remember and convey!!
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DATA ACCESS SERVICES
A Key Component of Central Support for Distributed Computing

Bruce K. Alexander
Assistant Director, Information Systems and Services

David L. Millsop, Jr.
Manager, SIS Data Access Services

Administrative Information Services
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan

ABSTRACT

Recent and continuing investments in computing technology have expanded the
capability of administrative and academic units to provide internal computing support.
The role the Information Services department plays within the institutional computing
arena must evolve to effectively leverage this investment. Highly integrated central
applications have been created to capture and maintain institutional data. The inability
of end users to make effective use of this institutional data is an emerging problem.
Michigan State University is addressing this problem through the establishment of the
Data Access Services function. This paper will review this function and the factors
which led to its creation.
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"The new source of power is not money in the hands of a few but information in the hands of
many."'

JOHN NA1SBITT, 1982

In 1982, John Naisbitt's Mcgatrcnds: Tcn New Directions Transforming Our Lives postulated a
set of major sociological changes occurring due to the transformation of industrial society to an
information society. This megatrend has continued and expanded in many ways during the past decade.
The information technology industry has grown at a rate beyond even the most optimistic predictions of
the early 1980's. This megatrend has also manifested itself on college and university campuses across the
nation and around the world. The development of distributed computing capabilities and rising demand
for institutional data are characteristics of this trcnd found throughout highcr cducation.

Michigan State University is currently in an era of profound change reflecting the sociological
megatrend postulated by Naisbitt. In the past decade, distributcd information proccssing capabilities have
been developed outside the central support organivations in every arca of the University. In addition to
distributed capabilities, a centrally supportcd end user computing environment enables a large and
growing scgmcnt of the MSU community to make extensive use of thc administrative mainframc for
production of reports, labels and data files from centrally maintained institutional data resources.

This cra of profound change is reflected at MSU in thrcc cmcrging trends. These trends are:
continuing investment in information technology, evolving and expanding end user computing, and thc
presence of institutional application systems characterized by large volumes of highly integrated data.

A Continuing Investment in Information Technology:
In this cra of shifting technical capability, dcmands for information are rising. New means to

usc and deliver information have become available. Thc table below details thc acquisition pattern for
workstations uscd in centrally supported academic computing laboratories. This pattern is presumed to
serve as a model indicative of thc purchase behaviors of thc MSU campus as a whole. Accurate data on
all workstation purchases, campus-wide, is not readily obtainable.

COMPUTER LABORATORY WORKSTATION PURCHASES
1982 23
1983 51

1984 100
1985 64
1986 178
1987 159
1988 258
1989 97
1990 320
1991 99

Source: MSU Computer Laboratory2

Thc purchasc pattcrn indicates that investment in information technology, as reflected in
budgeted workstation purchascs, has progressed in a consistently upward direction. Thc years 1989 and
1991 show a drop in thc number of workstations purchascd. This is due to a shift to the purchase of
SUN and NEXT workstations, respectively. Thus, a growing budget commitment to information
technology has rcmained evident.
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Evolving and Expanding End User Computing:
End user computing on the central host has increased at a consistently high rate for the past

several years. The table below illustrates a trend in the growth of end user submitted batch jobs on the
central host as an indicator of this expansion. Tools, support, training, and an execution environment
are provided for end user access to institutional data resources.

END USER SUBMITTED BATCH JOBS
1984-85 41,062
1985-86 51,264
1986-87 61,282
1987-88 65,367
1988-89 79,421
1989-90 76,120
1990-91 88,001

Source: AIS Consulting Servicesi

The end user computing volume on the mainframe has consistently represented approximately
25% of the total number of batch jots executed annually. The end user computing community includes
50 of the 170 academic and support units from across campus and over 300 individuals. End user
computing growth and expansion is expected to continue at a rapid rate for the foreseeable future.

Large Volumes of Highly Integrated Institutional Data:

MSU has experienced significant growth in the volume of centrally stored and maintained
administrative data. This is due, in large part, to the recent implementations of the Alumni /
Development Fund system and the Payrill system, as well as, the Student Information System.

The growth of this data is indicated in the amount of direct access storage on the administrative
host mainframe. During th 1985 - 86 fiscal year, the amount of total disk storage was approximately 20
gigabytes. The 1991 - 92 fiscal year puts that figure at 90 gigabytes, representing explosive growth.

Earlier end user computing experiences at MSU were, and still arc to a great degree, oriented
around the use of daily backup copies of production administrative data. These are copies of function-
specific files which are maintained throughout the day by online application software. Each of thc
rc lent and future major implementations have been characterized by large, complex database structures
and large volumes of data.

"We are drowning in information but starved for knowledge."'
JOHN NAISMIT, 1982

Institutional data resources have become complex and significantly more voluminous. At the
same time, end user computing demands continue to escalate, not only in sheer volume, but also in the
greater sophistication on the part of the end user computing community. Over the past decade, our
clients have become extremely computer literate. The level of sophistication and complexity in the end
user computing arena has risen significantly, often challenging the knowledge of the central support
organizations.

Data Access Services
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These trends indicate that a major challenge for the Information Technology (IT) mganization
will be in addressing the issue of meeting the increasing demand for access and support, while building
end user self-sufficiency, in a period characterized by budget cutbacks and other funding difficulties. We
are clearly moving away from a paradigm in which data services are mediated and controlled solely
through the central IT organization. Central support must evolve in response to these changes.

At Mt U there have been two watershed experiences, or change agents, which have led to a
radical shift in the approach providing support to end user computing and in the delivery of, and the
access to, institutional data. These two experiences were the Development Fund Information System
Project and the Student Information System Project.

Thelment Fund Information System Project:
The purchase and subsequent implementation of the ADVANCE system for the MSU

Development Fund was a major project undertaking. The ADVANCE system is a large, transaction
oriented development fund information system. The system includes a transaction-oriented Computer
Associates CA-IDMS/R network database structure maintaining very high volumes of data.

The ADVANCE system was also characterized by a lack of vendor-supplied reporting support.
This forced M`IU to deal with the issue of reporting and extracting data for use by University
Development Fund Officers from a large and complex database. The organization approach to this
situation was to try to anticipate and accomplish support through existing structures both in systems
development and in, what we then termed, the administrative information center.

This approach was not as successful as had been anticipated. Part of the reason was that, in
regard to data access, a constantly reactive postitre was taken when a more proactive approach was
required. Success required anticipating, not merely accommodating, the needs of end user computing.

"Uncontrolled (Ind unorganized information is no longer a resource in the information society.
Instead, it becomes the enemy of the information worker."'

JOHN NAISBITII, 1982

When the system went live, considerable effort by members of thc 'information Center staff and
the application support team was spent on day to day support activities. Four to five full time staff
worked to make extracts and logical records work in order to complete reporting required to run the
central business functions of the Development Fund.

Further, data access and end user computing should have been viewed as a project kind of
activity. Development and implementation of end user accessible data resources, as well as, client
portfolio conversion must today be an integral part of the systems development lifecycle.

Finally, it was discovered that data needed to be placed, not found. For the first time, MSU was
implementing a large, complex database. Nearly five gigabytes of development fund data are stored and
maintained by the system. The use of backup files as a data resource for end user computing is
impractical. MSU was forced to place data in fortns that end users could use and understand.
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The Student Information System (SIS) Project:
The second major change agent at MSU is the Student Information System (SIS) Project. The

SIS project is, by far, the largest cffort cvcr undertakcn at MSU. The systcm encompasses a widc
spectrum of student rclated processing including: admissions prospcct and application management,
cnrollmcnt and registration, holds and accounts receivable, degree audit, academic history and transcripts,
and financial assistance. Additionally, the system maintains information on background institutions,
student organizations and participants, as well as, intercollegiate athletics and studcnt athletes.
Thus, SIS is an cxtremcly large systcm. The database is projected to encompass on thc order of 50
gigabytes of disk storage.

The SIS database is highly complex and complicatcd. The database is a Computcr Associatcs
CA-IDMS/R nctwork structure currently maintaining in excess of 35 million record occurrenccs. Thc
database structure is made up of nearly 500 rccord types, 750 network set relationships, and 5000 data
cicmcnts. The online application software includcs more than 1 million lincs of code and 850 maps.
Thc shcer volume and complcxity of the database itself creates the prospect that without dealing with a
strategy and a sct of tactics to achicvc end uscr computing success, csscntial components of University
busincss functions would bc advcrscly impacted. SIS also lacks vendor-supplied reporting support. Thus,
a significantly grcatcr dcpcndcncy is placed on end uscr computing to cnable and exccute basic business
functions.

Thcsc factors, combined with knowlcdge from prior projccts, crcatcd thc ncccssity to integrate
data access and cnd uscr computing into thc SIS dcvelopment lifecycle. Thc rolc of thc ccntral IT
organization must evolve to addrcss these issues for SIS to be an institutional success.

"Information technology brings order to the chaos of information pollution and therefore gives
value to data that would otherwise be useless."

JOHN NAISB1TT, 1982

Rcccnt cxpericncc demonstrates that it is possibh to provide computing tools and thc technical
capability for access without achieving the substance of the goal which is to make institutional data truly
uscable and undcrstandablc.

The rolc of thc central IT organization nccds to be to act as an agcnt to promote thc
organization and distribution of thc institutional data rcsource to the appropriate Univcrsity
offices. Toward this end, MSU has implemented a revised strategy. Thc recognized nccd to pro-actively
addrcss the problcm of data resources and end uscr computing requires dedicated resources to deal with
this issue. An organization is nccdcd to focus and support these resources. Fundamentally, a new
service offcring from the ccntral IT organization is nccdcd.

The new service nccds to bc initially intcgrated into thc SIS project tcam. The new function
nccds to takc a planning and dcsigning approach to the provision of data access and to the provisinn of
cnd uscr computing. Thc new service needs to cnablc thc ccntral support organization to involve clients
in a cooperative venture to dcfinc the nccds of the information required from SIS.

In rcsponsc to thcse needs, MSU has crcatcd the SIS Data Access Scrviccs function within
Administrativc Information Scrviccs. SIS Data Access Services is chargcd with thc mission to define,
articulate, and advocatc a coherent largc systems data access strategy.

It is anticipated that what is developed in conjunction with thc SIS project will bc applicable
across thc spcctrum of administrativc information systems. This new function becomes a way to look at
thc provision of access and the delivcry of data to cnd users for the foreseeable future.

2.3S
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In addition to strategy, the service component of the Data Access Services function needs to be
identified, designed and implemented. A primary goal of the function is to foster, encourage, and enable

a greater degree of client independence through a strong program of education and support. SIS Data
Access Services must reach out, advocate, and train clients to truly understand and effectively utilize
institutional data resources.

SIS Data Access Strategy:
The SIS Data Access Strategy is made up of four components. The implementation of SIS,

coupled with the University conversion to the semester calendar in 1992, will have unprecedented impact

on central support offices such as Admissions, Registrar, Controller, and Financial Assistance. The goal
of this strategy is to help enable SIS to be a positive impact upon University end user computing.

Survive: The primary offices involved with the SIS project are also the heaviest
consumers of the end user computing community. Consulting support
must be provided to enable an effective and efficient conversion of
established end user computing portfolios.

Facilitate Access: Maximize data availability in accordance with University Need to Know
policy and procedures.

Maximize Understanding: Through effective training, documentation, consulting, and support.

Position Resources: SIS data resources must be designed to accommodate relational database
models found in client / server and distributed database environments.

Organization:
The S1S Data Access Services function, reports in a matrix management relationship both to

Administrative Information Services (AIS) and to the MSU Student Information System (SIS) Project.
The matrix relationship is accomplished through AIS SIS Manager and SIS Assistant Project Director
Patricia W. Croom whose position within AIS reports to AIS Assistant Director of Information Systems
and Services, Bruce K. Alexander and within the SIS Project reports directly to the Project Director.

Both MS and the SIS Project are departments within the MSU Computing and Technology
major administrative unit. This unit is led by the Vice Provost for Computing and Technology, Dr. Paul
M. Hunt. The AIS department is led by Scott D. McGill and includes approximately 125 full-time staff.
The SIS Project is led by Dr. Marshall Hestenes and includes nearly 80 full-time staff drawn from the
University community, A1S, and Coopers and Lybrand. Coopers and Lybrand is thc prime contractor for
the S1S Project.

The SIS Data Access Services team is led by a Senior Systems Analyst / Supervisor. The team
includes: a Systems Analyst, two Programmer/Analysts, a half-time Graduate Assistant, and two half-

time Student Programmers.
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Philosophy:
The SIS Data Access Services operating philosophy comes, in largepart from the Administrative

Information Services Total Quality Service (TQS) initiative. As prescribed by AIS Director Scott D.
McGill, the TQS program asks each function w"- n the department for leadership and a commitment to
excellence, teamwork and active participation oL an staff members, a commitment to strategic planning,
continuous improvements of work processes, and total cooperation between units.

Maintaining a propensity for action is another element of the SIS Data Access Services
philosophy. Due to the scope and urgency of the project schedule, reasoned action is required.
Standardization activities, enterprise data modeling, and other more traditional data administration
activities would normally precede the design of access and delivery services. However, the situation at
MSU demanued a data access and delivery focused approach in order to meet SIS objectives.

Staying close to the customer, the AIS client, is the final element of the operating philosophy.
A primary goal is to build on-going comp. ig partnerships with SIS client offices. In order to achieve
this goal, client office staff and management are involved early and involved often in SIS Data Acc,:ss
Services activities. Client office participation in design and implementation activities increases client
knowledge and builds a sense of ownership of the data resource products.

"If users - through information utilities - can locate the information they need, they will pay
for it."'

JOHN NAISB1TT, 1982

Taken literally, the quote would seem to indicate that SIS Data Acccss Services has been
established to create a revenue =tel. This is not the case. The interpretation here is that if end users
are provided access to institutional data in forms that they can truly use and understand, in a form that
they perceive as having value, that they will invest in the technology and in the resources to access
institutional information and use it to their benefit.

The label Information Warehouse or Data Warehouse has been used extensively lately in
reference to relational data repositories which serve client / server or distributed database applications.
A warehouse, in this sense, is a place where data is placed for later access or delivery.

The services provided by SIS Data Access Services go beyond data resource creation and storage.
The label data clearing house has been used as an illustrative metaphor. The SIS Data Clearing House
includes four primary functions. These functions are data resource design, data resource filtering, data
deltvery, and education, consulting and support.

Data Resource Design:
The primary goal of data resource design is to provide users the information they require,

arranged for easy and effective use while minimizing the direct access of the SIS database for end user
computing. This will be accomplished by extracting significant amounts of SIS data from the SIS
database for use by end user computing. These extracts will serve as a basis for a re-engineered
reporting database allowing distributed processing or direct query. Additionally, the extracts will provide
the basis for a variety of reporting files created through the proces, of data resource filtering. Where
required, direct access will be accomplished using logical records designed to emulate extract files.

An additional goal is to design the extracts for use in a relational database environment without
requiring significant redesign. This basically requires that extract designs be normalized to third normal
form. This positions the data resources for use with emerging end user tools which generate Structured
Query Language (SQL) statements from a "friendly" user interface for data query.
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Data Resourre Filtering:
Protecting unauthorized access to institutional information is one example of a data resource

filtering operation. In order to comply with University need to know policy and practices, operational
extracts must be subdivided to provide specific subsets of data. This, in combination wit'a dataset level
security, provide the capability to adhere to requirements to deliver only the appropriate level of access

to institutional data.
A specified group of student directory type information such as student name, address, phone,

major, and dates of attendance as considered public information. However, each student has the option
of requesting that any or all of the defined directory elements be kept confidential. This designation
prohibits release of the information outside the University need to know definition. Confidential
information filtering provides an element of protection against unintentional release of confidential

directory information.
Special purpose filters includ s. providing small subsets of highiy specific information to various

units. Examples of such special filters include intercollegiate athletes, international students, and office-

specific holds. In each case, a small population of student data is required for specific functions.
Reporting filters are designed to ease the transition from current, single-file, reporting to the

multi-file extract environment. Reporting files are creating by de-normalizing the extract dcsign by
increasing data redundancy on commonly used fields, limiting repeating group occurrences, and deriving

flag values and aggregations where required to ease reporting.
The purpose of the reporting filtered file is to accommodate the majority of end user computing

requirements for lists and labels. This will provide for increased single-file reporting solutions. More
ambitious analysis of SIS data can be accomplished using the pre-filtered system extract files, in

relational table format.

Data Deliveryi
To support the large and growing mainframe computing community, mainframe files must be

created and maintained. S;ecially filtered files can be transferred via File Transfer Protocol using
TCP/IP for local processing. Data must also be available via tape and diskette. Finally, for units which
haw: limited requirements and a limited computing budget, data must be delivered in the finished form
of lists and labels.

Education. Consultinz and Support:
The most critical operation of the SIS Data Clearing House is the education, consulting, and

support function. Education is required in the new meanings of familiar data, redefined as part of the
SIS implementation. Education is also required in the increased availability of data. Finally, hands-on
training in the use of the SIS data resources is required for a successful transition. Clear, concise and
useable documentation is also required as reference material following client coursework.

Consulting in program design, data access and manipulation and data presentation is a critical

support operation. Familiar problems require new, unfamiliar approaches for resolution. SIS Data
Access Services staff actively participate in the identification and design of end user outputs required to

ensure a successful conversion to SIS.
Support for the use of the end user computing tools and environment is accomplished primarily

through the AIS Help and Support Center. All client calls for probiem resolution are first handled by
the Help and Support Center. In cases where SIS Data Access Services expertise is required, assistance
is requested and progress toward resolution monitored by the Help and Support Center. Problem
tracking and coordinated problem resolution are essential elements of the support function.
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"The emphasis of the whole information society shifts, then from supply to selection."'
JOHN NAISBITT, 1982

MSU Institutional Data Reporting Model:
Beyond the SIS Project, the strategies and services developed can be expanded in scope to

include a wider range of institutional data. An institutional data reporting model will enable this
expansion to be strategically planned and clearly visualized. Creating this enterprise data model will
likely be a priority activity following the implementation of SIS.

F,:c1Refine Data Resource Products and Services:
Data resource products and services will continually expand and evolve. An aggressive program

of effectiveness review and utilization analysis will be undertaken following the SIS project in order to
gather quality control information. Using this information, SIS data resources will be enhanced in
response to client needs. In addition, new specially filtered files and other files suitable for transfer to
the local processing environment will continue to be created for distributed end user computing.

Expand Base:
A continually expanding client base will also be a characterization of the Data Access Services

future. The most rapidly growing segment is the academic community. In addition to the colleges and
academic support units, a number of non-traditional clients of central support services will evolve.
Examples of these units include Intercollegiate Athletics, Performing Arts, Grounds Maintznance, and
the MSU Students.

MSU, through the development of the Data Acccss Services strategy, has pro-actively addressed
the increasing problem of effective and efficient end user acccss to institutional information. As this
service matures and expands, a wider section of the campus community will be empowered to access and
effectively use a widening segment of institutional data. Siiccess with this function could provide the
credibility and user level support for more traditional data administration activities which are often
difficult to initiate. Data Access Services has become a key component of central support for distributed
computing at Michigan State University.
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1982.

All subsequent notes (5, 6, 7, and 8) are from the same noted page and reference.
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Student Administrative Services - Rethink, Reorganize, Re-implement
Julie Karns, Assistant Vice President for Finance and Administration

Pratt Institute
Brooklyn

New York

It is becoming increasingly evident that the critical factors in a
student's decision to attend or remain at a particular college or
university go beyond the caliber of academic programs and campus
life to include the quality of administration- the ease of registration,
accessing records, resolving problems, and relieving financial
concerns.

The classic Registrar, Bursar, Financial Aid organization represents an
antiquated model that inherently impedes an institution's ability to
deliver quality service. Pratt Institute has engaged in a fundamental
redesign of the traditional model. Consolidation and reorganization of
the three existing operating units allows service improvements that
should aid recruitment and retention. Other benefits are improved
operating efficiency and reduced costs despite an in c r ea singly
complex and demanding administrative environment.

2 1 4-
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Student Administrative Services - Rethink, Reorganize, Re-implement

What Type of Institution Should Consider Reorganization?

Reorganization should be conSidered by any institution concerned about retention
and cost effectiveress. Few institutions can claim the enviable combination of
growing enrollment and adequate financial resources. For many institutions, the
term "right-sizing" is one of several strategies under consideration as a means of
addressing the financial challenges associated with enrollment declines. But staff
reductions, without a corresponding analysis of organization and procedures, is a
very dangerous undertaking. As students become more informed consumers, they
demand a level of service only a well-organized service unit can deliver.

Higher education's traditional model for delivery of administrative services to
students is ineffective and inefficient. Maintenance of students' academic and
financial records by three separate offices- the Registrar, Bursar, and Financial Aid
offices- contributes to poor service in several ways. Pratt Institute's
reorganization of these functions in a consolidated Student Administrative Services
department addresses the following problems common to the traditional structure:

1. Lack of advisement services. In the traditional model, staff who interact with
students have responsibility for both counseling and transaction processing. At
peak times such as registration, processing takes precedence to the detriment
of advisement. One result is that students take little responsibiiity for planning
or managing their educational finances.

Lack of administrative advisement impacts particularly heavily on economically
disadvantaged students who lack family role models for financial management.
Increasingly, given the recession, students from middle income families are also
"on the edge" financially. Without personalized financial advice and
intervention, such students risk joining the attrition ranks. Too few staff
members in the traditional structure can provide such advisement because the
usual registration focus is on processing.

A common occurrence at the bursar's window illustrates this problem. A
student is prevented from registering because of a prior semester balance. He
or she is having difficulty interpreting the account statement. A growing line of
frustrated students listens as the student tries to resolve a complex financial
problem in a very public arena. Aware of the growing lines, and unable to
quickly determine which expected financial aid did not materialize, and why,
the cashier refers the student to another long line at the financial aid office
across campus.
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2. Lack of staffing flexibility. Registrar, bursar and financial aid staff typically
have narrowly defined areas of skill and expertise. While registration is a time
of peak activity in all three offices, other key processing deadlines are generally
staggered. Organizational structure typically stands in the way of cross-
training and staff sharing. The lack of staffing flexibility inherent in the
traditional model can also contribute to overstaffing, reduced service quality,
and lack of promotional opportunities.

3. Lack of coordination in policy-making. In many institutions, the three offices
reoort to different institutional divisions. The Bursar often reports to the
Controller, and ultimately the Vice President of Finance. The Registrar
generally reports to the Provost or equivalent. The Financial Aid Director may
report to the Vice President for Student Services. This reporting structure
lends itself to policy inconsistencies and fragmented decision making. The
three offices haven't traditionally maintained or analyzed the data needed to
contribute to debates on important topics like tuition pricing.

Academicians, an important source of information for students, are often
unaware of financial policies and their underlying rationales. Registration and
payment deadlines may be established without a clear understanding of the
implications for an institution's cash flow.

More effective use of administrative resources is of increasing concern to
educational institutions. Enhanced service to students is a key factor in
recruitment and retention. Pratt's new administrative service model furthers bothgoals in a cost effective way. It has broad applicability at a time when fiscal
constraints at the state and federal levels are increasing. Expectations of better
financial and student service performance from boards of trustees, and more
importantly students, make this innovative approach to administration relevant to amajority of higher education institutions.

Key Steps and Measurable Results

Involving Constituents in Planning
Over a four month period, the design of the consolidated department took shape.
An important part of the design process was involving department constituent
groups in the planning phase. Faculty and student committees provided input on
service strengths and weaknesses. A benchmark survey was made of student
views on service quality. The findings have guided many of our procedural
changes this year. A follow-up survey is planned for spring registration to helpgauge our achievements.

In a unionized environment, the input of Human Resources and open
communication with union representatives were critical. Finally, the Institute's
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audit firm evaluated the proposed new organization for potential control

weaknesses or regulatory problems, as we would no longer have a "Registrar", for

example.

Using A Competitive Internal Interview Process

New job descriptions were drafted for each position in the reorganized department.

to facilitate this task, we developed a processing calendar. This helped to identify

less busy times for particular staff, and those positions requiring help at that time.

Flexibility was "built in" to the new position descriptions.

Positions were grouped according to function, with Administrative Advisement,

Operations, and Information Services units supplanting Registrar, Bursar and

Financial Aid departments. Both administrative and clerical staff interviewed for

the revised positions. Placement depended on interest in and potential for

excellence in counseling (Administrative Advisement), processing efficiency

(Operations), or analysis and reporting (Information Systems). Union support for

the process was one key to its success.

In the year of reorganization, eight of the existing thirty-five positions were

eliminated. The consolidated departmental budget declined by $210,000, a 19%

reduction of the prior year expenditures. Two approacs les were taken to address

staff concerns about productivity in a "streamlined" department. First, optical

scanning technology, programming to automate standard penalties, and tape

download of external financial aid information were employed to reduce time

consuming manual processing. Second, an intensive training program was

instituted to allow greater sharing of responsibilities. (Careful crafting of the new

job descriptions facilitated this flexibility.)

Focdsing on Staff Development
Professional development initiatives were key to improving efficiency and service

quality. Staff at all levels were involved in development and instruction of

technical and service skills training. Information Systems unit staff worked with

Administrative Computing to develop a "counseling module". It provides efficient

read-only access to student academic and financial records without the need to

log in and out of three separate modules. A major focus of staff training was how

to use this tool to provide comprehensive advice in a single student visit.

An employee recognition program was initiated, along with regularly schedules

staff meetings. The recognition program emphasizes both accountability and

positive reinforcement. Monthly awards for quality service and quarterly awards

for suggestions increased staff involvement in the changes taking place. With

name tags allowing identification of individual staff for praise or criticism, service

quality improved. Measurable improvements in attendance and promptness were

noted, a result of their inclusion as evaluation criteria for monthly awards.
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Enhancing Analysis and Reporting
Personal computer training and writing skills workshops have also enhanced staff
effectiveness. These skills, along with creative data extraction from the
mainframe system, have allowed meaningful policy analysis and improved
management reporting. Reporting initiatives included deferred payment plan
analysis, space utilization review, faculty course load reporting improvements, and
creation of more sophisticated registration and financial aid reports.

Creating an information Center
Students needed a consistent place to start the process of problem resolution.
Faculty and staff needed to know they could refer students with problems a to a
caring, knowledgeable staff member. The Information Center was established, and
it's staff selected with those needs in mind. Information Center Assistants, part
of the Advisement unit, use the new counseling module to do preliminary
research on the students' problems. This screening process helps insure that
students don't wait for simple solutions.

If a problem is more complex, students are encouraged to make appointments with
the staff member best able to help them. The Information Center summarizes the
problem in writing, the other staff member has time to research the problem and
evaluate alternatives. Service and productivity are enhanced through this process.
Of course, one or more staff members (in addition to the Information Center
Assistants) are available to see "walk-ins" when necessary.

Advisement member staff also participate in outreach and education efforts. They
organize financial aid workshops. They contact students with financial holds to
offer assistance. They accept and process student appeals. These efforts make
our job easier-reducing lines at on-site registration, reducing errors on financial aid
forms submitted-and they create goodwill for the department.

Key Challenges Remaining

While significant challenges remain, including new technology to provide students
independent access to their records, we are encouraged by the progress to date.
Changing the attitudes of our constituents-and some of their bad habits-will take
additional time and increased effort. As a department and an Institution, we are
still working our way through the transition period. It would be misleading to say
that our changes are over, or.that our successes were easy, but the response to
the changes has been very favorable.

We feel the new student service model has real relevance in the current
environment and in the increasingly competitive environment that lies ahead, and
welcome questions and comments from other institutions on our approach.

21S
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Coordinator: Robert Blackmun

As we begin this decade with the prospect of still greater demands for access to expanding
information resources in a rapidly changing technological world, we are all faced with the knowledge
that our fiscal and personnel resources may not grow at the same rate. Policies and standards how-
ever, may help us stretch those resources. Papers here offers some ideas.
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Herding Cats and Networked Resources
a progress report from the

Working Group on
Directories and Networked Resource Services

of the
Coalition for Networked Information

George H. Brett II
Center for Commuaications MCNC

and
Office of Academic Affairs

The University of North Carolina General Administration
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

ABSTRACT

The title of the working group, Directories and Networked
Resource Services, has two key components that help explain its
mission: directories and services. Initially, the working group
focused on the concept of collecting information about networked
resources into a central clearinghouse. But, since the fall of 1990,
this group has accepted the broader challenges: directories and
services. The broader challenge is being met through a number of
channels such as focus group meetings, information collection,
white papers, and an electronic conference.
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Herding Cats and Networked Resources
George H. Brett II

Background and Problems

Th e networke res urc oo much too fast
(feral information)

It's a jungle out there. The international information infrastructure
is maturing quickly. Many institutions, organizations, and coalitions of
associations are working to ensure standards, to provide services, and
to facilitate development of applications. Indications of this maturation
can be seen by the variety of resources available via the Internet. The
Internet Resource Guide lists more than 105 resources, more than
200 libraries on the network offer information services, and thousands
of mailing lists, public and private, use the net. These resources are
being added to the network on an hourly basis. Amidst all this growth
there is also increasing concern about effectively locating and using
these resources.

Moving t r ets: 1a_gmg_y,l-tc)als tomorrow (cat_s_and resourgsA)
An effect of the rapid growth of networked information is transient

nature of the resources. As a result of adding hardware or adding
network addresses, a file archive may move from one host system to
another. Or perhaps the person who maintains the resources changes
jobs and moves from one state to another, taking her files with her.
The publication of paper and electronic guides to networked
resources is not always the solution -- especially if these guides are not
kept current with up to the second information.

Now that I found it. what can I do with it? (speaking 'cat')
We have a basic infrastructure for networked information with the

Internet and the many published, publicly accessible resources. But,
what can I, the individual user, do with it? I have a specialty, a
particular discipline. Are you prepared to assist me with that specific
topic area? Can I keep electronic copies of the information I recover?
Can I work from the desktop in my office with my 1987 Five-&-Dime-
PC clone using Kermit and WordStar? Are there any hidden costs:
copyright clearance, unit charges, license charges to campus or
department? These questions point out the fact that locating
resources is just the beginning of the journey on the information
superhighways. These questions are like the wild cat lurking in the
jungle. They can be elusive, avoiding our attempts to bring them under
control.

The challenge of herding these 'cats' has been accepted by a
recently formed organization, the Coalition for Networked
Information.
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The Coalition for Networked Information
Constiuency

The Coalition for Networked Information (CNI) was established in
March 1990 by CAUSE, Association of Research Libraries (ARL), and
EDUCOM. Early on CNI formed a Task Force which is made up of
constituents of the three parent associations. There are more than one
hundred and forty members of the Task Force now. Among these
members are universities and colleges, computer organizations,
telecommunications organizations, publishers, public and state
libraries, and network service providers.

Mission
CNI was formed to "explore the promise of high performance

computers and advanced networks for enriching scholarship and
enhancing intellectual productivity. ... Its specific purpose is to
promote the provision of information resources and services on
existing telecommunications networks and on proposed
interconnected networks."

Vision Statements
Ten vision statements presented at CNI meetings have provided aframework for the Task Force to move towards a broad goal of a viable

national networked information infrastructure. Topics covered by thevision statements include: imaging, electronic publishing, digital
libraries, networked information resources and services, and public
policy issues. Many of these statements have been published in thepublications of the parent associations, CAUSE/EFFECT, and the
EDUCOM Review.

Working Groups
Initially seven working groups were formed by the Coalition toprovide focus on particular areas of interest. At the most recent

meeting, November 1991, the seven original groups were expanded toeight. As noted by the topics, these groups cover as many of the issues
and topic related to networked information and services as possible.The Coalition will continue to expand and evaluate the focus of thesegroups in order to keep them current with the evolving national
network infrastructure. The eight Working Groups include:

1. Modernization of Scholarly Publishing which was formerly
known as Commercial Publishing. This group is looking into issuessuch as how networks can be used to distribute scholarly journals, thepotential of "site licei.-1";" of networked information, high volumenetworked printing, . the economic analysis of networked
information distribution, access, and delivery.

1Coalition for Networked Information. "First Year (March, 1990 -- June, 1991) Report."

2
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2. Transformation of Scholarly Publishing which was formerly

known as non-commercial publishing. This group explores the

potential of network as a medium for scholarly communication, as well

as the "promises and challenges" of networked information for

scholarship and pedagogy in all disciplines.

3. Directories and Resource Information Services. This is the

group that this speaker is co-chair of. The priorities and activities of

the group will be discussed later in this paper.

4. Architectures and Standards As described by the name this

group is working to enhance standards and issues that are related. A

consequence of the broad reaching impact of standards is that this
group is active with other working groups on particular projects.

Among the specific issues being dealt with recently are digital

document identification, standards for digital graphic file structures,

and extension of the 139.50 protocol.

5. Legislation, Codes, Policies, and Practices. This group is focusing

on the legal, social, and professional issues that surround networked

information policies, principles, and practices. One of the projects is
the creation of a clearinghouse for and a register of statements from

organizations with positions, principles, codes, statutes, etc.
pertaining to networked information.

6. Access to Government Information. This is the newest of the

working groups, created in response to the increasing role of the

federal government in the creation and dissemination of networked
information. Issues include the US Government depository library

system, government electronic bulletin board systems, and the

"WINDO" initiative of the US Government Printing Office.

7. Teaching and Learning. This group focuses on the "E" in NREN

by evaluating educational applications of networked information

resources and services. The group is also developing "information

packets" about networked information for these new user
communities.

8. Management and Professional and User Education. This group is

evaluating metrics for measuring and comparing institutional
excellence in networked information access, management, and

delivery.
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The Working Group on Directories and Networked Resource
Services

This group is co-chaired by Peggy Seiden, Head Librarian at
Pennsylvania State Unv. - New Kensington, and George Brett, the
author of this paper. We have been working together since 1987 on
various projects that relate to academic software and networked
information resources. Our work with this group has enabled us to
synergize our personal experiences from the two cultures of academic
libraries and academic computing.

The official priorities of the Directories group are:
The need for open systems, standards, and therefore interoperable

products and services based upon a distributed architecture of servers
that draw upon a common or at least comparable set of data elements

A (printed and networked) directory of directories and resorrces
information services that provides qualitative (consumer) as well as
descriptive information.

The Library of Congress efforts to enhance the MARC formats to
account for the cataloging requirements of networked resources and
services.

The National Science Foundation effort to procure a new NSFNet
Network Information Center.

What it has done

The working group first met at the 1990 Fall Task Force meeting.
There was much conversation about issues, solutions, and projects that
surround the topics of directories and networked resource sources. A
crucial point is that there are few if any comprehensive directories or
catalogs that point to resources. So, one of the priority points was to
begin the development of such a comprehensive document. An
electronic mailing list, listserv, was established to provide a forum for
discussion about the directory issue and other related topics.2

This past summer we had an invitational meeting to refine our
agenda. The meeting was hosted by the Research Libraries Group
(RLG) at Stanford University. Twenty-eight experts from various
agencies represented directory providers, software developers, and
user service agencies. There were a couple results of the conversations
of the two days. One was that the recommendation that the Coalition
should implement a catalog of catalogs or "Top Node." The group also
recommended that the working group with the Coalition respond to a
discussion paper released by the Library of Congress. Finally the group
suggested that the Coalition should consider how to participate and
assist with the National Science Foundation call for proposals for an
NSFNet Network Information Center.

2The list serv is CNIDIR-L. To subscribe send mail to LISTSERV@UNIVIVM.EDU with the
message: SUBscribe CNIDIR-L Your_Name. (eg. SUBscribe CNIDIR-L George Brett)

4 25.1
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What it is doing

Since the meeting last summer we have been working on the
recommendations.

Peggy Seiden has been working with the Library of Congress on the
"Dictionary of Data Elements for Online Information Resources."3
There was more discussion at the American Library Association
meeting later in the summer. At present the principals are waiting
further suggestions.

Top Node has been the focus of most of our efforts. We are working
with other agencies to develop a useful set of fields or descriptors that
would be used for the directory. Peggy has written an "Editorial and
Business Plan" that has been disseminated as a "Call for Statement of
Interest and Experience." The Call was presented to the working
group at this year's Fall Task Force meeting last month (November
1991). We spent a majority of our time at the meeting discussing the
nature of the Top Node directory and its components.

This past November 5th the CNIDIR-L listserv celebrated its first
anniversary. Currently there are 650 plus subscriptions to the list. The
list has focused on a number of topics lately including the Top Node
directory and public spaces on the Internet. Recently the list has
become an information gathering site for the Internet Resources
Project of the Online Catalog Library Center (OCLC). The purpose of
this project is "to study the nature of electronic information available
on the Internet and the problems of providing systematic access and
traditional library services.4"

WI_Itmit_ts_gang
The working group will continue to evaluate solutions to the

problems of directories and networked information services. Already
we are receiving responses to the Call. Soon there will more tangible
work on Top Node taking place. After that we will begin to focus on a
white paper that will study the issues and make recommendations for
a directory infrastructure.

3Library of Congress Network Development and MARC Standards Office. "Dictionary of
Data Elements for Online Information Resources (MARBI Discussion Paper 49)."
Comments, information, and suggestions related to this discussion paper can be
forwarded to: Sally H. McCallum. Chief, Network Development & MARC Standards
Office, LM 639, Library of Congress, Washington. DC 20540 email: sincc@seql.loc.gov
4Martin Dillon. "The Internet Resources Project." CNI Fall Task Force Meeting. Nov.
1991. Office of Research, OCLC, Inc., 6565 Frantz Rd., Dublin, OH 43017-0702 email:
mjdersch.ocic.org
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Areas of Particular Focus
As we move to the future there are areas that we will be paying

special attention to. These include:

Dirtgisku_Ssgr _gavic what solution(s) best provide appropriate
information

As mentioned earlier we will be working on TopNode to provide a
possible solution in this area. Also, later we will be developing a white
paper to evaluate the TopNode approach as well as other alternatives
we know of,

A theme worth briefly mentioning here is the fact that there may
not be a single resource that effectively or efficiently captures all other
resources. This should not keep associations or individuals from
attempting to create their own TopNodes. We believe that for some
time that there will be various entry points for users, there will be
catalogs of catalogs that will service only specialists like reference
librarians, there will be general purpose directories like we see on the
Internet currently, and finally there will be commercial solutions from
providers such as Faxon, OCLC, or Dialog. In time there should emerge
a few primary directories that may point to other access points. If
directories are not the solution perhaps software tools will evolve to
fill the growing gaps.

Software: emerging solutions to finding and using networked
resources

This is the area where excitement is happening. Developers and
researcher are looking to provide tools that will help users to navigate
the networks. Software tools that will not only find information
resources, but also retrieve appropriate resources, In just the past year
we have seen the introduction and application of software solutions
such as: the Wide Area Information Server (WAIS)5, The McGill School
of Computer Science Archive Server (Archie)6, the Prospero
distributed operating system7, and the WorldWideWeb hypertext
document retrieval software8.

In particular we will be using and evaluating the Wide Area
Information Server (WAIS). WAIS establishes a new paradigm for
electronic publishing by delivering directly to the desktop information
tailored to the user's interests and preferences, It can be described

5Brewster Kahle, "An Information System for Corporate Users: Wide Area Information
Servers", April, 1991. Thinking Machines technical report TMC-199. Also in ONLINE
Magazine Aug 1991. Available via anonymous ftp: /pub/wais/doc/wais-
corp.txt@quake.think.com or WAIS server wais-docs.src. email: brewster@think.com
8Peter Deutch, Bunyip Information Systems, 266 Blvd. Neptune, Dorval, Quebec,
Canada. email: peterd@cc.mcgill.ca
7B. Clifford Neuman. "The Prospero File System User's Manual" Department of
Computer Science and Engineering, Unv. of Washington, Seattle, WA. Draft ofJune 8,
1991. email: bcneisi.com
8Tim Berners-Lce."WorldWideWeb - Executive Summary." WorldWideWeb project,
C.E.R.N., 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland. email: tbl@cernvax.cern.ch

6
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simply as an interactive, integrated browsing tool for networks. Using
a WAIS client (query and display software which resides on the user's
computer), an individual queries multiple resources provided by WAIS
servers (indexing and delivery software and information resources
which reside on Internet-accessible computers). The results of plain
English questions -- regardless of the physical location of the
information or its native data format -- are presented to the user as
they are retrieved from the servers. Searches can be narrowed based
on feeuback relevant to the user's personal "acceptability" criteria.
Currently only text and graphics can be retrieved, but because of the
inherent extensibility of the WAIS protocol, other media such as sound
or full-motion video could be delivered.

There are another set of tools that are being developed that work
for the user as active agents that go out onto the net to search out the
information resources you need. Best known of these are the
"Knowbots" from the Corporation for National Research Initiatives
(CNRI)9. Less well known but similar is "Netfind" a result of the
Resource Discovery Project at the Department of Computer Science,
University of Colorado Boulder10. Approaches such as these may well
be the end solution to the problems of directories and related
services.

Standards: need for descr4ptors that can be uniformly applied in varied
electronic environments

As we begin to develop solutions in print or in digital form we need
to be mindful of standards. It has become evident that there are
multiple participants. Previously I mentioned two cultures: academic
libraries and academic computing. These environments place differing
priority on elements of directories and catalogs. This comment is
based on a notion that libraries will not release any service until it Is
done right, perhaps never. Where as on the other hand academic
computing release quick prototypes which don't always work well and
rarely are "finished" or made bullet proof. There has to be
compromise. Some parts of the directories problem can be dealt with
in a timely fashion, others will take longer.

No matter how fast solutions come to be, it is important that they
can be universally applied. These solutions must meet the rigid
criteria of international standards committees. At the Coalition we will
adhere to accepted standards in our projects.

9Vinton G. Cerf. "The Digital Library Project:Volume 1: The World of Knowbots" March
1988. Corporation for National Research, 1895 Preston White Drive, Suite 100, Reston
VA 22091. email: vcerf@nri.reston.va.us
10Michael F. Schwartz. "Supporting Resources Discovery Among PUblic Internet
Archives Using a Spectrum of Information Quality." September 1990. Technical Report
CU-CS-437-90. Department of Computer Science, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO.
Available via anonymous ftp from ftp.cs.colorado.edu in directory
/pub/cs/techreports/schwartz/RD.Papers. email: mfs@boulder.colorado.edu
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As evidence of this we will be working with the Architecture and
Standards Working Group on at least one of their projects: the Z39.50
Interoperability Testbed.

User Sei vices: demand for information, training, and related services
from a community that is growing rapidly

Currently the working group is not addressing these issues directly.
Although, often when we have discussions about the directories talk
about user services are not far behind. Clearly, as Naisbitt has said,
there is a need for "high touch" to go with the "high tech."

The working group is staying abreast of activities in the field that
relate to user services. The call for proposals from NSF for the NSFNet
Network Information Center is one such activity. There is another
project with the EDUCOM Educational Uses of Information
Technology (EUIT) that is working on a layperson's guide to online
resources. We will keep the Coalition informed about these and other
such projects.

8 255
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Wrap up and invitation to join in the work

There is much to do as I mentioned earlier with the the jungle and
the wild cats. Efforts of the Coalition and other associations should
help to cultivate the jungle and reap productivity. As far as herding
those cats, I don't know. Perhaps the best we can do is to entice them
to share with the work, to agree to standards, and to draw them into a
circle of interoperability. Time will tell.

For more information about the Coalition for Networked Information
contact:

Paul Evan Peters, Director paul@cni.org
or
Joan Lippincott, Associate Director joan@cni.org
Coalition for Networked Information
1527 New Hampshire Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
202/232-2466

For more information about the "Call for Statement of Interest and
Experience on the Top Node Project for Networked Information
Resources, Services, and Tools" contact:

Craig Summerhill, Systems Coordinator craig@cni.org
Coalition for Networked Information
1527 New Hampshire Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
202/232-2466

For more information about The Working Group on Directories and
Networked Resource Services contact:

George H. Brett II ghb@concertnet
Program Manager for Networked Information
Center for Communications MCNC
c/o UNC General Administration
PO Box 2688
Chapel 11111, NC 27515-2688
919/962-1000

Peggy Seiden pls@psulias.edu
Head Librarian
Penn State--New Kensington
3550 Seventh Street Road
New Kensington PA 15608
412/339-6036



Developing Standards for Quality Information

From Distributed Administrative Systems
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Data Administration Today

The term, topic, and organizational entity called data administration has been around since the
mid-seventies. In earlier times the focus was on cataloging and standardizing data base definitions
in order to maximize the efficiency of systems development and applications, usually for one data
base management system. This was done primarily through implementing a data dictionary closely
coupled and integrated with the particular data base management system in use.

Today we are more likely to hear about information resource management than data
administration. The function now goes well beyond the initial data base support function of mo5 .

early data administration departments. The following data administration mission statement pro-
posed by the Data Administration Standards and Procedures Working Group of the Data Admin-
istration Management Association (DAMA, 1991) is both concise and comprehensive and a
mission that clearly has relevance for the information management issues we face today:

To combine activities, standard methods, human resources and technology for the central
planning, documentation and management of data from the perspective of thc meaning and
value to the organization as a whole.

To increase system effectiveness by controlling data through uniformity and standardization
of data elements, data base construction, accessibility procedures, system communication,
maintenance, and control.

To provide guidance for planning, managing, and sharing of data and information effectively
and efficiently in automated information systems.

This mission is significantly more expansive than earlier mission statements. It describes an essen-
tial management function that optimizes the use of the information systems resources even as
technology rapidly changes and expands capability, users become more diverse and increase in
numbers, and the information support environment continues to become more complex. It re-
cognizes that while data administration must be acutely aware cf evolving technology and must be
involved in the resulting change management, the data administration function itself is not driven
by technology. In fact, the reverse is true: Effective data administration enables an organization
to quickly respond and take advantage of technological innovation. Moreover, with people
throughout thc institution creating, managing, and disseminating electronic data, it is apparent that
the data administration function must be executed throughout the organization. Data adminis-
tration or information resource management must go well beyond control activity within thc in-
formation systems organization and must be understood and embraced by all of an institution's
managemetit.

The majority of Virginia Tech's administrative systems were developed in the 1970s and 1980s to
run within 113M's IMS data base environment. The customers served by these systems were, by
design, operational offices such as registrar, admissions, purchasing, and payroll. Recently the in-
house student information system underwent major re-engineering and revision, still within the IMS
environment. At the same time, however, Virginia Tech purchased a large financial system that
operates outside the IMS environment. Thus we had the beginning of a distributed administrative
systems environment.

All Virginia Tech administrative systems have emphasized on-line user access, primarily to support
source-point data capture for administrative operational functions. System support groups exist for
each major administrative area. Management information is supplied from a series of extracts
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264 produced by these system support groups from each operational system. The office of Institutional
Research and Planning Analysis is a primary user of these extracts, integrating data to create merged
extracts for institutional reporting. It is important to note, however, that across the University there
is increasing interest in accessing and using this extracted, merged, and downloaded data for decision

support activities. It is apparent that the customer desire for information from these operational
systems has expanded well beyond the operational offices. The inherent challenge of integrating
diverse and non-standardized data from a variety of systems is magnified considerably as demand
continually broadens both thc customer base and the scope of information desired. This phe-
nomenon has led to a special Institutional Research project to improve the quality of data through
the standardization of data elements and codes across all administrative systems.

Karen Miselis in her paper Organizing for Information Resource Management (Miselis, 1990) dis-
cusses possible organizational processes and structures for information resow re governance. She

makes the important point that since information is an institutional resource that is developed and
used campus-wide, the management structure charged with ensuring that there is an effective and
efficient use of computerized information should also be campus-wide. At Virginia Tech, Guide-
lines for University Administrative Information Resource Management provides the policy basis for
data administration activities (Balkan and Sheldon, 1990). This policy describes the distributed data
administration function by defining a variety of roles and responsibilities for managing information:

The University is considered the data owner of all University administrative data.
University officials, such as the Controller, the Associate Vice President for Personnel Re-

sources, and the Registrar, are responsible for data-in their functional areas and are considered
data custodians,
Staff delegated the responsibility for information management activities related to maintenance
and dissemination of data arc considered data stewards.
Individuals who have need for University data in order to perform their assigned duties and
are therefore authorized access are considered data users.
The function of applying formal guidelines and tools to manage the University's information
resource is termed data administration.

Although the ideal is to have a senior executive, such as a Chief Information Officer, oversee the
coordination of the data adrnMistration mission for the institution, the.success or 'failure will always
depend on triduagement's understanding and support of distributed data administration roles and
responsibilities, as well as the active participation of those in the various roles. Failure to obtain
participation will cause the organization to raise barriers as discussed in McLaughlin and
McLaughlin (1989). The most obvious obstacles to overcome are:

those who in the past have written administrative systems and screens tend to be set in their
ways of operation,
hardware and software vendors try to sell what they have,
operational personnel have numerous indivklual pieces of automated support that they want
to keep,
managers are concerned more about making the next deadline than about improving Iheir"
data for someone else's needs, and
everyone is already overwhelmed with just trying to meet existing commitments with little or
no time to scale another learning curve.

Clearly operational, managerial, and executive personnel must buy into the belief that improving
data quality is worth the cost. This requires that data administration provide these individuals with
a product that has value and can be marketed. This product is an integrated tool-set that has four
sequential supporting parts; People who perform activities; Activities that utilize data; Data that
is manipulated using tools; and Tools that assist with creation, reference, update and deletion of data
(Computcrworld, l'eh. 6, 198)). The entire tool-set needs to be engaged to assure that the institu-
tion effectively performs data administration and thus has quality information.

Our approach has been to build a foundation under the tool-set and this fbundation is standardi-

zation. In building a supportive distributive environment for data adtninistration, we have focused

on data element definitions and code standardizations. The essence of standardization is the
adoption of a common language that enables shared understanding and provides capability to in-
tegrate multiple data sources. As such, it is a never-ending process that produces a continually
improving information resource as a quality product.
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Standardization for Quality

The process of continually improving the quality of information starts from a set of values. In the
hook Data Administrafion, A Practical Guide to Successful Data Management, William Durell
provides us with an excellent perspective on these values: The Ten Commandments of DA Stand-
ards (1985). These commandments provide a general framework and one approach for developing
standards. They also help humble us and help keep perspective about our undertaking. The ten
commandments are:

I. The first rule is that there arc exceptions to every rule. No standard is applicable in every sit-
uation. However, the DA staff must not allow exceptions to become the norm.

2. Management must support and be willing to help enforce standards. If standards are violated,
management must assist in assuring that the violations are corrected.

3. Standards must be practical, viable, and workable. Standards must be based upon common
sense. The less complicated and cumbersome the standards, the more they will be adhered to.
Keep standards simple.

4. Standards must not be absolute; there must be some COOM for flexibility. While some stand-
ards must be strictly adhered to, most standards should not be so rigid that they severely restrict
the freedom of the data designer.

5. Standards should not be retroactive. Standards are to control and manage present and future
actions---not to undo and redo past actions. In most cases, standards enacted today cannot
apply to data design that lwgan several months ago.

6. Standards must be easily enfmccable. To achieve this, it must be easy to detect violations in
standards. The more the process of auditing for the compliance of standards can be auto-
mated, the more effective will he the standards themselves.

7. Standards must be sold, not dictated. Even if upper management wholeheartedly supports
DA standards, the standards must bc sold to employees at all levels. DA must be willing to
advertise the standards to all employees, and to justify the need for such standards. DA
standards demand.that programmers and analysts change the way they design data. Any last-
ing and meaningful change must come from the employees themselves.

8. The details about the standards themselves are not importantthe important thing is to have
some standards. DA must be willing to compromise and negotiate the details of the standards
to be enacted.

9. Standards slioz.N be enacted gradually. Do not attempt to put all DA standards in place at
the same time. Once standards are enacted, begin to enforce them, but do it gradually and
tactfully. Allow unple time for the non-DA staff to react and adjust to new standards. The
implementation c f standards must be an evolutionary, rather than a revolutionary, process.

ID. The most important standard in data administration k the standard of consistency---
consistency of Oata naming, data attributes, data design, and data use.

The Standardizaticn of Data Elements and Codes project at Virginia Tech is our second step in
follmving thes, coammidments. It is a direct follow-up from the Guidelines for University Admin-
istrative Infornmtion Resource Management policy mentioned earlier. As noted in the Guideliiws:

"Standards and procedures should be developed to conform to the objectives embodied in these
Cuiddines." Like the development of the Guidelines (Balkan and Sheldon, 1990), development of
standards is a consensus building process and as such, requires a great deal of coordination, cross-
functional interaction, and cooperation.

The purpose of the standardization projert is to increase the value of University adminktrative in-
formation by implementing standards for description, definition, and validation of administrative
data. The goal is to create both the policy and the technical tools to obtain, store, and manipulate
the administrative operational data for University-wide decision making. While we focus on the
tools, we do so in the context of the entire tool-set. We want our mandards to serve as a foundation
fir generalized access and Eke of infOrmation from the variety of administrative data sources by a
broad base of users. Moreover, we want to institutionalin an on-going standardization process to
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continually improve the quality of the data. We contend that standardized data are quality data"
with the following attributes:

1. Assignment of data custodial responsibility.
2. Audits for accuracy and measures for accountability.
3. Systematic edit and validation.
4. Clear and meaningful usage.
5. Consistency over time.
6. Cross-reference to all occurrences.
7. Accessibility.

Each of these requires that the institution provide the following support:

People and Activities
1. Data custodial accountability.
2. Data Stewardship to assure proper edit and on-going completeness and accuracy.

Data
3. .1 single official source of critical entities such as facility or department with the list of standard

values for a unique coded representation across data sources, a long name, a short name, and
a standard abbreviation at minimum.

4. Standardized data descriptions, definitions. and documentation.
Tools

5. Procedures for retaining and successfully using historical data.
6. Query capability for users to identify appropriate data sources and procedures to answer spe-

cific information needs.
7. Ready access to timely and properly secured data by trained users.

The standardization project adopted a goal statement to addreco the above data quality issues. It

is based is on a Man, Do, Check, Act cycle known as The Shewhart cycle. Dr. W. Edward Deming,
respected world-wide for his philosophy that quality must be the prime goal for every employee,
insists that quality can he achieved only through commitment to never-ending improvement, lle
believes that the steps required to manage never-ending'improvement are:

Step 1--Plan (P): Collect data upon which a plan can be constructed for what needs to be
accomplished, in a given time-frame. Next, dOetmine what actions must be taken to realize
the plan.

Step 2--Do (D): Take the necessary actions that further the plan developed in Step I.

Step 3--Cheek (C): Check the results of actions by collecting data to make sure achievements
match the plan.

Step 4--Act (A): Act by making the changes to the plan that are needed to better achieve
improvement and to continue what was done that proved successful (Gitlow & Gitlow, 1987).

The PDCA cycle provides a paradigm upon which all project activity is based and is reflected in

the four project goals:

To discover, define, document and apply tools and techniques for standardizing liniversity
information by:

1. Identifying critical and key l jniversity entities and related data elements and codes (1').

2. Defining and documenting entities and related data elements and codes (I)).

3. Measuring and verifying data and code quality and integrity (C).

4. Establishing an on-going process of managing standardized entities in terms of data ele-
ment edit, validation, update, alteration, audit, correction, and distribution (A).

The relevance of the PDCA cycle becomes even more apparent when you consider it as a
Problem-Solving Cycle as Masaaki (mai (Imai, 1986) does in his book Kaizen. When we plan we
consider the what, why, and how of the problem by defining it, analyzing it, identifying causes, and
planning countermeasures. We then implement or do. Once a proposed solution has been put into
practice, we check how effective it has been. If the proposed solution is found to be an improve-
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ment, there is the act of adopting it as a new standard. 'lints, PDCA results in the development
of standards.

It is important to emphasize that the PDCA cycle is iterative. Moreover, for large problems or
projects, multiple PDCA cycles must take place within a larger cycle. The standard for identifying
critical and key entities is planning for their inclusion. Standards for definitions and codes do the
standardization. Standards for tracking data flow and measuring data accuracy before, during, and
after each data flow provide for checking standardization. Standards for establishing the iterative
process and changing as required are the act of continually improving the data. These four steps
and the complimentary four standards embodied hy our goal statement arc, in essence, a prototype
methodology commonly used in research and development endeavors. Figure 1 shows the cycle
for standardizing data feeding the larger cycle for quality information standards.

Planning for a Standardization Project at Virginia Tech

The Standardization of Dlta Ekments and Codes Project at Virginia Tech was initiated March 1,
1991. In keeping with the PDCA cycle, the standardization project devoted the first six weeks to
developing a project plan. This project plan described the current environment, situation, and
problems and identified the four standardization goals mentioned earlier. It also addressed project
staffing, included job descriptions, established milestones, and identified the major project activities.

Two full-time individuals were initially assigned to the project. However, the plan clearly noted the
need for support from additional technical personnel from the computing center and, even more
critically, for project support from personnel in the various administrative operations offices. These
individuals and their supervisors are critical in proposing and making necessary modifientions to
their own systems. It is basically their efforts that determine the long-term quality of tlie stand-
ardized data.

Project Milestones

The milestones established for the project are based on the four goals, thus providing checkpoints
for measuring project progress. They were described in terms of developing both standards and
prototype applications for each part of the fbur-part goal statement.

Three months were allocated to the first milestone, which involves completing a draft University
standard for the first two goals of identifting critical and key University entities and related data
elements and codes and defining and documenting entities and related data elements and related
codes. .Additionally, a particular entity would he selected and used to do prototype work related
to the these two goals.

A three month time-frame was again chosen for the next milestone, which involves refining the
University standard for the first two goals through prototypes and on-going group work, thus es-
tablishing recommended procedures to continue standardization for other critical and key Univer-
sity elements and codes. Also during this three-month period, a preliminary standard for the last
two goals, measuring and verifying data and code quality and establishing an on-gaing process of
managing standardized data elements, would be developed. Once again, data stewards, administra-
tors, and information systems groups are involved in coordinating existing standards with the
emerging University standard and prototyping applications.

The milestone that followed again projected three-months, bringing the time-line to January I,
1992. As for the preceding milestone, a draft University standard would be refined, this time for
the third and fourth goals. Again, this refinement involves establishing recommended procedures
to continue standardization beyond the prototype. Additionally, other system areas for standardi-
zation would be identified and prioritized and work initiated in the next system area.

The final milestone in the project plan projected forward an additional six months to July I, 1992.
'this milestone anticipates the promulgation of standardization results by providing user interfaces
and access to standard definitions and code lists using available tools such as data dictionaries, re-
lational data bases, and an on-line query to extracts. It is at this point that the results of the
standardization project take the form of a widely available product. Additionally, this milestone
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projects the establishment of a recognized standardization function within the Ilniversity with the
support and cooperation of data custodians and a variety of working user groups.

Standardization Activities

The project plan received endorsement when it was distributed and presented to the University's
executive management. Figure 2 shows the model, proposed in the plan, where data from operating
systems would be merged together into an "administrative University data base" that would then
support diverse users. The repository is the dictionary of information about information. Onc
critical Univeisity entity, in particular, stood out as an obvious early candidate for standardization,
in part because it was relatively hmited in scopefacility. There was agreement that it should he
the first entity targeted for standardization. We proceeded to identify sub-projects or smaller
manageable chunks and prepared a plan for each. The identifiable chunks or majoi ,..Jject activity
areas are described below as parts of the tool-set.

Work With Formal and Informal University Groups ( People)

This activity involves engaging formal and informal groups to provide insight and feedback to the
standardization process and serve as a vehicle for promoting never-ending data quality improve-
ment.

The following efforts have been met with encouragement, enthusiasm, and responsiveness: Periodic
progress reports to an informal Management Group; meetings with a Data Steward Group to
monitor and review project developments; identification and work with a Facilities Focus Group to
assist with analysis and implementation of standards for the facility entity; work with Census File
Teams to standardize the census point-in-time snapshot process and data; input to the Iluman
Resource System (DRS) Requirements Team; interaction with the Computing Center regarding in-
formation dissemination strategies; and a presentation for the Administrative Systems Users Group
(AM(;) to discuss project initiatives.

A final group of individuals is the custodian group, which is comprised of senior administrators
who have managerial responsibilities for the various operating systems.

Develop the Process and Procedures Or Standardization (Activities)

The standardization process is embodied in the four project goals. As the project progresses, pro-
cedures for addressing each goal are documented. A "living" do'llment is created and modified as
standardization procedures are discovered so it can be repeated for each identified critical and key
University element. The analysis process is detailed and checklists and criteria for checking each step
are included.

For identification of the critical and key (Jniversity entities and related data elements and codes, the
first of the four project goals, we rely heavily on the already approved Guidelines for University
Administrative Information Resource Management. There we find the criteria for inclusion in a
logical Administrative University Data 13asc (AUDI3):

It is relevant to planning, managing, operating, or auditing major administrative functions.
It is referenced or required for use by more than one organizational unit. Data elements used
internally by a single department or office are not typically part of the AUDI).
It is included in an official University administrative report.
It is used to derive an element that meets the criteria above.

As an entity is standardized, an official source or Entity Master File is either identified or created.
At minimum, it must contain:

KEY data elements - those variables that provide validation and translate capability.

MIMI data ekments - those variables that are required to answer University-wide questions
about facilities and should he generally available to management, possibly via extracts.

The minimal KEY data elements that should be included are: coded representation across data
sources, long name, short name, 'andard abbreviation.
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A prototype of a standardized Facilities Entity Master File was created. A standard definition for
facility was developed and is as follows:

A University facility is z. building, structure, site, or parking lot used by Virginia Tech. A
building is a roofed structure for permanent or temporary shelter. A building must be attached
to a foundation, be roofed, be serviced by a utility in addition to lighting, and undergo regular
maintenance. A facility that does not meet this criteria is considered a structure and defined
simply as something that is constructed. A site is an identifiable location. An example of a
site is the "drill field". Parking lots are special sites that warrant a unique category. A parking
lot is an identifiable and designated arca for parking vehicles.

The next step has been to concentrate work with staff in the Facilities Planning and Construction
office to: Refine and implement standardized facilities information; distribute the established
standard and companion data definitions for the facility entity; replace existing facilities information
with standardized facilities information; and turn over data custodial responsibility for standardized
facilities information to the Facilities Planning and Construction office.

Develop Data Definition and Documentation Standards (Data)

Data definitions, descriptions, and documentation are being created for each data element in a En-
tity Master File. A second "living" document outlines a standard for data definition and doc-
umentation. In addition to identifying the particular descriptive inhrmation that must be supplied,
this document also includes a standard naming convention to provide a common language for ref-
erencing and relating like data elements. As the standard evolves, it is applied to census tiles
produced in Institutional Research, and then to other candidate entities for standardization such
as the department entity.

Develop Measurements of Data Quality Improvement (Data)

In order to cheek progress during the standardization process, measurements of data accuracy must
be developed. Moreover, these measures must be systematic and eventually automated so on-going
quality assurance can take place on all information sources containing standardized data.

Techniques for measuring data quality are identified, tested, altered, and documented. An impor-
tant step already taken is establishing a baseline, in the form of a Facilities Entity Master File, to
assess the quality of facility information in a variety of of existing files.

Implement Tools to Support Standardization ( Tools)

A primary tool is the data dictionary with data descriptions and definitions to provide both high-
level and detail documentation, cross-referenee multiple data sources, and support catalog type
query, i.e., "what is available'?" The project is involved with enhancing and populating the
VT-IRD, an infbrmation resource dictionary developed at Virginia Tech based on the Information
Resource Dictionary Standard (IRDS), ANSI X3.138.19g8. The data dictionary rational and
functions arc discussed in the data definition and documentation "living" document mentioned
earlier.

Another important "tool" receiving attention from the project team involves the method for dis-
seminating standardized information along with standardized data definitions and descriptions.
This effort is primarily one of communicating requirements to the University's information systems
personnel. The objective is to be positioned to deliver standardized information in a consistent
manner to a broad base of' users operating in a variety of computing environments, both personal
and mainframe.

Assess Project Progress (Tools)

At each milestone or every three months, a management report on project progress is prepared and
presented. Feedback is solicited and current activity and direction re-evaluated. If unforeseen oh-
stacIes surface, a plan for addressing the problem is formulated. It is worth noting that so far these
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"obstacles" have led to the valuable discovery of a necessary step that we must include in the process

for standardization.

Continuous Improvement Equals Progress

The future will continue to involve working with others to define and develop the standardization
process. Thc project team will work even more intensely with campus groups and organizations,
seeking expertise, assistance, and cooperation to implement standards in existing systems. Further
work will also be done to develop and define ongoing roles of various groups in support of data
administration.

Considerable progress has been made on standardizing the facility entity. In the next twelve
months, work will be concentrated on refilling the standardization process, collecting and dissem-
inating standardized data definitions and standardized data for facilities and census snap-shots,
promoting compliance with standards in all data sources, and standardizing the department entity.
This will require additional analysis and coordination activities as well as a focused clibrt on thc
technical aspects of distributing standardized information and documentation to users.

It is important to take time to consider what has been learned when evaluating progress. In the
short time of six months, we know considerably more about the process of standardization and
will be able to move more swiftly when we take on the next entity. Additionally, we can see im-
provement not only in the particular entity on which we have focused, but more importantly, in
the expanding campus awareness of the merits of standardization. We arc observing greater
understanding of the importance and specifics of doing good data administration at all levels of the
organization.

Lessons Learned

1. If the distributed system support personnel do not find improving the quality of their dat? to
be rewarding, then it will not happen. Benefits include the opportunity to expand and exercise
their professional skills, more effective use of technology to make their lives easier, better ser-
vise to their users, and recognition for their visible improvements in terms of both end-user
product and end-user support. Modifying their job descriptions to reflect their DA activities
is also a good motivation.

2. Urom the typical user's viewpoint, occasional incorrect coding is not as serious a problem as
the symptom, i.e., the inability to understand the meaning of data elements or the use of un-
stable or unidentifiable criteria for including particular values in the data bases.

3. The warm, fuzzy feeling of "making progress" must be augmented and supported by setting
and meeting visible milestones to maintain resource support and morale.

4. Success is very dependent on the project leam's effective project management skills, as well as
its ability to assemble and engage groups for both input and support. These skills should be
reinforced and refined.

5. Team members must have access to custodians and have at least some champions in the upper
administration. This is helped by treating standardization as a cross-functional pmject and

stressing the importance of accountability and consensus building.

6. Core-team members should be physically located together and there should be a minimum of
two people dedicated full-time to the project. This promotes the sharing of both technical and
managerial skills, helps keep focus on the project goals, and provides a degree of shelter for
coping with the inevitable frustrations of this type of project.

7. A focus on coality and never-ending improvement gets everyone's attention and shifts the fo-
cus from "why are we doing this?" to "what can we do, how, and when?" Endless debates and
thc telling of "war stories" arc replaced with constructive discussions that purposefully build
on recognition of those things that are already "better then they were".

8. Credit for all improvements and successes should be spread as widely as possible. Individual
ownership of project results fails to acknowledge the importance of a broad-base of involved
and empowered "team players", all working for good data administration.
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9. There is no such thing as a tiny improvement. Every improvemeot is a "breakthrough", pav-

ing the way for the next....and the next....and the next. The PDCA cycle works well, providing
prototypes which both demonstrate improvement and serve as a baseline for continued im-
provement.

10. There is still much we don't know. We have benefited greatly from the 'lessons learned" and
shared by other institutions and we recognize many commonalities. We will continue to seek
out opportunities to learn by sharing as we all strive to continually improve the quality of our
infoimation.

Anticipating the Future

The final lesson learned is perhaps the most important and best describes the future. Much of the
groundwork has already been laid for each part of the integrated tool-set necessary for distributed
data administration. As discussed earlier, the basic sequential parts are: people, activities, data, and
tools

The future will see us formalizing the people processes by:

Influencing data custodians to include the data administration functions in their system support
job descriptions.
Influencing formal and informal university groups to include attention to data administration
in their mission and purpose.
Recommending a larger core-team to provide better coverage of both the managerial and
technical aspects of coordinated data administration ,upport of quality information.

Future activities will include those already started by the project. I lowever, they will continually
be expanded to include more of the university community addressing more of the total information
resource. Additionally, greater attention will be paid to measuring improvement as the breadth of
improvement expands. As our efforts bring forth end-user decision support products, there will
likewise be new activity to support the users of those products with training, consulting, and con-
tinual product enhancement.

As expected, more progress has been made thus far with the people and activity parts of the tool-set
than with the data and tools parts. Clearly, the prototype work we have done positions us to
progress more quickly on our next entity. As mentioned earlier, we also anticipate additional
technical support to assist with appropriate tool selection and development to support standardi-
zation, distributed data administration, and ultimately, readily accessible decision support systems
with quality data.

We realized from the beginning that there was no "quick fix" to the apparent data quality problems.
We also realized that our plan, in total, assumed a cultural change that would take time. Never-
theless, we set out with high expectations that we could make improvements and we have been
successful. Keeping our goals before us every step of the way, we have tackled the job....mw chunk
at a time. We hope the future holds only more of the same, which includes celebrating each and
every "non-tiny" improvement along the way.
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Managing Information Technology
Issues of Ethics and Values:

Awareness, Ownership, and Values Clarification

by
Virginia E. Rezmierski, Ph.D.
The University of Michigan

Ann Arbor
Michigan

The University of Michigan recently instituted a university-wide policy to encourage ethical and
responsible use of information resources, Issues of ethics and values abounded making the process

of developing the policy itself, lively and interesting. The paper presents an overview of issues,
dilemmas and value conflicts faced during the development of the Michigan policy. Implementation

however is the most essential measure of any policy's effectiveness. Therefore, the paper also
presents one model for policy implementation. The first year of implementation of this model has just
been completed with encouraging results. Key steps for developing and implementing policy in this

area are provided.
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Managing Information Technology Issues of Ethics and Values:

Awareness, Ownership, and Values Clarification

by

Virginia E. Rezmierski, Ph.D.

Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to provide a discussion of some of the ethical and value dilemmas that
arise on campuses as the use of information technology increases, to identify reasons why
administrators turn to policy to guide and direct their decision-making in the face of these dilemmas,
and to discuss key aspects of the "Proper Use Policy" and the "Think About It" implementation project
at the University of Michigan. The weaknesses and strengths of the Michigan model will be
discussed. Readers will be encouraged to consider developing a similar model for implementing
policy on their campuses.

Incidents Lead to Ethics and Value Dilemmas
Universities and colleges have incorporated the use of information technology into their systems at a
very rapid rate. Members of these communities are exploring and experimenting with the capabilities
of new technologies, for teaching and learning, for research and for administrative vices.

Behavioral incidents involving the technology on University and college campus are raising questions
about ethics and values. The incidences cover a wide range of topics. They include issues regarding
copyright infringement in the use of software, freedom of speech, security violations, sexual and racial
harassment via electronic communications and many others. Naisbitt and Aberdene, 1990 wrote:

"The responsibility for what is happening has already been thrust upon us. Technology is not
inherently evil. It is neutral. How we use it is key."1

Dilemmas occur for college and university administrators when they find themselves faced with
incidents that enact two clearly conflicting sets of values, and also when they find themselves facing an
incident where neither the issues nor the values are easily understood. A few specific incidents will
illustrate the nature of the dilemmas confronting campus administrators.

A mid-west systemG administrator recently reported that she received a complaint from an individual
on the west coast. The complainant reported having received an electronic posting from a senior at the
administrator's university. The posting indicated the availability of one hundred and thiny two files of
pornography and requested a charge-card number from anyone wishing to receive a copy of the files.
The woman considered the message intrusive and a sexual harassment. The posting was broadcast via
the network.

Another college administrator reported an incident involving a faculty member who used the networks
to solicit financial support. The funds were requested to support the court defense of a young man
who refused to fight in the Gulf War. The faculty member used the electronic mail resdurces of the
institution for his specific political cause. The administrator expressed concern about the
appropriateness of such use of public institutional resources and about the ramifications of the wide
spread distribution of this political request.

1john Naisbitt and Patricia Aberdene, Megatrcnds 2000 (New York: William Morrow
and Co., 1990) p.246.
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Members of CAUSE have experienced and perhaps have had to deal with some of these dilemmas.
For some, they may have focused upon topics of system security, violations of information access and
privacy, or software copyright infringements. Whereas for others, these examples of network use and
electronic mail are very familiar.

Conflicts for Administrators
At times when these incidents arise, it may be difficult to determine what is actually involved in the
incident. People ask: "How can this be done?" Because these incidents are cloaked in the sometimes
poorly understood capabilities of new technology, it may be difficult to see them for what they are -- to
identify the moral, ethical and value issues that are central to the specific behavioral incident.

For administrators who are specialists in the use of the technology, incidents may quickly be reduced
do the question: "Have these users been informed about appropriate use of the network and electronic
mail resources at this institution?" The focus of the response may be neutral in regards to the political
ramifications or the effects on other communities. Such responses sometimes remain focused on the
information transfer aspects of the incident, the logistics and the standards. In their technical focus,
they may miss the ethical implications of the behavior. For other administrators however, those who
may not be familiar with what is required to transfer one hundred and thirty two files of pornography
to the west coast, or who may never have thought about the possibility, the issues may focus less on
the technical aspects of data transfer and more on the content issues, the political and social
ramifications of the action. If the reactivity level is high, the educational, moral or ethical issues that
are at the center of the incidents become very hard to distinguish.

As I have reviewed these incidents over time, it has become clear that such incidents seem most often
to cause conflicts when an administrator receives a complaint, needs to respond quickly and is unclear
as to what is technically involved. If significant political or media attention has already been focused
on the event, administrators find themselves under additional pressure to respond quickly, often
without sufficient time to understand or consider the range of issues. Conflicts also seem to arise
when two parts of an institution value actions on seemingly opposite poles of a particular value
continuum and the administrator must decide which set of values will be supported in responding to
the incident at hand.

Value Polarities -- Conflicting Values Within the Community
While there are undoubtedly other value polarities that cause tension and conflicts on campuses, there
are four that will be briefly discussed in this paper: 1) System Security vs. Ease of Use, 2) Public
Ownership vs. Private Ownership, 3) Social Responsibility vs. Intellectual Experimentation and
Learning, and 4) Representations and Preservation of Reality vs. Creativity and Art.

1. System Security vs. Ease of Use
The institutional need for system security and the user's need for easy access to data and easy use of
information resources, sometimes cause conflict. On each campus there are those who, because of the
nature of their data, value system security above easy access for users. For some the nature and history
of their responsibilities as creators and managers of institutional data has necessitated their valuing and
protecting security. For another portion of the community however, ease, of access and ease of use
take precedence over system security. For this set of individuals the dam within the system is valuable
only if it can be easily accessed and used in a mom distributed environmea± When does ease of access
begin to thttaten system security, data reliability and institutional record? When does security so
dampen the processes for accessing data that those data become unused and duplication of effort
springs up across the campuses? Many campuses are experiencing values conflicts in this area as they
trove increasing amounts of administrative and institutional data Lito the hands of personnel within the
schools and colleges.

2
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2. Public Ownership vs. Private Ownership
Conflict exists when we consider public ownership vs. private ownership. Institutions and individuals
are struggling with these questions of ownership. This seems to be particularly the case within public
institutions where the responsibility of individuals to the publics "right to know" now has new
ramifications within the eiectronic environment. What is owned by the individual? Wt t information
must be made public? Within a public institution, what part of the electronic communications of
faculty, staff and students is private and what is public? Should communication be kept private, or,
because it is taking place on publicly owned information technology resources, must all faculty, staff
and student work and communications be made available, and public, if requested? How can we
support the public's right to know without placing a chilling effect on the open and facilitated
communications of our community of scholars? How can we encourage freedom of speech,
exploration of ideas, exchange of information and sharing of intellectual products, while also
maintaining public trust by assuring that the use of the resources is in accordance with the mission for
which the resources were provided? Who owns the resources, the communications, the ideas? In this
increasingly electronic environment, what must we as administrators tell our campus about the privacy
or lack there of, for electronic mail and electronic files?

3. Social Responsibility vs. Intellectual Experimentation/Learning
Part of each of college community values experimentation with the technology as a driving force in
their learninWteaching program. Exploring and trying new applications of the technology, is valued
as an end, regardless of the effects of such exploration on the rest of the community. Rewards may be
given for students who develop outstanding viruses or who identify creative ways to achieve access to
files thought to be impenetrable because these acts represent intellectual achievements for this segment
of the community. Much of the campus community however, does not see this as intellectual
experimentation when a network is made dysfunctional or when such applications affect the specific
files on which they are currently working. Rather, they label this as social irresponsibility.

On one campus, an extremely talented staff member within the computing organization argued that
since he had the necessary expertise, it was his personal responsibility to test the stability of the
campus system whenever time was available. He rationalized that if he was unable to find system
security holes, the computing center administrators would know that the system was secure. If, on the
other hand, he were successful, the center would have identified the weakness and would be in a
position to make the necessary repairs. Though he was not assigned the responsibility for this
behavior, he reasoned that anyone with such skills had an unauthorized obligation to try. The
administrator assisted the staff member in reexamining his notions of social responsibility and the
potential community effects of destabilizing the computing environment without specific authorization.

4. Representation/Preservation of Reality vs. Creativity/Art
The final set of value polarities to be discussed her, is not yet perceived as a conflict area on many
campuses. It is an interesting and increasingly important area of disc.ussion however. I have labelled
this value continuum - "representation and preservation of reality vs. creativity of art". As we
increasingly develop the capability to alter visual image, a number of ethical issues become obvious.
They include issues of notification, validation, responsibility, preservation and archiving, and others.
Questions include: What notification is required when a visual image has been electronically altered?
What will inform the viewer that an image is altered? What is the ethical boundary between: a) altering
a visual image and thereby changing or invalidating the representation (data) and b) altering the image
by simply enhancing it, removing impediments, glare etc.? Who has the responsibility for the final
product and the validity of the composition, the artist/illustrator or the researcher/professor?

Archivists express grave concern that institutions are failing to preserve records in this new electronic
environment. The failure to preserve records including sketches and early versions of artistic
productions, research slides and photographs PRIOR to electronic enhancements may leave the
institutional record incomplete, or perhaps even invalid. Part of each community will value the final
products (after enhancements) and will see little value in the original works, whereas others will
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question the integrity of the final works and even the intent of the academic or researcher in presenting
anything but the original data.

In one incident, a medical researcher possessing a slide taken during an operation, took the slide to a
medical illustrator who was equipped with computer hardware and software capable of altering visual
images. He requested that the illustrator remove the glare on the slide, and also a fuzziness that was
caused by a membrane, left dining the operation. His goal was to have a clearer representation of the
organ that lay beneath the membrane. The resulting picture would be included in a research paper
reporting results of the surgical procedure. Many issues were raised by this incident. Whoowns t:
final picture: the researcher who took the original or the illustrator whose art and skill produced the
final version? If the final picture was a significant alteration of the original image, was this
enhancement or falsification? Who is responsible for this final representation of the operation? What
should be maintained for the records; copies of the original slide or the altered picture? What notice
should be affixed to the final picture? Would anyone ever request enhancement of a picture or drawing
by removal of the little c in a circle at the bottom, the copyright mark? Yes, incidents of such have
already been reported by illustrators.

I have suggested that conflict arises when administrators are caughtunaware of the issues involved in a
particular action, both technical and ethical. Conflict also arises when administrators find that an
incident falls between two opposing values held strongly by different segments of their community.

A Call for Policy Formation
When a suffic!ent number of these conflicts arise, when the incidents threaten the community resources
or intellectual products, or when they gain significant publicity, a policy statement is often sought. It
may be important to understand what policy is intended to do under these circumstances, how it will be
used, and to define the expected outcome.

The reason for developing policy vary. For some, policy is written as a control tool for unacceptable
behavior. Often, when this is the goal of policy, the resulting statement contains a listing of the "thou
shall nots": the unacceptable behaviors. The statement acts as a guide for those who will need to take
disciplinary action, as well as a warning for those who use the resources within this environment.

For some, policy is designed to clarify the community behavioral standard; it is a guidepost for
citizenship within that community. A college or university, according to Ernest Boyer:

"is a disciplined community, a place where individuals accept their obligations to the group and
where well-defined governance procedures guide behavior for the common good."2

A policy statement may thoroughly spell out the rationale for the standard. It may reflect the mission
and goals of the institution. Such policy may also identify limits in order to encourage responsible
behavior relative to the resources.

Some statements of policy are actually secondary to the creation =Ia. In these instances, the
dynamic process of involving individuals is as much the goal as is the final statement. The process
individuals undertake as they work to understand and define community standards, as they talk about
issues, as they clarify values, as they form communities, is seen as valuable to both the final policy
statement and to the implementation of thn policy.

It is important to note that not only the motivation for formulating a policy, but the locus and scope of
involvement implied by each of the three types of policy identified above. I am suggesting that as
these examples move increasingly toward process, they also reflect movement away from
central/adminisvative locus of control, toward a distributed/community locus of control.

2Ernest L. Boyer, Campus Life In Search of Community (New Jersey: The Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 1990) p. 37.
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Key Aspects of Michigan's Policy and Implementation Model:
ft lin. II 1. ii Ii Tec

I will not imply that on a campus as large as the University of Michigan, approximately 55 (00
faculty, staff and students, we have established community through this process of inform 1

technology policy formation. Neither will I imply that all members of this community hay;
participated or, for that fact, have even heard about this policy. In this instance, however, we have
attempted to move policy making in the area of information technology towards the process model.

There are many different specific applications of information technology requited on the University of
Michigan campus. There are also many different values and ideas regarding how information, and
information technology, should be accessed, and used. When we undertook the process of developing
a policy, it was clear that there were enough different values and enough differences of opinion on the
campus that in order to bc, successful we needed to understood these points-of-view and incorporate
them as the standard setting process unfolded. It was also clear that unless the community believed in
and supported the policy, it would not be implemented. Ernest L. Boyer also writes:

A college or university is a just community, a place where the sacredness of each person is

honored and where diversity is aggressively pursued."3
How to honor and aggessively pursue this diversity is not always clear.

We decided to take steps toward a dynamic process. It was the goal to allow people the opportunity to
define and clarify their values, to define the issues with which the community was struggling as it
applied information technology, through discussion to become aware of some of the different values
within the campus, and ultimately to create policy that defined the community's valued standards and
citizenship responsibilities. Implementation then, was perceived as much an individual responsibility
as it was a departmental, school, college or central administration responsibility.

1. Establishing Need
A problem, drew sufficient attention and established the need for policy. The problem we experienced
was relatively minor.-- However, you may have read about it in the New York Times. It was called
the "bad jokes file".

There is extensive use of electronic conferencing at Michigan. Conferencing is an electronic
communication process whereby individuals enter an item into discussion by keying information into
the system. Other members of the conference may then read and comment on the item at any time.
The comments are accumulated under the item header and, in effect, a non-real time discussion of
issues is able to take place, with archival and cross referencing capability. Conferences each have a
designated organizer whose responsibility it is, among others, to monitor the conference, stimulate
discussion, maintain a focus on items wheil rambling begins, and remind members of the norms of
behavior in the conference. Conferences are created for the discussion of topics among a wide and
diverse population of users, as a forum for debate of issues among a narrowly defined group of
participants, or to provide an open social forum for meeting other students and sharing information and
opinions about any topic of interest.

In this incident, within a conference entitled: "Meet: Students", an item was entered called: "Let's tell
jokes." Soon the conference organizer realized that the entries were becoming offensive. He reasoned
that parcelling the jokes into "bad" and "good" joke files would help people avoid those jokes that they
did not want to see. The bad jokes file deteriorated. Entries offended people of different races,
genders, and ethnicity.

3Ernest L. Boyer, C anus Life In_lealicil_aLsAglinalnity(New Jersey: The Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 1990) p. 25,
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The issue facing the administration was whether to terminate the conference in order to eliminate the
complaints of harassment, discrimination, bad taste, and use of public funds for offensive
communications, or to maintain the conference in support of Free Speech. Othercampuses have been
faced with this dilemma as well, each struggling with its own set of conflicting community values.

Some people argued that freedom of speech took precedence over other considerations in this matter.
They stressed that, central to the considerations was that people should not be subje=1 to this
"offensive" material by having it automatically appear on their screens, however, if an individual
chose to read and contribute to this form of communication, (the bad jokes file), that they should be
able to do so. It was the decision of the administration to open, rather than close the conference, to
draw attention to the activity and ask people to particjpate by providing their points-of-view regarding
the appropriateness of this activity. A discussion of Freedom of Speech issues and appropriate use of
the resources ensued among conference organizers and others.

In this incident, Freedom of Speech was used to illuminate the community standards and to help define
the responsibilities of community members regarding resources that have been given to them in this
university environment. The overwhelming opinion of the community was that people should not be
forced by virtue of the techn9logy to read material that they felt was offensive, that individuals had the
right to read and write such material if they chose, but that this was not considered a good use of
information technology resources. The item was withdrawn by the person who had originally
submitted it. The successful outcome of this process supports another of Ernest L. Boyer's notions of
community.

"A college or university is an onen community, a place where freedom of expression is
uncompromisingly protected where civility is powerfully affirmed."4

2. Increasing Awareness of Incidentb
Following the bad jokes incident, the University-wide policy committee requested that a policy be
written to define appropriate use of information technology for the University. We began to
systematically collect descriptions of the various incidents that were happening on the campus. This
was one of the most useful tasks accomplished. Staff collected and systematically organized stylized
vignettes of actual incidents, incidents that raised ethical and value issues. It was through the use of
these vignettes that members of the community could begin to understand the kinds of value decisions
that needed to be made. Without the real incidents, there was resistance to forming new policy
statements which may saw as just "one more regulation". Once they participated in discussion of real
incidents, the need for guide-lines became clear and they engaged willingly in the process. Such
incident collections are valuable tools to increase awareness, to stimulate discussions, and overtime, to
reflect changes that may be taking place within the environment.

3. Defining Expectation for Policy
The next step in the process was designed to define expectations for policy. Earlier in this paper I
discussed the various reasons why policy may be created. Portions of every campus will want policy
to control behaviors, portions will expect policy to set standards, and portions will expect policy to
help create community and foster discussion. We found examples of all of these expectations. The
outcome of these discussions was a compromise; The Proper Use Policy at Michigan attempts to
describe the community standard and the information environment we are trying to create, while also
defining unacceptable and irresponsible behaviors within that environment.

4Ernest L. Boyer, Campus Life In Search of Community (New Jersey: The Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 1990) p. 17.
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4. Clarifying Community Standards and Values
Extensive discussions in large and small groups allowed the sharing of different points-of-view from
key organizations and individuals within the community. Many questions were asked. What kind of
policy is it that you want? What kinds of guide-lines would be useful to you? With what kinds of
problems are you currently cor ;? In the process of clarifying community standards and values, we
struggled with two outstanding value conflicts. I have entitled the:se: Law vs. Learning, and Individual
vs. Institutional Responsibility. These will be briefly described bwause they represent common
positions on many campuses.

Some members of the campus community, particularly faculty, felt that when these incidents arise,
they should be used as learning/teaching moments, rather than catjses for punishment. They felt that it
was their obligation and opportunity to work with the individuals involved, to help them better
understand the impact of their actions, and the responsibility they carried in the wider community.
They saw such incidents as valuable teaching opportunities to advance the ethical reasoning and social
development of members of the community, particularly students. Other members of the community,
notably the auditors and attorneys however, were more likely to take a legalistic and rule oriented
approach. They argued that a student violating a rule should experience the consequences of that
behavior. Further, they argued that policy should help to delineate these consequences. The dilemma
of law vs. learning was a conflict that had to be resolved in the process of establishing this policy.

Some members of the community asked:, "Who's responsibility is it to write a policy or to control
these behaviors?" "Is this really individual responsibility?" Perhaps posting "reminders" for the
community may be all that is needed--not a policy. Individuals then, are expected to be informed and
to do what is appropriate--taking the consequences when violations occur. Other community members
asked, "Does an institution, especially an institution of higher education, carry responsibility for
informing its community, for setting the standards, for providing the guide-lines, for encouraging
people to be responsible, for teaching them about the issues?" "The institution must take a stand and
involve its community through information and/or process." In an appeal for public and private
institutions to take a stand, Sissela Bok, 1978 wrote:

"The social incentives to deceit are at present very powerful; the controls, often weak. Many
individuals feel caught up in practices they cannot change. It would he wishful thinking
therefore to expect individuals to bring about major changes in the collzetive practices of deceit
by themselves. Public and private institutions, with their enormous power to affect personal
choice, must help alter the existing pressures and incentives."5

Clarifying community standards and values, resolving the conflicts between law vs. learning and the
individual vs. institutional responsibility was an important process at the University of Michigan.
Though the process will differ at other institutions and these conflicts be even more rigorously
debated, administrators, faculty, staff and students will find the discussions challenging, stimulating
and beneficial in any case.

5. Gaining Administrative Endorsement
Though a key part in establishing any policy, administrative endorsement often is not given enough
attention. At the University of Michigan, the Vice President and Provos' as well as the President,
repeatedly sent information to the Deans and Directors encouraging them Lo participate in the
discussions and to assume their responsibility for the set of issues surrounding appropriate use of
information technology. Not only does this itflect commitment from the highest executive officers of
the institution to those responsible below thein, but, as they send out the correspondence, their
personal involvement is enlisted, thinking about the issues at hand.

5Sissela Bok, Lying: Moral Choice in Publigansl_Eriiatift (New York: Random
House, 1978) p. 244.
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TamlibinkAbstuiliLimesmatation_psow
As most of us know, a policy written in the books of a large institution often is little more than a policy
on paper. It is distributed to department managers, read and filed. Often, the policy is not
contemplated, as if it does not relate to the everyday duties and concerns of the manager, faculty, staff
and students of the department. There is often only "hope" that it will be taken seriously and
implemented. Personnel will be held responsible for the policy if an issue arises in the future.

The "Think About It" implementation project, also called the "Think About It Campaign", was
instituted at Michigan in an attempt to activate the process of policy implementation. The goal was to
extend the discussions that had taken place during policy formation and to open them to an even wider
audience. We wanted to encourage personnel to share the current and real incidents with which they
were dealing. In the process, we wanted to establish a broader inderstanding of the community values
and to disseminate information about the "Proper Use Policy" that had been officially adopted.

A university-wide call for volunteers was issued; volunteers were recruited from the ranks of
University staff and faculty. The request specified that volunteers would be expected to participate iv a
four hour facilitator training session, and then, with a partner, would donate two, one hour blocks of
time during the Fall term to facilitate discussion of ethical and value issues the use of information
technology. Facilitators would go wherever they were assigned within the university. The response'
was overwhelmingly positive. Fifty volunteers were identified and trained.

The Campaign was publicized on the campus network and in the campus newspapers. Additiont y,
posters announcing the Campaign were included with a letter from the Vice President to Deans and
Department Chairpersons, encouraging students, faculty and staff to participate in the project and in the
discussions. The Campaign was designed to stimulate thinking and discussion. It is important to note
that disseminating information about the University policy was considered secondary to the goal of
increasing discussion about ethics and sharing community values.

The "Think About It " implementation project, could certainly be an on-going project at y institution.
Values clarification and community sharing seem beneficial at any time. However, this project was
designed for a six month time period. It was evaluated following its termination in March, 1991.
Approximately seven hundred people participated in small group facilitated discussions. Many
hundreds of others participated in spin-off and informal, departmental discussions. The facilitators
were nearly unanimous in volunteering to participate again should the project be repeated. They were
also unanimous in their determination that more needed to be done in this area. Perhaps not
surprising, of all the people who benefitted from the effort, the facilitators felt they had gained the
most.

Ili '4 III II II I I 1 2A
Both weaknesses and strengths were identified as the Michigan "Proper Use Policy... ' and the "Think
About It " Implementation project, were evaluated.
1. Weaknesses:

People Intensive
This model is very "people intensive". It requires person-to-person contact. The training of the
facilitators, the scheduling of sessions, the support of facilitators, the small group discussions, the
sharing of vignettes, the continuous contact with departments as questions arise, all are based on a
personal contact. They build on trust and open communication. Short cutting this process for the sake
of nut ters or time, would likely destroy the essential openness, sharing and safety of the discussions.
While the person-to-person design was one of the weaknesses of this model, it is also most certainly
one of its strengths.

'ime Consuming
This is a time consuming process. Even if facilitators were given larger group assignments, many
discussion hours would be required using this method, in order to involve a significant portion of the
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campus community. On a campus as large as the University of Michigan, the overall impact seems
very small. Additionally, facilitators had to be invited by departmental personnel before being
assigned. The departmental representative person made the necessary arrangements for the meeting,
distributed information, and ensured participants. This involvement was necessary in order to spread
investment in the project. Individuals and departments differed in their efficiency in setting up
meetings. Sizes of groups varied. Scheduling, and accommodating the calendars of all those
involved, was time consuming. Many of the facilitators felt, that while the number of direct contacts
was small, (seven hundred), and the process-time consuming, the model promoted departmental
investment, increased the occurrence of informal discussions and increased the overall spread-effect of
the project.

Unpredictable
"Where will the discussions go?" This was a question for both facilitators and department managers
alike. Facilitators and department managers were anxious about unforeseen issues that might arise
during the discussions. For facilitators, there was anxiety about preparation and whether or not they
would be sufficiently knowledgeable. For managers, anxiety existed about whether or not negative
discussions and/or policy violations, would be made public during the discussions. The unpredictable
nature of truly open discussion causes anxiety. Once people become clear that they do not have to
know all of the answers, indeed that there may not be 'right" or, Any, answers for the questions that
may be raised, anxieties decrease. Facilitators were encouraged to admit when they did not know an
answer and to jointly pursue more information with the participants as their partners.

2. Strengths:
Values Diversity

This process values diversity and respects differences of opinion. It does not promote the idea that
there is a "right" or "wrong" way to go about things. It places a value on understanding each other's
points-of-view, with the promise and potential of building a community. It seeks to clarify community
values, and to establish standards and guide-lines for behavior within the community.

Inexpensive
Overall, this process is inexpensive in terms of what it achieved. If one calculates personnel costs,
(time spent in training, discussions, and group facilitation), costs would be significant . However,
enlisting the services of volunteers for the implementation program meant that overall, the program
was inexpensive in its direct costs. We have found that faculty and staff are eager to contribute to
community building within their institutions when they see the issues as significant and important.
Many facilitators reported that this provided for them the opportunity to interact with others within their
institution, to wrestle with issues of wider scope than was their usual focus, and provide service to the
University.

Spread effect
The design encourages replication, follow-up informal discussions, and an overall spread effect. As a
result of this program, not only did facilitators complete their assigned two (one hour) sessions, but
often asked to be assigned to additional sites as well. In some cases, facilitators as well as participants
in the groups, have established electronic conferences to discuss the issues, have presented papers in
their professional conferences, and have volunteered to participate in any future programs in this area.

Summary
All campuses are different. No two will address ethical issues and conflicts of values in the same way.
In this paper I have provided a discussion of some of the ethical dilemmas that are arising on campuses
as th/3 use of information technology increases. I have discussed reasons why administrators turn to
policy and have described key steps in policy development and implementation at the University of
Michigan. A policy is but the starting point for the hard explorations of values and ethical issues that
exist as communities mature in their new and increased access to information and in their use of
information technology.
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Implementing an Institutional Repository

R.B. Eaton, Managel Administrative Applications
Irmela Ruhrmann, Database Administrator

University of Saskatchewan
Saskatoon

Saskatchewan
Canada

In most universities each information system addresses the
functional needs of only one set of users. Data is application
specific and is of little value to the institution as a whole since
it is not up-to-date OL often must be transformed before it can be
used elsewhere. Data definitions are not readily available and
assessing the impact of changes to business procedures is time
consuming and error prone.

Creating a repository based on institutional data standards is
envisaged as solution to these problems. However, creating a
repository from the current state seems like an overwhelming task.
This paper describes an approach to integrating existing databases
and applications with a repository. Standard data are defined in
the repository based on previously conducted data projects. As
system databases are incorporated, existing objects are re-used and
conflicts are resolved. Applications are modified to conform to new
data definitions as they are integrated.
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The Problem

Regardless of how cold it can be in Saskatoon in January, sometimes I force

myself out of my office in the Physics Building. On one of those days in

which the air was sparkling with sunlight reflected by particles of ice fog, I

walked over to the Buffeteria to get some lunch. As I was waiting in line I

met my good friend Al Novakowski, Head of Internal Audit. He asked me if I

had a few minutes to discuss some things with him and as we wolfed down our

submarine sandwiches he told me of a small audit task they were starting.

"Bob," he said, "Donna and I were thinking that she should use Datatrieve to

match the vendors addresses from the Financial Records System (FRS) to the

employees addresses in the Human Resources System (HRS). We should be able to

do that, shouldn't we?"

I thought that was quite clever. What they were trying to find out was how

many employees were selling things to the University. That seemed to be a

reasonable auditing-type question. "Well, Al," I replied, "yes you should be

able to do that. I just don't know if you can. You see, there's this problem

with addresses..." As we talked, I could see that Al did not really

appreciate "the problem with addresses" ("After all, we have Datatrieve," he

kept saying.) and as we left to go back to our offices the only thing I could

do was wish him good luck. (After all, they had Datatrieve, didn't they?)

In July I received a memo from Al. He summed up his frustration this way,

"Therefore, we concluded that a match of addresses using Datatrieve

was not possible. The most reliable approach we could follow was

to extract all postal codes from FRS and HRS... and extract a

listing of matching postal codes in order to decrease the amount of

data we were working with. The electronic match yielded a list of

2013 matching postal codes. We then decided to select only 50 for

a visual match...

"We hope that this information is useful to you in your attempts to

standardize the .lata bases at some point in the future. Until

then, we will have to work with the limitations described above,

which, in my view imposes a high degree of ineffectiveness in

extracting sensitive data for information purposes from two of our

major administrative applications."

Now they understand "the problem with addresses". In fact, the first part of

Al's memo lists four factors that precluded their success:

- The formats were different. City and Province are entered in one

field in HRS and in separate fields in FRS.

- The rules for entering the data were not defined or consistent.

There were at least six different ways of entering "Apartment 100

at 1021 Kingsmere Rd."

- Data was incomplete. Street addLess or box number were sometimes

omitted for some vendors.

- Data had been included that should not have been. Many employees

were added as vendors because they had travel advances or

received petty cash reimbursements.

I also noticed something that was very interesting: they had to do the match

on postal code. The Canadian postal code is very well defined and its use is

very well enforced. In fact, I do not know of anyone who makes up their own

format for the postal code and if it is omitted then the letter does not get

delivered; it gets sent back.



What I gained from Internal Audit's problem was a different perspective. Istarted to notice other data difficulties. In fact, once aware of dataproblems, they seemed to be everywhere. It soon became very clear to me thatstandard institutional data was a prerequisite for good applicationdevelopment. While we have application problems, our prime problem rs data:
- The three different estimates of the cost of a contract settlementwere given. In attempting to reconcile them, it became clear that thecalculations were correct but the data stored in three differentapplication systems did not agree.

- The institutional research group spends most of its time "laundering"
contradictory or incorrect data. Worse yet, they often have tocollect and re-enter data that already exists in inaccessibledepartmental databases, files and spreadsheets.

- Many departments on campus (including Computing Services) maintaintheir own (and duplicate) accounting systems because financial datacannot be shared and has to be transcribed or transformed in some vaybefore it can be used.

- Senior management relies on verbal reports because the institution'soperational databases assist clerks to process cheques or forms but donot collect data so that it could be utilized to provide managementinformation.

- When asked for permission to read a list of current employees, theDirector of Staff Relations had to admit, "The reality of thesituation is that this university.., does not know who its employeesare at any specific current point in time. ...the closest that wecome to this knowledge is usually through the payroll system which isa combination of guesses as to who will be employed through a certaindate, and who was employed for those people paid on the hourlysystem."

In the meantime, ye were being asked to make more changes to applications thatacademic units claimed were ineffective and did not meet their needs in thefirst place. This was most clearly stated in a recent review of ourdepartment:

"...the committee examined the financial information system in somedetail. Each college and unit... appears to have implemented someform of financial information system to augment the informationprovided by the Financial Records System (FRS). It is the opinionof the committee that FRS is primarily an audit and record keepingtool and that complementary systems could be developed to enablemore effective planning and management on a decentralized basis.Similar opportunities for improved utilization of the informationpresently captured in the University databases exists with otheradministrative systems sucti as the Student Information System andthe Human Resources System. "

It became clear to a few of us that lack of data accessibility, integrabilityand quality were symptoms common to each of these problems. It also becameclear that high-quality data to which access could be easily obtained couldonly be assured if it was seen beyond the context of an application system andits maintenance was standardized.

That was not a profound observation; data administrators have been saying thatfor at least thirteen years. However, having finally realized it, our problemwas how to encourage and enforce the principle that information is aninstitutional resource comprised of standardized data components. There wasalso the question of what to do with the "Legacy Systems" -- systems wealready had. But above all we had to think through how we were goingestablish institutional data standards.

2
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Our Solution

The Institutional Repository is the tool that is used to develop, manage and

promulgate the data standard. The notion of a repository is not new, either.

In fact, there is even a standard emerging (IRDS). While we recognize the

characteristics of a real repository, our focus was on the creation of an

institutional (dare I use the word, enterprise?) view of data. This is data

that is defined in term2 of its value to the institution not by individual

application constraints .

We already had a group of people working on recommendations for data

dictionary organization, they expanded their view beyond the needs of

individual systems. In addition, a consultant that knew the dictionary

product well was also available. This group!s proposal was to create a common

dictionary in addition to "system" dictionaries. Using a new facility that

alloyed a relationship to be defined between objects in different

dictionaries, we determined that we could build a dictionaryfor an
i

application system and have selected metadata items defined n a common or

institutional view.

Another facility that made this scheme more of a repository than a dictionary

was the ability to store application objects such as procedures, sub-routines,

generated code, etc. which might be shared by applications or systems. While

there is one dictionary for each application system, we refer to the

collection of functional dictionaries and institutional view as the

Institutional Repository. See Figure 1.

STUDENT_NliMBER...
/_

Institutional View
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Functional
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Functional

View
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....., A....
GRS

Applications
A pplications Applications
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Figure 1
Institutional Repository Architecture
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As functional dictionaries for any system are constructed, the individual
definitions are matched against those in the institutional view.
Non-controversial definitions such as STUDENT NUMBER, ACCOUNT NUMBER or
EMPLOYEE ID are placed directly in the institutioRal view and any ccurrences
of themin the functional dictionaries are related to the institutional
definitions.

This approach to creating institutional data standards has a number of
benefits. This allows us to preserve our current investment in application
systems while developing and enforcing data standards. Next, it allows the
institutional view to be populated with great control.

Another benefit is political. Academic institutions are not the,most rigidly
controlled and we recognize that standards or guidelines are not easily
accepted. By populating the repository with non-controversial definitions
first, Legacy System proponents must show why the institutional definitions
cannot be used rather than the data administrator having to justify why they
should. We refer to this as "shifting the burden of justification."

The greatest technical benefit is the ability to do "pieces tracking". As
noted above, the Repository allows for the integration of applications. We
are able to query the repository, asking in which applications its objects are
used. This is extremely critical when assessing the impact of a proposed
change and preparing estimates of effort for projects.

Method for Repository Implementation

With guidelines for a repository structure established, we developed a method
to integrate existing databases and applications into the repository
environment, keeping in mind the target to create subject databases for the
institution.

The replacement of all Legacy Systems at once was not considered to be
feasible. Also, with resources being very limited, the only realistic way to
achieve the goal was to partition the task into a sequence of well defined
projects. The approach we took was to establish a plan to integrate existing
systems based on previously performed data projects and to educate the users
by promoting the sharing of data and highlighting the advantages of an
information management tool.
The tasks to complete each project were identlfied as:

- Analysia and consolidation of data,

- Creation of data objects in the repository,

- Creation of databases based on repository definitions,

- Development of procedures for data transfer from existing databases,

- Identification of required application changes,

- Testing and implementation,

- Integration of applications into the repository.

Case Study: Integration of Student Information Databases and related
applications into the Repository.

The first project chosen for repository integration dealt with the Student
Information databases and related applications. We began with these databases
and applications because they had institutionally specific data definitions,
the system was developed in-house and had occurred recently using a relational
implementation.
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The project was started in June 1990. Because of other commitments,
completion was scheduled for May 1991. Since only a rudimentary data
dictionary had been used, we realized that the data definitions had to be
consolidated.

The following inconsistencies were discovered in the process of data analysis.

- The same name was used to describe different data elements. For
example, CITY was defined as 40 characters in one table and 25 in
another.

- It became apparent, that in some instances one definition was used for
a number of data elements. For example, the definition SUBJ was used
to describe both High School course subject and University course
subject. This was also observed for aggregate data types.

- Conversely, different names referenced the same data element. Names of
address types were particularly redundant, for example, ADDRESS TYPE
and ADDR TYPE CORRESP.

While the first two types of inconsistencies required renaming and,
consequently, substantial changes to database definitions and applications,
the last one was easy to resolve by creating a unique definition relating to
both. For instance all address type definitions were based on a single
definition, ADDR TYPE. Although we would have preferred to implement naming
standards for dila definitions at the same time, the effectv on existing
applications made this infeasible.

We identified data elements that were common to the institution and were to be
defined in the institutional view. Keep in mind that our design involved
using physically separate dictionaries and maintaining relationships between
objects in each. Two days before implementation we discovered that this could
not be done due to technical limitations of the software. Workarounds had to
be rapidly developed. However, we were assured by the vendor, that these
deficiencies will be addressed in future versions.

The data definitions were consolidated and defined by September 1990. In
order to minimize risk, we selected the Archive database of Student
Information data as the first candidate to be based on Repository definitions.
The redefinition implied creating a new database and reloading all data. This
was accomplished in December 1990. Related application changes were minimal.

Due to technical limitations in earlier versions of our DBMS, Student
Information data were stored in physically separate databases. However, from
a database integrity point of view, it was desirable to merge them. One of
the prerequisites for the merge was the consolidation of the data definitions,
which would be achieved by dictionary integration. Since merging the
databases and integrating into the dictionary both require redefining and
reloading the databases, we decided to combine the two tasks to minimize the
effort.

Due to prior commitments and support tasks, it was the end of March 3991 until
we were able to resume the project. With Early Registration stazting in June,
mid-May was the last feasible date for a spring implementation. If we missed
this date, the next window would be in November. Summarizing the effort for
all tasks outstanding, it became clear, that with the resources available it
would be impossible to meet the May target. Since we were reluctant to
postpone the implementation until November, we decided on a two phase
implementation, jokingly referred to as a "two-phase commit".

The first phase was to be completed in May. It entailed modifying data
definitions in existing databases and transferring relevant data, modifying
applications to conform to the changed data definitions and integrating 3GL
applications (primarily Cobol programs) into the repository.



The second phase, to be completed in November, consisted of defining the
merged database to the repository, reloading all data, modifying applications
to refer to the merged database and integrating the 4GL applications (Rally)
into the rapository.

The application changes required for phase one were extensive, almost five
hundred procedures had to be modified. The irony was that without the
repository being implemented, we had to rely on human recollection and
directory searches to determine which applications might be affected.
Contrary to what we had expected, modifying our 4GL applications was a real
challenge and required substantially more time than estimated -- we almost
missed the target date for the implementation of phase one.

The majority of application changes required for the second phase were
accomplished by developing automated change procedures. We were fortunate to
have our "toolsmith" working on the project at this time. Substantial effort
was required, however, to completely redefine and load the databases (app. 2.5
million records).

The Future

Having concluded one Repository integration project, we are now planning the
next: our Student Fee System (SFS). In addition to integrating its data and
applications with the repository, this project's scope will cover the fusion
of the SFS database with the Student Information database. This, of course,
implies greater data standardization which will be reflected in the
Repository. Following this project will be the integration of our General
Receipting System, although no physical database fusion is planned.
We also plan to extend the use of the Repository beyond data and application
storage; we intend to use it as a medium for true information engineering.
Our analysis and design tool already stores its models in the Repository.
Within a year the integrated programmers' tools we use will operate on
Repository objects, also.

But the most interesting use of the Repository will be using it to store
definitions of non-computerized data. As pointed out in the Information
Engineering Manlement Guide, "A true Enterprise Repository perceives theEnterprise as 'T e System', and facilitates the management of data whether
automated or not ." Not surprisingly, The University Archives, with whom we
work closely, is particularly interested in this notion. At that point we
will have a true information repository.

1
R.G. Sutherland, Chair, Report of the Steering Committee on Non-academic

Reviews, April 1991

2
This will, undoubtedly, have a major effect on our future ability to

purchase applications and systems.
3
Pacific Information Management, Inc, D.S. Coleman, Chief Methodologist,

Information En ineerin: Mana ement Guide (Santa Monica: Pacific Information
anagemen nc
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A Manager's Perspective on the Client/Server Model

Vinod Chachra
President

VTLS, Inc.

Abstract only

This presentation, focusing on Z39.50 and targeted for information systems
managers and executives, will answer three types of questions.

First, the presenter will address the question of what Z39.50 is: What are its
underlying assumptions? What is the present status of the implementation
of the standard? How is the standard expected to change in the near future?

Secondly, the presenter will discuss (a) the resources implementors and
users need to implement the standard, and (b) decisions that need to be made
regarding the standard.

Finally, the presenter will discuss (a) the potential impact of the standard
on the information systems industry, and (b) the penalties for not preparing
now for the future that this standard envisions.
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WORKSHOP ON DATA PRIVACY

Presented to
CAUSE-91

Anaheim, California
December, 1991

Abstract

About three years ago, Bentley College established a College-wide committee to
oversee data star:dards and policies on campus. Among other tasks, one of the
responsibilidm of this committee is to establish policies and consider cases which
involve privacy issues concerning the use of institutionally collected and
maintained information. This workshop offers the opportunity to review several
actual cases on this type which have come to the Data Standards and Policies
Committee, and to discuss them in small working groups, bringing together the
perspectives of different institutions represented by CAUSE members.

Presented by:

Peter T. Farago
Director of Administrative Systems

Bentley College
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BENTLEY COLLEGE

POLICY REGARDING RELEASE OF STUDENT INFORMATION

(From Bentley College's 1991-92 Undergraduate Catalog)

Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
According to the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act
of 1974 (Buckley Amendment), individual students have
the right to review all official records, files and data
related to them and the right to challenge the accuracy
of the contents of such records. Furthermore, the act
prohibits colleges and universities from releasing
personally identifiable information about students
without their written consent. For detailed information
regarding a student's rights under this law and the
procedures involved in obtaining access to official
records, please contact the dean of Undergraduate
Admission.

Unless otherwise requested by the student, Bentley
College may, at its discretion, release to the public
student data considered "Directory Information." If a
student desires that directory information not be
released, it is his or her responsibility to notify the
Registrar's Office in writing. Please note that students do
not have the flexiblity of choosing to release or not
release particular items within "Directory Information."

Bentley College will not sell or give directory informa-
tion for commercial purposes to external vendors who
are not affiliiated with the institution. The college may
use all student data for its official operations or for the
approved operations of any student organizations or
other college-sponsored functions.

Directory information, as defined by the Family Educa-
tion Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, includes the
following information relating to a student: name,
address, telephone number, date and place of birth,
class, major field of study, participation in officially
recognized activities and sports, weight and height of
members of athletic teams, dates of attendance, degrees
and awards received, and the most recent previous
educational agency or institution attended.

CAUSE91
December, 1991



BENTLEY COLLEGE
DATA STANDARDS AND POLICIES COMMITTEE

Sample of Data Requests Considered

CASE 1.

The senior class is busy planning activities for Senior Week. In order to be able to identify
students of legal drinking age at these activities, they are requesting that a file containing
students names, id numbers and dates of birth be downloaded into their PC. They would also
like local mailing addresses and phone numbers if possible to help their communications
concerning senior week activities? The request for all this come to you, the Registrar. How do
you respond?

CASE 2.

A faculty member calls you at data administration and requests a list of all students' names and
addresses. Asked for the reason for the request, he says that he wishes to be able to contact his
students from last semester and the current semester to contact them about their course work.
You could easily run such a report. Do you run the report? Refer the request to another office?
Do something else?

CASE 3.

A student comes to you in Residence Life, and asks you for a set of address labels for allresident students. The labels are needed to conduct a market survey of students attitudes toward
campus athletic events. The research is being done as a project conceived by the student to fulfill
the requirements of a marketing research course she is taking. The proposed project has theapproval of the professor in the course. How do you respond?

CASE 4.

A CIS faculty member is assigned a project by the Dean to establish a management informationmodel for tracking students progress through certain academic programs. To do this, the faculty
member has a CIS graduate student worldng with him/her to help in the design and development
of this system. The faculty member requests on-line read only access to the complete student
database with the authority (and intent) to download various data elements for a selected groupof students to a PC, where the model is being developed. Assurances are given that the graduate
student will only work on development u sing dummy data and that the faculty member will bethe only one using the actual student data on the PC, once it is downloaded. The request comesto you as a member of the Data Standards and Policies Committee. How do you respond?

CAUSE91
December, 1991
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CASE 5.

The local chapter of a national professional organization requests a list of the names and home

addresses, and/or mailing labels, of all of our senior majors in that profession. The list is to be

used to extend invitations to association events and membership to the graduating students. The

association offers to reimburse the College for the expense of generating the requested materials.

The request came to you, as registrar. How do you respond?

CASE 6.

A student organization runs a fundraising project. They wish to contact parents of resident

students with impending birthdays, and offer, for a price, to prepare a birthday cake, balloons,

etc., and deliver these to the student's room on his/her birthday. To do this they wish to have

a listing of all resident students with their names, campus address, and birthdates. The

organization is a recognized campus group, with a faculty or staff advisor. The request comes

to you, the registrar. What do you do?

CASE 7.

The Director of Marketing requests that the names, addresses and telephone numbers of all

current students be downloaded to a PC. The intent is to contact students in the course of

conducting marketing surveys performed both in-house and by outside market research firms to

be contracted by the College. Should the information be downloaded? What restrictions if any,

should be placed on its use? Should it include all students or omit those who have filed a

confidentiality request, asking that their "directory information" not be released by the College

to the public?

CAUSE91
December, 1991



BENTLEY COLLEGE
DATA STANDARDS AND POLiCIES COMMITTEE

Resolution of Sample Data Request Cases

CASE 1.

It was decided that birth date was not actually needed, just a distinction whether the person had
reached the legal drinking age as of the date of the event. The activity was deemed to be a part
of "official College business", therefore the data were released, through the faculty advisor to
the student organization, with explicit directions restricting its use for the designated purpose
only. Instead of birth date, a yes or no flag was generated to indicate legal age status.

CASE 2.

The faculty member of course did not need "all students'" information. Instead, he was given
the local address and phone number of his current students, and was informed that the addresses
of former student would be available on an individual request basis. He was informed of the
College's policies concerning protection of the confidentiality of such student information.

CASE 3.

This request was turned down. Surveys conducted by students for their own course requirements
have to rely on other means of contacting their survey populations (such as direct distribution
of materials).

CASE 4.

The Data Standards and Policies Committee agreed to give read only access to the student
database to the faculty member, along with the ability to download information. He agreed to
strip names and ID numbers (or rather to garble them) for the development data which would
be used by the graduate assistant.

CASE 5.

This request was turned down. The association was given several options for methods of
distributing materials to our students without gaining access to their names and addresses. (e.g.
advertizing in the student newspaper, using bulletin boards, hiring students to distribute materials
directly, etc.)

2:= 7
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BENTLEY COLLEGE
DATA STANDARDS AND POLICIES COMMITTEE

Resolution of Sample Data Request Cases

CASE 6.

Mailing labels were generated, and the members of the student organization processed their
mailings by placing the labels on the materials without removing them from the Student
Activities Office. Thus, the issue of releasing the information was avoided without hindering the
activity from taking place.

CASE 7.

Tnformation is being relased for this purpose for those student only who have not chosen to
restrict release of their "directory information". Further, when information is passed to an
outside vendor, who is under contract with the College to perform the market studies, the
contract is to specify that the information is to be used for that purpose exclusively, and that it
should be destroyed after the contracted studies are completed.

t'
t
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TRACK V
INTEGRAT I N G TELECOMMUNICATIONS

AND NEIWORKING

Coordinator: Paul Shumaker

Telecommunications networks are becoming increasingly important as one of the most critical
information processing resources in colleges and universities. The movement of information among
various computer configurations provides extendability of and access to data which expands and
enhances institutional effectiveness and efficiency. Papers in this track explore such potentials for
telecommunications in colleges and universities.
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INTEGRATING TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND NETWORKING

SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY
FAIRFIELD, CONNECTICUT

BY
MR. VINCENT P. MANGIACAPRA

DR. FRANCES GRODZINSKY
MR. DOMENICK PINTO
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INTEGRATING TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND NETWORKING

The intent of integrating telecommunications into Sacred Heart University in Fairfied, CT

is to provide the students, faculty and staff with a state-of-the-art network that will

enhance the quality of education and research at the university.

The campus network will be implemented in three logical stages. Stage I will begin

with the installation of a fiber optic Ethernet backbone among the main academic

building, library, administration building and the campus center. The backbone will allow

users in these buildings to communicate with the computer room. Within each of the

buildings, there will be station cabling between a central hub and classrooms, labs and

offices. During Stage I, it is our goal to gain access to the Internet via the JVNCnet

which will provide a gateway to the outside world.

Stage II will provide an Ethernet segment to be connected to each of the three remote

campuses. This will be a transparent link between the Lisbon, Stamford, and Ansonia

campuses which will enable them to have access to all the computing facilities of the main

campus.

The third stage will provide all residence halls and future buildings with the ability to

access the campus network. Dormitories will have a "port for every pillow". Students

will, therefore, have the option to work in their rooms or to go to a shared terminal room.

3 1
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I. Introduction - Investing in newer technology
A. Rationale for the shift from present technology to a communication and

networking environment.
1. VAX 750 outgrown in terms of size and capabilities
2. Desire of disciplines other than computer science to integrate computer

software into their courses for a state-of-the-art classroom for
a. teleconferencing
b. instruction of high school teachers on how to use a technical

environment
c. instruction in Basic Studies and English composition

3. Desire of faculty to communicate with peers outside the university on
research projects
a. benefits include cooperative research and joint authorship on

papers.
b. possibility of consortium work without travel

(1) desirable given limited budgets
4. Desire for state-of-the-art library

a. on-line santices
b. Criteria for determining an optimal network

B. Conditions
1. No existing network
2. No limitations

a. look toward3 maximum flexibility
b. look towards growth

C. Choice of Media
1. Inter-building connections - Fiber optics
2. Intra-building

a. Fiber optic
b. Coaxial cable
c. Thin wire

D. Topology
1. Ethernet
2. Token Ring
3. FDDI

E. Conclusions
1. Practical implications

a. closer faculty contact
b. joint grants
c. consortium work without travel

2. Fiber-optic backbone for inter and intra- building
a. Potential for growth
b. Gateway to national networks

(1) Internet
c. Station cabling is twisted wire pair

(1) Allow for Ethernet or Terminal connections

3 ,2
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II. Design of the network
A. Stage I

1. Workstations and PC's
a. Faculty

(1) DEC workstations for CS faculty
(2) PC's for other faculty

(a) networked in a client/server model
b. Student

(1) General terminal lab
(a) DEC System 5500

(2) PC labs
(a) each lab will have 20 diskless color pc's

B. Stage II
1. Faculty offices

a. PC or workstation connections
b, Automated office

(1) E-mail
2. Integrated Apphcations Software
3. Networking of dormitories

a. Access to all campus computing facilities
(1) Linkage wiih remote campuses

b. Ethernet
c. Access to all computing facilities of main campus

C. Stage III
1. State of the art classroom

a. teleconferencing equipment
b. workstations

(a) for audio, video and data transmission
c. FAX
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III. Management and Operation of the Network
A. Fiscal

1. Budgeting Increases: University Funding $750,000
2. Grants: JVNcNet $30,000

Culpepper (3 year) $100,000 each year
Others $450,000

3. Operating budget base must be established with 10% yearly increases
B. Physical and Human Resources

1. Manager of computer operations
a. Technician - Hardware

(1) minor wiring
(2) repairs, moves, upgrades

b. Software support through user services
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ABSTRACT

The California State University is comprised of 20 individual comprehensive universities,
ranging in size from less than 1000 to 36,000 students. The campuses are connected via
CSUnet, which has recently been upgraded to an integrated telecommunications vehicle for data,

video and voice communications.

This paper will detail the planning, implementation and obstacles associated with multi-
function inter-campus networks. It will provide a history of CSUnet and discuss its evolving
technologies and its multi-functional, multi-protocol nature. In addition, this paper will
describe some of the library, academic and administrative applications which currently rely
upon CSUNET and those which plan to use CSUNET as it is upgraded and enhanced. The developing
relationships with K-12 and the community colleges as well as the linkages to regional and
national networks will also be discusssed.

The California State University is composed of 20 individual comprehensive universities
ranging in size from 1000 to 36,000 students. This paper will discuss first, the political and
industrial factors that have made planning for an integrated telecommunications environment so
important, then, the actual ways the CSU has implemented or is still in the process of
implementing that environment and finally, some of the obstacles associated with this process.
Much of this discussion is part of the Plan for Telecommunications in the CSU which the
Information Resources and Technology (IRT) organization within the CSU Office of the
Chancellor has recently produced.

I. PLANNING FOR AN INTEGRATED TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENVIRONMENT

Why is planning for an integrated telecommunications environment so important? For one
thing, it's been said that the alternative to planning is chaos and, that has perhaps never been so
true as in an area such as telecommunications where the changes in technology occur at such a
rapid rate. One has only to look at the last dozen years to realize just how fast our technological
environment changes.

If at the end of 1980, you were even thinking about what the next dozen years would bring,
technologically speaking, you would have been a powerful seer indeed if you had imagined the
products and services that have since been introduced and had foreseen their effect upon our
lives and the way we conduct business. Just a short overview of what didn't exist, or wasn't
commercially available in 1980 includes the Personal Computer (the IBM PC was introduced in
1981). Were you using a VCR in 1980? If you were, you were the first on your block; the VCR
most likely supported BETA format and the device cost upwards of $1500. The Macintosh
computer wasn't introduced until 1984. Some Executives had mobile phones, which were
outrageously expensive, hard to operate, unreliable and certainly not available in all locations.
In 1980, if you asked to use a phone in an airplane, the flight attendant would have assumed you
had been served too much to drink. Did you, in 1980, want to start enjoying digital sound on a
compact disc? Probably, but you had to wait a few more years!

One of the most significant differences between then and now in the arena of telecommunications
was that in 1980 Ma Bell was the telepnone company. The divestiture of AT&T and the Bell
Operating Companies occurred January 1, 1984, so in 1980 the full range of competition
which we now enjoy had not yet come to the world of telecommunications. While competition in
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telecommunications has complicated the lives of those managers in that field, it is important to
remember that it's been competitive pressure that has made increased bandwidth and the rise in
network technology possible. After all, T-1 technology has existed and been used by the
telephone companies since the mid 1960s. It's only been in the last few years that the price for
this bandwidth has dropped enough to make its use for private businesses and educational
institutions feasible.

On a university campus in 1980, to discuss "information resources" was to talk about
computer mainframe and mini-computer access. Every campus had a centralized computer
center, akin to the data processing department of private corporations, and a highly technical,
professional staff to manage it. A local area network was a connection from a dumb, ascii,
asynchronous terminal to the mainframe at the computer center. Access speeds ranged from
300 bps to 2400 bps and probably averaged 1200 bps if the copper cable plant on the campus
could support the speed and could reach the terminal location. Some campuses used Computer-
Aided Registration, but long lines at card pulling centers were still the norm. The term
telecommunications usually referred only to the telephone on the desk, which was probably
rotary dial, even though touch-tone@ dialing was readily available. Enhanced productivity
features such as call-forwarding and call-waiting were in use. Private line networks certainly
existed and large corporations used them for everything from tie-lines between PBXs to batch
data transmissions; airline reservations and credit verification were examples of the few on-
line, real-time applications in use. Universities were doing little on-line processing.
Electronic mail didn't became popular until the mid-1980s, and even then, the user interfaces
were "unfriendly" to say the least.

The last few years have witnessed the exponential growth in the use of micro-computers. Many
of these personal workstations are far more powerful in terms of processing ability and speed
than the large mainframes of ten years ago. The proliferation of the personal
computer/workstation has given rise to the need to share resources as well as information.
This has lead to increasing emphasis on the importance of networks and a rise in user
expectations. University faculty and staff, satisfied in the past by a local area network which,
provided quick, reliable access to on-campus computer resources, now demand the ability to
network with colleagues across the nation or in other parts of the world, through the
"Internet", While computer labs were a perfectly acceptable way of providing computing
access to students just a few years ago, the advent of the Integrated Services Digital Network
(ISDN), is making it possible to provide this access (and access to many other university
services) to students or faculty in dorm rooms or private housing within the vicinity of the
campus. Students and faculty who were previously contented with research via card catalogues
at the library, would today consider this an archaic method of locating resources. Today's
colleges and universities make use of on-line catalog/circulation systems and the ideal is for
faculty and students to access this information from anywhere on campus, and increasingly from
off-campus locations. And, in aJdition to the resources of one's own campus library, students
and faculty need to be able to view the holding of other major libraries and use databases such as
"Uncover" in CARL (The Colorado Alliance of Research Libraries) which provides contents, and
frequently abstracts, of journals and periodicals.

Telecommunications has pushed the boundaries of the university beyond it's physical perimeter
by making it possible for members of one campus community to share the scarce or costly
resources of another campus, such as access to a large database or a supercomputer.

Increasingly, universities, particularly public supported universities, will be asked to assist
In enhancing and enriching K-12 and Community College education either through the direct
delivery of instruction to remote locations over satellite, microwave or land-lines or by
allowing K-14 to share the resources of the campus, such as library databases and computer or
Internet access via these electronic media. As these geographic boundaries blur, we see more
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and more cooperative ventures among campuses and between the campus and its serving
community.

II. HISTORY OF CSU EFFORTS IN INTER-CAMPUS (WIDE AREA)
NETWORKING

We believe it goes without saying that the precursor to an effective inter-campus network is a
robust telecommunications environment on each individual campus. Suffice it to say that not
every CSU campus has the appropriate environment but that the acquisition of that environment
is a very high priority from both the campus and systemwide perspective.

The CSU inter-campus integrated telecommunications network is called CSUnet. A history of
CSUnet will provide a means of illustrating some of the key decisions made in the process of
developing the network. In 1984, a feasibility study was undertaken with the intent of
improving the existing network which was a proprietary network, based on a single
manufacturer's mainframe equipment. It was determined that CSU needed a network that would
a) be separate from any particular mainframe vendor and that b) would interconnect multiple
vendor's equipment in such a way that if all of the hosts computers on the network should go
down, the network would still stand. Consequently, CSU chose the CCITT international standard,
"X.25", as its basic protocol.

In 1985, we conducted a four-site pilot to test the applicability of our decision. By the end of
1985 all 20 CSU sites were interconnected through an X.25 network. The proprietary network
was abandoned. By 1088, the network was becoming more strategic to the mission of the CSU;
usage increased ane network bandwidth had to increase significantly. In 1989, we added
additional support for protocols in addition to X.25. Then, during 1991, we again upgraded the
bandwidth on the network significantly and changed the architecture so that we could support not
only data, but also video and voice.

In a little mare detail... In 1985, the initial implementation was a three node backbone: San
Francisco, Sacramento, and Los Angeles. The network backbone was built from digital 56K
circuits with each of the CSU campuses connecting to their nearest backbone node with 9.6K
digital circuits. Our initial implementation was missing what we recognize today as a key
component, in that ir. did not provide access to any outside resources external to the CSU.

A typical campus configuration in 1985 was an X.25 switch which was connected to the
backbone. Attached to the switch were a number of X.25 async pads used to connect data PBX
port selectors (which were very popular on our campuses at that time), dial-in modems, and
host computers that did not support X.25 protocols directly. We also had some host computers
that did support X.25 directly, namely our CDC Cyber computers, and, eventually, our Primes
and some of our VAXes. In 1988 we enhanced the backbone. Additional backbone nodes were
added at Fresno, Fullerton, San Luis Obispo, and San Diego. We also insured that each backbone
node was triplely connected with other backbone nodes. These changes had two positive effects on
the network: 1) it increased the effective bandwidth on the backbone to 112K bps and 2) it
increased the reliability of the network. The X.25 switches that we were using were very robust
when provided with routing alternatives. In the event of circuit failure, our major reliability
issue at that time, the X.25 switches could, transparent to the user, automatically re-route
traffic onto another backbone circuit. Network reliability was significantly increased with this
enhancement.

In 1989, we made a key improvement in the network: CSUnet became a multi-protocol network.
X.25 had met all of our initial design requirements but now faculty input indicated the need for
additional protocol support. Chief among required protocols was the TCP/IP suite. Cisco



routers were purchased for every campus, connected to the X.25 switches and encapsulated the
TCP/IP traffic within X.25. In addition, wa provided a connection from CSUnet to the National
Science Foundation (NSF) Internet which provided access for our faculty to resources
throughout the country. A! a recent presentation by the NSF, it was mentioned that there are
some 700,000 host computers on the Internet. Connecting CSUnet to the Internet provided some
significant additional capabilities for our faculty.

In 1990, CSU con:inued the multi-protocol direction. DECNET became fully supported on
CSUnet. It was not encapsulated in any form but was routed natively. We also began supporting,
in a limited fashion, AppleTalk protocols across CSUnet -- again, routed natively. CSUnet
addressed the need to interconnect IBM hosts by supporting SNA encapsulated within X.25.
Finally, Group IV fax machines began showing up in our libraries and since they are very
comfortable with the X.25 protocol, they were incorporated into CSUnet.

Supporting multiple protocols on CSUnet made it much more useful to faculty, students and
staff. Consequently, by 1991, the traffic on the backbone increased significantly. Two main
bottlenecks were identified: 1) the 56K bps circuits were too slow, and 2) the X.25 protocol,
by virtue of its caused,too much delay. Even though the X.25 switches were very efficient, the
design of the protocol itself introduced delays that were becoming unacceptable to us. Earlier
this year, the CSUnet backbone was re-engineered to use high speed 1-1 switches thereby
replacing the X.25 switches as the core technology on each campus with fast-packet cell-relay
technology. As a result, CSUnet is not only a high-speed data network but can comfortably
handle video and voice traffic. This new capability is very important to the CSU as we sr,-. video
traffic and its associated distance learning applications as one of the highest growth areas on our
n etwork.

All CSU campuses today are connected via T-1 circuits to the backbone. Each campus has a
StrataCom fast-packet switch into which we have connected the existing X.25 switches which
are still providing the same functionality but, now, through the StrEtaCom switch. The Cisco
router is no longer funnelled through the X.25 switch as it was previously. It now goes directly
into the StrataCom switch and uses one of today's most sophisticated technologies -- frame-
relay (a stripped down, very efficient X.25-like protocol). We also connect video codecs
(coder-decoders) to the StrataCom packet switch with excellent results on a number of
campuses. Finally, we have some interest, although we haven't capitalized on it yet, in
supporting voice on CSUnet by connecting campus PBXs into the StrataCom switch.

From the campus point of view, access to CSUnet is multi-protocol which we feel is a very
important aspect of our network. We support TCP/IP because that is the protocol one must use
to connect to the national Internet. In addition, TCP/IP provides good interoperability between
networks. DECNET is supported because it provides some unique capabilities for CSU campus
VAX hosts. AppleTalk is a very popular and growing protocol on CSUnet because of its excellent
functionality. It is very easy for AppleTalk networks to grow on campuses. Departments
basically "plug and play" and before long a campus has a pretty substantial collection of
AppleTalk networks. The next natural thing for campuses to want to do is extend that
functionality between campuses across CSUnet. CSU needs to support SNA because we'll always
have those big blue boxes on our campuses and the users of these syst9ms naturally want to use
SNA. However, the trend seems to be that most of our IBM hostF support the more robust
TCP/IP protocols as well as SNA.

CSUnet continues to support X.25 because primarily because it enables us to support CSU's
international projects. For example, we have some collaborative efforts with universities in
South America, in the Middle East, and in Europe which utiiize those countries' public data X.25
networks. These networks are internationally inter-connected and therefore they can easily
reach CSUnet. Finally, as was mentioned previously, we need X.25 for Group IV facsimile.
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There is also a large installed base of X.25 pads, some of which are used for community access
via 9.6K bps modems located at every CSU campus. We encourage approved community outreach
projects to use these dial-in modems to access CSUnet and the Internet. The network provides a
user-friendly menu system and access control security on these dial-up ports. Users identify
themselves and give their password. The network ther rrovides a list of the resources which
the user is authorized to access;. he/she selects one and is connected to the resource. This
function is provided by the network, through software that IRT staff wrote for the X.25
programmable switches, and not through a host computer resident on the network. .

Regarding the technology on the backbone, as was mentioned earlier, CSUnet utilizes "fast-
packet technology" which means that all of the traffic is broken down into small 24-bit packets.
Each packet is routed at full 1-1 speeds across the network resulting in improved performance.
Packet bandwidth can be allocated in an isochronous manner for applications such as compressed
video where a guaranteed bandwidth is required, or, on a "first-come first-served" basis
which is very useful for bursty traffic such as LAN-to-LAN, a very fast growing area on
CSUnet. Bandwidth can be automatically allocated by these priorities or by time of day (a
capability that we use frequently for classes that are taught across the network v:a two-way
video).

A very important aspect of CSUnet today is our high degree of interconnectivity with other
networks. Although there are many valuable resources available on CSUnet for our faculty and
students, access to still more resources available on other educational networks across the
nation is essential. Consequently, CSUnet has two connections to the NSF backbones, one at
Stanford and one at the San Diego Supercomputer Center as well as connections to other
networks in California, such as BARRnet in northern California and CERFnet in southern
California. As was mentioned earlier, a connection to the international public X.25 networks
out of San Francisco has proved useful to the CSU. An area that CSU is particularly enthused
about is CSUnet's connections to the Sprint Meeting Channel video network. There is presently a
Meeting Channel connection at Sacramento, operated by Cal State Sacramento, and the CSU hopes
to install a second connection next February at Los Alamitos. These connections allows the CSU
to conduct two-way video conferencing not only between Cal State campuses but to more than
1100 locations nationally and internationally.

III. MANAGING CSUNET

One of the challenges associated with a multi-protocol network is its complexity which puts a
definite strain on the staff responsible for operating the network. Within CSUnet (exclusive of
management) there are four specialists in Network Engineering; three analysts, two operators
and one equipment technician in Network Operations; and two consultants in Network User
Services. User Services is an area that needs additional staff because network users are
increasingly non-technical and require more assistance than past, more technically oriented,
users. Finally, in Network Applications Support there are four consultants.

CSUnet is funded out through the State of California's General Fund via the Office of the
Chancellor. which provides the network to CSU campuses at no charge. Other educational
organizations, such as community colleges, pay their direct costs for connecting to CSUnet, such
as the line charges for their circuit. Each non CSU Institution also pays a small portion of the
infrastructure of CSUnet (e.g. backbone circuits, the network operation center, etc.). There is
no federal funding for this CSUnet; it's entirely a state funded network.
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IV. CSUNET AND THE ACADEMIC AND ADMINISTRATIVE MISSION OF THE CSU.

We could have the most technologically sophisticated network on the face of the earth and it
would still be useless if it didn't help students to learn, faculty to teach and do research and
administrators to manage our business.

In an era of shrinking tax dollars and extreme budgetary constraints, the CSU does not have the
luxury of duplicating ail of its various resources twenty-times. Frequently, there are not
enough users of an application on a single campus to justify the resource, or, the size of the
application is such that it is best provided an a systemwide basis. There are also cases where it
makes more sense for new technological capabilities and applications to be introduced and
experimented with at one campus before being widely distributed. Some examples of CSU
"specialty centers" include: Molecular Design Laboratory - at CSU, Fullerton which
provides access to molecular design software for ali chemistry departments in CSU. Business
Database Specialty Center - at Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo. This service extends to the
existing CSU-wide Academic Mainframe Specialty Center (AMSPEC) service provided through
Cal Poly Computer Aided Productivity Center (CAPC) to include support for the large databases
commonly used in CSU Schools of Business. Social Sciences Database - at CSU, Los Angeles,
provides support for political and social sciences databases. Multiflow - at Sacramento
provides computational chemistry faculty and students on more than eight CSU campuses with
computing resources for both research and classroom instruction. CSU Census Information
Center - at Sonoma State University, provides a platform for dissemination of census data.
Geogriphic Information System Specialty Center (GIS) - at San Francisco State
University provides the CSU with a facility where advanced geographic analysis techniques and
sophisticated mapping capabilities which can be applied to real world problems. CSUPER-Net

at CSU, Fresno (managed by Academic Affairs, Educational Support). This system provides a
comprehensive electronic library of information about admission to the California State
University. It is used by high school guidance counselors and others to obtain current
information on degree programs, financial aid programs, educational costs and admission
procedures for each individual CSU. ATI -NET (Agricultural Technology Institute
Network) - at CSU, Fresno. This system provides information about agricultural research
conferences and publications of the California Agricultural Technology Institute at CSU, Fresno.
It also gives general information on agriculturally related events and proposed legislation in
California. It includes agricultural weather information, and daily agricultural market
reports. ATI-NET has been recently expanded to include export trade databases: foreign trade
leads, country and industry reports, trade shows and government programs. Engineering
Specialty Centers - Sacramento and other Schools of Engineering in the CSU.
Macromolecular Structural Analysis Center, CSUPERB - at San Diego State
University provides a collection of biocomputing and structural (DNA protein) analysis,
computer databases, programs and libraries.

In addition to specialty centers, CSUNET supports a myriad of activities such as:

Administrative Computing: Administrative Information Systems uses CSUnet in a variety
of ways. Primarily, however, the network enhances the ability of the CSU to move information
among campuses and the Chancellor's Office, and it provides appropriate remote access to
resources. Common applications include the sharing of central control files maintained in the
Chancellor's Office with each campus and the use of CSUnet is for remote access to the central
computers at the Systemwide Computing Center located at CO/SWRL for actual processing.

BESTNET: BESTNET is acronym for the Binational English and Spanish Telecommunications
Network which was established five years ago at San Diego State University. Since then, it has
expanded to six additional CSU campuses, two University of California campuses (including
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UCMEXUS - a university consortium dealing witt. U.C. and Mexico research projects), Arizona
State University, University of New Mexico, Texas A&M University, the University of Colorado,
and Metropolitan State College (Denver) plus a number of universities, university systems and
research institutes in Mexico. This network involves collaborative work through teaching and
research between member institutions. It includes programs in border studies, social and
economic development, agronomy, biology, anthropology, sociology, telecommunications
management and communications studies.

California Technology Project: The California Technology Project (CTP), as part of its
mission to support K-12 educators interested in the uses of technology for instruction, offers a
free computer-based telecommunications service on CSUNET known as the Techno:ogy Resources
In Education (TRIE) electronic Information service. TRIE offers K-12 educators access to
electronic mail (with international capability via the Internet), computer conferencing on a
variety of professional topics, information bulletin boards with updates from the California
Department of Education and other educational organizations, and on-line databases including a
rssource database of staff developers and a database to help educators identify high quality
software, videotape, and videodisc materials that have been screen for quality and "mapped" to
the California curriculum frameworks. The CTP will offer the ERIC database through TRIE in
the near future, as well as the CNN teachers' guidos. TRIE is accessible to K-12 educators on
CSUNET. To make use of TRIE, a K-12 educator needs to have a personal computer, modem, and
telecommunications software. These are used to call the CSUNET access port (CAPS), at the
nearest CSU campus.

Computer Conferencing: This is a popular application which allows participants to share
data through a computer network by posting messages/information for others to read and access.
an example of this is Net News or Usenet on the Internet.

Cornell National Supercomputer Facility Program: Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, through
its Computer-Aided Productivity Center (CAPC) has joined the Smart Node program at the
Cornell National Supercomputing Facility (CNSF) on behalf of CSU. The Smart Node access
allows any CSU faculty or staff member to obtain an account on the CNSF facility.

Distance Education/Video Conferencing: CSUnet evolved as a data network but, as we
have indicated, we are now transmiiting video signals over the network. Since CSUnet is
comprised of land lines, the technology used compressed video Currently four classes are being
taught between CSU Sacramento to CSU Bakerafie Id over CSUnet. The multiplexors that were
installed as part of the CSUnet upgrade, allow us to set aside 384 Kbps of bandwidth for this
activity at the specific times of day it as required and then reallocate the bandwidth to the rest of
the network when class is over.

Demographics and fiscal constraints in California drive the need to find more cost effective ways
to deliver instruction. Unlike many universities in other states, California will experience a
significant growth in students eligible to enroll in college. Estimates are that the cost to provide
new campuses and new buildings on existing campuses to accommodate this growth in the
traditional manner will be upwards of $10 Billion. It is highly unlikely that these funds will
be available. Televised inter-active instruction offers the CSU at least a part of the solution.

Electronic Mail: One of the most important applications using CSUNET is Electronic Mail.
The CSUNET E-mail strategy is to enable CSUNET users to exchange mail with the widest
number of their colleagues. Proprietary mail systems, even with attractive extensions, often
yield Islands" of mail. But e-mail communications has become so important that it no longer
be confined to a local area network, building or even a campus. Individual users must be able to
reacii much larger geographical areas such as the State, the nation and even the World.
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Just as CSUnet is unique in the number of protocols it supports, so is it unique in that its E-
mail strategy will allow for a variety of different systems. A campus can chose the system(s)
which best meet(s) its individual needs and still be assured of inter-campus communications
capability because of the CSUnet's incorporation of national standards.

V. CSUNET AND REGIONAL AND NATIONAL NETWORKING

As CSUnet grows and develops a very important part of our mission will be outreach to
California K-12 and Community Colleges. Unlike many States in our country, growth
projections for California are quite high. Funding for the bricks and mortar to build traditional
campuses to serve the projected number of California college students in the year 2005 will be
increasingly difficult to come by. Elementary and secondary educational will be equally if not
more constrained. As part of the CSU mission we will have to assist in preparing K-14 students
for admission into the CSU or other 4 year institutions. Certainly the answers to the budgetary
shortfalls aren't to be found only in technology but CSUnet and networking in general can be a
vehicle which alleviates much of the problem by allowing for effective resource sharing. Our
local telephone operating company, Pacific Bell, has articulated this vision and referred to it as
the "University Hub" with school districts and community colleges networked to the campus
which is in turn networked to the world.

CSU continues to be active in planning for the National Research and Education Network through
our affiliations with FARnet, CERFnet, BARRnet and the National Science Foundation and through
our memberships in CAUSE, EDUCOM and activities with the Coalition for Networked
Information. CSUnet users already have full connectivity to the Internet which functions as the
interim NREN. We anticipate that CSUnet will play an important role in "wiring" California's
education community to the National network and to the world.

VI. CONCLUSION

The era we live in has been called the Information Age. As we move into the next century we will
become increasingly dependant upon easy access to more and varied information sources. As a
publicly supported institution in an era of shrinking tax dollars and fiscal resources, the CSU
will be called upon to provide this access to its students, faculty and staff in the most efficient
and cost-effective manner possible. CSUnet has been designed to be the integrated
telecommunications vehicle that can grow to meet the needs of the CSU and the community it is
charged to serve
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Network Growth and Evolution at CCC

Thomas F. Wilkinson
Charles A. Burhanna

Cuyahoga Community College
Cleveland

Ohio

Over the last 13 years, Cuyahoga Community College's communications and
data processing network has undergone significant growth and change.
Starting with a small mainframe and six terminals, the network has expanded
to seven mainframe and mini computers, 900 terminals/workstations, and 22
file servers distributed between five geographical locations. Future directims
include the implementation of wiring standards for all netvork connections,
expansion of existing networks, and the consolidation of network resources
into a seamless user interface.
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Histoty of Network Growth

There were six significant milestones during the development of the present Cuyahoga

Community College (CCC) network.

1978 - The first network was established at CCC. Primitive by today's standards, the

network consisted of a Honeywell 2000 computer and six terminals distributed

between two campuses and the district office.

1984 - By this date, three separate networks had been established to connect users at

three campuses and the district offices. The primary network consisted of a

Honeywell DPS/1 mainframe system with 50 proprietary "smart" terminals and

150 standard ASCII "dumb" terminals. This network was an expansion of the

older Honeywell 2000 system and was used to support the academic and business

needs of the institution.

The second network consisted of four WANG VS90 minicomputers and 200

proprietary WANG terminals. This network was established to provide office

automation support to the administration and staff of the college.

The third network, consisting of an IBM 4331 mainframe and two Remote Job

Entry (RJE) stations, was created to support the instructional needs in an IBM

environment.

The end result of these separate networks was an overcrowding of desks in staff

and administrative offices. Many desks had two terminals, several desks

supported three terminals. Productivity suffered. Resources began to lie unused

as the problems associated with multiple terminals and multiple operating

systems mounted.

1985 - Because of the problems noted above, CCC's first network plan was formulated.

The details of the plan included the concept of a universal workstation: a desktop

device from one manufacturer which would provide access to all college

computing resources. Resource to resource communications, mainframe to mini

to PC, was a goal.

1988 - Network consolidation occurred during the 1985-1988 time period. By the end

of 1988, the proprietary Honeywell network had been replaced by standard

workstations. These standard workstations consisted of microcomputers running

MS DOS along with V7800 software, a custom in-house terminal emulation

package.

1
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Communications between workstations and other computing resources was
carried on the college's Wide Area Network (WAN). This network provided
asynchronous communications throughout the institution at up to Tl speeds (1.54
Mbits/sec).

Local area networks increased in both number and size. Basal on Ethernet
protocols (802.3), departments within the college began to use E-mail on the
LAN to communicate and to transfer files.

By the end of 1988, a Comprehensive Technology Master Plan (CI'MP) was
completed by Systems and Computer Technology, the college's facilities
management supplier, and delivered to the college's executive management. The
CTMP suggested directions for network growth and provided a framework to
support the integration of newer technology into the day-to-day operation of the
college.

1990 - By this date, LANs were installed in every campus and the district offices.
Requests for connections to the WAN, LAN, IBM, and WANG networks were
being received at an accelerated pace. Cable to complete these requests were
being run in a most disorganized fashion, and, consequently, were being cut by
outside contractors, crashing portions of the network. Wiring and cabling for the
college was drifting into chaos. In 1990, the Cable Plant Management Group
(CPMG) was formed to control the explosive growth of the college's network.

Following up on recommendations from a study completed by Robbins
Communications, the CPMG created standards for the installation of all new
cabling in the college. All requests for connection into the college network now
must be approved by the CPMG. All projects which impact the growth of the
college network are also presented to the CPMG for review and approval.

2
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Current Status of the College Network

Computing hardware on the college's network consists of a dual processor
Bull/HN DPS 8000/82, an IBM 4381 Model 2, four WANG VS/100 mini
computers, a WANG VS 5000 minicomputer, over 900 PC workstations, 40 dial-
in ports, and 22 file servers running Novell Netware.

Five different geographical locations are served by the network; the Metropolitan
Campus located near downtown Cleveland, the Unified Technologies Center
adjacent to the Metropolitan Campus, the District offices also near downtown
Cleveland, the Western Campus located in Parma and the Eastern Campus
located in Warrensville Heights.

Communications between locations is provided by copper T1 dedicated lines
leased from Ohio Bell. Additional T1 dedicated lines provide for backup and are
used as a secondary communications path to each campus.

Short distance communications (5,000 feet or less) between buildings is handled
by privately owned 'optical fiber.

LAN/WAN traffic from each location is combined via Timeplex multiplexers into
a single T1 connection. Video traffic is handled by broadband microwave and
broadband coaxial cables

3



Where We are Going

Future plans focus on four areas: network expansion, improved network management and
security, improved access to computing resources, and the workstation of the future.

Network Expansion
The college plans to continue expansion by upgrading existing, and adding
additional new local area networks, Existing stand-alone student labs will be
upgraded with newer, faster workstations. During the course of each lab
upgrade, a new network segment will be installed and connected to the college-
wide network.

Faculty offices in select areas will receive complete network segments. Each new
segment will consist of workstations for all faculty offices in the campus
department, a file server/print server if needed, and the necessary workgroup
software to support the department.

Administrative offices will also be part of the planned college network expansion.
Provost offices on all three campuses are targeted for network installation by
FY93. District offices will be fully connected to the college network by FY93.

Student support is also provided by the growth of the Library Technical Access
Centers (TAC). Each TAC has its own server, networked printer, seven to
twenty workstations, and access to multiple CD-ROM units. Library information
is available throughout the network, but is centralized in each TAC.

Improved Network Management
As the network grows both in size and importance, it becomes necessary to be
able to detect problems in real time. Prompt response to and correction of
network problems has always been a goal. In addition, real time monitoring
becomes a necessity as network traffic increases.

An historical database will be implemented to allow for the generation of reports
over a given period of Lme. This tool will prove invaluable in the tracking down
of intermittent failures caused by older equipment.

Automated network management reports are becoming more important as the
network grows. Current reports are generated manually. This process is time
consuming and is not the most efficient use of scarce resources.

Automatic network configuration and tracking is also a must. Generating
diagrams indicating the latest additions to the network is a time intensive task.
The network changes on a weekly basis. Therefore, in order to conserve staff
hours, it is important that an automated system be installed. Network security

4
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will also be addressed. With the advent of CCC's "smart" network as the first
level computing access tool, it is only natural that system access and entry
security reside on and be controlled by it. Because of CCC's open access policy,
we see network software, based on LAN technology, as the access security
process to all on-line computing resources, from on-line terminals to remote dial-
in users.

Improved Access to Computing Resources
A unified user interface is an important goal. The college computing
environment consists of a heterogenous mix of computing platforms. In order
to maximize the use of these platforms, while reducing the learning curve for
college users for each platform's command structure, a pull down, pop up menu
system will be installed to shield users from the differences of each data
processing system.

Standardized Wiring for all Connections
As new connections are installed in the college's network, a simplified,
multipurpose cable will be used. This special cable will provide voice, video, and
data communications capability within a single cable bundle. Economies of scale
are invoked by only purchasing one type of cable. Full communications
capability is delivered to each standard faceplate for each network connection.

Workstation of the Future
With the assistance of select faculty members, the specifications for the college's
future workstation is now in the design stage. The new worksth nust be
capable of supporting multi-media presentations, for both the . tion of
instructional courseware as well as the presentation of Listruction.

The workstation must be capable of multi tasking, so as to maximize the use of
the hardware on the desktop. Peer to peer networking is a must. Workstations
must be able to communicate with any resource on the college-wide network.
Client/server applications must be supported. It is important to be able to use
the computing power on the desktop in a timely and manageable way. With
shrinking budgets, few institutions will be able to support large mainframes
systems simply to get additional processing capability.

5



Conclusion

Om experience with the evolution and growth of the network at Cuyahoga Community
College has brought forth three issues which must be answered in order to provide maximum
usage for minimum effort.

Structured wiring system - Cabling in the college can be a costly chore. Separate
cable runs for voice, video, ethernet, asynchronous communications, and fiber are
costly and inefficient. By structuring the wiring into a standard multi-function
cable and creating a home run to a wiring closet for each user or lab, cost
savings, manpower savings, and a general reduction in confusion are achieved.

Client/server application systems - In order to maximize the available computing
power from the user workstation and to minimize the necessity of acquiring a
larger mainframe system, client/server systems need to be installed. UNIX style
superservers can provide significant computer power increases when coupled with
advanced client workstations on a wers desk.

Integrated voice, image, video, and data applications - Multimedia workstations
capable of a wide variety of tasks will become more cost effective in the coming
years. Multi media presentations are now in use in several departments of the
college. This trend will continue to grow and will spill over into the faculty, staff,
and administration usage of workstations.

6
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ABSTRACT

Case Western Reserve University is operating the first all fiber optic communications network on
a university campus. When completely installed, this system of some seven thousand outlets will
interconnect all faculty offices, student rooms, classrooms, libraries, and laboratories with
computer data, telephone, audio, video, fax, and image information resources. We refer to the
system as CWRUnet and pronounce it "crewnet."

CWRUnet features a standard premise, wire-once cabling architecture, independence of cabling and
optoelectronics, and support for multimedia communications. Phase I of the network became
operational in August 1989 for students in the University's sixteen residence halls. Phase II
connecting faculty and staff offices and other locations is completed, in twenty-two more buildings
with the remainder under construction or scheduled for completion in 1991. CWRUnet
accommodates a heterogeneous assortment of microcomputers, servers, mainframes, and gateways
to other networks, telephones, television equipment, remotely operated surveillance devices, and
energy management controls. It is planned to incorporate this campus-arca network into a
metropolitan arca network following the proposed IEEE 802.6 standard. CWRUnet is steadily
evolving into one of the earliest implementations of Broadband ISDN. A sophisticated network
management system is used to monitor the operation of the entire network.

The CWRUnet project has been carefully documented, and precise costs arc known for eachelement in the network. The data service is presently based on the familiar networking
technologies of Ethernet and TCP/IP, and now offers a wide variety of network-based information
services 'to the campus community. The network backbone presently uses 1(X) M bit-per-second
FDDI token ring technology. CWRUnet has been planned to be the essential infrastructure for the
University's new Library of the Future. At present, the University's libraries use CWRUnet's
innovative CD-ROM jukebox to provide advanced applications of database technology to the
campus community.

CWRUnet is an innovation because its existence as a model installation, as well as its successful
operation, are changing the way other networks are being planned and implemented; it hasestablished a new level in the "state of the art" and is now leading the way for both commercial andinstitutional networking facilities.
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Case Western Reserve University is a research university with two residential undergraduate colleges, a

graduate school, and six professional schools. It gives the Ph.D. degree in more than fifty disciplines and has

a faculty of 1,685, a student body of 8,750, and an administrative staff of 2,300. It is best known for its

medical and engineering schools and its polymer and materials science programs; its schools of nursing, law,

social work, and management are among the best in the nation. With its extremely favorable faculty-to-

student ratio, CWRU undergraduates get unusually fine experiences doing research with the faculty. During

1991-92, the operating budget of the university is $290 million, with over one third coming from sponsored

research.

CWRU appointed a new university president in 1987, and accompanying this change were the appointments

within a two-year period of several ncw vice presidents and deans, including a vice president for information

services. Together the new management team has acted to develop a new role for information technology in

the education, research, and service programs of the University. Central to this new mission is the campus-

wide communications network. The University administration has developed planning, implementation,

funding, and operating strategies and tactiLs for the network and has established the implementation project as

one of the president's top priorities. Unusual among university CEO's, the CWRU president is

championing his second network; the first was at Dartmouth College. The understanding of the

implicatios of this project and the clarity of goals from the organization's top executive has made all the

difference in the world in making CWRUnet a reality.

2. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE NETWORK

The new campus-wide network is designed to support a wide variety of academic and administrative

applications in all dcpartmcnts of the university, both for today and for tomorrow. The academic applications

cover both instruction and research, and for this university, we sec these two domains substantially

overlapping in many instances.

We believe that communications support to our 13,000 students, faculty, and staff, almost all of whom arc

"knowledge-bascd workers," requires the processing of all types of communications media, including voice,

video, data, image, fax, and audio. Whereas we need to use these media generally in combination with one

another, there arc only a few "information appliances" (a.k.a. workstations) currently available that support

any multimedia applications. In planning for the network, wc needed to insurc that the network would

support combinations of media at each and every port serving a variety of new information appliances yct to

be invented.

A high-speed backbone for a network of the size of CWRUnet seems to be implied. We envision that

ordinary computer networking speeds to each desktop, such as ethernet (10 M bps) or token ring (16 M bps),

will prove to be inadequate for multimedia communications. If we look at the power of the newest

engineering workstations, we sec networking capabilities and requirements far beyond ethernet and tokcn ring

speeds. Thus, the network for CWRU will have to be able to accommodate this and future generations of

microcomputer-based equipment, where each generation is now about two years, and the power of a

workstation in the next generation is approximately double that of the current one. As such, we made it a

requirement that the network was never to be a bottleneck in the transmission of information from one

location on campus to any othcr location. In practical terms, we understand this requirement to mean that we

need an OC-3 speed (155 M bps) backbone now and quadruple that when the network is fully deployed in

1992. During thc years 1992-94, the backbone speeds will need to increase again to two to four gigabits per

second while the primary service rate delivered to each de3ktop increases to the OC-3 speed to support full

multimedia applications. Applications at some desktops will need primary network service rates of OC-12
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and OC-24 (622.5 and 1,24) M bps, respectively) for scientific visualization, and the backbone network will
be required to handle such traffic without significant delays. With a backbone composed of four dozen strands
of single and multimodc fibers and expandable with the pulling of additional cable, CWRUnet will initially
have an aggregate backbone transmission rate of over 200 gigabits per second.

A major application being developed at Case Western Reserve University in conjunction with CWRUnct is
the electronic "library of the future." Although it will take many years for the University's largely paper-
based collection to be transformed to a digital format, much information is presently available in digital form
and otherwise available for transmission over our campus netwoik. To make still more progress in this area,
we are collaborating vi.th the IBM Corporation to build an image collections server, which is now
operational in a prototype form. The campus-wide network will be ready to receive the tremendous loading
of information which the image system will provide to campus users. In addition, we have a project nearing
completion which is developing an automated jukebox of CD-ROM platters as yet Another networked
information resource. The CWRU CD-ROM collection holds the equivalent of about 15,000 books; its
holdings range from the complete Oxford English Dictionary and the Grolier's Encyclopedia to numerous
reference data bascs for chemical compounds and molecular structures. Over one hundred thousand book-
equivalents in the digital format of CD-ROMs are being acquired by the University Library each year. The
clear advantage of the CD-ROM is that in this format the data arc capable of being searched by a computer,
and with the networked CD-ROM server, the user may do the searching from his/her workspace without
necessarily having to go to the library.

Electronic mail capabilities arc important network services for this university community, especially as it
connects students to each other and students to both faculty and staff. The CWRU electronic mail system
must serve the entire 13,000 person campus community and must have linkages to networks bcyond the
campus, and there must exist the capability to send and receive fax's through the electronic mail system in an
integrated manner. In addition, the network must have electronic bulletin boards, which will contain a
variety of useful information for students, faculty, and staff, including course syllabi, course-specific
homework assignments, and last semester's exams which students may use. The network will have to
accommodate more than three hundred other moderated bulletin boards providing information about and for
the greater Cleveland community.

The network must be a vehicle to offer other information services as well, including being able to provide
software to our user community. Our vision here is that standard "commercial" software is made available
without charge to students, faculty, and staff from the network-based software library, including a variety of
word processors, spreadsheets, symbolic and numerical mathematics tools, graphics and statistics packages,
and data base managers. "Courseware" is also distributed from the software library over the network.

Another fundamental requirement for the network is that it fit into a metropolitan arca network grid to
connect the campus to many off-campus locations, including the homes of our faculty, staff and graduate
students (our undergraduates live mainly on-campus). In addition, the network will have to be connected to
off-campus hospitals and other health-care facilities, to businesses that want to receive our continuing
education offerings, and to other educational institutions in our region because our campus libraries share
their holdings with the major regional academic and research libraries. Other network connections will reach
bcyond the campus to statewide (OARnct), national (NSFnct and NREN), and international (BITNET)
networks. Thus, all of the citizens of the university will be able to maintain electronic relationships with
their peers at other major centers of scholarship. The network must be able to provide connections to many
off-campus systems, including specialized compute engines for computer-assisted design, for super-
computing, which is a free resource for our students and faculty, for hosts of research software systems in
artificial intelligence and expert systems, and for off-campus information services, such as Mead Data
Central's Lexis and Nexis systems and the United Press International newswire, which is a constantly updated
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news wire service continually feeding its information products to the campus community via CWRUnet.
Lastly, network users will need to have access to highly versatile laser printers in selected locations around

thc campus. These printers will be free for most uses.

Taken together, the requirements for the Case Western Reserve University network are demanding, but they

are not substantially different from what we expect to see in general business use in the twenty-first century.
Giving our students the experiences of learning with the "network of the future" on the campus of CWRU

today will give them excellent preparation for careers in business and government and in other walks of life.

3. INNOVATION

Transmission of arbitrary collections of multimedia documents is a prerequisite to achieving our ultimate
goals. A digital representation of all information formats makes it possible to use a common transmission

facility, and fiber optic cabling with associated optoelectronics is the one medium that has the bandwidth for

present and future applications. With this imperative, Case Western Reserve University has committed to
implement a seven thousand port network in three phases. Phase I with 1,861 ports was implemented and

made fully operational during 1989, Phase II used the identical design for 1,703 ports and was made
completely operational just before the end of 1990. Phase III with 3,440 ports is being implemented during

1991.

CWRUnet was developed from a strategic planning process that considered a comprehensive array of potential

uses for the network in the university and from a vision of what could be done with available, "off-the-shelf'

technology. Although there arc other "fiber-to-the desktop" systems in existence, CWRUnet is the first to

use only fiber optic cabling for data transmission; this includes the use of fiber strands in all premise wiring
and in all backbone cabling. In addition, all of the interfaces for a wide variety of brands of microcomputers

use only fiber from the computer's backplanc via optoelectronics and a fiber jumper cable to the network's
wall outlet (faceplate). CWRUnet is an "open network" because it uses the industry standards of ethernet and

of TCP/IP and presently accommodates on the basis of "plug-in and play" a heterogeneous mix of personal

computers, workstations, servers, shared computers, and gateway devices of other networks.

CWRUnet is presently unique because it uses both single mode and multimode fiber in the premise cabling

and in the backbone cables. With two pairs of single mode fibers in the premise wiring to every faceplate,

the practical limit in information distribution with CWRUnet, using available optoelectronics, is presently

over sixteen gigabits per sccond to each desktop! That speed is fast enough to transmit the entire Library of

Congress to cach user in less than one minute; it is also an order of magnitude faster than a pair of human
eyes can take in information by way of the optic nerve. As it is designed and implemented, it is easily
copied because it is made of only "off-the-shelf" components.

When designing CWRUnet, wc built a high level of network management capability into thc project. We
set as a goal to be able to "see" each attached "information appliance" and all in-line optoelectronics from a

central campus network operations center. If a device malfunctions, the unit can be disconnected from the
network control center rather than from its specific location. The implications of this are economy of
staffing, surveillance of the operating network, and operational segmentation of the troublesome unit from
the rest of the network. Repairs may involve a "house call" but that can be a scheduled event. The network
management system collects operational statistics which on be used by thc systcm's managers to improve

network performance.

CWRUnet is an innovation because its mere existence in a fully operational state is changing the way other
network managers arc thinking about implementing or upgrading their systems. Network planners will have
to consider the use of fiber optic cabling in the premise wiring; they cannot dismiss this possibility because
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CWRUnet is operational today. Most importantly, strategic thinking can work successfully in implementing
a major communications facility for a company or an institution. The CWRUnet project is a successful case
study of what can be done with careful planning and analysis; it is a model installation.

el_ TR T NA_Eafl PROT YOT P

Building a communications network of the size and scope of CWRUnet is a strategic project, and planning
for the network was undertaken after a networking strategy for the University was developed. One of the
important conclusions of the strategic plan was that the use of fiber optic cabling as premise wiring was
inevitable. The question then became one of estimating when it would become the default choice for premise
wiring, as it had already become for bac'-.bone cabling. We decided to ask the experts in the laboratories of
the leading communications companies; their experiences were very enlightening and encouraging. We
called vendors of fiber cabling to ask about costs, and they were also extremely helpful and provided the
information we needed. We built a prototype of a 100% fiber optics network which taught us about
connectors and other components that were part of a complete network installation.

Some of the University's key networking personnel had learned fwm othcr network projects at other
universities that labor costs are a dominant component in the wiring of entire buildings. After consulting
with various electrical contractors about the effort needed to wire (i.e., retrofit) older buildings, we became
convinced that because of the cost and disruption involved, we could afford to wire the campus' buildings
only one more time within the next thirty-to-fifty years, except for the situation where a building unit had to
be extensively renovated. Labor costs can be expected to increase over time; thus, future wiring projects will
have higher costs than present ones. Because we planned to use the fiber optic premise wiring immediately,
we did not make a countervailing strategic funds management argument regarding the wisdom of allocating
assets (the cost of the fiber) to only future use, and the loss of the use of the f (and possible income
generated by these funds) used to purchase the fiber.

The next immediate issue was considering how to make the pre .abling independent of the
optoelectronics. We recognized that the fiber could be used for many yt.a. ceriainly over twenty, but the
optoelectronics was being improved significantly yearly. These improvements were a natural process in the
technologies that build upon both integrated circuitry, where no plateau was going to be reached in any
foreseeable time, and software, which was driving the operation, control, and management of networks. In
the future, it is likely that software will provide networks the functionality that will be wanted, thus making
upgrading easy relative to replacing the electronics hardware which requires more physical coordination and
management and should be done only when it is needed. We concluded that we would want to institute a
continual upgrading process for the optoelectronic components by changing them every five years on average
or when a user needed the upgraded services. This strategy would work well only if these network
components could be made independent of each other.

5,THEINETWORK CABLING ARCHITECTURE

CWRUnet has been built upon a cabling architecture that accommodates the University's strategic vision of
the need for both single mode and multimode fiber optic cable in both the backbone and the premise wiring.
It also recognizes the vision of a wiring plant that is comprehensive and flexible as to its uses. The
architecture also fulfills the requirement for wiring buildings only once more, a so-called "wire-once cabling
arch'tecture." Because the wires are to be independent of the electronics, upgrades are made only to the
electronics, and as often as user requirements dictate.

The cabling architecture used is hierarchical - in three levels. We adopted as a critical design principle that
all types of premise wiring (level 3) were to be run together in common conduits and that the premise
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cabling would be deployed radially from "wire centers" in each building. Each wire center would be connected
over the backbone cable (level 2) in a hierarchical fashion to an even larger concentration or "wiring hub"

(level 1). A wiring hub typically serves a cluster of buildings. One of these hubs, physically near the
center of campus, is currently viewed as the central control hub, but this relationship will change as an
alternate site is established for continuity/recovery in the event of a local disaster. MI of the hubs were to be

interconnected to each other using redundant paths that would crisscross th e. campus in a suitable topology.
We left it to our contractors to propose the exact arrangement of hubs and the particular physical network
topology for our campus.

The "star wiring" and hierarchical premise wiring design adopted in CWRUnet makes each network port
within a building wiring center independent of every other one, so it is possible to change the network
services to an individual port without changing anything else. In this way, the "wire once" philosophy was
justified. Independence of cabling and equipment was considered vital. Economics demanded the wire-once
strategy for cabling, but CWRU recognized that equipment available to support its evolving needs would
change with those needs. Other forces of change at work were the progress of technology to support new
communications functionalities and to reduce equipment costs at the circuit level.

The Phase I implementation project built three hubs to serve the portions of the campus being wired at that
time. Phase II added three more hub locations and put in the redundant conduits to connect each hub to at
least three of its immediate neighbors. This 1,,ickbone cabling consists of 24 strands each of multimode and
single mode fiber and is routed through conduits which were installed mainly in existing steam tunnels; some
new underground construction of dual four-inch diameter pipes was required. There is also one aerial span
which crosses railroad tracks. With the hierarchical physical network topology it is possible to configure and
reconfigure the logical network to support ring and point-to-point network topologies, in addition to discrete
stars, by changing the equipment and the fiber patching in the hubs. Each of the hubs serves six to thirteen
buildings, with star connections consisting of 18 multimode and six single mode fibers, capable of re-
patching to support multiple logical network topologies. The network control center is housed in adjacent
space to one of the network hubs; a redundant control center will be constructed and equipped for
implementing a recovery from a physical network "disaster."

To provide the network services which were required immediately, data, voice, and video, at each and every
faceplate, we assessed the practicality of using only fiber optic cabling in the premise wiring. If we had
implemented such a plan, we would have found the cost of delivering telephone and television services to be
very high because of the costs of connecting standard television and voice instruments directly to fiber
cabling. Many networks are being built with fiber cabling used only in the backbone and with copper
cabling, for example unshielded twisted pairs (UTP), as the premise wiring. At CWRU we inventoried our
buildings and found little or no unused UTP; we had no other choice but to pull some new premise wiring.
Clearly, we would probably have postponed the use of fiber cabling in the premise wiring if we had found
such unused capacity available.

The primary user interface to CWRUnet is through a faceplate, an analog of the electrical wallplate. The
premise wiring is terminated at each faceplate. Like electrical service connecting an appliance to the
wallplate, there is a network "jumper" cable which is needed to connect each terminal device (phone, TV,
computer, etc.) to the faceplate. Each faceplate is served by the CWRUnet "standard" premise cabling which
is a composite of four strands of 8.3/125 micron single mode fiber, two strands of 62.5/125 micron
multimode fiber, one RG-59 coaxial cable, and 4 unshielded twisted pa!r 24 AWG copper cable. The
composite cable was constructed by Siecor as a custom product; the fiber products are made by Coming. As
a aside, we note that the coaxial cable was pulled alongside the main cable so as to limit the size and
complexity of the composite cable. Because of structural conditions in our buildings, horizontal surface
raceway ("wiremold") or in-wall conduiting was used to protect the premise cabling from future weat and tear
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and from penetrations of the walls as a normal byproduct of customization of these living and working
spaces. The vertical conduit paths were custom designed to fit the interior of each building. Premise cabling
conduits were placed in existing "risers" where they had sufficient space; otherwise, new risers were built.
The cable raceway uses common paths in the risers and as far as possible in thc horizontals to minimize the
amount of raceway, but each faceplate is served by separate cables in the raceway.

In a project of the scope, complexity, and strategic nature of this one, adherence to standards and emerging
standards was considered to be of extreme importance. This dictated the choice of fiber size, specifications
and connector type (ST), the decision to provide 8 conductors of UTP connected to an R3-45 (which is fully
compatible with ISDN services), and the termination arrangements for the abling. Ease of administration
added to the standards-based case for designing a single equipment room in each building, whether hub,
premise, or both. The concept of "logical" buildings within a physical building was used in exceptional
situations to reduce the quantity of costly premise cable and raceway. The structure supporting cable
terminations, patching and equipment installation in each equipment room, consists of standard racks, patch
panels, molding, foam padding, etc., designed entirely from off the shelf components, was engineered to
accornmotiate CWRUnet's cabling architecture and provide space for both current and planned equipment.

Multimedia communications are central to the vision of CWRUnet services. Today's equipment does not
support multimedia signaling integrated in a manner suitable for CWRUnet. It can be supported, however,
by parallel cable paths of discrete media for voice, data, and video. CWRUnet was designed to follow this
approach until emerging standards and equipment technology advance to the point that fully integrated
signaling is practical and cost effective. When this happens, discrete signaling over separate media will be
discontinued, and the unneeded media will be abandoned or used for some other communication which does
not need to be integrated.

We considered building a formal cost model to justify our decision to use fiber cabling as the principal
premise wiring as opposed to using unshielded twisted pairs. We abandoned this effort when we realized that
the applications we wanted to develop and distribute using the network would likely require higher
transmission speeds than we could safely say that copper cabling could support, and even if the copper cables
would be usable, the cost of the electronics and the complex compression software that might be required
could be very high. In the end, we could imagine enough cross currents in the trend lines over time to make
the "conservative" decision to deploy fiber cabling at this time, which is what we did.

With our informal justification argument being somewhat neutral or ambivalent for or against the use of any
one premise wiring cable in relation to the cos of the project, we realized that the University could market
itself in a distinguishing manner by being the first university to implement a 100% fiber optic nctwork.
Clearly, one of the major telecommunications common carriers was using this difference to good advantage.
In the end, the University administration was able to argue persuasively that the technical risks in the project
were manageabN, the short-term premium costs of fiber optics were tolerable, and the University's image
could only be improved if the WO% fiber optic network actually was implemented on schedule.

i. 1.1_1ETNN_!Q.UCStliaA IDALR N

The University implemented the new network by contracting with TRW and 1WP to design and construct the
system. These firms were selected after a complete Request For Proposals (RFP) and competitive bid process
was undertaken. The University developed the RFP internally; this document delineated a set of design
principles that each proposer was to follow. Specifically mandated in the RFP was the appropriate use of
fiber optic cabling to every wallplate (i.e., desktop).

The University received seven responsive proposals from the leading telecommunications vendors in the
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United States. Each proposal was evaluated by at least three reviewers. A sysmatic rating score was

developed for each proposal with the technical portion receiving about 70% of the weighting and the cost

elements the remaining 30%. Two quite different proposals received nearly identical weighted scores. These

two vendors were invited to update their proposals and a final evaluation was conducted. The winning

proposal was submitted by TRW and JWP Information Systems - Network Services. The University

negotiated and then entered into a contractual relationship with TRW as the prime contractor and systems

integrator and JWP as the prime subcontractor, designer, and builder of the fiber optics network,

Before implementation of CWRUnet could begin, several issues were addressed in "engineering" how

CWRUnet would be installed. These related to the fast-track schedule required to meet the completion

deadline, and the need to provide for future expansion of CWRUnet services.

A number of electrical subcontractors were engaged by JWP to dig trenches and core drill the various

buildings and to do many other construction tasks. Structures to support, protect, and conceal the premise

cabling were built. Wiring centers to consolidate the cabling and to house the active optoelectronics were

also constructed. For example, faceplate acquisition involved reconciling issues of cost, availability, and

esthetics. The eventual faceplate selected was a standard part, re-engineered to our specifications, and

"finished" with a high quality label for idenffication and protection from tampering.

Termination of the premise cables raised both technical and time issues. From a technical standpoint, the

issue was how to terminate the fiber strands. The time issue was the large number (over 20,000) of

terminations to be performed in a tight schedule, an elapsed time measured in only a few weeks. After careful

consideration and cost analysis, we decided to have the premise cables prefabricated with connectors at the

faceplate end, and pull the cables "backwards" from the faceplate to the equipment room, This overcame the

technical problem of field termination of multimode and especially single mode fibers in numerous, rather

awkward locations. Special practice was developed for equipment room termination of the multimode fibers,

and storage of the as yet unterminated single mode fibers, and provision of hand-on training enabled us to

handle the premise fibers in the equipment rooms within the time constraints. Significant time savings were

achieved in the installation of faceplates by eliminating the time required for field termination at faceplates.

Testing and rework time was also reduced because of the higher quality of the factory terminations.

Provision for the future of CWRUnet meant ensuring that cabling unused in the initial implementation could

be placed in service easily and without cost penalty. For this reason, all of the premise and backbone

multimode fiber strands were terminated and installed in termination bay patch panels, providing maximum

protection for the unused fibers and taking advantage of the productivity value of terminating these fibers all

at the same time.

Treatment of single mode fibers in the premise wiring differed because the in-service date for this fiber was

indeterminate. Two of the fiber strands at the faceplate were terminated as part of the prefabrication process

to avoid the future problem of terminating these at their separate locations. Two additional single mode

strands were coiled and stored in the faceplate because they might never need to be used and the termination

cost never incurred. All of the premise cable fiber ends in the equipment rooms and all of the backbone

single mode fibers were prepared for future service by placement in splice trays within splice bays. When

these are required for service, factory pigtails will be fusion spliced to fibers already prepared for this. Blank

patch panels to accommodate these terminations are already installed. As a result of this engineering and

installation practice, it is possible to place additional multimode strands into service within a matter of

minutes and single mode strands within a few days.

Central to the physical architecture of the communications network is the building equipment room. All of

the optoelectronics is housed in these rooms, The Phase I project designed, engineered, and constructed 25
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rooms. Eventually, some 90-plus rooms will exist in the 85 buildings on the CWRU campus. CWRUnet
depends on the faceplate for network service delivery to be an invariant entity; it is the equipment room
where the network service is defined 'through hardware and software subsystems. A rack/cabinet and wall
mounting system for cabling and equipment was developed and put into full operation, although some of it
will not be used until the future as CWRUnet services are expanded. These racks and cabinets are all standard
products and components. One of the biggest challenges in this domain was the development of overall
building space requirements for now and the future, designing the most convenient layout for splice bays,
patch panels, equipment, etc., and doing this within physical limitations of rooms that could be made
available for this purpose. With our designs, we selected components, from racks and fiber storage cabinets,
to molding for the routing of patch cables, foam rubber padding for the cable tray supporting the cable as it
entered the room, clamps to secure the fiber entering the cabinets, and labels which would identify each cable,
fiber strand, Liax, and twisted pair. Building prototypes helped us to refine the design and engineering until
we were satisfied that the cable and equipment mounting would satisfy the twin issues which we faced.

Underlying these implementation issues was the goal of making it easy to administer CWRUnet's cabling
and change the equipment over time. For the fiber optic cabling, this was achieved through a combination of
the use of fiber optic patch cables (jumpers) for all of the cross connections, patch panels which are easy to
access when open but tightly secured when closed, and careful labeling of all cables and connectors.
Connection to equipment is by the same jumpers, and all of this equipment is mounted in str,dard size racks
and cabinets, with standard rack mount shelving available to accommodate any equipment of non-standard
width.

Unanticipated problems were a part of the installation in this project. They ranged from asbestos
contamination, blocked conduits, and supplier delays to slow adhesion of faceplate labels in the high summer
heat and humidity and blocking of .1ccess to an installed but untested faceplate by a returning student's
w aterbed.

The entire Phase I project was carefully planned and managed, so that the active construction period for all
1,861 faceplates, the backbone, and all other network structures was only ninety-four working days. At peak
periods, over one hundred people were working simultaneously in twenty-six campus buildings. Sounds
emerging from the tired but triumphant installation team on August 25, 1989, when the first student
successfully used CWRUnet and September 1, 1989, when the entire Phase I network went live, were a
mixture of hearty cheers and sighs of relief. All of the design, engineering, and installation practices
developed for Phase I are being followed in Phases II and III because they proved successful and cost-effective.

We have created a map for others to follow, through the previously uncharted territory of major, fiber to the
desktop campus networks.

7. COSTS AND BENEFITS
c.(25I5.

For the Phase I project involving 1,861 network ports, the total cost was $4,427,616.76, an average of
$2,379.16 per port. This figure is inclusive of all costs. Experience in Phase I has shown that for Phase II
reductions were achievable. The average cost for the Phase II project is down to an average of $1,941.77 per
port, based on 1,703 ports. A breakdown of the Phase II average cost in terms of its constituent elements is
given in Table 1, together with percentage figures. In the Phase III project, further cost reductions have
brought the average per port cost to less than $1,800.

The figures in this table are expressed in tem of each network port or faceplate, the outlet at each desk,
which is the primary connection point of the network. These cost figures, however, include the photonics

9
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and electronics, PC adapter cards for ethernet or token ring, and "jumper cables" necessary to connect a

standard microcomputer to the network faceplate, including IBM compatibles of almost all types and Apple

Macintoshes from the SE to the IIci and a variety of UNIX workstations. Thus, these figures are all

inclusive.

A second cost analysis was undertaken: whereas we had been told at the outset of our planning that the

relative cost elements of the network would be very high for fiber optic cabling and optoelectronics, we

suspected that the labor costs would turn out to be the dominant amount in the project. Table 1 shows the

break down of costs for the elements of labor, materials, and optoelectronics as actually experienced in Phase

II. Direct project labor was nearly 40%, with the other two components at 20% each. Thus, these data

forecast that fiber optics networks built in the future will, in all likelihood, cost even more than CWRUnet

because labor costs will continue to increase even if optoelectronics costs drop substantially, which they

should do. Materials costs will probably remain at the level they are now because some components will go

down in cost while others will increase.

Throughout the construction, the University kept track of all of the elements of the project with computer-

based drawing packages (e.g., AutqCAD) and data bases for all faceplates, equipment racks, etc. A photo

album of significant installation events has over three hundred pictures in it. These records of the

construction will be maintained and used as part of the University's network management function. Changes

to the network will be planned using this computer-based information. This time, the "shoemaker's

children" are not going barefoot.

kmata

CWRUnet has been operating continuously since August 25, 1989. It provides connections between end-

user microcomputers and a variety of on-campus and off-campus information services, including electronic

mail and bulletin boards the library's on-line catalog system, several software library servers, the CD-ROM

jukebox, a variety of shared computers - all on campus, and the Cray Y-MP/864 and Mead Data Central's

Lexis and Nexis Information Services off-campus. Students and others are routinely checking both local and

national news through the UPI newswire feed. CWRUnet also is connected to regional and national networks

providing communications linkages to other universities and centers of scholarship and commerce. As

supporting infrastructure, CWRUnet is proving each day that it helps users get to the information they want

and need, that it is dependable and straightforward to use.

As more and more devices are attached to CWRUnet we are finding all the hardware and software components

we need to provide this essential connectivity. We believe that these products exist and are available in the

commercial marketplace because CWRUnet is built upon well known standards, such as IEEE 802.3 ethernet

at ISO layer 2 and TCP/IP at layers 3 and 4.

Even at this early time as we are midway through the second year of operation, students, faculty, and staff are

finding more and more uses for the network and requests to be connected are increasing since realizing the

value of sharing information and developing new relationships across the network. This is why the

University is investing so much in this infrastructure.

B. ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT OPERATION

Our contractors, TRW Information Networks Division and JWP Information Systems - Network Services,

understood the goals and objectives of the project from the earliest stages. Their insights, creativity, and

experience coupled with determination to succeed have made the construction and the operation of CWRUnet

a "Case Study" in how to do a "fiber-to-the-desktop" project. All of the project goals have been achieved.

10



Time and cost budgets were met in Phase I. The Cabletron network management system with graphical
"iconic" controls is fully functional,

2, P1.110,_INED ENHANCEMENTS

CWRUnet is planned to have about eight thousand network ports in eighty-five buildings. During 1990, the
University wired some thirty buildings with over seventeen hundred additional ports. During 1991, the
remaining ports will be installed in the buildings not then wired.

The next network project is to extend CWRUnet off-campus following the standards delineated in IEEE 802.6
Metropolitan Area Network. Connecting CWRUnet to the university-affiliated hospitals and to the many
businesses that participate in our Instructional Television Network will be a great step forward. Again, our
vision for the network is that it connects people and that it provides a variety of information resources that
support education, research, and service to our community, the region, the nation, and the world. Case
Western Reserve University really believes that the CWRUnet network will made a substantial contribution
to fulfilling its c entral purpose.

Another phase of the expansion of CWRUnet will bring it to the homes of our faculty and students who live
off campus. The technologies to do this are still emerging from the development labs, but we know that
ISDN telephone service will not be the vehicle for the expansion of CWRUnet. Our interests are more along
the lines of the emerging technologies for 3roadband-ISDN,

We see the future as having a basic service transmission rate of 155 M bps (OC-3) into each work space, but
even that rate cannot provide all the services we would like to see develop. Is it too much to wonder when,
not if, multigigabit per second service will be a standard utility in every home and office, each place of
business and every institution? CWRUnet has established the fundamental wiring plant to support
experiments and the devenpment of prototypes for the telecommunications future. Thus, the University is
planning to exploit this new capability. It will be reporting on the results of this work in the years ahead.

10, CONCLUSION

Case Western Reserve University has finished successfully two of three phases to build a major fiber optics-
based communications network for its campus. The new network can handle a comprehensive offering of
services, including voice, video, data, telemetry, and control signaling. Unlike other networks, CWRUnet
takes both single mode and multimode fiber cabling all the way to the desktop. The network can
accommodate a wide variety of end-user devices as "information appliances." The network wiring is
independent of the operating optoelectronics, and thus, each can evolve independently of the other. The
network is built of all off-the-shelf components, including an advanced network monitoring and management
system. CWRUnet has been designed to become part of a larger Metropolitan Area Network following the
IEEE 802.6 standard. As a high priority, strategic project of the University, it has consistently received the
enthusiastic backing of the University community.

11
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TABLE 1

Network Element Call Percent

Premise wiring
Structure construction $254.76 13.1

Cabling $454.60 23.4

Faceplate $180.16 9.3

Satellite and hub equipment rooms
Structure construction $111.05 5.7

Data optoelectronics $168.21 8.7

Backbone
Structure construction $140.80 7.3

Cabling $72.22 3.7

Project management/engineering $121.59 6.3

Data optoelectronics/software
in each user's system

$438.38 22.6

Total $1,941.77 100.0

Componeiit

Labor $748.91 38.6

Materials $586.27 30.2

Optoelectronics $606.59 31.2

Total $1,941.77 100.0
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Abstract

Partnerships with local Bell Operating Companies, AT&T and other vendors are a viable
path for securing reliable and cost-effective communication services while positioning
universities to take advantage of new technologies, such as ISDN and fiber optic. Cal
Poly, San Luis Obispo and Appalachian State University have been instrumental in
developing partnerships with external telecommunication providers. These partnerships
have significantly improved voice and data communications capabilities on both
campuses without incurring substantial cost increases. This strategy was initiated
when cost-benefit analyses revealed it was more cost-effective to contract for services
through off-campus vendors than to procure, install, operate and maintain a local,
campus-based Private Branch Exchange (PBX) system. This paper will explore the
rationale behind the decision to contract for services; describe the process used to
form partnerships with vendors; and measure the progress of partnerships towards
meeting university goals and objectives.
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Intsoduction

In September 1987, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo replaced its 35-year-old

CU-701 AT&T rotary analog telephone swi with digital CENTREX telephone service. Through a
unique partnership with the local Bell Operoung Company (BOC), Cal Poly was able to negotiate a
solution that met campuswide needs within existing budgets. This was seen as a critical first step
toward implementing an integrated communications environment. Following that initial venture, Cal

Poly has held continuing negotiations with AT&T, Call America, IBM, MCI, Northern Telecom, Pacific
Bell, Rolm, Ungermann-Bass, U.S. Sprint and other telecommunications vendors to secure the most

reliable and cost-effective communication services while positioning the campus to take advantage of

new technologies, such as ISDN and fiber optic.

Appalachian State University presentr, : . ases local exchange (ESSX) service from Southern Bell on an

annual basis, including FCC access and local service. With the possible exception of intro-campus
analog data transmission, the ESSX system has been generally satisfactory. Through a recently
implemented partnership with Southern Bell and AT&T, Appalachian was able to upgrade its present
telephone system, at the same time reducing line charges to student and administrative users.

Background

In 1984, U.S. District Court Judge Harold H. Greene settled the federal antitrust suit against AT&T that
led to what is now called "divestiture." The result has been increased competition among vendors of
telecommunications equipment and services. While users benefitted greatly from competitive prices
and development of new technologies, divestiture also made planning and managing telephone services
far more complex. Deregulation "opened a Pandora's Box of decisions for (universities] to make. Now
the judgments in telecommunications are difficult." '

That same year, the California State University (CSU) published a strategic assessment of
developments in telecommunications and initiated a systemwide project to replace telephone company
services with campus-owned and operated digital voice/data systems. These would be key
components in the gradual development of full service telecommunications "utilities" at each campus.
The proposed infrastructure would provide sufficient capacity to handle projected growth and take
erivantage of new technologies while integrating available communications media and services. CSU
also identified need for a high level telecommunications management position at each campus.

As part of the planning process, each campus would conduct a needs assessment to decide whether
the move to a premises-based PBX would be cost oeneficial. Three to five campuses would receive
additional State funds each year to procure the necessary equipment. CSU replaced or upgraded digital
switches on several campuses under this plan before budgetary constraints imposed by the State
precluded additional State funding.

In 1986/87, facing budgetary constraints and a pending change of executive management within the
information technology organization, Cal Poly indefinitely d:iyed its participation in the systemwide
project. The campus already had a cable plant and had started to develop a campuswide data network
encompassing broadband and SNA technologies. Following the recommendations of a campuswide
task force, a new "Communications Services" department and manager were established.

'Gene T. Sherron, An Information Technoloov Manager's Quide to CaillAus Phone Operations.
Professional Paper Series, Number 3 (Boulder, Colorado: CAUSE The Association for the Management
of Information Technology in Higher Education, 1990), p. 1
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During that year, Cal Poly experienced significant problems with its AT&T electro-mechanical CU 701
CENTREX system. Some long-distance calls to and from the campus could not be completed because
of inadequate and faulty trunking, Especially disturbing were reports of blocked calls during emergency
situations. Simultaneously, a serious asbestos problem was discovered in the room that housed the
existing switch. This problem was significant enough to preclude any AT&T repair people from
working on, adding to or maintaining a 35-year-old system requiring ali.nst constant attention. The
asbestos had to be abated before removing the old equipment to make room for a new campus-based
switch. There were no funds in the budget to cover this costly procedure.

Even if State funds had been available, it would have taken at least two years for the campus to
procure a new switch. If the old switch failed before then, Cal Poly users would be without telephone
service. Given the urgency of the situation, CSU approved an emergency measure that would enable
Cal Poly to contract with the local Bell Operating Company for CENTREX telephone service under the
same rate structure as the old switch.

In the intervening three years, no new funds have been allocated for switches at the remaining
campuses. Given the current fiscal climate, additional funding seems unlikely in the near term. The
asbestos remains in the building that is scheduled for abatement sometime in the next year or two.
Anticipating this "worst case" scenario, Cal Poly took time to develop positive working relationships
with telecommunication vendors. These efforts are now paying off in several projects designed to
meet the university's telecommunications needs within existing budgets. Selecting vendor-supported
CENTREX service over a campus-based switch was the first step in this ongoing process..

There is a no equivalent systemwide initiative to coordinate the installation of telephone switches in
Appalachian's universities. Each university is responsible for deciding how to provide and fund
telecommunications services. However, the state agency that operates the State Information
Processing System (SIPS) is available ft,r consultation to the universities. This same agency can assist
the universities by taking a leadership role in aggregating demand for specific services and then taking
the lead in contract negotiations with telecommunications' vendors to secure the best pricing for these
services. One example of this is the reselling of long distance service to students.

The interior telephone wiring is owned by the university and is in good condition. The outside cable
plant is owned by Southern Bell. The underground duct system is owned by the university. The
outside cable plant is currently providing acceptable voice service, but the cable is an old air core cable
which is not suitable for high speed data communications. The university currently uses approximately
40 "hard-wired" circuits for low-speed data processing and alarms. These circuits are leased from
Southern Bell, even though both ends of the circuit often originate on campus.

Until mid-1991, voice switching was provided by Southern Bell through an ESSX special assembly
rates stabilization plan. However, Appalachian recently entered into a 10-year contract to provide
voice switching, data transmission and video through a full service ISDN switch at the central office.

CENTREX or Switch?

The freedom of choice resulting from deregulation gives a college or university one of the
biggest dilemmas it will ever face: whether to (1) subscribe, or continue to subscribe, to
CENTREX service or (2) acquire a private branch exchange (PBX), or switch, for the campus
telecommunications services.'

2Sherron, p. 5
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It is often thought that to own your own is always the best. BI.t when it comes to large university
telephone systems this may not be the case. Managing a campus telephone distribution system is
much the same as supplying telephone service to a moderate sized community. It involves all aspects
of supplying telephone services including procurement, installation, maintenance, replacement, training,
adequate staffing, union interaction, and capitalization.

For planning purposes, it is important to consider all these factors. Too often an institution will address
the cost and procurement of the actual equipment, while the ongoing staff and support needed to run
and maintain the system are either not provided or underestimated.

Additionally, it is important to look at developing a strategy for the future. If there is going to be a
partnership with companies in the telecommunications industry, then it might be appropriate to look
at a CENTREX solution. During the partnership, CENTREX would be maintained by the company and
kept technologically up-to-date with improvements as they became available. There would be
opportunities to work together on other projects and programs. Becoming a beta test location for
equipment and software would be possible.

Needs AssessmenS

Before deciding which system to choose, an analysis should be conducted to determine the level and
type of services that are needed. Defining basic services separately from optional features makes
evaluating results obtained from a Request for Information (RFI) process much easier and more
definitive. At Cal Poly, standard features include touchtone service, transfer capability, and three-way
calling. Additional features are available for 50 cents per line per month. When real needs are
separated from the attractive but not necessarily critical features, the differences between systems
are clearer.

Strategic PInning

This assessment should be part of the comprehensive, campuswide strategic plan for
telecommunications encompassing voice, data and video needs. It is important to ensure that all
connectivity issues have been addressed for all users and all applications. This is of course the most
difficult part of the process, since many users do not really know what they need now let alone what
they will need in the future. Often this phase of the development requires the services of an outside
consultant.

Finally, the plan should be approved by executive management and other campus representatives,
including academic deans, faculty senates, and computing advisory committees. The support of the
President and other high-level executives as well as the faculty is also necessary to support
commitment of the necessary resources to make the project successful.

got-Benefit Analysis

A cost-benefit analysis should also be performed for the various alternatives being considered. The
CENTREX solution proved to be the most cost effective solution for telephone service at Cal Poly when
cost of acquisition, installation, maintenance, amortization, and operational personnel were all
considered. Cal Poly currently supports approximately 2,300 administrative and faculty offices and
1,500 studLat residences (about 3,000 students). The university is locked into a monthly service rate
for 2,222 lines (initial September 1987 cut over figure) for 10 years at $12.60 per line. This is
considerably below the normal monthly rates of $20 to $30 per line. Additional lines are charged at
$15.64 per month. These rates are guaranteed for 10 years and can go down if this becomes a trend
in the industry. Minimizing the cost of new lines was critical. In the next few years, Cal Poly would

a.
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add several new buildings and move from two-person to single person faculty offices without a budget
increase to cover the additional monthly line charges.

Table 1 summarizes the cost savings to Cal Poly using the 1987 rates over a 10 year period:

Table 1

COST COST UNDER
PER YEAR 10 YEAR
LNI IKZ AGREEMENT

SAVINGS
PER
YEAR

2,222 LINES $651,668 $336,000 $315,668

200 ADD'L LINES $58,656 $37,536 $21,120

TOTAL SAVINGS TO UNIVERSITY PER YEAR $336,788

TEN YEAR SAVINGS $3,367,880

Table 2 compares the cost savings of Cal Poly's contract service agreement against an average of five
similarly sized campuses that own their own telephone/data switches:

Table 2

CAMPuS PER MONTH PER YEAR 10 YEAR

Average of five $97,153 $1,165,836 $11,658,360
Campuses

Contract Services $84,446 $1,013,361 $10,133,611
(Proposed CENTREX)

Savings $12,707 $152,484 $1,524,840

At Appalachian, the CENTREX alternative was selected because it fit into the university's long-term
strategy for distance learning and for developing a campus network. Factors investigated in the
decision included: Administrative ar.d operations personnel, training, maintenance, facilities, equipment
costs, future equipment upgrades, and administrative expenses. Appalachian currently supports 2,356
administrative lines and 1,749 residence halls lines. When the CENTREX full-service ISDN switch with
2B1Q standards was installed in summer 1991, the university signed a 10-year contract with monthly
line charges of $14.70 for each administrative line and $12.20 for each student line. The university
can add lines at these rates as the demand increases. Should line charges decrease during that time,
the reduction will be passed onto the university.

Other Factors to Consider

A campus-based PBX requires space, energy, air-conditioning, cable wiring plant, personnel, and a lot
of capital for the initial implementation. All of these need '. are normally in short supply on University
campuses. Contracting for services eliminates many or minimizes some of these needs.
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The fiscal constraints associated with a particular institution are critical. For public institutions, a PBX
project costing $10 to $20 million may be very difficult to finance due to the uncertainty of available
funds, especially given the current decline in tax revenues.

Not to be overlooked is the necessary capital to replace campus-owned switches in the future. Today,
change is constant in the telecommunications industry; many digital switches acquired just a few short

years ago are already obsolete. With an effective life span of three to five years, campus-based

switches financed over several years probably will have to be replaced or upgraded before they are

fully financed.

With CENTREX, expenses incurred in software upgrades, hardware upgrades, obsolete hardware and
interconnection equipment are the responsibility of the service provider and are included in the monthly
line service charge which may be subject to change, depending on the contractual agreement with the
provider.

By developing partnerships with telecommunication vendors, colleges and universities can avoid large
capital outlay expenditures while providing enhanced services to users. For example, many service
providers are presently upgrading to ISDN and are planning for broadband services using ISDN

standards. Since the cost for the services are based on a monthly service charge, large initial
capitalization is not necessary. For campus-based switches, upgrades to new technologies may be
priced so high for some equipment as to be financially inappropriate without another new switch being

acquired. In contracting for services, you pay for what you get. It is not necessary to pay for
equipment that is not being used or that is only used infrequently.

Another key factor in the decision to procure campus-based switches is staffing. Most universities
greatly underestimate the number of personnel needed to operate what is essentially a small telephone
company. Inadequate staffing can lead to reliability, connectivity, and operational problems in the
future. It can also increase the cost of the service. Using estimates from other universities that have
purchased switches, Cal Poly would have required up to 10 additional staff, increasing monthly line
charges by about $12.

By contracting for CENTREX service, the local telephone company is responsible for maintenance from
the telephone switch downtown to the actual jack on the wall. This service is included in the monthly
line charge. When the campus owns the switch, it has to assume total responsibility for all campus
wiring inside and outside of buildings. This is one of the most expensive aspects of any campus
communications system.

Also, local service providers offer unlimited, 24-hour back-up support in case of major telephone
service interruptions. For example, there were 17 trucks and 30 telephone company technicians to
make sure the cut over of the Administration Building was done in a timely manner and without service
interruption. This service provides an unlimited back-up capability that is not available from a small
staff of in-house technicians.

The growth dynamics of any telephone utility requires the matching of customer lines to trunk lines
for proper CCS contention ratios. This is constantly changing, difficult, costly and time consuming.
The service provider guarantees the university that if contention ratios become a problem, they will
be corrected by providing additional access within a short time frame. There is no extra cost for the
necessary equipment upgrades, conversion and installation, and additional space is not required on
campus to house the additional equipment.

It is also important to consider how a particular institution plans to handle other communication needs.

For campuses without any communications infrastructure, there may be advantages to purchasing a

6



campus-based switch to support multiple needs. By now, most universities have begun to implement
data networks and video distribution systems. Vendor-provided CENTREX is a telephone service that
can be easily and effectively integrated with existing communication systems. Finally, if physical space
is a problem, the fact that the equipment for the vendor-based switch is located off-campus is
beneficial. A campus-based switch requires appropriate space, security and environmental controls
to ensure continuous operation.

Local exchange carriers are often overlooked because, based on past experience, they are perceived
as expensive and inflexible. Yet, with proper needs assessment and evaluation, their services can play
a vital role in the university's total communication needs.

The following checklist can help determine if your organization is a candidate for CENTREX service
rather than a PBX:

1. Does your organization have two or more offices in one city (with over 100 phones in
each office)?

2. Is it significantly easier to obtain an annual operating budget rather than a capital
budget for the purchase of telecommunication equipment (i.e., does your company
much prefer to "pay as you go")?

3. Is your senior management overly concerned about the cost of telecommunication
personnel (analysts, technicians, or operators)?

4. Are you finding it especially difficult to recruit competent telecommunication
personnel?

5. Do you wish to provide a centralized operator system to help your customers or
employees?

6. Do your offices occupy especially expensive floor space?

7. Do you expect to move a major office within the next three years?

8. Is your company in a business where frequent changes in the number of personnel are
expected?

9. Are you willing to pay the telephone operating company to configure the corporate
telecommunications network and to administer all your moves, additions, and changes?

10. Is your organization's management concerned about making a commitment to a PBX
vendor that may not be able to keep up with rapid technological change?

Two or more Yes answers to the above questions indicate that your organization should at
least consider CENTREX service. ... If you have five Yes answers then you should start a
serious evaluation of CENTREX versus a PBX-based solution.'

'John R. Abrahams, Manner's Guide to CENTREX (Norwood, MA: Artech House, Inc., 1988), P.67-68
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Industry Partnerships

The relationship between universities and industry is basic. Universities train students to enter the

world of work upon graduation. However, to be productive employees, students must learn their

advocation on state-of-the-art equipment used by those industries. This is even more critical since

information technologies are now a fundamental part of nearly every aspect of modern life.

Unfortunately, the nature of institutional funding cycles and procurement processes prohibit a rapid

turnaround in technology acquisition. Therefore, it is to the advantage of industry to make such

technology available to the university at lower cost or through special arrangements. This can

minimize the time lag, speed up the educational process, and result in product innovations which

directly benefit the industry sponsor.

Obvijusly, the primary benefit to institutions is direct industry funding or in-kind gifts to replace,

upgrade and expand campus systems and facilities. But there are indirect benefits as well. By taking

a proactive approach to developing partnerships with specific vendors, the university can effectively

control its own destiny. At the same time, partnerships can bring the institution into the forefront of

technology on a local, regional or national platform. This can generate interest from other vendors and

increase the institution's visibility among its peers. This often results in further partnerships and

projects which can aid the university in development, recruitment and other critical activities. Savings

realized by the university can be reinvested in other projects designed to enhance the
telecommunications infrastructure, including data communication networks.

When working with vendors, it is necessary to show them detailed cost/benefit data using competing

technologies to explain how their particular product fits the overall scheme. Do not take it for granted

that vendors understand this picture. After years of "tariff" training, they may not fully realize the

benefits available to them under a business partnership arrangement. Secondly, it is important to

demonstrate direct benefits to the busines3 partner. For example, most long-distance calls by Cal Poly

students occur in the evenings between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m. This happens to

coincide with the time long-distance providers in San Luis Obispo had a great amount of excess

capacity. Through negotiations with these vendors, Cal Poly was able to substantially reduce
interstate long-distance charges. Other benefits for telecommunications vendors include guaranteed

long-term revenue streams; additional revenues for extra features; revenues for services offered during

non-peak demand hours; opportunity to test and develop new technologies, techniques, and products

in an actual working environment before marketing these to other customers; and user identification

and familiarity with their products.

Appalachian is currently working with the State Information Processing Services (SIPS) to develop an

RFP to aggregate long distance service for students. The university can substantially reduce interstate

long distance rates to students by aggregating the demand across the entire 16 campus university

system. This service should be available on the Appalachian campus by fall 1992. This will be a
mutually beneficial situation for both the long distance carrier as well as the university. Another

example is distance learning. Distance learning is an area of increasing interest in higher education.

AT&T, Southorn Bell and BellSouth have a 10-year partnership with Appalachian to install an ISDN

infrastructure for distance learning in a rural environment. The ISDN switch is the core equipment of

the project. This is a cost-effective alternative to other current technologies over which distance

learning is being conducted.

Developing partnerships with service providers requires a great degree of negotiation and public
relations to be successful but the rewards can be great. All local exchange carriers or long-distance

service providers are potential partners. Partnerships can take many forms. They can range from small-

scale to large-scale projects. The extent of an institution's involvement in partnerships depends upon

8
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the resources and other elements which can be brought together by the institution and its industry
partners. Former students employed by the vendor can be key. They can work within the company
to generate interest and enthusiasm for the university and its project. An industry advisory council or
board is also helpful in successfully building and sustaining industry contacts. Finally, the campus
should identify alternative approaches in case the partnership option proves unsuccessful or short-lived.
In general, however, if an institution can deliver, industry will continue to be supportive of that
institution's goals and objectives. In other words, success will breed success.

What the Future Holds

Appalachian is pursuing a partnership with AT&T, BellSouth and Southern Bell utilizing full service ISDN
capabilities. The project will address the educational needs of rural schools through distance learning
and will be accomplished over the twisted copper pair telephone network. Interactive video, data and
voice will give these rural mountain schools an opportunity to gain access to otherwise inaccessible
educational tools and resources. It is an alternative to fiber optic, microwave, satellite, and cable
technologies. The program has been labeled Impact North Carolina: 21st Century Education. It will
initially start in six counties in northwest North Carolina which surround Appalachian State University.
The test bed will be Appalachian's nationally award-winning public school partnership.

Through available and emerging ISDN technologies, pupils and teachers in participating schools will
share resources and work together. They will have access to Appalachian's resources, work with
university students and faculty, and tap into global communications networks. Teachers will find
unprecedented access to continuing education, and student teachers will obtain immediate feedback
from faculty supervisors on the Appalachian campus.

Cal Poly is actively pursuing partnerships with several vendors on a number of projects encompassing
a wide range of technologies. The following are just two examples:

ISDN

Pacific Bell recently upgraded their San Luis Obispo CENTREX switch to provide ISDN voice-over-data
service. Unlike a traditional modem, the ISDN telephone can support simultaneous voice and data
transmissions. This digital connectivity is expected to greatly improve voice services and computer
access for students, faculty and staff members.

Ovu 1he next three years, Cal Poly will test the new service in 200 faculty offices under a joint
research and development project with AT&T and Pacific Bell. AT&T is donating the telephone
instruments and other equipment necessary to link faculty to the campus network, mainframe, library
and other computing resources. ISDN is an ideal solution for buildings that are difficult to wire using
other network technologies because it uses existing telephone wires.

ISDN is expected to improve computer access for students living in campus residence halls. Like most
campuses, Cal Poly has a limited number of on-campus microcomputer labs. ISDN will allow the
campus to supplement these resources by enabling residence hall students to access computing
resources and databases linked to local, national and international networks. While a campus-based
switch could support ISDN in residence halls, only the local telephone company can extend this service
into student residences, apartment complexes and individual homes in the community.

9
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Cable Television

Cable television is another telecommunications media that is needed in the student residence halls.
Cal Poly is currently reviewing proposals to provide students with standard cable television services
as well as campus- and satellite-generated educational programs and informational services. As with
ISDN, the goal is to eventually extend these services to homes in the local community. Also, low cost
digital service will make distance-learning and teleconferencing between other campuses and
institutions financially attractive. This could have cost savings implications for travel budgets in the
future. Having the entire campus and community wired digitally and the switch located centrally will
facilitate these efforts as well.

Other current projects involve voice response, imaging, voice mail, fiber opec, and other
telecommunications systems. In each case, Cal Poly is working with the vendors to maximize services

and minimize costs. By continuing to develop partnerships and enhance existing services, Cal Poly will
eventually achieve the comprehensive and fully integrated telecommunications utility envisioned for
California State University campuses after deregulation.

In five years, Cal Poly must terminate or renegotiate its current 10-year contract for CENTREX service
through Pacific Bell. Demand for increased bandwidth to support campus data communications and
a significant increase in telephone lines on campus will require the university to reevaluate the
CENTREX solution. Over the next few years, Cal Poly expects to pursue various solutions to meet its
needs, including CENTREX, switch alternatives and direct datalinks to vendors such as MCI and U.S.

Sprit it.

Conclusion

Choosing between CENTREX and a switch for any particular institution will depend on all of the factors
discussed above. Timing with regard to the need for services also plays an important role in the
decision making. In 1987, Cal Poly had to replace its telephone service and could not afford to wait
until a campus-based switch was procured. Pacific Bell was able to meet the university's immediate
needs within existing budgetary constraints while providing a platform for meeting future needs with
ISDN, fiber optic and other emerging technologies. A few years later, Appalachian State University
had to have its distance learning project on line within a few months and did not have the luxury of
waiting to have its own switch installed. The university was able to negotiate with Southern Bell to
upgrade its 5ESSX switch to include ISDN capability and reduce the cost of telephone lines to the
university. In the end, the decision to choose CENTREX proved to be both mutually beneficial and

cost-effective for the universities and their respective partners in industry.
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James H. Porter
Administrative and Library Information Systems

University Computing Organizations
The University of Chicago
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Internet: j-porter@uchicago.edu

Presentation Abstract:

The technical aspects of networking, while challenging, pale beside the challenge of successfully introducing
networking, electronic-mail, resource sharing, etc., to diverse, frequently inadequately prepared, user
organizations.

The paper will (1) review lessons learned at the University of Chicago as we studied, planned and
implemented local area networks into academic, administrative and auxiliary organizations such as the
Humanities Division, President's Office and Oriental Institute, covering 800 offices in 20buildings; (2)
outline our networking project organization which included telecommunication, academic computing and
administrative computing personnel; and (3) share the networking methodology we developed and followed
in these projects.

The presentation will emphasize building management awareness and support, coaching, training, and local
support issues, and we will discuss the relationships between our voice, data and large-scale computer
organization.

This paper builds upon the Cause90 presentation titled DrAtuystyaLimataild_Qpizmunilim-
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CAMPUS NETWORKING: THE HUMAN SIDE
Presented at Cause91 by James H. Porter

Introduction:

While the Campus Networking: the Human Side presentation at CAuSE91 followed the
published abstract, this paper, which was written several weeks after the conference,
presents the more important ideas covered in the presentation as four short articles:

I. So you want a network.

You expect me to do what?!

You can lead a horse to wate....

IV. Electronic-mail for senior administrators.

I. So You Want A Network.

The calls came in at about the same time:

Ken, an Associate Dean for Administration in one the University's professional
schools called.

Ken Jim, our network wiring was just installed. What do we do now?

jhp What kind of wiring plant was installed?

Ken I don't know.
jhp Will you use AppleTalk or Ethernet?

Ken I don't know.
jhp Are you connected to the campus-wide network?

Ken I don't know.

jhp What are you going to use for e-mail?

Ken I don't know.

Sue, Associate Dean for one of the large divisions, had a similar problem:

Sue Jim, we would like to investigate providing networking to our
division. Where do we start?

jhp That's great. What will you use the network for?

S ue Electronic-mail. Printer sharing. Some of the departments may
want to share some data. We are getting pressure to provide
networking from several directions. E-mail has become
important to us as we compete for faculty...

jhp What do you know about network design and installation?

Sue Nothing, other than it is expensive. How much will it cost?

JHPorter Page 2 of 10 CAUSE91



jhp What kind of a network do you need?
S ue If I knew that, I might not be calling.

Ken and Sue were victims of our past successes in installing networks. At the University of
Chicago we are very good at installing local area networkseither with in-house staff or
through contractors; however, in the past we have been dealing with what I categorize as
knowledgeable network users. They knew what LAN they wanted and could manage it once
it was installed. You might say that we were installing networks as if they were
telephoneswhere it assumed that the person calling for a new handset knows what he or
she wants.

Since Ken, Sue and others at the University needed to understand how networks are
analyzed, designed, installed and operated, we developed a Network Planning Framework
which is represented by the diagram shown in Figure 1. (Astute readers may notice that the
Network Planning Framework is similar in appearance to the classic "systems development
life cycle.")

Initial Study/Proposall

IRequirements Analysis I

Network Des77-1

INetwork Construction 1

[Network 1

!Operation and Maintenancel

411111---

University
Policy,

Standards,
Technology

Considerations
and

Experience
Base

Information
Networl[
Databue

Figure 1. Network Planning Framework
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Network Network
Acquisition Operation

(One time costs) (Annual Costs)

Planning & Design
Equip & S/W Installation

Personnel Project Oveisite
Training

Administration
Problem Correction
Security
(Training)

Software Electronic Mail
Network Management

Servers
Equipment Network Boards

Maintenance
Upgrades

Maintenance
Upgrades

Cabling
Closet Equipment

Infrastructure Connections
Site Improvements

Maintenance
Upgrades

Figure 2. Network Cost Model

To compliment the Network Planning Framework diagram, we have developed documentation
for each step in the framework which covers:

Purpose. Why do the activities described in this step.

Responsibility. Who is supposed to do the work.

Deliverables. What is produced at the end of the step.

Reference Documents and Standards

Reviews What reviews are required for this step.

While the Network Planning Framework is not an official University document, it, along with
other materials such as the Network Cost Model shown in Figure 2, are invaluable training
and awareness building tools which we use in presentations to management personnel and
non-technology aware users.

111.1 .4
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II. You expect me to do what?!

Setting expectations is, I propose, more important to information technology acceptance and
usage than formal training. Three hypothetical cases based on my own observations and
experience help illustrate this point:

Networking and electronic-mail were introduced to Mary's department. Mary and
her peers received formal training in e-mail. They found little use for e-mail, the
network and other new technology. Departmental management had no experience
with e-mail, networks and little experience with advanced computing other than
using their microcomputers as typewriter replacements.

Management shrugged their collective shoulders when Mary and her peers did
not use e-mail. E-mail was not part of management's experience base and they
were not prepared to set an example by using it themselves or to insist that the
rest of the department use it.

Later, Mary transfered to a new unit where electronic-mail was important to the
department's operation. In her new job Mary was expected to use e-mail. Even
though there was no formal training available, Mary learned and used e-mail.

Mary had a co-worker, June, in her first department who very quickly mastered
the network e-mail. While June's peers did not use the new technology, it did not
keep her form moving forward.

In analyzing these three cases, please refer to Figure 3, Expectations and Technology
Acceptance. Mary, in her first department, was in a situation of low external expectations.
Management and peer expectations for e-mail were low or nonexistent. We can also assume
that Mary had low internal expectations. Little wonder that e-mail was not used.

In her new department, Mary was in a situation of high external management and peer
expectations. It was just expected that she would learn and use e-mail. Assuming that
Mary still had low internal expectations, we can guess that she became an e-mail user with
sufficient skill to meet management and peer expectations.

June was one of the special individuals we find occasionally. She had high internal
expectations and was going to learn the new technology, whatever it may have been.
Internal expectations, sometimes called motivation, is difficult to set. External expectations,
however, can be changed.

External Expectations

Management literature tells us that it is important to get senior management support for
major new projects. Our experience tells us that when management apects something, we
do it. Somewhere, I remember reading that whatever gets measured gets donewhich is a
way of communicating expectations. This leads me to the conclusion that if management
expects a system to be used, it will be used. If management itself uses the system, then the
system is even more likely to be used.

JHPorter
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If your peers all use e-mail, word processors, spread sheets, etc. in doing their work, they are
setting expectations for you to do the same. If your peers have no experience with a
particular technology and do not use it, it is unlikely that you will use it.

You can receive excellent, timely training in how to use an application but still not use the
application if there are no existing management or peer expectations that you will use it. It

has been my experience that management expectations can change peer expectations, peer
expectations can influence management expectations and individual expectations/motivation,
have little impact on peer and management expectations.

Internal
Expectations
(Motivation)

High

Low

Technology
accepted
and used to
limits of
individual

Technology
accepted
and used to
limits of
individual
and group

Technology
accepted,
used ar. low
margin of
expected
level

Technology
not accepted,
used with
reluctance,
if at all

Low High
External Expectations

(Management, peer, organization) ..)
Figure 3. Expectations and Technology Acceptance.

I suggest that we, as information technology professionals, will do more to advance
acceptance and use of new technology by focusing on helping management and peer groups
set their expectations for the new technology than we will by only developing and offering
comprehensive training programs. My hypothesis can be summarized as:

Training without proper expectations is wasted.

Expectations without formal training will lead to self learning and,
when offered, successful formal training.

Setting expectations, which can not be adequately covered in this paper, includes visible
senior management advocacy and use of the technology, training managers in what the
technology can do, incorporating technology skill requirements in hiring and promotion
criteria, etc.

11MMINEIMM= .M1M11111111
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III. You can Lead a Horse to Watorm
You can put a computer on an executive's desk but you can't make him or her use it.

Why? In my opinion, there are three requirements that must be met for managers/executives
to use microcomputers, networking, video conferencing or other "new" technology:

The system must be easy to use.

I was recently discussing with one of out system analysts the problem she was having
getting senior managers to use one of the University's "corporate" systems. It seems that
she trained several managers in how to use the system. In her mind the training has been
successful because, before she left their offices, the managers demonstrated that they could
get to the monthly data they had requested access to.

She went on to explain that when, after two months, she looked back at system logs, these
users had not accessed the system for the data that was so important to them. All that
training, she bemoaned, and the system was not used.

How, we asked, did these managers access the system? Well, first, they invoked a terminal
emulation program. Then they logged onto the mainframe systemwhich required a
password. Then, she explained, they logged onto CICS session within the application
which required another password. Then they requested a CICS transaction which required a
9-digit account code, then

Well, to make a long story short, these typical managers were comfortable using their
minicomputer for simple word processing and limited electronic mail. Based upon my own
experience with the same managers, anything more than "point and click" and they are lost.
In this case, the data was, according to the managers, important to them; however, they did
access the data because the system was not easy to use.

The application must be meaningful.

Even without an example, it is "intuitively obvious" that managers are not going to waste
time using an application that is not meaningful to the operation of their department, even if it
is easy to use.

In my discussions with systems designers, in articles on executive information systems, and
in other systems design references, there is always agreement that systems for managers
must be easy to use. Sometimes, these sources state or imply that the application must
meaningful; however, based upon my experience at the University and as a consultant, having
an meaningful, easy to use system did not guarantee its use. Why?

MPorter Page 7 of 10
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There must ba a critical mass of functionality.

As a consultant, one of my clients had a similar problem with managers not using a system.

The client had gone to go to great pains to make system access as simple as possible. The

manager only had to enter one command which brought up the desired data. Several key

strokes and the data was on the screen. Everyone agreed that the data was important. In

this particular organization, electronic mail was not part of the culture and the managers did

not routinely use word processing applications.

For this client, not only was the meaningful, "easy to use" application not used, the

microcomputer on each manager's desk typically went days without being turned on. Why?

Required for Senior Management
to Use the Computer on their Desk

1. Easy to use applications

2. Meaningful applications

3. Critical mass of applications

Figure 4. Requirements for Senior Managers to use
the Computer on their Desk

While easy to use, meaningful applications are necessary for manager acceptance and use of

a microcomputer, these two attributes are not sufficient. The requirement usually not
understood is that there must be a critical mass of functionality on the computer. The

computer must become so important in the manger's/executive's life that the first thing they

do every morning is turn on their computer, leave it on all day and, routinely use it during the

day.

Figure 4, Requirements for Senior Managers to use the Computer on their Desk, summarizes

these points.
wriers
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IV. Electronic Mail for Senior Administrators

We have recently successfully introduced electronic-mail to the over forty of the University's
senior administrators and their staffs including the:

Presiden t

Provost

Vice President for Business and Finance

Vice President for University News and community Affairs

Secretary of the Board of Trustees

Secretary of the Faculty

Director, Financial Planning and Budget

This was an important project since, once senior administrators began using e-mail in their
routine communications with academic and administrative personnel, we would be changing
University-wide expectations for technology use.

Under the sponsorship of the Vice-Provost for Information Technology, we followed the
Network Planning Framework as discussed above. All of the senior administrators covered
by the project were Macintosh users. Several were experienced e-mail users. At the
beginning of the project, each administrator, his or her secretary and a LaserWriter were
typically connected into a small, freestanding, three node local area network.

We addressed the ease of use and meaningful applications requirements discussed above by
providing a "point and click" microcomputer-based electronic mail system. The critical mass
requirement was addressed as follows:

Every effort was made to connect all direct reports and their staffs to electronic
mail. We helped these direct report organizations connect to the campus network
by providing training, consulting support, demonstrations, supervising contractors,
pulling network wiring, establishing a telephone bridge to link remote local area
networks to the campus backbone, etc.

We increased the skill level of support staff personnel by providing individual and
formal training ir. computing fundamentals, word processing applications, and
e-mail. Increased skills, we believed, would lead to increased usage.

Electronic-mail was, in general, introduced to an administrator only when:

(1) his or her secretary was ready to provide day-to-day technical
support for the administrator; and

(2) all of his or her direct reports were available via e-mail.

JHPorter Page 9 of 10 CAUSE91
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Timing was key. For each administrator, we designed the process to have in place a
dynamic, active group of e-mail users, including all direct reports, before he or she was
connected to the network. In several instances we used the administrator's anticipated
e-mail use to co-opt non-users into the network (setting expectations) and then, once they
were in, used the direct reports using e-mail as a way to set expectations for the
administrator.

As mentioned above, the project has been very successful. All of the senior administrators
and their staffs covered by the project use electronic-mail. For many, e-mail is important.
For a few, e-mail is indispensable.

Copies of the presentation, the Planning Framework and supporting documentation can be
obtained from the author. Contact him via the Internet: j-porter@uchicago.edu. His address
is Jim Porter, University Computing Organizations, 1155 East 60th Street, Chicago IL 60637.

1141111111I 11,
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TRACK VI
MANAGING INFORMATION

TECHNOLOGY FOR ACADEMICS

Co-coordinators: Marion Ball and Steven Gilbert

The traditional academic computing center is being transformed as it works to manage technology
for academics. Scholars will benefit from scholarly workstations, with system-generated, individual-
ized user-friendly tools. Access to academic programs will no longer be restricted by geography or
availability of instructor, room or student. Texts now obsolescent because their printed format inhibits
change will be supplemented with or supplanted by electronic textbooks. With data communications
linkages making the workstation a window to the world, faculty and students can collaborate with
peers worldwide in a shared learning laboratory.

Multi-media courseware is measurably affecting the redefined classroom, with innovations such as
voice response systems in teaching foreign languages and laser technology in geography. Technology
can make information available when, where, and how it is needed. The papers in this track address
the profound changes academic computing is stimulating.
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TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE: THE IMPACT OF COMPUTERS ON THE TEACHING AND LEARNING OF
WRITING -- THE RESULTS OF THE NATIONAL PROJECT

Max Kirsch, Harvey Wiener, Michael Ribaudo, The City University of New York

INTRODUCTION

During the last five years, we at the City University of New York have experienced a tremendousgrowth in the use of computers in all disciplines, and particularly in the field of composition
studies. We were and are aware that as this is happening, we are not alone. Composition studies
over the country have generated considerable excitement for computers as teaching aids. Indeed,many campuses now consider regular computer use the foundation of college writing classes.

We, along with many other institutions of higher education, are also aware that as computers areactively integrated into the curriculum, too little attention is paid to the effect of their use or, for thatmatter, whether or not teachers, who are the backbone of the educational process, know how touse them. This has happened for two reasons: first, institutions generally find it easier to find
funding for technology than hiring personnel, and second, the excitement over the possibilities of
technology sometimes overshadows some basic concerns about cognition and learning. When westarted to look at the literature on the use of technology in the writing classroom we found thatreports on the benefits or dangers of word processing on the teaching of writing were highlygeneralized, based largely on impressionistic observations of classroom outcomes or driven by
enthusiastic remarks made by converted instructors. These reports did little to calm the anxieties of
composition teachers who were (and are) uncertain about how to use computers in the writing
classroom, or the anxieties of less well-off institutions who, while noting the national trends, werenot as confident about the results of such an investment.

And there was another concern. Those of us who have taught for enough years have witnessed thecomings and goings of new technologies that never became integrated into instructional use. Youneed only to see the piles of overhead and opaque projectors, televisions, movie projectors and
cassette recorders that are gathering dust on the shelves of the storerooms that administrators aretrying to turn into offices to know that these technologies were never fully integrated into theclassroom.

We did not want to see that happen to the computers that teachers were presented with when theyreturned from summer vacations and even more importantly, we did not want to make large
investments in technology that no one knew what to do with. Our goal for the National Project onComputers and College Writing was to do a large scale assessment of the use of this technology,and if we found that it indeed worked, to effective:), disseminate workable curricular solutions inthe field of composition studies.

THE NATIONAL PROJECT ON COMPUTERS AND COLLEGE WRITING

In 1987, recognizing the University's leading role both in skills assessment and the curricular
integration of computer technology, the Fund for the Improvement of Post Secondary Education(FIPSE), part of the United States Department of Education, invited us to propose a wide reachingproject to assess the use of microcomputers in the college composition class. In response, the CityUniversity's Office of Academic Computing and the Office of Academic Affair's InstructionalResource Center proposed the National Project on Computers and College Writing, which wasfunded for a three year period beginning in the fall of 1987. The initial goal of the project was toidentify a number of representative institutions across the country that had already integratedcomputers into the writing curriculum, design a research methodology that could assess the
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effectiveness of this technology for instruction, and develop ways of disseminating the results to

other institutions embarking on computer based approaches to writing instruction.

Word processing methodology varies widely from one college program to another. We set out to

examine the nature of that methodology on diverse campuses. Then, we wanted to study the

effects on student writing of particular uses of the computer in the composition classroom, thereby

linking methodological strategies and assessment.

From the beginning it was clear that dissemination was as important as the empirical assessment.

From the perspective of an English department or a writing program, the "how-to" must precede

the investigation of programmatic outcomes. By looking at how various institutions have

implemented computer-based approaches to writing instruction, and by providing information on

daily activities in writing classes, we felt that we could be of significant help to the writing

community as a whole.

In choosing the sites, we focused on schools with mature -- if any new program can be deemed

mature --programs with well articulated goals ground in a clear theory of writing instruction. We

were also conscious of providing geographical representation and of representing the diversity of

higher education in the United States. Our immediate problem in the selection process was that

almost 100 institutions responded to a call for participation, and we were only funded for six. The

project's board and staff, meeting together in a hotel room over one weekend in 1987, was unable

to pare the proposals submitted to that number. Realizing that the project needed to be larger than

anticipated, we approached Apple Computer Inc. for additional funding to include 15 schools.

They responded affirmatively, and the following institutions were chosen and agreed to participate:

BALL STATE UNIVERSITY/ INDIANA

BLUE MOUNTAIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE/ OREGON

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY/ OHIO
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY/ COLORADO

COLUMBIA COLLEGE/ ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, S ANTA BARBARA/ CALIFORNIA

FAIRLEIGH DICKINSON UNIVERa'TY/ NEW JERSEY

GREENFIELD COMMUNITY COLLEGE/ MASSACHUSETTS

INDIANA UNIVERSITY/PERDUE UNIVERSrTY/ INDIANA

LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE,CUNY/ NEW YORK

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY/MASSACHUSETTS

MERCER UNIVERSITY/ GEORGIA
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY/ OHIO
UNIVERSITY OF Scum CAROLINA/ SOUTH CAROLINA

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA/ CALIFORNIA

Once we identified the sites, staff and advisory board members helped develop a research design

that could be applied across the institutions involved. This design was oriented to ask some global

questions abGut technology in the classroom. We also encouraged site specific research that

focused on other questions that are now being addressed, such as, Can pencil and paper methods

be combined with computer technology in the same classroom? Are there advantages of one over

the other? Does fascination with the computer detract from the business of writing? How are the

utilities of word processing -- spell checkers, formatting, style checks -- affecting the work of

revision? Are students writing better? How does the word-processed paper influence the teacher's

perception of good or bad writing? How do collaborative and process writing, enhanced by the

computer, affect the notions of authorship and assessment? And how does the introduction of this

technology change the role of instruction and curriculum in the classroom? What additional

resources are needed?
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We put together a research plan that called for each site to identify six sections of Fall 1988
freshman writing classes for inclusion in the project. In theory at least, we wanted the six sections
to be comprised of similar students, the major exception being that three of the six sections would
be taught using computers and three would be taught using traditional teaching strategies without
the use of computers. The sites were urged to use caution in assigning faculty to teach the six
sections so as to not introduce additional potential bias -- the so called "teacher effect" -- and were
asked to be sure that all sections, both computer-based and computer-free, followed as uniform a
curriculum as possible.

We wanted very much to include multiple outcome measures in our study and chose or constructed
a series of both attitudinal and performance criteria designed to measure change. We chose a one
semester, pre-test, post-test design where all students would be tested during the first few days of
the semester and then again at the end of the semester with the same set of instruments or with
equivalent alternate forms of those instruments. Each site used the same essay prompts, the
Descriptive Test of Language Skill's Sentence Structure subtest, writing anxiety and attitudinal
questionnaires, and a background questionnaire. Faculty were asked for information on their
teaching experience and philosophy, the experience with computers and their attitudes about their
use in the classroom. We were sensitive to the problems inherent in trying to measure change over
the course of one semester. We also realized that the classroom cannot be considered a true
laboratory in which we could possibly control for all possible sources of variation or factors that
might be contributing to differences between the groups; in our statistical analysis of the
quantitative data, we attempted to isolate those factors that might have contributed to the observed
differences.

Our final study sample consisted of almost 1,700 students - fairly equally distributed in both the
control and experimental sections - 845 in the non-computer based sections, 850 in the computer
sections.

We can say from an empirical base that computers do help student writers. Students in our study
exposed to computer-based writing courses showed a significant decrease in writing apprehension
and increase in writing ability (as measured by gain scores on analytically scored essay
examinations) relative to their counterparts exposed to traditional writing classes not exposed to
computers. Although we did not find a significant difference between the two groups when we
looked at the essays scored holistically, we believe that this is a problem inherent in the holistic
scoring protocol, which may actually be masking differences that do exist. Holisdc scoring schema
are generally not sensitive enough to measure the small differences that characteristically occur over
a one semester period. When, for example, an MIT student scores 6 (on a 1 to 6 scale) on the pre-
course essay and scores the same on the post-course essay, gain is not reflected. We were aware
of this problem during the project's design (it is a common one in writing assessment) and built in
the more costly and time consuming analytic scoring protocol for approximately 10 percent of the
essays, providing for a more exacting analysis. The essays selected for analytic scoring were
sampled at random from the four "blocks" of our research design (i.e. control group/pre-test,
control group/post-test, experimental group/pre-test, experimental group/post test). We are
presently scoring all of the essays analytically, and this will give us a larger data base, allowing for
college by college comparisons of the analytic scores.

Significant gains in writing ability as measured by the holistic scores were found for certain
subgroups within our population and we expect these differences to become much more
pronounced when we have analytic scores available for every essay. At three of the project sites,
students exposed to computers showed significant holistic improvement relative to their control
counterparts. These three sites as well as some number of additional sites are almost certain to
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exhibit significant differences when the control vs. experimental gain in analytic scores are
compared. In addition, within the experimental (i.e. computer exposed) group, basic skills

students showed significantly greater holistic score gain than did their non-basic skills
counterparts. This is an important finding and will most likely be also much more pronounced in

the analytic comparison. This finding speaks strongly to the utility of computers in remediation,
adult and continuing education, and at community colleges.

The analytically scored essays of students at both ends of the ability dimension (as measured by

writing pre-test score) tell a very interesting tale. Students in the computer group differed markedly
from students in the control group in post test performance with that difference most pronounced
among the students who entered least prepared. The most well prepared s;:udents exposed to
computers also significantly out performed their counterparts in the control group on the post test.

No significant difference was found for students in the middle ability range.

Our biggest research challenge, after the analytic scoring is completed, is to integrate the qualitative

data with the quantitative information. The quantitative data alone do not tell us why students

improved or why improvement was more significant at some institutions than at others. We will
be looking at faculty and student logs and at other ways at getting at these questions. As we
indicated, the data are very complex. We mentioned only a few of the considerations that arise
about the interpretations that the data suggest. Although we feel comfortable about the conclusion
that computers are beneficial, we have much work to do on questions of why they are beneficial

and how our findings can be applied to institutions that are now beginning to use this technology in

their classrooms. We are operating with the assumption the while the technology does work, the
real attention should be focused on the teaching of composition and the use of computers as tools

in this process.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

What has emerged from the National Project i3 a cohesive network concerned with the use
computer technology in the writing classroom at tht..t post secondary level. The National Project's
monograph, Computers and College Writing: Si-:!eeted College Profiles presents descriptions of
forty-nine writing programs around the country that incorporate word processing in composition
classes. It is clear from these descriptions that schools are eager to maintain a discussion of the use
of technology in education, and the assessment that is thereby warranted and necessary.

What has also emerged is the need for educational leadership in developing computer uses. The
fifteen colleges and universities involved as sites have met on a regular basis and have shared their

experience of the assessment and demonstration process. The sites also noted the growing number
of requests for assistance from both institutions of higher education and secondary schools in their
area. Educational institutions need help in planning and implementing instructional efforts
involving computer technology, and these needs point to the future of the Project.

THE NEXT PHASE

The next phase of the National Project will establish centers of excellence that foster and enhance
the collaboration among institutions of secondary and post-secondary education. We think that this
direction is necessary for a number of reasons. While colleges and Universities are engaged in
integrating technology into the writing classroom, secondary schools have yet to jump on the
bandwagon. And although it is widely acknowledged that writing is a critical skill for success in
school and career, it is equally acknowledged that many students are coming to college with
deficient writing skills. Many colleges and universities are now reassessing their ability to
integrate students who enter without basic skills, particularly writing. The costs of remedial
curricula have sky-rocketed during the last decade as institutions of higher education struggle to
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prepare students to handle content-based work. Attention has turned to the high schools: how can
existing methods and curricula be improved to better prepare students for college?

We believe that it is time for secondary schools to reap the benefits of the educational advancesmade possible by the computer. Writing instruction with the computer has changed college
students' lives as learners; a head start in high school with the use of this technology and pedagogywill go far toward strengthening the writing skills necessary for successful advancement.

We envision the National Project centers as catalysts for ":aining, demonstration, research andassessment in their geographic areas. They will host workshops, sponsor competitions for theestablishment of new computer based writing programs, establish credit-bearing courses with
graduate institutions, assess program implementation and results, and host local, regional and
national conferences. The Project is developing a monograph series for national distribution. Forour part in New York, we presently have a proposal into the Federal government for a
collaborative project that will redesign the writing curriculum of the New York City Public
Schools, using the technology and the lessons learned so far.

Computers are here to stay in the English classrooms. Used well, the computer seems to engender
more cooperation from students who like it more, write more, and revise More. The aim of theProject is to propagate a national discussion on these issues, and to further the kind of
collaboration between colleges and universities and secondary schools that will produce the best
methodologies and materials for this effort.
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The Classroom as Virtual Community

Melanie Goldman
Harvard University

Cambridge
Massachusetts

Providing access to vast information resources and the world's
people, the network has brought a new vision to the classroom,
one where people learning together no longer have to be in
geographic proximity, where the emphasis is on communication
and solving real problems to bring material to life. It is one in
which students participate and work together as collaborators,
and where valuable resources, both equipment and information,
can be easily shared. This paper will examine how computer
mediated communication can affect the classroom, provide some
examples of how it is being used and some thoughts on the
future.
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Thousands of virtual communities now exist thanks in part to the ability of the

Internet. These groups range from communities with only three people to ones with hundreds:

their interests cover subjects as diverse as French literature to world policy. But what is a

virtual community and how does it benefit education? A virtual community functions much like

a community, but not. It differs in that people do not live in close proximity and communications

is much more important to maintain relationships. When an instructor uses communications

technology for any discipline, from K-12 to higher education, s/he makes possible the creation

of a virtual community.
Such communities can have enormous impact on the dynamics of the classroom, affecting

student motivation as well as relationships between teacher and student and among students. In

this paper, I will examine how computer mediated communication can affect the classroom, and

I will provide some examples of how it is now being used. Although use of the network for

instruction is only in its infancy, it is important to try to envision what lies ahead.

In a virtual community, communication rather than proximity is the important force in

maintaining relationships. The community shares a set of beliefs and through conversation

negotiates meaning and forms a point of view according to Dr. John Seeley-Brown, Xerox

Corporate Vice President and Director of the Palo Alto Research Center. In virtual

communities, relationships often evolve into collaboration, the process of shared creation.

Described by Michael Schrage as ("two or more individual,: with complementary skills

interacting to create a shared understanding that none had previously possessed or could have

come to on their own. ....The thing that distinguishes collaborative communities from most

other communities is this desire to construct new meanings about the world through interaction

with others. The vision is never static, it's dynamic, always shifting as ...circumstances

change. "I Michael Schrage author of Shared Minds, The New Technologies of Collaboration ,

Random House, Inc. New York, 1990, pp. 40, 48.

Analogy of the Telephone
One way of exploring the vision of where electronic networks might lead us in the

future is to look at an analogy from the past. The telephone, invented over a 100 years ago,

transformed the way we live and work. It led to new social communities because people could

choose whom they wanted to talk to irrespective of geographic location and whenever they

wanted to. People could converse across distances where before they could only talk to the

neighbor down the road.
"Of all the telephones effects, none is more dramatic than its impact on the

ecology of the city and countryside. For 30 years bebinning in the mid 1890's

every few months someone wrote about how the telephone was rescuing farmers

from rural loneliness. They could learn when the price was right for bringing

crops to town, call the doctor when a child was sick or call for help when there

was a fire. The telephone's direct effects on urban life are equally important.

If the telephone has made it possible to form communities without contiguity,

move to the suburbs without losing touch with those left behind, and operate

business from outlying low-rent locations, then how can one doubt the phone's

key role in urban sprawl." Ithiel de Sola Pool, Editor of The Social Impact of

the Telephone,_M1T Press, Cambridge, MA 1977, pp. 300 -301,

The telephone not only reached across town but it also facilitated upward

communication. The telephone made possible the skyscraper. Before the telephone, a

"hotel depended exclusively on the messenger to satisfy the requests of its guest

and to deliver instructions and receive information from employees stationed on

each floor. When a guest wanted service he could signal a messenger who

would have to make two trips, one to learn what the guest wanted and one to

provide it. Under these circumstances the elevators and stairways were

crowded with bell hops, and hotels had to employ many messengers." I de Solu

Pool, Sidney H. Aronson, "Bell's Electrical Toy," p. 30.
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Today electronic networks and computers take us beyond the boundaries of the

telephone. The information age is hearlding the age of comunication and collaboration in one's
own classroom or across continents. The network enabks two new, paradigms for education. (
Dr. John Seeley-Brown). One is called "collective memory" or collaboration in which each
individual contributes expertise to the group, engendering diversity of thought. The other new
paradigm called "transaction memory", which builds on experts linked to the group.

In the first class of an essay writing course a freshman at a well know eastern
technology institute, is asked to write sentences beginning with the phrase "I like to."
Whatever pops into your head, says the instructor. The student looks around the classroom.
The other students are peering into their workstation arranged in a U around the perimeter of
the room with a projection screen at the front. "Although I know how to use the workstation for
computing fractuals, and I have been playing around with them for years, writing random
thoughts down is something else." At this point, the writing instructor walks by and sees that
she is having trouble. He suggests, "if you can't get started by writing what you like, write
about what you don't like and don't worry about grammar or syntax." Immediately she types,
"I don't like free associative writing." Slowly her list begins to grow on the screen.

This scenario is taken from an essay writing class at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, where thirty undergraduates now use the Network Education On-line System
(NEOS), an innovative approach to writing using on-line tools. The course requires students to
do a good deal of writing both in and out of the classroom as part of weekly assignments. There
are two goals underlying their work. One is to facilitate self expression, to overcome the
reticence scientice majors often have about verbal expression, unleasing each students' creative
energy throu:-,h a free writing exercise. The other goal is to establish a social context for
writing, to write for an audience (not just the teacher), who will review and discuss each other's
work as collaborators.

Once student's have gotten some of their thoughts down on paper, the instructor asks
them to deposit their electronic lists in the instructor's "turn in bin.", an electronic file folder. A
few of these will be displayed on the screen at the front of the room. They begin to discuss the
lists. One of the lists is terribly funny, and the ice is broken as the whole class begins to laugh.
Comments begin to flow more freely, bonds begin to develop among the students which will be
the foundation for a community that will work together over the semester. With network-
based NEOS, "writing becomes a collaborative process," says Ed Barrett, Senior Lecturer in the
Writing Program at MIT. "The students and I interact to create a shared understanding."

Like traditional writing courses, the NEOS students learn about prewriting, problem
definition, outlining, drafting and style using a process of write, review, and revise. There are
tools to support creating, exchanging text (student to student; teacher to student, and student to
teacher) commenting and annotating, and displaying work in class. NEOS' set of annotation
tools allows teachers and students to use writing to talk about writing. Comments appear as
windows at the end of an article, or automatically open in front of the on-screen text,
necessitating that students read the comments a .reviewer has spent so much time composing.
Annotations can point directly to examples in the style guide, which is stored behind the text
and can be called up as windows. 'The annotation systems provided us with virtually infinite
margins in which to write. Yet our comments became more specific and used a greater variety of
examples and rewrites throughout the course of grading a paper." (E. Barrett, J. Paradis,
"Teaching Writing in an On-Line Classroom", vol. 58 no.2, May 1988, p 166.)

"INEOS) was in fact a 'virtual' classroom - an invisible 'ecology of infinitely
extensible systems that were on-line for use in any way an instructor saw fit," Barrett and
Paradis, pg 164). Using NEOS tools, students write with and for the group, view one another's
ideas, generate new ideas, and learn what comes across clearly and what needs revision. Since
NEOS is networked, the community extends beyond the four walls of the classroom. A student
can write, review, or revise, and then send text to someone anywhere there is a workstation on
MIT's Athena network, even the student's bedroom if need be.
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There are several components of NEOS that facilitate the development of community

and collaboration.
For one, the on-line environment forces reconstruction of the classroom process: the teacher
no longer stands in the front, chalk in hand, lecturing, but sits at a worksklion. S/he no
longer serves as the mediator in the classroom or between student and textbook. Students
generate the discussion with the teacher acting as facilitator.
Along with on-line examples of style and construction that are part of the NEOS Style
Guide, the messages and text exchanged by students become illustrations for the material,
and students evaluate each other.
Any student's writing can be displayed on the screen for others to review. Through open
discussion, the students share perceptions about each other's work. Everyone is a full
participant. Everyone has something to offer and elf-7one has something to gain. One
student commented, "When you have this group c who are criticizing or supporting
your work, you get better. You take a differrAt stance when you know everyone is going to be
looking at it."

The on-line environment supports the sense of shared space. Just like the physical
setting of a classroom, students can initiate points for discussion, listen and respond. The
network serves as a vehicle for distributing materials that normally requires the instructor to
cut off discussion and shift the focus to handing out par copies. With NEOS everyone in the
class looks at the same sample instantaneously wheth.i at a workstation or on the large screen,
allowing the discussion to continue.

Ed Barrett, Senior Lecturer in the Writing Program and one of a team responsible for
creating NEOS, says that the on-line environment breaks down the barriers between teachers
and students. When reading Barrett's comments, a student might send an immediate
"Zephgram" of "Can you explain your comments!" or "Can I come by and talk?." something
students sometimes are uncomfortable saying over the telephone. The anonimity of the screen
gets students to volunteer more than they would do otherwise. This makes them less
apprehensive about actually visiting the instructor. Barrett says that NEOS engenders greater
contact than the more conventional way of teaching.

Although NEOS is currently available only on the MIT campus, it is anticipated that
use will expand. In the future, students may be able to exchange texts and annotations at schools
using the Andrew Distributed File System. This will mean the community for a particular
essay course could expand beyond MIT. Ed Barrett looks forward to this expansion in which
"other faculty would contribute materials and insight, expanding my own vision." He finds
that the on-line community is sometimes more communicative than people in other departments
on one's own campus.

Self-motivated Students - French Language classes at Harvard and Stanford.
Students initiate communication with class members and take charge with little or no
intervention from the teacher. They are challenged to work independently, to discover the
language on their own while creating their contributions, and to hone critical skills. Students
appreciate the freedom and unstructured atmosphere of the computer /network classroom. In
many cases the quality of student discussion and work is greatly enhanced through computer
communications.

A French class at Harvard and one at Stanford teamed up to develop a French
newspaper in the course of a semester. They used the Internet to initiate contact, exchange
views, and write articles and stories. Beginning with the first class of the semester, students
from one class communicated with the other, taking charge without the intervention of the
teachers. After introductions and the establishment of working partnerships, locally and with
the other class, the groups decided on the content and format of their project and committed to
specific contributions. In this context, teacher-generated homework and assignments are no
longer relevant, since students choose the topics they write about. Students prepare their
comments and work more carefully knowing that they will be read by their peers. The
classroom becomes a workshop, a relaxed environment where students can try out ideas and



communicate in French with each other and with members of the other school. Because students
are conversing and writing articles in French about contemporary events, they explore and use
the idioms of the language. By the end of the semester, the students produced the Le Pont
Francais (the French Bridge), a professional looking newspaper with articles on the
environment and the presidential campaign of Michael Dukakis, as well as commentaries on
life in Boston and San Francisco. Students said that working on the paper gave them a sense of
accomplishment, and the final document was tangible proof of their collaboration.

A Broader Vision- ICONS
Networks offer an even broader world, one that allows the student contact with many

others. No longer is the community just the local group, but is composed of a diverse population,
of different cultures, concerns, economies, and perspectives. ICONS (International
Communication and Negotiation Simulations), at the University of Maryland at College Park,
lir, ks students in high schools and universities from all over the world using telecommunications
networks to a host computer at the University of Maryland. Through ICONS, students
participate in a dialogue about international issues, in a sense a simulated world summit
conference. Teams of students assume the role of a national decision maker, deciding matters of
foreign policy and negotiating positions on problems such as global warming, arms control, and
the international debt crisis.

A typical ICONS exercise involves as many as twenty universities or high schools
representing more than 20 country teams and as many as 700 participating students.
Communication takes place in English, French, German, Spanish, Russian, and Japanese.
Foreign language students participate as translators. The importance of language, especially
for understanding the nuances of words in different cultures, becomes clear.

Scenarios are set six months to a year into the future so that students have the freedom
to devise their own strategies. The project is divided into three components: preparation,
simulation, and debriefing.

Preparation: Usually for the first six weeks of the semester, students research their
own country's resources, goals, and instruments of foreign policy and develop a position paper
outlining their teams posture and plans. A local teacher serves as facilitator, resource, and
guide, encouraging dialogue and debate.

Simulation: During the second phase students use three forms of communication
prepared public policy statements sent as electronic mail, conferent.ing where all teams sign on
at once from around the world, and the free exchanges of messages on what ever matter is under
discussion. The simulation is less tidy than a debate because all aspects of the negotiation are
constantly shifting. While country A is negotiating with country B, country B has behind the
scenes dealings with countries C and D. [ Betsy Kielman, Assistant Director, ICONS]

Dthriefing: For the final 2-4 week debriefing, students reflect on the experience, the
information and negotiating process. One student stated that ICONS taught him about the
dynamics of international relations, particularly "how dependent smaller countries are on the
superpowers for legitimacy." Another student in the role of OPEC representative from IRAN,
discovered that decision makers of small, radical nations are "able to do crazy things you
couldn't do as an American because it wouldn't be acceptable," and a member of the team in
Argentina commented, " Through telecommunications we have felt a sensation of belonging to
mankind and an increased belief that we all have to dialogue to solve problems. "

ICONS is exciting . Students actually work with real people from around the globe,
communicating in different languages, arguing from different national perspectives. Through
this process students gain an understanding that world problems are shared, interconnected, and
complex. This is true collaboration as students construct new meaning about the world through
their negotiations and interactions.

Network as Facilitator
Technology evolves rapidly, and its advances bring tools that are both complex n d

expensive. Few people know how to use these tools or have access to them, and even fewer can
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integrate them into the curriculum. For our nation to stay competitive and our schools to produce
the innovators of the future, our students must develop the skills to use these advanced tools.
Two recent reports, the NSF Workshop on the role of High Performance Computing in Education
and Grand Challenges: High Performance Computing and Communications, The FY 1992 U.S.
Research and Development Program by the Federal Coordinating Council for Science,
Engineering, and Technology, tie the increased productivity of this nation to the skills of a
workforce actively engaged in scientific and technical activities, and to the scientific,
mathematical, technical and computational literacy of the general public. Both reports
indicate that the nation's students need more education and training, as well as materials and
curriculum development in the high performance computing science and engineering areas.
High Performance computing expands the limits of scientific research, allowing for simulation
and visualization of complex world problems such as weather and pollution flows.

There are two areas of technology, supercomputing and VLSI (Very Large Scale
Integration) design, that are critical to the advancement of science yet many teachers perceive
these subjects as too difficult to teach. The network can facilitate instruction and increase the
number of students who can explore these technologies. A course in supercomputing at Arizona
State University enables sharing of expensive equipment among several institutions by means of
network links. An engineering course at Harvard is able to use resources at the Masschusetts
Microelectronics Center to teach a VLSI design course.

Two courses are now being offered at Arizona State (ASU), and plans are to extend
supercomputer instruction over the network to community colleges and high schools in Arizona.
One course is an introduction to supercomputing programming, which uses the Cray machine at
ASU and the Cray supercomputers at four national supercomputer centers (National Center for
Supercomputer Applications, Pittsburgh, San Diego and at the National Center for
Atmospheric Research). The other course allows students to carry out a research proiect of their
own choosing related to software design and development on high performance computers.

In Harvard's VLSI design course, students learn how to handle complexity by analyzing
chip design into its various components. They are taught first to understand the fabrication
vocess, then to envision what they want to design, and then how to put it on to a silicon chip.

This is all done with the ongoing support of the Massachusetts Microelectronic Center (M2C),
an organization that not only manufactures computer chips from electronically transmitted
information, but provides equipment, training, and the VLSI design software it supports over
the network. Students create electronic blueprints, which are sent over the network to M2C.
Seeing their design as a finished chip is essential to their understanding the complexity and
issues related to integrated circuit design.

Real science in remote I. ations - a course in non-linear d amics
Using the network to link up expert scientists with students in remote areas of the

country seems an appropriate application. Making this happen, however, is not
straightforward. For one, it requires a significant reorientation for teachers. Dr. George
Johnston, a research scientist at MIT's Plasma Fusion Center, characterizes teaching over the
network as very different: "For someone who is used to having everything planned and under
control, my attempts at teaching over the network felt like standing up in front of the class
naked." Working with David Hughes from Big Sky Telegraph in Montana, Johnston set out to
make a course called "Chaos, An elementary Introduction to Non-linear Dynamics" available
to junior and senior high school students there. (Big Sky Telegraph is a grass roots
telecommunications system linking Montana's rural schools with resources and other rural
teachers region-wide.) Johnston says that some of his students came from places that were so
small they were not even on the map. Using text and character-based graphics, Dr. Johnston
was able to teach students to derive simple mathematical models to explain phenomena in the
biological, physical, and social sciences that have very complicated behavior; for example,
growth and decline of populations with simple reproduction and resource limitations. The
prerequisite for the course was a good mastery of high school algebra.
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The course had some remarkable successes as well as some instructive failures. It was
apparent from student solutions to problems that both junior and senior high school students
understood the material. A junior high school teacher who supported two students taking the
course as independent study said, "The investigation .... was one of the most valuable
mathematical experiences that [my students] could have had. They were truly doing
mathematics and tasted the excitement of research that I did not have until my senior year [in
college]."

Clearly, if we want students to enter higher education with the motivation and the
skills to guide their own learning, this kind of instruction has a place in junior and senior high
schools. Recently Johnston received a letter from a young woman who had been one of the
students. Her interest in mathematics and science had been so "emboldened by being able to
understand a little of a course from MIT" that she applied to MIT and would enter next fall
after a year in Germany.

Network-based instruction has increased the number of young people interested in
pursuing a career in mathematics, a major concern of our nation. Network-based instruction has
important potential to bring advanced material and courses to students who would otherwise be
left out, students in rural areas like Montana as well students in inner city schools.

It is interesting to note the hurdles Johnston had to overcome in his pioneering use of
the network. Because it took time to compose thoughtful answers to the students' questions and
because of the lack of familiarity with the conferencing software, Johnston could not maintain
a continuous exchange. Students viewed this as lack of interest and commitment. One of
Johnston's solutions to this problem is to give immediate responses to all questions, with
additional, more considered responses later, when necersary.

Gaining technical skills, building relationships with students and their teachers, and
developing course content also took a while. Now that he has done it, Johnston will have a
better understanding of the dynamics of network-based instruction. This course needs to be
facilitated by the teacher at the local site, someone who understands the course content as well
as having the technical skills to run the equipment.

Pro 10_1n f in2sTin a i n
With the capability to reach people around the globe, tap hundreds and thousands of

resources, and bring life to the classroom, the network should be an ideal adjunct. Why isn't
this the case? For one, there are a variety of practical problems, such as coo dinating school
calendars, allowing for different class schedules, matching up levels of expertise, and
accommodating varying degress of interest. The instructor at Harvard whose class collaborated
with Stanford found that she had to squeeze the project into the schedule of a core course where
her group was one section out of many. Because there were only three class meetings a week,
students had to do extra work ouatside of class for the project. Another problem is student
access to the network. Without access from the student's dormitory room, it is not possible to
take advantage of 24 hour mail service; special trips to the computer facilities are required.

Technical Problems
There are also very real technical problems. For almost any discipline, using evolving

and sometimes erratic technology, is difficult and requires support. If the communications
software or the mail package is too complex, the students spend a good deal of energy and time
learning the essentials. Without user friendly software, a network project will flounder. The
success of ICONS, which started in 1981, is due in no small part to software that is so easy to
learn it does not require any special training.

Network reliability is of course critical. Imagine the anxiety of an instructor who has
planned an international negotiating simulation for Tuesday, and finds a link to the national
nilwork down on Monday.

In general the more the technical infrastructure is in place, the easier it is to use
technology in the curriculum. The Committee on Academic Computation at MIT has stated that
"A consistent set of Basic Educational Services and Tools, distributed over a pervasive network,
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should enrich scholarly production and enhance intellectual community in research and
education." Infrastructure includes network services like electronic mail and bulletin boards,
along with support services. In the future, campus infrastructures may also include something
like the Andrew File system, which would give faculty direct access to courseware and
resources at other schools.

As we use the network more to transmit large files, data bases, and graphics,
bandwidth may become crucial. For example, to receive a high resolution graphic image at a
high performance workstation today over a T1 or 1.5 megabit connection takes 1.7 minutes. This
is a noticeable delay which will disappear sometime in the next century when the gigabit
network will be economically feasible for most participating large institutions. Then the same
image will be transported in .1 seconds.

Maki llames
There are problems in less technical areas too. It will be harder to get funds in the 90s for
instructional uses of technology in higher education. Those who made funds available in the
80's are now more hesitant because many of the promises have not been fulfilled. Even though
we have made important progress in technology, the same political hurdles still exist. There is
a lack of broad acceptance of technology in the curriculum, an inability todocument concretely
its value to education, a reluctance to allow time spent on use of technology as factors in
awarding tenure, difficulties in changing traditional course requirements and in asking teachers
to assume new roles and learn new skills, and finally competition among faculty members for
scarce funding.

It takes a lot of time to develop instructional applications and at almost every school
this is not rewarded. Faculty who are involved in instructional computing insure that they
devote at least equal time to research and publications. A young faculty member , who spent a
good deal of time developing wonderful new ways to teach, would not last long in higher
education.

The K-12 world has many of the same problems (and more) as does higher education.
For example, time is at a premium, and rarely is training offered; teachers involved in
innovative projects are overloaded; schools often can not even afford a new telephone, let alone
the cost of equipment; and teachers and administrators are still privately terrified of
computers. There is, however, a strong grass roots efforts which must often struggle alone.
Statements from K-12 teachers point to some of the reasons why:. "Practitioners are isolated
from each other and from the corpus of practice (except for what is represented in the texts and
curriculum guides) from the day they end practice teaching or administrative practicums." says
John Clement, EDUCOM. 'The value is in the empowering and catalytic effect that even a few
short text-based messages between schools can have, regardless of how short they are." says
Tony Scott, Laboratory of Comparative Human Cognition, University of Southern California at
Davis. "We are all obviously desiring to create the best learning environments possible, be
they regional, face-to-face., or global and online. Most of us who have used global networks
with students agree that it is a tremendously powerful tool, and we are all inspired by its
promise to help create a 'better world.' (part of the KIDS-91 Project Discussion.)

Future
Some factors, however, may expand the use of networked- based technology in

instruction. Budget tightening at all levels in all mstitutions will force schools to leverage
existing resources and find ways to keep up without major new investments. Many institutions
have installed links to the Internet to provide access to the wealth of research resources
accessible over the network and to support collaboration. These same links will provide access
to course materials and instructional expertise.

The network has the potential to open up the world in which students interact and
learn, to help students focus on expressing and communicating their ideas, and becoming
sensitive to the impact their communication has on others. Shoshanna Zuboff describes
network mediated communication in computir conferencing system, DIALOG as follows:
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"In DIALOG the power lies in the ability to communicate and pass on knowledge. It
is strictly the quality of ideas, the way you put things in words, or your sensitivity to what
others say that now determines your influence" (Zuboff In the Age of the Smart Machine, Basic
Books, Inc. New York, 1988 p. 371)

A statement from the President's "National Education Goals reads "A strong education
system is essential to maintaining a vigorous and responsible democracy and a prosperous and
growing economy." The goals "are about excellence. ..They are about restructuring and
revitalizing the education system of the United States." What better way to improve our
eduLational system than to add network capabilities that enable students to work with
scientists and communicate with experts or to have self-motivated communities of students
working on tasks that are meaningful to themselves and have an impact on the world?

With the network, the classroom is confined no longer to the four walls. It can expand
to the real world to experts, to peers around the globe, to involvement in real problems. The
network can bring a higher degree of educational support, to more motivated and self-directed
students. Each one of us, whether student, faculty, or administrator, can take part in this
growing global virtual community.

"The power of inventions is not necessarily the invention itself but "those who have the
imagination and insight to see that the new invention has offered them new liberties of action,
that old constraints have been removed and they can act in new ways." Ithiel de Sola Pool,
Collin Cherry, "The Telephone System", p 112.

These projects demonstrate how individuals have shaped use of the network into a
virtual classroom. In NEOS, the free flow of ideas and communication with an audience
engenders an exciting way to learn how to write. Writing a French newspaper with peers from
another school over the network brings a new and more vibrant way to learn the use of the
language. ICONS fulfills the dream of students collaborating and sharing information on a
global scale. Reaching out to isolated students in a rural community, a scientist has overcome
the problem of too few science instructors and increased the motivation of young students. These
projects demonstrate that collaborative work over a network stimulates students to expand
beyond what can be achieved in the traditional educational classroom.
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CAUSE '91
Electronic Libraries in the '90s:

Information Access on the Network

Robert J. Brentrup
Dartmouth College
Hanover, NH 03755

Abstract

The Dartmouth College Information System project is both creating
basic technology underlying electronic libraries and solving the new
problems of integrating electronic resources into the College's
collections and scholarship. This paper describes the Dartmouth
"vision" of the library of the future, the problems we face, and the
solutions we are developing.

The electronic library of the future will provide patrons with faster
access to a wider range of materials than ever before. Patrons will be
able to execute their own searches of the.holdings of both local libraries
and of libraries nationwide. Computerized searching will enable users
to evaluate more materials, more effectively, on a more timely basis.
Unlike paper books, electronic media can allow many people simul-
taneous access to the same materials. These resources are available
continuously, from office or home. Accessed from a powerful work-
station authoring environment, electronic data can be manipulated
more effectively in support of research, teaching, and learning.
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Electronic Libraries in the '90s:
Information Access on the Network

Historically, the Effectiveness of educational institutions has depended to a great

extent on the quality and delivery of their information resources. In recent decades,

the amount of information to be managed and made accessible has burgeoned. The

pace of research and publication has made it essential to provide immediate access

to the most recent information available. Higher education depends increasingly

on electronic indexing of materials, electronic storage of text and data in local and

national databases, and delivery of information via local and national networks.

The greatly increased power and lower cost of all classes of computers coupled

with widespread networking have changed scholarly information access. These

advances in computing technologies are delivering advanced apprications to a

global audience.

The electronic library of the future will provide patrons with faster access to a

wider range of materials than ever before. Patrons will be able to execute their

own searches of the holdings of both local libraries and of libraries nationwide.

Computerized searching will enable users to evaluate more materials, more

effectively, on a more timely basis. Electronic texts and databases can quickly

locate references that were tedious to find and answer questions that were too

time consuming to even attempt with paper indexes and books.

Unlike paper books, electronic media can allow many people simultaneous access

to the same materials. These resources can be available continuously, from office

or home. Accessed from a powerful workstation authoring environment, electronic

data can be manipulated more effectively in support of research, teaching, and learn-

ing. Electronic technology is also changing publishing. The number of commercially

available titles in the CD-ROM format is growing at a rapid rate.

New services become both possible and desirable given these initial capabilities. As

more library catalogs become accessible electronically, there is likely to be increased

demand for interlibrary loan services. Electronic image transmission via Fax or elec-

tronic mail will replace photocopying and mail delivery. Access to complete works

as full text or images is a natural extension of the bibliographic sources. Some pa-

trons already expect that the books they have located in their search of the catalog

should be similarly electronically available. Sound and video will become an inte-

gral part of topical collections. Electronic media will be used for the preservation of

rare and fragile material while at the same time providing access to these works.

These electronic systems will have a major impact on the educational process.

Access to such resources will add greatly to the value of the user's workstation. A

student or faculty member's investment in a workstation will yield not only a ter-

minal and word processor, but also a powerful gateway to a variety of network serv-

ices geared toward scholarly tasks and campus life. Resources that were either not

1
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available or available only with substantial effort can become routinely integrated
into classroom exercises and research. Scholarly impact will be gained through en-
hanced access to the review, retrieval, manipulation, and integration of information
from diverse sources quickly and easily. Educational impact will come in part by
allowing the faculty to guide students to the same types of information used by
the faculty in their own scholarly pursuits.

Challenges

There are a number of obstacles to overcome in delivering this vision of ubiquitous
electronic information access. Some are technical, some are logistical, and many are
financial.

Initially there were problems in acquiring materials. A few years ago, few materials
were even available in electronic form. Often a work was collected because it was the
only one available. As computers became more prevalent in the publishing indus-
try, many new works have become available by virtue of the fact they were manip-
ulated electronically in production. Other popular works have been put into elec-
tronic form for use in scholarship. Now there are many sources of materials that
are unfortunately in many formats, with occasionally erratic quality. The accuracy
and edition identity of an electronic work is crucial for serious scholarship.

The ownership of material is currently a primary concern in selecting projects for
development. The simultaneous-usage aspect of electronic media has many pub-
lishers struggling with how to control and retain fair value for their property.
Some publishers simply refuse to discuss the possibilities. Others have been more
creative in working out mutually beneficial arrangements. Effective access control
and accounting are crucial to continuing the availability of electronic forms. New
models of use are being developed in these early experiments.

Meanwhile the high costs associated with some commercial services has required
that access be foregone or rationed at many libraries. Libraries are being financially
forced to specialize their collections. Collaborative projects will be needed to
continue to provide the extensive collections needed by scholars.

Many libraries have invested enormous sums of money and effort in retrospec-
tively converting their catalogs. The process of creating elec tronic versions of books
is immensely larger. Though technically possible today, prepring an electronic text
from a paper copy is time consuming and tedious. In addition, the sheer volume of
material makes it currently necessary to be selective about what is available on line.
Worxing closely with the faculty is crucial to ch )osing wisely.

Electronic publishing has created some secondary problems. For example, this yea-
many government documents were exclusively distributed, for the first time, on
CD-ROMs instead of paper. This approach saved significant publishing costs while

2
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creating access and distribution problems for libraries. To have full access, a patron
either must be fairly computer literate or needs substantial staff assistance. In addi-
tion, publicly accessible computer equipment is needed to use the work that was
formerly a paper copy.

Technically, the initial problem is widespread availability of personal computers,
adequate server computers, and universal network access. This first step is a large
undertaking, a continuous enterprise, and an ongoing expense. The diverse com-
puter protocols are another technical obstacle. Simply interconnecting the various
manufacturers' equipment is a challenge. Developing common software interfaces
and conventions is an even more formidable task. There are always limited re-
sources in terms of people who can develop new systems and maintain existing
ones.

The majority of existing personal computing equipment is primitive. Computer
displays need to catch up with the high quality and ease of operation of paper
books. New machines of greater capability will be needed to deliver multimedia
information.

Finally, there is the problem of learning and operating a collection of application
software. The majority of end users are trying to use the computer as a tool in their
work, not as an additional pursuit. Systems must be much easier to install, use, and
understand. There is a great need for minimizing the variety of ways to access
information.

Developing Solutions

The Dartmouth College Library and Dartmouth Computing Services, with the sup-
port of Apple Computer, Inc., are developing an integrated scholarly information
retrieval system to address many of these needs. A combination of innovative yet
practical software development and collaborative projects are achieving significant
progress.

The project builds on the substantial base of a completely networked campus with
extensive use of Macintosh personal computers. The broad-based team from the
Library and Computing Services is providing access to an extensive collection of
scholarly resources. The Dartmouth College Information System (DCIS) is designed
to include data from a variety of sources: reference material, such as dictionaries and
encyclopedias; indexes to library collections and the journal literature; scholarly re-
sources; general information and news; numeric databases; image data; and admin-
istrative data, such as class lists, budgets, and schedules. Interlibrary connections
with other institutions are also being developed. Networked server computers
provide storage and retrieval for over 30 large full-text reference and catalog
databases.
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An innovative project has involved jointly acquiring the Modern Language Bibliog-
raphy with Middlebury College. The database is mounted on the Dartmouth server
computers. Middlebury patrons access the system over the Internet. Validation of
users from both schools is provided by a distributed authentication server. Each
campus is maintaining its own access list.

The Dartmouth computing environment is an ideal setting for such a system. A
campuswide network extends to nearly every office, classroom, and student resi-
dence hall room Over 80 percent of all students and nearly all faculty members own
a workstation. A wide range of computing services are provided, from public laser
printing to research use of mainframe computers. A large public file server provides
an electronic application library containing both free and commercially licensed
software. An electronic directory of all faculty, students, and staff controls access to
appropriate resources. Through locally developed Macintosh applications, students
and researchers have access to a sophisticated electronic mail system and the Usenet
news, which provides worldwide connectivity to other scholars working on similar
problems.

System Architecture

The DCIS project is developing applications that access database resources while
leveraging our users' familiarity with the Macintosh interface. The Macintosh
computer provides one of the most regular environments in this regard, based
on published user interface conventions and an operating system that provides
standardized interapplication communication and data exchange.

The architecture of the DCIS system integrates a collection of Macintosh applications
that provide synergistic information-access services. This approach is based on the
belief that it is impossible to have one interface for all the possible types of data, for
example, text, numeric, image, sound, etc. In the opposite dimension, it is often the
case that different sources of similar data have different interfaces. This problem
complicates usage of the different sources tremendously and is one of the aspects
we wish to change. Our design supports, and we have already implemented some
instances of providing, the same interface to different servers of similar informa-
tion. In the interim, it is possible to add terminal emulators as a means of reaching
data sources not yet interfaced in a more sophisticated manner or those that use
another existing application as an interface.

The DCIS applications used in conjunction with standard Macintosh productivity
and authoring applications provides a rich research and authoring environment.
DCIS relies on the Apple MultiFinder to provide simultaneous access to several
applications. DCIS applications are designed to provide suitable interoperational
links and features on this platform. Data transfer between separate applications
can be very simple in this environment.

4
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Figure 1. Client-server Computing

The system's architecture is one of distributed client-server computing, illustrated in
Figure 1. Server programs often running on mainframe computers service search
and retrieval requests generated by client programs running on user workstations.
Institutional databases are distributed across a variety of mainframes and other data-
base servers, which use a variety of operating systems and database management
systems. The user interface software is resident on the users' workstations. Work-
stations and database servers communicate by means of the campuswide computer
network. The DCIS programs allow the user to ignore the details of access and to
concentrate on working with the data. These resources are also available at any time.

The DCIS system, from the point of view of the user at the workstation, consists of a
"navigator" application that helps one to browse through the list of available data-
bases. Having selected a database or interest, one can start a "viewer" of a database
for the purpose of doing searches, displaying results, printing, etc. The viewer will
locate and gain access to the database selected without the user being aware of its
location or low-level log-on process. Figure 2 (see next page) illustrates the major
components.

A generic protocol between viewer and database server ("InfoSpeak") has been
developed. Host-server processes convert the InfoSpeak protocol into database
operations and return results to the client workstation. Concentrating on a single
protocol has reduced duplication of effort. InfoSpeak has been implemented for
several different commercial database managers running on several different op-
erating systems. The architecture accommodates other network protocols as well.
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Figure 2. Application Architecture

Network Environment

DCIS currently works with both local Kiewit Stream Protocol (KSP) and Trans-
mission Control Protocol (TCP) networks. All Dartmouth network ports provide
KSP service over Local Talk or Ethernet links. The TCP protocol provides access
worldwide from workstations with Internet connections. Dial-in access to the
Dartmouth network via a modem is also available.

Navigator Features

The navigator provides several methods for the user to peruse the list of databases.
They are currently categorized by name, discipline, and topic. The capability to do
keyword searches on the topics is also provided.

The navigator consults a network server that can list the currently available data
sources. This "database of databases" provides the topic categorization and keyword
searching mentioned above (in effect, the navigator is a viewer of the directory data-
base). The directory server's name is a configuration parameter of the navigator
application.

The navigator locates viewer code from an appropriate file server for the user. It
downloads new or updated viewers, assisting the user in acquiring and maintaining
the appropriate software.
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Some of the data sources have access and use restrictions as part of their licensing

agreements. User validation is required for these services. User validation is cur-

rently provided through the Dartmouth Name Directory, a network service listing

all College faculty, staff nd students. In addition, a distributed validation service

has been developed to permit other institutions to selectively share access to these

resources.

Viewer Features

The viewers are the user interface to the individual databases. The viewers add

value to the system by providing a common interface to the databases based on

Macintosh user interface features and conventions.

The viewers are the client portion of the client-server computing partnership.

They offload some processing from the host computers or provide additional

functionality such as:
Saved search strategies (for repeating the same searches)

Saved search results
Multiple sessions, same or different database
Local reformatting of search results
Form layout
Printing (with typographical enhancements)
Local scrolling
Local text searching
Local help
Copy and paste to word processing, bibliography manageis, etc.

Implementation Strategy

To maximize portability of the system, the components are designed and imple-

mented in a modular style, anticipating interchangeable components in a number

of places. The interchange of components adapts the system to differing network,

computer, and database installations with a minimum of rework and duplication

of effort.

The communication architecture is based on the widely u, 2d OS! model. The struc-

ture is often communicated using protocol stack diagrams as in Figure 3 (see next

page). A software protocol stack i: a part of both the client and server applications.

Any layer in the stack can be replaced by an equivalent layer having the same inter-

face, without affecting code in the higher layers. This allows for a wide variety of

actual implementations by recombining different sets of components. For example,

at the stream-protocol layer, the existing DCIS applications dynamically switch

between KSP and TCP/IP protocols depending on the network attachment of the

workstation.
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Figure 3. Communication Protocol Stack

The Presentation, Session, and Transport layers contain components of which the
current applications are actually aware. Lower layers are completely transparent.
Some components in the protocol stack have been implemented elsewhere, for
example, XDR or TCP. The project development uses existing work where
appropriate.

Info Speak Protocol

Info Speak i a transaction-oriented Presentation-level protocol (OSI level 6),
designed to facilitate access to heterogeneous information resources. Info Speak
was intended to standardize the local interface to data resources.

An Info Speak server is a network-visible entity that accepts Info Speak transactions
on behalf of a database management system (DBMS). The server translates from the
Info Speak protocol to the DBMS-specific form and invokes the DBMS for the primi-
tive. The server converts the DBMS output to the operation into Info Speak and
sends that output back to the client.

Interdomain Access Protocol

A distributed validation server has been constructed as part of the DCIS project. The
servor's development was motivated by the need to share access to computer data-
bases while limiting access to the members of the participating institutions. The
validation server distributes the name/password list and its maintenance to each
participating institution. The design permits subgroups to be defined within an
institution. The Internet is used to communicate between institutions. The data
provider controls the list of groups granted access to each local database.

8`
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The validation server provides a common program interface for database servers or
other network applications requiring validation services. It supports a number of
validation procedures including clear text and secure one-way and two-way encryp-
tions. The servers Pegotiate to find the most secure common method. The system
design supports arbitrary name/password databases through a standard internal
interface, At Dartmouth, the Dartmouth Name Directory is the name/password
database used along with its partial name matching. Simpler flat-file databases
are also currently implemented.

The server is portable and runs on most versions of UNIX. It is designed to be
easily extended to other validation procedures and name databases. Versions
of the program interface library exist for UNIX and VAX VMS.

Future Directions

The DCIS project has developed a strong framework on which to continue similar
development. The architecture was designed for portability. Implementing the sys-
tem on other campuses is an important goal. Another important goal is to enable all
campus departments to create database resources that can be added to the system and
to simplify the ongoing maintenance of the databases. The databases made available
so far have been primarily text resources. The viewer applications are just starting
to exploit the Macintosh's graphical interface for the display of typographically
enhanced texts. Image and multimedia resources will be developed in the next
phase of the project. Gateways to external databases are also under development.

9



College Access via Personal Computers:

Contributions of Technology and Telecommunications to Adult Higher Education

Evelyn F. Spradley
Thomas Edison State College

Trenton
New Jersey

ABSTRACT

Distance education and lifelong learning are educational goals of growing importance
as higher education faces the challenge of serving an increasingly mature student body in an era
of exploding infomuttion and technological advancements. Acces,s to educational opportunities
for the adult learner will be more appropriate when developed and provided in consideration of
the adult learner's complex lifestyle. Telecommunications and computer technology provide the
tools for building a platform that enhances education through time and location independent
access. Improving access and services within a strategic plan for excellence can take the college
and it 2 classroom to the student; thus, a learner's educational experience involves a decrease in
the amount of time and effort compromised in overcoming physical transport requiremenis, and
an increase in the amount of time and effort available to spend in pedogogic pursuits. This
paper outlines a case study of Thomas Edison State College's Computer Assisted Lifelong
Learning (CALL) Network project. The project uses telecommunications and computer
technology to enhance educational access.
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College Access via Personal Computers:

Contributions of Technology and Telecommunications to Adult Higher Education

I. Introduction

The Computer Assisted Lifelong Learning (CALL) systems are technology mediated facilities

created by Thomas Edison State College to provide access to the College via computer and
telecommunications applications. Dial-up access to the College through these systems serves both students

and prospective students providing an on-line college enrollment application, electronic communication with
staff, view-access to academic records, browse/read utilities for a broad base of information, and assignment

exchange with the faculty mentors of Guided Independent Study courses. Developed to aid the College's
primarily adult constituency, the CALL systems play an important role in enhancing educational opportunity

by using the advantages of emerging technologies.
Thomas Edison State College was created in 1972 in response to a national need for flexible and

acce3sible high quality educational opportunities for adult students. Regarded as an underserved population,
the adult student body is a large component of the work force which, in a fast growing and technological age,
requires continuing education appropriate to the mature student's needs. The mission statement of the College
contains several principles that define the educational role of the College, stating that the College seeks to
provide flexible assessment tools for out-of-classroom learning, counseling and advising services to assist
adults, high quality curricula, academically sound degrees, and the facilitation of ready access to other
external academic programs and opportunities available.

The institution has been a pioneering force in the development of flexible assessment tools for the
evaluation of college level learning, for example the pottfolio assessment process, and has been recognized
for its national leadership by the American Association of State Colleges and Universities and by the Council
for Adult and Experiential Learning (CAEL). The College has implemented highly developed programs and
services that have distinguished it as a premier institution for adult leatners. The College is cognizant of its
purpose and domain, and aggtessively operates on behalf of its constituency as expressed in the principles of

ii mission statement.
hi 1986, Thomas Edison State College submitted a proposal to the New Jersey Department of Higher

Education for participation in the Governor's Challenge initiative. This grant program initiative, implemented
by Thomas Kean, Governor of New Jersey at that time, issued a challenge to public higher education in New
Jersey and urged each slate college to follow its own path to excellence. The Kean Administration
recommended that colleges strive for an excellence that reflects the institutional mission of the college.
Thomas Edison State College responded with a broad strategic plan and a central project proposal which
outlined plans for the assimilation of computer technology and telecommunications into the College's service
delivery mode strategy. This project was conceived to be a continuation of the innovative approach that has
been a hallmark of the College's efforts to fulfil its mission and a potential contributing force in its established
national prominence and position of excellence.

EL. "'he Vision: Using Technology to Enhance Distance Education and Lifelong Learning

Overcoming Location and Distance Barriers
The College's mission directs its specialization in serving the adult student population. Toward this

end, the College makes several assumptions to drive appropriate development of many adult centered
services. It is assumed that the adult learner has many concerns including family, home, and occupational
priorities. Adults also possess a wealth of acquired learning and experience, and that acquired knowledge, if

2
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it is college level, should and can be recognized for credit award. In response to these needs, Thomas Edison
State College developed programs such as Guided Independent Study, Portfolio Assessment, the Program on
Non-Collegiate Sponsored Instruction, and the Statewide Testing and Assessment Center on behalf of its
student body. All program developments were guided by the College's central assumptions about adult needs.

Unlike the traditional age student, adults are not as free to conform to the instructional and service
delivery mode of a campus based institution. In consideration of the complexity and diversity of the adult
learner's lifestyle, educational opportunities should be appropriate to their varied needs and must free the
student, in as much as is possible, from the logistical barriers of time and location. The College had provided
services and distance learning opportunities tha' relied heavily on the telephone and postal systems available
to minimize in-person requirements. Emerging as potential tools of direct impottance in reducing time and
location barriers were telecommunications and computer technologies.

As early as 1982, staff at Thomas Edison State College were beginning to formulate plans for the
assimilation of technology and education into a comprehensive dimension of service. With vision for the
future and a commitment to innovation in mind, the College added another principle to its mission statement;
" ...to create educational systems built around contemporary technology..." that would provide educational
opportunities including information, modes of academic support, and access to instruction.

III. Strategic Plan and Funding: The Origin of the Project

The Strategic Plan
Seeking to implement its new ideas for educational technology on behalf of the adult learner runt

respond to the Governor of New Jersey's challenge for mission appropriate excellence, the College spent a
considerable amount of time developing its submission to the Department of Higher Education. The strategic
plan submitted may be viewed as a statement of the College's critical review of its operational plans in
preparation for continued growth and the incorporation of the Computer Assisted Lifelong Learning Networkproject.

Thomas Edison State College's plan was formulated by reviewing the principles of its mission, the
assumptions of its philosophy, the objectives of its operational plan, investigating strengths and weaknesses,
and identifying characteristics of excellence in addition to a critical assessment of the degree to which those
characteristics could enhance College programs and services. The resulting plan outlined a three pronged
approach to niaintaining excellence; Enhancement of Operational Strategy, including efficiencies in
administrative and student records computing; Support through Special Projects Implementatioo, including
improved services to corporate clients; and, Support for the Computer Assisted Lifelong Learning Network, aproject to expand and enhance educational opportunity through the use of technology. While the operational
strategy and support through special projects implementation summaries were by no means a comprehensive
list of institutional concerns, they were sufficient within the strategic plan to demonstrate institutional health
and strength of purpose, and are dealt with here only in so far as they relate directly to the central proposal
for the Computer Assisted Lifelong Learning project.

Proposal and Funding for the Computer Assisted Lifelong Learning Network
Thomas Edison State College's proposal to the Department of Higher Education was approved anti

funded for $1.8 million. The proposal represented a two part submission containing the "Computer Assisted
Lifelong Learning Network: A Project for Excellence", which spelled out the plans for the project, and the
"Strategic Plan for Excellence'', which outlined how this central project and the College's operatonal planwould serve the mission of the College to further demonstrate its vision and excellence. The Computer
Assisted Lifelong Learning Network project, better known under the acronym of CALL, wa3 thus launched onits initial development path.

The CALL proposal identified three major components to be developed: the infrastructure which
would provide the tecluiical backbone and various on-line services; Guided Study courses on CALL toprovide on-line educational aids; and, Diagnostic examinations for on-line pre-tests for the College's for-credit testing program. The CALL systems would allow users equipped with a PC to dial-in to the CALL
Network and take advantage ofdiagnostic testing, a "Simulated Classroom" of Guided Stury courses, andother services stemming from the infrastructure development such as information data bases, on-line
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registration and payment of fees, correspondence with various College staff, and read-only access to student

program plans and financial records.
The concept of CALL was intended to: reduce time and location barriers by using

telecommunications and computer technologies to offer a fourth dimension of access virtually 24 hours a day

from a student's home or workplace; enhance learning opportunity by providing aids, such as electronic class

discussions, that were previously unavailable to distance learners; and, empower learners through access to

CALL's consolidation of administrative and academic seivices.

Institutional Implementation of the Strategic Plan

Various institutional commitments were made to fulfil the strategic plan for excellence. In

preparation for the College's CALL project, all student records were consolidated and transferred to an

upgraded computer system. Three mini-computers were purchased and installed in a distributed system

configuration to house these documents, and an automated transcript evaluation system was written in-house

to accommodate the specific needs of the College. These additions reduced the amount of time that transcript

evaluators and academic advisors spent in locating physical student record documents, aiding in the

realization of the efficiencies in administrative and student records computing called for in the strategic plan.

Those additions also prepared the administrative computing system for the generation of specific reports

(program plans and billing records) that would be available to the student using CALL. All college staff were

provided with a terminal, a log-on identification to provide access to computing resources relevant to their job

function and to the new student records system, and training.

IV. Project Development: Building and Managing the Project
Project management plans were clearly articulated in the proposal. A Project Management Team

was identified, and included three component directors and four other upper management college staff. The

component directors would oversee development of the three project components: Infrastructure, Guided

Study, and Diagnostic Testing. The College's Vice President for Academic Affairs was identified as the

Project Director and Project Management Team Chair. An external panel of experts was selected and they

convened on a regular basis to oversee progress, critique where appropriate, and evaluate the work of the

Project Management Team in satisfaction of the proposal requirements.
The Infrastructure component, which essentially represented the technical base of the delivery

system, was managed by the Director of Management Information Systems. This director was responsible for

the hardware, software, telecommunications, and related administrative aspects of building the infrastructure.

The Guided Study component would be developedby the Director of the Center for Directed Independent

Adult Learning. This component director was responsible for the pedagogic and administrative aspects of the

Guided Study courses offered through CALL, The Diagnostic Examinations component development was

managed by the Director of Test Development and Research who was responsible for test content

development and the concerns of its diagnostic capacity.
'The project management team specified in the proposal was a workable and successful arrangement

for the development phase. During the first year of public release, however, the consensus of the team was

that a broader and more comprehens!ve organizational arrangement was indicated to address the added

complexities of public release and future developmental directions. The College is currently in the process of

studying this issue.

The Infrastructure
Preliminary feasibility studies for the CALL Network through an independent consultant had

identified the major components of the infrastructure. New Jersey Educational Computing Network

(NJECN), a timesharing organization originally created to furnish the State of New Jersey with reliable and

affordable computing resources, would provide mainframe power and support the front end requirements for

telecommunications. The software package CONTACT would reside on the mainframe and provide

electronic mail and conferencing facilities for communications and course related purposes. NJECN would

provide a staff consultant to draft the code necessary for a user to dial into the mainframe and access various

services, and would assist in the establishment of software and hardware components necessary to build the

Network. To reduce the cost of accessing the NJECN computhig facility, where the bulk of CALL services
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would reside, an X.25 packet data network carrier would be utilized, thus reducing the connection from a
potential long distance New Jersey call to one placed through the student's most local node.

A link between the College's administrative computing system and NJECN would be established to
provide users with specific administradve functions. M.I.S. staff selected a relatively recently developed
protocol that supports a level of communication between different types of computers: TCP/1P (transmission
control protocol/internet protocol). As the CALL systems would rely on tasks reqtdring the interaction of
separate computing facilities, TCP/IP would be the common protocol that would allow computers of three
different manufacturers to communicate. In essence, then, the CALL systems comprise the CALL Network,
which primarily serves enrolled students, and the CALL Public Bulletin Board, intended primarily for non-
enrolled students.

Because of security concerns that restricted the use the CALL Network timeshared computing
facilities, the College arranged that a public bulletin board system provide access to those CALL services that
were primarily designed to assist prospective students or those who are interested in knowing more about
Thmas Edison State College. Referred to as the CALL Public Bulletin Board, this system provides the
general information and methods of earning credit sections, allows electronic mail communication between
users and the College's Office of Admissions Services, has the on-line Application to the College and
payment of fee service, allows for the downloading of select documents to the user's PC, provides a bulletin
board of news items, and has a provision for providing the CPT's.

A decision was made very early in the development process to insulate the student as much as
possible from the complexities of the technical platform, that is, CALL software would be developed in such
a way as to relieve :he user from the responsibility of operating or learning how to use CONTA(.7, the
mainframe's operating system, file transfer utilities, modem protocol settings, etc. user interface was
developed so that from the user's point of view, the CALL systems were little more difficult to use than an
automatic teller machine. Almost completely menu driven, with the exception of the text editors, the CALL
systems require no more than the selection of an option with a single keypress, or the entering of a filename.

Guided Study Courses on CALL
The Guided Study program at Thomas Edison State College provides students with semester based

independent learning courses. Students receive a course syllabus and various learning materials, usually a
combination of basic texts, video material, and learning guides. Course mentors assess academic progress
through written assignments, which are sent through the postal system, and examinations are proctored at
various sites. The CALL Network provides Guided Study students and mento-s with an alternate and speedier
communication system through the use of electronic mail. Through this system, course assignments and
messages of inquiry are exchanged. To draft messages and assignments, students may use their own ASCII
format editor, or use the "Mail Writer" provided in the Network software.

To reduce the isolation often felt by the independent distance learner, the CALL Network also
provides electronic class discussions. Supplementing the course learning materials, a class discussion topic isposed by the mentor. Students participate in the discussion by reading the topic and the discussion entries,
and then submitting an entry of their own. Mentors monitor, guide, and participate in the discussion as
necessary. Class discussion participation can be voluntary, or required and graded as an assignment.

Diagnostic Testing on CALL
Similar to CLEP examinations, Thomas Edison State College has its own testing program termed

TECEP (Thomas Edison College Examination Program). To facilitate preparation for taking a TEC'EP test,
the Office of Testing and Assessment has developed an hierarchically organized testing structure that serves
as a diagnostic tool in preparation for taking the actual TECEP test. The diagnostic tests, termed CPT's
(Computerized Predictor Tests) are short tests that sample a user's knowledge of a TECEP subject area. The
CPTs are optional TECEP pre-tests that can be used to familiarize the user with the TECEP question format,
and are predictive tools that report the user's score for comparison with a provided range of scores and their
associated probability of success on the formal TECEP examination. The process of familiarization helps
students to overcome some of the test anxiety that often accompanies those returning students who have
become far removed from the testing process. Their predictive nature is important to those who would
benefit from some objective feedback regarding their readiness for testing in the subject area.
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Additional Services
In addition to the Guided Study on CALL courses and diagnostic testing, the CALL Network

proposal included plans for the inclusion of a service that would provide general information about the
College and its various methods of earning credit. Students would also be able to view their academic
program plan, the preliminary spadework for which was provided by the computerization of students records.
Another additional service would be an on-line application to the College with a provision for the payment of
the application fee with a major credit card.

The technological infrastructure provides a vehicle for delivering all CALL services to students.
Taking advantage of the electronic mail components that were drafted to allow communicP.ion between
Guided Study on CALL students and their course mentors, the College broadened the service base by
providing electronic communication between CALL users and a few of the involved College offices such as
the Advisement, Registrar, and Bursar's Offices.

CALL Network development proceeded, for the most part, in accordance with the schedule provided
in the proposal with the exception of a delay of one year, extending the original three year projection to a four
year project. This extra year was realized through delays in the timesharing organization's implementation of
equipment requirements, and the resignation and subsequent replacement of the consultant initially
responsible for code generation.

The project's overall technical strategy was also largely intact at the close of the developmental
period, with a few exceptions. Components such as the CPT's, and the general information and methods of
earning credit sections, originally targeted for mainframe residence, were brought to the PC kvel to minimize
expenses associated with on-line access and to t.ke advantage of the PC's enhanced capability !o provide an
attractive display. Text editor facilities were incorporated into the array of CALL Network services as a
"Mail Writer" to aid students in the preparation of messages and assignments.

V. Implementation: Releasing and Managing the Project

Preparing the Project for Release
Use of the CALL Network during the development period was restricted and it was essentially

released in phases. ending in full public release in the fall of 1990. These general phases were: site bound
release; controlled release; and public release. Each phase contained smaller sub-phases that would
progressively test the reliability and efficacy of system components as they were deIeloped. Testing at sub-
phase levels provided a feedback loop that allowed the development team to solicit user's reactions and
suggestions, and to incorporate modifichtions into the development process.

The College's Ceater for Corporate and Public Partnerships provided initial contact and liaison
activities between outside professional establishments and the College to provide a testing "site" environment
that would allow the College to test the first components while providing on-site equipment Pm] a waiver of
Guided Study course fees to the site's employees. This mutually beneficial relationship was crucial to early
CALL Network development constituting the primordial soup, so to speak, from which refinements to the
user interface, presentation organization, and supporting facilities (extra gadgets) emerged. Defined here only
briefly, the user interface comprised: the conventions and rules that address how users see and operate the
software syste m; the presentation organization that was imposed to govern how users understand the different
options and how they work separately and together in the CALL systems; and supporting facilities that
included items such as a directory listing, text editor templates (boiler plates, or blank forms), and a
download/print facility so that students could read and study the contents of a class discussion off-line.

Initial components included an installation progrin, automakd dial-in procedure, a text editor,
Guided Study on CALL , and the information packages (General information, and Methods of Earning
Credit). These components were not all released at once; rather, they 'Nem provided and supported as
development progressed.

The code for the CPT's was developed by NJECN's consultant in a preliminary form that did not
allow the user to view any scoring or prediction. This allowed the College's Office of Testing and
Development to use various normally scheduled TECEP testing sites to run the CPT's in conjunction with the
TECEP test, thereby obtaining, from those who volunteered to take both tests, data for use in establishing the



reliability of the CPT's as predictors of TECEP performance. The CPT code will be enhanced to report a

prediction based on the user's score, and released for public use, when reliability testing is complete.

The second testing phase, a "controlled release" was a less restricted setting for testing of the Guided

Study on CALL component. Specific student groups were selected and Guided Study on CALL was offered

only to members ot that group. The primary difference between the first and second phases involved the

location of the PC and the type of support provided for the user. Whereas in the first phase all equipment

was site bound and user support was provided through organized instruction provided by the developers, the

second phase required that users have access to their own PC's and support was provided through a user

manual and telephone support through the CALL Network Technical Support Center (CNTSC). This

represented, to a large extent, a shift in the testing from the system's basic nuts and bolts to overall efficacy as

a remotely supported product capable of its role in delivering distance educational aids and services.

The CNTSC was established to provide remote support for users of the CALL systems. Maintained

by the College's Management Information Systems CALL Network staff, it provides telephone

communication with staff during working hours and voice mail after business hours. Voice mail seems to

lend more of an "electronic" flavor to the support of an electronic system and provides the very real benefit of

providing on-call support after business hours as staff can collect and respond to messages from their homes

in the event of a particularly busy period.

Project Support
All CALL project components were 6eveloped and tested in preparation for the last review of the

Challenge Grant Review Team and suhsequent public release of the CALL systems. As the final review

heralded the end of the grant funded development, the CALL project was institutionalized, thus incorporating

financial support for CALL into the College's budget. In addition, institutional preparations involved

procedures to provide user and staff support, application procedures, printed information, and marketing. In

general, support for the CALL systems followed the project management scheme with the project director

responsible for global support, and component directors responsible for more local concerns. As the

infrastructure represents the technical vehicle through which all components are accessed, support has tended

to become centralized in the MIS Department. The Associate Director for MIS Educational Technology is

the departmental project manager for infrastructure development. Most support has thus, by default, become

the charge of the Associate Director for MIS Educational Technology. Specific MIS user support

mechanisms involve a few areas; direct contact through telephone and e-mail communication; training; and

user manuals for reference.
Telephone support is crucial and is often the only means open to a user during the time it takes to set

CALL up on their PC. The CNTSC was created for such contingencies. Staffed by MIS CALL personnel, it

has taken roughly 61 calls since public release in September 1991. All calls are reported on a "problem
report" and reviewed periodically. Through this method we can assess mem that present difficulty to users

and respond with enhancements if appropriate. Most calls to the Center are inquiries concerning installation

and set-up of CALL on the user's PC. E-mail messaging to the Center is used much less frequently and will

often contain suggestions about the system or reports of difficulties or questions that are somewhat incidental,

for example, a question on how to fonnat a document using the text editor. The word "users" has been used

to refer to the College's student and prospective student constituency and does not include staff. However,

support for staff is also a necessity; consequently, the Center answers staff inquiries also.
Formal training is provided for staff although it is not provided for users in general. Because the

student body using CALL is geographically widely disbursed, on site training is not a feasible option.
Training tapes or computer based training are possible but have not been opted for thus far as CALL is quite

easy to use, and the user manual included in CALL's distributable package is comprehensive. The consensus
of users seems to be that CALL is easier to use than it is t:o install and set-up. Installation and set up require

that the user have a basic familiarity with their PC and its operating system, and any gaps in this familiarity

show up quickly at this time.
A CALL overview and training session for all College staff was provided prior to public release, and

attendance at the training was mandatory. This compulsory session was extremely important in fostering a

wide reaching and consistent platform for launching CALL. Subsequent review/update sessions have been
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held periodically to support individual programs and departments according to their particular involvement
with CALL. Printed handouts of each session's content are always prepared and circulated.

Training for Guided Study on CALL course mentors is provided by the Director of the Center for
DIAL with assistance from the CNTSC staff. More intensive training fs necessary for mentors as their role as
instructors is much more active. Pedagogic issues are covered in this tyie of training with emphasis on the
creation of electronic class discussions and the participation of students.

User manuals for the CALL Network were written in-house. The component modularity of the
Network was mirrored in the manual, and each component is explained in detail. The manual's beginning
sections covering "getting started" are meant to be read carefully, while the remaining component sections are
primarily for reference. There is a Student and Mentor version of the manual for ti e CALL Network, and a
user manual for the public bulletin board is currently in progress.

Applications and administrative procedures to support CALL were prepared as were explanatory
materials such as graphic slide show and a CALL brochure. In addition, the College's Prospectus, Catalog,
and other brochures weir updated with CALL information.

The same process of constructing supporting mechanisms for the CALL systems is applied to the
individual components so that departmental or programmatic specific concerns were handled by the program
sponsoring the CALL component. For example, while applications for the CALL Network are processed by
the CNTSC , registration for Guided Study on CALL courses is the responsibility of the Center for Directed
Independent Adult Learning.

Public Release
The CALL Public Bulletin Board was released for public use in August of 1990 followed by the

CALL Network release in September of 1990. Enrollment and use of the CALL systems has grown steadily
with the release of college printed materials that reference CALL. The CALL Public Bulletin Board
presently handles roughly 50 calls per month and has accommodated 176 new users as of this writing. Usage
data has indicated that users are consistently most interested in reading bulletin board items and using the
information packages.

There are presently 69 registered users of the CALL Network . The CNTSC receives and processes
an average of about 6 CALL Network applications per month. CALL Network users have access to the
inlbrmation packages, Guided Study on CALL, and an Academic Services section. Within the Academic
Services section, user activity for the first year included 76 e-mail messages to the Advisement Center, 21 e-
mail messages to the Registrar's Office, 12 e-mail messages to the Bursar's Office, 224 requests for a copy of
a program plan, and 57 requests for a copy of a billing record.

As was outlined above, very little direct marketing, recruiting, or training was done at the time of
public release. Information about CALL was primarily disseminated as additional material written into the
College's publications, and a CALL brochure is mailedto each new student along with the standard new
student materials. This cautious marketing approach was primarily borne out of a desire to address personnel
support needs before inviting potentially unmanageable enrollment. The College is presently conducting a
study to determine, based on the first year's activity, its organizational and personnel needs.

Much of CALL's development to this point has been based on several assumptions. Access to a
consolidation of services from a single point ofentry is assumed to be convenient. Providing access from
7:00 am to 12:00 midnight as CALL does is also assumed to broaden service availability. The College's task
from this point will be to enhance, refine, and addservices that will further CALL's positive impact on its
students.

VI. Cautions and Unexpected Expenses: Lessons Learned

Network Management Concerns
One of the most expensive aspects of supporting the CALL systems from a management information

systems perspective is that of managing and maintaining the telecommunications and networking connections
that comprise the "network" backbone through which services are delivered to the user.

For example, the public data netv.ork arrangemem miginally adopted to provide X.25 service was
the most cost effective method available. This arrangement involves the central host computer's connection
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to a local area Bell X.25 service which takes care of all local calls and becomes the conduit to the computer
host for all calls provided by another wide area X.25 service. While a wide area X.25 carrier could make a
connection directly to the computer host and bypass the local Bell service, the cost of this type of connection
is significantly greater than the formerly mentioned more circuitous route. However, it has been our
experience that the circuitous arrangement has been a difficult one from which to provide reliable and timely
service as there appears to be much finger pointing when problems arise. This situation was most certainly
aggravated by two successive transfers of ownership involving the CALL Network's wide area X.25 carrier.

Public data network carriers also supply a list of telephone numbers that provide access to their
network and one or more sign-Pt, sequences that are used to access the host or Puget system, in this case the
CALL Network. As the CAL .. work software includes an automated dial-in piece, the code written for
that piece must stay current with the carrier's sign-on sequences. It should also be mentioned that those
sequences are sometimes eN3entially generic examples of the sign-on messages, so writing ccide that will wait
to see a local "connect complete" message may be tricky if the connect message in another area of the country
really appears as "now connected" or "hello". In addition, carriers periodically update their telephone lists,
adding or deleting telephone numbers as necessary, and consequently any PC or user manual resident lists
must also be updated. In short, it is prudent to budget time, personnel, and resources for routine updating.

The TCP/IP connections also proved to be another area of expense. As this protocol is rather cutting
edge, and consequently somewhat new, the vendor supported software may not be as highly refined as would
be a mature software.product. Anomalies may be present and may add complexity to development. There is
almost always a way around such difficulties, but work-arounds do have some added cost component.

Certain problems were encountered with the automated dial-in process. The CALL Network
software operates with Hayes and compatible modems, and those modems in turn require voice-grade, analog
telephone lines. It is apparently the case that some digital telephone systems (PBX's), as are encountered
frequently in office buildings, do not behave at the technical level as analog lines do. Consequently, the
CALL Network's automated dial-in process works wonderfully in residential homes yet frequently can not
make a connection through office building phone systems.

A word of caution is worth mentioning here about the development of the technical platform under
which a system like CALL would run, and it is in all probability no great revelation. In general, complicated
applications require sophisticated equipment. Therefore, if the objective of a system is to deliver wide access
to many users, make sure that the technical platform runs on equipment that many users have. In thinking
about the many configurations of equipment, the task should be to find the lowest common denominator.

Cutting edge development usually carries the expenses and problems associated with forging new
territory: there will be few established points of reference or comparison; extra time is needed to smooth and
fix extraordinary concerns; creativity, patience, ant persistence are essential; needed or desired tools have not
been invented yet, etc.

CALL Usage Concerns
The CALL Network user manual was necessarily written based on the assumption that the users were

responsible for and knowledgeable about their equipment, In practice, many users are not very
knowledgeable. About half of the calls placed to the CNTSP are from users who do not understand their
personal computer, modem, or operating system let alone any other technical complexities. This places the
CNTSC in something of a quandary in offering technical support. As CALL is well automated, simple to use,
and nonproblematic once installed, it has been to date considered reasonable to spend a few minutes helping
inexperienced users get started.

On the other hand, although much less often, experienced users sometimes become frustrated with
the boundaries imposed upon them by CALL's automation. The development of an "expert mode" is
currently under consideration.

CALL is most useful and advantageous to users when they are actively directing the process, for
example sending e-mail, browsing though information, creating an assignment, or requesting a billing record.
The advantages are that CALL is fast and easy to use, it is available nearly all day, it allows users to easily
save their written (thus documented) correspor knee. CALL is not, however, as advantageous when the user
is passive and waiting for e-mail messages. Users do not know if they have mail unless they turn on the
computer and access CALL to find out. Unlike the telephone system which rings so users can hear a caller,
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or the postal system where users see their mail, CALL does not have a sensory cueing system that can easily
alert the user that mail has been received. Although the system will display a "mail waiting" message, the
user must first power up their PC and use CALL to dial-in to their mailbox, a process of at least a few
minutes. If there is no new mail, that process can be frustrating.

VII. Project Future: New Initiatives

Strengthening the Infrastructure
Just prior to the completion of the Challenge grant funded portion of CALL development, the

College was awarded a $400,000. grant from Digital Equipment Corporation. Ibis award would provide for
the acquisition of VAX equipment and the migration of the CALL systems to a VAX platform. Through this

migration, computing facilities will become owned, housed, and maintained by the College as opposed to the
present time-sharing operation. CALL thus becomes more directly controlled by the development staff.

The largest advantage to be realized will be a significant increase in the "strength" of the technical
infrastructure. While maintaining systems in house will naturally incur some new costs, timesharing expenses
will disappear, and without iterating each particular nuance of a cost and bneflts analysis, the College will be
enabled to accelerate the rate and quality of new development.

Broadening Services
The services currently available on CALL (version one) represent the initial development efforts to

establish the College's CALL program. As such, the program is still in its infancy stages. Version two of
CALL will contain enhancenv..mts that were conceived to be relatively easy to achieve in the process of the
system migration from the lime-shared facility to the in-house VAX platform. Services provided by
electronic mail, file transfe:, and conferencing components will be expandeci to include more offices of the
College.

The migration and development that will result in CALL version two will also include a major new
feature termed the "portable classroom". This concept is designed to meet the needs of many of the College's
corporate and public clients who differ from the individual student in their need to provide on-site training to
groups of students. In this type of scenario, any interested outside agency would lease from the College the
portable classroom system which provides on site computing resources, up to16 terminals, and a high-speed
direct connection to the CALL Network. Thus a business establishment, for example, would be able to
sponsor on-site CALL access to offer employees a Guided Study course on Business Management.

Another exciting addition planned for the Network is Internet access. The Internet is a global
computer network designed for, and cooperatively managed by, research and education principles. Students

will be able to use Internet resources for access to on-line library catalogs, data bases, scientific instrument
usage, supercomputing facilities, and e-mail access to other Internet users. Eventually, the CALL Network
itself will be accessible through the Internet as an Internet resource.

Version two of the CALL Network, with its enhancements as briefly described above, will further
CALL's mission to empower users and to expand their access to educational opportunities.
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AN EXPERIMENT IN THE REORGANIZATION OF
LIBRARY AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES

AT A LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE

Thomas Moberg and Anne Ponder
Kenyon College

Gambier
tYlio

This paper describes a management experiment designed to knit the Kenyon
College library to the academic program and information technology

ganization in a new operational structure. After years of library
management problems, Kenyon is redesigning the future of the library as a
collaborative project among the academic and information technology
divisions. A five person oversight committee is managing the library while
redefining its future role. 'The overall goals are to define the future role of
the library, re-establish the library as central to the academic program,
create an organizational structure which promotes cooperation between the
academic and information technology divisions, and create a new
institutional understanding about information as a strategic asset.
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After years of management problems, Kenyon College by the spring of 1991 was faced
with serious problems in and with its librar y. In addition to the challenges which all small
college academic libraries are experiencing, the Kenyon College library had become
disconnected from institutional budget and planning processes; library automation was
virtually complete but few benefits of that implementation had been realized; the Library
Director had resigned; and there had been negative external evaluations of the library.
Disruptive or obstructive habits among the library staff were common. There was a
communications chasm between the library and the faculty and other academic
administrative personnel. The range and depth of these difficulties reduced the daily work
of the library staff to merely coping, responding when possible to specific requests. Also,
certain responsibilities of the library, particularly audio/visual and other departments
responsible for non-print resources which rely on distributed technology and equipment, had
been ascribed a second class citizenship, as the library staff understood both prestige and
budget allocation. The environment in the library was felt and described as both hostile

and lethargic.

What Kenyon College, long respected as a high quality liberal arts college with a
distinguished reputation in the humanities, needed in its library was a sea change. The
senior administration wanted to position the library at the center of the academic program,
with the capacity to meet the challenge of rapid changes in libraries and information. We
wanted to make sure that the library would not be left out of institutional strategic planning
and the next capital campaign, a loss which might confound the library and the quality of
the educational program at Kenyon permanently. After having spent over $500,000 on
library automation, Kenyon needed to find the advantages which automation can and should
afford the library and the academic program. We wanted to provide some influential and
credible leadership for the library. We wanted to respond to the concerns raised by
external evaluators in the most advantageous and constructive ways. We wanted the
personnel in the library to revel in their tasks and glory in their accomplishments, making
the library a place on campus where scholars, students and teachers alike, wanted to be.
We wanted the extent to which technology has both assisted and altered the ways that
libraries fill their role to be understood, as a function central to the academic mission of the
college. We wanted the library's administrative structure to be in harmony with Kenyon's
somewhat unique collegiate administrative organization. We recognized that the quality of
the library, including its adaptability to the future, could be one of the hallmarks of quality
or a serious flaw in a liberal arts college of the 21st century.

In order to intervene swiftly in problems which the library was experiencing, Kenyon's
senior administration decided to design the future of the library as a collaborative project
among the academic and information technology divisions. In March, 1991, following the
resignation of the Library Director, Kenyon's President appointed a group of four people,
three senior administrators and the chair of the faculty, to serve as an oversight committee
for two years to manage the library and plan its future. Some background on Kenyon
College and its organizational structure will help explain the rationale for this unique
management arrangement.
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Kenyon College is a distinctive, highly selective, undergraduate, liberal arts college in
Gambier, Ohio. A splendid faculty of 127 FTE (full time equivalents) teaches 1500
students, all of whom are traditional college age students who live on campus. As the
means to education in the liberal arts, Kenyon offers co nes in traditional disciplines of the
fine arts, the humanities, the natural sciences and the social sciences, and in
interdisciplinary fields. Seminars, lectures, laboratory and studio courses, and collaborative
and independent work are conducted in well equipped, comfortable settings. A n annual
operating budget of 35 million with an endowment of similar size plus gifts and grants to
the college provide the financial parameters within which the library, the academic
program, and information and computing services are managed.

For the past year, Kenyon's administrators, faculty, students, trustees, and alumni have
been participating in a comprehensive strategic planning process. The resulting clarity
about mission, goals, and objectives will provide a guide to priorities and achievable plans
for the current decade.

Kenyon's basic administrative structure is a President-Cabinet model. The President has
divided responsibility for management of the college into six administrative divisions, each
headed by a person or persons who report directly to the President. The divisions, and
their respective heads, are as follows:

Academic
Admissions
College Relations
Finance
Information & Computing Services
Student Affairs

Provost; Academic Dean
Dean of Admissions
Vice President for Development
Vice President for Finance
Vice President for ICS
Dean of Students

The Academic division of the college is led jointly by the Provost and the Academic Dean.
The Provost is responsible for academic department budgets, faculty hiring, evaluation and
development, and until recently, oversight of the library. The Academic Dean works with
academic facilities and equipment, curriculum, planning, and oversees various academic
support departments, including the Registrar's Office and the Off-Campus Studies Program.
The Provost and the Academic Dean work closely together within the division, and
cooperate and collaborate with the Vice President for Information and Computing Services
on many issues of joint concern.

The Kenyon College library is housed in the Olin-Chalmers building, a spacious, well
designed facility at the center of the historic, academic core of the campus. Approximately
5.1% of Kenyon's educational and general expenditures is budgeted annually for the
library. The staff of the library is 20.75 FTE, excluding student employees. Library
holdings include more than 285,000 volumes plus 300,000 other documents and audio-
visual items. The services growing most rapidly in the library are interlibrary loan and on-
line searching. Although the library has many strengths, recent evaluations by the North
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Central accreditation group and a consulting team hired by the college expressed concern
about management problems in the library.

In 1988, Kenyon combined the previously separate academic and administrative computing
departments into a new division, Information & Cc nputing Services (ICS). A new Vice
Presidential position, reporting to the President, was created to develop and lead ICS.
After three years of growth, ICS has a broad, collegiate mission which covers all aspects of
information technology. ICS provides management, coordination and direct support for
academic computing, administrative computing, on and off campus networking, library
automation, office automation, information technology grant activities, technical services
for equipment, microcomputer sales, and purchasing of all computing equipment and
supplies. In addition, ICS staff members are involved in strategic and tactical planning for
audio and video services, telecommunications, institutional research, college budgets, and
college facilities. ICS has a staff of 20 FTE and a budget which is about 4.5% of the
college's educational and general expenditures.

Since 1985, Kenyon has invested $3,200,000 to develop an information technology
infrastructure. The college now has a full campus Ethernet and FDDI network which
includes ample central computing resources, desk top computing for all faculty and nearly
all staff, one computing access device for about every nine students (with the devices
located in student residences, public clusters, the library, classrooms, laboratories, and
studios), and access to the Internet for all members of the campus community. Network
and telephone wiring is nearly completed to every student residence hall room. The library
automation system (DRA) has been operational since 1990 and is accessible from any
network access point. Nearly all faculty, staff and students use the college's computing and
networking resources every week. The North Central accreditation group recently cited
Kenyon as having outstanding information technology services and facilities.

Although the library historically has been part of the academic division, the Information &
Computing Services division is responsible for supporting and developing the library
automation program. The patterns of strong cooperation between the academic and ICS
divisions, along with a general inclination to find the most efficient, effective way to
organize information services at the college, led the President to create a high-level
management team to oversee library operations and develop a long-range plan for the role
and structure of the library rather than simply conduct a search for another permanent
Director. In this key transition period, the President felt it was important to maximize
cooperation between the divisions involved in information technology services and to take
full advantage of the management skills of all academic leaders. For the past ten months,
the oversight committee has been managing the library while redefining its future role.

The original library'oversight committee was composed of four Senior Staff members
(Provost, Academic Dean, Vice President for Information & Computing Services, and
Chair of the Faculty). In July, the oversight committee expanded itself to a group of five --
called the Quintet, with intentional allusion to the possibilities of harmony in instrumental
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quintets -- with the appointment of two-year Interim Director. These five persons, three
men and two women, include academic leaders who have worked at the college as long as a
quarter of a century (Provost) and as short as three years (Academic Dean). The Chair of
the Faculty, though not an administrator, is a full professor elected to that post. In that
role he is present and involved at the highest levels of collegiate planning and decision
making.

The members of the Quintet, none of whom have a formal background in library science,
bring a wide variety of interesting academic perspectives to the library situation. The
Provost is an historian (British and European history) who has just published a book on the
history of baseball. The Vice President for Information & Computing Services is a
statistician, whose work in the collection and analysis of data (and his ability to build
structures such as decks and repair machines such as bicycles) has contributed to his
expertise in the areas of computing and information technology. The Academic Dean is a
PhD in English whose interests stray to film criticism and detective fiction and whose
administrative experience includes work with strategic planning, Honors programs, and
negotiation projects. The Chair of the Faculty is a classicist who also teaches in Women's
and Gender Studies and is expert in analyzing human behavior and group dynamics. The
Interim Director of the Libraries is an alum, one of the first women graduates of Kenyon
(which became coeducational in 1969), who majored in history and, while a student
employee of the library, measured available shelf space. What this disparate group has in
common is that none among them has remained in the same field in which they began. The
multiplicity of perspectives, the lively discourse, is part of the fun of what we do. It ata is
a central strength of this collaborative model. Of course, these differences can be a source
of frustration as translation is sometimes necessary.

The work of the Quintet is heavily dependent on electronic communication, via E-mail and
materials which are exchanged over the campus network. In addition, the Quintet meets
biweekly, with intervening meetings of twos and threes of the team to work on specific
projects. Each member of the Quintet, assigned as a match to talent and skill, has at least
one sphere in which each represents the rest. For example, the Interim Director is
responsible for day to day library business; the Vice President for Information &
Computing Services works with the Interim Director on budget construction; the Academic
Dean is outlining an organizational management structure for the consideration of the
Quintet and the Library staff. There is no practiced hierarchy within the Quintet;
responsibilities are shared.

More than one of us has mused that the work of the Quintet is a feminine rather than
masculiae model for working together. Our work is overtly collaborative and non
competitive. Both successes and difficulties are talked through. Our first project, even
before the Interim Director had been appointed, was to talk and listen to every person who
works in the library, without regard to the level or character of their responsibility. All of
us share responsibility for attending to our process, to the integrity of the Quintet. Our
consultation and communication has been extensive and inclusive, blurring the more
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ordinary distinctions between brainstorming, planning, and rethinbng. We have made
celebrations and retreats a habit of our work -- eating together, placing flowers on the
circulation staff desk the day we began to use on-line circulation system, talking over tea on
the lawn at one of our homes, etc. What this coffee clutch has in common is that we are,
at the best times, intelligent, articulate, good listeners. The Provost, initially skeptical
about whether this management structure would work, agreed in large measure because he
likes and has confidence in the persons involved. He also reports that in Quintet
deliberations he finds that he is consulting his feelings as much as he consults his judgment.
Similarly, Vice President Moberg and Academic Dean Ponder have some of our best ideas

on weekly noon runs. Whether this describes a feminine model or not, we are more likely

to value relationships over hierarchy and enabling the work of the team over individual
achievement. We are attentive to the possibility that this structure is most ambiguous to the
Interim Director, whose responsibilities are comparatively discrete and whose institutional
position is not permanent. Each of us feels a sense of competence and accomplishment
concerning this project and respects the talents of the others.

The first tasks of the Quintet were to intervene in personnel problems, reorganize budgets,
involve the library in institutional planning, design a long-term management structure, and
reinvigorate the staff. Longer range, the goals are to define the future role of the library at
Kenyon College, to prepare the library staff to receive a leader, to promote cooperation
between the academic and information technology divisions, to realize economies and
advantages which technology affords traditional and future library work, and to create a
more expansive institutional understanding about the role of the litvary in the academic
program and of information as a strategic asset.

Difficulties and obstructions within the Library staff were apparent in the individual
consultations from the initial stages of the project. The Quintet analyzed and characterized
these habits, then met with the entire Library staff to describe the problems and explain that
changes which would be required. We have labeled these negative behavioral patterns
"Chicken Little", "Dysfunctional Family", "I am an Island", and "Accuracy means you
never have to say you're sorry."

The "Chicken Little" story warns the populace that the sky is falling, a librarians' habit
perhaps borrowed from the faculty. Attention to one's agenda was summoned by calling a
few influential faculty members, alerting them to a disaster which was about to occur. The
resulting rumor, however unfounded, took both time and emotional energy, but reliably
focused attention, however unproductively, on a perceived problem. The example from this
year which still amuses us was the campus "Chicken Little" story about how Kenyon would
cease to be a repository for government dor aments. Several social scientists, department
chairs, and academic administrators were engaged for a few days assuring everyone that
such an action was not contemplated. This inciting to riot, we judge, was a result of the
library staff feeling disconnected from the manner in which decisions were made on an
institutional level. A similar example which exposed fears about change among the library
staff took the form of a recurrent rumor that, "the computer center would take over the

6
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library." What precisely would be taken overspace, budgets, positionswas a variable
feature introduced by each new teller of the tale, while each ignored the fact that Kenyondoes not even have a "computer center." (As described above, computing and information
resources at Kenyon are distributed and organized as a division). The Quintet politely
required more direct communication or complaint about each real issue and ruled out ofbounds the "Chicken Little" habit.

The "Dysfunctional Family" habit made interpersonal communication in the library
difficult. Enemies could be made by choosing eles, by becoming an ally of some third
party. Human relations depended on loyalty, rewarded inaction, and nourished grudges.
Similarly, patterns of responsibility within the "Dysfunctional Family" supported a
confusion between service and servitude, issues which were keenly felt by members of theprofessional staff who are women. Without ignoring the past, we asked that old loyalties
and grudges be set aside in favor of maldng the library as a whole a comfortable,
functionihg entity. We asked that individuals minimize the emotional construct they placedon their own actions and the actions of others, trusting others to perform their dutiesprofessionally. Refusivg to work with others was ruled out of bounds.

Closely related to the "Dysfunctional Family" is the "I am an Island" habit, which valuesseparation rather than cooperation. When "I am an Island" is invoked, one can adhererigidly to a formal work schedule, fill out time cards, take compensatory time for anyminutes worked beyond the nominal schedule, and refuse to help or enable a colleaguewhose work is different. As a consequence, tasks that would simplify or improve thelibrary but which were beyond the purview of one's own job were nobody's business.
Bottlenecks to efficiency known to everyone but for which no one took responsibility
abounded. Information and control, particularly authorization for budget lines, wasjealously guarded. The Quintet intervened in this pattern and informed the library staff thatcooperation would be valued and rewarded and that responsibility for the overall librarywas .shared. It is now no longer acceptable to say, "It's not my job."

Procedures which delight the tidy hearts of some librarians are dear habits. Accuracy andefficiency are conflicting goals, even though virtual flawlessness may be the epitome ofsome librarians' desires. "Accuracy means never having to say your sorry" or variously,"When you ask me to be flexible you're really asking me to be sloppy," seemed to befundamental to the training and habit of mind for many of the library staff. Each time abook was catalogued, the bibliographic record was double checked. Professional librarianswere filling out pre-acquisition cards and spending an inordinate amount of time checkingthem manually against books in print, holdings, and shelf lists, in order not to duplicate avolume which the library already owned. Such procedures contributed to a catalogingbacklog estimated at nine months, and convinced us that some of the procedures were moreaccurate than we could afford to be, particularly in the allocation of librarians' time. Eventhough the discovery and eradication of an esoteric error is a fundamentally appealingachievement, we have notified the library staff that rapid access to materials, reliableservice, a diminishing bacldog, and service to students and faculty who use the library are

t) 6
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more important.

Although Kenyon is not yet halfway through with this experiment in re-thinking and re-

engineering its library, a number of significant steps have been taken which have already

improved the functioning of the library. Some of the actions and decisions which have

been accomplished or are underway include the following:

(1) Each member of the Library staff has been interviewed. The staff interviews, analysis

of behavioral patterns, and subsequent discussions with the staff have produced some

positive changes, and at least, have made the staff more aware of how their habits have

been affecting the overall library environment.

(2) An Interim Director was appointed to a two-year term to handle the day-to-day

leadership and communication in the library.

(3) The process for converting the cataloging system from Dewey to Library of Congress

has been funded, and should be essentially completed during the 1992-93 fiscal year.

(4) Some library acquisitions are being routed through the college bookstore, leading to

significant savings in the materials budget.

(5) New patterns of consultation have been established with the faculty, via the Academic

Policy Committee, and with the library staff, via regular communication and gatherings.

(6) The internal library organizational structure is being analyzed and modified.

(7) For the first time in years, the library operating budget has been carefully analyzed and

redesigned to focus on new priorities and growth areas.

(8) The Quintet and other college staff members have been brainstorming about future

opportunities, reexamining all procedures, and trying to ask potentially interesting questions

about the role and future of the library (e.g., In what ways is a library like a bookstore and

vice versa?).

(9) Some budget savings have been realized through required institutional budget cuts in

library personnel.

(10) The college's special collections and aidlives, and their appropriate role in the future

of the library, are being analyzed.

(11) The Quintet and interested faculty have begun considering the present and future role

of audio/visual resources in the college's instructional program, along' with various models

for changing the management structure of audio/visual services.

8
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In the course of this two year experiment, the Quintet expects to coordinate the formulation
of a new mission statement and strategic plan for the library. We have deliberately
deferred this task until we have had more time to deal with short term problems and study
the situation in the library. However, the necessity to make a wide variety of short term
decisions has continually required us to raise questions about long range goals and
objectives for the library. While we haven't yet formalized our long range thinking in a
planning document, we find that some basic trends in library usage and our own sense of
important directions imply that a set of basic goals is emerging.

It seems clear that supporting and promoting excellent teaching and learning should be the
primary aim of the library in this liberal arts environment. Support for student research
will also be important, with support for faculty research a third priority. Librarians should
be actively involved in the college curriculum, through collaboration on course design andparticipation in classroom instruction. A key question to be answered is "How are the
differences between an undergraduate library at a liberal arts college and a research
university library apparent in the Kenyon library?"

The library staff should be able to spend more time in service areas (bibliographic
instruction, information literacy, support for the academic program) and less in
administrative work. The library staff structure should facilitate greater efficiency in
operations, which is likely to result in a smaller operational staff. The traditional technicalservices operation is likely to be the area most affected by a reorganization, particularly
after the conversion to the Library of Congress classification system.

Kenyon is seeing a dramatic growth in the use of non-print media, interlibrary loans, andon-line searching, trends which demand recognition. The college will have to providegreater support and resources in these areas, particularly as they enhance or change
pedagogical techniques and effectiveness. Provision of appropriate instructional spaces andequipment to facilitate teaching using electronic information resources will be required also.During the past decade, Kenyon (like most colleges) has spent about 60% of the librarybudget on personnel, 30% on materials, and 10% on operating expenses. In order tosupply resources in the growth areas, we will probably have to shift some funding frompersonnel to materials (for both access to and acquisition of print and non-print media).

The dazzling rate of change in networking, electronic publishing, copyright law, databaseavailability, inter-library cooperation, and library automation will present great challengesand offer great opportunities to the libraries of the future. It will be imperative to developlibrary administrative structures which are flexible and efficient, and to require and rewardlibrary staffs which are creative and adaptable. In the Kenyon context, it will also behighly desirable to establish an administrative structure for the library which will ensurecooperation between all departments involved in information technology services.

9
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TRACK VII
NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND

APPLICATIONS MANAGEMENT

Coordinator: James Scanlon

The pace of technological change is quickening. The information professional has a whole host of
new tools available for new application development: fourth generation programming languages,
distributed and relational databases, image processing, and CD-ROM available for new application
development. Institutions of higher education are both users and drivers of new technologies. In
developing new technologies it is important not only to choose the appropriate technology but to find
the application which will best use a technology.

Proper matching of technology and application can be critical to the success of an information
management organization and ultimately to the college or university it serves. The ingredients of
successful applications development projects are of value to other information managers. Papers in
this track should help IT professionals learn how to keep up with their rapidly changing field.
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Executive/Decision Support Syste:.1

Chuck Shomper
Assistant Vice President, Information Technology

Linsey Williams
Director, Management Information Systems

University of Missouri System
Columbia, Missouri

The University of Missouri acknowledges the value of information to support decision
makers of the institution. With its multi-campus, decentralized environment and existing
inventory of non-relational operational systems, the University is implementing a system
for decision support and for executive information through a joint venture with the IBM
corporation. The system utilizes data extracted from the operational system that is placed
into a relational "data warehouse."

This presentation will include how the projects' idea was fostered. We will review the role
of key University executives and the collaborative effort of the University staff and IBM.The information retrieval and presentation, particularly ad hoc requests, will also he
discussed. The changes made possible with the application of appropriate tools, suchas the Data Interpretation System (DIS) and Executive Decisions VM, will be highlighted.
The role that the networked PS/2s, file servers and host components play in the delivery
of charts, graphs and tables will be presented.
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I. Background

The University of Missouri, established in 1839, was the first state university west of the

Mississippi River. In 1862, the University of Missouri became a land-grant institution.

Today, the University is comprised of four unique campuses - Kansas City, Rolla, St.

Louis and Columbia, along with Extension and System Administration.

The total enrollment for Fall 1991 was 57,100, with roughly 75% undergraduates and 25%

graduate and professional students. In addition, there are about 7,500 teaching and

research staff along with about 12,000 service, support and administrative personnel.

The Chancellors are responsible for the operation of their respective campuses, and they

report to the President who is responsible for the operation of the University. Information

about the students, staff and financial data is collected by the campuses and aggregated

by the System office. Campus specific reporting is the responsibility of the campuses,

while reporting for the entire University is done at the System office.

The University uses common operational systems for all four campuses although four

databases are used to facilitate campus operational differences. The major systems

include the 1) student information system which was developed locally; 2) library system

which was obtained from WLN and modified; 3) alumni/development system from BSR;

4) human resources system acquired from (S1; 5) financial accounting from IA; and 6) the

purchasing system which is composed of software from APS and IA. These operational

systems have been interfaced to allow for the exchange of data between them.

Even with these good operational systems, there has been a need to have more timely

information to support the decision making process. The operational systems were

designed to provide good operational support but are not adequate to support pla

For example, timely responses are needed in order to reply to ad hoc questions, ar .a

query tools to do this are not part of the operc:jonal systems. In addition, some of the

data that was needed to respond to questions was in electronic form, but it did not reside

in any of the operational systems. Also, there was additional University and external data

that needed to be captured to respond to some of the ad hoc questions.

II. Early Effort to Provide Decision Support Tools

We started searching for a solution to our decision support needs in the mid 1980s. Our

first attempt in 1986 centered around the use of Nomad to access the operational

databases. Since the tool was not easy enough for the users and data administration

functions were not supported, the effort was only slightly successful. Nomad became a

programmer productivity tool and, even then, responses to requests still took days to

provide.
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In 1988, we entered into discussions with a Vice President from IBM regarding how we
could address the information needs of the executives. The focus of this effort was how
we could prepare charts, graphs and tables for the executives to facilitate their decision
making process. After a prototype of the proposed system was presented to senior
executives, the University's President and Vice Presidents embraced the concept mnd
approved movif )g forward with an executive information system (EIS) project. At about
the same time, a new Assistant Vice President for Budget and Analytical Services was
hired, and he not only needed the EIS component, but also the decision support
component that would enable his group to answer ad hoc questions in a timely fashion.

III. Project Background

In response to the need for timely information to support the decision making process
at the senior administrative levels, we decided to extract data from the corporate systems
and move it to a relational database in an information warehouse. This approach was
chosen because we could leave the operational systems alone or change them over time
and still meet the information needs of the executives. The position of the information
warehouse within the University's information systems strategy is depicted in Figure 1.
If we were to replace all the corporate systems and install a relational database as part
of the project, the conversion would take five to ten years and would probably cost
millions of dollars. Since we neither have the time nor money, we chose to create the
relational information warehouse from our operational systems.

University of Missouri

Executive Information Systems
Charts, Graphs, & Tables

Decision Support Systems
Ad Hoc Reports From Extracts

<. Information Warehouse
Mgmt Control Systems

Linking Operational Systems

Operational Systems
Standard Updates & Reports

No Need To Change Current Systems

Figure 1 UM Information Systems Strategy
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The concept of developing an integrated decision support and executive information was

developed by the Budget and Analytical Services, Information Technology and IBM

personnel. This idea was presented to the President and, after some discussion with the

Vice Presidents and the Chancellors, he endorsed the project. In September of 1990, the

President made a presentation to the Board of Curators indicating the proposed system

was needed to better respond to questions and assist in the decision making process.

This top level of commitment was critical to the success of the project.

IV. Project Organization

The management for the project was divided into four groups. Overall management of

the project relating to policy issues is in the hands of the President, Vice Presidents and

Chancellors. Management of the procedures relating to the project is done by the

Assistant Vice Presidents br Budget and Analytical Services and Information Technology,

the Directors of Management Information Systems and Institutional Research, and the IBM

Project Manager.

The project team is composed of the Director of Institutional Research, Manager ot MIS,

two Programmer Analysts and an IBM system Engineer. The role of the project team is

to 1) identify the data element to be included in the information warehouse; 2) design

relational tables for the data warehouse; 3) develop a data element dictionary; and 4)

develop applications in the decision support system we chose to use.

Next, there is an application advisory committee that is made up of the people who are

responsible for the various corporate databases. The role of this group is to 1) review

the data element selection of the project team; 2) provide interpretation of the definition

of the data elements; and 3) identify data inconsistencies within or between the corporate

operational systems. And finally, there is a faculty advisory committee which is comprised

of two faculty members per campus and one academic administrator per campus. This

group is responsible for reviewing the progress of the project and advising the President

and Chancellors regarding the use of information from the system.

V. Data, Software, and Hardware Selected

During the initial phase of the project, data will be extracted from the financial accounting,

human resources, student information, and student financial aid systems. So far, selected

data has been collected from the most recent copies of the student system and the

financial accounting system. Once the current information has been collected from all four

systems the plan is to go back to the history files and collect additional longitudinal data

to store in the information warehouse. The data elements are not always common across

the four campuses, thus causing some verification problems. Generally, once the data

has been loaded from the operational system into the warehouse, validation of the data

is done by replicating reports that were produced from the operational systems.

4



The use of the various committees, data preparation and verification, and the creation of
a warehouse is independent of the software chosen for the decision support and
executive information components. We were looking for a hardware and software
solution that would leave the current operational systems in place, work well for a large
university and be a client/server application. With help from IBM's ACIS group and local
IBM personnel, we decided to use the Data Interpretation System (DIS) from IBM, by way
of Metaphor, to provide the decision support component. This system is a LAN based
product that interacts transparently, from the user perspective, with the mainframe which
contains the data warehouse. This system, as you will see later, is easy to use and is a
true client/server application.

To provide the support for tne executive information system component, we decided to
use Executive Decisions VM from IBM. This is a mainframe system that will be used to
transmit charts, graphs and reports to the senior executives. The data warehouse, DIS
and EDNM mainframe components are installed on a small 4381 running the VM
operating system. Plans call for the passing of charts, graphs and tables generated in the
DIS system to the EDNM system for distribution. Members of the University will develop
the interface between the two systems as well as DIS applications, referred to as
capsules, in order to respond to ad hoc and the more standard information requests.

Figure 2 depicts a typical DIS hardware and software configuration. To start a DIS
workstation, a "desktop" is requested from the DIS file server. From that DIS desktop, a
user is then able to execute any of the functions available to that user. One of the
functions that a user might want to perform is an ad hoc request for data. To accomplish
this, the user would use the query tool from the DIS desktop to build the query, and that
query then would travel to the data base gateway where DIS physically builds the SQL
query. That SQL query is then forwarded to the data warehouse using the OS/2
communications server. At the data warehouse, the SQL query is executed against the
data base tables specified, and the result is returned to the DIS desktop. Another tool
available on the DIS desktop is the reporter tool, and the process to acquire the data is
the same. Once the data has been returned to the DIS desktop, the user can put the
data into a spreadsheet and/or chart.

5
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VM DIS
host

Services
SQL/DS

DIS
Workstation D1S File

Server

OS/2
Communications

Server

DIS Data Base
Gateway

Figure 2 Representative DIS System

VI. The Decision Support and Executive Information System

The DIS system from Metaphor includes a complete set of traditional decision support
tools. For example, spreadsheets and graphics are included as shown on Exhibit A on
page 8. DIS also contafris an E-mail component which automates the distribution of
decision support information between users. Most impressive are two of the DIS
components that generate and execute SOL statements for the user. One is known as
the "query tool" and the other the "reporter tool." An example of the query tool showing
the SOL is provided on Exhibit B on page 9. The query tool makes retrieval from a
relational table simple while the reporter tool is used when executing multiple queries and
for formatting formal or "pretty reports." The results from either tool can be incorporated
into spreadsheets and documents and then stored in the specialized icon capsules.
Another tool, called a Ktransformer," allows data from multiple queries to be manipulated

and combined for presentation on the workstation.

Executive DecisionsNM consists of several IBM tools that assist with the distribution and
presentation of reports, tables, graphs and correspondence to users. It is not dependent

on DIS but can be used to store and/or transport information generated with the DIS
tools. In a stand-alone environment it is used for storing and distributing "fact book" or
"electronic briefing book" type information about the University. During subsequent
phases of the joint study the University will be working with IBM to provide better
integration between the DIS and EDNM tools.

6
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The investment in this project over the first two years is about $500,000 which is split
almost evenly between the University of Missouri and IBM. IBM's contribution includes
two workstations being used by the two programmer analysts assigned to the project,
and three PS/2s which are being used as the servers and gateways shown on Figure 2.
The DIS LAN Services, DIS Host Client, and Executive DecisionsNM software was also
provided by IBM.

There are two and one half FTEs dedicated to the project from IT. In addition, there is the
equivalent of approximately another 1 FTE that is working on this phase of the project.
We envision a continuing IT requirement of approximately 2.5 FTEs following the initial two
years.

VIII. Conclusions and Future Opportunities

A question that should be addressed as we approach the mid point of the two year study
is, to what extent does the technology deployed and the U/IDS system address the
information needs of the institution?

Neither the U/IDS System nor a single set of tools can meet all of the informational needs
of the institution, howev 3r, the U/IDS project and joint study opportunity with IBM has
afforded the University the opportunity to meet a critical need for consistent and more
responsive reporting at the system level.

Additional uses of the tools are envisioned because of the success of the project and its
visibility. The potential of the DIS technology is exciting to IT and is already generating
considerable excitement elsewhere within the institution. It will be challenging for IT to
support the warehousing and data design aspects as executives and managers in the
operational areas learn more of the systems capabilities. The DIS tools set is easy to use
and extremely powerful in the hands of users, but the actual design of underlying
relational structure is a job for the IT professionals.

A challenge that the University has because of its multi-campus nature may be addressed
by a product announced recently that permits remote access (via phone line) to a DIS
system. The announced product, known as Remote Vision, from Token Technology, Inc.,
will eliminate the cost of multiple LAN configurations and make the distribution of DIS to
the remote campuses much more economical.

Additional phases of the project will expand the capabilities of U/IDS as additional data
about the University is added to the information warehouse and rela1ed to the initial data.
University sources not yet Lipped include data from research proposals and grants and
information on private fund raising il'om the development system. Data from other
institutions, as well as general economic information, is also being considered.

7
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Beyond Electronic Forms:
E-Mail as an Institution-Wide Information Server

Carl Jacobson
University of Delaware

Newark
Delaware

Delaware is applying existing electronic mail technology to effectively
deliver information to faculty, staff and students. These "secondary users"
of administrative systems require occasional access to small amounts of
well-defined information from a diverse collection of institutional data.

Secondary users encounter many roadblocks in each quest for information.
Users of "academic" machines have little desire to log-on to
"administrative" machines and to navigate through applications, menus and
display screens for occasional access of small amounts of data.

At Delaware, an intelligent mail server provides easy, inexpensive access to
institutional information for users on any node, any machine or any
operating system on the campus-wide network.
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Administrative Systems

By tradition, convention and &sign, administrative systems at the University of Delaware

satisfy the needs of the primary campus processing offices. In turn, these offices provie',

services to their campus "customers"; students, faculty and administrators. Today's

business climate, however, calls for these offices to provide increased customer service

during a time of fiscal restraint. Administrative systems aimed at the needs of these

offices must be redeployed, targeting the needs of the "customer" more directly.

The registrar's office provides administrative services relative to student records.

Students receive grades and transcripts, faculty expect course rosters and classroom

assignments, administrators request classroom statistics and enrollment demographics.

Automated systems were developed to enable the registrar's office to deliver these

services.

With demands for increased customer service during a time of personnel cuts and

shrinking budgets, expectations upon these systems have changed. Today, the registrar

requests automated systems to serve the customers directly. We once heard; "Make

systems to help us take care of the students when they come to the counter". But now,

we are told; "Make systems to help the students without having them come to the

counter!"

Of course these changing requirements are not limited to services provided to students.

Faculty and administrators make similar demands on the registrar. And, in fact, it is not

the registrar alone who is facing this challenge. It is shared by Financial Aid, Public

Safety, Food Services, Billing, Housing and many other campus departments.

Segregation of Administrative Information

While this collection of administrative systems was carefully integrated, and network

access was provided to all processing offices, and campus-standard terminals and

workstations were installed, the computing needs of faculty, students and researchers

were met on different platforms on various networks using a variety of terminals and

workstations. Thus a large collection of valuable institutional information was
segregated from "academic systems" and their users.

Faculty, students and researchers using "academic" systems have little desire to logon to

"administrative" systems to navigate through unfamiliar applications, menus and display

screens for occasional access to small amounts of data.

2
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The vision of a seamless, integrated environment providing all members of the campus
community with effortless access to a valuable storehouse of institutional information is
clear. The effort necessary to realize this goal is substantial. During this time of fiscal
restraint our need to move quickly toward this goal led to an examination of existing
tools and technologies to identify solutions to satisfy some, if not all, of the requirements
set forth by this vision.

As ale first step toward this goal a charge was adopted to:
deploy existing information resources...
from all administrative systems...
to all users...
using a common user interface...
providing a single system image...
quickly and at a low cost!

Electronic Mail as an Integrator

At Delaware, word processing and electronic mail are the most commonly used
applications and e-mail is the only application crossing all network boundaries. And
while e-mail user interfaces differ from one platform to another, e-mail is the "most
common" user interface.

While each e-mail system has a unique user interface, each is a familiar, well-used
interface. These systems share common e-mail metaphors; inbasket, outbasket, file
folders... While the details of the e-mail interfaces differ from system to system, every
campus user is familiar with at least one e-mail system, and all campus users are
routinely familiar with the e-mail metaphor and general e-mail concepts. This, in effect,
provides a "common user interface". Can a useful level of apparent system integration
be provided using electronic mail?

E-mail systems exist on every campus mainframe, mini or LAN. Various network
gateways allow communication between all of these systems. Campus e-mail systems
reach further into campus community than do administrative information systems. Can
this "system penetration" help address issues of "information isolation".

Revisiting the original charge of our investigation we see that electronic mail might meet
several of our objectives. Again, the charge was:

deploy existing information resources...
from all administrative systems...
to all users...
using a common user interface...
providing a single system image...
quickly and at a low cost!

3
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Using existing e-mail tools might allow for rapid, inexpensive deployment. The

collection of integrated campus e-mail systems might present the appearance of a single

messaging system. And while the details of each interface to this system differ, the e-

mail interfaces share many common functions while the users find them among the most

common of computing interfaces. Campus e-mail is available on all systems and
therefore has the ability to reach all users. Existing facilities meet four of our six

objectives. Can these facilities be used to deploy existing information resources from all

administrative systems?

Much as the LISTSERV software automates the management, access and distribution of

electronic mail messages across the BITNET network, an electronic mail server can
automate the access and distribution of institutional information across the campus

network.

E-MaiI Server

On one hand, electronic mail systems span the campus-wide network, providing basic

messaging services to all campus computing users. On the other, administrative systems

span the institutional databases providing access to a valuable information resource. A
simple e-mail server can be implemented to merge these two existing resources to create

an effective information system.

This type of e-mail server must be capable of
receiving e-mail requests,
determining what to do based on the content of requests,
providing necessary interfaces with institutional databases, and
preparing e-mail messages for subsequent delivery.

While LISTSERV message managers use a command syntax to enable users to
communicate with the server, our institutional mail server uses position sensitive

electronic forms, or templates, to provide this capability. For this reason the e-mail
server is commonly called the "electronic forms agent".

At Delaware the electronic forms agent was developed on the "administrative"
mainframe to provide the closest possible interfaces with administrative databases. As

these applications migrate to network-capable databases and client-server platforms the

physical location of the agent programs will be of lesser importance.

The e-mail package currently used on the administrative mainframe is the EMC2 mail

system from Fischer International. Software AG's ADABAS database system manages
the administrative databases, while the Software AG programming language, Natural, is

used to develop administrative applications. A network gateway has been installed with

the EMC2 e-mail system allowing mail to be exchanged with other campus e-mail

systems.

4
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The EMC2 product provides a forms feature allowing fill-in-the-blank forms to be
designed for use by EMC2 users. Most other campus mail systems do not provide
specifically for forms. In these cases "templates" may be manipulated using e-mail
editors or forms "front ends" may be developed to provide for more control over the
forms editing process.

While campus e-mail systems provide the user interface and transport mechanism for
electronic forms, the forms agent was developed to control the distribution and routing
of these forms and to provide interfaces between the forms and official institutional
databases.

The agent was developed using the programming language Natural. A series of Natural
modules serve as the generic agent providing an interface with the e-mail system. As the
processing rules for each form are unique to that form, separate application interfaces
are developed to meet the requirements of each form.

Tethniques

-Inbox
An inbox was established within the administrative mail system to receive all
electronic forms. Program code was developed to monitor this inbox and extract
e-mail messages (forms) upon their arrival. Each extracted form is passed to the
work flow agent for processing.

-Form Parser
The agent identifies the form and passes it through a parser to strip data from the
form. Each form is defined in a dictionary containing rules for parsing and data
validation. The data is placed in the agent's master database and control is
passed to the proper application interface.

-Application Interfaces
Application interfaces may;

perform additional data validation,
return error or warning messages,
extract information from institutional databases,
pass data to update programs for eventual update of

institutional databases,
determine distribution lists and routing paths for

subsequent form routing.

5
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-Form Builder
When the application interface determines the "next step" in the work flow
process of a form, the form itself is rebuilt, moving the data from the agent's

database onto a blank form. An audit trail, maintained by the agent, is appended
to the form.

-Outbox
Once the agent has completed the rebuilding of a form, it is placed in an e-mail
outbox for subsequent delivery.

Applications

Six classes of application have been classified. This somewhat arbitrary classification
helps in understanding the capabilities of the e-mail server. Some applications are
complex, while some are simple. In fact, some are so simple they can be accomplished
without the use of an automating agent. However, an agent can bring additional
functionality to ;Itch applications. The six classes include; form distribution, request for
information, request for service, authorization required, data capture, and automated
notification.

Application: Form Distribution

Counsellors in the Dean of Students Office complete an Academic Withdrawal Form
when a student decides to leave the University before graduation. The form requires no
further approval, that is to say, no one can deny the students intent to withdraw.
However the form is distributed to notify eight departments of the withdrawal. This is
an example of the simplest class of application, "Form Distribution".

While a full-function e-mail system can be used to implement most form distribution
applications without the use of an electronic forms agent, an agent may add value to the
form during distribution. "Form distribution" applications accept an electronic form and
deliver copies of that form to members of a distribution list. The agent may append
official institutional information to the original form during this distribution process. For
examplo a student's outstanding liabilities might be added to an electronic withdrawal
form as it is being distributed to administrative offices.

An electronic agent could go one step further and pass the withdrawal information
directly to an institutional database to update an official university record.

6
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Applications classed "request for information" are quite common. An electronic form is
submitted by a requestor calling for the agent to compile information from official
institutional databases. The agent prepares and formats the information, places it in an
"electronic envelop" and sends it across the network. In this manner a faculty member
working on a Unix-based "academic" machine may request student transcripts from the
MVS-based "administrative" machine. Class rosters and grant balances are examples
served by this class of application.

Application: Request for Service

An electronic "request for service" is similar to the "request for information". However,
instead of requesting information from university databases, these forms are used to
request services from university departments. And while e-mail alone may satisfy these
requests, a forms processing agent can provide interfaces with institutional databases.

Inter-library loan requests, textbook adoption forms, and workorder requests all fall into
the category of "request for service".

Application: Authorization Required

Electronic forms requiring authorization are among the most complex applications.
Routing rules must be established, stored and maintained to provide the agent step-by-
step work flow instructions. Routes may be pre-specified and stored in tables or in the
records of institutional databases. Routes may also be determined "on-the-fly" b;
work flow rules processed by the agent. "A purchase requisition for hazardous rn, "-I is
must be routed to Occupational Health for approval" is an example of gne such roaLing
rule.

Three personnel forms exemplify different levels of routing complexity as they might be
addressed by an e-mail agent. The Personal Information Form allows employees to
change certain data fields in the institutional Payroll/Personnel system. Home address,
phone number and emergency contact, are examples of information that can be changed
at the discretion of each employee. The form requires no further approval and is routed
directly to personnel system update programs.

The Personal Data Form, however, contains fields that can only be changed with the
approval of departmental personnel representatives. This form may be submitted by any
employee, but is routed for departmental approval before reaching the system for
update.

7
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The Personnel Action Form allows changes to payroll information and cannot be
submitted by the employee. Rather the departmental representative submits this form,
and the agent's routing rules send it on to the appropriate Dean or Director for
subsequent approval and to the Personnel Office for final approval before entering the
system.

Application: Data Capture

There are occasions when electronic forms are used to collect and format data to be
posted in institution databases. If these applications don't require the complex routing
rules of the "authorization required" class, they fall into the category of "data capture"
forms.

An electronic form prompting department users to provide campus events information
for a campus-wide electronic calendar exemplifies this class of application. The form
prompts the user for formatted information, the electronic agent validates the
completeness and correctness of the provided information, and may return the form for
editing if the data has not been correctly submitted. A simple authorization step may
also be added to "data capture" forms.

Automated Notification

While most electronic forms actions are initiated by individual users, one class of
application is initiated by application software. These "automated notifications" allow
applications to send e-mail notifications to members of the campus community. The
simplicity of these applications make this good a good entry point for those wishing to
leverage existing e-mail capabilities for the delivery of institutional information.

A summary report listing university donors of large gifts, automatically prepared and
delivered to the university president is an example of an "automated notification".

Security

There are four general security concerns associated with electronic mail; authenticity,
integrity, confidentiality, and non-repudiation.

- Authenticity provides proof that the apparent sender of a message is, in fact, the
sender of the message.
- Message integrity guarantees that the message has not be changed since it left
the sender.
- Confidentiality assures that the message cannot be intercepted on route from
sender to receiver.
- Non-repudiation indicates that the sender cannot deny having sent the message.

8
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Most electronic mail systems today do not address all four concerns and therefore
information systems based on e-mail do not easily deliver the highest levels of security.
However, until vendors of e-mail systems incorporate digital signature technology into
their products to provide better authenticity assurances, effective e-mail agents may still
be built based on the following assumptions.

- Many electronic forms applications do not require high levels of security.
- Many current information requests are made by telephone or paper form,
methods which do not provide high levels of security.
- Electronic mail message sent TO the agent may be forged.
- Electronic messages sent BY the agent are correctly delivered to intended
recipients.
- Those who can intercept campus e-mail messages in route, can also intercept
information from other administrative applications using the network.

Application strategies can be developed based on these assumptions to deal with many
security concerns. The "round-trip" nature of electronic forms transactions provides for
several such strategies. If a student submits a forged "Request for Transcript" and the
processing agent is fooled into thinking this is a valid request from the professor, the
agent will send the transcript to the professor, not the probing student. The professor,
while not making the request, does indeed have permission to access this information
and the students attempted breach is unsuccessful.

The electronie form "round hip" can also be used to develop other authenticity
strategies.

-Post-Event Audit
An electronic agent can deliver a "notification of change" providing the
data owner with a record of changes made, and giving the data owner an
opportunity to repudiate.

-Pre-Event Approval
The agent can return a submitted form to a data owner requesting
confirmation prior to processing an update.

-Request To Make A Change
If necessary, the agent can require a data owner to request a "turn-around"
form, populated with current field values, and delivered by the agent. Only
upon receiving the returned form would the agent process an update.

The agent's master database provides a degree of security by storing all original
electronic requests. Upon submission of an electronic request, the original form is
assigned a certification number, timestamped and stored in the agent's master database.
From this point on, all versions of the form are routed through the agent and built from
this database. Any unexpected changes to a routed form are effectively "erased" as the
agent rebuilds the form before the next delivery.

9
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Additionally, if the certification and timestamp information has been altered on the
returned form, the transaction is rejected. Tint certification and timestamp information
is known only by the agent and each approver. Approvers must return to the agent an
unaltered electronic form in order to complete the approval process.

Finally a complete audit trail is maintained logging each step taken by an electronic form
as it makes its way through the work flow chain.

Exceptions

In addition to security concerns there are other limitations to e-mail based information
managers. Alternative procedures must be used when handwritten signatures are
required. Most e-mail systems toda-y cannot respond when a collection of paperwork
must accompany a form on an approval journey. Finally, when there are many members
of the campus community who are not attached to the campus network, electronic mail
looses its effectiveness.

Costs

Existing e-mail systems effectively bridge a growing, campus-wide network. Existing
administrative systems span a diverse collection of institutional information. An
electronic forms agent can merge these two valuable campus resources at a low cost.

An agent with basic functionality can be developed in a matter of weeks. Each
application requires the development of an interface with the agent. The effort required
for such interfaces differ according to the complexity of the application. Simple
interfaces can be developed in a matter of hours. Complex applications could require
several months of analysis and coding. As the application interfaces are primarily
collections of institutional rules governing paperwork flow, analytical requirements
usually outweigh the coding effort.

Conclusion: E-Mail To Play a Larger Role

Vendors of e-mail systems, graphics-based forms-processing packages, and database
management systems are beginning to consider the potential of complete forms-
automation systems. As work flow processing agents begin to be employed, electronic
mail will play a more important role on our campuses.

An automated mail processing agent can provide a useful level of integration of campus
information resources. Existing resources found in administrative systems, institutional
databases, electronic mail systems and the campus network can be easily combined to
provide more universal access to valuable institutional information.



QUALITY - - just in CASE

by Linda M. Heika

Georgia Institute of Technology

Atlanta, Georgia

The Georgia Institute of Technology is currently involved in a project
with ORACLE® Corporation to create an Administrative Information
Management System using relational database design and the CASE
Methodology. The University is also committed to following
principles similar to Dr. W. Edwards Deming in Quality Management.
This paper presentation will demonstrate how we are incorporating
the tools for statistical quality measurement into the CASE
Methodology.
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QUALITY - - Just in CASE

1. Background

Established by the Legislature in 1885, The Georgia School of Technology, now
Georgia Institute of Technology, is a unit of the University System of Georgia
and operates under policies issued by the S",ate Board of Regents. Located in the
center of metropolitan Atlanta, Georgia Tech, site of the 1996 Olympic Village, is
a constantly changing, ever growing institution of higher learning and research.
With a combined graduate and undergraduate enrollment of more than 12,000
students and a research institute which conducts approximately two-thirds of the
sponsored research performed at Georgia Tech, the administrative computing
needs are as diverse as the various applications available on the market today.

The Administration had determined that Georgia Tech would switch to a UNIX-
based environment using the ORACLE® Relational Data Base Management
System (RDBMS) as the Institute's data repository and distributed processing
platform. To aid in accommodating these expected changes, Georgia Tech began
a search for Financial, Human Resource and Student Information Systems
software using the ORACLE® RDBMS as it's foundation. In September of 1989 a
Request For Information was issued to various vendors listing the requirements
that would meet the current and future needs of the Institute. All responses
were evaluated and on May 31, 1990 ORACLE® financials and human resources
were selected, including a contract for joint development of certain applications
unique to Georgia Tech's environment (primarily our Budgeting and Sponsored
Program Tracking). Another contract for joint development of a Student
Information System ensued, was finalized in August of 1990, and the project for
building an Administrative Information Management System (AIMS) was
launched.

2. The CASE Methodology

Many philosophies exist regarding methods for constructing new administrative
systems for any large organization and we had been exposed to a number of them
in the past. Georgia Tech's attempt a': consolidating all administrative
computing under one platform was a gigantic undertaking and would require an
extremely structured approach (or development method) that could not only be
supported by all levels of management, but most importantly include the
functional areas or "end-users".
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The success of any system can be hampered by a multitude of problems which
usually fall into 3 categories. First, business problems within the institute as a
whole; this includes a lack of clear direction, possibly as a direct result of
conflicting requirements from the various functional areas, that create multiple
solutions to the same problem. Secondly, add the technical problems caused by
the proliferation of microcomputers, vast advancements in communications
which only serve to raise the expectations of users, and the use of newly
developed tools, such as CASE, which often times seem to only inhibit progress.
The third category involves the ,problems of the individuals within the projectand includes the most obvious: communication, communication,
communication. Central to this problem is the entrenched view of all concerned
about how things have always been done which only escalates their resistance to
change. Therefore, assuring the success of the project is more about approaching
the problem in the right way, with the right people, than the blind use of
controlled procedures.

With the need for structure and end-user involvement apparent to all
concerned, Georgia Tech and ORACLE® chose to use ORACLE's
CASE*MethodTm, a top down, staged approach to developing systems that
directly involves functional people at every stage. There are seven stages defined
in this CASE*Methodn"; Strategy, Analysis, Design, Build, r nent, Transition
and Production. Each of these stages has a number of tP-14 completed and
although some activities within each task may apy ,/ De redundant the
information is not. Books have been written on ti,L ,any details and tasks
required in the seven stages yet space permits only a summarization of each. For
further details you may wish to reference "CASE*METHOD"1 Tasks and
Deliverables" by Richard Barker.

Strategy

The purpose of the Strategy stage is to gain a clear understanding of the
organizations needs by first defining "what is to be done". In short, this
stage is used to determine the functions performed and how the current
data relates to these functions. Accomplish this through the use of
interviews and constant communication with the individuals involved in
the day to day activities. The outcome or deliverables of these tasks will
include a statement of business direction, an entity relationship diagram
and a function hierarchy, among others. It is important to note that we are
trying to document what is to be done not how it is to be done. This first
stage represents a short, intensive period of gathering and filtering
information in order to draw conclusions.

3
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Analyaia

Analysis involves breakdown of the functions to their lowest level of detail
and elaboration of entities to include their attributes. It is a microscopic

examination of the deliverables from strategy to verify that sufficient detail

is included to ensure accuracy, feasibility and a strong foundation for the
design stage. Once this clearer picture is in view, additional considerations
can be brought forward allowing specifications to be defined regarding audit
and control, security, a transition strategy and any viable issues that might
block the success of the system. Again, this must be done with the total
involvement of the functional representatives. This stage becomes a
dissection process that allows us to see all the pieces in minute detail so that

a new statement of future needs can be created from the component parts.

neAio

The design stage will find the best way of fulfilling the detailed
requirements from the analysis stage while meeting previously agreed upon
performance levels. Deliverables will include a database from the entity
relationship diagram, modules and manual procedures based on the
functions, and the derivation of screens and reports. A great deal of
consideration regarding the technical environment and the required levels
of automation will be involved at this stage. The program specifications
and a system test plan for transition are produced in accordance with these
considerations. Basically an iterative process, design alternatives are created
from the requirements and tried until an acceptable compromise solution
can be found. Constant user and analyst involvement in determining
"acceptable" will continue from the analysis stage and often the limitations
of technology will force the designer to return to the user and analyst to see
if requirements can be altered.

Build

The build stage involves the planning and coordination of program
structure with an emphasis on common "look and feel" enabling the
programmers to produce or construct maintainable code. Once actual
programs are written much testing should be involved, often including the
user and analyst to insure that they will get what they want out of this
system. These programs and test results along with a tuned database are all

deliverables that will help revise the transition strategy for the next stage.



Document

Documentation of the system, of operational procedures and of training
requirements for the many types of users in this system (from data entry
clerks to upper-level management) is the main deliverable in the user
documentation stage. This stage has been conducted in parallel with the
above build stage and is extremely important to a successful transition. Thevolumes produced here will guide the users and operations staff through
the system for acceptance testing.

Transition

Implementation of the system is the goal of the transition stage and all tasks
necessary to attain this goal must occur with a minimal disruption to thebusiness as a whole. This is the most difficult stage since it realistically
involves performing many activities twice. The problems may have to dowith attitudes, resources, continuity, timing, deadlines and business
pressures to name a few. It all leads to the fact that planning is most crucialto this stage. Training the user is followed by data conversion and
hardware/software installation. The data is then loaded and the testing todetermine readiness for production ensues. Although the user
involvement escalates here, remember that cooperation of all those
concerned, best represented by an initial support period, is a sure way toachieve the acceptability of the system.

Production

The production stage is the handing over of the entire systcm for
continuous operation with minimal maintenance until the requirements
of the business change or the need for software or hardware upgradesrequire the developers' intervention. This stage will include a great deal of
statistical evaluation in the form of performance statistics and audit results
to allow discovery of irritants or minor problems that may help correctlarger issues.

With these seven stages of structured system development to follow, GeorgiaTech and a number of ORACLE® consultants began the Administrative
Information Management System (AIMS) project. Although the entire projectincludes Financial systems, Human Resources, and a Student InformationSystem, I chose to elaborate on the Financials, particularly the Accounts Payableapplication, because the core of these applications have already been written byORACLE® and some adjustments were necessary for our use of CASE
methodology. We have completed the strategy stage and are currently involvedin the Analysis Stage. The function hierarchy has been broken down to thelowest level of detail and the Entity Relationship diagram has had its attributes
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defined. ORACLEffs Accounts Payable application has been installed on a UNIX

machine and we have found that a necessary task in the analysis stage is to map

the functions to the screens and the data to the tables or entities. One major

result of this mapping task is a list of enhancements, a deliverable we find will be

extremely helpful in creating the transition strategy. We have also found it

useful, albeit somewhat time consuming, to create process flows to gain a

complete understanding of the existing system. This process flow allows for an

easy way to identify potential areas where measurement criteria can be

established and incorporated to help determine acceptable levels of performance

in the new system.

3. Total Quality Management

In the past year the Planning, Budget and Finance Office at Georgia Tech has also

begun to learn about total quality management by adopting a customer

orientation philosophy based on the works of Dr. W. Edwards Deming. A

Quality Council was created and a mission statement and credo established. In

summary, our mission is to work as a team providing services to our customers,

not only satisfying them in their needs, but delighting them with cur
willingness to help in resourceful, innovative ways. We hope to remain keenly

aware of our customers' needs by investigating opportunities for quality

improvement in a university environment. One way to improve service is to

build a stable and efficient Administrative System which will allow our

customers to provide better services to the most important customer - the

student. The question here becomes, "How do you know you have a stable and

efficient system?" The 7 "tools of quality" represent quantitative ways of

determining what data should be measured and how we can interpret the results

of the measurement process to guide us in establishing standards for acceptance

of this system. These tools can also help users understand their individual

processes so they may better identify opportunities to improve their services.

Quality improvement is an information intensive activity, yet unchecked
collection of data will not ensure that a team will have useful information. Let's

list the 7 tools of quality and then we will demonstrate how these measurement

tools can be incorporated into system development.

Flowcharts

Basically this is drawing a picture of how things are done within each and

every process in order to better understand that process. It is important to

have the people doing the work involved in charting the flow of activity of

this process. Questions are the most important aspect of flowcharting

especially if they help the participants with some of their more ietailed
activities. Points of measurement can be determined with questions like:

What tests are performed on products at each part of the process? Are there

any tests on the process as a whole? What decisions are made in the event



that the test results fall outside the tolerance levels? These flowcharts
eventually allow the workers to control the process and more readily
identify improvements, not to mention their value in training new
employees.

Control Charts

Control charts are useful when dealing with variation. When a process
exceeds previously determined control limits something has changed. A
controi chart is the most technical of the tools and can be created by
collecting sample data and computing its mean and standard deviation.
Upper and lower limits for the averages and ranges are then calculated,
customarily at the mean +3 standard deviations. Once these limits have
been established, all values used to calculate them must be plotted on their
respective charts. If any points fall outside the control limits the
distribution is not stable and reasons for this instability must be determinedand resolved. Another sampling will then be made to get a new, more
accurate set of control limits. With an accurate set of control limits periodic
data can be collected and plotted. If an average falls out of the control limits
the distribution has moved or expanded. If a newly plotted range falls
outside the control limits the distribution has become wider. Fither of these
cases indicate a process ihat is not stable; it is said to be "out of control".
These control charts can only warn us of a variation within the process,
other tools will be used to determine the cause of the instability. As you
may realize, many processes do not remain stable for very long, in fact
process capability can change as often as several times a day.

Cause and Effect Diagrams

These diagrams are commonly referred to as Fishbone or Ishikawa diagrams
and are a way of analyzing processes by relating causes and effects. The basicformat shows an effect (or problem to be resolved) on the right side with
major causes branching outwards like the skeleton of a fish. Sub-causes fan
out from the branch they directly effect. To create a cause and effect
diagram, first determine the problem, then with the people most familiar
with the process conduct a brainstorming session. Each individual lists a
possible cause for the problem until everyone involved has exhausted all
the causes they can think of. It is important to allow each participant to saywhat is on his or her mind. Then group the similar causes under a few
major cause categories such as methods, materials, manpower, machines or
measurements and diagram them. Once the major causes are in place, the
sub-causes can be added. The completed fishbone will help you identify
areas where you can quantify the causes using additional tools and thereforedetermine solutions.
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Histograms

A histogram is a graphic summary of variation in a set of data and is

represented by a bar graph with permissible minimum and maximum

values used as specification limits. An example would be to measure the

number of pieces of candy in a 1-pound bag. Very few of these

measurements will be the same. Values in a set of data almost always show

variation and the frequently discernible patterns often reveal a great deal

about the cause of a problem. Histograms are easier to decipher than tables

of numbers and therefore make use of data that might have been misread.

Check Sheets

Check sheets, data sheets and checklists all represent a form for the

collection of data in order to precisely answer a question that generates

information. Use of a check sheet with a grid will not only provide a record

of the data, but can also visually indicate trends. Because data collection is

often the first step in establishing measurement criteria for any process,

there should be a design stage to this activity. Questions about type of data

needed to generate the necessary information, where to go to get this data,

how to collect it with minimal interruption and chance for error must be

asked. What you intend to do with the data is another important
consideration, especially if you hope to get unbiased results. The form itself,

with instructions for use, should be created with the aid of the individuals

who will fill it out. The collected data can then be placed in the graph or

diagram to help answer the question that started the check sheet in the first

place. Note that every effort should be made to use data the application

system may be recording, thus allowing the computer to automatically

generate check sheets.

Pareto Charts

In simplistic terms the Pareto chart suggests that the majority of the effects

come from a minority of the causes. A common example would be that

80% of the wealth is controlled by 20% of the people. This 20% is referred to

as the "vital few" while the other 80 % are called the"useful many" (or

"trivial many"). A bar chart is drawn with the most frequent or costly cause

placed on the left and the other causes added in descending order. This

chart is a natural by-product of the brainstorming used to produce the cause

and effect diagram. By giving each person the opportunity to vote for each

of the causes, usually having 10 total votes, a pareto chart can be drawn

showing the causes along the horizontal axis and the number of votes on

the vertical axis. With a pareto chart it is easy to see that two or three causes
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will become the "vital few" that should be concentrated on in order to
improve the quality of the process.

Scatter diagrams

These diagrams are plots indicating relationships between two variables
where the y-axis is reserved for the characteristic we would like to predict
and the x-axis is for the variable we are using to make the prediction. For
example, if we wanted to plot whether work backlog affects the error rate of
computer data entry we would place the error rate (what we want to predict)
on the y-axis and the work backlog (used in the prediction) on the x-axis.
When the data collected is plotted in the scatter diagram a relationship will
become apparent. Care must be taken to insure that a relationship exists
between the two variables before using the predictions gained from this
graph. Food price to housing price may seem like a viable relationship but
in actuality they are more likely related to inflation and rising production
costs.

4. A Practical Example

Now that we have a better understanding of the "tools of quality" how do we
find practical ways of using them? We begin by asking questions that require
information or data in order to get answers. In Accounts Payable, for example,
the manager may want to know how many payments of invoices are delayed due
to funds not available, account distribution error or a non-existing purchase
order? How long is the delay? Another question, more related to all
applications, is why does it take so much longer to process a transaction in the
middle of the afternoon? By determining what data analysis tools we will use
and the necessary data to construct this tool we have begun to gain insight into
our questions. This insight will allow us to improve our process first by
establishing standards and then by constantly checking the system to create better
standards. A close look at the process flows we so diligently produced in our
analysis stage will help us determine where in the process the data can be
captured and who (whether individual or machine) can give us this data. We
are performing the data collection task that will give us statistical information
and allow us to measure the stability of our system.

A brainstorming session can help us determine possible causes to insure we are
collecting the correct data. We state our question as a problem: Why are invoice
payments late? A group of personnel involved in the processing of invoices,
both internal to Accounts Payable and external to Accounts Payable, get together
and begin to create a list. The machine was down, there were no funds available,
the staff has been cut, slow response time, the invoice wasn't signed, the vendors
had to be set up, the proper accounting information was missing, the person to
contact about the error was not there. Each idea is written exactly as it is stated

9
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and the brainstorming is complete when all involved pass on a turn. Grouping
the ideas into categories or major causes allows the fishbone diagram to take
shape.

Next we will want to create a pareto chart by allowing each person in the group
10 votes for the ideas they feel most directly effect the problem. They can give as
many votes to an idea as they wish. When all have finished there will be two or
three obvious ideas with a large number of votes. Are these the causes for which
we are collecting data? If not, they probably should be.

As the collected data is incorporated into the tools we get a clearer, more
quantitative picture of the process of paying invoices. We begin to establish
averages, standards and upper and lower control limits. Variations within the
control limits and outside the control limits can be analyzed to determine if the
unfavorable results come from a special cause or from a common cause of
variation. Care must be taken to avoid the pitfall of totally changing the process
to correct a common cause of variation perceived as a special cause. We start to
recognize a point where the data indicates that the process is stable, in other
words in a state of statistical control. These are the measurements we will use to
determine the acceptability of the system being developed.

5. Conclusion

A critical success factor to the production stage of the project is a commitment to
achieving high levels of service. With the foresight to include quality
measurements in the early stages of system development, the necessary statistics
for performance and system audit results are readily available and can easily be
documented throughout the transition stage. The expected results as defined in
the analysis and design stages by the users, developers and managers represents
the "acceptance criteria". The charts and diagrams indicating acceptable results
will demonstrate to management the capability and stability of the new
Administrative Information Management System.
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An Overview for Managers

Gene T. Sherron, D.B.A.

Associate Vice President for Computer & Information Resources
Associate Professor of Information & Management Sciences

Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida

This paper had as its origin the need to inform senior management about the new
imaging technologies that are popping up on campuses across the country. And,
hopefully offer a united front as to the technology a campus will/should adopt versus a
piecemeal approach. Thus, it is written as an overview for managers.

The problem addressed by document imaging systems is the proliferation of
paper, paper that can't be found, or is not at the right place at the right time, or that is
otherwise clogging the administrative system.

As to format, the journalistic style of "who, what, when, where, why and how" is
used as the structure. For example: What is imaging in terms of the process. By
describing the new technology--from the optical disks, to image-display workstations, to
the image management system, to the processor hardware--you'll see why it makes the
difference. The who will provide an appreciation for the vendors in the business. The
where allows us to see different educational institution's application of imaging. Then, a
few thoughts relative to when the technology be mature. The paper closes with a few
thoughts on how to be ready for imaging.
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Imaging Systems: An Overview for Managers

The problem addressed iy document imaging systems is the
proliferation of paper, paper that can't be found, or is not at the right
place at the right time, or that is otherwise clogging the administrative
system.

Paper means: (1) much wasted staff time filing and searching for a
document; (2) ineffective use of the time value of money due to a slow
"system;" (3) low staff moral because of a seemingly endless "paper
chase;" and (4) an archaic workflow that reflects decades of "we've always
done it this way!" Consider what imaging systems might do....

Compress 20,000 pages of documents onto a disk the size of a CD.
Reduce a room of filing cabinets to a single two-drawer file.
Give all users, even remote ones, simultaneous access to the same
document.
Cut in half the time staff spend finding, reviewing, and acting on
documents.
Stomp out paper! Efficient electronic systems can actually improve
morale.

What Is Imaging?
Document image management systems convert documents into

digitized images, then compress and store them on optical disks. Once
stored, images can be retrieved in a matter of seconds. These systems
offer a number of advantages to organizations that have large quantities
of active paper records that require certain processing steps and/or
actions. The benefits from such systems include greatly reduced storage
space, speed of retrieval, secure and organized storage of documents,
multiple-user access to documents, and the ability to integrate imaging
with odsting computer systems and functions.'

Imaging, by definition, includes the use of such media as:
microform, facsimile, and optical. Departments in which the long-term
inactive storage of paper is the only filing requirement may find that
microform, either microfilm or microfiche, i still the better and cheaper
approach.

Facsimile (FAX) machines have become widely used image devices
because of the CCITT Group 3 and Group 4 standard. FAX cards for a
PC can now transform it into a remote scanner/printer and a digitized
path into an image system. Because a FAX only talks image,
performance is a major limiting factor in extending its usage further.

'Amy D. Wohl, "Large-scale Optical-disk Systems Offer Big Benefits," Today's Office, January 1991,

pp. 32-35.
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The Process
The first step in the integration of new technology into an

administrative function is to perform a systems analysis of the current
processes. Through such analysis, one begins to see new ways of doing
the old tasks, and users begin to recognize that the old process must
change. The change is a reflection that the technology will allow some of
the process to be accomplished by labor-saving electronics. Even jobs,
and job descriptions, may change.

Now consider a generalized view of how document flow would be
affected by the trnplerneltation of imaging technology.

Incoming documents and forms are scanned in order of receipt.
Documents can be batched and scanned through a high-speed
scanner, or documents can be processed through a low-speed
scanner as the mail is processed, at one or more locations. These
scanners have a document resolution of from 200 to 400 dots per
inch. The high-speed scanners operate at speeds of up to 100
pages per minute. Double-sided documents slow the process down
to about 55 pages per minute. Scanning can be an expensive
phase of an imaging project. For example, one of Florida's
agencies is paying about 80 cents a page for document
preparation, indexing, scanning, quality control, and archiving.2
The type of application will dictate whether graphic imagery or text
imagery is used. Graphic document imaging can be likened to taking a
photo of the page. Such scanned bit-mapped graphics are very large
compared to a text file--3+MB for a complex graphic page versus 5KB for
an average text page.3 Consequently, magnetic storage does not provide
enough capacity and optical storage becomes the preferred alternative
storage medium. One of the standard formats for graphic imaging is TIFF
(Tagged Image File Format) which saves every aspect of a page, even
white space. Users of graphic files must have relatively powerful
workstations just to handle the load imposed by large files and graphics
processing requirements. Text imagery is based on the premise that
words are the most important part of the document. There are any
number of choices in optical character recognition (OCR) software that
provide for accurately interpreting a printed page of text with varied
fonts, type styles, and layout formats.4 Users have the option of
performing the OCR process as each page is scanned or using TIFF
images after they have been captured. Since text files created by OCR are
basically word processing documents, most PCs can work with text

21nterview with Brenda Clotfelter, Department of Natural Resources, Tallahassee, FL, October 29, 1991.
3Daniel V. Arrington, "Small-scale Document Imaging," Proceedings of the 1990 CAUSE National
Conference, November 27-30, 1990, p. 452.
4Lori Grunin, "OCR Software Moves into the Mainstream," pc Magazine, October 10, 1990, p 315.
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imagery systems. Yet, accurate OCR scanni g is far from perfected, so
error detection and correction may be a time-consuming step.
Image-based files (individual documents) are then indexed, as a
step to integrate them into existing records or files that reside on
the computer (host mainframe or standalone minicomputer). At
this juncture, the image is in magnetic form being held in memory
or rotating magnetic disk. Several indexes are entered on each
document. Typically, the first is a sequential index number, others
link the image to its "parent" file to provide retrieval through
multiple paths. During the indexing process, the imaged
document is given a quality check. The paper original then
becomes extraneous and can be shredded and sold for recycling.
This step frees up active filing space for office use and avoids dead
file storage.5

WhvNew Techno1ov M MIA Difference
Optical Disks. The first optical disk technology was 12-inch in

diameter optical disks but later generation drives cut costs by moving to
lower-capacity 5.25 inch media. Today, 650MB is the standa-d capacity,
with Panasonic boasting of 1GB capacity. These single disk drive units
sell for under $5,000.6 The smaller disks are typically found in personal
PC-based imaging systems. The larger disks still find popularity in large-
scale imaging systems, although they can be used in combination.

Optical disks systems use laser technology to write information on
an optical disk and read it from the disk. Once written on the disk, the
information becomes unalterable. This is an important security and legal
consideration. However, the information can be read back countless
times and new images can be added to the surface, as long as there is
space on the disk. Thus, the optical disks that are generally used in
document image management systems are called Write-Once, Read-Many
(WORM) disks. Information recorded on WORM disks is as safe as
microfilmed information and more secure than that stored on magnetic
disks. The down-side, however, is an ever-increasing library of WORM
disks and associated increases in storage costs. There are two other
optical disk technologies--CD-ROM and erasable optical disk. However,
these are not typically used in imaging systems.

When digitized information is stored on optical disks, it is in
compressed form--usually at a compression ratio of 20:1. At that ratio, 2
MB of imaged data can be compressed for storage on 100 KB of space--
optically or magnetically. A 12-inch disk can hold about 2.5 GB of data
or about 50,000 page images. The smaller 5.25 inch optical disk holds

'Wang on Imaging (Lowell, MA: Wang Laboratories, Inc., August 1989), pp. 14-17.
6Dwight B. Davis, "Optical Drives' New Reading Habits," patamation, September 15,1991,pp. 71-73,
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about 20,000 page images.' Another strategy to save storage space and
reduce communications bandwidth is called forms dropout. Expert
systems software allows the system to "learn" the form and simply drop itfrom the image, only to be introduced again for viewing and printing.
This feature is part of American Management Systems' Image and
Records Management (IRM) software. This approach often reduces forms
documents down to 5 to 10KB per form.

In large image management systems, a number of optical disks canbe combined in a single library unit called an optical disk jukebox.
Jukeboxes range in size from desktop units to systems that contain
around a hundred 12-inch disks.

Image-display Workstations. In the functional user's office, astaff person verifies the document images by means of an attached image
display workstation, often an enhanced PC. The notoriously high
memory requirement for processing scanned graphic images means thata single page of a scanned document may equal one megabyte of digitized
data. And, a workstation may have a wide-display monitor for viewing
two sides of a document at once. These PCs need enough processingspeed and memory to handle such images, i.e., a PC with an Intel 80386
microprocessor, 2MB to 4MB of memory, a graphics controller card, and
a high-resolution monitor. Once scanned, the document is then indexed
by a variety of information fields, such as: name, account ID, receipt
date, originator, and the like. The image is compressed and
decompressed at the workstation. Retrieved images can be: magnyied
(another security protection against falsification); condensed (for
comparing more than one document on the screen); rotated (to
accommodate documents that are scanned sideways or upside down);
printed (to get immediate hard copy); FAXed or electronically transmitted
(for local or remote location use).

By the way, these workstations also typically handle word
processing and spreadsheet applications and produce reports that arelinked to the document images stored on the image system.

Printers. To match the quality of the document on the input side,
a laser printer with a resolution of at least 300 dots per inch is typically
used when a hard copy of an imaged document is needed.

Image Management System. In addition to optical disks, an
image management system, including other hardware and software, isneeded to integrate the technology into a functional system. These
components are needed to enter, index, read, store, retrieve, and printdocuments.

7Edwin D. McDonell & Brent M. Ehrman, "optical Laser Disks and Document Imaging," The Office,September 1991, pp. 32-34.
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The imaging software that drives the system has two major

components. First, there is the workstation software which provides for

the scanning, indexing, and compressing of the documents.
The other major software component is the database software used

for filing, retrieving, and managing the document system. It is this

software that must be integrated into the functional software of the

application being served, such as licensing, tax collecting, fingerprinting,

etc. This software keeps track -)f the location or multiple locations of

every document stored in the system, whether it is in magnetic form or

on optical media.
The ability to integrate image-based document systems into other

computer-based information systems is the major advantage of imaging

systems. Integration supports on-line access from a workstation to other

computer systems, such as databases stored on mainframes and

minicomputers.
Computers--Mainfrarnes and Servers. The database/imaging

system software resides on a computer. This computer can be a
mainframe located in a computer center, or a minicomputer referred to

as a server. Servers are minicomputers or super-workstations that are
typically located in the user's office. These computers receive retrieval

requests from users and then route the document images to the
appropriate workstations or printers. These computers may also have

magnetic disks for the temporary storage of images before they are stored

on the optical-disk drives. If the required optical disk is already loaded,

the process takes four seconds or less. If the desired image is on another

disk in the jukebox, the retrieval can take up to thirty seconds or longer.

If the retrieval requires mounting another disk, it could take several

minutes.
Costs. Document imaging systems come in a wide range of

features, options, and prices. The cost of a system depends, to a great

extent, on the hardware configuration and the number of user
workstations. Datapro records almost 100 imaging system vendors with

prices ranging from under $10,000 for a software-only system to over $1

million for a minimum mainframe-based system.8
A small system with a few users would usually include a scanner

and PC for document entry, a central server, image workstations, an
optical-disk drive, a laser printer, and software. As an example, FileNet's

Series 1000 basic system with 16 port capacity but configured with just

one workstation and two PCs can be installed for just under $100,000.9

Another yardstick to approximate costs would be to say that these
systems cost $20,000 to $30,000 per workstation.10

8"Document Imaging Systems: Market Overview," Datals2.11cmasisIlkonagalmagingalystcms,

February 1991, p.1.
9Dwight B. Davis, "Imaging Systems That Pay Off," Datamajion, May 15, 1991, p. 77.

10Donna Tapellini, "How Imaging Can Change Your Business," Patamation, April 1, 1991, p. 72.
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Referred to as departmental systems, these medium-sized systems
typically use a mini-computer/client server approach and serve from 15
to 50 users. For example, Digital's DECimage EXpress features a VAX
platform with supporting hardware and software from various third-party
suppliers ranges from $250,000 to $500,000.11 Again, when priced-out
by workstation, the system cost would be in the $30,000 to $50,000
price range.12

Often called enterprise systems, a large system with scores of
workstations, high-speed scanners, jukeboxes, and database
management software running on a mainframe begins at the $500,000
level. Costs are high because there is seldom an off-the-shelf design that
suits the needs of most users. Typically, a user will need a hardware
configuration that is custom-designed for the specific application needs
of his organization. Extensive customization of software is usually
required, not to mention the software modifications to interface the
image system to the application.13

Bandwidth is another consideration because of the size of image
files, the workstations, servers, and communications equipment must be
capable of handling megabyte bursts of imaged data. This high-end
equipment doesn't come cheap. However, the international standards
organization, con% is developing improvements in image compression
techniques that promise compression ratios of 16 to 1, which will make
image networking cheaper and faster.14

Legal and Security Concerns. Can the image, or a printed
version of the image, be accepted in court? Yes, but clouding the
answer, legal experts say, is a principle known as the best evidence rule.
In essence, the "rule" is that the original (if it exists) must be brought
into court. Thus, if the original no longer vdsts, the image becomes the
"best evidence." Further, the "rule" also means that the courts look for
three conditions to be satisfied: the evidence must be accurate, reliable,
and trustworthy. So, there is an obligation to build controls into the
system that assures those conditions are met.15

As to security, access to imaged records, as with other systems,
should be limited to only authorized personnel through issued passwords
and controlled logons. And, unlike paper files, image files can now be
backed up and stored off-site on magnetic (disk or tape) or optical disks
for added protection and disaster recovery.

Who are the vendors in the hna e b bless?11
"ha
12Tapeiiini,
"Wohl, Joc. cit., pp. 34-35.
"Salvatore Salamone, "Imaging Moves into Corporate Mainstream," NetworklYorld, February 18, 1991,
p. 41.
"Back p. 42.
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As an industry trying to find itself in a time of recession, its
structure gives a different appearance, almost annually. When it comes
to an installed base of production imaging systems, no one can match
File Net which installed its first turnkey system in 1984 and now has over
400 in the market place.16

The companies that make up the document imaging systems
industry can be categorized in several different ways. One method is to
segment them by hardware and then pick up the remainder based on
function.

Market Segmentation by HARDWARE. Large systems feature
mainframes such as the IBM 3090 and VAX 9000. These multi-million
dollar systems are for large, company-wide applications that often
support over a thousand workstations. In addition to IBM's Image Plus,

system integrators like Andersen Consulting, EDS, Perot Systems, and
TRW are major players in this segment.

File Net, 3M, Kodak, IBM, and Wang are principal vendors in the
medium-sized systems that feature Wang VS 5000, IBM AS/400, and
DEC MicroVax hardware and their own proprietary software. These
systems range in price from $100K to $900K and handle smaller,
departmental-sized applications.

The small systems are micro-based which are either standalone or
networked. The standalones are priced under $100K and intended for
single-user applications. On the LAN side, the costs can run up into the
$300K level. The principal vendors in this category include 3M, Bell &
Howell, Laser Data, and Micro Dynamics.

Market Segmentation by FUNCTION. The classic imaging
application is that of replacing paper filing with optical disk technology.
Many small systems integrators make up this filings systems segment of

the market. Companies such as Sony, Maxtor, and Hitachi provide
optical disk drives and jukeboxes under OEM (Other Equipment
Manufacturer) agreements, work with these small systems integrators to
service this market. Filing is afirst-generation application, and full
workgroup integration is already becoming more important.

Special software that emulates "manual" on-line paper processing
by converting the work flow to digitized documents throughout the
organization takes advantage of cost-savings, improved accuracy, and
increased productivity offered through optical document filing. Wang
Labs, long known for its office automation products, has installed over
400 Wang Integrated Image Systems (WIIS). Its proprietary WIIS
software runs on Wang's VS 32-bit VS minicomputers. FileNet and Wang

are well established in this segment, with IBM and Digital rapidly gaining
ground.

16Davis, bc. cit. . P. 77.
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The era of pure word processing is coming to a close. Replacing it
is the concept of compound document processing--integrating text,
graphics, images, data, and voice. Traditional office automation system
vendors like Wang, IBM, and Digital understand the capture of document
images as the logical extension of their business and product lines.
View Star exemplifies the newcomers in the microcomputer LAN system
market that blends workgroup-level image processing and office
automation functions.

WI_Los... eag_g_g_VitexB
Imaging systems are found in the public and private sector. There

are multi-million dollar, corporate-wide systems and small, PC-based
systems for a departmental application. Brand-name vendors can
account for an installed base of over a thousand systems. A few
examples of document imaging systems are summarized below.

The University of Central Florida has begun an imaging pilot
project for its graduate admissions process in collaboration with
ViewStar. This microcomputer (286, 386, or 486 processors), LAN-
based system will run on the campuses' Novell network using
Windows and standard VGAs (compression/decompression boards
are not required for image display). This is a good example of the
integration of workflow software, off-the-shelf optical jukeboxes
and PC system hardware, which can all be tied to host-based
applications to allow users to access distributed databases and use
SQL technology.17
The Florida Department of Education has installed a $1.5 million
Wang Imaging System with optical disk jukeboxes to automate the
teacher certification system. This system contains all imaged
documents for 30,000 of Florida's public school teachers. Paper
files are being converted to image files at a rate of 2,000 per
month. Through an automatic call distributor (ACD) system,
callers can learn the status of their application via a voice response
unit or leave a message for next-day counselor response or talk to
a counselor who has 20-second access to the file through the Wang
system's interface with an IBM 3090/400 at the State University
System's Northwest Regional Data Center.18
The University of Southern California has installed a Wang
Imaging System to handle its admissions process. Its annual
paper chase of 50,000 applications plus associated essays, letters
of recommendation, and transcripts with a 5 percent error rate has
become an error-free, optical process. Using image-capable

"Interview with William H. Branch, Director of Computing Services, University of Central Florida,
Orlando, FL, October 28, 1991.
"interview with Larry T. Champion, Chief of Teacher Certification, Florida Department of Education,
Tallahassee, FL, October 18, 1991,
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workstations, admissions counselors can mix view all the
documents and have access to data residing on an existing Prime
Computer system. Most have the electronic tablet to add
handwritten annotations electronically on the applicant's
transcripts. Once admissions decisions are made, the documents
are permanently stored on optical disk. In terms of benefits, nine
file clerks have been redeployed, paper files have been eliminated,
and applicants get admissions decisions three weeks earlier, which
provides a competitive edge in attracting qualified students.19

Wh n Will the Technology Be 1101
Not long ago, two of the most common components in many

document image-processing systems were smoke and mirrors."

Today, the picture has become brighter, as established products
have become more refined and new systems are constantly materializing.
There are still a limited number of options in the full-blown, production-
type of systems. Yet, there are hundreds of vendors that supply parts of
imaging systems. So, there is growing popularity with smaller,
microcomputer-based LAN systems and systems integrators that will put
the pieces together for systems from small to large.

Communications, File Formats, and Standards. Vendor
strategies are changing to provide support for industry standards and
open systems. For example, FileNet's system is built around a UNIX-
based Ethernet LAN. Open standards such as Ethernet and de facto
standards such as IBM's Token-Ring are very important to this market.
Recently. Wang has made open system announcements such as
OPEN/image-Windows and OPEN/image-CICS. Because facsimile
reception is such a large part of document imaging systems, CCITT
Group 4 and Group 3 are by far the most common file formats. Other
file formats frequently supported are TIFF (a desktop publishing format
for scanned images), DCA (IBM's word processing document format, and
EPSF (encapsulated PostScript format). In addition to text and graphic
formats, standard graphical user interfaces (GUIs) are being integrated
into document imaging systems for ease of use at the workstation level.

A Dynamic Marketplace. This year, Datapro characterizes the
marketplace as dynamic. Major trends include an increase in the
prevalence of system integrators and value-added resellers. Standalone
imaging systems have rapidly become obsolete, while integration with
multiple platforms, components, and applications--and the adherence to
industry standards that such integration requires--is in vogue. Image
software has attained prominence as users seek appropriate

'9"The Paperless Chase," QQ, February 1991, p. 13.
20Davis, Joc. cit., p. 77.
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applications; vendors are responding with additional software options,
often through joint development or joint marketing agreements. The
increase in microcomputer-based systems and the heated competition in
the imaging market are leading to lower prices. This trend looks like it
will continue.21

If you're putting in an imaging system, pay attention to the
organizational impact rather than the technology. The technology
will take care of itself; the organization will never take care ofitseif.22

The implementation of imaging technologies can dramatically
change the way organizations do business. These technologies can
greatly affect the type of work, flow of information, and personnel
structure of an organization.

If you're implementing an imaging system, get the users involved.
They know best. They're the ones dealing with the paper every day,
not the technical staff 23

Because of the potential for these changes, the objectives of an
organization considering the use of optical technologies should be clearly
defined and the requirements for meeting the objectives should be
specifically identified. Key items to consider when developing
requirements are the volume of documents processed, retrieval response
times, and information volatility. Personnel should be surveyed to
determine their needs to receive, file, and retrieve documents. Plans for
implementation should address how the optical technologies will fit into
the flow of work within the organization. The automation of paperwork
in an office environment is not unlike the disciplines required in
computer-integrated manufacturing. In short, most offices will need
workflow analysis befc.i e any technology is considered. FileNet has
developed WorkFlo scripting software but it is not tied to image-
processing 4stems. 'Workflow is a service available to a lot of different
applications, of which image processing is just one."24

Information systems utilizing imaging technologies usually cannot
be grafted into existing computer application software. There are
requirements for workstations which cannot be met by the typical

21"Document Imaging Systems: Market Overview," loc. cit.
22Ira Morrow (American Express Co.), as quoted by Caryn Gillooly, "Ups and Downs of LAN Imaging
Systems," Network World, April 22, 1991, p. 17.
23Hal Petschke ( Aetna Life and Casualty Co.), "Worth Noting," Network World, May 6, 1991, p. 17.
24Dwight B. Davis, "Software That Makes Your Work Flow," Datamation, April 15, 1991, p. 75.
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installed base of PCs and terminals. Users may need large-screen, high-
resolution monitors, large local jukebox storage, and increased
processing capabilities. Although it is possible to incorporate image data

into some existing database applications by writing custom software to
maintain indexes of the images and cross check between systems, this
can be a complex task and should normally be left to the system vendor.

Finally, most networks are not designed for the transmission of

large image files. The network traffic from image data can be so large

that it interferes with other users. Some organizations have installed
separate parallel networks for image transmission to keep up with other
workloads. The large size of optical images also means that the magnetic
data storage demands are greater. Disk space requirements of several
gigabytes are normal.25

Eons_ h_c_jilLga hts

The success of any new system is more dependent on the work
that goes on before the management "OK" than after. This suggests that
there is much to be learned about imaging before deciding to do imaging.
Users need to become as "learned" as the techies. Then, find a small
place to test out this new found knowledge about imaging. A pilot keeps
the cost down and your risk to a minimum.

And, . . .

All change is not progress. All motion may not be notforward.

25Steve Clark and Marc Tully, Assessment of Optical Technologies, an unpublished report of the Florida

Information Resource Commission, 1990, pp. 10.
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A Vision of the Future: It Starts on the Desktop

Ann Zinck, Ph.D.
Assistant Director for Academic Computing

San Joaquin Delta College
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Judith W. Leslie, Ph.D.
Senior Partner
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Tempe, Arizona

This paper will describe why and how San Joaquin DeltaCommunity College has created a graphic, electronic officeenvironment called "The Virtual Desk" to operate on thedesktops of its employees. Virtual Desk is a Super Card frontend to the network and includes such features as a desk with acalculator, spreadsheet, notepad, calendar, electronic mail, andword processor. There also are file drawers and bookshelvesdepicted in The Virtual Desk that contain institutionalinformation such as policies and procedures, directories, andinformation from administrative systems. The paper will
highlight the evolution of computing at Delta, its strategic plan,and its newest effort, a collaborative design project calledSystem 2000. Delta is developing System 2000 using CASEtools for the logical design and an object-oriented developmentenvironment. The paper will note that the partnerships withDigital Equipment Corporation ("DEC"), Apple, and The Leaguefor Innovation have advanced the development and use oftechnology at Delta, and the partnership with The Robinson
Group, Ltd. ("TRG") will extend the innovation at Delta to otherinstitutions of higher education.
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Introduction

"We are shifting the ideal of the model employee from one who carries out
orders correctly to one who takes responsibility and initiative, monitors his

or her own work, and uses managers and supervisors in their new roles of

facilitators, teachers, and consultants....computers are taking information out

of the hands of middle managers and placing it into the hands of

individuals."1 This quote by John Naisbitt and Patricia Aburdene is
extracted from the book, Re-Inventing the Corporation. The underlying
assumption of the quote is that information is an organizational resource. In

the past, access to information has been controlled and, therefore, potential

employee growth and development has not been realized. In the future,
however, information will be available to employees through their use of
technology, and it will give them the necessary resource to expand their
knowledge and become a "self-managed colleague."

A number of factors in the past, and even at present, have contributed to
organizations under-utilizing their information resources: the political
environment, the robustness of the knowledge base, the tools to access
information easily, the ethics associated with that access, and the financial

capacity to develop the information resources. This presentation addresses

two of these important factors: developing the knowledge base and the tools

to access that knowledge. The presentation will feature San Joaquin Delta

College ("Delta"), an institution where the "self-managed colleague" is

evolving.

The philosophy and goals of the Computer Services Department at Delta
will be shared with the purpose of illustrating the values of the organization
and how those values are translated into action. To understand the extent of

change that has and will continue to take place at Delta, the evolution of the

information technology environment at Delta will be highlighted. The role
and benefit of strategic partnerships that have leveraged Delta's investment
and expertise in management systems will be described. Finally, a glimpse

of the development of System 2000, a new administrative system designed

to make the vision of a desktop information support system a reality will be

provided .

Background

Delta serves an area over 2,400 square miles in central California's
agricultural San Joaquin valley. There are 265 staff and 230 faculty who
work at Delta and 20,000 students who are enrolled in university transfer,
occupational, and general interest courses. Founded in 1935, Delta is one of

105 California Comm:inity Colleges.



Philosophy, Goals, and Objectives

The philosophy of the Computer Services Department at Delta ("Computer
Services") is that the student is the "ultimate customer" on campus. Lee
Belarmino, Associate Dean for Information Services, has infused this
philosophy throughout his organization. The goals that guide
implementation of this philosophy are:

1. To optimize the resources available to serve students by extending the
current investment in mainframe computing to a distributed
environment where faculty, advisors, and counselors have easy access
to information about students.

2. To give students and those who serve students convenient, consistent
access to information, regardless of the source of information or
location of the user.

3. To advance the use of technology in support of students by focusing on
the technological environment, not the political environment.

Historical Context

Under Lee Belarmino's leadership, the Computer Services staff had to
overcome several obstacles before achieving the above stated goals. First,
the complex administrative systems, consisting of a student information
system and a payroll system, were running on a UNISYS/Burroughs 6930, a
very proprietary environment which limited access by users. In addition,
just the maintenance of the student information system, which consists of
over one million lines of undocumented code, is a major drain on
programming resources. Users had difficulty accessing necessary
information contained in these systems. A second obstacle, was the
limited access to office automation. Users had only limited office
automation capability from a System 36 accessed through 22 IBM terminals.
Third, minimal support was being provided to the campus user community,
and administrators could not access information for planning and decision
making. The strategies employed to overcome these obstacles were to seek
solutions that would decrease the workload on the mainframe by
distributing computing to servers and the desktop, and to improve service
to users by providing them with an easy to use interface and network
navigation.

The first phase designed to implement the distributed strategy was initiated
in 1987. The objective of this phase was to provide immediately those
solutions which addressed pressing user needs. To do so, the Computer
Services staff made available "deliverables" such as advanced office
automation tools (a Macintosh) and a financial system, Digitronicslu. An
AppleTalk network with an Ether Net backbone was installed to provide the
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Macintosh user with access to the student information system, payroll
system, and new financial system. Electronic mail was installed and became
the primary tool for communication and collaboration on campus.

The second phase was to position the department for the future by
developing a strategic plan to guide development and implementation
based upon user needs. Computer Services spent a year to create a five-
year plan that outlined the future technology direction for Delta. Lee
Belarmino, Matt Rosen, Assistant Director for Technical Services, and Ann
Zinck completed the plan through extensive research and technical analysis.
This strategic plan outlines the vision of a totally integrated information
architecture for Delta.

Current Status

Today, Delta has over 225 Macintosh computers running AppleTalk and
DECnet protocols with Local Talk and Ethernet cabling to eight luildings.
There are nine Apple Share file servers; two dedicated Macintosh mail
servers; an integrated touchtone registration system; a VAX 4000, VAX
8350, VAX 11/780 and the Unisys B6930. The VAX 8350 is the platform
for Delta's financial system and serves as an interface to the Unisys B6930.
The VAX interface to the B6930 enabled the Macintosh to become a desktop
front-end for seamless access to both the Student Information System, the
DlgltronlcsTM Financial System (VAX 8350), as well as AppleShareTM servers.
In early 1990, ten Macintosh campus servers were installed to enable a
variety of functions ranging from serving collaborative work folders to
software, planning data, and budget information. At approximately the same
time, a new in-house Matriculation System for counselors was designed.
This system was designed to function as an appointment system and total
educational planning/counseling tool. The Matriculation System runs on a
VAX 4000 and accesses a subset of data from the student information system
on the Burroughs 6930. Out of this complex enterprise of equipment has
grown a network that provides instant, seamless access to information in
any administrative office on campus. With a touch of a key or click of a
mouse a user may pass from Macintosh to VAX to Burroughs without
knowing it.

One of the most distinguishing aspects of Delta's computing technology
today, however, is The Virtual Desk, shown in Figure One. This innovative,
Macintosh, front-end depicts an office setting which is both familiar and
logical in design. The interface is kept constant for all users on campus
with variations in the type of tools, files, and services the user can access
through the Virtual Desk. Each object on the Virtual Desk is a stand-alone
tool, thus users can create, add, and delete tools appropriate to their job
responsibilities. Clicking on the desktop note pad accesses a favorite word
processor. Clicking on the wall calendar accesses the college events
calendar. The file drawer and bookshelf are object based so that updates to
its contents can be easily sent across the network for the users to update
their "Desks." The bookshelf and file cabinet provide users with centralized



access to campus-wide planning tools, budget buildir.g tools, financialsummaries, the "Dean's Grade Viewer," policies and procedures, staffdirectory, and organization chart.

The following scenario illustrates the user friendly nature of The VirtualDesk. The Dean clicks on the file cabinet icon on her Macintosh screen;when the cabinet opens, a series of folders appear. She then clicks on thefolder titled "The Budget Worksheet" and views her budget that shows howmuch was requested, allotted, and expended. She recalls how she used thisfunction during the budget preparation process. The Dean then clicks onthe "Business Summary" folder and views the data in summarized form. Sheknows that the summary sheet takes the equivalent of a financial summaryreport and puts it into a series of eight HyperCard stacks, each of whichrepresents a different account type and sort order. She knows that the dataare current and consistent since both of these applications are HyperCardstacks that are created from data downloaded from the VAX each evt ning.

Figure 1: The Virtual Desk
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Delta now has a network that provides instant, seamless access toinformation from any administrative office on campus. Although The VirtualDesk provides a wealth of services to the faculty and administration, full
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implementation of the concept with students depends upon the completion

and implementation of the new administrative system, System 2000,
described in a later section.

Partnerships

To advance innovation at an accelerated pace, Delta formed several key

partnerships. The first was with Digital Equipment Corporation ("DEC"),

which engaged Delta as a regional training center for its customers. The

second partner was Apple Computers Inc. ("Apple"). Apple awarded a grant

to Delta to assist in the development the Virtual Desk and the Macintosh
administrative network. With the implementation of The Virtual Desk,
came the third partnership, the Apple Community College Alliance

("Alliance") which was a collaborative development with the League for
Innovation. Delta is now one of ten community colleges in the country that
participates in this progressive partnership. The mission of this national
consortium of community colleges is to enrich the quality of teaching and

learning and improve the effectiveness of institutional management through
the careful planning for and integration of information technologies. The

Alliance is accomplishing this mission by developing specialized areas of

expertise with Macintosh technology and by sharing information and
innovaticn models with other community colleges as a network of regional

resource centers.2 The Alliance has been of great benefit in implementing
the vision of desktop information access at Delta. The fourth partnership is

with TRG, which is now marketing the Virtual Desk to other institutions of

higher education. For example, Monroe Community College, Houston

Community College System, and the University of California at Irvine
Student Services staff have acquired the Virtual Desk and are planning to
implement this innovative desk-top front end in their environments.

The Challenge

Delta's commitment to Macintosh and DEC technology has provided a
strong, flexible platform on which to build a new enterprise. However,

there still are remnants of the former environment that Delta must update.
To illustrate, the mainframe is running at maximum capacity. Only through
the considerable talents of the operations staff and programmers/analysts
does the mainframe continue to provide the critical data necessary to keep

the campus operaticwal. Thus, Delta faces the "burning platform" issue.

Another challenge at Delta is the outdated administrative systems. To

address this issue, Delta conducted an exhaustive search and evaluation
during 1989-90 of all currently available administrative packages. Based

upon the evaluation, Delta's staff concluded that only after extensive
modification would an "off-the-shelf' system comply with technical, user,
and State requirements. Delta staff realized that if they were to choose this

option, once these modifications were made, the vendor could no longer
support the system with maintenance or upgrades, thus eliminating one of

the primary advantages of a third party system.
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The primary technical specification for an administrative system at Delta
was that it be designed as a true relational database system, preferably usingobject based code. The evaluation yielded no systems that met thesestandards. The Computer Services staff concluded that the only option wasto write a new system.

The Future

System 2000, a new administrative system, is the next technologicaladvancement for Delta College. It was conceived based upon the philosophyand goals of Computer Services. The primary focus of System 2000 is thecurriculum and courses, the true products of education. Inherent in thecurriculum-based design of System 2000 is the concept of sharedgovernance and shared information. Students, staff, faculty, andadministrators will have access to all appropriate functions in the systemnecessary for them to make decisions about their roles in the educational
environment. To leverage resources and accelerate the pace of design anddevelopment of System 2000, Delta established a collaborative projectinvolving Saddleback and Santa Barbara Community Colleges, both of whomshare Delta's philosophy and technical design approach.

The designers are taking a fresh approach to the way traditional
administrative systems currently operate. Instead of merel3 updating ortranslating code from an existing system to a more current platform, thedesigners are completely re-engineering the administrative processes andprocedures. As noted above, the curriculum and courses are the driving theadministrative processes. For example, the approval of a course means thatan instructor must be assigned, a schedule made, room assigned, finances
allocated, etc.

System 2000 is based on innovative, even "break through," technology inboth its design and system requirements. The designers are using a CASE
tool D4tThi to develop the logical design. By using this software on theMacintosh, Delta streamlines development time and communicates moreeasily with non-technical audiences about the design. The architecture ofSystem 2000 is a client/server-based model with the majority of computingdone on the desktop. Computing is distributed over several powerfulservers with a minicomputer providing necessary data to the system.Delta will develop System 2000 using objected oriented tools which willallow parsing out of the system components so that the components canoperate on one or many Macintoshes. The object oriented design principleof "inheritance," will make System 2000 easily portable to otherinstitutions. When another institution needs a modification, for example,the institution can accomplish the modification by describing only anentity's "new" properties or characteristics.

Delta plans to implement the basic modules of System 2000 by April, 1993.System 2000 will be the final link in providing major campus information
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services to all students, faculty, and staff. Delta will integrate distributed
applications of System 2000 with the academic network, which will entail

a migration from 3COM to DEC PathWORKSTAL Delta also is preparing for

the inevitable application of ISDN or similar technologies. All of the basic
technology necessary for ISDN is either in place, or will be within three

years, throughout the campus. Delta will continue its commitment to
develop the ultimate communication network and work environment for the

campus community using the Macintosh computer.

With System 2000 students will be the "ultimate customers," and will be
able to access easily the information that they need to be successful in the
college environment. System 2000 will permit students to request and
receive transcripts, select courses, evaluate educational plans, receive grade
reports, and communicate electronically with faculty. Administrators,
faculty, and staff will be able to obtain information that is current and
immediately accessible from their desktop Macintoshes for use in planning
and decision making. Delta will accomplish all this access to information
using a collaborative effort, advanced design and development tools, and a
client/server architecture.

Observations

Upon visiting Delta College and seeing this vision evolve, one recalls the
writings of Stan Davis and Bill Davidson, who describe in their book, 2020
Vision, those organizations that are positioning for the future by
"informationalizing" their organizations. The Virtual Desk he s been an
important tool in the informationalizing process at Delta. The authors
observe that there are bottlenecks in the process cif informaLionalizing.
They cite such factors as the partially met need for compatible computer
architecture, and the dilemma of choice. Delta has overcome the dilemmas
of compatible computer architecture and choice by providing a seamless
link to existing proprietary platforms from the desktop standard, a
Macintosh. Like other organizations, howerver, Delta has experienced some
of this resistance, although to a lesser degree than most institutions. A few
specific examples of resistance at Delta illustrate the type of issues that an
organization may enounter in achieving a fully informationalized institution.

The first example of resistance pertains to database ownership and
responsibility. While much of the data that is accessed using The Virtual
Desk comes directly from administrative databases, some sources of
information, particularly text files, are in "end user" departments. Other
competing priorities can impact the ability of these end users to update
their information frequently. Consequently, some of the textual information
that users access from the Virtual Desk can be out of date. The Computer
Services staff are aware of areas that are difficult to maintain, and work with
their end users to stay abreast of the changes.

The second example relates to user expectations. While Delta has
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deliberately selected the most user friendly tools, it is still difficult for someusers to adapt to a technology-based workstyle. These users becomeimpatient with the tools, because the tools are more difficult to learn thanthese users anticipated. To respond positively to these unfilledexpectations, Delta continues to provide education about and training in theuse of technological tools.

The third example of resistance is a subtle but important one. This form ofresistance pertains to the "aura of accountability" that is present in anorganization when information is easily accessible. To illustrate thisresistance, a number of questions are posed. Should administrators maketheir calendars accessible? Should budget status information be sharedbeyond just the person responsible for a program area? Should employeesbe able to communicate electronically directly to the president? Shouldprogress reports for achieving division and departmental goals andobjectives be shared widely? These questions represent just a sample ofthose questions that an institution that is "informationalizing" itsorganization could raise. The Delta Computer Services leadership and staffdeliberately try to stay above "the politics of information," but are aware thatthese and other important questions will continue to emerge and must beaddressed.

The fourth example pertains to technology itself. While new hardware isproviding dramatic increases in performance at lower costs, institutions arefaced with the financial reality of continuous upgrades to stay abreast of thehardware, operating systems, and communications technology.Furthermore, as the technology becomes available to users, their appetitesfor more technology grow. In response to this demand and the technologychanges, Delta formulated and continuously updates its five-year informationresources plan. Information Technologies staff are noted for their ability toevaluate applications and tools, identifying those that have a highprice/performance return while at the same time selecting those that bestadvance Delta technologically.

How does Delta continue to move ahead given these expressions ofrestraint? Three characteristics emerge. First, Delta has a well articulatedvision that evolved from an effective planning process that serves as a guideto the future. Second, Delta Computer Services staff have an actionorientation, and use the best productivity tools as part of their day-to-daywork style. Third, Delta Computer Services staff adhere to the orientation ofa "no politics here" environment. While some institutions use a laboriouscommittee process to identify a need and develop a design, Lee Belarminoand his staff take the first step in defining a new application; then they go tothe users. Vision, tools, and no politics appear to be just the rightingredients to keep Delta rapidly moving toward the "informationalizedorganization."

Davis and Davidson, referred to above, hypothesize that "the maturity of theinfrastructure (infostructure) may be measured, in part, by the degree to
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which it (the organization) adopts standards, develops compatibility among

its parts, and connects incompatible pieces into a seamless whole." They

continue with, 'This process is occurring now and will continue to be the

major focus during the next decade." Based upon the plans that have been

developed and executed at Delta, one concludes that Delta is an institution

that is maturing into an effective organizational model for the information

era.

Delta has received much recognition for the way in which it is maturing. As

part of the Apple Alliance, Delta is featured at many conferences and in

publications. For example, the Spring, 1991 edition of Query, Apple's
information source on administrative computing, featured Delta in their "In

Depth" feature. Digital Equipment Corporation recently featured Delta in its

Fall, 1991, issue of EDU focusing on "Creating an Open Environment: Two-

year Colleges in Forefront." The Robinson Group Ltd., distributor for The

Virtual Desk, regularly demonstrates the Delta-developed application at

major conferences and notes the positive reaction of observers who first see

what "starting on the desktop" means at Delta College.

Conclusion

In starting on the desktop, the vision of self-managed colleagues and
empowered students, all networked into the institutions knowledge base as

well as external networks, is beginning to emerge at Delta. Delta began with

a well articulated vision developed through an effectively executed planning

process. Delta progressed by implementing a hardware and software
architecture designed explicitly for its ultimate customers - its students and

employees. The institution is reaching toward the future by designing an
enterprise-wide model for an information architecture that focuses on the
student and curriculum. The vision of the future: it begins on the desktop -

at Delta it does!
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Abstract

The proliferation of information products has forced academic libraries to examine
how to best coordinate the multitude of products and make them as compatible as possible.
One way to do this has been to create networks that can interact with one another and
allow users to seek, retrieve, transfer and save information via various methods. With
libraries traditionally being one of the biggest users of computing resources on campus, the
competition for new applications on any given network is keen and the setup can be costly,
complex and difficult. This paper examines what kinds of networks academic libraries
need in order to offer access to a variety of databases and CD-ROMs, online public access
catalogs (OPACs), local area networks (LANs), microcomputing, interactive tele-
communications packages and specific functions of library 'operations. Networks are created
on an inhouse, campuswide and remote scale requiring enormous planning and familiarity
with technology, communications and end-user needs and this application in the academic
library as the major player on a campus will be explored fully in this paper.
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Introduction

Until recently, academic librarians selected books with the intention of retaining

them forever in one facility, with branches or satellites responding to individual subject

breakdowns or faculty interests. With a ready supply of money, it was best to err on the

side of inclusion rather than exclusion, and hence collection sizes steadily increased. The

"research library" emerged as one with significant holdings of books, journal titles, and

eventually microforms, and other types of mixed media. Today, things have changed

dramatically; with tight budgets, dramatic increases in subscription costs, and a realization

that one library cannot possibly collect everything, nor be everything to all people, library

management is putting a strong emphasis on coordinated and cooperative collection

development with other libraries, while shifting the paradigm from ownership to access of

information. To meet this challenge of accessing information, computer technology is

playing a large role; the academic library, once a storehouse of bound volumes is evolving

into a multi-resource center with links to databases in nearly every part of the world.

LibilauSa_gmautin

With the introduction of the computer a generation ago, units such as Offices of

Central Computing (OCC) began springing up on university campuses to provide access to

computing. The OCC offered highly centralized computing where departments, typically

Computer Science and Electrical Engineering, could run batch jobs on the campus

mainframe, with students and faculty doing much of the programming. In the beginning,

the library had little use for computers, but slowly the library began to develop an

association with OCC. First it was only for access to primitive text editors, but later the

library leased machine time to run the online public access catalog (OPAC), the automated

circulation system, and more recently, to use OCC's machines for such things as electronic

mail. Within this milieu, there were many administrative headaches- different campus

departments often had different needs, which could not be fully met on one central

mainframe. As campus departments required more and more computing for an endless list

of academic and administrative functions, political and territorial turf wars became common.

Finally, about ten years ago, with the introduction of the microcomputer, computer

access became much more prevalent on campus. For the library, this was a blessing.

Previously, with computers costing in the hundreds of thousands of dollars, the library had

to rely on the centralized OCC for computer access. Now, as the power of the computer

increases relative to price, libraries are finding it more cost effective to purchase their own

machines rather than lease them from OCC, eliminating the "middleman" and essentially

making the library an autonomous computing unit on campus. This also frees the library

from having to abide by the constraints of OCC, which often times did not have the same

priorities as the library. With this autonomy, the library is able to tailor the computer

requirements with the needs of library users and staff, and able to do the following:

2



Set up desktop computing for staff to run word processing,
do internal document preparation, spread sheets, and
data management;

Purchase a machine to run the library's OPAC;

Link to other databases via dial up access;

Access library holdings on campus as well as access
other libraries locally, regionally, nationally,
and internationally, via existing international networks;

Integrate access to all systems linking multiple library functions
such as circulation, acquisitions, serials, public access on a
single system;

Access locally held databases in CD-ROM format

With this autonomy, the libraty can then begin to create its own inhouse networks,
for administrative PCs or CD-ROM networks for patron usage. Since the library is now
running its own machines, library administration must handle the responsibilities of having
appropriate personnel to install, fix and repair machines or hardware, others to develop and
install software, train staff and users and still othem to oversee the extensive computing
operation.

Cooperation Among Library Systems

Parallel to the development of library computing on campus, another facet of library
computing has been unfolding: cooperation. In the 1970s, responding to the enormous and
specialized manpower demands for the cataloging and processing of materials, the first wave
of cooperation in libraries was introduced with coordinated bibliographic control of
materials. This national movement began with the Library of Congress and a commercial
vendor, OCLC near Columbus, Ohio in the 1970s, working together to offer libraries
systematic processing for their materials for a fee. Instead of a book being cataloged a
thousand times by a thousand different libraries, one member library would catalog the
book, and make the computer tapes available to other participant libraries. This system
promised a reduction in backlogs, and faster delivery of books to the shelves and thus
greater user satisfaction. Conversion efforts were made to bring together old records with
new access points and standards such as the Anglo American Cataloging Rules (AACRII)
were introduced to promote standardization and allow for centralization to take place.
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We do not have to look only to the past for collaborative ventures between libraries;

in the future, cooperation will play an even greater role than it has in the past. Entering

the 1990s we have and will continue to see profound changes in computing within libraries.

No longer will each library be an independent island of information; the days of

decentralized computing is nearly past to be replaced by cooperation. Administrative

applications, such as word processors and spread sheets will continue to be autonomous of

any outside control and stand alone or become part of an established LAN. However,

distributed computing between library systems will become much more common as libraries

move toward the common goal of providing access for patrons. Such interdependence

between library systems will be a result of several factors:

More powerful/cheaper computers;

High costs of databases in digital form;

Tighter budgets competing for greater demands

These factors are intertwined, but the paramount reasons are the technologi;,al

advancements: prices will continue to drop for hardware in relation to its inf;mory size

and speed, and software will become more standardized and easier to install, leading to

microcomputers that will be able to store and retrieve data at rates far faster than today.

The second reason will be tied to the costs of commercial databases. More and

more, what libraries are finding is that while it is great to have access to indexes and

abstracts in machine readable form, these databases come with a steep price tag, sometimes

exceeding their print counterparts by over 500%1 In this day of belt tightening, libraries

are casting about ways in which they can have resource sharing among libraries. One of

the means is for cooperative access to commercial indexes via high speed networks, such

as through the existing Internet or the future NREN. In such a scheme, tapes loaded on

a central mainframe take the place of local databases. Then, instead of each library having

to buy and maintain individual indexes/databases, there is one subscription, avoiding

resource replication, but providing access to all participating libraries.

Unlike the centralized computing relationship between a campus OCC and the

library, where there was friction because of differing needs, the current model is more apt

to succeed. Instead of having many units with disparate needs, as was the case with the

OCC-library model, all of the libraries in the system will have the common goal of gaining

access to journal iudexes as cheaply and quickly as possible.

Today, libraries are already banding together to buy/lease databases cooperatively.

One local example is thc University of California system; this past September, Ou UC's

MELVYL OPAC, three databases became available for all nine campuses to access and

4



use. All of the tapes are centrally housed and maintained on the Division of Library
Automation's IBM 3090 mainframe in Oakland. By having the indexes on MELVYL, the
libraries share access and share costs. Another example also with access via MELVYL is
the MEDLINE database mounted by the National Library of Medicine offering indexing
and abstracting to the major clinical medicine journals. Searching via keyword, descriptor,
author, title and journal source allows far greater access, far faster than the print equivalent
of the Index Medicus and is more current.'

These consortia are not limited to large, wealthy university systems, such as the
University of California. For smaller independent schools, networking offers the libraries
greater access to much more information than their own institutions can justify or afford.
One such network, is CARL, formed in 1974 as the Colorado Alliance of Research
Libraries. This group originally consisted of six member institutions in close proximity to
one another who were interested in exploring interlibrary cooperation. Later, they created
a single OPAC which was expanded to offer an integrated system for circulation,
acquisitions, and bibliographic maintenance. Today, CARL is involved in the development
of full text transmission of journal articles for a fee, via their networked database access.'

New Challenges

From a conceptual standpoint, these networks are challenging some basic tenets held
by librarians. With these databases, the whole concept of "free access," once held
sacrosanct by many, is being rewritten to read "fee for service." Since these databases are
so costly, especially as libraries pay the licensing fees to give more and more users access
to the information, libraries are finding it necessary to charge patrons for material, which
in the past they would have gotten for free. Another change is the shift from ownership
of the physical volume to access to the information contained in that volume. Until
recently, libraries were judged by the number of books and journals they owned. While
number of volumes is still important, today people are offering new definitions of collection
"greatness" based upon access to information, not ownership of volumes.

From a practical point of view, for the local librarian, these consortia mean giving
up flexibility when deciding what indexes to buy and acquire. Instead of having to reach
agreement with only the people at one campus and evaluating user needs, people from
many different campuses have to be in accord. Because there is so much necessary
agreement or consensus and decisions can be costly, there are limitations to the number and
types of databases that will be available on these general networks. These consortia areonly going to have databases that are of interest to the majority of the campuses. If only
one school has an interest in acquiring a database for the network, it is unlikely that thegroup will fund the request. Seeking balance between anticipated heavy use for general
materials and specialized materials with expected low use can cause discord and force
decisions about alternative answers.

5
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Distributed Computing

As specific institutions acquire more and more powerful machines, and as libraries

become dissatisfied with the limitations of these general information networks, "micro-

networks" will spring up to fill the subject specific niches of individual institutions and their

users. It is in this stage that we will really see distributed computing take off, with various

databases, located in different locations, providing access to a full spectrum of users. No

longer will a library have allegiance to only one library computer network, instead they will

form consortia for only databases in their area of specialized interest. As an example, the

University of California, Riverside, with its strong emphasis on agriculture, might become

partners with UC Davis to mount agricultural databases on their machine, offer access to

both schools, share the costs and interact directly with the National Library of Agriculture

in Beltsville, Maryland. Or on a larger scale, both institutions could form agreements with

universities outside their region to share access of machine readable data. Nor will there

be a limit to the number of networks to which a university belongs. A major institution

may identify scores of research emphases in all disciplines they want to have access to by

distributing the cost on a per use basis, or as contributors to the holdings of the network,

without assuming the full costs.

Full Text and Transparent Networks

To this point, we have only concerned ourselves with indexes/abstracts as they are

available in machine readable form. Computerized indexes are a boon to the researcher,

sparing the person countless hours of having to leaf through year after year of the same

index in search of finding useful citations, but these indexes are only pointers to the real

information; they only tell you where to go to find the end product. To reach the stage of

acquiring information at the push of a button will require more than just converting indexes

to machine readable format. It will require full text with graphics being available online,

via transparent networks.

The key to these networks will be the establishment of "data superhighways" such

as the National Research and Education Network (NREN), which will allow for very fast

transmission of large data/graphics files from coast to coast.' Once such a data
infrastructure is in place, neither physical distance nor file size/type will be an issue.

Beyond the technological hurdles, there will still be the question of standardization, and the

pressing issues of copyright and intellectual property. Although venture capital is currently

being sought to develop handheld versions of encyclopedias and collections of other major

reference tools, until the legal debates are settled, it will be some time before we see best

sellers available at the drop of a hat.

4 ri
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This does not mean that a "library without walls" cannot exist in the near future.
The first major move to full text available via national networks will be and has been
scholarly publishing, primarily in academic journals. For commercial publishers, who are
driven by the profit motive, their rationale in charging thousands of dollars per title for a
subscription is that their investment is great and the potential market is small. Assuming
the reasons are solid for pricing subscriptions very high, this does not negate the fact that
journal prices are spiraling forever upwards. As an example, one large science publisher
took out a two page ad in a library magazine to trumpet the decrease in prices of their
journals, one title, Lilo himica eLBiophysica Acta, was down 7% to $5385.00 per yea?.

If the publisher is only serving as a vehicle for dissemination of the information and
all the potential readership has access to the Internet or some other network, why not
bypass the publishers entirely? It has been asked, why should academics conduct research,
write up their findings and respond to their hypotheses, submit them for peer review in
refereed journals which have an abundance of submissions to choose from and whose
subscriptions cost an inordinate sum and which take months and perhaps years to be
published?' Today, through "online journals," the scenario can be different, where
academics can achieve the same product faster, more efficiently and cheaper, and still serve
the same purpose of promotion and tenure requirements.

Technolo Acc ss and the Libra of the Future

It is nearly 1992 and we in academic librarianship find ourselves at a crossroads.
While no one knows the exact direction of the library, its relationship to technological
advancements suggests several possible scenarios:

Comply with the traditional role of the library as a
repository for printed publications.

Serve as a gateway to electronic information and marry
that to print and mixed media holdings creating a mixed
configuration of information.

Become part publisher, part supplier, part storehouse
and serves information seekers in providing access and
retrieving full text documents,

Engage in a combination of all aforementioned activities and
constantly be aware of changes and new demands.

Clearly there will not be one model for the library of the future. Some academic
libraries will be repositories of musty tomes, while on the other extreme, some will neither

7
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own nor lend books, instead only providing links to computers interconnecting the world.

Conversion of all printed books to machine readable format is unlikely and traditional

publishing will continue as the economic incentives for conversion just are not there.

Instead new products and releases will have online equivalents, information will be shared

more efficiently, cheaply and quickly. Libraries will be networked into complex

organizations, however all that will be transparent to the user who can still ask for

information and be amazed from where it comes. Organizations will change, skills will

become more technically focused, the ergonomic climate will be different, and technology

will dictate the direction. FAX, high speed computing and greater capacity for storage and

manipulation will make sharing resources and schohi'y communication more feasible.

Problems exist for those in the global dimate who can not afford the technology or

do not have the expertise. The automation revolution is not a fair game for all and the fact

that it is not stagnant but always developing causes enormous frustration. The "data

superhighways" may one day be clogged by networks and competing structure, but we today

know that NREN needs support, academic publishini ias changed and will continue to and

the economics of information poses many challenges.

Endnotes
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MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES FOR

DISTRIBUTED SERVICES

Coordinator: Terry Bratton

The issue of distributed services is one of the most prominent in information technology. The trade

press contains articles with growing reports of great success and significant savings. Other articles
report a more negative story stating the problems of control and reporting. One story indicated that
branch offices and remote facilities love the autonomy while headquarters complains that they no
longer get the information they need to operate the whole organization. Papers in this track look at
many of the facets of distributed services management.
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ABSTRACT

"IS CLIENT/SERVER THE FUTURE OF INFORMATION PROCESSING?"

In the progressively changing world of communications networking,
a need for proper exchanging of information in a viable and cost
effective solution has been recognized. To satisfy this need the
industry has chosen to apply and develop the concept of distributed
network systems or client/server networks.

The criteria considered in definincj the client/server network
inclules radically different architectural design parameters such
as location transparency, consistency and effectiveness. Other
factors to evaluate are: interconnectivity to permit interaction
and the cooperation and sharing of facilities by maintaining real
time secured servers.

The users have found the "glue" linking together the growing
"islands of information." "Clients" usually workstations, high-end
PCs or hosts will reach out to information on "servers" using the
proper architecture in order to form a cooperatilie collection of
computing components which, together combine to achieve some common
goal.

This presentation discusses the architecture defining cooperative
information processing and the client/server's major components
from the client/server perspective.
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"IS CLIENT/SERVER THE FUTURE OF INFORNATION PROCESSING?"

INTRODUCTION

Client/Server computing is becoming an increasingly important topic
to many of us who are viewing client/server computing as a way to
meet the challenges of the 1990's.

The idea of integrating the varied resources within our
institutions is extremely inviting. For instance, MIS departments
with large and/or mid-range host systems can play an important role
in client/server computing as servers and as managers of the
client/server environment.

Several business and technology factors are becoming increasingly
important in how institutions are choosing to solve business
requirements. Each factor brings with it unique requirements that
must be addressed. In most institutions today, we are seeing the
need to rapidly respond to change in order to attract and retain
faculty, researchers and students. Another element in an
institution's ability to succeed is its use of information and
information technology for competitive advantage. Information is
now viewed as a strategic institutional asset. In today's corporate
America, there is a trend toward streamlined organizational
structures characterized by reduced layers of management. In order
to make this strategy successful in higher education, there is the
growing need to empower all levels of employees in information
analysis and decision making.

Five years ago, the University of Miami embarked on a five year
Long Range Information Systems Plan. One member of each
applications development team was an empowered employee from the
user area performing the function of information analyst. However,
this information analyst viewed the new design functionality only
from the principal user department perspective. Today, the
applications development staff is incorporating departmental needs
and requirements from all levels in the institution. This new
approach provides departmental autonomy -- allowing for faster
adaptation to change. This proactive process will give us an edge
in the competitive global market.

Rapid change is also taking place in information technology --
providing institutions with new ways to respond to the trends
taking place in the business environment. For instance, the power
and capacity of workstations has dramatically increased -- allowing
a much wider variety of instructional and research solutions by
using an available platform that is easy to implement at a

1
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One needs to be aware of the potential problems of "islands of
information" when employees are divided into workgroups. When a
group of employees has formed into workgroups in order to shareexpertise and resources, it is the responsibility of the MIS
department to be the catalyst to prevent the isolation process.Our responsibility in the client/server environment is toeffectively share resources and expertise by using informationtechnology.

CLIENT/SERVER AND DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS

The client/server model of computing, as discussed in this paper,is relatively new. It traces its development from the original
centralized computer architecture and the later development of
tiered architecture.

The International Standards Organization has not established a
standard definition for client/server computing. Client/servercomputing means different things to different people. It is veryimportant to undarstand what people mean when discussing the
client/server model. Information technology professionals areplanning tomorrow's distributed computer networks based on their
perceptions of this concept.

There is not very much consistency in the computer environmenttoday regarding a definition of client/server. From a conceptual
level, client/server computing is fairly straightforward. It is adistributed processing technology that deV..1:

A client as a requester of service,

A server as the provider of services requested byclients.

According to IBM's Art Olbert, Director of Client/Server Computing
Client/Server is defined as the physical separation of applicationsand data between or among programmable systems. The BusinessResearch Group has defined client/server computing as "a system in
which application processing is shared between a desktop "client"
and one or more network-attached "servers." However, there are
three critical elements to the function provided by a client/server
system: cooperative applications; a support infrastructure; andseamless, transparent access to the applications and resourceswithin the infrastructure.

1 "The Best in Client/Server Computing!," Datamation, 1October 1991, p. 7.
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The variable with the most influence on computing architectures

will not be related to computer hardware or software, but to the

experience of the end users. The dominant computing architecture,

therefore, will be oriented toward maximizing the productivity and

effectiveness of the end user. That evolving technology is the

client/server.

The information technology professionals are obliged to examine

elements thrusting the institutions solution toward the

client/server technology. These elements are:

"Technological: The power of today's desktop systems-coupled

with advances in networking, relational database software and

graphical user interfaces are enabling organizations to use

personal computers and workstations for true corporate

information processing.

Economic: Information Systems managers are under pressure to

lower costs even as they improve and increase the enterprise's

information processing capability.

Organizational: IS managers are charged with creating flexible

systems that boost the productivity of revenue-generating and

cost-saving employees. What do these organizations get for

their efforts? Significant improvements in both end user and

IS productivity. Information system consolidation. Better

access to information technology, eventual decreases in

operating costs. Improved control of corporate products and

services."2

Advances in computer technology that lowered hardware prices

allowed departures from the centralized architecture model to

tiered architecture. The tiered architecture model utilizes

departmental computers that shared central processor unit time and

allows fewer users to share the resources than the central

mainframe environment. Then came the personal computer--allowing

a move away from the shared approach to computing. Personal

computers did not, however, replace centralized and stand alone

departmental computers.

Cooperative applications are the driving force behind any

client/server implementation. A cooperative application involves

distributing function and/or data across multiple systems. It can

be viewed as a subset of distributed computing. The users have the

opportunity to choose from a wide spectrum of applications designed

to best exploit a particular business environment. Cooperative

applications provide the key advantage of allowing customers to

exploit the strengths of both programmable workstations and

servers.

2 "The Best in Client/Server Computing," p. 2.
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The traditional distributed computing systems were tightly coupled
to a departmental minicomputer, supporting local discretefunctions. Connectivity among these different computer types wasminimal. However, all types of computers can coexist within an
organization, although they may be isolated and operate
independently. For the most part, the communications network wasnot on a "realtime" availability. One of the prevalent
connectivity techniques was polling the appropriate queued filesovernight. Local sovereignty over data and processing can make the
system more responsive to local needs. It may also result in
increased motivation and involvement of local personnel. However,this deprives the enterprise of the realtime data availability
resources and expertise.

The term "distributed computing systems" described above should not
be mistakenly confused with "distributed processing." "Distributed
processing" is a general term that involves dispersing functionsacross two or more interc)nnected systems.

Client/Server Infrastructure
Users have many diverse computing requirements and these functions
are sometimes best satisfied by a variety of different Oatforms.
The client/server model utilizes existing resources in theenterprise such as the client, the network and the server.

Clients using workstations or high-end PCs will reach out to
information on servers -- some of which is based on traditional
minicomputers and mainframes. Users need workstation clients thatprovide access to a wide variety of applications critical to their
business needs.

To maximize the user's efficiency, there must be a consistent,
easy-to-use interface that allows the user to access applications
and services with minimal training. Workstation clients must alsobe capable of being upgraded as system use and business
requirements change -- thus protecting the investment that has beenmade in that system. The client must also be able to access
services that are located on other systems in the institution.

As the use of intelligent workstations becomes even morewidespread, our users are recognizing the need to integrate these
workstations with all the other cumputing resources available in
the institution or department. This integration has required two
capabilities: an extensive network that reaches all of the
resources in the enterprise and support of a multi-vendor
environment.

To facilitate distributed computer network systems between
dissimilar clients and servers, we need a strong communications
system that supports multiple protocols and multiple vendorproducts. We also need to bridge between Local Area Networks (LAN)
segments, Campus Area Networks (CAN), Metropolitan Area Networks
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(MAN) and Wide Area Networks (WAN) whether they are on private

loops or remote public networks. Client requests demand high speed

communications capabilities to the workgroup or institution server.

The networking capability of the workstation has also become very

powerful. Ten years ago, communication and networking speeds were

so slow that it was not productive to rely on remote systems for

services such as file, database, and print sharing. The speed of

data between devices directly ettached to a networked server is

farter with the implementation of fiber optic technology. Fiber

and high speed T3 communications lines have allowed efficient

networking between remote systems. Lastly, there must be a robust

network technology in place to provide the function, availability,

and management needed in such communications-intensive

environments.

The selection of servers depends on the system size, geographical

deployment, and type of application running on the distributed

systems. The server investment needs to support the organization

evolution in order to get full utility of the client/server

components. The servers can be placed in two categories: the

generalist and the specialist. The generalist server supports

various workgroup sizes and can simultaneously act as a LAN server

for installed personal computers and high-end workstations. The

specialist server is dedicated to support specific functions such

as peripheral sharing, applications software, gateway functions,

file sharing, storage and retrieval, network and document

management, batch processing, database systems, remote management

and bulletin boards, just to mention a few.

The selection of mass storage for the server used to be easy.

Traditionally, the preferred storage has been magnetic hard disk.

In many ways, things are not much tougher today. One would

probably still want a magnetic disk because optical disks remain

slower and more expensive. The primary issue to consider is the

controller interface, which defines how the controller and hard

disk communicate. This interface is a significant factor in the

performance of a single drive. If the network is small and the

application requirements demand low volume of queries, then the

interface issue is not as important. However, if one des.4.gns a

large network with a high frequency of reads and writes, then the

interface performance is critical on a single drive. Recent

development in the server's drive addresses fault tolerance

configurations in the form of disk mirroring and disk duplexing, as

well as disk arrays.3

Earlier, we mentioned the consistent, easy-to-use interfaces that

allow access to the institution's resources. This area lacks

standardization. However, vendors use at least four methods to

3Michael Hurwicz, "Selecting Server Storage," Lan Technolor-1,

August 1991, p. 45.
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link network applications: Application Programming Interfaces(APIs), database servers, remote windows, and Remote Procedure Call(RPC) software.

A network transport APT is a vendor provided tool allowingal,plications programmers to access a proprietary client/serverenvironment. Without an API, a programmer must be an expert in theLAN environment he or she wishes to access. A disadvantage is thata universal API model or definition does not exist. Consequently,APIs are not easily portable among different operatingenvironments. The database server concept has erroneously becomesynonymous with client/server computing. In a database servernetwork, an application server is dedicated to providing clientswith distributed access to a database management system, usuallyemploying the Structure Query Language (SQL) relational databasemodel to communicate between client pnd server. Remote windowsystems are extensions of the "window" concept popular on PCs andworkstations. The concept uses the Universal Terminal standard,ensuring multivendor connectivity. Remote processing calls areperhaps the most promising new technology supported underclient/server computing. RPCs are based on Computer AutomatedSoftware Engineering (CASE) programming tools -- allowingconventional procedure calls to be extended across a network. AnRPC allows application programmers to develop applications forsingle or multiple environments without understanding theunderlying network operating systems and communications protocols,which are handled by the RPC.

CLIENT/SERVER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

In order to share resources, the client/server systems fall underthe category of "loosely coupled systems." Loosely coupled systemsgive the impression that they are using a single, integratedcomputing facility, although the facility is actually provided bymore than one computer and the computers may be in differentlocations. The shared resources needed are made available by someof the computers in the network and the access is supported bysystem software that runs in all of the computers using the networkto coordinute their work and to transfer data between them.4

One goal of client/server computing is interoperability by mixing,latching, and linking applications with different components acrossnetworked environments. Linking people with applications requiresmore than simply connecting hardware (connectivity). Today's userssearch for ways to connect applications from different vendors
(multivendor interoperability).

4George F. Coulouris and Jean Dollimore,pistristrnaLs_p_ncet_ssands (New York: Addison-Wesley (1988), pp. 1-20.
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The main design goal is to create the effect of distribution

transparent to the user. Users should have a view of the system as

whole and normally need not even be aware of the locations of

hardware and software components from which the system is

constructed. In addition, the system should execute tasks for its

users consistently and effectively. Location transparency refers

to several aspects of design of a client/server system. In this

discussion, we are concerned with location transparency because it

is the form of transparency that is most strongly affected !Iir

architecture of the system. There are three levels of locatic...,

transparency.

Level 0. At this level the user sees separate computer

systems that are able to communicate in specific ways.

Usually there are facilities for remote login, file transfer

and remote execution of programs. More specific protocols are

defined in the application programs for the above facilities;

these protocols are widely used and are either actual

international standards5 or regarded as de facto standards.

Level 1. At this level there are some application programs

that conceal the multicomputer environment. When using these

applications, users are not aware that more than one computer

may be cooperating to provide the service they use. The

applications are constructed as fully distributed systems with

server processes providing location-independent access to

specific shared data and client processes interacting with

users and accessing the shared data on their behalf.

Level 2. At this level the servers provide general-purpose,

network-wide services to share data and hardware resources --

concealing the multicomputer environment from application

programs. Application programs can be constructed without any

need to take into account the location of the shared data

resources.

WHY CLIENT/SERVER COMPUTING?

Client/Server computing will help organizations to better match

technology to their institutional goals. The challenges of a

global economy require that information systems be redeployed

quickly. The sharing efforts between researchers, co-authors,

administrative academic support units, and long distance education

require realignment of MIS resources to support and integrate new

data processing operations with those of the institution. The more

5CCCITT 1981. Character Terminal Access To Public Packet

Switched Data Networks-X.3, X.28, X.29, International

Telecommunications Union, Place des Nations, 1211 Geneva,

Switzerland.
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fluid design of client/server computing, which isolates theapplication from the information it processes, will enableinstitutions to restructure and access information on new servers
with only minor programming changes.

Let's analyze some of the issues currently faciml ourorganizations:

Accessing information residing
on standalone PCs and
distributed departmental
computer outside the central
facility.

Corralling "maverick" end-users
who are introducing new
technologies outs ide University
guidelines.

Enticing employees to use
computers and minimize training
costs as users switch systems.

Securing data outside the host.

Protecting the investment in
personal computers.

Client/Server solution
Applications on PCs will be
able to access data at multiple
locations using high speed
networks and servers.

Client/Server solution
Client/Server will allow for
more flexible guidelines. It
will also make it easier for
emerging technologies to be
linked to old programs.

ONO

Client/Server solution
Institutions will be able to
standardize on one interface at
the client. This will
eliminate retraining.

IMMO

Client/Server solution - With
Client/Server, programs can be
distributed to the desktop
while data can be put on an
MIS-secured server for audit
and control purposes.

Client/Server solution - PCs
are now the platform for all
applications. As the usage
becomes even more widespread,
our users will recognize the
need to integrate these PCs
with all the other computer
resources.

At the other end of the spectrum, there is the fully transparentdistributed form where many processors are either executingspecific parts of application code or supplying data. A fullytransparent cooperative application allows this interaction to takeplace without any special considerations or actions on the part ofthe end user. This design provides the advantages of being able toimplement business-critical applications that may rely on manydifferent comptter systems across an organization. Data and

8
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application codes can be placed on the processor that makes the

most business sense and, at the same time, can be exploited in the

implementation of other business solutions. All of these

technological advancements have allowed the client/server to take

on new roles. As a client, the Client/Server has become a flexible

platform for business applications. As a server, its strong

networking capabilities allow it to provide resources sharing

within the workgroup and the organization.

CONCLUSION

Client/Server will require the close coordination of several

technologies -- from the network level to the applications level.

The critical question dealing with limitations inherent in industry

standards needs immediate attention. What standards are in store

for the future? To become widely accepted, client/server systems

require a standard RPC, a standard network protocol stack, and

standards for the way applications communicate.

There is a new message-passing technique offering more efficient

use of distributed resources than RPC technology. Although not yet

popular as client/server, the peer-to-peer model may be the future

of distributed networke 1,1.qtems.

For many of us the mission is critical. Users are looking for

three things from the cliewiserver. Aggressive price/performance

in the PCs, servers and workstations; the ability to deploy more

functionality; speedy applications development cycles.

Client/Server will facilitate the users with local processing power

enabling them to perform interactive tasks more effectively than in

a timesharing system. This technology provides great

responsiveness to users, extensibility, the ability to share
information and resources and continued availability. The main

drawbacks are related to lack of industry standards and the

potential failure of a single component within a system that is

still running; these can produce new sorts of error modes. Barring

any new tremors, the computer industry is ready to support a

transition of this magnitude by having architecture that can handle

processing large blocks of data and move them through the network.

The client/server model attempts to address the desire for freedom

and ease-of-use of a single user system -- combined with the

performance and control of traditional host-based, multi-user

computing. Early adopters are discovering that it is complex to

implement, but when you do it's cheaper. In some cases users are

finding that it's half as expensive as a minicomputer and a third

the expense of a mainframe computing. The growth in the network

will put additional strain on the users ability to manage the

network resources. This is an opportunity to introduce a new unit

of measurement called "number of input/outputs per sec" (NIPS).

This term is described as the ability to move large blocks of

9



information quickly through a network, as opposed to "millions of
instructions per second" (MIPS), which essentially measures thepower of an individual machine. Client/Server has the ability,
when implemented cor-ectly, to utilize embedded telecommunications
infrastructures cost effectively. This is clearly an evolutionarystep. The ability to provide interoperability between and amongsystems often is complex because the integration calls fordifferent and incompatible hardware and software. mhis technologywill allow us to develop and deploy business anu instructional
critical applications which may have data and resource requirementsfrom across the institution.
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Distributed Computing, Centralized Support
The Best of Both Worlds

by

Kelly McDonald
and

Brad Stone

Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah

Brigham Young University, like most institutions, has experienced rapid
growth in the use of distributed computing systems. However, the maintenanceand support of distributed computing has not kept pace with its growth. Several
methods of support have been tried, ranging from departmental autonomy to a
central hot-line for total campus support. Each method has met with varying
degrees of success, as well as some major problems. Recently, a method of
computing support known as the "Computing Support Representative" (CSR)
Program has been implemented that provides the coordination and economiec. ofscale of a centralized support organization, but the auionomy and responsivene
a decentralized support team. The CSR Program was patterned after a national
business franchise, which provides the support and training of a centralized
administration, but allows each unit to operate much like an independent smallbusiness.
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Introduction

At Brigham Young University, we have observed an interesting evolution in computing

support. In the late 1970's and early 1980's campus computing revolved around one or more

central computers. Computing support mirrored our highly centralized computing technology with

computing personnel concentrated in a centralized support organization. The advent of the
personal computer as a serious research .nd administrative tool and the evolution of departmental

information systems has brought a migration of computing facilities into the various colleges and

departments. Likewise, computing support of the mid 1980's mirrored the decentralization of

computing technology. However, a small centralized group was left to tend the remaining systems

that continued on the campus mainframe.

In most cases, these departmental support groups were autonomous. They made their own

purchasing decisions and supported their users with little if any University coordination. When

sharing of databases or other resources was necessary, these groups interacted directly with each

other and invented arbitrary interfaces to deal with the interchange.

In 1987, the University began to install a computer network to support some of these resource

sharing applications. This network evolved into a campus-wide network which we call Y-net, or

Brigham Young University's Iruernetl. In the early days of this network the support structure was

very much decentralized in that Y-Net simply interconnected these diverse and autonomous
departments. However, as the network became more and more useful, the computing environment

that the average faculty or staff member dealt with became more complex. The answers to

questions could no longer be found in word-processing or spreadsheet manuals because the

interaction with network resources complicated their environment. We saw the support problem

growing more complex.

In 1900, we realized that more and more of the critical University business was being

conducted via the campus network. We needed to solidify and "productionize" the support that was

given to the networked computing environment. One alternative was to re-centralize the computing

support personnel to provide coordination and economy of scale necessary to accomplish the task.

However, many support organizations had become quite autonomous and supported many users

and stable applications within their colleges. Such a radical re-centralization would be quite

disruptive to University business and would probably cause more problems than it solved.

Because of these decentralized support groups on campus, we chose to model our computer

zupport structure after the computing technology that we were dealing with. Thus we developed a

"networked" computing support team that mirrors the computing environment that is rapidly

growing at BYU. Networked organizations are prevalent in the service industry. An example is a

national franchise, where advertising and distribution are supported nationally, but the local

business is independent and autonomous. We have also used these networked organizations as a

model for our computing support.

The Computing Support Team

Brigham Young University has chosen the client/server computing model to create its

networked computing environment2. This means that each computing user utilizes a client

computer (such as a personal computer) attached to the campus network to access resources
provided by server computers that are also attached to the campus network.

Using this same client / server model for the support structure implies that each computing user

utilizes a specific support person (Computing Support Representative or CSR) who has access to



the Computer Sui art Network and through it, access to all the other CSRs who may be serving
other clients. The CSR is responsible to solve computing problems that cannot be solved by the
faculty or staff user. The key concept is that the CSR has "ownership" of these problems and uses
his access to the support network to resolve them.

Historically, many departments already have individuals on their staff that provide computing
support but do not have formal access to a support network. Others have utilized the Computer
Consultation Center (the BYU provided computer support center) as their CSR but do not develop
continuity with any individual consultant and thereby spend much time rehashing problem
information. Finally, University Computing Services (our central computing support organization)
provides contractual support to other computing entities who do not want to hire individuals, but
would rather contract their CSR service.

The client / server model ties all these CSRs together, whether they are employed by the client
or the network, into a formalized service organization which provides first level support, as shownin Figure 1, with a "one call does all" philosophy. It emphasizes the concept of problem
ownership by the CSR in order to dispel the unhappy aura which surrounds users who do not
know what is wrong or who to call. And finally, it creates a knowledge network which makes the
"whole" greater than the "sum of the parts".

Large College

lcsRl

College

IcsR

Small College

-71Ir
Students

Computer Consultation
Center

Computer Support "Network"

Campus Computer
Repair

Vendor Campus Network
Installations

Users

First Level

Second Level

Third Level

Figure 1

The Second Level in the support team consists of expert problem solvers in specific areas of
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computing. These are individuals that can find solutions to problems that the First Level CSRs are

not able to solve. They also have the skills necessary to deal with the technical support staff of

vendors, to completely resolve problems that may involve that vendor's equipment. The major

advantage of this three leveled support team is to reduce the burden of the technical support people

and give them more time to resolve problems. This keeps them from having to field so many

trivial questions. The clients of the Second Level problem solvers are ihe CSRs at the First Level.

This effectively reduces the support burden of the Second Level experts from several thousand

faculty and staff to less than 100 CSRs. An informal and unofficial structure of this nature has

actually existed on our campus for many years. Support staff in various departments have had an

unofficial list of who they might call to obtain answers to technical questions. However,
coordination has been haphazard, and isolation has still been prevalent. Therefore, another
important concept of the Computing Support Team is the addition of a "Computing Support

Coordinator".

The Computing Support Coordinator

The Computing Support Coordinator is a person who insures that effective communication and

problem management occurs between all support levels. The duties of the Computing S:pport

Coordinator are to:

1. act as a problem manager to track problems that get escalated from the First Level to the

Second Level. This would insure that no problems get "lost" and that solutions are

properly cataloged for future reference by First Level CSRs. This is accomplished by

utilizing a problem tracking system that keeps track of work accomplished on a

problem. It also sends status information to all interested parties via electronic mail.

2. coordinate communication between the CSRs and the technical support staff. This does

not mean that all problem calls from CSRs must funnel through the Computing Support

Coordinator. Rather, the Computing Support Coordinator acts as a "hub" in the
network of CSRs when the CSRs don't know who to call with a given problem. This
communication is accomplished through electronic mailing lists and bulletin boards, as

well as telephone contact. This provides First Level CSRs with two way
communication and solutions to problems or other contact to give them the feeling of

membership on the Computing Support Team.

3. train CSRs in how to interact with the computing support structure of the University.

This is done through monthly CSR meetings that focus on a topic of general interest.

Additional specialized training is provided through other sessions that focus on more
specific topics. These meetings not only help train the CSRs but also bring them

together so they can learn more about the various skills of other CSRs. This helps to

foster a more networked support environment.

4. publish periodic newsletters. This helps to keep the CSRs informed of new methods of

support and appropriate use of computing technology for their clients. The newsletter
also provides a forum so that CSRs with particular specialties can contribute to the

computing support network by publishing articles about their own expertise.

5. follow-up on problem resolution. The Computing Support Coordinator contacts
CSRs, as well as end-users, to get feedback on how computing support is being
perceived on campus. This acts as a quality control indicator to keep the computing

support structure service-oriented.

6. focus the technical staff on problem solutions. Individuals with in-depth knowledge of

particular computing technology sometimes become so distracted with investigating
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solutions that they tend to lose perspective as to what the end result should be. The
Computing Support Coordinator helps to channel this energy in productive ways.

The CSR

The computer users have two basic needs, to have their computer problems solved, and togather information about their computing environment. To satisfy the end user's need for
solutions and information, it is important to appoint a Computing Support Representative (CSR) toact as a channel to network the user to campus computer support (see Figure 1). The CSR isappointed by the college dean or organizational head to fulfill the users needs for solutions and
information. The CSR needs to be someone that the users can trust for reliable information. This
can be anyone from the "local computer guru" to a skilled secretary. We have found that it isimportant that the CSR be a full time employee.

No two colleges do things in exactly the same way. In order for the CSR program to beeffective in each college, it must be specifically designed to integrate into the way the college
operates and include any existing support structure that may already be in place. If either the usersor administration feel awkward about using the CSR program, they won't use it and the programwill fail.

There are many considerations when attempting to integrate the CSR program into a college,but the most important is to listen to the needs of the college and ask "What is it that these peoplereally need." If a college has computers, then they will have already created some method forsupporting them, even if it is inefficient and undocumented. Support may range from a facultymember who knows a particular program to a team of network administrators. By understandingwhat the college has in place, the CSR will be better able to determine their future needs, and howthe CSR program can benefit a particular college.

The CSR as a channel for solutions

The CSRs are the computer users resource for resolving computer problems. The CSRs donot have to be highly tained computer problem solvers. The main requirement is that they aresomeone who can handle responsibility in a way that the users trust.

The CSRs should at least be able to understand the users computing environment. This meansthat they should know what applications the college uses, what sort of network configuration the
users are connected to, and what kind of computers are being used. The CSRs will be givenstrong support from the second level support team to help them find solutions to computingproblems, and should never be in the awkward position of being responsible for solving aproblem, but having no way to find a solution.

The CSR as a channel for information

In addition to being a channel for problems and solutions, the CSRs need to be a channel fortransmitting information to the users in their college. This information can be anything that willhelp the user be more effective in using their computer. We let our CSRs know about changes inthe campus network, site licensing of software, computer vendor presentations, known softwarebugs, vendor recalls of defective hardware components, common problems and solutions, campuscomputing standards, and any other information that will help keep the end user informed as wellas compatible with the rest of the campus. This information can be distributed in a number ofways. We especially encourage the use of electronic mail because of the relative ease and speed
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that the information can be distributed. We require that every CSR have a mailbox for electronic

mail, and strongly encourage the CSR to use electronic mail to distribute pertinent information

within the college. We have also found that regular newsletters are a good way of distributing

information both to the CSRs and within a college.

It is important to note that using the CSR as an information channel works both ways. Since

the CSRs are located in the college, they have a good idea of the needs of their faculty and staff.

This information is very important to the campus administrators who make decisions that affect the

direction of campus computing. As an example, we sent out a survey to the CSRs asking what
software their college planned to purchase. We found that the University could save a great deal of

money by purchasing a site license and distributing the software to everyone who needed it.

Network CSRs to each other

Each CSR has a particular specialty that they know better thah other CSRs. By networking
their collective knowledge, we are able to solve problems much more quickly. We have set up a

Listserv3 electronic mail group and a Usenet news group4 to help facilitate this process. In
addition we encourage our CSRs to interact at the monthly CSR meetings.

Network CSRs to third level support and vendors

In order for the CSRs to find answers to tough problems, they u:!1 need to work with third

level support and off campus vendors. At BYU, we have a number of third level support
organizations. Examples of third level support include Data Ccznmunication Systems (Responsible

for network wiring), Electronic Media Department (Hardware service contracts and repair), and

University Computing Services (Mainframe, database, Unix, etc.). When the CSR needs specific

help from a third level support organization or an off campus vendor, and doesn't know who to

call, they can contact the Computing Support Coordinator who can refer them to others for
additional help. Also, when the third level support organizations need to give information to the

campus faculty and staff, they can work through the Computing Support Coordinator.

Sample CSR setups in a college

Now that the basic ideas of how the CSR program works have been presented, we will review

how this program may be set up in a college. We stress that these are suggested models, and that

in order for this program to be effective in a particular college, it must be tailored to fit with what

the college feels most comfortable.

Research has shown that in order to have a successful computer support program, it is

necessary to dedicate one support person for every 30 users. We have found this to be a good
guideline to follow, however through successful networking we can usually extend this ratio to

support more users with fewer support personnel.

In a relatively small college where there are 30 w 60 computer users, a single CSR can

coordinate the functions of resolving problems and distributing information (see figure 2).
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Figure 2

For a medium sized college where there are a number of computer users n a department, we
have seen two main models. One has single college CSR appointed with separate "departmentCSRs" working under him (see figure 3). The Computing Support Coordinator can transfer
information to the college CSR who transfers it to the department CSRs. When the users have
problems, they can contact the department CSR for solutions. If the department CSR cannotprovide a satisfactory solution, he can work with the college CSR who in turn can work with thecampus CSR network.

Figure 3
Another way of organizing support is to appoint a separate CSR for each department (see figure 4).Each of the CSRs acts as a college CSR that directly interfaces with the Computirg Support
Coordinator and the Second Level support, rather than funnelling through a single college CSR.
We.. have seen both models work well.

7
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Figure 4

At BYU we have a few "Mega-Networks" where a college has 200 or more computer users.
For this type of situation, the basic CSR model can be modified to have the college CSR
responsible for channeling information while a college support hot-line can be used to resolve
problems (see figure 5).

Ak

Figure 5

In a college of this size, the CSR has to use efficient means of distributing information, and we
strongly recommend the use of both electronic mail, and a regular college computing newsletter to
the faculty and staff. Since the CSR is the person channeling the information to and from the
faculty, they will view the CSR as a friend from within the college, and feel secure with their
computer support. When users have a routine computing problem, they can call the college
support hot-line which needs to be tied in with the rest of the campus computing support network.
This will avoid taking valuable time away from the CSR who has other important responsibilities.
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If the support hot-line does not give the user enough satisfaction, the user can contact the CSR to
have the support hot-lire problem resolved. We tried a model like this for three months and found
we could support over 160 users with one full time CSR and a hot-line that was staffed with a
trained student from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm.

Advantages of the CSR program

Most of the advantages of the CSR program come from understanding the needs of the end
user. By having the CSR in the college, the users feel more comfortable about asking for help.
We have found that some faculty members feel uncomfortable tout calling a student-staffed
university wide"computer hot-line", but feel fine about talking to peer in their own college. In
addition, CSRs understand the faculty's scholarly interests. For example, a biology professor
wants to use a database program to process information sorted by genus and species. A support
person outside the college might not be able to give as good advice as someone inside the college
who understands basic biology concepts. The CSRs are also aware of hardware or software that
may be unique to the equipment a specific college uses. Finally, the CSR program eliminates the
problem of who to call for help by providing one computing support telephone number to the user.
The user knows that they can call one number and that the person on the other end will help them
find a solution to their problem.

Conclusion and Future Efforts

Computing support at Brigham Young University has evolved, just as computing technology
has evolved. Computing technology is moving toward a more networked environment and an
appropriate support organization for this technnlogy is a network of computing 3upport personnel.

The key individuals in a networked support organization are the Computing Support
Representatives, who insure to the end-user that computing problems are solved, and the
Computing Support Coordinator, who insures that the CSRs receive the technical support that they
need. Case studies have shown that the number of computing users that a CSR can effectively
support can be increased when the CSRs can rely on a networked support organization. The
quality of computing support can also be increased by focusing the efforts of the support team with
a Computing Support Coordinator.

Although we have seen a lot of initial success with this program, there is still some
improvement to be accomplished. The CSRs are the heart of this program. The more
knowledgeable and experienced they are, the better the system works. Over the next year we are
going to focus on ways to better train the CSRs. We plan to do this is by combining themonthly
CSR meeting, and the training meetings, and hold them more frequently. At the CSR meetings,
we will have the second level support personnel teach a workshop in his or her speciality. The
CSRs can sign up for a subject, an when that workshop ends they can sign up for the next most
important workshop for them. In addition to the workshops taught by the second level support,
we will be having some of our most knowledgeable CSRs teach workshops to other CSRs. This
will help to foster the "networking" concept and get the CSRs working with each other. The
Computing Support Coordinator will be teaching a workshop for newly appointed CSRs that will
cover the basics of all the subjects, and familiarize them with how the program works.

It is also important to help the faculty members feel more comfortable in dealing with their
CSR. The first step to achieving this is for the faculty member to know who their CSR is. In
several colleges we tried putting stickers on the front of the faculty's computers that told them who
their CSR was, the support phone number, and some information that would help the CSR solve
the problem, such as the University Inventory Control Numta and the type of network the
computer was connected to. This helped the faculty members become familiar with the CSR, and

9
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encouraged contact when help was needed. We plan to extend this project to the entire campus, so
every faculty member knob s who to contact when they need help.

When the CSR program was first started, the colleges were happy to have some way of
organizing computer support both within the college and campus wide. Deans were happy to
assign the duties of the CSR to someone in the college, and the CSR was willing to take on the
extra burden of support knowing that now there was campus level help. This initial euphoria has
worn off as networked computing support has become more common, and CSRs are now looking
for an additional incentive to take on the extra responsibility. One ofour goals over the next year
will be to write a der i ob description of the CSRs responsibilities and use it to approve a salary
increase for those wt.., nuld the position of CSR.

1 University Computing Services, Ynet-90 Brigham Young University document, September 1991.

2 George A. Champine, Alisiddimpisuilmarammarsnuliging (Digital Press, 1991) pp. 80-85

3 Eric Thomas, Revised LISTSERV: BITNET-Oriented Presentation mail "Info Pr" to
LISTSERV@VM.BYU.EDU. February 987.

4 Michael 0' Brien, USENET and UUCP Info-server®sh.cs.net, April 1936.
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Moving to the Client/Server Model

Don Hardcastle
Becky King

Alan Hargrave
Vicky Gerik

Center for Computing and Information Systems
Baylor University

Waco, Texas

Decreasing financial resources and higher expectations for information
systems support on our campuses are forcing us to rethink our delivery
systems. !a the early 1980's, larger mainframes were purchased with
many terrrOnals, then came the microcomput,?r systems, followed by
networks to tie everything together. Now with multi-million dollar
facilities we find the replacement of 3ystems, added functionality and
support of present systems too costly. The networks and intelligent
desk-top workstations have given us the vision of what client/server
computing will offer. The RISC hot-boxes have the potential to replace
the mainframes as servers in this environment and at a fraction of the
cost. The combining of intelligent workstations, networks, and
SQL/RDBMS servers now offers the functionality and flexibility we
need in order to satisfy the increasing expectations of our clients. The
results of our development efforts will be presented along with the
considerations we are giving to moving to RISC based systems.
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Moving to the Client/Server Model

Several years ago we started to develop some systems that would allow on-line access to
information that traditionally required a special run of a tatch program and normally produced
paper output. As we began to develop these types of systems the idea of developing an Executive
Information System and of providing academic departments with administrative information' also
evolved. These initial goals had nothing to do with the client/server model, but as developments
have taken place we have ended up with client/server systems and have realized their value. It is
this evolutionary development and the things that we have discovered along the way that we want
to discuss.

The first project came about because of a need to provide simple campus directory information for
students and employees. Our paper directory based on twelfth class day information is not
available until about half way through the fall term and is out of date the day it is distributed. We
developed a file based directory system on a VAX with terminal access. As this was being
developed we realized that it would be easy to add things like home directory information and
student majors and employee departments so users could produce mailing lists. At that time much
of the word processing was done on the VAX using Mass 11 word and list processing. Having a
directory system that would produce files for input to this system would be helpful.

As this system became operational we received some requests from academic departments for
listings of those prospective students who had had their ACT/SAT scores forwarded to Baylor. A
number of departments use these for recruitment purposes. Rather than provide paper output
th' )ugh a batch report we decided that the student directory could be modified to allow a
department to look up prospective students using the interest fields in the ACT/SAT information.

One of the programmer/analysts assigned to this project had a Macintosh and the potential of
HyperCard had been discovered. The LaserWriter had become available which made the
Macintosh an acceptable office system and a campus network was being installed to connect all
microcomputers, printers and mainframes. In order to provide die user with easier access, it was
decided to develop a HyperCard front-end for the Macintosh. The resulting Macintosh Graphical
User Interface (GUI) changed the way we think about user interfaces for systems. We had gone
from a terminal interface to Mac Terminal, which allowed cut and paste, to a more functional
HyperCard interface that allowed the Macintosh easier access and more control.

Next we developed an interface to the Information Associates' Student Information System (SIS)
that had been installed on an IBM 4381. A new tool had become available from Apple called
MacWorkStation. We used it since it gave some good deve'opment tools. It is basicly an X-
Windows for the Mac and is a step beyond HyperCard. v, e also developed a MacWorkStation
front-end to our new AMS College and University Financial System (CUFS) written in DB2.

During this development phase, some of the ideas in Torn Peters book, Thriving on Chaos2,
became important to us, including: invest in application-oriented small starts, encourage pilots of
everything, support committed champions, support fast failures and create a corporate capacity for
innovation. It takes special people with special talents to break new ground and they must have
considerable freedom to do their thing once they see the vision. It should be noted that not every
one in CCIS was or is sold on this new approach to providing end-user information.

"Baylor University: Equipping academics with administrative tools," Query, Summer 1991, p.8.
2Tom Peters, Thriving on Chaos (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1987) p.ix.



We came to a cross roads. Our experience with a relational data base management system
(RDBMS), DBZ, sold us on the use of a RDBMS for the storage and retrieval of data. We began
to look for a project to test ils use and s'ere presented with the opportunity to test a new product
from Apple, Data Access Language (DAL), which provides an SQL interface to an SQL/RDBMS
on the host. We obtained a version that would that would access Rdb, a RDBMS on the VAX.
Now we needed a project. One of our needs for some time has been on-line access to student
transcripts. We do have access through SIS, but security does not allow the control needed and it
is one of most CPU intensive programs since it builds the transcript with each run. We decided to
produce a copy of each student's transcript, move these to the VAX into Rdb and access them
using DAL from the Macintosh. This systcm convinced us that we were on the right track with
RDBMS and we have now rewritten the Student and Faculty/Staff Directories in Rdb and DAL.

At this point we realized that we were in the client/server environment. We had the SQL/RDBMS
data on a server with DAL/SQL access from a client where tools like Word, FileMaker Pro, Excel
and PageMaker were available for the user to customize and refine data into information. We
developed a HyperCard front-end, the desk-top that we named the Baylor Macintosh
Workstation (BMW), that provided direct access to applications, desk accessories and the
Baylor Information System (BIS). The attached chart shows our Baylor Information
System Architecture. Now, what does client/server now mean to us?

I. Client/Server Computing

The first thing that we have to determine is what wc mean by client/server. It implies a
complementary relationship like customer/supplier. One is not complete without the other. Several
years ago we decided that we needed a better name to call the individuals on campus to whom we
provide services. The common name we computer techies call them is "uscrs." After much
discussion we selected the name "client" to use in referring to those we serve, thus making us a
"server." In some sense this people client/server relation is very similar to the technical
chent/server relation that we want to discuss.

In both cases, the server has resources available for the clients to use that will assist them in
fulfilling their responsibilities. The server supports a number of offices, while the client office is
the place where the final product is made. Together they make a complete system. It is a dynamic
relationship where the boundaries are often not well defined.

We found that there are five important areas that must be dealt with to have success: clients,
technology, technical personnel, economics and vision.

The Client

Our systems must have a (people) client-centered and focused design. The client part of the
client/server relationship involves the desk-top, training/support and change.

Desk-top: The microcomputer is the technology part of the client side of the relationship. At any
stage in developing our systems, one of the main limiting factors is what is available on the desk-
top, hardware and software. In our case, we use mostly Macintosh microcomputers as the
hardware platform and have found that there are a few core software packages, including Word,
QuickMail, FileMaker Pro and Excel. The clients must have a rich variety of tools like these that
allow them to customize their information processing.

The graphical user interface design of the Macintosh has allowed us to move considerably beyond
what was being done using either DOS or mainframe menu type systems, and the flexibility of the
desk-top tools has given the clients considerable control over their work. The power of the
microcomputer is one of the driving forces pushing us to client/server computing.

3 -x 3
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The installation of the client BMW/BIS can be complicated, especially in the situation where
different system versions are being used as it involves two main components: the application
software and the networking software. The different levels of client access to information also
requires customization. The installation procedure we presently use requires a minimum of 20
minutes for each of 1100 Macs. Automatic updating by the client must be developed for the future.

Training: One of the major successes that we have had is in setting up an Office Systems staff
whose purpose is to train and support the clients (faculty and staff). They provide hands-on
training, telephone hot-line support, in-office support and software installation. They develop
training materials and review new products being considered for on-campus use.

Once the BMW/BIS installation is completed, some basic training is required. The client must first
have a basic knowledge of the Macintosh desk-top that includes a working knowledge on the use
of windows, menu selections and opening, closing and saving files. The BIS menu offers the
choices of access to the Faculty/Staff and Student directory information, Library Services
(BayLIS) and access to terminal based University and personal calendar systems on the VAX. The
Chairman BIS version provides additional access to CUFS. SIS and Student Advisement.

It is important to make the client aware that the data they need is now available and can be down-
loaded based on any format that they choose. The "How To" is made apparent as the client views
the menu choices as they move from screen to screen. It is not necessary to burden the client with
pages of documentation and the balloon helps available in System 7 will be used to further enhance
on-screen instructions.

The next stage of training involves the manipulation of data once it has been down-loaded from the
workstation to the Macintosh desk-top and the possibilities are numerous with approximately 46
different packages being supported. These include systems for word processing, page layout, file
processing, data base, statistical, spreadsheet, communications and graphical presentations.

Change: This topic could be a paper in itself. There are always a few individuals who are
willing and ready for change. Most, however, do not want change, and they must to go through
the stages of change: self-pity (why me?), denial (not me!), anger (I'll get even!), bargaining (I'll
cooperate if...) and acceptance (what change?). Change brings about conflict, and conflict is
solved by either persuasion or power: the carrot or the stick. The CCIS staff has slowly gained
credibility among many of the client base. Providing the clients with resources, training and
support to help them fulfill their responsibilities has minimized the resistance to change.

Technology

The enabling technologies, in addition to the microcomputer on the desk-top, includes the
network and the relational database management system.

Network: The network is the glue that holds the system together. It allows everything to connect
to everything else. Peripherals can be shan.xl, files can be transferred, and under the new Mac
System 7, a client Mac can become a server to other Macs.

We have 1,100 Macintosh microcomputers and 150 LaserWriter printers all networked together.
In addition to sharing printers (the initial reason for the network), it has the capability of providing
information access, file sharing, electronic mail, document management, video, mainframe access
and connectivity to wide area networks.

Relational data base management system: This has been called the key to the kingdom.
This is true thr many reasons. The RDBMS simplifies both the design process and programming.
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Data is stored only in the columns of tables, not hidrlen in the structure of the database. The clients(people) can understand their application systems developed as normalized tables where
network/hierarchical systems att confusing to them. A myriad of tools are available which allowthese clients easy mainframe or workstation access to their relational data. Programming (in 3- and4GLs) with relational sets of data decreases program complexity.

The flexibility/adaptability required to deal with our changing environment is much better suppliedby relational systems than other flavors of databases. RDBMS DB ks can get a better handle onsecurity with database access control at the table level and with column and "value-level"restrictions through the creation of views. And the performance concerns raised in the past as anobjection to RDBMS, if still an issue at all, is less and less one, with each new release fromdatabase vendors. We believe that relational database systems ultimately provide the basis formore effective exploitation of an institution's information resources. Several years ago wecommitted to the SQL/RDBMS as the basis for our information system development. Thiscommitment has carried over to the server-based information systems.

Technical Personnel

At a recent MacIS meeting, one of the speakers was asked how many Macintosh programmers theyhad working on their project.s. He replied, "Fifty," and was immediately asked where they gotfifty Macintosh programmers. He stated that they converted COBOL programmers to Macintoshprogrammers and someone in the audience quipped, "But that's genetic engineering!" Programdevelopment in this environment requires more that just the knowledge of a language and JCL.

The server development requires individuals with expertise in RDBMS, and in the future willrequire knowledge of new tools like object-oriented development tools and databases. We areusing DB2, Oracle and Rdb to develop various server data base systems. UNIX is becoming thestandard operating system. Development on the client end requires knowledge of tools such asHyperCard, MacWorkStation, Pascal, C++, MacApp, TCP/IP and DAL. Our initial developmentsused Mac Terminal, then we went to HyperCard, followed by MacWorkStation. We are now usingMPW Pascal, MacApp and DAL as our development tools.

The initial developments of our client/server systems have required individuals with considerabletalent, knowledge, initiative and creativity. They were oftentimes using beta software versionswith bugs that required considerable work arounds. There were no seasoned professionals toprovide support and no guarantees that there would be success. The only guarantees werechallenge and obstacles. This has been no place for the faint-hearted. Pain should be anticipated.Transforming our COBOL ptogrammers still remains one of our greatest challenges.

Economics

Since 1984-85, we have averaged purchasing 225 Macintosh and PC microcomputers each year,with a total investment of about $4,000,000. We could have purchased a lot of mainframe powerfor this amount, but it would not have provided the desk-top functionality. With the desk-top nowforcing the direction, we have had to rethink our server strategy. The mainframe can be a server;however, it retains a high cost for both hardware and software. The new RISC hot boxes fromcompanies like IBM, DEC, SUN and HP offer considerable power for a fraction of the cost of themainframe and also offer the network connectivity required of a client/server system.

We have found that to replace one of our administrative information systems would require theupgrade of a mainframe at a cost of over $2,500,000. We have instead purchased an IBM RS6000RISC computer for less that ten percent of this amount and purchased the SCT BannerAlumni/Development System written in Oracle. For the first time we have paid less for the
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hardware than we paid for the application software system. As each of our systems is replaced, we

expect to find similar savings with RISC servers.

With economic pressures to cut costs and operational pressures to provide more services, we liave

chosen to keep personnel and decrease hardware costs. Downsizing can now be accomplished

without cutting services.

Vision

To move into the client/server arena to date has required individuals with vision. In addition, the

risks have been high. There are many potential points of failure including hardware, software,

network, technical personnel and clients. A failure at any point will result in a failure of the

system.

Most systems are designed with considerable client involvement from the beginning. We have

chosen to develop a working prototype of a system before even mentioning it as a possibility to

anyone. Once it is operational, we start showing it to key clients who are open to new ideas and

get a few to using it. If it catches on, the system sells itself. So far they have all caught on and

been accepted. Few, if any, would have even gotten off of the ground if we had used the

traditional project management development process and first taken the idea to the clients foi

approval. Knowing client needs and which clients are receptive to new ideas is essential.

II. One Person's Journey

The following comments represents the feelings and opinions developed by one of us (BK) during

this past year as a change was made from doing and directing traditional administrative
programming projects to the development and supervision of Macintosh client projects.

Production Data Centralized on the Mainframe: Our definition of client/server at Baylor

has developed as centralized management and storage of the University's mission-critical data

resources on a mainframe with down-loading of subsets of that data to workstations where users

manipulate and present the information as required/desired using various tools. These tools
generally provide more flexibility in presentation than those on the mainframe.

From my perspective, any successful client/server application must have the same foundation as

any non-client/server application - a good RDBMS and a well-designed application database
utilizing this RDBMS. In the future, object-oriented databases will become major players in the

DBMS market also. But for now, only a relational database provides the reliability, flexibility and

simplicity necessary to give users the functionality to expand the questions they need to ask to get

their job done as that job changes and data required changes.

Keeping the production data on a mainframe gives centralized control over availability, security and

backup/recovery. Also, it is usually not desirable to have redundant production data all over the

place. For example, if several offices maintained separate application data files that required

student address, who would know what the current official student address was? Students would

find it a nuisance to have to update their address several places to continue to receive all necessary

correspondence.

There will always be some processes that require the compute power of the mainframe. And there

will always be very large print jobs that require enormous amounts of work/sort/print spcol space.

Many OLTP applications are unsuitable for the workstation due to response time requirements,

although some applications now do limited editing of transaction input at the workstation to off-

load processing from an overloaded mainframe.
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Thoughts on Downsizing: Downsizing can be a driving force to move to the client/server
model or I suppose it could be the result of a decision to move to this model. At any rate,
downsizing does NOT imply a reduction of services or support.

I am completely in awe of the cost differences between the RISC boxes and traditional mainframes.
And these RISC machines are out there running administrative applications in production at many
institutions. After my discussions with other schools in this environment, I am completely
confident that our alumni/&velopment project on the RS6000 will be a great success and a
tremendous move forward for Baylor. It seems ridiculous that more third party software suppliers
are not yet in the UNIX/RISC arena.

Advantages of Workstation Applications: After working on development of our new
Housing System in which we will be writing files out to the Mac to be imported into File Maker
Pro, I have begun to see the power of the client/server model. Once the data is there on the
workstation, the user has complete control and can develop most reports he might require. I feel
we will benefit more from the programmer time saved than from the mainframe computing
resources saved. When a slightly different version of a report is needed, or one in dorm/room
order rather than alpha order is needed, the user can easily accomplish it in minutes. Not only does
this save programmer time, but also the clerical overhead of writing, entering and tracking
Requests for Programming Support. I realize that for many systems, the number of records
necessary to produce a required report will prohibit use of a workstation. And I have some
concerns about how we will draw that line, but I know many of our current reports printed from
the mainframe could move to the workstation easily.

Creation of reports in the user office provides added data security. Programmers do not need to
run tests of reports against "live" data and the output does not lay around the computer center
waiting to be processed and delivered. This would especially be hzlpful in the Human Resources
System. That system will be our first major opportunity for some real off-loading of processing to
the client end. The volume of data is small enough that all straightforward reports could be done
on the workstation. I think this will relieve us from converting somewhere between 60 and 80
current batch programs.

I am particularly excited about workstation front ends to mainframe data when it comes to the
graphical presentation of that data. Graphical user interfaces to traditional data will be a great
extension of administrative systems. And common user interfaces properly done should reduce
support costs once development is completed.

If production data resides on different server platforms - for example, HRS on the RS6000 under
Oracle and CUFS on the IBM 4381 under DB2 - the workstation may be the most efficient and
economical place to produce output that requires data from more than one of the platforms. It can
be expensive to acquire the tools necessary to accomplish this at the mainframe level today when
open systems are not yet a reality.

Considerations in Moving to the Client/Server Model: The client/server environment
implies that different skills are necessary for the IS staff. 1: ney are no longer just application
programmers turning out COBOL code in : secluded office. They have to have better interpersonal
skills and be able to analyze the problems/opportunities while consulting within the client offices.
They will be more concerned about database design and connectivity/integration issues and less
about output design. I see us becoming facilitators within the University. This requires that we
know more about what goes on outside of CCIS. Also, application development on multiple
platforms using assorted development tools will be more difficult (challenging?) than our current
situation. Development methodologies will have to be refined to include an awareness of the client
and its capabilities and to exploit them.
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A recent editorial stared "Users must be provided with adequate technical support and training. If
users are to run their own computing systems, they must have experts available to assist them
when problems occur. Devoting inadequate resources to technical support and training is perhaps
the leading cause of tailure in IS downsizing."3 The column went on to suggest a fully staffed
hotline of experts on users' hardware, software and application systems. This also implies that
there is some sort of standardizatkm of client tools.

From my own staff's point of view, we will certainly have an adjustment period. We are
accustomed to being fully knowledgeable about Baylor's administrative systems. We are able to
answer all of the users' questions about SIS or any other application. As we move to the
client/server model, we will be asked functiolal questions on workstation products by these same
users. Most likely the users themselves will know more about using these products than we do.
We will have to maintain some knowledge of how departments are using the provided server data
in their individual infonnotion systems.

An interesting quote from an article we have circulated in the Center: "Research continues to
demonstrate the importance of the work itself and the opportunities for achievement and
advancement as key factors that motivate the IS employee."4 This implies to me that the
client/server environment may improve the inotivation of our staff. Certainly the arena is more
challenging and less static than traditiona', COBOL mainframe programming. Our staff is
absolutely capable of adding Macintosh prigramming skills - the critical problem is with a lean
staff, finding the time to come up to speed while eontinuing support of existing systems.

The University will have to understand that the users will now have added responsibility. As these
staff members across campus take time to develop their own reports, other of their traditional tasks
tray take longer to get completed. On the other hand, they will hopefully have the information they
need in the fonnat they want much sooner than before. Also, computer literacy should become an
important criteria in filling many campus staff positions. IS staff will hopefully be more quickly
able to get to the things that always get pushed to the bottom of the stack like tuning databases,
investigating new products, documenting and re-engineering old systems as well as more critical
items such as management reporting/EIS applications.

Some major decisions are yet to be made about the best way to provide users access to the data
they need. Much of the data selection can be "canned" using MacWorkStation or MacApp/DAL.
But what about adhoc requests or a new requirement that means two new data columns need to be
added to the file of student data down-loaded to a particular department's workstation? We will
have to have tools available to allow fairly rapid response to these situations. It seems to me that
there must be some provision for allowing users to code their own database queries (SQL) that will
create a down-load file of the columns they need. The down-load process itself should also be
transparent or very easily accomplished. This would be similar to the new F (eel access into Rdb.

Another consideration is something that we have faced for quite a while with our Mac systems.
New products are constantly buoming available which may make those currently being used for
development obsolete. Just keeping applications up-to-date with new releases of the products
currently being used is a horrific task. We already have such an investment in certain Mac
products (HyperCard, MacWorkStation) used in the BIS that we will not be able to convert those
applications to a different development base (i.e. MacApp) anytime soon. I am not optimistic
about our ability to keep workstation systems developed in the Center updated to use the best/most

3Editor, "Downsizing: Is it for MIS?," patabaKnQuammingAniificsigu, August 1991, p. 6.
4Stewart L. Stokes, Jr., "The New IS Manager for the 1990's," Information Systems Management, Winter 1991,
p.48.
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efficient product available. This is similar to the problems we have keeping mainframe applications
current with maintenance releases and new versions (SIS to SIS Hus/DB2).

A concern about moving to this environment is the lack of control with what is done with
University data resources. For example, all mailing labels from SIS and URS are produced with a
control number for tracking purposes. In the future, more and more correspondence will go out
without this security measure in place. We can educate but we cannot police the users.

Other Observations: I have to admit to being resistant to the client/server and open systems
ideas at first. I think my primary concern was involved with UNIX and my perception of it as an
unfriendly operating system as well as our lack of a RDBMS for use with UNIX. I have become
quite fond of DB2 and was looking forward to putting all administrative data into that format.
Relational databases are much easier to design and administer than network ones or indexed files.
With our acquisition of Oracle and the inevitable future improvements in database connectivity and
integration, this obstacle has been removed in my mind. And as I said above, the price differential
between RISC and other platforms is impossible to overlook.

After working on the new Housing application and seeing for myself how easy it is to write out
data to the Mac from CICS and then to import the data into File Maker and use it to create various
layouts, I am sold on this methodology for providing report data to users. I think some IS people
have a hard time adjusting to the fact that clients are much more computer literate now and that they
usually know what they want and can be trained to produce their desired output from workstation
products. In the Housing System, only the large batch roommate matching program will be done
:fi COBOL on the IBM due to the computing resources needed. Other reports, including special
forms, will be driven from File Maker on the Mac using data files down-loaded from DB2. Data
entl y will be done in a CICS terminal mode application but inquiry will be provided in both
terminal mode and Macintosh mode.

I think that we may be further along than other schools contemplating moving to client/server
computing because we have operated for several years under a form of the concept of "networked
computing"5 due to our variety of platforms - IBM, VAX, Honeywell, Apple, IBM-PC, Zenith,
Rainbow - and the communications peculiarities that go along with each as well as the diverse
software.

III. Summary

Within the Center for Computing and Information Systems at Baylor there are those who like an
environment which involves more traditional planning and organizational management and those
who like a less formal structure and planning process, for which each day is a new venture into the
unknown. To have successful production systems you must have the former and to develop in
new areas, such as client/server computing, you must have the latter. One challenge is to balance
these tw) opposing styles. A goal of our development efforts must be to liberate not constrain our
clients. Some of us view IS as a journey which each day offers new challenges and opportunities.
Today we have set our sails toward the client/server model knowing full well that tomorrow we
must test tip.: direction of the wind and be ready to change to some new direction that new
technologies, new insight or new needs beckon. This is the greater challenge.

5Grey Freeman and Jerry York, "Client/Server Architecture Promises Radical Changes," Cause/Effect, Spring, 1991,
p.21.



Iaylor Information System Client/Server Architecture

Macintosh Client DEC VAX

VAX 3700, VAX 6510
VAXStation 3100 (3)

Network Services/Protocols
AppleTalk for VMS 3.0
Data Access Language
Terminal Emulation

Administrative Functions

Faculty/Staff Directory (Client-DAL)
Student Directory (Client-DAL)
Student Advisement (Client-DAL)
Recruitment Directory (Client-MWS)
Library (CRT Emulation)
University Ca lender (CRI' Emulation)
Student Information (Client-MWS)
Financial Information (Client-MWS)
Student Housing (Client-MWS)
E-Mail
Administrative Productivity Tools

Macintosh Software

Data Access Language (DAL)
HyperCard
MacWorkStation (Client-MWS)
Telnet
MPW Pascal, MacApp, C++
Local Talk, Ether Talk
TCP/IP

4,"1

IBM Mainframe

IBM 4381-MVS/XA

Network Services/Protocols
File Transfer

Terminal Emulation

Administrative Functions

Faculty/Staff Directory Server (Rdb)
Student Directory Server (Rdb)
Student Advisement Server (Rdb)
Recruitment Directory Server (RMS)
Library System
University Calendar System

E-Mail

VAX Software

Rdb (Relational)
RMS (Indexed)
MacWorkStation (Server)
Custom IBM/VAX Navigation Program

Honeywell Mainframe

HIS DPS 8/49

Information Transfer
File Transfer by Tape

Administrative Functions

Student Information System (VSAM)
Fina_ dal Information System (DB2)
Student Housing System (DB2)

IBM Software

DB2 (Relational)
VSAM (Indexed)
CICS
QMF

Administrative Functions

Human Resources System )

Alumni/Development System (IDS-II )

Honeywell Software

IDS-II (CODASYL)
DMIV-TP
PDQ
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ABSTRACT:
The distribution of online access to administrative systems
for an ever increasing campus audience has presented
significant security and procedural challenges. The routing
of requests for online access resulted in bottlenecks for
clients. An electronic process was put in place to relieve this.
This paper focuses on the development and evaluation of an
electronic authorization process for online access, Forms
Approval System Tracking, which has been in place at
Syracuse University for the past three years. The success of
this system, its acceptance by the audit staff and its effect on
the user areas will be discussed as well as the pitfalls
encountered during the implementation. There are still
significant challenges to be met. This system is currently in
the process of being upgraded to meet future security needs
of the University.
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Fifteen years ago, a small number of users of online
administrative services at Syracuse University were able to view
biographic and academic information through the new Student Records
Information System. Aside from the programming staff, there were
about 175 individuals on the campus who had been assigned a LogonID

which enabled them to use one or more of the 30 or 40 functions which

made this information available to them.

Twelve years ago, the Alumni Development Information System
added another 50 online users and another 30 functions. Information
control areas were created to help handle requests for large client areas
and to act as liaisons between the online users and Administrative
Information Systems (AIS).

In rapid succession, additional administrative systems, supporting
a wide variety of areas within the University were developed within
AIS or purchased from vendors. Each new system required AIS to add

some online users, while the number of new functions available to all
users grew dramatically.

The introduction of the General Ledger System in 1986 doubled
the number of online users as at least one individual in each
administrative department was given online access. Many of these new
users quickly realized that other types of information could be made
available to them, including the capability to receive their montl
reports in data file format, ready for downloading to their person._

computers.

By 1987, AIS was supporting over 60 online systems, with 1600
active users who were requesting access to over 800 functions. In

addition, as more end-user services became available, requests for
access to data files and extract files became difficult to monitor and
control. Electronic mail had arrived, and the once definitive line
between Administrative and Academic Computing users began to fade
as requests increased for access to services supported throughout the
University.

We, like many other institutions, set policies regarding access to
information stored in the university's administrative computer systems.
These policies included guidelines for

the ownership and control of information
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confidentiality and user responsibility in the use of that
information
procedures for access and for distribution of information
adherence to auditing standards and government regulations

As the retrieval and distribution of information began to change
from printed materials to computer terminals to electronic media, the
University recognized the need to strengthen some of these policies. A
structure was defined which addressed the responsibilities associated
with information access.

Data Custodians became the owners of information and were
ultimately responsible for granting access to either the files in which
that information was stored, or to the system or function which allowed
the information to be viewed.

Since a Data Custodian might not be directly involved in the dr--
to-day processing of requests for information, areas often designated a
Delegated Approver to assume those duties. At Syracuse University
information control areas servicing major client areas often functioned
as approvers for areas with related information.

To assist both the Data Custodians and Delegated Approvers, a
department might designate an individual to handle the paper request,and to monitor the access requirements of the employees in their area--
a Department Security Coordinator.

Administrative Information Systems as the technician, processed
requests for online functions, handled associated security issues,
assigned electronic mail IDs, forwarded and monitored the progress of
access requests outside of its direct control.

Data file security, access security for programming staff and for
some end-user services was addressed in 1985 with the purchase of the
ACF2 security package. Access to the CICS online systems was
controlled through a process developed in-house, which handled
individual user access, from logonID to password validation to function
access and ultimately to the information. AIS found itself in the
position of not only handling the assignment of access to a variety of
sessions, but monitoring the security associated with each of these
sessions. To address this situation and to minimize administrative
overhead, AIS issued a stated direction to use ACF2 to provide security

2 4js
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control and audit access for administrative computing resources and

data wherever possible.

Until the FAST system became available, requests were initiated

either by a Security Coordinator or through an information control area

or directly to AIS; but no matter which access avenue was chosen, the

vehicle was always the same A PAPER FORM.

An employee heard about an online function which could provide

useful job-related information, or new responsibilities required
additional access. If the department had a security coordinator, he/she

could provide direction on how the form should be completed; however,

these coordinators were not an organized group. Distribution and

consistency of information regarding access procedures and security

policies was often less than adequate.

If a coordinator was i.ot available, AIS would mail forms to the

requestor, through our campus-wide mail service, with instructions for
completing and routing the form, or we would contact one of the

information control areas to get the request started. If the employee

needed access to information in a variety of systems, student records

information, alumni development information, financial aid, athletic

systems, etc., the form would go to the first data custodial area for

review and action, and be forwarded to a second custodian where the

process was repeated. Some forms required as many as five or six

signatures. If the first custodian had granted access, AIS could not act

upon that approval until the signed form was received. In cases where

access was of some urgency, phone calls followed by supporting memos

were used to get an employee 'up and running', while the original

request snaked its way across the campus.

Once the form reached AIS, all approved requests were processed.

If all or part of the request had been denied, a copy of the form was

mailed back to the initiator. It was then quietly filed away so that the
auditors could look at all the real signatures should there ever be a

question regarding security procedures.

By 1987, AIS and some of its clients were discussing alternatives

to the entire request process. Terms like 'processing', 'authorization' ,

'routing', and 'notification' all were being prefaced by the word

'ELECTRONIC'. While the problems and criticism surrounding the

delays and paperwork associated with requesting online access
increased, proposals to the larger University community who initiated

3
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and handled online access requests were not being met with
enthusiasm, and in many cases, generated negative feedback.

When the FAST system was conceived, our staff had no expertise
in electronic approval systems. We realized, however, with the dramatic
growth in demand for access to online functions, we needed to devise abetter, faster way to get the job done. We also needed to accept thereality that this change would have to be initiated by AIS. Our
computing direction had been to get information into the hands of thepeople who need it in a timely fashion. We needed to reinforce andsupport this direction. Enter FAST, an 'administrator's tool', focused onreducing the paperwork and time delays involved in granting access tothe University's administrative information. Aside from AIS, two of its.data control areas and the internal auditors, its function as an electronicsignature and approval process was not generally publicized.

In evaluating the existing process we felt that there were basic
elements which should be maintained. The policies behind the existingpaper system fit our needs and the institutional culture. It was
important that the control of access be maintained at the data custodianlevel. As stated in our policy manual, they have the right to approve ordeny requests to access the data within their domain. Because thepaperwork had to come to Admthistrative Information Systems to beprocessed, many of our clients viewed us as the authorizers. We feltthat we needed to reinforce the role and responsibilities of the datacustodians with the end users.

The most significant problem that we had with paper
authorization was simply the time that it took to process. Many of ourclients did not realize that if they were requesting access to General
Ledger, Alumni, and Student Records systems, that the form had to berouted to three separate custodian areas before it reached us forprocessing. With more and more work in campus offices requiring theuse of online systems, we could not afford the luxury of allowing accessrequests to take days or weeks to be completed. A second area ofconcern was our inability to identify the current status of people who
had access to administrative data. With ho direct tie-in to the payroll
system, it was difficult to track a person's current status in a timely
fashion. This was especially important for student employees whoseaccess to student records functions must be limited.

Being able to electronically distribute access requests to data
custodians simultaneously rather than mailing paper forms, seemed the

4
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way to go. We began to sort out the issues which would be encountered

with this kind of change. The issues raised by internal auditors

centered around the backup and audit trails, electronic and paper, and

restriction of function. There were a maximum of three separate forms

involved in the access authorization process for a new user:
Employee Security Acknowledgement form stating agreement with

the University data access and security policies
Request for Online Access form detailing functions to be accessed

Student Employee form for students accessing production

administrative data.
These forms had always been maintained in AIS for audit purposes. If

the requests were being made electronically where would they be

maintained? We determined that the new system would be used only

by the data custodian areas. Campus offices would submit the same

paperwork to one of these offices, who would in turn ensure that the

proper signatures were in place and then retain the forms in their

offices for backup. The question of electronic audit trail was answered

with the design of the system including a history of all access requests,

with action taken, and identity of the requestor and the approver. This

information would be made available online and in the form of hard

copy reports where necessary. In automating the process, it was

possible to provide much more information to custodians and auditors

in a timely fashion. Lastly, it was necessary that the custodians as the

approvers of access requests be restricted to approving only those

requests which fell within their domain of responsibility. We felt that

FAST could easily address all of these issues.

The FAST System provided an online facility for the request and

authorization of online access. It allowed departments throughout the

University to electronically request access to administrative online

systems, and to distribute these requests to the appropriate custodians

through a data custodial system maintained by the FAST

administrator. Unlikt: the paper system, the online system applied

access as soon as approval was given.

An audit trail of activity on the system was provided, and was

also used for statistical analysis.

FAST covers three basic areas:
REQUESTOR
APPROVER
ADMINISTRATOR

5



A RElUESTOR is an individual who initiates a request to the
system. This request could be to add a new user and assign menus; to
update the menus available to a current user; or to delete a user from
the system.

An APPROVER is a Data Custodian or Delegated Approver who
has been designated within the FAST approval distribution system as
the individual(s) responsible for granting access to specific functions.

The ADMINSTRATOR is the AIS Security Coordinator who has the
ability to define and maintain the Authorized Approver tables, to create
and maintain menus and to handle any special requirements which
might be associated with the assignment of access.

We have been very successful in distributing the use of the FAST
system to our data custodian offices and information control areas, and
establishing them as the primary contact for campus offices. This helps
our clients to understand the role of the data custodian. There is
widespread acceptance of the system and its use is second nature. Our
clients expect to be able to gain access to functions in a timely manner
and th y do. The initial fear of electronic authorization no longer exists
because our clients see the advantages and FAST has proven itself as a
basic electronic approval process.

The data custodians would like to distribute the requesting
authority out to the campus offices. This is not feasible with the current
system for two reasons. First, distribution of the requesting authority
again raises the question of where the paperwork backup would be. It
would need to be in the campus offices. To ensure that it is done
properly, additional training for campus staff needs to be established
and additional information needs to be maintained within the system.
Secondly, there are technical and system design issues. The whole
system needs to be "friendlier" and more intuitive to address an
audience whose primary function does not involve security.

With a larger client base, we need to be more integrated with our
Human Resources system. Although we are able to track when people
leave the University, and whether they are a student employee, the
issues of people changing positions and job functions within the
University are not audressed well. Two scenarios can occur. If a person
changes jobs and does not notify a custodial area, he retains the old
access whether it is appropriate to his new position or not. The onus is
on the person or his supervisor to notify someone. If the custodial area
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is notified, it is treated the same as a termination, all of his access is
deleted and he is put back on the system witit a new logon id in his
new job.

Since FAST was implemented, our clients' desktops and toolsets
have changed dramatically. Where, ten years ago there were primarily

dumb terminals available with limited online functions, our clients now
work with an array of electronic tools. Electronic mail was introduced
to administrative offices in 1987, about the same time that FAST was
developed. The use of microcomputers, with their spreadsheet and
word processing software has made downloads of administrative
information a standard and everyday eccurrence. Each of these tools,
requires some security and access authorization. AIS is now
administering several security systems with no easy way to monitor a
person's overall security profile. For instance when a person leaves the

University, FAST can take care of cleaning up the online access, but the

electronic mail and download access are entirely separate operations
done only in AIS. We have to look at all the other systems to see where

cleaning needs to be done. This even extends across CPUs. Many clients
have accounts on both the academic and administrative mainframes but
we do not have an effective way to know who has the access and who
should be notified of changes.

Finally, we are seeing that as new sys:ems are developed,
requests for distribution of update functions to campus offices is a
priority. From a security perspective, we feel that the extra data value
authorization required to implement this should be integrated with our
online security system rather than proliferating small independent
security systems. Again we feel that we could handle this within the
scope of the FAST system.

FAST is currently in rewrite, to expand its capabilities and to
address the security and access environment which the University will
face during the 90s. Some of the changes driving this expansion are:

During the past three years Syracuse University has made a
commitment to ACF2 and to cutting administrative overhead while
improving administrative services. Changes in software now make
the links between FAST and ACF2 possible.

A high-priority on the University's agenda is providing students
with online access to selected information. Current plans are to use
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FAST to monitor system access and usage for this large population,
based on ID card and PIN (personal identification number).

New system development at Syracuse is being written with
distribution of update functions to campus offices. FAST will be
used to handle the authorization of these functions, and to monitor
changes in personnel or responsibilities which could effect access.

The rewrite will provide both AIS and its clients with several
additional features and flexibility:

It will include a repository of information on all system access for
an individual, sessions which can currently be assigned throtegh
FAST, as well as those which require additional processing.

Access profiles linked to position numbers within University
departments will be stored by the system. The profile will be
created at the department level, by an Information Coordinator,
and will include the functions and services required to complete the
duties related to that position. Our analysis has shown that while
different individuals occupy a position over time, the access
requirements of the position usually remains static. Use of profiles
is expected to dramatically reduce the overhead involved in
assigning user access.

The new system will monitor status through links to the Payroll
and Student Records systems, and provide electronic notificationfor:

adjustments to access based on position or department
changes for an individual;
termination or leave of absence;
EMPLOYEE/STUDENT status changes. Individuals whose major
status is not employee have restricted access and require
special authorization.
validation of 'continuirg employee' for individuals whose
sessions IDs have not been used for extended periods of time.

Request status reports, information on current requests as well ashistorical data, will be available online to requestors, approversand administrators. A comment 'note pad' has been included sothat information can be available online to all levels within the
process, to eliminate 'phone tag' inquiries. When a request is

8
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denied, the custodian must provide an explanation which can then

be reviewed by the requestor.

Date parameters can be used to activate and suspend access,
allowing IDs which are used during heavy processing periods or for

special events to be set up at any time and then controlled by the

system.

While FAST was originally intended for use by areas which would

be considered 'computer literate', knowledgeable about online systems

and comfortable with their use, our intent is to put the new system into

every department which currently takes advantage of administrative

systems. Extensive user input during the design process have resulted

in a 'user friendly' online environment, as has the addition of an 'online

HELP feature to provide explanation and direction.

It became apparent as we developed the plan for the rewrite that

some of the surrounding issues would be easier solved if we enlisted

du support of high level administrative managers at the the University.

These are the people that make up our steering committee, the

Administrative Computing Advisory Group. Proposals were sent to this

committee for the universal signing of an Employee Security
Acknowledgement form when a person is hired, and for the creation of

a network of Information Coordinators to support distribution of online

access.

The Employee Security Acknowledgement form was revised to

address non-computerized as well as computerized information. This

document sets guidelines for handling information in all formats and
begins the education process for each employee on University data

security policies. Although the ACAG agreed with our proposal, other

areas within the University did not. We will continue to use this

document only for those people requesting access to our online systems.

The Information Coordinator Network will change the terminal
user's contact from the data custodian areas to an AIS sponsored and

supported network of individuals at departmental levels who will
handle a variety of security and access related functions. Our goal is to
provide the opportunity for departments to become more aware of and

to handle data access and security issues, while maintaining a
centralized system to monitor and support the University's information

security policies. This will be done in two phases. Currently, we are

9
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identifying potential information coorainators in all departments of the
University. This person will be responsible for

processing requests for access to administrative systems
educating their online users on the guidelines and policies to be
followed to insure compliance with the University's information
security policies
monitoring the status of their users
some minimal instruction on the use of adminisf.rative systems

We are holding training sessions during the fall semester for these
coordinators to provide them with the necessary knowledge and toolsetto do their job. Our current estimate is that this network will involve
about 150 people. In maintaining a group at this level, we feel that theload on any one person will not be so heavy as to interfere with their
normal job.

In the spring, we will begin the implementation of the new FAST
system and these information coordinators will be able to process their
requests electronically. We will begin a second round of training and
give them additional facilities for tracking the status of requests and
satisfying audit requirements for paper baricup.

On an ongoing basis, AIS will be providing the network with
support in the form of training sessions, help sheets and information onwho to call and what resources are available to the network. It is ourfeeling that we cannot progress in distributing security access without
this network. Distribution of security functions needs support and a
centralized point of control. AIS will provide these for the Information
Coordinators. The response from offices has been very positive. The
remote physical location of our office has made us and our policies anenigma to much of the University staff. We feel that education is theway to change this.

Our experiences with FAST have taught us the value of
developing a prototype system. The organizational and political changesinvolved in implementing this system seemed insurmountable until wedecided to just get started. We have leveraged the current system to bemore proactive with our clients; to show them "real time" how electronicapproval works. The planned enhancements for this system are viewedwith enthusiasm by our user community. We are proud that we will
deliver a product which is as useful to our institution's administrative
support areas as it is to their clients.
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Centralized Budget Preparation
in a Distributed Environment

Michael Spears
Program m er/An a I y st

University of Miami
Coral Gables, FL

Jackie Zucker
Project Manager
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Coral Gables, FL

Abstract

The University of Miami is a private research university with four campuses.
Budget management is a centralized function of the Coral Gables budget office,
while the individual schools and departments carry the responsibility of preparing
their own budget. Although this budget preparation responsibility lies at the
department level, higher levels have the task of summarizLig the data into
manageable information. In response to this environment, a mainframe-based
decentralized Budget Preparation System was developed and implemented.

This system provides an interactive, on-line budget preparation tool to
departments and provides on-line consolidated information to the schools,
divisions, and the central budget office in a standard format. As data is updated
by departmental users, instant totalling is accomplished for all associated
organizational levels. This effort provides departmental users with "ownership"
of their budget, while providing both a high level and detailed view to the central
offices.
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Introduction

At the University of Miami, budget control and management is a centralized function of the

Budget Office at the Coral Gables campus, but the workload of budget preparation sits in the

hands of over two hundred departmental units. These departments must get approval not only

by the department chairman, but must also be approved at the divisional and school/dean levels.

At each of these levels, the budgets of the lower units must be consolidated for management

review and approval. Some of these departments are so large that they are budgeted at a sub-

department level. At the Medical campus, budget management responsibilities lie with the

central Medical Budget Office.

The Applications Systems Development group of Information Resources has recently completed

its initial long range information systems plan that encompassed the development of systems for

all central administrative functions. Currently, the focus is to reengineer these central processes

to provide tighter integration between systems and to decentralize the functions to the

departmental units. One of these decentralized systems is the Budget Preparation System.

Background

The idea for a budget preparation system originated due to difficuaies the Medical campus was

having compiling the budget efficiently and on a timely basis. Departments on the other

campuses are much less complex and deal with a smaller number of accounts and employees.

Also, these departments are so small that most of the budgeting is done at the dean/school level.

The accounts of the medical school come from a variety of fund sources including: grants,

contracts, gifts, and medical professional services. On the other hand, the other campuses

primarily budget expenses based on an allocation. Since the departments at the other campuses

are less complex, they had little problem completing their budgets wing PC spreadsheet

software.

Another problem that all campuses faced was the difficulty in obtaining the initial information

required to complete a budget such as personnel and financial records. At the time, the Human

Resources System and the Financial Records System were strictly centralized systems and the

departmental administrators were forced to rely on reports that were usually a month old by the

time they received them. The Department of Medicine had so much information to comple that

the process of preparing the budget brought their administrative office to a standstill for five

months.

The medical school departments were limited in their ability to prepare their budgets due to

outdated computer equipment and lack of technical guidance. As a result, several departments

began hiring programmers and tried to develop specialized systems on their own. A major

shortcoming of these systems was the inability to share data with other university systems. Each

of these systems produced different reports and did not follow the same methods. Therefore it

was very difficult for the central Medical Budget office to consolidate the departmental budgets
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into a campus-wide budget. The central Medical Budget office would have spreadsheets not
only piled up on their desks, but covering the floors and hallways. Even with newer hardware
and a programming staff, some departments found the PC solution to be to slow and
cumbersome. One department using a spreadsheet program was forced to wait several hours for
one recalculation.

The central medical buaget office prepared a budget "bible" that was intended to provide the
rules for budget preparation on that campus. It was hard for them to verify if the departments
were really following the policies since reports were generated in many different formats. These
policies include limitations on salary increases and use of fringe benefit rates. The large number
of departments and the lack of a central communication mechanism made if difficult to
communicate updates in budget policies.

To further complicate the consolidation process, there was no integration of data or
communication between the medical school departments. It was very common to have
budgetary transfers from an account in one department to an account in another. There was no
method to verify that all transfers were accounted for by both departments or that both
departments agreed that this transfer should take place. A similar problem was when an
employee was budgeted from an account outside of their department. This required an archaic
process of gathering signatures that no one had time to verify.

With strong support from the Assistant Vice President for Medical Finance and Budget an
appeal from the Assistant Chairman of the Department of Medicine to the Sr. Vice President for
Business and Finance lead to recognition of the need for a standard computerized solution to the
budget preparation problems. The University had the choice of developing a system or continue
to have individual departments find their own solution by hiring individual programmers and
purchasing additional computer hardware. The decision was for Information Resources to
analyze the problem and develop a computerized solution.

System Development

Information Resources began the project towards the end of August 1990 with the goal of
implementing a standard budget preparation tool by January 1, 1991. This date was critical
since this was when the budgeting process began for the next fiscal year. Among others, the
Department of Medicine needed to be assured that there would be a system to use or they would
begin obtaining equipment and developing a system on their own.

User interviews were conducted on all campuses with over thirty departments. The medical
campus was very interested in the development of a standard solution, whereas the other
campuses were adamant they maintain the status quo. It was decided that in this time frame a
system would be developed exclusively for the medical campus. Despite this decision,
functionality issues for all campuses were maintained throughout the design and development
phases of the project.
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The interviews at the medical campus identified several problems. At that time, the reports they

needed to begin their budget were routed through the central offices. From there they were

distributed to the appropriate campuses, and finally to the departments. This process led to the

reports becoming outdated before ever arriving at the department. Therefore, the system would

require all of the initial information on-line from the beginning to eliminate the need for these

reports.

After analyzing the problems with the current process and the needs identified by the users, three

alternatives were identified. The first alternative of maintaining the status quo was quickly

dismissed. A standardized PC system was deemed unacceptable due to the hardware limitation

of many departments, speed of recalculations, security issues, and consolidation of the budget by

the central offices. The last alternative was to develop a mainframe system that would provide

the functionality required at both the departmental and all other organizational levels. The

mainframe system was chosen since it offered the departmental users the data and processing

they required as well as a mechanism for centralized control and consolidation.

Administrators from the Dtpartment of Medicine and the Medical Budget Office were identified

as key users and participated in the functional design of the system. The Department of

Medicine represented the most complex department in the University and could speak on behalf

of the other departments. The Medical Budget Office could aid in defining the policies,
maintaining the appropriate controls, and set criteria for the consolidation of information into

management views.

The management views included such information as viewing an account with all of its
associated detail, viewing account balances by organizational level and by fund, as well as an

overall plan of operations by organizational level. Managerial views of employee data included

percentage increases of salaries by employee, salary pool percentages by organizational level,

and the ability to view employee salaries by account and fund.

After several discussions with the key users, it was determined that the system requirements be

broken into five categories for more detailed analysis. These five areas were: 1) the initial
information requirements for budget preparation, 2) the processing requirements at the various
organizational levels, 3) specific requirements at the departmental level, 4) the security,

approval, and consolidation requirements of the central office, and 5) the data flow to other

systems after completion of the budget.

The initial information requirements were determined to lie in three places. The chart of
accounts and financial data were required from the financial records system. Also, prior year

budget amounts were needed from the budget file. Finally and of prime importance, was the

need for personnel/payroll information from the Human Resources System. This data would

save countless hours by eliminating the need to verify salaries, and automating the work

involved in consolidating the information for salary pool calculations. Since all of this
information resided on the mainframe, it could be easily ported to the budget preparation system.

Standard budget policy was to use information as of calendar year end. Since point-in-time data

was required it was decided to extract the information from these systems instead of directly

integrating with them.
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Processing requirements at the various organizational levels was basically the same. At the
division and dean/school levels, users require immediate consolidation of the lower level
budgets. Since immediate updating at all levels is required, all updates must roll up to higher
levels in real time. Efficiency in database design and program specifications were of utmost
importance due to this multi-level on-line recalculation process.

The needs for processing at the departmental level were simple. They wanted to update
personnel budget information as well as operating and capital budget amounts. Recalculation
time and ease of data entry were of prime importance. They needed the ability to update their
chart of accounts with TBA accounts, and also create TBA positions for future employees. They
also required automatic calculation of employee fringe benefits and a method to manage salary
pool requirements. Finally, they desired several different on-line management views of the
budget as well as supporting reports.

The central medical budget office was primarily concerned with the security, approval, and
c msolidation of the information. It was very important that the departmental users could only
access data from their department. They needed the ability to use other department's accounts
and to transfer funds between departments, but should not be permitted to view the account
detail or employee salaries from another department. The central office also wanted the ability
to "shut off' a department from further updating of their budgets once they were approved to
insure that unauthorized changes did not enter the budget. Finally, they needed to have a real-
time consolidated view of the information. The same managerial views provided to the
departments were required at the school/dean level, as well as the division level. Therefore
updates to a department's budget had to be reflected at all levels instantaneously. This would
eliminate any need to manually consolidate the budget for any level.

Both the departmental and the central budget office administrators were interested in having the
data flow directly into the Budget File, the Financial Records System, and the Human Resources
System for the next fiscal year. Upon final approval at all levels, the information would be
extracted from the budget preparation system and loaded into the appropriate systems. This
would eliminate the need to fill out forms based on reports at the departmental and central levels.

Database design was completed by the end of October, leaving only two months for data
conversion, programming, testing, and documentation. Several problems were encountered in
data conversion since the data in the other systems was not as easily extracted as expected.
Although the required fields existed in the other system's databases, fields not important to the
central offices were often overlooked or entered incorrectly. Therefore, significant time was
spent in researching specific problems associated with the conversion.
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Implementation

The implementation phase of the system began January 1, 1991 and training started
immediately. A few of the larger departments were chosen to use the system for the first year so
that the bugs could be worked out. Once these departments were trained and began using the
system, word spread throughout the medical campus that there was a system available to
complete budget preparation at no expense. Soon the majority of the medical school
departments asked to use the system. Another series of training sessions were started as more
users were recruited.

Some problems were encountered with departments who did not already have a connection to
the mainframe. Due to the time frame, these departments had to rely on modem connections to
gain access to the system. Another problem was the report distribution process. There was no
printing facility at the medical campus, so a high-speed line printer was purchased and installed
at the Medical Budget Office. Reports were submitted on-line upon user request and were
printed in this facility. Since most of the information they needed was available on-line,
printouts were needed primarily for final budget review.

A review of the system shows that an annual cost savings of approximately $102,000 in
personnel costs will be realized by the medical campus as well as intangible cost savings of
$44,000. Efficiency in the departmental units will allow other tasks to be performed during the
budget preparation period. Also, all time previously spent on consolidation of budgets at higher
levels will result in substantial time savings.

Future Plans

With thc overwhelming success at the Medical campus, there was an impetus to expand the
system to be used on all campuses as "the" budget preparation tool for the University. This
eliminates the need for any uploads into the old flat file system and provides a strong foundation
for the development of a year-round budget management tool, the Budget Management System.

The Budget Management System will maintain the permanent budget base for all university
accounts and employees. The user interface will be virtually identical to the Budget Preparation
System thereby avoiding a retraining effort. Also, this will provide an on-line view of the
permanent budget to the central budget office and the various departments.

Downloads of the data can easily be provided to facilitate various needs. The central budget
office can use the information to aid in forecasting future budgeting needs, employee salary
pools, fringe benefit rates, etc. The departmental users can use the downloaded information to
upload the data into their PC based expenditure control and financial management systems.

Furthermore, the budget management system will provide for on-line interfaces with other
financial systems. This system will be just a piece in the puzzle of an overall decentralized view
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of all University financial data. This "Departmental View" will encompass functions from
Budget Preparation/Management, Human Resources/Personnel, Financial Records, Purchasing,
and Document Processing/Approvals.

The Document Processing feature of the system will provide for direct entry of "documents" by
departments into the various systems. The approval feature of Document Processing will
electronically send the document to all individuals requiring an approval of the document. Once
all of the electronic signatures are gathered, the document will be immediately processed in the
appropriate system.

For example, a mid-year budget revision would be entered by a departmental user as an
electronic document. This "form" will be sent to the Account Signatory, the Departmental
Financial Supervisor, the Controller's Office, and ultimately the Budget Office. Once approvedby all of these areas, the revision would update the general ledger and the budget management
system. The ultimate goal of this facility is to convert all University forms into electronic
documents.

The Budget Preparation System has provided a strong foundation for the development and
acceptance of the decentralized concept. The distribution of data entry from the central office to
the departmental offices has reduced errors, reduced lag time, and better educated thedepartmental users on central office policies and standards.
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Providing Distributed Services
With Centralized Resources:

A Case Study

Michael Weaver
Senior Analyst

Bucknell University
Lewisburg, PA

Abstract
This paper provides a case study of the experiences of Bucknell University in installing
network services in support of the administrative offices on campus. In some respects,
Bucknell was a late-comer to networking. This facilitated an integrated approach to
campus-wide networking. Wherever possible, needs of diverse departments were
accommodated within the framework of centralized hardware and network
administration. The presentation includes an evaluation of the project to date, along with
plans for growth.
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For the past year, Bucknell has engaged in a project to provide network services to the

micTocomputer users in administrative offices. The primary goal of the project is to provide

services to diverse departments using centralized hardware, software, and personnel resources.

This paper presents an overview of that project to date.

Introduction To Bucknell Universit and Bucknell Com uter Services

Bucknell University is a small comprehensive University, located in rural central

Pennsylvania. Bucknell has a strong liberal arts program, complemented by professional

programs in engineering, management, and educatioa. Bucknell has approximately thirty-four

hundred students, who are mostly full-time, undergraduate, and resident.

Bucknell Computer Services is headed by a Director and Associate Director. It is

divided into four departments: Admiitrative Systems, Academic Services, Systems, and
Telecommunications. Each of these departments is headed by an Assistant Director. The

organization reports to the Vice President for Academic Affairs.

The division of labor between Administrative Systems and Academic Services is based

on constituents. Administrative Systems provides computer services to the administration of
Bucknell. Academic Services provides computer services to faculty and students. As a result,

the two departments provide some similar services to different constituent groups. During the

past year, both departments have established network services for their respective constituency.

This paper focus on the efforts of Administrative Services to provide network services to the

administrative offices at Bucknell.

Administrative Computing

A Bull (Honeywell) DPS 8000mainframe computer running the CP6 operating system

supports most administrative data processing applications at Bucknell. Access to that computer

is through terminals or microcomputers running terminal emulation software. Each device has

an RS232 connection to a data switch. This provides access to the mainframe. The Bull

computer does not participate in the campus network. The Bull computer regularly supports

eighty to one hundred simultaneous on-line users.

The Bull computer is shared with Academic Services for some of their applications.

However, acadmic use has gradually migrated to other computer platforms. The academic

community now counts for very little activity on the mainframe.

Data processing applications are mostly written in COBOL. A CODASYL database,

keyed files, and sequential files are used for data storage. Since administrative data resides on

the Bull mainframe, it is necessary to logon to that computer to access the data.

Bull is no longer providing enhancements to the CP6 operating system. In addition, they

have migrated support for CP6 to a service organization. As a result, Bucknell is actively

searching for a replacement platform for the Bull computer. It is anticipated that the next
administrative platform will be a full participant in the campus network.

Networking Prior to 1991

Some local area networking was in place at Bucknell prior to 1991, These networks all

provided small, isolated departments with limited service. There was no campus-wide network

or network services available to administrative departments before 1991.
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Several network operating systems wen' in use on these networks. Several offices usedEasyLAN. EasyLAN is a zero-slot LAN for MS-DOS computers. EasyLAN works overstandard RS232 wiring. Other departments used TOPS, and its companion product NETPRINT.These departments had a mix of MS-DOS and Macintosh computers, and required a networkoperating system that would support both those platforms. Network connections within thesedepartments were made with Local Talk and PhoneNET (twisted-pair) wiring. Finally, severaldepartments were networked solely for access to AppleTalk printers. These departments werenot using any network operating system.

Network Services

These networks provided few services. Primarily, these modest networks were aimed atproviding shared access to a laser printer. In some isolated cases, file sharing capabilities werealso available.

Before 1991, a total of twenty-four computzrs were involved in seven sepArate
departmental networks. (This only includes network activity in administrative offices.) Besides
a network connection, most of these twenty-four computers had an RS232 connection for accessto the administrative mainframe.

Request for Network Services

Most of these departmentalnetworks were actually in place before 1990. The year 1990was characterized as a year of delayed requests. During this time, plans were made tosystematically network the administrative offices. As a result, requests for networking were putoff with the promise of something better in the future.

Networking Now

That something better is an integrated, campus-wide network instead of isolated, single-function networks. Networking is now viewed as a campus-wide resource, not a departmentalresource. As a result, any plans for networking that do not fit that view are not implemented. Adescription of Bucknell's requirements for a campus-wide network follows.

Network Requirements

The campus network is evolvingas an Ethernet network. While there are some currentinstallations that do not meet this standard, everything will be migrated to Ethernet within a few
years. Twisted-pair (10Base-T) wiring is used within buildings. Fiber-optic cabling is usedbetween buildings. The campus network is currently available in selected buildings.

The following were considered goals of the project. At a minimum, the network shouldprovide access to the following services: file sharing, printer sharing, application sharing, andaccess to hosts. The network should be constructed in a way that will allow for addition of newservices. The network should support MS-DOS and Macintosh computers.

Currently, network services are available through Administrative Systems for MS-DOScomputers only. There are a few Macintosh computers in administrative offices. These will bediscussed in the section on future directions.
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Hardware Resources

The central hardware to support networking of administrative offices at Bucknell is a

single server. This is an IBM PS/2 Model 80, configured with 10MB memory, a 320MB hard

disk, and a 150MB tape backup device. A second server will be brought on-line soon. It also

will be a PS/2 Model 80. The additional server is being installed in anticipation of future needs.

It is not a response to current performance or other problems.

All client devices are connected to the network with a standard Ethernet card. For MS-

DOS machines, a 1.0Base-T 3COM card is used. For Macintoshes that are connected directly to

the Ethernet, an Asante 10Base-T card is used. Several AppleTalk networks are connected to the

campus-wide network with Shiva Fast Paths.

Network OperatinQ S stem

All network services are currently provided using a single network operating system.

This is Microsoft LAN Manager, version 2.0. LAN Manager comes in a variety of flavors. The

version that is available from Microsoft tuns under the OS/2 operating system. Other versions

are available for the UNIX environment and the VAX VMS envimnment. All versions of LAN

Manager are based on a core product originally developed by Microsoft.

The decision to use Microsoft LAN Manager involved a few different considerations.

First, OS/2 was a factor. The Administrative Systems' staff was already familiar with the MS-

DOS environment. OS/2 shares many features with MS-DOS. As a result, it would require little

training for personnel to become familiar with the OS/2 environment. This was not true for

other environments. For instance, there is no UNIX experience within the Administrative

Systems' staff.

Second, a wide range of file access controls should be available with the network

operating system. A provision to define 'groups' of users is important. In the multi-department

environment, both of these features are essential to maintain some level of file security. The

network operating system should include facilities to control the number of simultaneous users

of a particular program. This is necessary to insure compliance with various software licenses.

Support of client printing is considered important.

Microsoft LAN Manager meets all these requirements. In addition, when Microsoft LAN

Manager was purchased, there was a promise of support for Macintosh computers and TCP/IP

services in the next product release.

Bucknell is a heavy user of Microsoft applications software. In both the MS-DOS and

Macintosh environments, Microsoft Word is the word processing program ofchoice, while

Microsoft Excel is the predominate spreadsheet program. The integration of Microsoft LAN

Manager with other Microsoft products was considered an important feature.

Finally, two other flavors of LAN Manager were under evaluation on campus. Academic

Services was looking at the AT&T version of LAN Manager running on a UNIX platform. The

Library has also looked at Pathworks, which is a derivative of LAN Manager running in the DEC

VMS environment.

There are other networking operating systems that would meet most of these

requirements. (It's hard to ignore Novell Netware.) In the end, Microsoft LAN Manager was

chosen as the network operating system for administrative offices at Bucknell.
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Implementation

The networking project has been underway for about a year. There are a few
implementation issues that are worth discussing. These include a timetable for the project, the
costs associated with the project, and the training necessary for the project.

Timetable

Planning and discussion about networking administrative offices was an ongoing processduring most of 1990. Microsort LAN Manager was introduced in the fall of 1990. Bucknell wasintroduced to LAN Manager at a Microsoft product rollout in Washington DC, in earlyNovember of 1990.

A single copy of LAN Manager was purchased in December of 1990. This was installedon a single server during December. At this time, there were four computers in the
Administrative Systems' complex that were connected to the campus network. These four
computers all had access to Microsoft LAN Manager services.

January and February, 1991 were used for testing. Basic services such as print, file, andapplication sharing were initiated during this period. Administrative issues were resolved andthe network underwent a limited shakedown period.

The first actual users were added to the network in March. The first department to beconnected was the Financial Aid office, where there were five MS-DOS computers. This officealso had three printers, including one laser printer. All three printers needed to be shared.

Other departments were added to the network in rapid succession. By mid-April, a totalof thirty-five computers in six different departments were connected to the campus network. All
were using Microsoft LAN Manager services.

The summer of 1991 was a period of evaluation. A survey was sent to all users of thenetwork. The survey was designed to measure satisfaction with existing network services.During the summer, some benchmark testing with AT&T StarLAN was also conducted.

Which brings us to the present (late November, 199'.). There are currently forty-sevenMS-DOS computers in twelve different departments that are using LAN Manager seivices. Thesmallest of these offices has only two computers. The largest office has six. A total of twelvelaser printers are shared over the network. The total number of computers would be higher,except that one of the original departments switched from MS-DOS computers to Macintoshesduring the fall. As a result, six of the original thirty-five computers are not included in thecurrent counts.

Costs

There were some costs associated with the network project. These start with the cost ofthe server and backup. As previously stated, both are IBM PS/2 Model 80s. These werepurchased with matching gift funds, so it is hard to pl&;e a representative dollar cost on them.Similar computers are available in the $3,000 to $6,000 range.

Next are costs for Microsoft LAN Manager. To use LAN Manager, an initial five userlicense is required. Additional (concurrent) users can be added ten at a time, or an unlimited
user pack can be purchased. The normal list price for the five user license is $995. However,since we had attended the product rollout in November, we were able to purchase that license for

4 5iS
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only $295. The normal list price for the unlimited license is $5495. We were able to purchase

that at a substantial discount as well.

Unlike most other Microsoft products, there is no educational pricing for the LAN

Manager five user license or the unlimited license. Consequently, it is not possible for

educational institutions to save much over the current list prices. LAN Manager is purchased

through a reseller, so it may be possible to obtain some discount, but it is likely to be small. To

complete the network software environment, printer sharing software is also used. This software

cost approximately $500.

Shared applications placed on the server are an additional expense. This was not a major

part of the initial phase of die Bucknell network. Consequently, only limited funds were

available in the initial year of the project. Additional funds were available after July of 1991.

Bucknell has spent approximately $2000 for applications software to date.

Costs associated with network adapters and particularly, the Ethernet wiring, are not

included here. These costs were absorbed by another department. As a rule, we estimate that it

costs in the $500 - $1000 range for a network connection. This cost can vary greatly depending

on the complexity of the wiring that is involved.

Another cost of any project is the cost associated with the personnel to implement the

project. This networking project required one person, almost full time, for the period of

December through April, or five months. Personnel costs to provide ongoing administration of

the network are small. At most, this requires a few hours each week. Additional time is required

when new users are added to the network and when new applications software is installed on the

server.

There are additional costs for training and support, which , ,..Assed below. These

added several thousand dollars to the total cost of the network

Training and Support

During January 1991, one person attended a week of LAN Manager classes that were
conducted by Microsoft. These classes are designed for people who are to set up or administer

LAN Manager network2. The classes were invaluable in getting off to a running start with the

software.

Microsoft provided thirty days of free technical support with a LAN Manager purchase.

This is not like other Microsoft products, where unlimited free support is available. In addition,

support for installation and startup was provided by the vendor that sold us LAN Manager. An
additional ten hours of telephone support were purchased from this vendor.

Another person within Administrative Systems has been trained in most of the
administrative functions of LAN Manager. Several other people within the department are
familiar with some basic administrative functions like canceling print jobs (and of course - Ctrl

Alt-Del to reboot the server).

Training for network users has been minimal, and all conducted in-house. Ideally, the

network environment should be transparent, and require little training for new users. However,

this was one area that the users asked for more help in our survey. There was an expressed

interest for more help in using the network strategically. There was also a desire for more
training in the applications software that resides on the network.



Problems

The problems associated with the network installation were limited, and within thebounds of reasonable expectations. OS/2, like any operating system, crashes occasionally.These crashes were frequent at first, averaging once every other day. After a new version of theprinter sharing software was installed, the frequency of crashes diminished to about one permonth.

A system update, from OS/2 version 1.2 to OS/2 version 1.3 caused a total loss of theserver hard disk. This was the major installation problem, and knocked the entire network downfor two days. Some services remained out for a week. This was complicated by the lack of abackup of the server hard disk. Since the initial phase of the network implementation dealtprimarily with printer sharing, there was no provision made for tape backup, since it was not anecessity. However, since the available services grew well beyond just printer sharing, a methodof backup became essential. This problem has been corrected.

There was also a failure of the disk controller for the server hard disk. This did not causeany loss of data, but the network was down for almost two days until parts could be deliveredand installed.

The most troublesome problem has been printer sharing. Printer sharing is more difficultthan you would like it to be. Postscript printers, and printers that do multiple emulationscomplicate this process further. Most problems associated with printer sharing have beenworked out. But there are still occasional glitches.

Successes

There were manysuccesses with the network project. A major success was theconnection of thirty-five computers in six departments in about six weeks. While that timetableis more ambitious than may be prudent, the installation was successful. That speaks for theviability of the project and the product.

The benefits of file sharing have also been one of the successes of the project. Somedepartments are using shared access to files to great advantage. Workflow between individualswithin these departments has been streamlined.

Exposure to new software has also been well received. When applications software isinstalled on each individual computer, it is just not cost effective to give users access to a fullsuite of applications. However, when the software is installed centrally on a network server,everyone can have access to a variety of software.

Another significant success of the project was the adaptability of our current MS-DOSenvironment to the network. Existing MS-DOS installations were using a menu program toprovile, access to the software that was installed on individual computers. This environment waseasily transported to the network. As a result, the user sees the network as an extension of theenvironment they were already using.

Finally, while we had some problems, the network experienced little downtime during itsfirst year. Except about seven days, the network was available constantly and consistentlyduring the first year of operation.

5 0
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Distributed Services

The primary purpose of the network is to provide services to the user community, in this

case the administrative offices at Bucknell. With the Bucknell network, those same services are

available to a variety of departments. A discussion of the available services follows.

Printer Sharing

The fust network service that was requested and provided was shared access to laser

printers. Taken by itself, this service does not provide justificraion for the expense of a full

campus network. However, given that a campus network is inevitable, printer sharing is a good

place to start.

In the traditional model for printer sharing, shared printers are connected directly to a

network server. We chose a model for printer sharing that is a little different from this. In our

chosen model, printers are connected directly to a client computer. The client computer is used

as a normal workstation. The software used to implement client printing on our network is

Spool+ from Ultinet Development.

There are several major advantages to implementing printer sharing in this manner. First,

it requires one less wire - the one going from server to printer. The connection to the printer is

usually made with a normal parallel cable. The primary advantage of this model is that the client

workstation and printer are still functional when the network or server is experiencing problems.

In the traditional model, when the network is down, no one can print. In the client model, the

departments are a little less dependent on the network to continue functioning.

There are several disadvantages to the client printing model. First, it increases network

traffic. Each print job travels on the network wires twice, instead of once. The extra layer of

software to support client printing adds another layer of complication to an already complicated

process.

From our standpoint, the advantages of client printing outweigh the disadvantages. In

particular, the individual departments have a little more autonomy than they would otherwise.

File Sharing

File sharing consists of the ability for multiple people to access the same files. This

access may or may not occur simultaneous, depending on the application. File sharing on our

network is implemented based on user logons. A user's network ID determines what files that

person can access.

At Bucknell, we instituted four layers of shared files. At the bottom layer, each user has

a space on the server hard disk where they can store personal files. These files are accessible

only to that single user. Each user sees this disk space as their U: drive. No matter where a user

logs on to the network, these personal files are available.

At the next level, a portion of disk is allocated to each department. Everyone within the

department can access the same files. All users see this disk as their X: drive. In larger

departments, a third level of shared files is also provided. Workgroups within these departments

have access to a portion of shared disk that is only accessible to members of the workgroup.

This is viewed as the Y: drive.
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Finally, a portion of disk is set aside for public access. Anyone with a valid logon to thenetwork can view, add, or update files in the public area. This area is viewed as the P: drive.

These various levels of file sharing support many diverse departments. Where
appropriate, file sharing between specific departments can be accommodated. The primary aimis to provide the services needed to accommodate the individual needs of each department.

Application Sharing

The next major service that is provided over the network is shared access to applications.
Various programs are installed on the network server, and are accessible to all users of thenetwork. There are two primary benefits to application sharing. The first is a significant cost
savings. When software licenses allow, it is only necessary to install enough copies of a
program to support the maximum number ofsimultaneous users. In some cases, this may meanthat it is possible to install just a single copy of a program. That one program is accessible to
every network user. In other cases, two or three copies of an application may support the entire.network. This can result in a dramatic savings.

A second less obvious advantage is that network users can be exposed to a much broader
range of applications. It may not be cost-effective to install a particular application on aparticular computer. By installing the software on the network server, it can be used byeveryone.

A third advantage of shared applications is the ease of maintenance. For example, when
a new version o a program becomes available, it only needs to be upgraded in one place. Thisresults in a considerable time savings for support personnel.

Most of the applications software that is installed on the network server is accessible toall users of the network. In some limited cases, programs are only available to specific
departments. Examples would include some utilities that are only available to Administrative
Systems or specialty programs that serve the needs of a specific department. The menu
environment in use at Bucknell provides customized menus for each user, displaying just thesoftware and services that they can access.

Automated Access to Hosts

The network environment through the normal menu structure, provides automated accessto various hosts and services. Specifically, the on-line card catalog on the Library system isavailable with a single keystroke. A program that displays campus events, running on the Bullmainframe, is also a single keystroke away. These services provide a rudimentary beginning fora campus-wide information system. In addition, some network-related functions like logging on,displaying messages, and viewing printer queues are available through the standard menuinterface.

Centralized Resources
A major tenant of this project is that while the services may be distributed in nature, theresources to provide those services should be provided under the Administrative Systems'umbrella. As implemented, these resources have all been centralized.

The single server and the backup server are both located in the Computer Services'
building, in the same room as the administrative mainframe. There are NO network serverslocated within administrative departments. It follows that the software to run the network, and
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the applications software available over the network are centralized as well. Finally, the

personnel needed to administer and support the network are all located in Computer Services.

Disadvantages of Centralized Resources

There are two disadvantages often cited for any centralized computer resources. First,

there is a perception of loss of control over the departments own computing. Second, each

department is forced to compete with other departments for computing resources.

The response to these comments is that the computer service organization must be

responsive to the needs of each department. At Bucknell at least, the individual departments do

not want to be their own computer experts. If they feel like they are getting a fair allocation of

computer resources, they are generally content to have their needs supported by the centralized

organization.

Advantages of Centralized Resources

There are many advantages derived from a campus-wide network supported by

centralized resources. First, access to the network is universal. There are no "haves" and "have

nots." Second, there is a consistency across campus. Each network user has access to essentially

the same resources. Both points help to eliminate the "keeping up with the Jones' syndrome.

Consistency is also an aid to support personnel. They know what each user should view when

they are accessing the network. That consistency can be an aid in training. A user should be

able to move from one department to another without extensive retraining.

The most significant 'jenefit to centralizing network resources is the reduction in costs.

The most consequential of these is the reduction in costs for applications software. This has

already been discussed. Support costs are reduced, as there are fewer people to be trained in

network installation and administration. Trainiiig costs are also reduced, as training is

minimized. Combined, these costs should offset most, if not all of the cost of network

installation.

There are other advantages to a consolidated network. Accounting for network use is

centralized. All usage statistics are available in a single place. In these days of tight budgets,

this kind of accounting may be needed to justify continued network expansion. Finally,

available resources are used to their fullest potential. When the effort is made to provide a new

network service, that service is available to everyone on campus, not just a single department.

Future Directions

Administrative Systems and Bucknell Computer Services have some goals for continued

network expansion. The computer services organization has undergone a year of evaluation,

with several possible outcomes.

First, a reorganization of Bucknell Computer Services is possible. The current

constituent-based organization may be replaced with a functional-based organization. If that

happens, a single department may be responsible for network services to both academic and

administrative constituents. The impact of that possible reorganization on the current

administrative network is not known. However, implementation of the administrative network is

still proceeding normally.

Second, a plan for campus-wide networking has been developed by a broad-based

committt-e. One major recommendation of that committee is that the entire campus be wired for
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Ethernet in a short period of time. With a tentative commitment from the University trustees, the
wiring project will begin during the summer of 1992, and should be completed within two years.
That will make the network available to all administrative offices on campus.

Growth

We anticipate network growth in several areas. First, we know that the number of users
of the network will grow. Second, we expect that most users will use existing network services
more frequently. And most important, we expect that the available services will continue to
grow.

Microsoft LAN Manager Update

A significant short term objective will be the installation of a new version of Microsoft
LAN Manager. This version (2.1) is to be available commercially in mid December, 1991. This
update will bring several significant new capabilities to the administrative network.

First, the new version of LAN Manager will support the TCP/IP protocol. This will open
a wide range of possibilities for connectivity with other platforms. It will bring Microsoft LAN
Manager in line with proposed standards for networking at Bucknell. Telnet and FTP support
will be available. This will make it possible to access Internet resources through Microsoft LAN
Manager. While the need for this service has been small to date, the use is expected to increase
with time.

The most significant change that will come with LAN Manager, version 2.1 will be
support for Macintosh computers. There are currently forty-six Macintosh computers in ten
different administrative departments connected to the campus-wide network. When the new
version of LAN Manager is brought on-line, various services will be available to these
Macintoshes through LAN Manager.

In Summary

This paper has outlined a project undertaken by Administrative Systems at Bucknell
I. aiversity to provide network services to the administrative departments at Bucknell. The major
focus of the project is to provide services to a diverse group of departments in various locations
on campus. Networking resources are to be centralized at Bucknell Computer Services. The
benefits of a consolidated approach are many. Primary among these is a significant reduction in
costs. The reduction in costs for applications software alone may justify the expense of the
network.

A successful project of this nature requires that the network be viewed as a campus-wide
resource and not a collection of loosely connected departmental networks. It may be necessary
to postpone projects that are inconsistent with these overall goals. Short term fixes to some
problems may become long term complications for a fully integrated network.

It also requires cooperation from the user departments. This will follow easily if the
computer services organization has the respect of the user departments. A successful project
also requires that the computer services organization be mindful of the needs of the individual
departments and responsive to their problems.

In the end, an integrated, campus-wide network, providing a full range of services to all
administrative departments, can be implemented and maintained centrally. The benefits of this
approach far outweigh any disadvantages.

10
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Introduction

The Financial Information System is one of the cornerstones of administrative

information systems in the university. Access to financial data in a timely way is crucial

to departments being able to manage their individual units in a Responsibility Center

Management environment The ability to capture data at the source, to manage local

data locally, while being able to transparently interact with non-local data are all

requirements for this environment. Vendors today are offering new tools and

technologies to meet these needs in a distributed environment.

This paper discusses the various components of the new Financial Information

Systems and how these neatly integrate with the strategic directions of the University

Computing Services organization. Access to financial data by all eight campuses of

Indiana University, as well as a robust on-line transaction processing environment for

data capture at the source of collection are a baseline requirement for this system.

Covered is an implementation schedule for the system and its associated technologies.

Indiana University...a time of transition

Indiana University is moving towards a radically different method for

planning and operating the various entities within the institution. The concept,

called Responsibility Center Management (RCM), places the responsibility for

funding and expenditure with each Responsibility Center. The Richmond

Campus of the institution, the School of Business and the University Physical

Facilities Unit are examples of RCs. For instance, in the case of the School of

Business, it is expected to fund itself from student fees, research grants, gifts and

other fund raising methods. An RC may carry surpluses from year to year but

must carry deficits forward as well, balancing its budget in the current period by

"borrowing" from the institution at the going cost of capital rates. With the

advent of this RCM philosophy and the realization that the institution is

operating in an era of critical resource constraints, Indiana University faces a

significant challenge in facilitating the way in which it needs to manage its financial

activities.

A New Financial Information System for IU

As the unit responsible for financial information processing at IU, the

Financial Management Support (FMS) department has embarked on an initiative

to address these needs. Utilizing powerful but cost-effective new technologies,

such as the high-speed network being deployed around the state, the

workstation devices being attached to it and emerging relational database tools,

Indiana University feels it can develop effective financial information systems to

address what many agree are these shortcomings of the current environment

2
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Financial data are scattered among many different files, resulting in
limited and difficult access; dictionary information about the data is not
always available.

Computer programs that link these data are aging, complicated and
inflexible, and therefore difficult and expensive to change and maintain.

The impact of a transaction on a unit's financial position is not
immediately available to an account manager.

Responsibility Center Management has created new needs not easily met
by current systems or data structures.

Paper is still the norm for the creation of financial data.

Owning and forecasting activities are difficult to perform, at best.

Mindful of the above and of the resource constraints under which it operates,
FMS has developed a model, shown on the next page, of how the Financial
Information Systems (F1S) of the nineties will look at Indiana University. Please
note that this is not a flow diagram. It is intended only to depict the major
components of the system and how they are related.

The model breaks the financial process into three svarate but interdependent functions:

Transaction Processing ---- those services which enable the
processing of individual (or multiple) "transactions." Examples would
include such things as: performing a budget transfer; paying a faculty or
staff member, approving an invoice; appointing an employee, etc.

Core System Functions -- the internal (to FMS and UBO) process of
managing the general ledger and budgeting functions via the initial
recording of financial transactions and the transfer of data created during
the Transaction Processing procedures to the Financial Analysis
databases.

Decision Support (Analysis, Reporting and Planning)---those
services that facilitate the management of a department's or
Responsibility Center's account(s). This would include such things as: the
development, administration and presentation of a set of integrated
financial databases; decision support tools and services; the production
of required internal and external financial reports, etc.

3
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Financial Information Conceptual model
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4 Local Systems

Graphical user Interface (GUI) based system

Local (workstation or LAN based systems) will be integrated into the

system as the user desires. The Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) used, (MAC

and Windows 3.x) provide the standards by which this will be enabled. It is only

by using these standards based environments that we can offer true integration

for many users. It will, of course require they users of these tools, but the FIS is

in part premised on the fact that departments at the institution are voting for

Windows and MAC with their hardware and software budgetary resources. We

are, in essence, guided by their choices here. Our intent is that the FIS look and

feel like any other 'shrink wrapped' graphical application they may have

purchased for their own desktop weAstation. In this way, we minimize the

learning curve and in fact restrict it to the functional arena for those who are

already users of the GUI.

The development of this system involves a partnership among FMS, its

service recipients and tl-e technology organirtions (University Computing

Services (UCS), IUPUI Computing Services and the Campus Computing Centers

at the regional campuses). An FIS Steering Committee consisting of senior

administrators from all eight campuses is providing the needed guidance

throughout the development and implementation of the entire system.

The guiding principle at work here is that FMS will distribute much of the

management of financial information to the operating units (RCs). Its role will be that

of data stewardship, overall coordination, consulting, and the delivery of official

institutional reports, both internal and external.



The design objectives of the F1S can be summarized thus:

deliver user-friendly, timely and effective financial transaction processing
services to faculty and staff;

provide financial decision support tools to account managers and others
to facilitate effective financial management, planning and forecasting;

reduce the paper flow and lengthy approval cycle associated with many of
the current financial processes;

leverage the technology architecture being advocated by University
Computing Services;

where appropriate, utilize the Graphical User Interface and multimedia
capabilities of the desktop computer to deliver an easy to use suite of
services.

Technologies being implemented

The technological infrastructure being implemented by UCS provides an
excellent foundation for the FIS. Before we discuss this infrastructure, a brief
background will help to put things into perspective. University Computing Services was
formed in early 1989 with the merger of the Bloomington Academic Computing
Services (BACS) organization and Information Services, the administrative computing
organization. This merged organization is responsible for academic computing support
on the Bloomington campus and university wide support for administrative computing.

The former Information Services organization used the SNA network protocol
while the BACS organization employed DECNET and Sytec primarily. The new UCS
organization developed a policy and plan to move towards an open network
architecture, employing TCP/IP as the backbone transport protocol. With the diverse
hardware and systems at IU, this network held the promise of access for all users.
Faculty and students who were previously unable to access records on the traditional
administrative IBM mainframe would now be able to do so.

We have come a long way towards the implerrwntation of this dream. The
Bloomington campus has been completely wired with FIBER cable over which is running
Ethernet using TCP/1P. On the main campus of Indiana University we are in the final
year of a two year project to connect most academic and administrative units to the
TCP/IP network At the completion of the project in September of 1992, we expect to
have over 6000 faculty and staff connected.

On all campuses of the IU system, projects are underway to provide

5
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connections to the network Some campuses are ahead of Bloomington, others are a

bit behind. Through state legislative funding assistar, _a, we hope to have all faculty and

staff, system-wide, connected to the network by 7/1/93.

Many administrative systems, including the purchasing system, statement of

accounts, student advising, student scheduling, the entire information center as well as

libraries, are now available over this open network. Traditional administrative users are

also migrating to the TCP/IP network in order to access more services than are

available via SNA. We are addressing questions of security, 3270 emulation, user-

friendly appearance of the transactions, and access authorization. The new financial

information system will rely exclusively on this open network

University Computing Services committed to a relational database structure in

December of 1990 and has since then implemented DB2 for the IBM mainframe. We

currently have nineteen tables and three production applications using DB2. We are in

the final stages of converting our largest information center VSAM file, the employee

database, to DB2 to facilitate access to those data. We see the use of DB2 as a file

server for institutional data for all campuses of IU.

In addition, we have investigated, evaluated and declared Ingrer as our RDBMS

for distributed applications. We have acquired a VMS central server (referred to as the

scalable alternate platform) on which Ingres will reside. Our current "information

center" customers are using FOCUS to access VSAM files on the mainframe and the

FOCUSIDB2 interface to access DB2 files on the mainframe. We plan to architect a

new environment on the new VMS/Ingres machine whereby users can access

institutional data and where Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) systems can reside.

The toolset that will be available on the VMS machine will include tools for

development of the server application and the client application for both windows and

non-windows environments. The ideal application development tool would satisfy our

"develop anywhere--deploy anywhere" goal. Deployment modes being considered

include terminal emulation, character-based GUI, Windows 3.0 GUI and Macintosh.

Query tools will facilitate access to the data for the end-user.

Gateways from this platform to the IBM3270 mainframe will allow both ad hoc

access to DB2 and predefined access to any CICS application. We are acquiring the

Ingres gateway to allow access to DB2 files on the mainframe as well as a product to

allow access to VSAM files on the mainframe. Acquisition of these gateways will help

us to leverage our investment in existing applications and data files and move to the

new client/server technologies without migrating applications or files. The figure below

shows the application architecture being deployed.

6
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Financial Information System Architecture
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The business functions and applications that are required by the new Financial
Information System leverage this technology being rolled out by University Computing
Services. The question of whether the business requirements should be driving the
technology or whether technology can now give opportunity for delivery of business
applications more efficiently and effectively is an interesting one. University Computing
Services and Financial Management Support perceive this as a mutual occurrence. We
look upon this as a unique opportunity to make this architecture available for mission-
critical production applications such as the FIS.

Timeline of services-- Technology

University Computing Services has constructed a timeline for the types of tasks
in which we are engaged in order to move this environment into production. UCS andFMS are working to align schedules for the roll-out of these applications in a timely
fashion.

Already in place are a data administration guidelines document, a data access
policy and a data architecture document. After the announcement of the distributed
database standard, Ingres, UCS has been vorki,eg on configuring the hardware platform,
which is currently being installed. This month softw, re is being tested on that platform,
and plans are to have both gateway products installed in January. The toolset will then
be finalized. Change management standards and production implementation standards
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for this new environment as well as system administration standards and support, are

being developed. This will be followed by application development standards and Ingres

DBA standards and support procedures. Pilot applications will be done in a March -

May 1992 time frame. UCS will then size the hardware for the next several years'

anticipated needs and install the required security products. UCS intends to announce

the alternate production application environment in the summer of 1992.

Timeline of servicesApplications

As the various technology components are put in place, the FIS application will

be implemented. FMS and UCS have already completed a conceptual data model for

the system using a CASE tool. In addition, specific pilot applications have been designed

to calibrate the environment. We have put in place a dedicated project team, made up

of FMS, UBO and UCS staff, which will be responsible for the implementation of the

projects and the coordination of the various advisory committees. This also includes a

learning curve for staff who will be developing and supporting the major parts of the

FIS. These pilots will be completed in March-May of 1992.

Transaction Processing

Initial deployment of the Budget Adjustments, Distribution of Income/Expense,

Error Corrections, Internal Billings, Hourly Pay Advice, Accrual Entries and Cash

Transfers transactions is planned for December 1992.

General Ledger/Budgeting System

Plans call for purchasing a G/L package and the decision date for selecting the

specific product is June 1992. Deployment of the G/L will take place in June 1993.

Decision Sumo%

The decision support tools will be introduced as soon as the RDBMS toolset has

been selected and will be used in the Tool kit project. As databases are developed for

the FIS, these tools will be deployed out to users around the network

Conclusion

The emphasis in this initiative is to put control of financial information into the

hands of the operating unit executives. The financial information system being

developed differs from the standard financial information system utilized by many

institutions in that it presents two distinct "views" of the system: 1) Transaction

Processing where specific sets of financial transactions are performed and 2) Decision

Support, where desktop tools are used to facilitate data analysis and reporting. The

core part of the system, the standard General Ledger, is unlikely to be of much interest



to anyone except the central accounting and budgeting staffs who manage the "books"
of the institution.

Implementation of a distributed system of this size is challenging and we are
proceeding with caution. We plan to roll out these first few applications by
implementing those which are not mission critical and learn from our experiences. The
technologies we are using are not yet mature enough to allow total distributed database
implementatioA. but we will use those components of the technology that are ready and
position ourselves to evolve with the technology.
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CAUSE appreciates the participation of the

following corporations in CAUSE91:

ACP

American Management. Systems, Inc.

Apple Computer, Inc.

business Systems Qesources, Inc.

Campus America

CAQS Information Systems Corporation

Data Qesearch Associates, Inc.

Dataguard Qecovery Services, Inc.

DATATEL

Deloitte 0 Touche

Digital Equipment Corporation

ECCI

Eptacii International
Ernst 0 Young

Gartner Group, Inc.

George Kaludis Associates, Inc.

Hewlett-Packard

Hitachi Data Systems

IbM Corporation

Information Associates

Information builders, Inc.

Integral

InterVoice

Iron-Soft, Ltd.

John Minter Associates

KPMG Peat Marwick

Larson-Davis Information Systems

Novell

Oracle Corporation

Pacific bell

People Soft, Inc.

Periphonics Corporation

Quodata

Sale Point Systems Corporation

KIT Corporation

Sequent Computer Systems

Sigma Systems, Inc.

Software AG

Sterling Software

StorageTek

Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Syntellect, Inc.

The Qobinson Group

vim
Wang Laboratories, Inc.

Xerox Corporation
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" THE NEW MARKET LEADER IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY"

AMS would like to extend our appreciation to CAUSE91 participants for your continued interest in our

products and technologies. AMS was pleased to once again take the opportunity to demonstrate our

products, introduce new business partnerships, and discuss the technology which has made AMS the

industry leader in Higher Education Administrative Software.

The AMSILEGEND Series
Family of Software Products:

LEG EN D

COMM IIINIMMT lintelMIPOOMMEN
111111111

CUFS/LEGEND: The AMS College and University Financial System

is an integrated, on-line fund accounting and budget control system

including a MI range of advanced subsystems such as purchasing,

inventory control, and fixed assets management.

SISILEGEND: The AMS Student Information System, is the latest

addition to our line of administrative software products. This package

contains four comprehensive systems to suppottAdmissions, Finan-

cial Aid, Student Records, Student Accounts, and option subsystems

for Housing and Degree Audit.

HRSILEGEND: The AMS Human Resource System, provides com-

prehensive human resource managementfunctionality including pay-

roll, personnel, position buteting and control, applicant trading, AN

EEO reporting, and benefits administration.

DIASILEGOID: The AMS Development Management System offers

modern, fully automated support for the alumni/constituent records

maintenance, gift processing and prospect management tecpire-

merits of major colleges, universities and not-for-prdt aganizations.

Important A nnouncements at CAUSE91:

44 IBNI AND AMS ENTER INTO COOPERATIVE MARKETING AGREEMENT: IBM and

AMS have announced a cooperative marketing agreement for the AMS LEGEND series. Under this

agree me AMS will become a participant in IBM's Cooperative Program (CP), whereby IBM will

act ively market these AMS applications. All LEGEND systems are designed to operate on an IBM

System/370 or System/390 running MVS or VSE operating systems. Relational database support

is pmvided for DB2 and SQL/DS users.

IB I A ND AMS ENTER INTO COOPERATIVE MARKETING AGREEMENT: Information

Buiklers, Inc. and AMS have announod a cooperativemarketing agreement for the LEGEND series

and the IBI FOCUS application. Undet this agreement, AMS clients will have access to the FOCUS

ad hoc query tool and related FOCUS products along with a special discounted pricing arrangement.

SISI L EG EN D IMPLEMENTED AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY: Columbia University has

selected the SISILEGEND System after anextensive review of available student information

systems. Columbia and AMS have also entered into a cooperative agreement for SISILEGEND

enhancements including an improved graphical interface, and the integration of third party tuols. 99
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Other CAUSE91 Events:

SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS:

Topic: " Information Technology: Enabler of or Roadblock to Effective Business Process
Redesign."

Presenter: Dr. Fred Forman, AMS Executive Vice President.

Abstract: Business Process Redesign (BPR) has already achieved buzzword status in the '90s as
commercial, academic, and governmental organizations strive for breakthrough achievements in
prikl uct iv ity improvement and cost reduction. These organizations want these benefits fast; in some
cases it is a matter of survival. Information technology is usually critical to implementing the
redesigned business process, yet to redo information systems typically takes many years and is
ft equently not successfully done. Is effective BPR doomed to failure because of unresponsive
information systems? This talk provided a management perspective of these issues and suggested
some approaches that have been effective in practice.

Topic: " Information Technology and the University Admissions Office."

Presenter: Dr. Joseph Chalmers, Vice President.

Abstract: Dr. Chalmer's talk described a vision of the use of the latest advances in information
technology to support the University Admissions Office. The viewpoint was that of a former dean
of ad missions who now serves college and university clients with information technology solutions.
The ideal application for today's admissions office must make use of several technologies in a well
integrated manner. This talk presented the role of imaging technology, the graphical user interface,
and the traditional mainframe-based central data processing system. Illustrations from AMS's

pe Hence with university, government, and commercial clients provided real examples of working

solutions.

A MS is a leading international firm in applying information technology and systems engineering services to solve
complex management problems tor large organizations. The company, which completed its twenty-second
consecutive year of growth, is headquartered in Arlington, Virginia, and has offices in 26 cities throughout the
United Stases, the United Kingdom, continental Europe, and Canada. AMS's revenues for 1990 were 262 million.

For more information about AMS, our College and University Software products
and servic es, please call or write:

Cris Meyers
Marketing Communications Manager

American Management Systems
1777 North Kent Street
Arlington, VA 22209

(703) 841-2100

5 3 7
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Apple Computer, Inc.

Apple Computer would like to thank all CAUSE91 attendees for their continued interest
and participation in activities sponsored by Apple and our Higher Education Information
Technology partners. We are pleased to have once again participated in the CAUSE
National Conference, especially because this year was the 20th year Anniversary of
CAUSE, and to have shared with you many innovative and leading edge client/server
enterprise solutions for Macintosh that have been developed by your colleagues from
across the country. As we move forward in this decade, we look forward to our
continued partnership with CAUSE and its membership of campus technology
professionals as we work together defining future information systems.

It was our pleasure to host the following activities for CAUSE91 attendees:

CAUSENet, the CAUSE91 Messaging and Information System enabled conferees to
send and retrieve electronic mail through their own campus mail system as well as
communicate with others at the conference. The messaging system's TN3270 and
Telnet interfaces connected to campuses around the world over an INTERNET
connection provided and managed by CSU.

In the CAUSE91 Corporate Exhibit area, Apple's booth had numerous university
professionals demonstrating their enterprise wide Client/Server technologies for
integrating Macintosh with host based systems and relational databases. The
following colleges and universities featured solutions: Sonoma State University,
University of Minnesota, Baylor University, St. Petersburg College, San Joaquin Delta
College, University of Michigan, Dartmouth College, and Cornell University.

The Apple-hosted reception brought everybody together for a fun filled evening of
food, conversation, music, dancing, and a look at Apple's new PowerBookTm
notebook computers. Two Power Book computers were given away.

Throughout this years 20th anniversary conference, conferees were kept informed
of activities and conference highlight;; through the Daily CHAT (CAUSE Has Apple
Technology), a conference newspaper that was desktop published with a Macintosh
computers.

For additional information about Apple's products, programs, and solutions for higher



education, contact your local Apple sales office, or write to:

Bruce Stancombe
Marketing Manager, Higher Education
Apple Computer, Inc.
333 West San Carlos
San Jose, CA 95110
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Campus America

"Three Ways to Win"

Administrative, Instructional and Library

Campus America, for the sixth consecutive year, participated in the CAUSE annual

conference. This year's theme was "Three Ways to Win" which describes the company's

triad of productsadministrative, instructional and library.

Campus America joined with many others as a volunteer in the "Dunk Tank" at the

Digital sponsored "CAUSE 20th Anniversary Fair" on Tuesday evening. This event

was the opening reception to welcome all the participants of CAUSE9I.

Strategic product and alliance announcements were made at CAUSE91. POISE-AIS

(Administrative Info. tion Systems) software for education will become Digital

NAS compliant, witl. ,najor releases beginning the second quarter of 1992. Gaylord

Information Systems, Syracuse, NY and Campus America, Inc. have sealed a successful

partnership with the cre 'tion of an Academic Library Division at Campus America.
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Dorothy Hess, Director of Administrative Computing at Scripps College and a board
member of the POISE Users' Group, made a track presentation Thursday morning in
Track I (Strategic Planning and Management). She was also available at the Campus
America booth for discussion and questions about Campus America's products from
the users perspective.

Campus America's executive office is located in Knoxville, Tennessee. Additional
product centers are located in Roswell, New Mexico; Merrimack, New Hampshire;
Columbus, Ohio; and Calgary, Alberta.

Continuing to support CAUSE and its efforts to be the major influence in the profession
of information technology management in higher education has become one of Campus
America's foremost goals. We enjoy the opportunity of sharing our triad of products
and discussing our programs with hundreds of convention attendees who stop by our
booth each year.

Campus America
Administrative and Instructional Systems for Education

900 Hill Avenue, Suite 205
Knoxville, TN 37915-2523
(615) 523-9506
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Dataguard Recovery Services was proud to take part in CAUSE91. This being our first exhibition
with CAUSE, Dataguard was pleased to bring to the forum information pertaining to our expertise in

Disaster Recovery/Contingency Planning,

BUT FIRST, A NOTE OF THANKS!

You've made us the recognized choice for Contingency Planning in the Higher-Education arena and

we'd like to say `Thank You".

Penn State University
Rutgers University
Kentucky State University
University of Connecticut
Morehead State University
Murray State University

University of Louisville
Western Kentucky University
University of Pennsylvania
Cuyahoga Community College
Northern Kentucky University
Eastern Kentucky University

At Dataguard, we maintain our commitment to providing you with a complete range of Contingency
Planning Products to meet the highly-demanding needs your institutions.

THE GIVE-AWAY WAS A HIT

If you were in the exhibit hall, you know that Dataguard's Louisville Slugger* promotion was a winner.

In case you were wondering, °Why a Louisville Slugger's?'
Because Dataguard is based in Louisville, Kentucky!

THE EXHIBIT AREA

From extensive consulting services, to training awareness seminars, to a proprietary PC-based
planning tool, Dataguard was on-hand to provide solutions to your questions and concerns.

Recovery ArchltectTM (Version 1.5), Dataguard's PC-based Contingency Planning
Software, made its debut.

Certified Contingency Planners and Marketing Executives were available to
discuss the components necessary for a reliable, comprehensive approacn to
Contingency Planning.

Training/Awareness Seminars scheduled throughout North America addressing
current issues in the industry were introduced.

THE CONFERENCE PRESENTATION

Another informative and entertaining presentation was given by Charles Kende II, Dataguard's Senior
Consultant. The presentation, 'Protecting the Universities Information and Critical Function Assets`,
provided practical suggestions for Risk Assessment and Recovery Plan development. Mr. Kende II's

unique blend of humor and know-how made his discussion a memorable one.
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Specialists in
Contingency

Planning
A' Products

& Services
Datagiard Recovery Services, Inc.
proliM a complete range of disaster

r y and contingency planning
ucts to meet the specific needs of

AliTr organizatio

0 al consulting staff will

Alrv:
help op a comprehensive plan
for ve and organized response to

kL any ster.

overy Architect "9 Dataguard's
-based contingency planning software,

s a step-by-step guide that will lead you
through the complete planning process.

Recovery Awareness Seminars are
scheduled throughout the United States
addressing methodology and current
trends in the industry.

Fully equipped hot-site and cold-site
facilities are available complete with
telecommunications capabilities.

Give us a call today. 1-800-325-3977

44

wiP" Recov Services, Inc.
P.O. Box 37144 Louisville KY 40233
Telephone 800-325-3977
Fax (502)366-5201
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A Commitment to Service and Community...the focus of Datatel at CAUSE91.

Over the last three years Datatel has carved out a special place at the CAUSE conference with
innovative and attractive programs to educate and stimulate conference participants. At
CAUSE91 Datatel looked beyond itself to develop programs of service to others, particularly in
light of the changing economic condition. At each program juncture, Datatel planned a means of
giving back to the communities we served.

With CAUSE being so close to the holiday season, it seemed appropriate to carve out a special
place for nonprofit organizations that so much need our support. On Wednesday morning,
Datatel "kicked off" this commitment by placing blue Datatel bags on the hotel room doors of
the CAUSE participants staying at the Disneyland Hotel. Inside each bag was a single lego
block and a card inviting CAUSE attendees to bring their lego block to the Datatel booth and
enter their name in a raffle; a raffle making them eligible for a $500 donation being made in their
name to either the Children's Hospital National Medical Center in Washington, DC, or
Children's Hospital of Philadelphia; both organizations which are prestigious Datatel customers.
As Datatel covered the $1,000 in charitable contributions, attendees did not have to make a
donation to participate in this program.

At Datatel's hospitality suite reception on Wednesday evening, December 4th, the theme was a
"Block Party" where ethnic foods and street games filled the suite and created the atmosphere of
a traditional block party. At this party, Datatel provided writing pens and giant holiday cards and
asked their guest to supply their warmest, heartfelt holiday messages to the children at these
hospitals. During the suite party, Datater s Executive Vice President, Russ Griffith, announced
Leo Buckmaster, Director of MIS, North Carolina State University, and Don Spicer, Assistant
Provost, University of Notre Dame, as the winners of the Children's Hospitals raffle. Both
Messrs. Buckmaster and Spicer were again recognized during the CAUSE Corporate
Announcements on Thursday, December 5th, at the CAUSE Hospitality Center located in the
exhibit hall area.

The donation presentation to Children's Hospital in Philadelphia was made by Datatel's Vice
President, Jayne Edge, on Wednesday, December 18th, and the presentation to Children's
Hospital National Medical Center in Washington, DC, was made by Datatel's Executive Vice
President, Russ Griffith, on Thursday, December 19th. Both organizations were presented with a
$500.00 check, a giant holiday card signed by CAUSE91 conference participants, and lego
blocks to be used in their children's recovery play room.
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Datatel's spotlight at CAUSE91 also focused on the announcement of their new business
partnership with IBM and the availability of their industry leading products, Colleague and
Benefactor, on the IBM platform. Demonstrations of Colleague, their administrative computing
solution for colleges and universities, and Benefactor, their solution for the professional
fundraiser, were performed.

Datatel's Director of Marketing and Product Planning, Dr. Laird Sloan, gave a corporate
presentation titled "The Doers and the Entrepreneurs User Participation in Product
DevekTment". This presentation described a methodology that involved the ultimate users in
every aspect of product development. During this presentation, Dr. Sloan described the results
of Datatel's conscious effor:s to involve their users in the direction and scope of their
administrative software system.

Datatel has been in the computer industry for over 20 years and has provided quality software
and services to more than 700 corporate and institutional customers. Datatel expressed
appreciation for the relationship they share with prestigious higher education organizations, such
as CAUSE, and look forward to future success in assisting colleges and universities in their
administrative and fund-raising goals.

If you would like more information about Datatel and its products, please contact Dr. Laird
Sloan at Datatel's Fairfax, Virginia, office, (703) 968-4626.

Datatel
4375 Fair Lakes Court
Fairfax, Virginia 22033

(703) 968-9000
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"DIGITAL UNIVERSITY" DEMONSTRATED REAL-LIFE BENEFITS OF AN

OPEN, NETWORKED CAMPUS AT CAUSE'91

At the CAUSE'91 conference, Digital Equipment Corporation created a networked mini-

campus - a "Digital University" that simulated a real campus environment on the exhibit

floor.

Each section of Digital's booth represented a different iocation on a campus - a student

dorm, a library, a faculty office, a classroom, an administrative office, and a computer

center, Each was equipped with different kinds of systems and software - MS-DOS PCs,

a UNIX workstation and server, and Apple Macintoshes - all li,.egrated into a seamless

network.

The exhibit demonstrated Digital's "Open Advantage" - the ability to create an open

campus where products by different vendors can work together in a single, integrated

computing environment. The benefits to academic users were dramatically demonstrated

in real scenarios. The sections included:

Dorm Room

A student could use Digital's new DECpc Notebook computer, a compact portable com-

puter with a "docking station," to enhance learning in a number of lys - sending

electronic mail to faculty, computer conferencing with other students VAX Notes, and

accessing bibliographies through Digital's new InfoServer 150 in the Library, which gives

network access to CD-ROM databases.

Faculty Office

Representatives from Waterloo Maple Software demonstrated the visualization capabili-

ties of Maple V mathematics software Integrated with DEC AVS. Digital's high-
performance DECstation 5000-PXG Turbo used Motif to access Maple on the VAX 4000

server in the Computer Center, while DEC AVS ran on the local system. Faculty could

also file homework assignments on the VAX 4000, where they could be "picked up" by

students on DOS or Macintosh machines, completed and returned via the VAX 4000.

Classroom

An LCD panel was connected to a Macintosh and used with an overhead projector vis-

ible to the entire class. Student answers to assignments were Issued from the

DECstation in the Faculty Office, Highlights included the use of VAX Notes to demon-
strate notes conferencing in a teaching environment, and a demonstration of computer
conferencing through BESTNET (Binational English and Spanish Telecommunclations
Network) based at San Diego State University.



Library

Representatives from Digital's new info Server 150 and Virtual Microsystems' V-Server/
Gateway groups demonstrated how users can have access to CD-ROM services across
the network using DOS, Macintosh, or ULTRIX platforms networked to CD-ROM servers,

Administrative Office

Users working with a Macintosh or DECpc 425 could issue SQL requests to query DB2
data from the campus mainframe, using an application recently developed at the
University of California San Diego (UCSD). The UCSD system has a unique deferred
query utility which allows you to issue your requests at any time and come back later to
your PC for the data.

Computer Center

Here visitors could find the compact VAX 4000 server that supported the entire Digital
University network. There was also a demonstration of a powerful content-based retrieval
system from Excaliber Technologies, Inc., running on a DECstation 5000 with ULTRIX.

The foundation for delivering Digital's "Open Advantage" is NAS, Network Application
support, a growing set of over 2,000 products from Digital and Independent companiesthat enable VMS, UNIX MS-DOS, OS/2, Macintosh, IBM, SUN, and other systems to
work together in a integrated computing environment, Among the NAS products shown at
CAUSE'91 were various PATHWORKS products, Digital's family of PC and Macintoshintegration products.

OTHER EVENTS

In addition to our exhibit area, Digital was pleased to sponsor several activities at the
CAUSE 25th Anniversary Conference in Anaheim.

Opening Reception - Once again a highilaht of the CAUSE conference, the carnival
atmosphere was just what we needed to kick off the conference with a relaxing social tomeet and greet our colleagues. Many of you got the added pleasure of "dunking" yourfavorite vendor or CAUSE official, None drowned and laughs were abundant.

Digital capped off the evening with an exciting announcement of our newest RISC
workstations, with industry leading price performance, a repeat of the national news con-
ference which was held earlier in San Francisco.

Fun Run - Digital once again sponsored a Fun Run for the exercise minded attendees -exercise minded and meeting unemcumbered attendees. WE had a great run, doing adouble loop of the Disneyland Hotel complex.

Notebook PC - Digital contributed significantly to the value of attending the conference
for one lucky attendee from Texas. Carol Bratton of Southwestern Seminary in Fort
Worth took home a Digital DECpc 320. This notebook style PC is In growing demand fortodays computer users and Carol was the lucky winner.

SEE YOU IN DALLAS!

2
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GM
CAUSE%
GKA was pleased to sponsor the Thursday morning coffee break at CAUSE91.

Company Profile
GKA is an executive consulting and management services firm specializing in

support to higher education. Since its founding in 1977, GKA has assembled a

cadre of senior professionals with first-hand experience as executives and

technical specialists in universities and colleges. GKA consultants have achieved

a reputation as strategic thinkers and creative problem solvers who are

experienced in managing change and who understand the capacities of

institutions to absorb change. GKA continues to enhance its information systems

and telecommunications consulting capabilities to keep pace with higher

education's increasing demand for information technology solutions.

Involvement in Higher Education

The core of GKA business is service to higher education institutions, executives
and governing boards in a broad range of areas: transition support, strategic

planning support, organizational evaluation, executive recruitment and search

consulting, software and hardware consulting, telecommunications consulting,

project management, and interim management. A representative sample of

GKA's recent clients is presented below:

Agnes Scott College
Brandeis University
Columbia University
Drew University
Fayetteville State University
Gettysburg College
Indiana University
Keene State College
Loyola University of Chicago
Massachusetts Board of Regents
Meharry Medical College
Mount Holyoke College
New York University
Oklahoma State University
Pace University
Plymouth State College
Radford University
St. Lawrence University
St. Louis University
Smith College

5 1

Southwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary

State University of New York System
State University System of Florida
Union Theological Seminary
University of Chicago
University of Delaware
University of Evansville
University of New Hampshire
University of Pennsylvania
University of Scranton
University of Tulsa
University of Texas M.D. Anderson

Cancer Center
University System of Georgia
University System of New Hampshire
Washington University
Wayne State University
Western Carolina University
Westfield State College



Range of Services
The advance of technology is altering the way institutions collect, store, analyze,
disseminate, and use information. University and college executives face an
increasing array of technology-related challenges. GKA combines technical
expertise and management know-how to support the design and implementation
of effective information technology solutions. GKA's Information Technology
service portfolio encompasses:

Evaluation and Planning
Operations Assessment
User Requirements Analysis
Internal Plan Review
Strategic Plan Development

Procurement and Implementation
Computer/Telecommunications

System Design
Systems Integration
RFP Preparation/Evaluation
Vendor Negotiations
Project Management

For additional information, contart
John F. Leydon, Principal
GKA
2505 Hillsboro Road, Suite 302
Nashville, Tennessee 37212
Phone: (615) 297-3880
Fax: (615) 297-3884

Network Planning/Loltg Distance
Service Analysis
Performance Appraisal
Topology/Technology Design
Cost/Performance Optimization

Specialized Services
Office Automation/Cabling Analysis

and Design
Facilities Design/Programming
Interim Management
Executive Recruitment
Evaluation of Business Opportunities

5 Ili
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CAUSE 91

Hitachi Data Systems is proud to be a corporate sponsor of CAUSE. We are pleased to
have participated in CAUSE91 in Anaheim, California. Hitachi Data Systems came
into being on May 1, 1989 and CAUSE91 is our second CAUSE national conference.
The people we met were warm, friendly, and a pleasure to talk with.

"Meeting The Challenges of The 1990's" was the theme of our booth where HDS
products and services were highlighted. Our EX Series mainframe computers; HDS
7390 Disk Storage Subsystem; HDS 7490 and 7490E Cartridge Tape Subsystems; HDS
7900 Semiconductor Disk Subsystem; HDS Engineering & Scientific products,
including the HDS Integrated Vector Facility; HDS Education Services; and HDS
Customer Support Services were presented.

We further participated in CAUSE91 by hosting an Executive Dinner on Monday,
December 2, the night before the official opening of CAUSE91. HDS also provided
the pencils for the CAUSE91 registration packets. All in all we had a great time and
we look forward as a CAUSE corporate sponsor to participating in CAUSE events in
1992.

Company Profile

Hitachi Data Systems (HDS) was founded on May 1, 1989 when Hitachi Limited and
Electronic Data Systems joined forces to acquire and expand National Advanced
Systems. NAS had established a good reputation for reliable, high quality products; a
strong marketing force; a well-respected hardware organization; and a proven systems
engineering group. Hitachi Data Systems built upon this heritage and was a billion
dollar sales company from its first day. Since it's founding HDS has consistently
added about 200 new customers each year. Knowledgeable people who have chosen
HDS to satisfy their industry-standard mainframe and storage systems requirements.
We've expanded our organization to better serve your needs. We now operate in 36
countries around the world.

Hitachi Data Systems, with Hitachi Limited designs, manufactures, sells, supports and
services industry standard mainframes and storage systems of the highest quality and
reliability. HDS is a prominent supplier of high-performance mainframe and storage
systems to some of the world's leading corporations in segments as diverse as
government, aeronautics, insurance, securities, manufacturing, banking, and of course
education.

55o
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The HDS EX series of mainframe computers includes processors spanning the entry-
level, mid- and large-range, with an incremental growth path that ensures you have the
processing power you need as you need it. The HDS EX Series offers users the highest
quality and the most flexible range of power, features, and upgrades available in the
industry-standard market today. EX Series users benefit from comprehensive solutions
to diverse on-line, batch, engineermg/scientific, distributed processing, and mixed
vendor challenges. And HDS is investing in new directions such as Open Systems in
order to better serve it's customers in the future. CAUSE members can gain the
competitive edge they need to succeed in today's IS environments while being assured
of an avenue for rapid growth in the future - an advantage that marks the distinctive,
enduring value of all HDS products and services.

The HDS storage subsystems consist of the HDS 7390 Disk Storage Subsystem; the
HDS 7490 and 7490E Cartridge Tape Subsystems; and the HDS 7900 Semiconductor
Disk Subsystem. The HDS storage systems are a complete set of high-performance,
most reliable storage solutions that attend to every area of your mainframe-based IS
computing requirements. The levels of reliability, quality, unique features, and
performance that characterize HDS storage systems make IS users around the world the
clear winners.

HDS Education Services

HDS Education Services offers a new generation of Applications & Systems Training
for a new decade of challenges. HDS Education Services offers comprehensive course
curricula that cover the full range of topics in today's computer systems environment:
Operating Systems; DASD Management; Languages and Applications; Interfaces,
Networks and Communications; General and Management; and Personal Computer
Software. You can have courses customized to fit your needs. Choose public courses
or have them delivered on site. Take advanti.ge of the HDS Training Needs Analysis.
Enjoy special NasPA discounts or the tremendous savings offered through the
Partnership Training Program. Contact HDS Education Services at 1-800-543-2979 for
more information.

Hitachi Data Systems is uniquely positioned to help CAUSE members address the
challenges of the 1990's. With a mainframe platform and storage systems that supports
administrative and academic processing requirements, HDS offers financially attractive
computing solutions for the 1990's.

For additional information about any of HDS' products and services contact:

Gene England
CAUSE Communicating Representative
Hitachi Data Systems
500 Park Blvd. Ste 1200
Itasca, Illinois 60143
708-773-8150

Note: Hitachi Data Systems, HDS, HDS DC Series, Optical Channel Subsystem, 7390
Disk Storage Subsystem, 7490 Cartridge Tape Subsystem, 7490E Cartridge Tape
Subsystem, 7969 Semiconductor Disk Subsystem, and Integrated Vector Facility are
trademarks of Hitachi Data Systems Corporation.
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IBM Supports CAUSE and Showcases Emerging Technologies

Support

IBM has been a major sponsor of CAUSE since organization was founded in 1971. At CAUSE91, the organization's 20th
anniversary, IBM provided special support which included:

O Development of a CAUSE9I 20th anniversary brochure, "Twenty Years of Maruiging Change."

O Development of a 20th anniversary video featuring reflections by CAUSE former presidents and board members.

O Development of a multimedia presentation that was given by Mike Rohdets, a former CAUSE Board President, and

currently an Educom Vice President.
O Development of a multimedia presentation, "Bells and Whistles", that preceded a keynote address by F. G. (Buck) Rogers,

retired IBM Vice President.
O Sponsorship of the CAUSE 20th anniversary banquet with entertainment by the musical group Three Dog Night,

O Provided PS/2's* and software for CAUSE Conununication Central and for CAUSE track speakers.

Technologies Exhibited

Technology exhibited addressed the application of information technology to solve administrative problems in colleges and

universities. Five (three commercial and two collegiate) ehibitors shared the IBM exhibit space. They were:

O American Management Systems, Inc. (AMS ), Phone: 703-841-6000, 1777 North Kent Street, Arlington, VA 2=09

O Computer Management & Development Services, Inc. (CMDSS), Phone: 703-434-5499, 1661 Virginia Avenue,

EX) Box 1184, Harrisonburg, VA 22801
0 Universal Algorithms, Inc., Phone: 503-227-2790, 11 1 Southwest. Cohunbia, Portland, OR 97201

O University of Alabama, Charles L Seebeck Computer Center, Phone: 205-348-9514, Tuscaloosa, AL A.37

o University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana, Beckman Institute Library, Phone: 217-244-8133,

405 North Mathews Avenue, Urbana, IL 61801

The other technologies exhibited by IBM were: Administrative IANkit, Desktop Publishing, FAX functions in an IBM PS/2

IBM AC1S also conducted six OS/2 hands-on workshops and a multimedia class at CAUSE91.

The following is a summary of what IBM exhibited at CAUSE91.

Image and Records Management System by American Management Systems, Inc.
IBM's System Application Architecture (SAA (trn)) Image and Records Management System (1RM (trn)) was demonstrated at

CAUSE91. 1RM is an IBM offering, it is an integrated image and records management system that revolutionizes records
management. 1RM provides a modern electronic library and retrieval system; it is a tool kit of utilities that supports the

scanning, indexing, digitized storage, and retrieval of images, such as documents, forms and other papers. American
Management Systems, Inc. (AMS) supports IBM's SAA 1RM. The technology provides enterprise/campus-wide access to
digitized images by campus network users. 1RM integrates images with existing applications (i.e., student information systems

(S1S), and human resource systems (liRS)).

TEAMS 2000 (tm) by Computer Management & DevelopmentServices, Inc. (CMDS)
TEAMS 2000 (Total Educational Administrative Management System) and TEAMMATE (tim), a database manager was
demonstrated at. CAUSE91. TEAMS 2000 is designed specifically for higher education and is available for the IBM AS/400. The
application modules available from CMDS (trn) can be purchased AB stand-alone systems or as a total fully integrated system.
The modules may be installed at any time over the life of the systemwith ease. TEAMS 2000 provides the capability to have

immediate access to strategic, timely information. It is designed to provide comprehensive function and ease of use. TEAMS

2000 is an integrated system, which allows departments to work more cohesively toward realizing institutional goals. TEAMS

2000 application modules include: accounts payable, accounts receivable, advising/degree audit, admissions,

development/alumni, financial aid/need analysis,fixed assets, general ledger, payroll, purchasing and registration. It is an on-

line information solution that will rit in the following environments: universities, 4-year colleges, conununity colleges, private

K-12 schools and vo-t :ch schools

CMDS now counts over 225 clients running its administrative solutions on S/36's and AS/400s. Many arv 2-year and 4.year

institutions with up to 2,500 enrollment. CMDS has also installed applications is some institutions with enrollments up to
6,000. Modules of the TEAMS 1000 solution are also used in schools in a number of universities.

SCIDMULIVA (tn) by Universal Algorithms, Inc.
SCHEDULE25 is a fully automatic, bulk optimizer for college and university classroom scheduling. In use at over 20 percent

of the nation's "Research 1" universities (per Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching). SCHEDULE25 cuts the
decision time for the bulk assignment of space from weeks or months to minutes. On any given run, SCHEDULE25's
optimizing algorithm seeks to: (1) maximize the ruimber of classes placed; (2) maximize satisfaction of departmental location
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preferences; and (3) maximize average station utilization (fill of students per seats). Institutions using SCHEDULE25 report
average station (classroom) utilization at approximately 8(Pk.

08/2 Database Implementation by University of Alabama
IBM OS/2 database applications were demonstrated by the University of Alabama. Client/server technology in an OS/2
environment implementing departmental databases were featured. The database applications shown are used by departments
with between 8 and 12 concurrent users of shared data sets. OS/2 Query Manager and other IBM utility programs within OS/2Extended Edition were used to structure search arguments without the need a a professional programmer. This approach toLAN use of a database is ideal for unique departmental transactions and report generation.

Library Information Workstation by Uaiversity of Illinois - Urbana/Champaign
The unique requirements of a library information workstation were shown at CAUSE91. Some of the novel functions
demonstrated included an expert system interface to Bibliographic Research Service (BHS(trn)). Jai,: system provides anintegrated solution to access information resources on a campus-wide basis.

Administrative LANkit (tm) Prototype by IBM Corp.
An IBM local area network (IAN) prototype was shown which can provide an easy to install full feature IAN for
administrative supporL The objective of the project was to show affordable, pre-packaged local area network (LAN) solutionsthat are easy to install, customize and use. OS/2 Extended Edition was the environment used by the prototype.

PS/2 Desktop Publishing by IBM Corp.
The scanning and laser printing functions of an IBM Desktop Publishing system were demonstrated. Photos, line drawings andtext were scanned into the PS/2 for inclusion into documents. Optical character recognition (OCR) functions using Typist (tm)software and a hand-held scanner were used to capture text. The IBM Laser Printer generated camera ready copy from the
raw text and illustrations scanned into the system.

PS/2 Fatvimile (FAX) Integration by IBM Corp.
An integrated P8/2-FAX system was detnonstrated at CAUSE91. The general features shown included transmissions of PS/2
files to a FAX machine, and FAX images to a P8/2. The transmissions included graphics and text. The PS/2-FAX configuration
made it possible to down-load a text file from a host and then convert the file to a FAX image for transmission to a FAXmachine.

For more information about IBM products and administrative solutions contact: Rob Baum, Phone: 203-783-7350
IBM Corp., ACIS
472 Wheelers Farms Road
Milford, CT 06440

AMS is a registered trademark of American Management Systems, Inc.
BRS is a trademark of the Bibliographic Researrh Service, Inc.
CMDS, TEAMS 2000 and TEAMMATE are trademarks of the Computer Management & Development Services, Inc.IBM, OS/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks of the Internation Business Machine7 Corp.
LANkit, IRM and SAA are trademarks of the International Business Machines Corp.
SYSTEM25 is a trademark of Universal Algorithms, Inc.
Toist is a trademark of the Carer Corp.
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INFORMATION ASSOCIATES®
A subsidiary of Dun & Bradstreet Software

Information Associates Showcases
"Plus" Products, Heads Forward on
Continuum of Technological Change

At CAUSE91 in Anaheim, Information
Associates (IA) featured its Plus Series
product line. The most comprehensive set of
integrated applications in the higher
education market, the Plus products offer
clients the industry's richest end-user
functionality.

Value-added products such as FOCUS from
Information Builders for ad hoc query and
reporting support analysis and decision
making on campus.

New from IA, VISAGE:IA graphical user
interface -- which turns raw data into
colorful graphs, has easy-to-follow screens,
and uses option buttons instead of coded
values -- significantly reduces the learniag
curve and provides the capability to make
users more effective in their jobs.

With IA applications now available on
relational data bases, users have easier
access te data, simpler recovery, and built-in
security.

As we look ahead, Information Associates
sees these choices and value-added products
as an exciting example of how we can
successfully manage the continuum of
technological change for our customers.
Customers can now realize an orderly
transition to client/ server architecture and
solutions featuring networked workstations
with homogeneous graphical user interfaces
interacting with relational data bases.

Brian Hawkins Wins IA-Sponsored
CAUSE ELITE Award

The second annual CAUSE ELITE Award
for Exemplary Leadership and Information
Technology Excellence was presented to
Brian L. Hawkins, Vice President,
Computing and Information Services, and
Associate Provost for Academic Planning, at
Brown University.

The award recognizes top achievers in the
profession of information management for
higher education whose accomplishments
will significantly impact the profession in
particular and higher education in general.

As Vice President of Computing and
Information Services at Brown, Dr. Hawkins
is responsible for all academic and
administrative computing, campus net-
working, and operations. In his five years at
Brown, he has led the university to a
cohesive vision for information technology,
drawing together administrators and
academics, users of diverse systems, and
proponents of central and distributed, micro
and mainframe environments.

In his role as Associate Vice President for
Academic Affairs at Drexel University, Dr.
Hawkins led the creation of a program
which made Drexel the first university in
the U.S. to require access to a micro for all
students.

A member of CAUSE, EDUCOM, and
AAHE, Dr. Hawkins chaired EDUCOM's
Board of Trustees in 1989 - 1990.

The value of expertise.



Professional and Customer Support
Services from IA Featured at CAUSE91

Committed to the concept that it takes more
than software to deliver a total solution,
Information Associates presented its service
offerings at CAUSE91.

To address each stage of the IA/ Customer
Life Cycle, Information Associates offers
both Professional and Customer Support
services.

The IA Professional Services Team
concentrates on the planning and implemen-
tation stages. Using an eight-phase
methodology called RESULTS, they deliver
a comprehensive range of services including
project organization, system installation, all
aspects of system implementation, and
system evolution.

When IA applications go "live," customers
can count on IA's Customer Support Services
to ensure that they are achieving full
utilization and maximum benefits from
their applications. These services are
provided under an annual maintenance
agreement that represents the best value in
the industry.

Marketing VP, Mahoney, Presents
Technology Briefing

William Mahoney, VP of Marketing, in his
corporate presentation for IA, articulated
the company's technological direction for an
audience of more than 100 information
technology professionals. Mahoney
described IA's development work in process
and planned client/server architecture in an
effort to help customers plan for the
evaluation of their information manage-
ment systems.

Information Associates Unveils EDI
Solution

Information Associates (IA) announced the
availability of EDI.Smart, an electronic data
interchange (EDI) solution for transcript
management. EDI.Smart represents a
major technological breakthrough for IA and
an opportunity for colleges and universities
as well as grades K-12 to take advantage of
EDI networks to transmit and receive
academic transcripts.

On average, colleges and universities send
and receive 24 million transcripts annually.
Using EDI.Smart, which reduces trans-
mittal and processing time from as many as
27 days to as few as 3 minutes, represents a
significant potential savings in labor and
costs.

Designed to work with any student
information system, Information Associates'
EDI.Smart PC-based solution includes
translation software for converting tran-
scripts into the industry-specified format
and supports a variety of tracking,
processing, receipt, and delivery options.

Dun& Bradstrcct softwarc
RBumpam, ul

Thc Dun& Br ftisturel ( oruIdIuIl

For more information, contact Bill Mahoney, Vice President of Marketing, Information Associates, 3000
Ridge Road East, Rochester, NY 14622 (716)467-7740.

Information Associates, IA, and the IA logo are trademarks of Information Associates, Inc. Because of
the nature of this material, numerous hardware and software products are mentioned by name. In most,
if not all cases, these product names are claimed as trademarks by the companies that manufacture the
products. It is not our intent to claim these name:, or trademarks as our own.

© 1992, Information Associates, Inc.
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570 Information
Builders, Inc. Background
1250 Broadway New York, NY 10001 (212)736-4433

Information Builders, Inc. (IBI), founded in 1975, ranks among the top 20 independent

software vendors in the world. The flagship product, FOCUS, was developed by founder and

president, Gerald D. Cohen, a pioneer in nonprocedural language technology and author of the

first commercially-successful fourth generation language. First installed on MVS in 1976,

FOCUS now runs in 35 operating environments, serv; the needs of over one million users

worldwide. Information Builders is also an acknowledged leader in mterprise-data-access

products and IBM selected the IBI Enterprise Data Access/SQL (MA/SQL) products as the basis

for data access and connectivity in its Information Warehouse strategy. IBI is also a leading

developer of expert system tools (LEVELS).

IBI employs 1,600 professionals worldwide th 26 US sales, supports and consulting

offices, 3 Canadian offices, and 13 international subsidiaries, as well as a network of agents in

every major international market. The company offers complete educational, consult;ng and

support services and publishes technical journals, a monthly product newsletter, and a news

magazine.

THE PRODUCTS

FOCU S 6an application development and decision support environment featuring the world's

leading Fourth Geuration Language (FOCUS 4GL), with comprehensive reporting, business

graphics, statistics and spreadsheets and facilities for generating application screens, logic and

databases. Includes a scalable database server and interfaces to over 40 proprietary data

structures (see chart), FOCUS offers unmatched portability and connectivity between computing

environments and data resources. Graduated tools permit every category of user to access an

organization's data and to develop and control information effectively.

Enterprise Data Access/SQC4 IBI's data-access, connectivity and client/server products

deliver SQL-based access to relational and non-relational data throughout today's enterprise-

wide networks (see chart). EDA/SQL supplies a uniform, relational view of data, regardless of its

organization, and is based upon extensible components that can be adapted for new

requirements. EDA servers route and handle SQL requests from local or remote clients against

relational or non-relational data sources on a host processor. EDA clients include EDA-enabled

products, such as IBI's EDA/Dynamic Extenderni for DB2rm and EDA/Datalens Extendei for

LOTUS 1-2-34, as well as third-generation language applications and products written for the

EDA API by "EDA enabling" business partners.

-11J FOCUS

(1

d `), k 111,
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LE VEL5114 expert system development tools for building rule-based inferencing systems to run
on IBM-compatible PCs, the Apple Macintosh, and DEC VAX/VMS systems and IBM VM and MVS
systems. LEVELS applications run interchangeably on the supported environments, permitting
developers to build applications on PCs and deploy them on midrange or mainframe processors.

LEVELS for FOCUSthis complete application development environment integrates the FOCUS
4GL and data management tools with the rule-based LEVELS inferencing system. This bundles
expert system technology at the core of the decision management process, enabling users to
consult and analyze data in all FOCUS-readable files and databases, including DB2, SQL/DS, IMS,
Rdb, DBMS and RMS and over thirty other data sources.

LEVELS OBJECTthis application development tool combines object-oriented techniques with
a choice of inferencing strategies in a flexible windowing environment (Microsoft Window04).
Object-orientation provides control over application design and the ability to organize large
amounts of data and procedural commands, while hiding underlying complexity. The modular
nature of the LEVELS objects supports the reuse of the logic and information in other
applications and simplifies maintenance.

DATA ACCESS OPTIONS

Databases/Files Platforms Databases/Files Platforr.Adabas MVS, VM, VSE, VAX/VMS Model 204 MVS, Vh
Allbase/SQL HP Net-ISAM UNIX
ALL-IN-1 VAX/VMS NonStop SQL Tandem
C-ISAM UNIX Oracle VAX/VMS, UNIX, HP
DATACOM/DB MVS, VM, VSE OS/2 Ext. Ed. OS/2.,
dBase III, III plus, IV DOS, OS/2, LAN PACE VS
DB2 MVS QSAM MVS, VM
DBMS VAX/VMS Rdb VMS
DIF DOS, OS/2, LAN RMS VMS
DMS VS Sequential files HP
DMSIX VS ShareBase MVS, VM, VAX/VMSDOS sequential DOS SQL/DS VM
ENSCRIBE Tandem SQL Server DOS, OS/2, LAN
FOCUS all Sybase VAX/VMS, UNIX, HPIDMS MVS, VM, VSE System 2000 MVS, VM
IDMS/R MVS, VM Teradata VAX/VMS, UNIX, HPInior mix UNIX, HP TOTAL MVS, VM, VSEIn gves VAX/VMS, UNIX, HP ULTRIX/SQL UNDC
IMS MVS, DLI for VSE Unify UNIX
ICSAM HP VSAM MVS, VM, VSELOTUS 1-2-3 DOS, OS/2, LAN WIIS VS
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Academic AuditTM
The P.C. based software solution to Academic Advisement and Degree Audit

CAUSE 91

IRON-Soft, Ltd. would like to thank the hundreds of conference attendees

that visited our booth at CAUSE 91. We enjoyed meeting with you and appreciated

the opportunity to demonstrate our newest release of Academic AuditTM.

ACADEMIC AUDITTM

Academic Audit TM is designed to automate the degree certification process as

well as to eliminate the tedious aspects of academic counseling. The registrar or dean

utilizes Academic Audit Tm as a degree clearance tool and as a report generator to prepare

custom reports about the student database. Advisors can display transcripts and audit

students to provide them with accurate and concise academic counseling.

I PC based system utilizing the Paradox® relational database

st Degree audit and advising
Handles exceptions, test scores, residency requirements and much more

of Custom student reports

QUALITY SUPPORT AND SERVICE

Academic Audit Tm has beeh in use at prestigious colleges and universities since

1985. IRON-Soft, Ltd. is dedicated to providing service and support to ensure that each

installation is a success. 1RON-Soft, Ltd. provides on-site training, on-line modem

support, and maintenance contracts.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

For additional information or a free demonstration diskette of Academic AuditI'm

call 1-800-776-SOFT Ext. 215.

IRON-Soft, Ltd.
631 hon City Drive

Pittsburgh, PA 15205
(412) 928-2850 Ext. 215

See you next year!
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Addressing Information Technology Issues for the 21st Century University

KPMG Peat Marwick is pleased to have participated in the CAUSE 91 presentation, "Justifying
Major System Implementations in Times of Retrenchment" with the University of Minnesota.
The presentation was prepared based on the experiences of the University of Minnesota, a
KPMG Peat Marwick client, in justifying a major financial system implementation during a
period ,vhen appropriations were reduced by $70 million.

Mr. David Hemingson, the Partner responsible for KPMG Peat Marwick's Higher Education
Technology and Operations Practice, and Ms. Diane Collins, the University of Minnesota
Financial Management System Project Director, presented the findings.

The University of Minnesota is a state-supported, multi-campus university system with over
74,000 students and 35,000 employees. Its operating budget approximates $1.7 billion; $260
million of which is committed to research.

The University engaged KPMG Peat Marwick for a period of eighteen months to assist in
establishing project objectives, defining requirements and estimating cost savings, and
analyzing how a software package -- American Management System's College and University
Financial System (CUFS) would be used in the University's environment.

DDISILYES,

The University's objectives focused on decentralizing accountability and responsibility to the
deans and administrative department administrators. These objectives included:

Providing administrators with tools and information to support the management
process;

Providing flexibility to accommodate change at a minimum cost;

Exploiting technology to reduce paper flow and time delays associated with
manual procedures;

Decreasing the information feedback loop by identifying errors as close to the
initiator as possible;

Providing mow meaningful information to the end user in a more timely
manner; and

Reducing or eliminating data redundancy and facilitating communication.

PROCESa

The University completed Peat Marwick's Functional Analysis process in planning its
implementation. The Functional Analysis approach focused on the timely resolution of issues
identified in a methodical manner. During the Functional Analysis phase, university and
KPMG Peat Marwick professionals mapped the functional requiren ents to the capabilities of
the software package, reshaped policy and procedures and/or identified software modifications,
and documented the resulting decisions.

55.!)
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Processes were reviwed on a table-by-table and transaction-by-transaction basis developed
specifically for the CUFS software package.

Members of the functional analysis team took the decision forward, in most cases, without
additional consulting assistance.

COST SAVINGS OPPORTUNITIES

As the University moved into the implementation phase, it encouraged departmental
administrators to extend the process of business function redesign to their departments. Project
management pointed out that if changes were not made in the manner in which the department
conducts its business, additional work would be required. Deans and departmental
administrators were given the latitude of taking those actions necessary to absorb the budget
reductions. The University central administration simply indicated the magnitude of the cut
and identified the cost saving opportunity.

Cost saving opportunities were derived from:

Process simplification and redesign;

On-line approval processing;

Decentralized definition of certain account classifications and aggregations;

Automation of certain activities previously performed manually; and

Reduction or elimination of shadow systems.

Departmental cost saving opportunities ranged from $10,000 to $47,000 in those departments
included in a survey of departmental users.

Because many of these cost saving opportunities existed in the approximately 600 departments
of the University, the cost saving opportunities were leveraged significantly and presented a
goal which cost justified the project.

This case study provides a striking example of how KPMG Peat Marwick's focused experience
provides measurable results.

KPMG Peat Marwick's Higher Education Technology and Operations Practice serves colleges
and universities exclusively. Collectively, the practice has more than 50 person-years of
experience in serving more than 40 institutions nationwide.

For more information concerning KPMG Peat Marwick or the Higher Education Technology
and Operations Practice, contact:

Mr. David Hemingson, Partner
KPMG Peat Marwick
Post Office Box 4545
Houston, Texas 77210-4545
(713) 221-0116
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Quodatd

Focus on CAUSE91

gDO a n
Prvam

Quodata and CAUSE both celebrated twentieth birthdays at CAUSE91. Anaheim was a
great place to meet and renew relationships. Many CAUSE members stopped by to discuss
Quodata's updated PC Connection, the new Screen Management System with DECforms,
and standards in software. Quodata and Digital are committed to software standards which
improve integration, lower costs, and increase software life.

ci The Company
Quodata was founded twenty years ago to provide the finest computer software and service to
educational institutions. The company focuses on smaller to medium-size members of the
higher education community with an array of administrative software systems which gives
users greater flexibility.

Quodata joined with Digital Equipment Corporation in 1971 to provide administrators with
the benefit of Quodata's expertise in software and service, plus Digital's leadership in
technology. Quodata was Digital's first Systems Cooperative Marketing Program (SCMP)
member for administrative systems in education.

CI The Software

Quodata is one of the first companies to make a major investr. in following industry
standards. Today Quodata can demonstrate an array of integra iroducts running on a
relational platform. This architecture includes not only a relational database, but also a
structure in which extensive changes can be made to an application system without
modifying the source programs. Quodata's software family of integrated products includes:

admissions and recruitment
billing and accounts receivable
financial aid
financial reporting
institutional advancement
payroll and personnel
student information and degree audit

These products are all built with the same flexibilty and integrated database structures.
Changes to a wide variety of control files, collectively called libraries, make these systemsextremely versatile. Users are free to change table values; add table elements, files, newlogical views, or even entire databases; create or modify menus, video screens, reports, and
command procedures; and even create new relationships between existing or new databases.

(con' t)
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One very important benefit of this structure is that a new version of the software does not

override changes to the existing version. Generally only a minor effort is necessary to add

enhancements to the tailored libraries. No other software handles updates as easily as

Quodata's new relational software architecture; it is designed for change.

Quodata's software architecture adheres to Digital's VAX/VMS operating systems

architecture and Networked Application Support (NAS) software standards, which Digital

exhibited at CAUSE91. Quodata believes that no one software company can fill all the

administrative needs in higher education, and a standard platform simplifies access to other

products and personal workstations. Quodata's software functions well within a distributed

network, multi-platform environment.

0 The Services
Even the best software is of little value without the right support. Quodata takes great pride

in providing excellent service. Proof of its quality is the 96 percent software service contract

renewal rate for Quodata clients over this past year. The most important commitment is to

hiring capable, service-oriented people with experience in educational institutions.

Most clients move from an existing computer system to the Quodata system. Sometimes

there are features users have or want which are not part of the standard system. The

flexibility of Quodata software means that making these modifications is unusually easy,

without programming. However, someone must analyze the situation, determine the best way

to effect the change, and modify the parameters in question. Many clients have capable

computer staffs, but not enough time. Quodata offers such users additional implementation

options. Essentially, Quodata personnel will perform many of the tasks necessary to get the

institution up and running.

0 The Users Group
A great deal can be learned by sharing information with peers at meetings like CAUSE91.

Quodata actively supports and encourages its users groups. An annual conference is held

each Fall. Sharing is further promoted regionally and through newsletters.
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SalePointSolutions
On-Line Cashiering System for College & Unitersity Business Ofres

SalePoint's On-Line Cashiering System for College & University Business Offices isa powelful

solution that combines IBM hardware, SalePoint's flexible software & superior connectivity,

third party products, and complete support by SalePoint & IBM support professionals.

Hardware Platforms. Sale Point utilizes the IBM 4684 Ca.shiering

Workstation as its primary hardware platform. The IBM 4684 is an

integrated unit designed specifically for high-volume cashiering

(essentially consisting of an IBM PS/2 with cashiering peripherals

such as a cash drawer, etc., in an integrated configuration).

Each IBM 4684 Cashiering Workstation includes:

Base unit. With 386 processor, 1,44 MB floppy drive, 40 to 160 MB

hard disk, built-in Token Ring or Ethernet network adapter, and 2 card

slots for P5/2 Feature Cards

IBM PS/2-style cashiering keyboard. With manager key lock, buih-

in magnetic stripe reader, and indicator lights (e.g.. training mode)

sALEpontfr I IBM 9-inch monochrome monitor

IBM 38-column receipthournal/slip printer

IBM cash drawer(s)

Sale Point offeis many other optional cinponents to this IPM 4684

platform. Also available is a PC-Cash Drawer option an IBM

PS/2 with cashiering peripherals such as a cash drawer, etc.).

0 63

Software Platforms, SalePoint's cashiering software swem utilizes OS/2

and is written in C/C++ using an object-oriented methodology that

provides many benefits:

Comprehensive functionality, Meets all the needs of college and

university business offices. Student parents and financial line items

are handled through a single transaction. Bar coding and OCR

scanning are available to anprote speed and accuracy.

Fast transaction processing. Easy-to-use-and-learn softuure withon-

line, pop-up help, modifuthle through word processing applications such

as WordPerfeet.

I Flexibility. Meets current needs and future requirements. The system

can easily be modified through parameters, "Lexicon," and custom

programming.

SalePoint also offers a UNIX version,
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SALEPOINT
Sale Point Systems Corporation

6199 Cornerstone Court East

Suite 111

San Diego, CA 92121-3710

(619) 546-94N

FAX (619) 546-0725

SalePointSolutions
On-Line Ccishiefing Systemfor Colleg & Unitersity Business Offro

Connectivity. Using a combination of IBM Communications Manager

and other third-party packages, Sale Point is able to provide a flexible

solution for maximum connectivity. The SakPoint Solution features:

4

tf;

Service and support. SalePoint, in conjunction with your local

IBM Field Service Organization, provides a full range of services to

ensure you receive the maximum value from your SalePoint On.Line

Cashiering Solution, sonic of which include:

1111 Real-time access to student records. On-line or batch updating of

student, financial, and other subsystems. II Project management and consulting

II Network-independent client/server architecture. Available uith a II Installation and comprehensive training

wide tariety of host connectivity options in IBM and non-IBM host

entinniments. Options include TCP/IP, SNA 327015250, HLLAP1, II Custom programming and technical support

APPC via Ll/6.2, awl more.

II Toll-free, seven-day-a-week help desk.

Il Hot key option. Allows host screens to be accessed on each cashierMg

utrikstation a any time during the transaction. II Software maintenance

Host API software module option. For Information Associates' IBM I IBM on-site hardware maintenance

and VAX Users, Provides an on-line interface to 515 and FRS (Mehl&

mg Plus Series) through 2-Support.

Please call SalePoint Systems Cororation for complete

information and a demonstration disk that &strata the

many features of ow On-Line Cashiering Systo a for

College & University Business Offices.

4t11 ;P .1}
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SCT's Magic Combination

Featured at .CAUSE91

Systems & Computer Technology Corp., (SCT) is a leading provider of administrative
software and computing management services for higher education institutions
nationwide. During CAUSE91, SCT featured the "Magic Combination" of its BANNER
software systems and client/server computing. The BANNER series is the first
administrative software for higher education to offer this flexible, powerful and
affordable technology.

MAGIC COMBINATION

The "Magic Combination" theme was brought to life by Giovanni, the magician, and the
Magic Combination Game. SCT's hardware vendors - IBM, Sun, Sequent,
Hewlett-Packard and Digital - who were exhibitors at CAUSE91, participated in the
game. Each player collected CAUSE91 logo stickers - featuring the CAUSE Twentieth
Anniversary logo - from the vendors in order to complete a game board and enter to
win one of three Sharp Wizard Electronic Organizers. Playing the game provided
everyone the opportunity to visit SCT's booth as well as five of its vendors with
hardware platforms capable of running BANNER software. The winners of the Magic
Combination game were: Dennis L. Pramhus, Director of Computer Information
Systems, Arizona State University; Paul Teitelbaum, Application Analyst, University of
Arizona; and James L. Fitchett, Director of Information Service, Harvard Medical
School.

GOLF TOURNAMENT

SCT was a proud sponsor of the CAUSE Golf Tournament. The winners of the Men's
and Women's Low Scores were Worth D. Roberts and Sophie Sisler, respectively,

CAUSE/EFFECT "CONTRIBUTOR OF THE YEAR" AWARD

For the tenth consecutive year, SCT sponsored the CAUSE/EITE,CT "Contributor of the
Year" award. The award is presented to the author of the article judged to be the best
of all contributed papers published in the quarterly magazine during the prior year.
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The award-winning article, "Client/Server Architecture Promises Radical Changes,"

was written by Grey Freeman and Jerry York. Grey Freeman is Program Director,

Information Technology Management Service, at the Gartner Group. Jerry York is

Associate Vice President of Information Services and Technology at the University of

Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey.

SCT'S CORPORATE PRESENTATION:
"Client/Server ... A Technology and A Philosophy ... for the 90's"

Presenters, Susan Sheridan, Vice President of Product Marketing, Software and

Technology Services Division, and Roy Zatcoff, Vice President, Product Development,

Software & Technology Services Division, spoke about client/server computing and the

effect it has - and will continue to have - on servicing clients' needs.

Institutions are focused on service to their clients - students, faculty and administrators.
Technology providers are focused on service to the end-user community with the

coming of age of client/server architecture. The two converge at the MIS director. SCT

discussed this convergence through an exploration of the practical application of

client/server technology to administrative systems and the resulting client service to

the entire education community.

ABOUT SCT...

Founded in 1968, SCT has more than 1,000 employees serving clients across North

America and overseas. The company is headquartered in Malvern, PA, a suburb of

Philadelphia, and has regional offices in California, Texas, South Carolina, Louisiana,

Kentucky and Puerto Rico.

SCT's broad range of proven solutions for administrative compvting needs includes:

the BANNER series of advanced administrative applications for your Human

Resources, Finance, Student, Financial Aid, & Alumni/Development requirements;

and On Site services, the computing management alternative that encompasses the

management, staffing and operation of a client's computing resources - through an

outsourcing partnership.

For more information about SCT's products and services for higher education, please

call our toll-free number, or write to:

sa
Systems & Computer Technology Corp.
4 Country View Road
Malvern, PA 19355
Call toll-free (800) 223-7036
In PA, call: (215) 647-5930
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SIGMA SYSTEMS INC.
PARTICIPATES AT CAUSE91 IN DISNEYLAND!

To the tunes of Disneyland activities, CAUSE celebrated its twentieth anniversary
this year. We at Sigma Systems Inc. were pleased to be able to join in the fes-
tivities, share knowledge with our colleagues and contribute expertise about our
products. Congratulations CAUSE, may there be many more anniversaries!

For Sigma, the conference gave us the ability to invoduce ourselves and
demonstrate our product line to the CAUSE membership. Although we are new
corporate members, we are not new to the CAUSE membership. Many attendees
visited our booth to say "Hello!" to our President and CEO, John F. Chaney, a per-
son well known to CAUSE. Of course, many of the CAUSE member institutions
are also clients of our student financial services systems and it is always nice to
visit with our colleagues!

At the conference, we showcased our leading student financial services products
available on the IBM and VAX platforms for several different databases. These
products include:

SAM The Student Aid Management System

TADD The Table, Audit, and Data Dictionary System
SARS The Student Accounts Receivable System
LAPS The Loan AT plication Processor System

For more information about our software products, our full complement of im-
plementation services and our consulting programs, please write or call us:

Marketing Division

Sigma Systems Inc.

650 South Cherry Street, Suite 1035

Denver, Colorado 80222-1812
(303) 329-3626

0 1992 Sigma Systems, Inc.

5 6 7
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5 LING
511 . WARE

Ely !akar Division

"Where Ideas Become Information Management Solutionr "

Congratulations to the CAUSE organization for staging yet another successful
conference last December, this time at the Disneyland Hotel in Anaheim, California.
It was a pleasure speaking with the hundreds of CAUSE members who dropped by
Dylakor s booth to visit with our representatives.

Sterling Software, Dylakor Division has been working effectively with IS
professionals in higher education for over twenty years. Our success in the
education market rrew out of the positive expenences many CAUSE members have
had using Dylakor s information management and report generation software
systems.

Dylakor As The Informeion Management Experts

Dylakor's exhibit featured two p roducts currently in widespread use at colleges and
universities across the U.S. and 'Canada. DYL-IQ Express is an online query and
reporting system that provides fast, easy and simultaneous access to a wide range
ofciatabases and other file types, including DB2, IMS/DB, VSAM, and others. A
menu-driven front-end enabres non-technical individuals to process their own
queries with a minimal amount of training. The second product, DYL-280 II
1?elational, is a program development tool that can be useii in dozens of different
applications having to do with the management and presentation of information.
Whenever there is a need to increase programmer productivity and/or end user
efficiency, Dylakor's software systems are one solution to consider because they are
designed specifically to lower the time and effort required to manage data
resources.

We Hope You Enjoyed Our Hospitality

Dylakor appreciates all the support it has received over the years from CAUSE
members. 'To show our gratitude, Dylakor joined a dozen or so vendors who
hosted hospitality suites on Wednesday evening. The atmosphere was friendly and
relaxed, with enough food and drink and lively conversation to keep everyone
entertained all night long.



No Lines 1
Few things are as frustrating for students as standing in lines

waiting to register for classes. Automate y(ntr registration uith

Syntdect's hi\FOl3O1® interactive Voice Response System.

Touch Tone Reuistration allows students to reuister for classes over

the telephone. anywhere. anytime.

Totwh'Ibne Registration shortens the registration period and

reduces costs for you.

l\FORO-1' also lets students inquire about .irra(6. obtain financial

aid information. and request transcripts.

Let Syntelleil demonistrate to you that on. yoicc response solution

tlw easiest 10 install and to maintain.

'Me longest line Now mildews should have to wait for is this long.

And that'S NO liNL

"Fo learn nimv about '10tw11Tolie RegiArafem and lo hear a

demonstration. call 602-789-:M00.

2,7
7,4

SYNTELLECT INC?
1:..)810 North 28th Avenue

Phoenix, Arizona 85023
(602) 789-280()

(602). 789-2899 FAX
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SYNTELLECT INC:

Syntellect Inc.. pmvitler of the INRMfff hunily of Interactive Voice Response Systems

(1VR) was fi)unded jut '1984 and is currently the largest yen(h)r of interaoiye wive resp(mse

systems in the I.nited States. Syntellect has shipped over 5.000 INFOBOT systems wor1(1-

wide to 800 customers in the I and 27 fiweign countries.

Colleges are findity; out that they must reduce cumblit workkads and lines at on-hue regis-

tration sites. increase enrolli»em. and dmvase overall costs. Syntellect's INIMBUF interac-

tive Voice Response SVstems can help by providing students convenimt and efficient tondo-

tone aceess to 011-line registration and general information 7 days a week. 363 days a Near.

Because of the ease of implementation associated with INFOBOT systems. colleges utilize

this technology to serve their students better and to reduce the expenses associated with

Illese servi(vs.

Colleges that have implemented INFOBfff say the ssteni provides students with a nve-

nient and efficient method of registration. minces the registration period. decreases the c()st

of the registration process. ensures the privarN and security of students ree(wds. improves

student services and. this is the best thing we ever dill.

INFOBOT easily expands to handle servives such as: grade reporting. admis mils status.
mire Lalleth) 1)oards. housing locator information. pre an(1 co-requisite information. course

changes and modifications as well as tuition payments.

To ensure successful installation of the Syntellect INFOBOT Family of Interadiye Voice

Response systems. SVIliellect offers on-site installation suiport from our application special-

ists who train customers on how to work with the system. 'the Syntellect Traillitofr System

makes INFOBOT the easiest in the industry to use. At it's hea(lquarters Syntelleo runs an

ongoing po)gram of training known as 1NFOBOT

SN ntellvo provides a 24-hour. seven-day-a-week 1 lelp I itie to respond to customee needs.

To create a forum for user 114'0111111e111hitions about pn)duct and service strategies. Syntellect

was the first oice response venthw to support an independent users gmup. The gmup meets

annually to discuss industry issues and 1)11)(111(.1 alq)lications.

As the needs of the academic commonity continue to expand. Symelket will respond by

developing applications tailored specifically to the academic market.



The Robinson Group Ltd.
Information Access is Our Business

CAUSE 1991 National Conference
Anaheim, California

"Journey to the New Frontier
by Visiting the Old Frontier"

The Old Frontier...do you remember this booth as you walked through the Corporate Exhibit area at the
National Conference? The Robinson Group Ltd (TRG) selected the setting of the old Southwest to
emphasize CAUSE recognizing its past as the foundation for the future and to illustrate how TRG software
and services build upon an institutions past investment in administrative computing by adding new
applications, tools, and technology, Not coincidentially, TRG is located in Phoenix, Arizona where we
have a joint developrr-mt agreement with The Maricopa Community Colleges. Read on for more
information regarding TRG's frontier activities at CAUSE.

The Southwest Cantina...the Archway...the Desert Sunset...
(the TRG Booth)

In our booth, we featured solutions that illustrated the business of TRG: "information access." We
demonstrated th9 Faculty Support System, the Student Tracking System, the Administrators' Almanac,
and The Campus Information System. All of these software applications extract data from existing
administrative systems and give easy, but secured, access to faculty, students, and administrators. The
solutions operate in a networked environment and take advantage of workstation technology. A brief
description of each solution is provided below:

The Faculty Support System

We demonstrated how faculty can easily access student records and automate their record keeping
functions, all within a networked environment that takes advantage of the speed and pnwer of an IBM
RISC System/6000 networked to faculty desktop equipment. The specific components t. we featured
were the Syllabus Builder; the Grader; Student Records, where progress letters are generated and
faculty can add, withdraw, or reinstate students electronically; and the Faculty Directory, accessible by
other faculty and students who need to contact faculty. Students may use the system to access faculty by
sending electronic messagas and/or by checking the status of their assignments and grades.

The Student Tracking System

You also may have seen The Student Tracking System and noted how it could complement your existing
student record system by providing individualized or summarized information regarding student
demographics, goals, performance, and advising over time for any given student population. This system
is designed to track students from kindergarten through postsecondary education. It can provide
information that will assist program directors evaluate program effectiveness, such as the success of
students who transfer from community colleges to four-year/research institutions or monitor the
performance of "at risk" students and offer intervention counseling when appropriate.

5 71
2411 West 14th Street Tempe, Arizona 65281.6942 USA Fax.. 1 602 731.8850 Telephone: 1 602 731,8900
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The Robinson Group Ltd.

The Administrators' Almanac

We talked to a number of executives who were pleased when they viewed the graphic presentation of

summarized trend information that is acceissible from their desktop equipment networked to a file server

and mainframe. We showed them how ti;ay could view the spreadsheet, graph, and annotated WI all in

one view and how easily they could change the graph to feature a specific trend line in which they had

particular interest. The examples shown at the conference included demographic, enrollment, financial,

and personnel trends. The Almanac features include pull down menus from which administrators can

point and click to their selected view, thus giving them the ability to have relevant information on their

desktop.

The Campus information System

We discussed how the Campus Information System, accessible through a touchscreen kiosk, can provide

better service to students and increase staff productivity. For example, we demonstrated how a student

might access and print their cot 'se schedule, view their financial aid status, review a list of campus events,

obtain an unofficial copy of their transcript, locate a particular building and room using the graphic maps,

and access any other sources of information that the institution wishes to make available to students.

Visitors to the booth could see how visitors to a campus would welcome the maps to guide them to their

destination.

"The smell of Apple Pie"
(Hospitality Evening)

We carried forward our Western theme by serving good old apple pie and coffee. We were pleased that

approximate:y 400 CAUSE attendees visited our suite to talk to John Robinson, the Managing Partner of

TRG, Judith Leslie, Senior Partner, and Dick Barber, Senior Partner, along with the other TRG staff. Our

guests left with a Western boot branded with the CAUSE Twenty-year Anniversary and TRG logos.

"Ghost Riders in the Sky"
(Corporate Presentation)

We developed our presentation using IBM's Too lbook software that allowed us to demonstrate our

solutions interactively and graphically using the PC. We illustrated the similarities between settling the

"Old Frontier" with the "New Frontier," by referring to three types of individuals: the explorer, the

cowboy/girl, and the homesteader. We shared with the fifty CAUSE participants who attended our

session a list of the other institutions and vendors who are joining us on this drive to the new frontier. We

explained our partners program that Includes IBM, the League for Innovation, and the following

institutions: the Maricopa Community Colleges, Houston Community Co'legd System, Monroe

Community College, Central Piedmont Community College, Dallas Cnmmunity College District,

Community College of Allegheny County, and Central State University Faculty at these institutions and

select others will be using the Faculty Support System and participating in the specification of future

functionality and the publication of a League monograph on Guidelines for a Faculty Support System. We

also were pleased to announce that TRG has had consulting engagements at the University of Louisville,

George Mason University, and Calffornia Polytechnic University.



A PICTORIAL REVIEW OF CAUSE91

Risneutand hotel

a,

In spite of widespread travel restric-
tions and tight budgets, CAUSE91
drew a crowd of more than 1,250 pro-
fessionals involved in management of
information technology rebources of
higher education institutions across
the country and abroad. The pictures
on the following pages are presented
as a reminder to these participants of
the variety of good times and opportu-
nities for professional growth last De-
cember at the Disneyland Hotel in
Anaheim, California.
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Summary of CAUSE91 Conference Evaluation

199 Evaluation Forms turned in

1. Rate the following CAUSE91 activities in terms of their value to you.

High Moderate Low No Opinion Did not attend

General Sessions 115 73 7 0 2
Track Sessions 108 83 3 0 3
Current Issues Forum 52 60 9 4 52
Current Issues sessions 49 52 5 4 71
Constituent groups 55 47 5 5 75
Special interest groups 32 35 7 8 99
"Ask the Experts" 28 29 5 12 109
Round tables 21 27 9 8 122
Poster Sessions 17 32 11 7 119
Communications Central 71 53 4 14 41
Corporate hospitality Suites 59 65 30 8 27
Corporate presentations 61 90 14 3 25
Corporate demonstrations 78 74 17 3 14
Opportunity to talk witll
colleagues informally 163 21 1 3

Keynote presentations were exceptional - 4*
Buck Rodgers was a disappointment - 8
Buck Rodgers was great - 2
Mike Roberts was a disappointment - 4
Mike Roberts was great - 2
Gene Stanaland was great - 11
Track sessions very relevant, good - 5
Track sessions too basic, vague - 3
Current Issues Forum was most meaningful - 2
Current Issues Forum was a disappointment - 1
Poster Sessions a great idea - 13
Messaging Center was great - 12
Messaging Center was disappointing - 3
Wednesday Reception for committee plaques was great idea - 2
Liked music at Thursday banquet - 6
Didn't like music at Thursday banquet - 4
Constituent Groups arc not very helpful - 1

* Number indicates the number of times the comment was made.

5 S 1
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2. Do you think anything you learned at CAUSE91 might have an effect on the way you do things at

your institution:

Yes No

170 20

If yes, please explain: .

Better understanding of overall issues - 30
Beneficial to learn from other people's experiences - 9
New ideas from informal discussions with colleagues - 9
Many great new ideas - 8
Numerous important contacts - 9
Quality Management - 22
Client Server - 12
Networking - 11
Strategic Planning - 10
How vendors arc providing solutions - 6
User Support - 4
Multimedia 3
Re-engir . .7, - 3

Email -
Disaster Recovery - 2
Imaging - 2
Electronic delivery of standard paper reports - 2
Emphasis on empowerment of people and human resources - 2
Academic computing - 2
Information on Dartmouth's library system
Michigan's data infonnation ethics program
How to better approach senior management
Coping with budget cuts
Budget modeling
Data management techniques
Reemphasis on broadest possible distribution/availability of informatim
Integrating disparate systems
Performance measures for IT
Micro support methods
Ethics issues
reorganization refinements
New software for DBMS query, reporting, analysis
DocuTech
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3. What topics/speakers would yeu like to hear at future conferences?

Networking - 14
Client Server - 8
Quality Management - 7
Dealing with tight budgets - 6
More practitioners, fewer theorists (want actual implementations) - 6
Distributed technology/computing - 4
Staff reorganization - 4
Strategic Planning - 3
Outsourcing - 3
Improving services to students - 2
Would like to hear from our clients (from an institutional attendee) - 2
Imaging - 2
Data Management - 2
Computer phobia - 2
Long term predictions - 2
Dealing with organizational politics - 2
More of the same
Merging of administrative and academic computing
Adult education programs
Information Management
Human relations with customers, employees, and management
PCs in a mainframe environment
More technical topics
Doing more with less; Build vs. Buy
Administrative computing needs of academic units
Changing the organization's culture
Motivation for employees during periods of profound change
Techniques for obtaining endorsement from university executives for new approaches to implementing
technology
IRM
Case studie3 in use of instructional technology
Organizational changes needed to support distributed computing
Libraries - computing integration
Human impact of technology
Minis and Micros
Documentation and training sessions
Merging technologies
Object oriented software development and software reuse
NREN/Intemet

Highly respected speakers - 3
Joel Barker on paradigms, particularly as they relate to education
Gene Stanaland - 4 Brian Hawkins
Buck Rodgers - 2 Steve Jobs
Bill Gates - 2 Peter Lyman
Carl Jacobson - 2 Lamar Alexander
Clifford Stol James Wetherbe

5 5 3
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4. Do you have any comments about the site of CAUSE91?

Excellent choicc, vcry nice - 103
Fair - 11
Too spread out - 23
Too isolatcd - 13
Over priccd - 7
Food was bad - 4
Not organized for busincss confcrcnccs - 2
Hotcl too small - 2
Too far from East coast - 3
Too much security
Not good for pcoplc with dictary restrictions

5. What CHANGES would you like to see at future conferences?

Nonc - 14
Too many competing activities (add more time or cut activities) 20
More handouts, especially for track scssions - 7
Nccd a detailed map/floor plan - 7
Different levels of speakers: somc basic, somc advanccd - 5
Some tracks should have longcr scssions than 45 minutes - 5
Expand poster sessions (Morc acccssiblc, cxtcnd ovcr brcaks, providc technical support,

morc scssions) - 5
Cancel corporate hospitality suites or havc biggcr suitcs -3
Registration materials should be scnt out carlicr - 3
Open corporate dcmo arca whcn no scssions schcdulcd - 3
Videotape scssions - 2
More small groups along rcgional lincs - 2
Sprcad out constituent groups so attendance at several is possible - 2
Add spouse activities - 2
Meal tickets should lit in namc badgc - 2
Lcss food at the lunches - 2
Changc timc of conference

Wcdncsday - Saturday (miss less work; Sat stayover for plane ticket) - 2
Sunday - Wednesday schedule
Too closc to Thanksgiving - 2
Too close to EDUCOM
Have it in the summer
Havc it in the spring

Hold the conference on a cruisc ship
Have copics of track papers (Procccdings) available Wax the confcrcncc
Electronic diskette dclivcry of papers to speed up Proceedings
More cmphasis on Round Tables and Constituent Groups
More presentations from small colleges
More activities for first ycar attendees
Morc interactive presentations
More vcndor sessions that arc not sales pitches
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Provide a means for conferees to write theirmost pressing problems and provide that to vendors to offer
solutions
Put job title(s) after session abstract in program to indicate for whora the session is recommended
Registration list sorted by title in order to locate peers
Get executives of universities to attend
Look up email by nrst name
Like to see more HBCUers (persons from Historically Black Colleges & Universities)
Indicate newcomers on badges to welcome them
Large type on badges to identify state
Large type on badges to identify institution
Pin badges should be available
University tours like EDUCOM
Buffets rather than sit down meals
Juice in addition to coffee at breaks

6. What made you decide to attend CAUSE91? Please rank in order of importance the following,
with "1" indicating the most important.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Program content 41 40 27 22 12 3
Conference location 4 6 13 16 13 25 20 2
Peer recommendation 22 7 10 10 11 12 22 1
Identification with CAUSE 28 14 18 21 --' 17 16 9
Networking with colleagues 41 48 34 13 9 7
Corporate demonstrations 3 8 15 20 26 15 22
Professional development 35 42 32 22 12 3 2

Other:

1 longtime attendee; presenter, sent by boss
3 Board meeting; new job assignment; great speakers; presenter; opportunity to learn
4 recruitment
5 networking with vendor reps; another meeting coincided with CAUSE91

7. "I would like to say..."

Excellent, rewarding, worthwhile conference - 60
Best conference I've ever attended - 4
Well organized - 10
Thanks to CAUSE staff and all who helped - 25
I'm tired of vendor manipulated presentations, in particular free ads for IBM.

(vendor participant)
I was a first time presenter and feel very proud to have contributed to CAUSE.
Don't get too smug or groupie oriented.
Marginal experience because of poor program content.
Some confusion at vendor arca both days.
Convince the conference hotel to make dancing available.

5S5



HIGH QUALITY AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES ARE N-6147
AVAILABLE FROM THE CAUSE 91 CONFERENCE!

TRACK PRESENTATIONS - WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4
TAPE 1 TRACK 1 - iMP.1OVING PRODUCTIVITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION
TAPE 2 TRACK II ELECTRONIC APPROVAL: A PAPERLESS OFFICE
TAPE 3 TRACK III - DRUCKER'S RIGHT. LET YOUR PEOPLE GROW
TAP!: 4 TRACK IV HERDING CATS AND NErwoRKED RESOURCES
TAPE 5 TRACK V - INTEGRATING TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND NETWORKING
TAPE 6 TRACK V: - TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IN THE CLASSROOM
TAPE 7 TRACK VI/ EXECUP"EIDECIS/ON SUPPORT SYSTEM
"APE 8 TRACK VII! - I.S CLIENT/SERVER THE FUTURE OF INFORMATION PROCESSING?
TAPE 9 TRACK I STRATEGIES FOR DEALING MTH 'IT' COMPLEXITY
TAPE 10 TRACK II - QUALITY OF SERVICE
TAPE 11 TRACK III - DOES INTEGRATED SOFTWARE CREATE INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT?
TAPE ?2 TRACK IV - DEVELOPING STANDARDS FOR QUALITY INFORMATION
TAPE 13 TRACK V - PLANNING FOR INTEGRATED TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TAPE 14 TRACK - THE CLASSROOM A 'VIRTUAL COMMUNITY'
TAPE 15 TRACK VII - E-MAIL AS AN INSTITUTION-WIDE INFORMATION SERVER
TAPE 76 TRACK VIII - DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING, CENTRAL IZED SUPPORT
TAPE 17 TRACK I CHANGING THE CULTURE: IMPLEMENTING TOM
TAPE 11) TRACK II - MEASI/RES OF PERFORMANCE
TAPE 79 TRACK III MERGING ACADt.Mi.:: AND ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING
TAPE 20 TRACK IV - MANAGING INEORMAT.ON TECHNOLOGY ETHICS AND VALUES ISSUES
TAPE 21 TRACK V NETwORK GROWTH AND E:CLUTION
TAPE 22 TRACK VI - ELECTRONIC LIiRA.ES IN THE 9Gs
TAPE 23 TRACK VII - QUAL; TY- JO!:-T .N SC
TAPE 4 Tic r PC VIII MOV,NG TO TH-. T.SERiEH MODEI

ATTRACTIVE VINYL CASSETTE STORAGE
ALBUMS ARE $5.00 EACH OR FREE WiTH
A PURCHASE OF 12 OR MORE CASSETTES

OF MANAGING CHANGE

Program 9142R
Recorded Live!

December 3-6, 1991
na heim, California

TRACK PRESENTATIONS - THURSDAY. DECEMBER 5
TAPE 36
TAPE 37
TAPE 38
TAPE 39
TAPE 40
TAPE 41
TAPE 42
TAPE 43
TAPE 44
TAPE 45
TAPE 46
TAPE 47
TAPE 40
TAPE 49
TAPE 50
TAPE 51
TAPE 52
TAPE 53
TAPE 55
TAPE 56
TAPE 57
TAPE 58

CORPORATE PRESENTATIONS
AMER,CAN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
APPLE COMPUTER - INFORMATICN ACCESS

7APE

TAPE 26
TAPE :7
T APE 28
TAPE 29
TAPE 30
TAPE 31
TAPE 22
TAPE 33
TAPE 34

INFORMATION ASSOCIATES - AN ARCHITECTURE FOR THE 90s
JOHN MINTER ASSOCIATES CAMPUS POSITION AND PERFORMANCE
KPMG PEAT MARW/CK - JUSTIFYING MAJOR SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATIONS
PERLPHONICS CORPORATION VOICE PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY
SOFTWARE AG - APPLICATION DECISIONS IN A CLIENT/SERVER ENVIRONMENT
STORAGTFK L- CARTRIDGE TAPE AUTOMATION
SYSTEMS & COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY - CLIENTISERVER TECHNOLOGY
XEROX - UNIVERSITY DOCUMENT SERVICES

ASK THE EXPERTS
; APE IL; ASK - HIGH OtiAL! Ty PRODUCTION PUBLISHING

TRACK I - DO YOU HAVE v0( R BACK :0 THE FUTURE?
TRACK II - MEASUREMENT OF PUSINESS Of 'IT
TRACK IV DESIGN;NG A STRATECT ROLE /OR AN 'IT ORGANIZATION
TRACK IV - IMPLEMENTiNG AN INSTITUTIONAi_ ILTPCSITOTIY
TRACK V CWRL1r4): -A CAMPU-IiWIDE FIBEN-TO-THE-DESKTCP NETWORK
TRACK VII .;YSI/".i/i AN OVERVIEW FOR MANAGERS
TRACK VIII - DIS7Ri.,3LI7ING C.LINL ACCE-FAS1
TRACK I - SMATEGrC Pt ANNING G2!:)!IIG THE COMPUTING ORGANIZATION
TRACK II - SECURING TC" IP AND DIAL-UP ACCESS
TRACK III DATA ACCEJS SERVICES
TRACK IV - A MANAGrP'S PrtiPECTIVE ON THE CUE NT/SL RVER MODEL
TRACK V . CENTREX OR SWI TCH: MEETING CAMPUS COMMUNICATIONS NEEDS
TRACK i - INTEGRATING ELEMENTS WITHIN AVD ACROSS INSTITUTIONS
TRACK VII - A V;;;(."1 Or THE FUTURE ;1. S TARTS ON THE DESKTOP
TRACK VIII - CENTRALIZED BUDGE: PREPARAPON
TRACK I - A REVERSE ENGINELRING APPROACH TO 'IT' PLANNING
TRACK II - USING PLANNING MODELS IN TIMES OE FINANCIAL CRISIS
IRACK III - STUDENT ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
TRACK V - CAMPUS NE/ WORKING THE HuMAN SIDE
TRACK VI AN EXPERIMENT iN THE REORGANIZATION OF LIBRARY AND 'IT' SERVICES
TRACK VII - MAKING INFORMATION ACCESSIBLE
TRACK V/II - PROVIDING DISTRIBUTED SERVICES WITH CENTRALIZED RESOURCES

CORPORATE PRESENTATIONS
TAPE 59
TAPE 61
TAPE 62
TAPE 03
TAPE 64
TAPE 65 GARTNER GROUP - STRATEG/C PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS
TAPE 66 IBM CORPORATION MULTIMEDIA AND THE COLLEGE CAMPUS
TAPE 67 NOVELL - MAGNIFYING INFORMANON POWER
TAPE 68 THE ROBINSON GROUP PREPARING FOR THE NEW FRONTIER

AMERICAN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS T' AND THE UNIVERSITY ADMISSIONS OFFICE
DATAGUARD RECOVER( SERVICES, INC UNIVERSITY DISASTER RECOVERY PLANNING
DATATEL - USER PARTICIPATION' ;N 0RODUCT DEVELOPMENT
DELOI77E & TOUCHE - WILL THE REAL REENGINEERING DEFINITION STEP FORWARD?
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORAHON - PROJECT SQUOIA 20(X)

ASK THE EXPERTS AND CURRENT ISSUE SESSIONS
1API 6k; TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT CAMPUS/CORPORATE EXPERIENCE
TAPE 79 TECHNIC:PHOBIA: FROM STUDE NTS TO COLLEGE PRESIDENTS
TAPE 71 CONSOLIDATING, OUTSOURCING, AND DOWNSIZING
1 APE 72 THE VIRTUAL LIRRAILY
TAPE 74 CLIENTISERVER ARCHITECTURE AND DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING

CASSETTE
PRICES

1-5 TAPES ARE $7.50 EACH
6-11 TAPES ARE $7,00 EACH
12-23 TAPES ARE $6.75 EACH
24 OR MORE ARE $6.50 EACH

THE COMPLETE SET OF 73 TAPES
IS $459.00 - SAVE OVER 15%1

=A [( I

BEST CopyAML2LE

PRODUCED BY
RECORDED
RESOURCES
CORPORATION 5:16

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6
TAPE 72 GENERAL SESSION - TRANSFORMING HIGHER EDUCATION
TAPE 80 THE CURRENT ECONOMY



-GAbbt I IL MAIL UtfUeti I-UHM 
ALL CASSETTES ARE COVERED BY A FIVE YEAR WARRANTY dis PLEASE ALLOW 2 - 4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY PROGRAM NUMBER 9142R 

!Ism NOTE: WE ACCEPT PERSONAL CHECKS, BUSINESS AND INSTITUTIONAL CHECKS AND PURCHASE ORDERS, VISA AND MASTER CARD ONLY. ALL REMITTANCE MUST BE 

MADE MI U.S. FUNDS ONLY. ALL SALES ARE FINAL. ALL APPLICABLE SHIPPIMS CHARGES MUST BE INCLUDED WITH YOUR REMITTANCE OR EXPRESSLY SPECIFIED ON YOUR 

PURCHASE ORDER FOR MULTIPLE TAPE PROGRAMS, EACH TAPE Limo IS A SEPARATE ITEM, AND DIE PJR TAPE PRICE APPLIES To EVERY TAPE IN A MULTIPLE TAPE SET 

agsf o_ggs .1 ORDER OVER CAREFULLY - ALL ORDERS SUBMITTED WITHOUT SHIPPING CHARGES Oh INCORRECT COST CALCULATIONS NILL Of RETURNED UNFILLED. 

PLEASE SEND ME THE COMPLETE SET OF TAPES FOR ONLY $459.00 PLUS THE APPLICABLE SHIPPING CHARGES 

PLEASE SEND ME THE CASSETTES I HAVE LISTED IN THESE BOXES BY THEIR CORRESPONDING TAPE NUMBERS 

>pall MUST l!;CI1;01 .',HIPP)NG CHARGES WITH YOUR ORDER 

ADEPT :0NA! T APE $1!, 00 MAXIMuM CHARGE FOREIGN 

METHOD OF PAYMENT : OCHECK (PAYABLE TO RECORDED RESOURCES) 

TOTAL COST : NUMBER OF TAPES TIMES (X) PER TAPE PRICE $ 

PLUS (+) 5% SALES TM (MD. RESIDENTS ONL)9 $ 

SHIP TO 

ADDRESS 

CITY/STATE ZIP 

,1,1111 

DOMESTIC (UNITED ST AE S CANADA) ADD 1 i MST AP AND 51 09 ACH 

ADO S3 00 FOR FIRST T APF AND $7 00 E ACH ADOTTIONA! T APE NO MAXIMUM CHARGE 
T $ ; 00 E 4.0( 

Ej PURCHASE ORDER EIVISA v: MASTER CARD (13 OR 16 DIGITS COMPLETE SECTION BELOW) 

EQUALS (-) MERCH4NDISE TOTAL (oR COMPLETE SET PRICE LISTED ABOVE) $ 

PLUS (t) APPLICABLE ...IIPPING CHARGES EQUALS (.) GRAND TOTAL S 

CREDIT CARD INFORMATION : NAME 

CARD NUMBER 

EXIVRAnoN SIGNATURE 

Mail To: RECORDED RESOURCES - 8258 Veterans Hwy., Suite 16 - P.O. Box 647 - Millersville, Md. 21108 (301)621-7120 FAX (410)987-2441 

1:736V103El 

3OVISOd 
SS1/70 

80112 CINV1AUVIAI 13111A131:13111IN 
LIP9 XOB 

91 SIMS 1/01/1AHOIH BNV1:13.L3A 89a13 
Sam:Inc:maid clacmcamati 

=/.., 

MISSED HIE CON ITRENC IIERE IS YOUR 0 PPORTUNIFY TO GET THE INFORMATION ON TAPE! 

PROGRAM 9142R 

OF MANAGING CHANGE 

Recorded Live! December 3-6, 1991 Anaheim, California 


